










CAN YOU FIND EVIDENCES OF "TERRIBLE OUTRAGES"?
A fair sample of the scene at any dock on the arrival of any liner. U. S. customs officers

inspecting baggage.

"Makineihe Tounst Honest."—p 36
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G
RE an American a few
tons of dynamite and a

moiintain to bore throusai'h

in a month and he is

liapjjy," said an efficiency

ens^meer to me the otlier day. "Ameri-
cans love to do big things in a great

hurry. They despise small things. A
structural shop orders the supplies from
a rolling mill. The big beams are

promptly shipped. The angles and
smaller pieces do not come for weeks or

months. The superintendent of the

structural shop pleads for permission to

begin work immediately on material not
deliverable for three months. If per-

mitted to do the work ahead of time he
clam.ors for permission to ship it. He
is always ahead on big work, always be-

hind on small work, and this means a

great waste of time and energy."

But we are coming to the dav when
the smaller things will be recognized as

of as much importance in the problem of

])roduction as the larger, the day when
the man beside the machine and his ca-

pacity for work and wage will be more
closely considered. In fact, in certain

centers where the big activities hold

sway there is already a mighty and suc-

cessful effort toward right planning,

right execiltion and right reward for

the toiler. In these places such marvels
of economy are being wrought by bright

master minds as to stagger the imagina-
tion of the men of the old school of

wasters whose motto was "Get there,"

and who recked not of the cost.

Yes. the science of business and indus-

trial efficiency, scoffed at by the head-

long egoists who thought they were
doing big things in the best way, but

often were only misdoing and wasting,

has been tried out and may be definitely

and demonstrably declared to have won.
The science of efficiency ! Here is a

new. big. vital and tremendously impor-

tant subject that is engaging the ])cst

minds in some of the great industrial

plants of the country, and has been taken

up by some of the railroads which are

emulating the luminous example of the

Santa Fe, a railroad company that has

done wonders in conserving its own
forces, saving millions of money and or-

ganizing its workmen on a system that

is nothing short of altruistic.

\Mio conceived this principle of effi-

ciency, the thing that is now so inten-

sively engaging the master minds of in-

dustry ? Well, of course the idea of

economy in production has always been

insisted upon by the heads of great

plants, but time has shown that it has

not always been intelligent and successful

economy, and as for humane dealings

with employees, they rarely have been

considered in the scale. But think of
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An Enthusiastic Advocate of Effici

The celtbrated lawyer, Louis D. Brandeis, who told

to save a million a day.

an economy both intelligent and suc-

cessful and in which the idea of the fair

deal is always uppermost ; for without

the fair deal there can be no economy
and no efficiency. Let us give credit

where credit is due. After a careful

study of the genesis of this great move-
ment I find that to Frederick \V. Taylor,

formerly chief engineer of the Midvale

Steel Works, belongs the honor of in-

troducing scientific efficiency in. this

country. Some of the men who are doing

things in his line call him "the Father of

Efficiency," and he deserves the title.

Scientific labor management had its

first successful demonstration at the

Midvale Works in the latter eighties.

but it is only of recent

years that it has received its

great impetus. Taylor in-

troduced a differential rate

.system for the employees
by which those that could

ilo a certain amount of

work in a day received a

certain amount for each
piece, while tho.se that were
not capable of reaching the

standard were given a
smaller rate. Under the

old piece w^ork plan, a man
that had been turning out
five pieces a day received

$2.50. Under the new sys-

tem when they turn out ten

they receive $3.50. Thus
the total cost of a piece was
reduced from $1.17 to 69
cents while the daily pay of

the man was $1 more.
Then Taylor introduced

into the .same plant a

method of dividing the

work of tire-turning into a

number of short operations,

fi.xing a certain time and
pay for each. This new
system increased the output
from the tire department
fully thirty-three per cent.

So successful was Taylor
at Midvale with his new
ideas of industrial economy
tliat other manufacturers
employed him to improve
conditions in their shops
and factories. He worked

quietly and nearly always made marked
improvements. Meantime he devoted
himself to the study of efficiency, both

for the benefit of employer and employee.

Other men, followers of his, have gone
farther in this line and made more famous
successes, but such distinguished stu-

dents of efficiency as Louis D. Brandeis,

Frank B. Gilbreth, Harrington Emer-
son, and H. L. Gantt acknowledge them-

selves as disciples of Frederick W. Tay-
lor.

It has taken a good many years to get

the idea of scientific efficiency into the

minds of our captains of industry. A
large proportion of them still adhere to

the old methods and are not willing to

ENCY.

tile railways how
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let the "theorists" run tlieir shops. But
where tliose "theorists" have been given

full sway, as they have in some places

during the past few years they have con-

founded the scoffers. For one thing they

have obliterated from the toiler's list of

maxims the first and most obnoxious one
from the master's point of view

—"The
least service for the most pay." If the

theorists had done nothing more than

that they would be entitled to wear
wreaths and halos. But they have done
much more.
Take as a luminous example, the work

of Harrington Emerson in bettering con-

ditions on the Santa Fe system. There
had been a disastrous strike in the shops,

and when Mr. Emerson was set to work
to straighten out conditions most of the

employees were very hostile to the man-
agement. No one could have gone to

work to carry out the principles of sci-

entific efficiency under more unfavorable,

or, indeed, demoralizing conditions than
those that confronted Mr. Emerson
when he faced the situation. It was a

man's game and it was played by men.
Here were twenty shops, large and small,

scattered along nine thousand miles of

railroad in twelve dift'erent States, with
twelve thousand disgruntled mechanical
employees to deal with and fifteen hun-
dred locomotives and fifty thousand cars

to care for and keep running.

President Ripley, a man of clear vis-

ion, who had come to have full con-
fidence in Emerson and his theories,

after several interviews with him, made
him consulting engineer to study con-
ditions and advise betterments, and Vice-
President Kendrick rolled up his sleeves

and went to work with him.

The crying need was to get the equip-
ment in shape. Emerson did not begin
to megaphone orders to everybody. He
went quietly into the main shop at To-
peka and began to study mechanical
conditions. The first thing he found out
was that something was wrong with the
belts that carried the power to the ma-
chines. Now belting is an insignificant

item in railroad operation, but much
turns upon it, literally as well as figur-

atively. In the Santa Fe shops belting

was nobody's care. The only official who
showed any interest in it was the claim
agent who on one occasion had induced

the shop men to take a lot of singed and
water-soaked belts from a wreck after

they had been refused by a consignee.

The belts were constantly breaking and
every break entailed a loss of time to

machine and mechanic, and what was
more important, held locomotives in the

shops, preventing the movement of

trains and decreased revenue. Under
the old system a premium—overtime

—

had been offered on breakdowns. New
belts of the best quality were put in and
the cost for belt repairs was reduced in

one year from $12,000 to $630, while the

saving in time and increase in revenue
from that source alone was many times

the original sum.
But the belt demonstration was only

the razor edge of the entering wedge.
The system was extended to the main-
tenance of all shop machinery and tools.

In the year 1903-4, which included only

a month or so of the Emerson efficiency

E. P. Ripley, Pkesident of the Santa 1-"l.

He is fully alive to needed improvements in railroad
management.
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work, what is known as the unit cost of

the maintenance was $10.31. By June,
l'J07, this cost was reduced to $4.89 and
in 1909-10 it dropped to $3.24. With a

60 per cent, increase of work, mainten-

ance costs dropped 51.4 per cent.

Meantime improvements were going
on in other directions all along the line

—

the revision of grades, new designs fur

locomotives and cars, water purification,

welfare work that decreased and finally

eliminated the hostility of the workman
to the company, and
most humane of all, a

])ension system for

wornout employees.

Like all men of

broad vision, Eiuer-

son has faith in men.
He believes in their

heart -in -heart good-
ness and he knows
that the main cause of

their hostility to their

employers is misman-
agement. It was his

belief in the men of

the Santa Fe, from
top to bottom, that

more than anything,

has resulted in his

great victory over bad
conditions on that sys-

tem. Ten thousand
pamphlets conveying
the principles of

standard practice in-

struction were distributed

employees of the road,

were: "Fairness, not

Ix I-AvisG Bricks .Apprentices Should
Taught to Use Both Hands at

One Time.

among the

The mottoes
favoritism ; effi-

ciency not drudgery ; individuality, not

subserviency." The generous attitude of

the company is set forth in the following

opening sentences of this booklet

:

"The employee wants as high wages
as he can get. The emplo_\er wants his

output to be as cheap as that of his coni-

])etitors. Both desires are reasonable

and the problem is to reconcile them
without injustice to either party.

"An absolutely clear understanding of

the problem by both parties is necessary.

"The worker cannot be expected to

work for one employer for less pay than

is paid under similar conditions for the

same work by another eniiiloyer. The
wage payer will not pay higher wages

than the current rate or than the busi-

ness conditions permit. There may be,

however, quite a gap between the wages
paid by competitors and the higher
wages the employer would be willing to

pay if it can be proved to him that it is

to his advantage to do this. W^ages above
current rate should result from indi-

vidual effort."

The men liked the ring of these words
and all the coiupetent ones were pleased

by the individual appeal that was after-

ward made to them.
For example, instead

of "pooling" locomo-
tives the Santa F"e as-

signed each engine to

a regular and com-
petent crew. By this

system the engineer

was made to feel an
individual interest in

his machine and an
individual responsibil-

ity and anxiety for its

condition and repair.

Engine "failure s"

were thus reduced
from 11.880 in 1907
to 6,9.^2 in 1908. On
the Santa Fe an en-

gine failure means
any trouble with a

locomotive that causes

a delay of five

minutes or more to a

train, and every fail-

ure is followed by an investigation.

Twenty-five per cent, of the power was
formerly out of service, but this per-

centage was reduced to thirteen.

Not alone to individual responsibility,

but more to efficiency reward does the

Santa Fe owe the great success of its

experiment. Each luan is employed at

a definite and equitable hourly rate of

wage, ])aid to him without regard to his

efficiency. Definite time unit equivalents

are stated in advance for each operation

assigned, by which the man mu.st give a

fair hour's work for a fair hour's pay.

This fair hour's work for a fair hour's

pay is called 100 per cent, efficiency, and
if he attains this efficiency the worker
is paid a bonus of 20 per cent. .As effi-

ciency diminishes the bonus diminishes.

At 90 i)er cent, efficiency the bonus paid

i



OLD METHOD OF OILING TRUCKS, WHICH REQUIRED TWO MEN HALF AN HOUR PER CAR.
Santa Fe railway yards, Los Angeles.

is 10 per cent., while at 67 per cent,

efficiency the bonus stops. Foremen are

paid a bonus on the basis of the average
efficiency of their men, and superintend-

ents are similarly rewarded on the basis

of the foremen's efficiency.

The results of this bonus plan were at

once seen in the increased interest of the

men and the greater amount of work
they turned out. Last year the Santa Fe
employees received the sum of $1,250,-

000 in these premiums on their labor.

Has it paid to expend this large

amount in this unusual way ? Yes, it has
paid and it has paid well. For not only

have there been no strikes on the Santa
Fe since its introduction—and strikes

cost money—but the net cost of locomo-
tive repairs for a year has been reduced
from five and one-half millions to four
and one-half. In a period of three years,

during which from $200,000 to over a

NEW METHOD OF OILING TRUCKS ON THE SANTA pfi RAILWAY, LOS ANi.ELE.-
Time required: five minutes per car for two men.



,T1IE WRONG WAY OF LAVING OUT THE BRICK I UR Til], WORKMEN'S USE.

million was paid out in bonuses, the

entire system made net savings of over

$5,000,000, or nearly $2,000,000 a year.

Under the old method one man at

$3.50 a day finished one pair of tank

wheels on the machine lathe a day.

Under the new method one man handles

two pairs of tank wheels and a pair of

trailers in a day.

Besides increased pay the men are

provided with reading and recreation

rooms all along the line, and there is a

model hospital system to care for them
when they are ill or injured. On retire-

ment at the age of sixty-five pensions of

$20 to $75 a month are granted them,
according to their former wage and
length of service. Altogether the men
of the Santa Fe feel they are having a

fair deal, and they are satisfied with their

treatment. A strike on that system is

now considered impossible.

THE RIGHT WAV—IMPROVED METHOD OF HAVING THE BRICKS ON PACKETS AND
BOXES PROPERLY SPACED FOR THE GREATEST SPEED WHEN

THE WALL IS AT THIS LEVEL.

THE
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When on March 20, 1905, efficiency

work was begun in the matter of loco-

motive repairs an enumeration was made
of all locomotives and the sum of their

detentions in the Toj)eka shop, a total of

1,735 days for fifty-six locomotives. A
year later, by applying rigid rules of

efficiency the sum of detentions had sunk

to 254 days and a larger number of loco-

motives had been repaired.

In some instances greater economies

were effected than were
attempted. When Mr.
K e n d r i c k called Mr.
Emerson's attention to

the high average of loco-

motive repair cost it was
seen that in 1904-5 it

amounted to $4,165 for

each engine. Mr. Kend-
rick wanted the cost re-

duced to $3,165 for each
engine. Mr. Emerson
cut it down to $3,037.

The miles run between
locomotive failures on a
difficult division was in-

creased from 4,377 in

1902 to 20,000 in 1909.

In the matter of car

repairs the introduction

of efficiency principles

has worked wonders of

economy. Simpler proc-

esses for doing things

have been devised. For
example, the oiling of
trucks has been simpli-

fied by the use of a com-
pressed air machine. By the old hand
method it took a man an hour to oil the

trucks of a car; now it takes two men
only five minutes.

Such men as Louis D. Brandeis, H. L.

Gantt, and Charles B. Going, who have
closely observed the methods pursued by
Mr. Emerson in his efficiency work on
the Santa Fe, are enthusiastic in its

praise. It was the study of this work
that led Mr. Brandeis to make the offer

to the railroads that were threatening
rate advances that he would save them
a million a day and charge nothing for

the service. Mr. Brandeis' intention was
to employ Mr. Emerson as the head of

a general school of efficiency that would
save the roads the sum mentioned every

The Father of Efficiency in
Business Affairs.

Frederick W. Taylor.

day of the year. Some of the companies
are willing that the plan should be tried,

but others demur, sticking to old meth-
ods, though they are only staving off

the inevitable.

On a lesser scale than that of the

Santa Fe, efficiency work has been tried

on the Southern and Union Pacific, and
has shown excellent results. It will not

be long before all the lines of the great

Ilarriman system will introduce these

methods, but the objec-

tions of wise old master

mechanics will first have
to be overcome.

Under its progressive

jj r e s i d e n t, Mr. L. F.

Lowe, the Delaware and
Hudson system has made
marked improvements by
the introduction of effi-

ciency m e t h o d s. The
Erie system, which had
been nruch run down,
has also tried the plan,

particularly in the matter

of coal consumption. On
a certain watched loco-

motive it was found pos-

sible to cut down the

fuel bill over sixty per

cent. An effort is being
made to standardize this

performance, and though
it may not be successful

a big saving is bound to

result.

The advanced mechan-
ical practices of the

Union Pacific have resulted in consider-

able savings, and so have those of the

Northern Pacific, the New York Cen-
tral, the New York, New Haven and
Hartford and the Boston and Maine.

But Mr. Brandeis, the most enthusiastic

of all the disciples of Taylor, the "Father

of Efficiency," will never rest content

until he has induced all the railroads of

the country to try the improved meth-

ods. Brandeis is not doing this so much
for the railroads as he is for the people,

for whom he has made many a good
fight. He believes with H. L. Gantt

that with increased freight rates come
increased prices, that with increased

prices come higher cost of living; with

liigher cost of living comes a demand for
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SfXUKED El-riCIENCY IN A HOSTILE SlIOP.

Harrington Emerson, whose ability was promptly
recognized by President Ripley of the

Santa F^.

higher wages and with higher wages
conies higher cost of production, involv-

ing another increase of prices, and the

cycle thus repeats itself.

Tiiis same Gantt. whose economic
philosophy I have boiled down into the

foregoing language, is in himself a walk-

ing cyclopedia of efficiency methods.

Not long ago he was engaged by the

president of a cotton mil! company to

solve the problem of making its labor

more efficient. He put in trained ob-

servers with stop watches to stand by

the most skillful weavers and study all

their motions in detail, a practice recom-

mended by Taylor. The observer learned

just how the skilled weaver started and

stopped his loom, how he removed the

empty bobbin from the shuttle and put in

a new one and how he tied the knot.

This study resulted in fixing as a stand-

ard task the number of picks a loom
should throw, eliminating all unneces-
sary delays. A substantial bonus was
(iffered for the accomplishment of this

number on each loom. This stimulated

individual activity. Those weavers who
could not make a good showing were
taught by the best operators, and in a

short time there was an average increase

of output from the looms of eighty per
cent ! The average wages were increased

fort_\- per cent., while the actual wage
cost for each piece of cloth produced
was only sixty per cent, of the former
wage cost.

In a pillow case factory where Gantt
introduced his methods of efficiency and
iiis bonus plan, similar results were ob-

tained and, better still, it was found that

in twenty-eight cases of goods furnished

jjcfore efficiency work was begun the

average number of imperfections to each

case was 473/2. In eleven cases after the

efficiency work was started the average

number of imperfections found in each

case was less than one ! This great im-

jjrovement was made in a few weeks
after Gantt went into the factory.

Like results .were obtained by this

master of efficiency in a packing-bo.x

factory, in a bleachery and in other in-

dustrial plants.

Going back to Taylor and his steel

work, let me quote a few paragraphs
from a report of Assistant Superintend-

ent R. J. Snyder of the Bethlehem Steel

Company

:

"One of the best results has jjeen the

moral effect upon the men. They have
had it placed in their jxiwer to earn a

very substantial increase in wa.ges by a

corresponding increase in their produc-

tion capacity, and this has given them
the feeling that the company is quite

willing to reward the increased eifort.

Tiiey display a willingness to work right

up to tlieir capacity, with the knowledge
that they are not given imiiossibilities to

perform.
"The percentage of errors in ma-

chinery has been very materially reduced,

which is unquestionably due to the fact

that in order to earn his bonus a man
must utilize his brains and faculties to
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the fullest extent. He has thus no time

for dreaming, which was no doubt, the

cause of many errors.

"Breakdowns are less frequent. The
men work up to their capacity and now
obtain from the machines the product
they are capable of turning out."

In the matter of yard labor Mr. Tay-
lor saved the Bethlehem Company fifty

per cent, of the cost of the removal of

material and made many other savings.

Frank B. Gilbreth

is now considered one

of New York's fore-

most eiSciency ex-

perts. He takes con-

tracts for the con-

.struction of bridges

and other structures

and produces marvel-
ous results from his

m e t h o d s of labor

management, based
on what he calls his

"m o t i o n studies,"

made in his own
actual experience in

various trades he has
learned and also froiu

accurate observations

of the work of others.

Mr. Gilbreth uses

stereoscopic views of

various operations
showing the men how
the work should be
done. Beside these he
has books of details

for them to study.

"On one occasion," he says, "I had
to drive a lot of piles in quicksand. I

wanted to get the work done as rapidly

as possible. I raised the pay of all the

men 23 cents a day. from $1.75 to $2,

with the understanding that in return

they were to do the work in the manner
I described to them. Then I employed
a boy at $11 a week to stand on the bank
with a stop watch and a pencil to keep
a record of the work done by each gang.
Where the work had previously required

4.28 minutes for each trip of the bucket
out of the hole, after I had standardized

the method in this manner, it required

only 2.21 minutes, or a reduction of

almost one-half.

"The studv which has been given to

.\ Man Who Does Not Believi; in Wastin
Human Energy.

L. F. Lowe, President of the Delaware and
Huds.

scientific efficiency has tlemonstrated

many things. For instance, it has been

found that in one kind of labor in order

to be most efficient a man nuist have
27 units of rest for every 100 that he

works. I tell my men when there is

nothing for them to do, to sit down and
rest. It has been found that the most
efficient load for a shovel is 21 3^ pounds,
and that in carrying weights, 92 pounds
is the proper amount. This was the

weight which I set

for brick carriers to

handle an d h a d

"packets" designed to

carry this weight.

"In wall work I use

what I call non-stoop-

ing scaffolds for the

bricklayers. I find that

a man will do better

and quicker work
where he is not com-
]:)elled to stoop over to

lay brick. Also I have
my brick "packet"

]ilaced in a handy
position by a cheap
man, so that the
bricklayer need waste
no time. I have taught

men how to pick up
brick and mortar with

both hands at the

same time instead of

using one at a time

as most of them for-

merly did.

"The care of the

has been one of my
believe in the old driv-

ystem. I believe in

the new non-perspiring way, advocated
by Taylor, of whom I am a close disciple.

The drive or military system is going
out. Instead of that we are introducing

the more humane, the more practical and
the more economical method of reward-
ing a man for good work and not making
a shirking, cringing time-server of him.

Yes, men must be well-fed and well-

rested. I find it cheaper to feed them
free rather than to let them eat at board-
ing-houses."

Mr. Gilbreth stimulates the ambition
<if his men in various ways. Once he
had a lot of Swedes, Russians. Irish and

Railway.

health of men
studies. I don"

ing a'.id sweating
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Thk Best Method, Up to Date, for Handling B
This barrow hukls 216 bricks as against the usual

RICK.

60.

iHh Improved B.-\rrow Is Easily Pushi-d. T

Others working on a big bridge. The
work was going slowly, so he told the

foreman that the flag of the nationality

making the best record would be floated

from the highest part of the structure.

The Swedes put forth their best efforts

and soon their pride of country was
gratified by the flying of the Swedish

flag above the workers. The Russians

then bent to the work and soon their flag

displaced that of the Swedes. For some
time the record of the Irishmen was low,

but, with dogged determination, they set

to work to raise it and finally did so;

and when their big green
banner, with its harp em-
blem, floated high above
the bridge their foreman
swelled out his chest and
broke forth in this piece of

Irish sunburstry:

"Ah, me b'ys ! There's
the flag of Erin. Keep up
}er licks and don't let onny
domned Protestant pull it

down !"

And they didn't.

JNIr. Gilbreth uses the

flag system in gang work
on houses. Where several

houses are being built at

once a flag is raised on one
to show that the gang on
that house made the best

record on the previous day.
He offers prizes to his men
for suggestions as to the

best manner of doing a
given job.

Efiiciency experts declare

that in their scheme of

standardizing and subdivid-

ing the work after carefully

])laiining it out the respon-
sibility does not rest merely
upon the man in charge,

but ill the same ratio down
to the poorest paid worker.
They say that the planning
should be done by the high-

est intelligence, and that the

workmen should not only

be provided with every

facility for actual produc-
tion, but that he should be

made to think, too. They
keep a' sharp lookout all

the while to see that the man fits the job

in each case. In a textile plant where
efficiency methods were being introduced

the expert found that the output of the

room in which repairs were made to

faulty bolts of cloth was altogether too

small. He discovered that a trucker

named O'Brien was paid $1.10 a day
for gathering up the bolt.s needing such

repairs and taking them to the repair

room. O'Brien was in the habit of

tumbling these bolts upon the floor in a
heap, after which he would go day-

dreaming about the place. When a girl
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METHOD OF HEATING COMPLETE SET OF TIRES AT ONE TIME WITH CRUDE OIL BURNER.
This is the new method. Formerly a piece of red-Iiot gas pipe was placed around the tire

to expand it. It was a slower process.

ran out of work she had to go to the

pile and pull over the bolts until she

found one of the kind upon which she

was operating. All the girls did this

and it wasted their time.

"I want a five-dollar man
to take the place of Trucker
O'Brien," said the efficiency

man to the superintendent.

"What!" cried that offi-

cial, aghast at the request.

"A five dollar man to do

trucking?"
"That's exactly what I

want," said the expert,

in a matter-of-fact way.
"The intelligence of every-

body in the room is sub-

jected to the O'Brien intel-

ligence. We need a five-

dollar intelligence that can

sort out the bolts and de-

liver them quickly and properly to the

girls."

The five-dollar man was put in the

place and the change resulted in a great

saving to the factory.

Pitting the Foreigners Against One Another.
The gang that has the highest score or lowest unit of cost in bricklaying

ilies its country's flag.

/3
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SET UP FOR USE.

"I Uiink I have found the reason for

llie very great inefficiency that exists

in American plants," said Harrington
iMiierson, who since leaving the Santa

]''e has been working to reduce cost and
improve labor conditions in several in-

dustrial concerns. "It is the cumulative

effect of small inefficiencies on an end

Masons Finishing .-^ Wai.i. on a Non-Stooping Scaffold.

result. For instance, you have a printing

press and a poor operator on it on black

work turning out 800 good sheets out of

a possible thousand and the other 200
are spoiled. Now if you had a poor
press capable of turning out only 800
sheets and that man was working on it,

the combination of poor man and poor
machine would run the re-

sult down to 600 good
sheets. Then if you should

invite in a scientific man-
ager he would say : 'You
have to improve your press

and train tliat man so that

he will know how to op-

erate it, and get 900 good
sheets out of his thousand.'

After you have done this,

say that you put your press

on color work and have fo
print each sheet four times

to get four colors. You get
')0 per cent, good sheets out

of each impression and the

14
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end result is that you have

only 640 sheets out of the

thousand. So that while

the individual element for

each impression represent-

ed by that ninety per cent,

is very high the end would
be only sixty-four per

cent."

Mr. Emerson's point was
I hat in this case the effi-

ciency of the man and the

machine should be still

further increased.

I'rejudice against inno-

vation, the fixed habit and
desire of master minds to

do the same thing in the

same old way, is the great-

est obstacle to the introduc-

tion of efficiency. Charles
B. Going', wIkj gave such valuable testi-

mony before the Interstate Commerce
Commission at its rate hearing, pointed

this out when he referred to the testi-

mony of Joseph Ramsey, Jr., justifying

the extremely low average made by
freight cars in the United States

—

KoN-STOopiNt; Scaffold with Bricks Systkmaticallv Skt ur
IX A Corner.

twenty-one and a half miles a day. To
'"prove" his point ]\Ir. Ramsey quoted as

a typical case the coal shipments passing
through St. Louis, in which it regularly

took thirteen days to move a car seventv-

five miles—proof, one wotdd think', of

appallingly wasteful methods.

Ai'HAK.^IL'S USI.N'G CRUDE OIL IN PLACING AND REMOVING TIRES.
Note how the hot flame is directly applied to the tire.
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The Non-Stooping Scaffold.
The low-priced man lifts the bricks two feet, so that the high priced

man does not have to waste time in bending
to pick them up.

"Mr Ramsey's argument," said Mr.
(ioinsT," was, that as it tool< tliis time this

time was necessary. The argument of the

efficiency engineer would
be if it took this time some-
thing must be wrong."
And of course something
was wrong. But railroad
men of settled views are
hard to convince and so are
tlie heads of many indus-
trial plants. They see noth-
ing in the new system but
"theory" and are against it

liccause of that and because
it does not provide a means
for driving men. And the

old-timer who thinks he is

sufficiently successful is

nearly always a man-driver.
But these hard heads are

being won over and every
day adds to tlie list of

big activities in which the new science

of business and industrial efficiency is

being introduced.

When In Disgrace

When in disgrace with fortune and men's eyes,

I all alone beweep my outcast state.

And trouble deaf heaven with my bootless cries.

And look upon myself and curse my fate,

Wishing me like to one more rich in hope,

Featur'd like him, like him with friends possess'd.

Desiring this man's art and that man's scope.

With what I most enjoy contented least

;

Yet in these thoughts myself almost despising,

Haply I think on thee and then my state.

Like to the lark at break of day arising.

From sullen earth, sings hymns at heaven's gate

;

For thy sweet love remember'd such wealth brings

That then I scorn to change my state with kings.

—Shakespeare.



by f.C.WMiM.n
i

Are you always sure of your own identity? What is one's self, anyway? Everybody has two personalities,

— a first and second in command, so to speak. In our waking hours, the first is on watch; the second appears

only in our dreams, or. in abnormal states, the result of disease or injury. There are individuals who, even in

their waking hours, are influenced by this "second personality." which, in reality, has become the first in com-

mand. The instances here shown are dramatic pictures of this elusive condition.. Johns Hopkins Medical School.

of Baltimore, has recently established a department for the study and treatment of such cases.

INQUIRY failed to throw any light

on his history. Nobody seemed to

care whether he had one. Yet he

seemed to fill in with the ebb and
(low of the daily shifting life of the

tidewater city of Seattle. It was not

very long after the first rush of the

gold-seekers to the Klondyke, and he
was looked upon by the old-timers of

the city as a strange atom in the flotsam

and jetsam which the back-flow had left

stranded on the lonely shore of failure.

To the new-comer, his story carried the

conviction of reality ; and even the ex-

perienced did not doubt that he had at

least been to the North in that mad rush

for the metal which represents the

world's standard. The one element of

justifiable doubt was his own admission
that he couldn't remember the exact

location of his discovery, the richness of

which, if his story could be believed,

would place the possessor beyond the

wildest dreams of avarice, at a time and
place when dreams, especially golden

ones, required something very substan-

tial to satisfy. With his Irish humor
and dashing spirit of narrative, he would
hold his auditors spell-bound. It was
only after questioning him that they

imagined they had been victimized to the

extent of the price of a drink. Finally,

like all oft-repeated tales, this one be-

came so boresome that all who met him
set him down in their minds as a mono-
maniac, whose reason had become un-

balanced as the result of hardship and
the stupendous stories of gold-discovery

which made the sole topic of conversa-

tion. There was an uncanny glint of

mystery in his eyes, an elusive some-
thing in his own inability to place his

name and identity, which caused many
to shudder at his approach. Who was
he? The question, one of idle curiosity

to most, was soon to find a curious

answer.
He was talking e.xcitedly one night in

a certain hotel-lobby, to a group of

Eastern men fascinated with the glowing
accounts of the new country. One of

the party, who happened to be a surgeon,

became especially interested, and after

some moments' thought, asked permis-

sion to feel of the other's head : then

passing his fingers over the unknown's
skull, like a phrenologist feeling for

bumps, the doctor turned to the others

with a jubilant smile, and told them he

had <liscovered somethin,g. The group
was interested ; a talk was held amongst
them, with the result that they agreed
then and there to do what they could to

help him. As a consequence, the un-

known was taken to an adjoining town,

placed in a hospital, and operated on for

an old fracture of the skull, due, in all

probability, to some unknown injury.

When he recovered consciousness, he

seemed to be an entirely different per-

sonality. His memory returned sound
and clear ; and he was able, for the first
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Fig. 1: Looking 'J'HRC)U(iH
Brain from the

RliAR.

A; Normal identity of a
normal man. B: "SuC'

ond-SL'K " — uncon-
scious—in a nor-

mal man.

lie liac!

time, to say just

who he was. Then
he told his story,

straightforward
and connected. He
was an Irishman, it

see ms , who had
come to this coun-

try with a little

money in his pos-

session, shortly be-

fore the Klondyke
discoveries. Having
nothing in particu-

lar to do but seek

left for the Alaskahis fortune

country on hearing of the wonderful
opportunities there. Like others, he had
suffered hardships, but continued on
with the determination of finding- o-old,

if any was to be found. Alone, he had
wandered in his quest from the main
trail, with its scattered horde of seek-

ers : and alone lie had come upon for-

tune and misfortune together. In swing-
ing his pick, while prospecting, into

some loose rock beneath an overhanging
ledge, he had .struck a lucky find at a

moment when least expected, at the same
time loosening a small boulder above him
just enough to bring it bounding down
upon him. It had struck his head, lay-

ing him unconscious with wealth within

his grasp, and fracturing his skull, as

was later discovered. The wonderful
])art of his story is, that after the opera-
tion he succeeded in making his way back
to the very spot of his discovery, found
things just as they were at first, filed his

claim, and afterwards sold out for man\
thousands of dollars. He is living to-

day, and enjoying in comfort the fruits

of his terrible, but curious and interest-

ing experience.

This illustration fnim real life shows
only one of the many interesting ]iliases

of lost-identity. This condition, wliicli

may come suddenly into the life of any
one, often presents characteristics more
j)ronounced, but seldom, if ever, more
dramatic. Double personality, that pecu-
liar state of mind during which Smith
may think he is Brown, or .some entirely

unheard of individual, and in which role

he enacts most naturally, and logically

the newly assumed personality, forget-

ting that he ever was Smith, is now and

then present as an after-effect of brain-

injury, or asthe result of disease. The
manifestation of changed identity, in

most instances, shows itself not so

nuich as a deterioration of intellect, as

of character and morals. A person who,
]jrevious to such a misfortune, may have
Iieen a model of virtue in his community,
often becomes the most quarrelsome of

mortals, a disgrace to himself and to all

near and dear to him. Many are known
to have changed their beliefs on the

most vital subjects, developing criminal

traits, and turning to thievery or worse,

only to end in jail or in serving a long

im]jrisonment.

Up in Alberta, that wide domain but

recently subdued to the plow, lived an
old Scotchman, widely known by his

given name of Alec, who kept a general

store, and had a reputation for honesty

and shrewdness over a wide range of

territory. He was the last man in the

world to be suspected of doing the least

thing contrary to the accepted standard

of a desirable citizen. He had pro.spered

in business, had no enemies, and was
respected and happy. One day he started

out alone on horse-back, to be gone some
days on a hunting-trip. The following

day the horse returned alone, riderless.

Evidently something serious had ha])-

pened. .\ searching party was gotten

together at once, and began to scour the

country for miles around. That same

I II... 2: TiiK Gold Skkkek's
Case.

.

Light and dark portions now
equal. An alternating per-

sonality, first A tlien II

predominating. An abnor-
mal condition.



DIAGkAMilATIC REPRESENTATIONS OF NORMAL BRAIN AND SKULL.
I'iguic L—Shaded line represfnts seat of higher" faculties. I'igure 2- -Injury at A causes hiss of ineniury;

at il, of speech; at C, of identity. I-'igure .^—A represents "seat" of the "peisoii.tlity" in
interior of the brain; B, "second-self," existing in all brains— note relative

size of the two personalities. W'hen A is injured or "submerged,"
B assumes command, showing a different "identity."

night Alec turned up at his home, ap-

parently sound and well, and spoke of

the incident as nothing more than a sort

of joke, with himself as victim. He had
been riding down a steep and narrow
bridle-path, he said, whistling and un-

concerned, when a bear from an adjoin-

ing thicket suddenly bounded into the

path ahead, frightening his horse before

its ricler had time to realize the reason.

He was thrown suddenly from the sad-

dle, alighting on his head some fifteen

feet below the side of the path. He felt

all right ; he looked all right, and there

the story ended. But before a week had
passed, those who knew him best began
to note a strange change in his manner
toward them. He became irritable and
quarrelsome without the slightest provo-
cation. Just about the time these changes
in his disposition were becoming a topic

of common conversation. .Alec myste-
riously disappeared. So far as could be

learned, he had taken absolutely nothing

with him ; everything in his store, and
in the living-rooms above, was in perfect

order. Weeks went by. and no word or

knowledge came. -Search was made in

all conceivable quarters, but with no suc-

cess nor slightest trace of him. He had
disappeared as completely as if swal-

lowed by some terrible cataclysm. All

hope of ever seeing him again was at

last sadly abandoned. Some months
later, news spread like wild-fire over the

regions of western Montana and north-

ern Idaho, of the appearance there of

one of the most daring bandits that wild

country had ever known. He would
appear and demand food at some ranch
one day, and then suddenly show up, on

the same quest, at another ranch some
thirty miles distant the day following.

Such wide leaps seemed impossible for a

man on foot, but the various descriptions

of him tallied exactly. These strange

raids continued day after day, and
though he was said to be heavily armed,
no one had been hurt in any way, nor

had any one the courage to resist him.

Hardened frontiersmen seemed awed by
his presence, and wholly incapable of

coping with his subtle tactics. He would
calmly walk up to a group of campers,

demand food or ammunition, or what-

ever else he needed, keeping his finger

on the rifle-trigger all the while, and
then solemnly warn them to discourage

from following him the numerous posses

which were in hot pursuit, saying he was
prepared to fight to the death. There
was something in his look which always

caused a shiver when he told them this.

i\Ien who had joined in man-hunting be-

fore, as gladly as if they were running a

fox to earth, one by one dropped from
Ihe pursuit. There was a something in

bis elusiveness which bordered on the

uncanny. \\'ho he was none could guess.

He became the mysterious terror of a

vast wilderness. But he had harmed
nobody. About the time the hunt was
given up, there happened to be a hunting

party from across the Canadian border

encamped in western Montana . They
were seated around the fire one morn-
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ing, enjoying their breakfast bacon,

when they became suddenly aware of the

presence of a stranger who had stepped

from the shadow of the surrounding
pines. Emaciated, unl<empt, in rags, he

presented a pitiful sight. Startled to

their feet by his ghastly appearance, and
with thoughts of the terrorizing bandit

uppermost in niintl, they began a wild

scurry for their fire-arms, when who
should one of the party recognize in the

unex])ected visitor, but the long-lost

Alec. The members of the party dis-

covered very quickly that something was
wrong with him mentally, for even in

his weakened condition, he was cross

and very irritable, muttering revenge on
all civilization, with no recollection of

the principal events of his past and home.
They broke camp at once, and started

with him across the border. In the

course of a few days he was taken to a

well known hospital in eastern Canada,
where it was discovered that lie had suf-

fered from a fracture of the skull. He
was operated on without delay, and suc-

cessfully. His story had a happy end-

ing, for before he left the hospital, his

mind had recovered its own proper per-

sonality, and Alec became himself again,

as shrewd as before, and as honest. Thus,
by the surgeon's hand, two interesting-

mysteries were solved, and a desirable

citizen saved for days of further useful-

ness.

Fine questions of law and right shade

into one another with a nicety difficult

to unravel, in certain phases of double-

personality. Smith, say, was considered

a perfectly sane man up to a year ago.

He deserts a wife, and all trace of him
is lost until ten years later. An old

friend discovers him in a remote part of

the country, married again, with a fam-
ily. He is prosperous and respected m
his new environment, and is as sane as

any man in the community. He has

changed little in the ten years in physical

appearance, but absolutely fails to recog-

nize his old friend, or any incident in his

own former life as Smith, for his name
is now Brown, and he is just as much
aiKilher sane individuality, as if he had

literally been born again. What is his

.standing legally? Would it be right \o

punish the present Rrown, when it was
the former Smith wlio was guilty of

wife desertion? Is Brown guilty of
bigamy? Should Brown be compelled to

go back to the former wife, Mrs. Smith,
a woman who would be as strange to

him under his second personality, just as
much as to any stranger? Who is

Brown, anyway,—in law, in justice, and
in fact? Outwardly he is certainly

.Smith, but in his heart has never, in all

truth, heard of him. Such a problem
actually came up before- a California
court some years ago. The case was of
a kind to make any thinking person ask
himself "Who, indeed, am I," and leave
the question unanswered. A person is

accustomed to believe that if anything
e.xists in this universe, it is surely him-
self. Perhaps a recital of the instance

just referred to, may give that person
room for doubt.

John Anderson was a fairly pros-

perous farmer, who rented some eighty

acres in one of the corn-belt states. He
had a wife and family, with whom he
lived in perfect accord, as well as with
his neighbors. He was hard-working,
prudent and saving, and as sound in in-

tellect as you or I. Owing to the deli-

cate health of one of the children, and
for reasons of ambition, he conceived the

idea of going to southern California to

buy an orange grove, to have a home of

his own, and live in peace and quiet with

his family for the rest of his days. His
frugal habits and continuous toil had
provided enough for this purpose, so he

went on alone, with the intention of

sending for his family as soon as he

could find the kind of place he wanted.

For some time letters were received at

frequent intervals ; everything seemed
to be progressing favqrably with him,

and then no more letters came, and all

trace of him w^as lost. Alonths of wait-

ing went by, and years. The mother and
children were verging on poverty, and
had long given up the father as dead.

One day surprising news was brought by

a neighbor, who had just returned from
the West, and had known Anderson in

former days. He had met Anderson
face to face in California; had found

him living in most prosjierous circum-

stances with a new wife and family. But
he had failed to recognize the old friend,

who had grown up with him from boy-

hood, and seemed so changed in thought,
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actions, and everything Imt his external

appearance, that the okl neighbor was
beginning to wonder whether or not he

liimself was losing his own proper
identity. This news of Anderson resulted

in a purse being made up for the long-

abandoned woman, and the neighbor
and Mrs. Anderson went to California to

take legal steps to enforce her rights

an<l bring her husband back, if possible.

Tlu" meeting be-
,

tween the two was
pitiful. All who wit-

nessed it were im-

pressed with the

man's innocence,

and actually took

sides against the

woman for bring-

ing trouble and
notoriety to such a

solid member of

the community. But
the wife held her

ground. His eyes,

hair, gait, manner
of speech, all were
the same she had
known so long. As
she recited these

various facts, and
the many little familiar incidents

only to themselves, of their

Fig. 3: Thf. Case of Alec,
the scotsm.an.

A. personality proper, al-

most totally "submLTffcd"
— second personality. B.
in full command—an ab-
normal and sonn-times
dans^i-rous condition.

km iwn

many
years together, Anderson appeared sin-

cerely dumfounded. and first with tears

in his eyes, and then in anger, flatly told

her she was mistaken ; that he had never

heard of the man Anderson, and that his

name was Arnold,—George Arnold. The
matter got into court. All were con-

vinced that the man was Arnold. But
on hearing the oilier side, became equally

convinced that he must be Anderson.
No shadow of doubt was thrown on the

nian's sanity. The court was at a loss.

Then Anderson, or Arnold, was taken

ill with pneumonia, and in the course of

a week was dead, solving the problem
so far as he was concerned. Then all

parties agreed that the case was one of

double-personality. What the court's

decision would have been had the man
lived, is of course unknown.

It is not always an easy matter to trace

the cause of these cases of lost-identity.

Many occur without any sign or history

of brain-injury. The cases in which we

are unable to assign a physical cause are

most baffling, leading to speculation into

unknown regions of the psychic world.

Undoubtedly further research will throw
much light on this very interesting sub-

ject. A few years ago, a man in high

professional standing, residing in one of

the Wisconsin towns on Lake Michigan,

disappeared without any reasonable

cause whatsoever. A wide search was
instituted for bun-

d r e d s of miles

aromid. but in vain.

At the end of some
weeks all hope was
abandoned, at least

of ever finding him
alive. Then rumors
from various farm-
ers just beyond the

Mississippi began
to come in. One
farmer had hired a

vagrant farm-ham 1

for a couple of

days, who, after

putting in several

days of hard labor,

suddenly d i s a p-

peared without pay.

Another farmer
had, he tliought. employed the same man
under the same circumstances. Then
another report, and another, of similar
import, came flashing over the wires.

All the descriptions fitted exactly that of
the missing lawyer. Devoted friends
hurried to that part of the country from
wh'ch the rumors came, with the hope of
finding the wanderer. They were able

to trace him from farm to farm, and then
from one village to another. In a certain

town on the river was a factory for the

manufacture of buttons. Some one said

that a man answering the description of
their friend was employed there. They
hurried on, and there, in the garb of

the commonest of workmen, was their

cultured, learned friend, engaged in the

useful, but lowly occuijation of making
pearl-buttons from clam-shells. He was
happy, and seemed to enjoy his work im-
mensely, and couldn't understand why
they should want him to go back to home
and friends, now totally forgotten. He
was another identity entirely, who had
returned to the simple life with a ven-
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geance. In the course of a few days,

he was restored to home and his former

personahty, and said in explanation that

a conipelhng craving for a simple life

had caused the trouble. It would seem
from this instance, that mental labor

alone is not sufificient for the needs of

many brain-workers, and that if those

who employ their mentality only, would
resort daily to some simple manual work.
Nature would not make such violent de-

mands when these needs are ignored.

Manual work is the essence of the simple

life, and the brain-worker, of any, can

least afiford to overlook this fact.

The incidents or accidents leading up
to double-personality, cause the mani-
festation by "letting loose" the second-

ego, or "other self," which lies sleeping

in all of us. To all intents and purposes,

this second personality is as sane and
healthy as the first, but—it is entirely

different. Intellectually, this second-

personality is often keener ; morally, it is

on a lower plane.

W'itliin the past year, the son of a mer-
ciiant was thrown from a wagon, owing
to the horses running away. He was
only si.xteen years old, a handsome and
manly young fellow, as promising a son

in every way as any one could wish. He
lay at home for weeks, hovering between
life and death, as a result of his injuries.

In the course of some months he had ap-

parently fully recovered, and was physic-

ally as robust as ever. Mentally he was
exceedingly brilliant, and astonished his

parents and friends with his scintilla-

tions of wit and depth of philosophical

thought. His parents, particularly, felt

a strangeness while in his presence they

had never felt before. And then strange
stories reached their ears of petty thefts

committed by him; of carousals beyond
their comprehension ; of waywardness
and delinquencies which seemed wholly
foreign to his former character and
habits. Finally a daring burglary was
committed, and the youth apjirehended

as the offender. It was the final l)low to

the sorrowing parents. E.xtenuating civ-

cumstances were set forth, and the case

never came to trial. Instead, the son
was taken to a hospital, an opening was
made in the skull, and a piece of bone,

which had been causing pressure on the

brain, removed. He was soon out again,

and up to his newly-acquired oft'enses.

The operation had proved a failure. Not
long after, in the midst of a drunken
revel, he put an end to himself with a

common poison. This pitiful tragedy

oi a young life was due to an injury of

the head, an injur}' not considered, as to

its bearing on tlie future, at the time it

occurred.

Today, through a better understanding
of these unfortunates, and other victims

of delinquency, many of them are cared

for in psychic institutions, where they

properly belong ; and, thanks to \'ictor

Horsley, of London, who made the first

experiments in brain surgery on mon-
keys, many of these saddest of cases in

the annals of the curiosities of lost-iden-

tity, can be completely cured by operative

interference as practiced by the skilful

hands of skilful surgeons.



AN OBJF.CT LESSON OF THE UNITED STATES OFFICE OF PUBLIC KOADS. AT MONROE. LA.
The old highway to the left, and the new.

$250,000,000 HIGHWAY ROBBERY
By

CHARLES FREDERICK CARTER

FORTY million dollars were
wasted on the public roads of

the United States through
ignorance, incompetence, and
indiiTerence in 1904. As the

same amount was wasted in the same
way in 1910. the American people would
seem to be holding their own nobly.

But these statistics present only half

a truth which, like other half truths, is

misleading. In 1904 the expenditures

on public highways aggregated $79,000.-

000. while in 1910 they had increased

to $100,000,000. That is to say. instead

of wasting half the hard earned money
flevoted to road improvement we have
become so enlightened that we only waste
forty cents out of every dollar. Truly.

we may plume ourselves on such a

record.

'

Still, this is but the preface to that

great Xational joke, the public road : for

the direct waste which may be charged to

the lack of suitable highways, according
to Logan Waller Page. Director of the

United States Office of Public Roads,

foots up the neat little .sum of $290,000.-

000. The way Mr. Page figures it out,

the annual loss due to incorrect, and in-

adequate methods in the construction,

maintenance, and administration of pub-
lic roads may be set down at $40,000,000.

while the burden imposed through exces-

sive cost of transportation from the

farm to the railroad station reaches the

impressive sum of $250,000,000.

The latter item is based upon statis

tics gathered by the Government, which
show that the aggregate weight of crops

hauled to market annually is more than

two hundred and fifty million tons. The
average haul is 9.4 miles, and the aver-

age cost 23 cents per ton per mile. This
makes the total cost amount to $540,-

500,000. In Europe, where good roads

are the rule rather than the exception, the

cost of hauling is much less than half

what it is here. Hauling on the famous
highways of France, for example, costs

but 10 cents per ton per mile ; in Eng-
land, the same ; while Belgiiun reduces

this low rate half a cent, and (jermany
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AS IT WAS.

caps llic climax with an average rate of

8.5 cents per ton per mile for transporta-

tion on her fine highways. It seems

reasonable to assume, therefore, that

with the same class of highways here

the cost of hauling the crops to market
might well be reduced one-half, at least,

this $200,000,000 wasted outright

through the lack of suitable roads is

equivalent to five per cent interest on
$5,800,000,000, which would pay for the

construction of 1,160,000 miles of mod-
ern highways at $5,000 a mile. As ex-

cellent roads are built in some localities

for half that sum, or even less, and since

the total of unimproved roads does not

much exceed two million miles, it is

probable that this sum would come

AS IT IS.

Road at Paintsville, Ky.
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pretty near to supplying- tlio whole na-

tion with adc((uate roads.

It would be a most profitable undertak-
ing to borrow the inmiey on lionds for

bu.^ .ing highways, for the whole indict-

ment against bad roads has not yet been
recited.

Still another w-ay in which American
roads waste money is in the unnecessary
amount of ground they occupy. The
average highway here is four rods, or

sixty-six feet w^ide. In the middle West-
ern States much of the ground given up
to h i g h w a y s is

worth a hundred
dollars an acre.

Only a small part

of this space is ac-

tually needed for a

roadway, the rest

being devoted to

weed culture.
T'licse weeds fur-

nish an inexhausti-

ble supply of seeds

with w h i c h ad-

jacent farms are

stocked without ef-

fort on the part of

their owners, caus-

ing either a heavy
outlay for labor to

keep the weeds
down or a still

greater loss from
damaged crops. In Europe they think

too much of their land to waste it so

foolishly. They find there that a road-

way from twenty to thirty feet wide is

ample for traiitic a hundred fold heavier

than traverses the lonely highways of

the prairie States. Robert J. Thompson,
U. S. Consul at Hanover, who has been
investigating the subject, estimates that

in thirteen of the agricultural States of

the middle West there are seven hun-
dred thousand miles of country roads.

By reducing their width from si.xty-six

to thirty-six feet, 2,500,000 acres of gen-

erally tillable land would be restored to

cultivation, which, valued at $100 an acre,

would foot up the staggering total of

$250,000,000. When so many thrifty

farmers are giving up their homes in

these States to seek lands in Canada, it

does seem as if a form of waste equiva-

lent to furnishing 15.625 of them with a

A Small Two by Two Concretf. Culvkki W
Obviate This \'ery Common Disgr.-ice.

(|uarter section each might be worth a

little earnest consideration.

Even this is not all the story, by any
means. Hack of it all are the still

greater losses of the farmers wdio are

unable on account of bad roads to haul

their crops to market when prices are

highest. In a paper read before the

American Road Builders Association at-

Indianapolis last December, Mr. Page
bruised the pocket nerves of every

farmer in Indiana by reminding them
that in 1909 prices of wheat in Chicago

ranged from 9'*'
|

cents to $1.60 per

bushel, the lowest

price being reached

in August when the

roads were at their

best, while the top

prices were at-

tained when the

roads were prac-

tically impassable

;

that the State's

wheat crop that

year being 33,124,-

000 bushels, every
advance of one cent

per bushel meant a

gain in the value of

the crop of $331,-

240, while an ad-

vance of one cent a

bushel on the corn
crop aggregated $1,965,200. Thus they

could see what they lost by not having
roads upon which they could haul a

load to market at any time.

Indeed, if all the indirect losses were
counted in, it is not unlikely that the

grand total properly chargeable to a

lack of suitable roads would be some-
where near a half billion dollars a year.

Nor is this all. Aside from any question

of money is the isolation imposed by
bad roads. Churches, entertainments,

and agreeable neighbors count for

naught if one is separated from them by
a mile or two of impassable mudholes.

Good roads mean more to the children

than to the grown members of the

farmer's family, for they may spell the

difference between an education and the

lack of one. It has been found that in

communities provided with good roads

the average school attendance the vear
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round is over eighty per cent, while

with bad roads the attendance rarely ex-

ceeds seventy per cent, while it may be
as low as thirty per cent. The best

schools are always situated on good
roads, the worst schools on bad roads.

But better things are now in sight.

Energetic efforts are everywhere being

made to still further increase the annual

expenditure for roads, and more espe-

cially to reduce the percentage of waste.

As an earnest that the first purpose
will be accomplished there are now
thirty-two States which have adopted

some form of State aid or supervision

for road construction and maintenance.

New York led the van with an expendi-

ture from State funds in 1910 of $2..S00,-

000, while Pennsvlvania was second with

an outlay of $1,000,000. Massachusetts

spent $750,000 of State monev on her

roads. Maryland, $350,000, New Hamp-
shire, New Jersey, and Rhode Island

$300,000 each, Washington $375,000.

Vermont $175,000, Mrginia $250,000,

We.st Virginia $120,000, and other States

various amounts. California, which at

the last election ratified a proposal to

issue bonds for $18,000,000 to construct

a trunk highway system, will soon rank
next to New York in the extent of her
useful roads. In the South they are not

spending so much in cash but they are

getting good roads by employing con-

victs to build them. Of the fifteen

thousand miles of highways built in the

twelve southeastern States between 1904
and 1910 the greater part was accom-
plished by the use of convict labor.

Georgia keeps 4,500 convicts at work on
her public roads the year around.

Indeed, no fewer than thirty-three

States have laws favorable to the em-
ployment of convicts in road building.

Unfortunately, though, the laws in many
cases are vague, and in still others nar-

row ; so that the plan is actually fol-

lowed in but eighteen States, though in

several others convicts are employed in

quarrying, cutting, and crushing stone for

use in road building. It has been fotmd
that a convict will do practically as much
work in a day as a free laborer and that

the cost of guarding and maintenance on
the highways is actually less than the

co.st of maintenance and guarding in jail.
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Besides the outdoor work is better for

the prisoners.

The highly important task of reducing
the waste of money actually raised for

highway construction is being accom-
plished through various agencies in ad-
dition to the State highway departments
already referred to. Foremost of these

outside agencies is the United States

Office of Public Roads. Organized in

1893 with an appropriation of $14,000
with offices in two attic rooms, this

bureau has increased in usefulness until

now it occupies a four-story building of
its own, which includes within its walls

physical, chemical, petrographic. and
photographic laboratories, and a machine
shop, and has at its disposal an appro-
priation of $116,000. A staff of twenty-
four engineers and superintendents of
road construction are employed to teach

the art of road building to any com-
munity that will take the trouble to ask
for their services and provide the ma-
terial and labor. A favorite feature of

the bureau is the "Object Lesson Road
Project." Tliis consists in assigning an
engineer to supervise the construction of

a short section of road to demonstrate
proper methods and instruct local build-

ers. Up to July 1, 1909, 264 object les-

son roads had been built in thirty-five

States, demonstrating the ^ proper
methods of using crushed stone, gravel,

sand-clay, shell, earth, bituminous ma-
terials and brick. Besides this, the en-

gineers of the bureau give special advice,

deliver technical lectures, introduce
model systems of construction, main-
tenance, and administration in counties

and study and report on practical meth-
ods for a series of years.

Beside the Government bureau there

are several national organizations, such
as the American Highway League, which
held a convention at Chicago last May.
Membership in this League is limited

to representatives of State highway de-

partments. Its purposes are to provide
a means of effective co-operation be-

tween States and to study methods of

construction and maintenance.

xA.n organization which is expected to

accomplish a good deal is the American
Association for Highway Improvement,
organized at Washington last November.
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A Fine State Road in Massachusetts.
Tllis is the sort of highway that delights automobilist

and farmi-r alike. Other sections could well
follow New England's example.

Its Board of Director.s includes James
McCrea, President of the Pennsylvania
Railroad : W. C. Brown, President of the

New York Central ; Louis Hill, Presi-

dent of the Great Northern ; W. W.
Finley, President of the Southern Rail-

way ; B. F. Yoakum, Chairman of the

Frisco Lines ; Alfred Noble, Past Presi-

dent of the American Society of Civil

Eng-ineers ; Dr. E. J. James, President

of the LTniversity of Illinois ; Lee Mc-
Clung', Treasurer of the LTnited States

;

John Goodell, Editor of the Engineering
Record ; Robert P. Hooper, President
of the American Automobile Associa-

tion; U. S. Senator Lafayette Young,
and L. W. Page, Director U. S. Office

of Public Roads. The objects of this

association are to correlate and harmo-
nize the efforts of all organizations

working for road -improvement ; to

stimulate sentiment for road improve-
ment ; to work for equitable and uniform
road legislation in all States ; to promote
efficient road administration in the

States and the correlation of all road
construction so that the important roads
of each county shall connect with those

of adjoining counties and the important

roads of each State with those of ad-
joining States. The founders hope to

make the association a sort of clearing

(VN UNDK.MNED ' Hlt.HW.W" IN TENNESSEE.
Compare with illustration opposite.
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house throngli which all road improve-

ment organizations may give to each

other the benefit of their experience,

their ability, and all the facilities at their

command.
When to all these influences are added

the efforts of the railroad industrial de-

partments, practically all of which do
what they can to further the movement
for improved highways, and some of

which even run "good roads trains" for

the enlightenment of their patrons, and

the propaganda carried on by such or-

ganizations as the American Automobile
Association, the Touring Club of Amer-
ica, and the Association of Automobile
Manufacturers, it may be seen that the

outlook for better roads is distinctly

brighter. It would be brighter yet if

there were many such public spirited

citizens as Sam Hill, of the State of

Washington.
Mr. Hill went to Gov-

ernor Hay and offered to

give a year of his time

wholly to further the move-
ment for better roads.

Finding his offer so heart-

ily appreciated he not only

spent the year but several

thousand dollars of his

good money in the cause.

One of the things he did

was to pay the expenses of

one of the best highway en-

gineers in England to go to

•Seattle to deliver an ad-

dress on the subject of

roads. Another thing was
to pay the expenses of the

city engineer of Seattle

and of a professor from the

University of Washington
on a three months' trip to

England to study road
construction. His ef-

forts are already begin-

ning to bear fruit; for

while there were seventeen

appropriations for the im-
provement of State roads
in 1909, none of which
were connected and there-

fore were of comparatively
limited use, there is now a

project under consider-

ation, backed by Governor

Hay, for a State trunk line 1,100
miles long, running from Bellingham
on Puget Sound down through Seattle

and the southern part of the State

to Spokane and back by a more northern
route to Seattle, which would accommo-
date three-fourths of the people in the

State.

The present unjiardonable waste of

forty per cent of the money actually

raised for road construction is simply

due to the fact that many people do not

know what a road is, and, furthermore,
they would not know how to build one
even if they did know what it should
look like. Witness Iowa, which now
spends $5,000,000 a year on roads, yet
scarcely has a road to her name. Indi-

ana is a close second with an equal ex-
penditure, but a trifle more to show for

it. In the latter State waste is made
easy by dividing responsibility for road

Milks of this Type of Ukain Ought to Bk Built .\lono
Our Highways.

Lnyinc side drains at Westficld. Mass.
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A macadam road in Gi-ork'ia.

work among local authorities in a hope-

less sort of maze so that no one has any

power or money to do anything effect-

ively. Maryland, up to 1909, extended

the same absurdity to State supervision

by dividing authority for construction

between the State Geological Survey .and

the State Highway Commission.

By way of contrast Wisconsin, having

adopted the war cry, "A dollar's worth
of road for every dollar of tax," is

showing how to make money work
miracles. In 1907 as much as $10,000
was appropriated for the us^ of the State

Geological Survey in experimental road

building and in advising local road au-

thorities. As there are fifteen hundred
of these local road bodies, the contract

was rather a large one. But the Sur-

vey engineers did the best they could by

addressing public meetings and distrib-

uting pamphlets, and by establishing a

correspondence school for road builders.

In order to make every dollar count they

managed to induce some localities to

build roads "graded to a width of twenty-

four feet with a stone surface only nine

feet wide. Ever\'body knew that such a

narrow roadway would not answer at

all, but after they had tried them they

wanted no other kind. These nine-foot

roadways answer the purposes of light

traffic and they cost but $1,800 to $3,500

per mile, while the 14-foot stone surface,

which allows two teams to pass and

which is used for heavier traffic, costs

from $3,000 to $.5,000 per mile.

Every community which reaches the

IJoiiit of determining to have real roads

and raises the money to pay for them
does not get what it wants. Some coun-

ties in California paid for good roads,

or thought they did, but the work was
so badly done that the good roads move-
ment received a setback. On the other

hand there was Pike County, Alabama,
which raised money to pay for gravel

and macadam roads, but wisely sent to

the U. S. Office of Public Roads for an

engineer to build them. He found sand-

clay roads, costing one-fifth of what
macadam would cost, better suited to the

locality. In Kansas sand-clay roads

cost from $707 to $1,183 per mile, which

seems to bring them well within the limit

required to interest the average farmer

in highway improvement, according to

the opinion of the Good Roads Conven-
tion which met at Cleveland in 1909.

This does not prove that sand-clay

roads should be built everywhere under
all conditions. The true moral to be

drawn from the experience of Pike

County is always and under all circum-

stances to employ a highway engineer to

direct operations. Road building is an

art that calls for something more than

good intentions.

An interesting feature of the highway
situation is the passing of macadam con-

struction, for many years regarded as

the highest type of road. But the advent

of the automobile has utterly destroyed

the reputation of the macadam road. It

has been found by costly ex])erience that

no ordinary water hound macadam is

capalile of willistamling for any length

of time the action of excessive autonio-
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bile traffic, and in Massachusetts actual

count shows that automobiles make up
forty-two per cent, of the traffic on the

hijj^hways of the State. The .speedin"-

rubber tires whirl away the rock dust,

thus destroying- the bond of the wearing

surface, then ravel out the larger frag-

ments of stone. Sortie sort of binder that

will hold material, both fine and coarse,

together is absolutely necessary. The
question is so important that the Ameri-
can society of Civil Engineers has ap-

pointed a special committee to investi-

gate. Various combinations of tar,

asphalt, and crude petroleum have been

tried in various localities with different

degrees of success. It is already evident

that a bituminous binder that will work
well under one set of conditions will not

answ^er at all under other conditions.

The difficulty is to suit the binder to the

requirements of the traffic and the cli-

mate.

Some other points which should be

possessed by a good road according to

the concensus of opinion of the world's

foremost highway engineers, as formu-
lated in the conclusions of the First In-

ternational Road Congress, held at Paris

in October, 1908, and of the second Con-
gress held at Brussels in August, 1910,

are as follows

:

The minimum width of roadway
should be 19 feet 8 inches.

The camber should be the least that

will allow the proper run-off of rain

water.

Grades should be moderate, with as

little difference as possible between
minimum and maximum.

Curves should have as great a radius

as possible, but not less than 164 feet.

Curves should be connected with tan-

gents by parabolic curves. Curves
should be slightly raised at the outside,

but not enough to interfere with ordinary

vehicles. The view at curves should not

be obstructed.

Road crossings should be visible and
well opened out. Railroad and tramway
crossings at grade should be avoided if

it is possible to do so ; otherwise they

should be signalled night antl day.

Wherever possible tracks should be
])rovided for bicyclists and ])aths for

horsemen.
The sides of roads should be <lefine(l

by trees wherever possible.

Binding material should be used in the

construction of metalled (broken stone)

roadways, special attention being given
to determining the character of the

binder best suited to local conditions.

Su]ierficial tarring may be considered
as delinitely accepted in practice.

Emulsions of tar, oil, or hydroscopic
salts have a real but not a lasting effi-

ciency. Therefore, their use should be
limited to special cases such as race

courses.

Cross and longitudinal sections of

roa*ds and gutters should facilitate the

flow of trickling water and prevent in-

filtration.

That maintenance is quite as im-
portant as construction is well under-
stood in Europe where fourteen nations

spend $160,000,000 annually for the
maintenance of 994,000 miles of road
which cost $3,000,000,000 to build. In
the United States, unfortunately, the im-
portance of con.stant care has not been
realized as clearly as it should have been.

But in this particular, too, marked im-
provement is noticeable. New York,
which leads the Nation in the magnitude
and comprehensiveness of its hi'ghway
improvement programme, has copied the

patrol system that has made the roads of
France so famous. The road patrolmen
in New York furnish their own horse,

cart, and tools and keep the highways in

first-class condition at a cost of $75 per
mile per year for labor and $25 per mile
for material. Oil is successfully used to

lay the dust, the plague due chiefly to

the automobiles, at a cost of $422 per
mile of si.xteen-foot roadway per year.

To sum up the situation in a sentence,
there are so many hopeful signs of im-
provement everywhere that it seems safe
to predict that within ten years the ad-
ministration of the public roads will be
established upon a satisfactory basis.

D C 3 a



MANY TALK ON ONE WIRE
By

RENE B ACHE

H
ELLO! Is this New York?"

"Yes."
"This is Honoliihi, in liie

i^awaiian Islands. Give
nie the Flatiron Building."

That is the sort of long-distance tele-

phoning we shall soon be able to do.

Indeed, there is every prospect that

within a short time people will talk from
Chicago to London over a wire. We
may even send a whisper direct from
Boston to Peking, China, or actually

transmit a spoken message around the

world !

All nf this as the result of an inven-

tion jujt patented by Major George O.

Tin Man Whosk UisrovERY ENABLiiS Many to Taik
On One \\'irk.

MaiLjr lii-ori,'!' O. S<iuiiT. U. S. Arniv.

Squier, of the Signal Corps, United
States Army. He has made a free gift

of it, however, to the American people,

and anybody is at liberty to use it with-

out paying a cent for the privilege.

The invention does not merely promise

to provide a means whereby one may
telephone for a distance almost indefinite.

It also makes practicable the employment
of a single wire for the simultaneous

sending of a number of messages,

wliether by the voice or by the telegraph.

Briefly described, the method adopted

is one whereby wireless messages are

sent over a wire—a sort of "wire wire-

less," as Major Squier calls it. A
paradox, one might say. But the matter

will be better understood when it is ex-

l>lained that the messages travel not

through the wire itself, but through a

thin layer of ether surrounding the wire.

All that the wire does is to act as a

guide.

Everybody is familiar with the enor-

mously tall ]j()les erected for wireless

telegraphy. Such an "antenna," as it is

called, sends out electro-magnetic vibra-

tions which expand like the circles made
by a stone wliich a small boy throws

into a pond. It follows, of course, that

their eliect at any particular distant

place is relatively infinitesimal. But, if

all of these vibrations were bunched to-

gether and sent in a single direction, it

IS obvious that they could be rendered a

million times more efiicient, so far as the

carrying of vibrations to a given point is

concerned.

Now, this is exactly what is accom-

plished by the invention here describe 1,

which, by the way, does not require the

use of any new apparatus whatever. The
ordinary telephonic outfit, as it exists

today, may be used, without the addition

of a single instrument. What Major
S([uier has i)atented is merely a new
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method, by which it is practicable to

send extra conversations by the wire.

At the bottom of the idea upon which
the invention is based Hes the fact that

the electro-magnetic rays which pass

over a telephone wire are audible only

within definite limits of frequency. If

the vibrations are fewer than sixteen to

the second, they transmit no impression

to the human ear. On the other hand, if

they number more than 20,000 to the sec-

ond, the human auditory apparatus is

unable to respond to them, and so per-

ceives nothing. In other words, our
ears are deaf to vibrations above 20,000

per second, and below sixteen vibrations.

To carry his messages, IMajor Squier

employs high-frecjuency waves, far

above the limit of human hearing. Ob-
taining them from a dynamo, he tunes

them to various pitches, so that each

conversation carried on over the wire is

based upon a separate and particular

number of vibrations per second. Inas-

much as the talks are on different elec-

trical tunes, they do not interfere with

one another in the least.

It will be understood, then, that high-

frequency waves, suitably tuned, are

traveling along the telephone wires—not

in the wire itself, but in a layer of ether

surrounding it. They cannot be called

sound waves, because they are too ralpid

to produce an impression upon the hu-
man ear. Major Squier calls them
'"ultra-sound vibrations." Nevertheless,

each voice that speaks into the trans-

mitter affects these waves differently,

and every spoken word is faithfully car-

ried by them. When, therefore, at the

other end of the line, they are retrans-

lated back into sound waves, the mes-
sage becomes audible to the listener.

Instead of an ordinary direct current

through the wire itself, impulses are sent

along it in the shape of high-frequency

waves which, as the inventor says, "don't

get into the wire at all." If it be asked

how many "e.xtra conversations" can be

put on the conductor, the only possible

answer is "several," because the number
must depend upon the diameter of the

wire and other conditions.

As the frequency of the electro-mag-

netic waves increases, their energy ap-

pears to have a steady growing tendency

Si
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to get out of the wire itself. The ordi-

nary battery telephonic current is largely

a conduction current through metal, and

the ohiiiic resistance of the wire is one
of the principal obstacles to long-distance

telephoning. On the other hand, in wire-

less telegraphy, frequencies from 100,-

000 up to several millions per second are

used, and the energy is chiefly radiated

into the ether of space.

There is, however, an intermediate

range, in which the vibrations are from
20,000 to 100,000 per second, and where-

in the electro-magnetic energy is still

sufficiently linkejl to the wire to pre-

vent excessive radiation into the ether.

The wire, while carrying but a small pari

of the energy, nevertheless acts as an

efficient guide for the high-frequency

waves. .\ccordingly, ^ use is made of

these strcrcd ether waves as a vehicle to

carry telephonic or telegraphic messages.

It will thus be seen that the new in-

vention combines the principles of wire-

less telegra])hy and telephony with those

of telegraphy and telephony by wire.

Major Squier, in other words, has taken

the apparatus and methods now used in

wireless communication, and has applied

them to the transmission of electro-mag-

netic waves along metal conductors, thus

acci)nii)lishing an enormous improve-

ment in efficiency over the plan of em-
])l(iviiig antenn;e at transmitting and re-

ceiving stations, which is the ordinary

custom.

The circuits are ordinary telephonic

circuits, .such as are now utilized in wire

telephony and telegraphy. "In fact,"

says the inventor, "the regular twisted-

pair paper-insulated lead-covered tele-

phone cable serves tlie purpose very well,

the energy being conveyed principally in

the minute layer of ether separating the

two metallic conductors. By this means
a most efficient system of high-fre-

quency telephony or telegraphy is main-

tained, and, at the same time, any inter-

ferences between neighboring circuit^

operated by the system are eliminated,

so that many such circuits may be

brtjught to the same switchboard without

interfering effects."

The inventor further says: "Since a

plurality of high-frequency waves of dif-

ferent fref|uencies may be impressed on

the same line, and since these may be se-

lectively se])arated from each other by

suitably tuned circuits, it is obvious that

multipie.K telephony is practicable. Also,

it has been found that the.se high-fre-

quency waves may exist on the same line

with ordinary battery telephonic currents

without in any way affecting them ; and

thus the system may be applied to the

usual telephonic circuit without 'cross

talk' or other disturbances."

Major Squier calls attention to the
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fact that it is almost impossible to make
an ordinary telephonic system work
satisfactorily over any circuit that is con-

nected with the ground. Lines with such

circuits are subject to serious difficulties,

chief among which are the strange noises

heard in the receiving instruments. The
cause of these noises, by the way, is not

very well understood. But the new plan

makes it practicable to connect a tele-

phone circuit with the earth at both ends

without inviting the slightest suggestion

of such disturbances—a very important

feature of the invention, in Major
Squier's own opinion.

The high-frequency telephonic mes-
sages and the local battery messages
may exist on the line simultaneously

without a trace of any "cross-talk"

or disturbing noises from other external

sources. Earth or ground connections

form a part of the tuned circuit, and no
noises from the earth are permitted to

pass, because all such ground connections

are tuned to frequencies far above the

human auditory limit.

Very essential is the fact that the con-

densers used are of a capacity so small

as to be measured in terms of thou-

sandths of a microfarad, and they block

all currents of such low frequencies as

the ordinary telephonic currents, or those

which bring disturbing noises from ex-

terna! sources.

The whole range of electro-magnetic

•vibrations is viewed by Major Squier as

a spectrum extending from the ultra-

violet, which is a region of high fre-

quencies, to the exceedingly slow oscilla-

tions of the infra-red, such as are used on
long-distance submarine cables. One
might say that these are terms of light

:

and so, indeed, they are. Rut, as the

inventor explains, light and electricity

are the same thing. \'ibrations within

certain limits of frequency, as already

stated, can be heard over a wire. Above
20,000 a second they become inaudible

to the human ear. Wlien they have got
up to 700,000,000,000,000 to the second,

they become visible to the eye. We
could actually see telegraphic messages,
instead of hearing them, if our eyes were
suitably constructed.

The waves used by Major Squier be-

long to the great unexplored region

which lies above the limit of audi-

bility and below the limit of visibil-

ity. They can be neither heard nor seen
;

yet they are utilized for purposes of wire-

less telegraphy, and those of them which
are relatively low down in the scale oi

frequency can be employed to carry mes-
sages.

All the vibrations being bunched to-

gether and guided by the wire in a single

direction, they can be sent to an enor-

mously greater distance. Hence, the

likelihood that long-distance telephones

operated on the new principle will be
able to carry messages across the ocean
and even, if desired, around the world.

Such, briefly described, is the novel

idea which seems destined to revolution-

ize telegraphy as well as telephony ; for

it is as applicable to the former as to the

latter. It ought greatly to cheapen both.

But Major Squier seems to think that

one of the most important advantages of

his discovery lies in the fact that it can
be utilized and applied with the ap-

paratus already in common employment.
Its application does not demand a single

instrument that cannot be purchased for

a moderate price in the open market—
for which reason it is at the service not
merely of the telephone and telephone
companies, but of any private citizen. It

is the property of the people.

All of the experiments with the multi-

plex telephone up to date have been con-

ducted over a single circuit, which con-

nects the research laboratory of the Sig-

nal Corps—at the Bureau of Standards
—with the construction laboratory of the

Signal Corjjs. on Pennsylvania Avenue,
close by the War Department, in Wash-
ington. The distance between the two
points is about five miles. Over this line

the new system is now in operation.
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HERE IS THE RUTHLESS EXAMINATION" THAT NEWSPAPERS OF A CERTAIN CLASS
SHRIEK ABOUT.

MAKING THE TOURIST HONEST
By

CHESTER CARTON

CONSPICUOUS in the throng
upon the decks of the Kaiser

li'illiehii II. while she was
being laboriously warped into

her berth at Hoboken one
day last September were fifteen dignified

matrons. At least they tried to look dig-

nified, but realizing that they were con-

spicuous, and being still more distress-

ingly aware of the reason therefor, they

made rather a poor fist of it. For all

the fifteen were swathed in obstreper-

ously new Persian lamb coats which
would have been admirable garments

for an Arctic winter excursion, and yet

it was a grilling hot day. The seasons

keep fashionably late hours in New-
York, spring lingering into summer and
summer lapping over into autumn.

At the imminent risk of sunstroke the

fifteen kept their new fur coats closely

buttoned throughout the wearisome
time that it takes to moor a big steamer.

Perspiration streamed from their red

f-aces as they staggered down the gang
plank, and distributing themselves among
the lettered sections of the torrid dock,

began the vigil (if their baggage. My
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the time her trunks were all assembled

ready for the customs examination the

lucky first one was on the point of col-

lapse. When asked tt) acknowledge her

signature on her declaration, she could

only gasp and nod her head. The in-

spector to whom the document was
handed glanced at it, then at the new-

Persian lamb coat.

"That is a handsome coat you have on,

madame," he remarked, seemingly bent

on making conversation.

"Yes, I think it is rather fetching,"

murmured the melting one, finding her

voice again, for no woman is ever too

far gone to rise to a neatly turned com-
pliment.

"It has the real Parisian cut. You
must have purchased it abroad."

"Oh, yes ! You cawn't get such furs

at home."
"I see you forgot to include it in your

declaration."

"Why I'm wearing it. Don't you see?

I'm wearing it."

"That makes no difference whatever.

You will observe that the law distinctly

says that only one hundred dollars vvortli

of goods purchased abroad may be ad-

mitted duty free. If you will kindly stej)

to the desk, madame, 1 think you will be
allowed to amend your declaration."

No thermometer would have recorded
that matron's temperature when she
realized that she had sweltered in vain,

and that she must pay $130 in duty be-

fore she could take her prize away. Her
impotent rage was scarcely assuaged by
the knowledge that each of the other

fourteen were making the same discov-

ery in other parts of the dock. There
are times when misery is too much en-

grossed with its own unhappiness to care

whether it has company or not.

Not until weeks afterward did ' a

nebulous suspicion in the minds of the

fifteen crystallize into a conviction that

he whom they had thought such an

agreeable young man on the ship com-
ing home was a fiend in human shape, an
abandoned wretch with a perverted sense

of humor, who had played what he was

GETTING THE FIRST CLASS BAGGAGE OUT OF THE HOLD.
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Customs Inspectors Chfcking the Declarations in the Dining
Saloon While the Steamer Halts at Quarantine.

pleased to consider a practical joke upon
them by telling them they would not

have to pay duty on any of their

European purchases they wore when
going ashore. Being a gossipy person
he had found out all about their pur-

chases, had made the possession of those

dutiable Persian lamb coats a bond of

sympathy between them, and had been
the arch conspirator in the pretended plot

to trick the Government out of its just

tlues. But if any of the fifteen ever clap

eyes on the scoundrel again

Amazing beyond comprehension is the

tenacity with which seemingly intelligent

l>ersons will cling to popular beliefs in

the face of the most explicit and em-
])hatic refutations, backed up by au-

thority and reiterated again and yet

again. Somebody somewhere somehow
sometime got the idea that anything that

had ever been worn, or which was worn
upon disembarking in America, no mat-
ter what it was, or what its value, or

where it was purchased, was not subject

to duty. He confided this hallucination

to some one else who passed it on to

another. This tariff delusion, thus

started on its travels, has spread like a

contagion from the Atlantic

to the Pacific, from the Soo
to the Rio Grande. Ninety-
nine out of every hundred
trans - Atlantic passengers
believe it with their whole
soul on their first trip. They
believe it just as implicitly

as they believe that any-
thing oft'ered for sale in

Europe must necessarily be
a wonderful bargain. So
they spend half their time
abroad shopping and the

other half wearing their

purchases in order to escape
the tariff which in the

abstract is a heavenly beat-

itude, provided it is only

high enough, but which be-

comes an unjust, tyrannical,

oppressive laurden to be

evaded by any artifice the

moment it is brought home
to the individual.

On every west bound
liner that crosses the At-

lantic may be seen a few
women suffering from the tariff delusion.

They can always be i lentified by the

preposterously inappropriate costumes
they wear on shipboard. They suffer the

pangs of mart\Tdom, for they know all

the other women are talking about tl*em,

and they perjure their souls with false

explanations and apologies to hide what
everybody knows, which is that they are

suffering merely to trick the United
States Government out of the money it

so desperately needs to pay pensions.

The shrewder tourists on their first trip

take their purchases to a secluded spot

in Switzerland where they wear them
each for an hour, then sew in old labels

they prudently brought from home.
After the first trip they know better.

Some even think jewels purchased
abroad are not dutiable if they take the

precaution to wear them on going ashore.

Thus, a tourist who shall be nameless
here, returning on the George Washing-
ton, October 10, 1910, wore a new dia-

mond ring and pin, his wife wore a
diamond and sapphire ring and carried

a silver mesh bag. None of these things

were included in their declaration, yet

they readily admitted they had been pur-
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chased abroad. Asked why he did not

declare the jewels, the tourist triumph-
antly called attention to the fact that he
and his wife were wearing them. He
wa.s overwhelmed when the trinkets were
seized and he was obliged to redeem
them by paying their full value plus

60 per cent duty with a fine on top of

that for good measure.
Yet it is difficult to work up any sym-

pathy for the victims of the tariff delu-

sion when they are forced to pay three

times what it would have cost them to be
honest. Smuggling is merely a form of

stealing, which is expressly forbidden in

the decalogue. No one can make any

mistake about the tariff law unless he

does it wilfully. Early in the west bound
voyage, so there will be plenty of time

to examine it at leisure, the purser or his

minions hands to each passenger a blank
declaration on which to schedule his

baggage, including foreign purchases,

and a little blue folder. The declaration,

which is numbered and has a coupon
with a corresponding number attached,

bears the most explicit directions for

filling it out. But for fear the plain and
simple language may be misunderstood,
the little blue folder, which is headed
"Notice to Passengers," begins by quot-

ing paragraph 709 appearing in the free

CUSTOMS INSPECTORS LINED UP WAIT-
ING FOR .ASSIGNMENTS.
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list (if llie ])rescnt tariff act governing;

l)assengers' baggage, which reads as fol-

lows :

"Wearing apparel, articles of per-

sonal adornment, toilet articles, and sim-

ilar personal effects of persons arriving

in the United States : but this exemption
shall only include such articles as ac-

tually accomjiany and are in the use of,

and as are necessary and appropriate for

the wear and use of such persons, for the

innnediate purposes of the journey and
present comfort and convenience, and
shall not be held to apply to merchandise

or articles intended for other persons or

for sale

:

Provided, That in case of residents

of the United States returning from
abroad, all wearing apparel and other

personal effects taken by them out of the

United States to foreign countries shall

be afhnitted free of duty, without regard

tij (heir value, upon their identity being

established, under appropriate rules and
regulations to be prescribed by the Sec-

retary of the Treasury, but no more than

one hundred dollars in value of articles

])urchased abroad by such residents of

the LTnited States shall be admitted free

of duty upon their return."

Lest this legal phraseology should be

misunderstood, the little blue folder takes

• it up phrase by phrase, expomiding,

elucidating, and explaining it until it

would seem as if the law and the rules

established pursuant thereto must be as

jilain as a pikestaff is alleged to be even

to a rudimentary intellect. It is carefully

])ointed out that the exact number of

|)ieces of baggage must be stated in the

declaration : that after the declaration

has been prepared and signed the coupon
at the bottom must be detached and the

declaration given to the purser : that

after all his baggage has been landed

upon the pier the passenger must present

his coupon at the desk where an inspector

will be detailed to examine the baggage

;

that the passenger must acknowledge in

person his signature to the declaration

;

that all wearing apparel, jewelry, and

other articles, whether used or unused,

on their persons, m their clothing, or in

iheir baggage, which have been obtained

abroad by purchase or otherwise, with

the foreign value or cost, must be de-

clared ; that all wearing apparel, jewelry,

or other articles taken out of the United
States which have been remodeled or im-

proved while abroad so as to increase

their value, must be declared, the state-

ment to include the cost of such improve-
ment. But for fear this twice repeated

explanation that "wearing" foreign

bought articles does not exempt them, it

is explained all over again for the third

time in a separate paragraph, in these

words

:

"Use does not exempt from duty
wearing apparel or other articles ob-

tained abroad, but such articles will be
appraised at their present value."

All cigars and cigarettes must be de-

clared and are not included in the one
hundred dollars exemption. But each
passenger over eighteen years of age is

entitled to bring in free of duty and in-

ternal revenue tax either fifty cigars or

three hundred cigarettes for his or her
bona fide personal consumption. Smokers
who have had to exist for a few months
upon European made cigars will see in

this a deliberate attempt on the part of

the United States Government to aff'ront

them, for no one in his right mind would
smoke European cigars if he could get

any others.

Household goods of persons from for-

eign countries are admitted free of duty
if actually used abroad by them not less

than one year and if they are not in-

tended for any other person or for sale.

All articles intended for other persons,

for use in business, theatrical apparel,

properties and sceneries, must be de-

clared by passengers, whether foreigners

or residents. Duties can not be paid by
check or draft but only in currency. Pas-
sengers are also warned that to offer or

give gratuities or bribes to customs offi-

cials is a violation of law. They are also

explicitly invited to report any dis-

courtesy or incivility on the part of the

customs officers to the deputy collector

or deputy .surveyor at the pier ; or if that

doesn't work, to go to the custom house

;

or if that isn't satisfactory to go straight

to the Secretary of the Treasury.

Great care is exercised in the distribu-

tion of the declarations and the little blue

folders on shipboard. They are handed
to each passenger i)ersonally and iiis at-

tention is directed to them by word of

mouth. If he fails to turn in his declara-
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THE EXAMINATION HAS NO TERRORS FOR THE HONEST PASSENGER.

tion to the purser as requested, he is

reminded of his neglect. The purser

must turn over a baggage declaration for

every passenger to the customs officers

who board the ship at quarantine. Being
numbered, every blank, including those

accidentally spoiled, has to be accounted

for.

All this seems plain enough, doesn't it ?

Yet a young woman from Chicago who
arrived on the Oceanic last October in-

cluded in her declaration only $920 worth
of gowns and jewels purchased abroad,

while the inspector found a great deal

more. She was taken before Deputy
Surveyor O'Connor to explain.

"Did you read the printed regulations

for travelers distributed on ihe ship?"

she was asked.

"Oh, yes ! but I didn't pay any atten-

tion to them."
"Did you read the warning that failure

to declare dutiable articles rendered the

articles liable to seizure and you to ar-

rest, fine, and imprisonment ?"

"Why, yes, I read that, but really I

didn't take it seriously."

After the usual exemption had been
disalJowed and she had been obliged to

pay $1,800 in duties and penalties it is

said the young Chicagoan took the lav.'

nnich more seriously. So, also, did a

Brooklyn girl returning from Paris last

October. In addition to the regulation

41
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warnings her fatlier had written to her

to be careful to include everything du-

tiable in her declaration. Yet she de-

clared but three gowns at $364, omitting

seven others worth $523. That omission

cost her father $836. A superior young

gentleman from Philadelphia who merely

wrote "dutiable goods" across his dec-

laration and then turned it in also took

the law seriously after a very bad quar-

ter of an hour with the deputy surveyor.

The inspectors who board the ship at

(juarantine do not make the examinations

but merely see that the declarations are

duly filled out and turn them over to the

su])ervisor in charge at the pier. Inci-

dentally they saunter through the de-

serted staterooms collecting empty jewel

boxes, labels hastily ripped from foreign-

made garments, scraps of paper, and

other rubbish that any ragpicker would

scorn, but which very frequently proves

to be worth a good many thousands of

dollars to the Government, for such

things often turn out to be clues to at-

tempts at smuggling.

Upon disembarking the passenger

finds lined up and waiting for duty one

inspector for each five first-class, and

one for each ten second-class, passengers.

There are also a couple of desks for each

class in charge of uniformed men.

Among those present, but not in uni-

form, are a number of customs' detectives

who have ways of their own of finding

any dutiable articles that may happen to

escape the regular inspectors. At regu-

lar intervals along the walls is a letter of

the alphabet. The passenger takes up his

stand in the space corresponding to the

first letter of his name to wait for his

baggage. When it is all assembled he

goes to a desk, and presents the num-
bered coupon he tore from his declara-

tion. The latter is fished from the pile,

the inspector at the head of the waiting-

line is called to escort the passenger to

another desk where the latter is shown

his declaration and asked if the signa-

ture is his own. Then comes the exam-

ination.

Such heart-rending pictures have been

drawn by news])apers of a certain tyiK'

of the "sufferings" of delicately nurtured

ladies undergoing the tortures of the

exantination, "alleged to be aggravated by

the boorishness and brutality of the uni-

formed fiends who perpetrate it, that it

seems a pity to spoil the illusion. But

the unpicturesque truth is that all such

stories are ordinary lies.

No man who does not know how to

conduct himself decently can get a job in

the customs service. Furthermore, he

can not begin work as an inspector until

he has graduated with credit from a two
montlis' course in a school of deportment

maintained in the custom house. The
first and greatest lesson he is taught

there is that he must be a gentleman, not

part of the time, but all the time. His

next lesson teaches him how to handle

costly laces and dainty lingerie. He has

to practice on real trunks full of things

that travelers ordinarily have in their

baggage until he is letter perfect. Then
he is permitted to try his hand on immi-

grants' baggage at Ellis Island. From
there he is advanced to second-class bag-

gage arriving on the minor lines. Not
until he has become proficient is he al-

lowed to examine baggage at the piers

of the important lines. There he is

closely watched, and if he does not do his

work properly he loses his job. If he

shows up with dirty hands or unkempt
clothing, unshaven or untidy, back home
he goes, losing his day's pay. If he is

impertinent or accepts bribes something
unpleasant happens to him.

No, the passenger who makes out his

baggage declaration honestly and cor-

rectly never has any trouble getting

through the custom house. ' The exam-
ination is as brief and simple as is com-
patible with a proper performance of

duty.

The inspectors must first of all be alert

and intelligent, and intelligent men are

not the sort who are either rough or dis-

courteous. Indeed the worst boor could

scarce be discourteous to most of the

.American women who are returning

home. Inspectors, after all, are human
beings.

There is a reason for the sensational

yarns circulated about the customs ex-

amination at New York, and this reason

is best expressed in the four letter.s

—

LOEI). The explanation is to be found

in these little tables showing the New
York Custom House before and after

taking William Loeb, Jr., as Collector of

the Port.



BEFORE LOEB

Year Passengurs Duty Paid

1S07 292.782 $ 487 'L'l

19US 238.536 •lOO.'AlO

AFTER LOEB

Year Passengers Duty Paid

1909 295,846 1.041.378
11 mo. o( 1910..314.900 1.675.028

This table shows the

fines, penalties, and for-

feitures collected before

and after Loeb. A com-
parison of the figures in-

dicates a most interesting

story, indeed.

BEFUKE .AEIER
ITEM LOEB LOEB

1908 1910

Fines from passengers on docks, etc $ 33,162 $121,318
Fines from mail importations 12.460 16.592
Sale of seized merchandise, net proceeds 4.6CM 5.675
Sale of seizures under decree of court... 11,782 13.449
Fines, court cases 2.578 67,400
Accepted offers in compromise 100.902 657.454

Totals $165,491 .$882,250

The revolutionary change from a go-

as-you-please policy to a strict enforce-

ment of the law as indicated by the fore-

going figures naturally caused some
commotion, which has by no means
been soothed by the discovery of the

sugar trust customs frauds that netted

13
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Thu Stewards Look Aftkh thf Steamer Trunks in thk
State Rooms.

the Government tliree millions, by the

indictment of a member of the sacred

executive committee of Tammany Hall,

and the arrest and indictment of some of

the biggest art dealers on Fifth Avenue,
New York, for swindling the Govern-
ment out of millions in duties, not to

mention hosts of smaller smugglers.

Upon the whole, there is no wonder the

custom house and everybody connected

with it is very unpopular just now in

certain circles having some degree of

skill in vocalizing their unhappiness.

Two ladies from the West now cher-

ish particularly uncomplimentary opin-

ions of the New York customs officers.

Each bought two splendid sable muffs in

Europe last summer, and it did seem a

pity to have to pay duty on them. Prob-

ably they would not have
])aid duty if hobble skirls

h;id not been in vogue last

fall. It is hard enough to

walk in a hobble skirt, as

any one who has tried it

can testify. But when in

addition to hobble skirts

one's freedom of movement
is still further hampered by
a huge muff drawn up over
each 1 well, the inspect-

ors lined up on the pier ac-

tually laughed out loud
when the Western ladies

essayed the passage of the

gang plank. The Brutes !

Not to linger over tiie

harrowing details, the two
westerners were politely in-

vited back to their state-

rooms by some women in-

spectors. When it was all

over those muffs had cost

their owners just four times

what they could have been
]nirchase<l for in the home
market.

This unfortunate affair

of the sable muff's was not

the only attempt on record
to evade the payment' of

duties by guileful passen-

gers. Bless your heart, no

!

Why, in six weeks last fa'l

the c u s t o m s inspectors

gathered in five hundred
thousand dollars' worth of

jewelry from amateur smugglers, more
than half of whom were women.

Contemplating the matter calmly it

seems incredible that any one should try

to smuggle since the custom house has

been reorganized. Detection is about as

certain as anything can be in this un-

certain world, and as those who are

caught are always caught literally with

the goods on, there is nothing for it but

to take one's medicine. It is only fair

to say, however, that the customs offi-

cers are as charitable to the amateur
smugglers as is consistent with their

duty. When they find a trunk full of

dutiable articles not declared they gen-

erally give the owner a chance to amend
his declaration. Only in the more
flagrant cases do they shut the gales of
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mercy on llic culprit, and, tf) chantjo tlic

figure, exact the pouiul of flesh.

Attempts at smuggHiig seem still more
foolish when it is remembered that all

important sales of jewelry abroad are

registered and that the books are open
to the inspection of representatives of

this Government. Jewelers in this coun-

try, who are naturally affected by smug-
gling, have their own agents on the look-

out and they pay well for information

leading to the arrest and conviction of

smugglers. Added to all this, hosts of

honest Americans seem to find peculiar

pleasure in giving information of pros-

pective attempts at smuggling. Mnally.

there is a stereotyped list of tricks and
schemes outside of which the smuggler
never ventures. As the customs officers

have these by heart, they never make any
mistakes. In nine cases out of ten they

know in advance just whom to look out

for, and so they go straight for their

quarry with unerring precision.

In view of all this the kind of people

caught in the customs net is certainly

amazing. One of them was a former
governor of New Hampshire. When he
arrived on the Lusitania last May he de-

clared nothing but one fur coat valued
at $800. When his baggage was ex-

amined dutiable articles worth several

thousand dollars were found. He was
given an opportunity to amend his dec-

laration and thus to escape with only the

payment of duties. As he refused he
was arrested and indicted by the Fed-
eral Grand Jury. He pleaded guilty

when arraigned and was fined $2,000.

Besides this he had to pay $3,400 as the

foreign value of the goods and on top of

all this was piled the regular duty.

Nor was this an exceptional case. A
prominent doctor from Chicago whose
declaration listed but $300 worth of

dutiable goods seemed rather bulky for

a fashionably dressed man when he ar-

rived on the Kronprinzessin Cecilie last

September. Tim Donohue, a customs
sleuth, struck so many knobs and pro-

tuberances when he stumbled against the

doctor that the latter was invited back

to his stateroom. There the searcliers

found rings, brooches, chains, watches,
<'/ cetera, enough to stock a jewelry

store. The whole outfit was seized and
sold.

On the same ship was a wealthy carpet

manufacturer of Yonkers. He, at least,

should have been familiar with the tariff',

because it was the tariff" that made him
rich. And yet he wrote in his declaration

that his six trunks contained nothing
dutiable. This statement he repeated on
the dock. Yet an inspector found two
thousand dollars' worth of dutiable arti-

cles there. This mistake cost the carpet

manufacturer a painful day at the Cus-
tom House and $4,960 in cash. Yet he
counted himself lucky because he escaped

criminal prosecution.

Earlier in the year a society matron
from Poughkeepsie, whose husband is a

rich manufacturer, arriving from Europe
with hfr daughter and- the latter's

chaperon declared but $385 in dutiable

articles in the party's seven trunks and
fi\'e pieces of hand, baggage. As the cus-

toms officers knew she had purchased a

very fine necklace in Paris they asked •

her three several times to amend her
declaration. When she refused they

asked her in plain words for the necklace.

Not until she was threatened with arrest

did she finally drag it from its hiding

place in her hat. She tore up a letter

from the jewelers confirming the sale

and scattered the pieces on the floor ; but

the inspectors gathered up the pieces

and put them together. Her husband
had a great deal to say about the brutal-

ity of the customs examination until the

necklace and the letter were produced.
It cost him a fine of $5,000 and the value

of the necklace plus 60 per cent duty,

making a total of $17,000.

A society leader from a Boston suburb

who tried to smuggle in a $30,000 neck-

lace in 1909, was tried and convicted and
fined $5,000. She also had to pay the

government the cost of the necklace with

duty added, making the total $39,000.

Adding the original cost of the necklace

and lawyers' fees, court costs, and other

expenses, that necklace represents a

grand total outlay of $75,000.



AN ENCilNF.F.K MADE KFXORDS OF THE TEST FROM THE INTERIOR OF A FIREBOX CHAINED
TO A FLAT CAR A SHORT DISTANCE FROM THE BOILER.

BOILER THAT CAN'T BLOW UP
By

M. M. HUNTING

IT
is only within a comparatively

short time that the public has been

aroused to the fact that the steam

boiler is one of the most prolific

sources of destruction with which
we have to deal. Lack of knowled}.ie on

the part of many intrusted with its care,

and oftentimes willful neglect are the

causes of a large per cent of the acci-

dents, and because of this fact engineers

have given up warning the public and

have set about "making the thing fool-

proof."

One feels that some effort along this

line is due when it is realized that to all

intents and purposes, the construction of

the comniop steam boiler is the same to-

day that it was seventy-five years ago.

Probably the most progressive step in

this direction recently taken has been by

the officials of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railway, who have begun a

46

series of experiments.with what is known
as the Jacobs-Shupert Firebox.

The most common cause for boiler

ex])losion is low water. The gauges may
become stopped so that they do not prop-

erly indicate the height of the water in

the boiler ; the proper amount of water

may not be fed to the boiler because of

the clogging of the pipes ; or, through
neglect, the water is allowed to fall below
the level of the roof of the firebox, or

crownsheet, as it is more properly called.

When this occurs with a hot fire beneath,

the crownsheet becomes red hot and con-

sequently soft, and unable to retain the

pressure of steam within.

The result is a terrific explosion

which sometimes carries the boiler a long

distance from the scene, leaving death

and destruction in its wake. The scat-

tered fire is as much a menace to life

and property as the flying debris, and
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with the dans^cr of falling

walls added, a more dread-

ful catastrophe can hardly

be imagined.

With the usual form of

boiler construction this is

almost unavoidable. The
crownsheet is usually sup-
ported from the roof of the

boiler by a large number of

iron rods called "stay
bolts," riveted on the inside

of the firebox where their

heads are constantly sub-
jected to the most intense

heat. When red heat is at-

tained in the crownsheet
through lack of water, the
heads of the stay bolts are
the first parts to be af-
fected, and under pressure
from within, pull through
and leave the sheets un-
supported and at the mercy
of the terrific stored energy.
As far as the external appearance is

concerned the Jacobs-Shupert firebox

does not dififer greatly from others, the

imique features being within the boiler

itself. One need only to glance at the

photographs of the partly constructed
firebox to realize the immensely superior
strength it possesses over the old type.

The top and sides instead of being made
of single sheets as in the old design are

constructed in U shaped sections a few
inches in width, formed to the arch of

the box, riveted together and reinforced

i

Firebox Partly Constructed. Showing Sections
AND Reinforcing Plates.

The Firebox of an Ordinary Boiler After Explosion from Lack
OF Water.

Thf crownsheet has boon torn away, leaving the stay bolts.

by vertical plates running in retreat from
the fire. The plates are perforated with
large holes to permit the free circulation

of water and steam.

It is hardly necessary to state that this

construction will withstand much more
overheating than the common type of

boiler.

What we are all most interested to

know is whether our lives will be safer

on a train behind an engine equipped
with such a boiler, and so a brief descrip-

tion of the test to which it was recently

subjected may be of interest.

On .September 26th last, in the pres-

ence of many engineers from various

cities and two representatives of the In-

terstate Commerce Commission, the

above mentioned railway officials sub-

jected a boiler equipped with a firebox

of this design to a low-water test. This
boiler was taken from one of the com-
pany's highest grade locomotives and set

up in a large vacant tract of land in the

neighborhood of their shops. The fire-

box was equipped to burn oil. The boiler

was fitted with two steam gauges, one to

verify the other, and two water glasses,

one to show the height of the water
above the crownsheet. the other, the dis-

tance it might fall below during the test.

A pump was also set up at a distance to

supply water during the experiment.
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When all was in readiness fire was
started under the boiler and the steam
pressure allowed to run up to 225
pounds. At this point three safety valves,

with which the boiler was equipped, be-

gan blowing off and the water fell lower
and lower in the boiler until it reached

the top of the crownsheet, the location

of which was indicated by a white line

painted upon the front of the firebox.

The fire was permitted to burn until the

water elass indicated that the water had



DAMMING THE MISSISSIPPI
By

F. G. MOORHE AD

NOT far from the spot where
Jim Bhulsoe ran the Prairie

Helle aground and "held her

nozzle agin the bank till the

last galoot was ashore," a

mile-wide dam is being built which will

completely change the contour and
topography of the Mississippi River and
the historic land thereabouts. Incidentally

a steamboat canal, nine miles long, built

forty years ago at a cost of $8,000,000,

is to be completely drowned out, with

not a stick or a stone left to show where
it once made possible the passage of the

treacherous Des Moines rapids.

The sons of the men who damned the

Mississippi a generation ago are now
busily engaged in damming it. The work
will occupy two years more, but already

a thousand men are working, beaver like,

to throw across the mighty river a struc-

ture of cement and stone which shall

hold the rushing waters in check and
subserviently render up to its master

250,000 horse-power with which to run
the factories, mills, and workshops of the

very heart of the grain belt. Already, on
both sides of the Mississippi, the dam
has begun to assume shape. Two gangs
of men are throwing out abutments and
creeping toward each other across a

watery path. Twenty million dollars will

be spent before the two gangs meet, but

the investment is considered a good one
by some of the shrewdest •financiers of

the country.

For over sixty years Keokuk has
dreamed of harnessing the turbulent

BU.N'K HOUSES OF THE WORKMEN OX THE IOWA SHORE.
Above, on thu hi;;h bluffs, is tbc i-xclusivt- residence district of Keokuk, ovorlookin^; the dam.

•/?



waters of the Mississippi and making the

Des Moines rapids do the work of man.
As long ago as 1848 the Mississippi

River Improvement Association was
formed, with a capital of $1,000,000, its

objects being to improve navigation and
harness the water power that might be

developed in the process. The Civil War
passed and still the project remained a

dream. The United States government
went a long ways toward shattering the

dream for all time by building a nine-

mile canal alongside of the perilous

rapids wdiere many a steamboat and
many a raft had met demolition, estab-

lishing three locks for the purpose of

raising and lowering craft from one level

to another. Flowing through the high,

limestone gorges on either side, step by

step the solid lime rock of the river's

THE STONE FOR THE .'\BUTMENTS OF THE
IMMENSE D.AM IS T.AKE.N' FROM (JU.'XR-

RIES CLOSE .AT H.AND ON THE
ILLINOIS SHORE.

bottom drops twenty-four feet to the

na\igablc depths of the open river below
Keokuk. At an annual cost of $50,000
the government has maintained this canal

for forty years. Within the next two
years it w'ill have disappeared under
twenty feet of water, part of the bed of

a new^ inland lake forty miles long and
from one to five miles wide. For the

dream of two-thirds of a century is being
realized at last. Five years ago, after

numberless disheartening failures, a bill

was passed through Congress granting

a franchise and the first glimmerings of

a realized dream began to appear.

It was no small task to get both houses

of Congress to agree on a franchise

which establishes the precedent of build-

ing a dam entirely across the country's

largest river. But the Keokuk boosters

were shrewd. They introduced old river

pilots and captains before the committees

to testify that the dam would improve
navigation rather than hinder it ; they

GENER.AL VIEW^ OF THE GREAT D.AM AS IT

Sff
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enlisted the co-operation of the army
engineers and voluntarily agreed to re-

])lace the canal and its three locks with a

single lock, which would answer every

])urpose. and the twenty-year old dry

dock with a new one. and from now to

the end of time to supply the power to

operate the new lock and the new dry

dock, absolutely free of charge. On
January 27, 1905, the lower house passed

the bill granting the desired franchise.

On February 2. it passed the Senate and
on February 9, 1905, President Roosevelt

signed the bill.

Immediately there began the hunt for

capital. The bill required that the work
begin within five years and be completed
within ten. It was not until a month or

two before the five-year limit had ex-

pired that work actually began. Even
then the doubters remained, crying that

the limestone cliffs were being uncov-
ered simply to keep the franchise and
that the dam would never be built. But
as the weeks passed and the gangs of

workmen grew, from a few score to sev-

eral hundred, and the approaches to the

dam on the Illinois shore gradually
began to show, the scoffers fled and all

Keokuk joined in such a jubilation as

the old Alississippi Valley has not known
since the palmy days of steamboat racing.

On January 8, 1910, definite announce-
ment was made that the dam would be
built. By the first of February several

score of men were at work. The con-
struction was continued uninterrupted
from that time, and early in December.
1910, five hundred men started to work
on the Iowa shore.

Mr. Hugh L. Cooper, the engineer in

charge, has given Keokuk assurances

that the work can be completed in thirty

months. The first year has been one of

preparation mainly, but the end of 1911

will find the dam well under way, ex-

tending out from both the Iowa and the

Illinois shores, and the jjower house
practically completed.

The project gives to the Mississippi

X'alley the largest water-power develop-

ment in the entire country, with the

single exception of the combined plants

at Xiagara Falls, and the largest dam in

the world, with the single exception of

the Assouan dam across the Xile in

Egypt. There will be required in the

construction 500.000 cubic yards of

masonry, 500,000 barrels of cement, and
7,000 tons of steel.

The dam, including abutments, will be

4,700 feet long. It will extend from a

point a little north of the center of the

town of Flamilton, Illinois, due west-
ward across the river to a point near
the Iowa shore, under the bluffs at

Keokuk, where the power house, 1,400

feet long, will link shore with shore. The
mammoth dam will be of solid concrete,

thirty-five feet wide on the bottom and
about thirty feet high. The upper stream
face will be vertical with a rounded top

eight feet wide, the lower side ending in

a curve connecting with the bottom, so

that the water coming over will not fall,

but slide down the face and be given a
horizontal direction at the bottom of the

river. The whole height is thirty-seven

feet, the dam being locked into the rock
bottom seven feet deep, to prevent any

WILL APPEAR WHEN COMPLETED IN 1913.
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water getting underneath. Outside the

power house there is already consider-

able depression in the rock, but the plan

is to deepen and widen this depression

so as to get rid of the water quickly as

it passes under the power house and
through the wheels.

The long power house will be divided

into alleys forty-five and thirty-seven

feet wide, resjiectively. Forty feet over-

head in the alley facing the Keokuk side

of the river will be thirty ton cranes, sup-

ported on the walls, for the handling of

the main dynamos which are in use on
the job.

Beneath the floor of the power house
will be a series of forty-seven passages
conducting the water to the turbines.

These passages will be all formed in solid

concrete, constructed so as to offer the
least obstruction to the water. Each
generator and turbine is arranged to be
cut off by steel head-gates, which close

the openings for the water, and allow
them to be inspected. Heavy screens,

consisting of iron bars, will stand in

BUlLUIXCi A BKIDL,E TO THE ILLINOIS SHORE.
The beginDing of work on the Iowa side.

the heavy machinery. In tlie alley near-

est the river will be ten ton cranes for

lifting the heavy screens guarding the

entrances to the turbines and for th.e

handling of the hcadgates for shutting

off the water. There will be forty-seven

immense generators of 4,500 horse-

power each, working on a vertical shaft

like the generators at Niagara. These
generators will be twelve feet in diam-

eter. On the same vertical shaft will be

three different turbines, one over the

other, about nine feet in diameter, all

working together to drive the generator.

Besides the big 4,.S00 horse-power gen-

erators, provision is made for three

exciter generators, whicli arc intended lo

furnisii current to excite the magnets of

front of each turbine opening, to ]irevent

the entrance of sticks and stones, which
would injure the blade of the turbines.

The maximum head of water on the

wheels will be at low water and will

amount to thirty feet. At extreme high
water the head is expected to be twenty-
one feet. At high water, therefore, the

plan is to use all three turbines to drive

the generator, when the head is least, but

the flow is abundant : at low water, when
the head is large, two, or even one, of
the turbines in action will be sufficient.

Tlie turbines will be made so they can
be discontinued when not in use.

The dam will impound the waters until

a lake will be formed which will overflow
the lowlands along the Iowa and Illinois



THIS NINE-MILE CANAL. BUILT AT A COST OF $S.(IU0.«1(J. WILL. WITH ITS LOCKS. BE SUBMEKUEU
TWENTY FEET BY THE BACK W.\TER OF THE DAM.

sliores for a distance of approximately
forty miles above Keokuk. Immediately
adjacent to Keokuk the river is lined

with high, limestone bluffs so that there

will be little change in the contour there-

abouts, the main alteration being the

submerging of the narrow lowland shelf

now occupied by the tracks of the Bur-
lington railroad and their removal to a

ledge of the bluffs or cliffs. On the«Illi-

nois shore, however, immediately ad-

jacent to Hamilton, there will be hun-
dreds of acres of lowlands, now annu-
ally planted to grain, which will be sub-

merged. The Keokuk and Hamilton
Water Power Company, which is build-

ing the dam, has already purchased
three-fourths of the property which will

he submerged and has options on prac-

tically all the rest. It is estimated that

a])])roximately $1,500,000 has been or

will be paid out for riparian rights before

the tlam is completed.

The initial installation is expected to

be 100,000 horse-power, of which 60,000
has already been contracted for by the

Union Electric Light and Power, the

Laclede Gas, and the United Railways
companies of St. Louis, leaving only 40,-

000 to be disposed of in and around

Keokuk. When entirely completed the

])roject calls for 2.50,000 horse-power,
although it is expected that 200.000 will

be nearer the amount develo]K-d for some
years to come. St. Louis, 167 miles dis-

tant, is in the market for a large share
of the power, which can be sold there

at $18 per horse-power per year. Steam
power within 230 miles of Keokuk now
averages about $55 a horse-power jjer

year, so that the saving from the electric

power is going to be great.

But Keokuk is not expecting to build

this immense engineering project and
then transmit the power to other cities,

to grow at its expense. Known in the

old historic trail and waterways days as

the Gate City of the West, Keokuk lies

at the convergence of three great states

:

Iowa—which leads the nation in the jiro-

duction of oats—Illinois—which leads in

corn—and Missouri—which leads in

hogs. Iowa has never figured very
prominently as a manufacturing state,

being content to rest on its laurels as an
agricultural state. The same is true of
Alissouri and western Illinois. But the

awakening has come and now these three

states are looking forward to a time in

the near future when their home-sjrown

THREE LOCKS. SIMILAR TO THIS, IN OPERATION FORTY YEARS, WILL BE
COMPLETELY SUBMERGED.

Si



THK BECIXMNc; OF THE DAM ON THE ILLINOIS SHORE A FEW MONTHS AGO.

raw materials shall be converted into the

finished products of commerce and when
they shall dominate the manufacturing

world as they long have the agricultural.

Iowa has numerous cereal mills, one of

the largest being located in Keokuk. But
its farmers have been obliged to send

to Ohio and Indiana for their imple-

ments and machines. With cheap power
available in immense quantities and with

the Mississippi flowing unchecked at its

feet, furnishing a cheap means of trans-

portation to the north and .^outh and east,

Keokuk looks forward to the day when
factories will line the bluffs and the city

become a rival to Niagara Falls in very

truth. Already plans are being laid to

divert to Keokuk the shipments of baux-

ite, the clay used in the manufacture of

aluminum, from Niagara Falls, where it

is shipped by rail from Arkansas. Keo-
kuk argues, and with apparent reason,

that bauxite might far better come to a

cheap water power by a cheap water

route. Negotiations are also in prog-

ress for the establishment of a factory

for the conversion of the limestone, with

which the community abounds, into com-
mercial fertilizer by electrolysis.

The man who is building the dam,

iiN^vdv'.

HAULING KOCK EKOM THK (JUAKKV TO THE CRUSHEKS EOR THK ILLINOIS END OF THE DAM,

Sf
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Mr. Hugh L. Cooper, cntjinccred the

work on the winsj (hini in the Horseshoe

rapids of Niagara, building out 800 feet

into a millrace moving seventeen miles

an hour and ranging from twenty-two to

twenty-six feet in depth. Another feat

of Mr. Cooper's was putting in the Jilc-

Call Ferry dam in the Susquehanna
river, 3,100 feet long, sixty feet high, and
developing 135,000 water-power. The
Keokuk dam presents no new or difficult

engineering problems, immense as it is.

One of the things which makes the her-

culean task easier is the fact that the

building materials exist in almost

limitless quantity right at hand. The
Mississippi is lined for more miles

than any man knows with bed upon bed
of limestone. It is necessary only to un-

cover the surface strata of dirt and blast

the rock into movable chunks for the

huge crushers. Sand, also, is there in

limitless quantity. Before the work was
manv months under wav two rock crush-

ers were at work, each of them capable

of crushing 130 tons an hour into three-

inch stone. A sand pump brought 15,000

yards of sand from the river bottom

every ten hours. The cement fixers fell

on this material and fed it into the mix-

ing machines, capable of producing 1,200

cubic yards a day. With the concrete

ready for the piers and abutments, the

carriers, shovels, and miscellaneous

equipment went chugging back and forth

over the improvised track and the great

dam began to appear; slowly, it is true,

but surely, which is the main thing.

After a year's- work on the Illinois shore,

a new gang of men was brought over to

the Iowa shore. The cement storehouse

on the Illinois shore, holding 10,000 bar-

rels, gave up 2,000 barrels of its stock

daily, while train loads of new cement

kept the stock replenished day after day.

During the first year of construction the

daily demand was for ten carloads of

cement and three carloads of coal.

A Sea Song

Oh, for a soft and gentle wind

!

I heard a fair one cry;

But give to me the snoring breeze

And white waves heaving high.

And white waves heaving high, my boys

!

The good ship tight and free

;

The world of waters is our home.

And merry men are we.

There's tempest in yon horned moon,

And lightning in yon cloud

;

And hark the music, mariners

!

The wind is piping loud

;

The wind is piping loud, my boys.

The lightning flashing free—

While the hollow oak our palace is

Our heritage the sea.

—.Allan Cu.nningham.



RAILWAY PROBLEM OF TOMORROW
By

LAURISTON BULLARD
A MERICAN electrical cna;ineers

/\ must study in the immediate

/ \ future as vast and vital a rail-

/ \ way problem as any which has

^ Jl taxed the abilities of experts

in the whole history of the development
of the transportation system of the

United States. "Electrification is bound
to come"'—that is the well-considered

opinion of the president of one of the

great railroad systems of the country, a

man who in a statesmanlike way is lead-

ing the railway development of the time.

Indeed, electrification is coming and it is

coming fast. But the fact that various

railways are employing various systems

of electrification brings a danger and

with the danger a problem, a danger
which the men in control of the roads
must very soon consider, and a problem
which they must hand over to the very
best engineers for solution.

There are in the world today about

1,300 miles of railroads upon which
electricity is used for heavy service. l*'ar

the greater part of this mileage is in the

United States. In addition there are 435
miles of electric elevated and subway
lines in the cities of Boston, Chicago,
Philadelphia, and New York. But the

systems of electrification which are used
upon these lines are not uniform.

For example, the New York, New
Haven and Hartford has twentv-one

DOUBLE ELECTRIC LOCOMOTnR TRAIN OF FOURTEEN PASSENGER COACHK^
Singit'-phiisc uirctrilication ovcrhi-ad is tin- triangular or older form of construction.

X
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miles of its main lines, making one hun-

dred miles of single track, electritied by

what is called the single-phase system.

But the New York Central has thirty-

three miles of four-tracked line, or 132
miles of single track, electrified by what
is known as the continuous or direct

current system. Now these two roads
use the same depot in New York City.

Practically all the New England railway

service into New York City is over the

four tracks of the New Haven line to a

point twelve miles out from the Grand
Central station, where the trains pass at

full speed to the tracks of the New York
Central over which they complete their

run to the terminal. For the twenty-one
miles of the run on the New Haven
tracks the trains are operated from over-

head trolley wires by alternating current
taken aboard the locomotive at 11,000
volts. For the twelve miles on the New
York Central tracks they are operated
from the third rail by direct current at

650 volts. Wlicn the New Haven de-

cided to electrify that twenty-one miles

of its own lines it was face to face with
the restriction imposed by those twelve
miles of New York Central lines. Yet it

decided in favor of the alternating cur-

rent in spite of the twelve miles over
which it would have only the direct cur-

rent available.

The Erie Railway has thirty-four

miles of single-phase electrification. The
Pennsylvania has seventy-five miles

of the direct current system. The West
Shore has 106 miles of continuous

current electrification, the Long Island

Railroad has 125 miles, the West
Jersey and Seashore 150 miles, and the

Baltimore and Ohio seven miles. On
the other hand, the Grand Trunk has
twelve miles of the other system, the

Colorado Southern forty-six miles, and
the Baltimore and Annapolis Shortline

thirty miles. There is a greater diversity

in Europe. In Italy there is a consider-

able mileage operated by what is known
as the three-phase system. The same

A PENNSVL\ ANIA ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE WITH TRAIN OF ALL-STEEL CARS FOR USE I.\ THE
HUDSON RIVER TUNNEL.
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system is used in the Simplon Tunnel
and on the Gergal Santa Fe in Spain.

The other two systems are used exten-

sively in the countries of Europe. The
three-phase system is used for a tunnel

on the Great Northern line in the United

States.

Now it is the opinion of those com-
])etent to form opinions upon so diffi-

cult a subject that what has been done
in a small way by these and other lines

will in time be done by the railroads

throughout the country, and over long

reaches of their lines, if not over their

entire systems. In time these roads will

face each other at meeting points in hun-

dreds of places. Then will come the rub,

the inconvenience and the outlay. If

railroads with different sys-

tems of electrification are a

thousand miles, or a hundred
miles, or ten miles apart, it

makes no difference whether
they have their contact con-
ductors in the same position

or whether they use an electric

current of the same character.

But when they come together

it will cost much money and
cause manifold delays and
vexations if their systems are

unlike. It is here that the

danger and the problem of the

future emerge.
There was an analogous

problem to be solved by the

railroafls thirty years ago. Its

solution entailed financial bur-

dens which lay upon them
very heavily for many years.

In 1878 in this country there

were no less than twelve dif-

ferent gauges of railroad

tracks, the standard gauge of

four feet eight and one-half

inches, and eleven others.

Uy that time it had become
evident that uniformity of

gauge in the United States

and Canada was ab.solutely

necessary. In the early days
fjf railroading the differences

of gauge were of no moment.
No one dreamed of an inter-

change of traffic, of using the

engines and cars of one rail-

road upon the lines of an-

Some men argued that it was an

advantage to keep to a gauge that would
prevent the engines and cars of a con-

necting line from running on its tracks.

In some cases through passengers were
kept in their cars while the trucks under
the coaches were changed, and thus they

went on to their destinations without

change, although they ran over tracks of

five feet, five feet six inches, and six

feet gauges in succession. In time, in

spite of the immense expense entailed

by the change of gauge and of equip-

ment, all the lines made their tracks con-

form to the present standard gauge.
This experience of thirty years ago

explains the view of electrification that

is held by the far-sighted and broad-

)ther.
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minded railroad men of today-

They fear tliat each road will

consider its plans with refer-

ence only to its own needs,

that the road will treat its

project as an isolated case.

They desire that the roads

shall take into consideration in

addition the electrification of

railroads in general, thus

avoiding at some time in thf

future an expensive experi-

ence analogous to that in-

volved in the gauge problem
of thirty years ago. The
problem of today, in view of

the strides electrification is

certain to make in the near
future, is that involved in the

selection of a general system
of electrification, a system which shall

he in its domain what the standard gauge
has been in another department of rail-

,
roading. Determine upon a standard
system, which will make possible a com-
plete interchange of traffic, and which
will admit of the greatest extension of

electrification, and in the future vast ex-

pense, and delay, and vexatious difficul-

ties will be avoided.

The three systems of electrification

now in use have their respective advan-

JKri^ ii^v^^-^^-' -^s^
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Typical Sfctios. Showing Third Rail Transmission
Signal Bridge of Elf.ctrifikd Portion of the

York Ckntral and Hudson River Kauroaii

that is, it automatically adjusts its speed

to its load. If the weight of the train

is increased, or the grade becomes

steeper, the speed slows in proportion.

If the load and the grade remain con-

stant the speed will not vary unless the

voltage applied to the motor is increased.

But the system of current supply im-

plies a fixed voltage, and therefore even

in emergencies it would be impossible to

get a speed much above that for which

the motor was constructed. On the other

hand, the speed may be cut in half or it

may be quartered. This is done by con-

necting tile motors in series, dividing the

pressure between two or between four

motors, and by the use of electrical re-

sistance. There are other practical ob-

jections to this system.

The motor of the three-phase system

is inherently a constant-speed machine.

With a light load or a heavy load it runs

at the same rate of speed. Upgrade or

on a level track it makes approximately

the same speed also. But the high ])ower

required to climb the grade may be sev-

eral times that needed on tlie level. On
the other hand, however, the motor

makes no greater speed on the level

track than on an ascent. There are

Line, and
New

various devices by which
lower speeds can be se-

cured, all of them involving

complications and losses.

In no way can the speed be

more than a trifle higher

with a light load than with

a heavy train. The motors
are comparatively simple in

construction, and when on
a down grade they may re-

turn current to tlie line, a

valuable thing among the

mountains.

The speed characteristics

of the single-phase series

motor are similar to those

of the direct-current motor.
The speed at a given volt-

age is more or less as the

load is lighter or heavier.

But this motor has the ad-

vantage over others that by
a simple controller its speed
may be greatly varied ac-

cording to conditions.
Many voltages lower than

the normal may be provided for lower
speeds and various higher voltages to

produce speeds above the normal. The
steam locomotive has its throttle lever,

and the single-phase electric its control

lever, and in both cases the lever may be
placed in any one of many notches to

keep the required speed. The current
comes aboard the locomotive at a voltage
of 11,000 volts on the New Haven lines.

But the motors do not use the current at

such a high voltage. It is reduced by the

transformers which are installed in the

locomotives. As will be noted farther

on, this means the elimination of the sub-

station, a bold departure, with many ad-

vantages. It is the possibility of adjust-

ment, of setting the lever for dififerent

speeds, which is a very valuable feature

of this system. The limit of endurance
with the vast supply of energy thus made
available is determined by the safe tem-
perature of the motor. In the steam
locomotive ability to maintain speed

with heavy loads depended upon the ca-

]jacity of the boiler.

When it comes to the expense consid-

eration the differences in these three sys-

tems is a matter not of motors primarily

or of i)ower-houses, but of the transmis-
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sion of the power from the

latter to the funiier. In the

power-houses almost always

the current that is gener-

ated is the alternating and
at high tension. It is

cheaper to transmit it even

when for use it has to be

converted into direct cur-

rent.

Each of the systems has

a number of links or ele-

ments through which the

power must pass between
the moment of its gener-

ation in the power house
and its application in the

locomotive.

In the continuous current

system using alternating-

current for transmission

there must be a sub-station

between the power-house
and the locomotive. The
current is generated in the

power-house, raised by
transformers to high volt-

age, carried by wires to .sub-stations

miles away, where transformers or

motor generators .step it down to a volt-

age low enough to use and converters

change it from alternating to direct cur-

rent : it is then carried by wires to the

third rail or trolley wire.

In the case of the three phase system
the current once generated is raised by
transformers to high voltages, carried to

.substations about eight miles apart, and
stepped down by transformers to low
voltage, or the high voltage current may
be carried directly to the two overhead
trolley wires. In the latter case the volt-

age is stepped down by transformers on
the locomotive. The low voltage three

phase current is then fed directly to the

motor. Two overhead wires are used
and this involves a double system of

overhead construction, which becomes
quite complicated at cros.s-over switches.

The wires have to be kept well separated

and insulated from each other at equal

heights above the train. The track in

this system acts as a third wire or con-

ductor. In the direct current system the

return circuit is furnished by the track.

To get the current aboard the locomo-

tive in the single-phase system, it may

FOR Suburban Service on the New Haven Line.

new form of overhead construction is clearly shown.

be generated in the power-house, raised

by transformers to high voltage, carried

by wires to sub-stations, widely-sepa-

rated, where it is stepped down to a

usable tension, and carried to a single

wire strung over the railroad tracks. The
single wire permits a wide range in

height as the trolley adjusts itself auto-

matically to the position of the wire.

Usually the wire is strung on lines

twenty-two feet above the track but

passes under bridges at a height of fif-

teen and one-half feet. Once more the

track acts as one side of the circuit.

But a remarkable part of the great feat

of the New Haven was that it abolished

the sub-station where the transformers

intervened between the locomotive and
the power-house. It took the current at

high tension aboard the locomotive itself.

This it could do because the length of

the line on which the service was in-

stalled was but twenty-one miles. It

was a daring bit of pioneer work to take

the high voltage alternating current

aboard the locomotive and lower it there

to the low voltage current required for

the motors, doing aboard the speeding

locomotive what had been done in the

sub-stations scattered along the railroad
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lines. This saved tlie great expense of

direct-current work and it secured a very

Iiigh degree of eiiliciency.

If railroads consider electrification

they ask of course about such matters as

the cost of the respective systems and
their comparative losses of power be-

tween generatoi s and locomotives. The
first cost of the single-phase installation

is much less than either of the otliers.

Although the locomotives cost a little

more, the cost of operation is consider-

ably less in case of the single-phase

system.

This outline of the situation indicates

what the problems of the electrical rail-

way engineer are going to be. As the

crocuses promise the spring so the elec-

trifications already made presage the

coming of the vast electric systems of the

future. Almost every week witnesses

some installation. The Michigan Cen-

tral has just started its electric operation

in the tunnel under the Detroit River.

The very first thing that was done by

the president of the New Haven lines

when he became the actual president of

the Boston and Maine was to send an

engineer to the Hoosac Tunnel to devise

plans for the electrification of the miles

of underground line at that point.

in a comparatively short lime the rail-

road work of all New England will be

done by electricity. New York will soon

be linked with Philadelphia, Philadelphia

with Baltimore, Baltimore with Wash-
ington, by electric railways. Electricity

will supersede steam between such cities

as Cleveland and Toledo, Cincinnati and
Columbus, Chicago and Milwaukee.
Centers of electrification will come into

being in various parts of the country. At
last .some long trunk line will come for-

ward with electric power in use from
terminal to terminal. And so, step by
step, the complete, or nearly complete,

electrification will arrive. How enor-

mously desirable that this outcome shall

be anticipated and that broad-minded and
statesmanlike plans shall be made.
There are a few words to say about

the work done on the New Haven line.

On express trains and trains of great

length two locomotives are used. This

is not due, as rumor had it, to any error

of design. The locomotives were made
to dcvelo]:) eighty per cent, of the power
for a maximum train load. The ordinary

train load is not of the maximum weight.

To have made more powerful engines

would have been to waste them on trains

so light as to leave unused a large frac-
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tioii of their capacity. It is greater econ-

omy to double up the locomotives on the

comparatively few trains that require that

power in excess of what one will de-

velop. The two may be operated with-

out any additional crew, it must be un-

derstood.

These locomotives are very interesting.

Tender, cab, cylinders, connecting rods,

dome, smokestack, have disappeared.

They look to be all cab. Only the cow-
catcher and the headlight of the old

order remain. The engineer and his as-

sistant have about them only a few knobs
and handles. The corridor running
from end to end—for these locomotives

have no front and rear : they are double-

headers, needing no turntable at the end
of the run—these corridors are walled

with steel. Beliind these walls are muz-
zled cyclones hard at work.
The countless millions of electrons

rush from the transmission line to the

motors, whicli are the essence of being

of the locomotive. Mere their energy is

wrested from them and they are made to

do work in driving the train, after which

they return to the line to again complete

their cycle.

It is true that direct current and alter-

nating current in combination had been

used before for light service on certain

unimportant lines. But the enormous
weight of the trains, the volume of the

traffic, and the character of the service,

make the New Haven's a real pioneer

work. When its experts began to study

the problem of electrifying these twenty-

one miles they were told to keep in mind
the ultimate electrification of the whole

Shore Line route between New York
and Boston. It now seems likely that

this railroad thus has made a very valu-

able contribution to the great railway

problem of the future—a uniform system

of electrification.

True Liberty

When love with unconfined wings

Hovers within my gates,

And my divine Althea brings

To whisper at my grates

;

When I lie tangled in her hair

And fettered with her eye,

The birds that wanton in the air

Know no such liberty.

When flowing cups pass swiftly round

With no allaying Thames,

Our careless heads with roses crowned.

Our hearts with loyal ftames

;

' When thirsty grief with wine we steep,

When health and draughts go free

—

Fishes that tipple in the deep

Know no such liberty.

—KlCHXKlJ I,ii\ KLACE.



A MOUNTAIN WHICH LASTKD BL'T SIXTY DAYS.
McCulloch Peak, photon raphud by means of long distance It-ns.

NATURE TURNED SORCERESS
By

WILLIAM THORNTON PROSSER

NOW you see it, and now you
ilnn't," is a sign that Nature
might well display over a

little group of islands in

Tiering Sea, where the great

Mother of the Universe plays the part

of sorceress, coaxing mountain-tops from
the de]3ths of the ocean and making them
disap])ear again in the twinkling of an

eye, amid a demonstration that only a

favored few have witnessed. The stage

that Nature uses for her works of magic

is apart from the main lanes of ship

travel just to the northward of the long

string of Aleutian islands that swings

from America almost to the Asiatic

6t

shore. In no part of the world do re-

markable seismic disturbances more fre-

quently recur than in this isolated spot.

So often do these large-scale acts of

legerdemain transpire that no visitor at

Nature's black art theatre ever expects

to see the conjured islands in the same
form upon a second visit.

It was in September of this last season

that the most recent performance was
given at the Bogoslofs—for such is the

name of the enchanted Bering Sea
group. The officers and crew of the rev-

enue cutter Tahoma, which had recently

returned to Puget Sound from a summer
cruise in the vicinity of Pribilof seal
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rookeries, were spectators

at the birth of a new moun-
tain peak, and their descrip-

tion of the awe-inspiring

sight as a steaming mass of

lava was raised above the

water's surface, sending a
])illar of flame and vapor
miles into the heavens,

while lightning and thun-

der accompanied the spec-

tacle, proves that every
scenic effect was called into

play to produce a mighty
triumph of the cosmic
forces.

Nor is the volcanic action

confined to this one isolated

spot in the dreary wastes
of Bering Sea ; for when
Bogoslof plunges into a

series of activities the effect

can be felt a thousand miles

along the Alaskan shore.

Accompanying the last upheaval of the

Bogoslofs. Alaska's most active volcano,

Mt. Makushin, near Unalaska, has been
in eruption, and vessels plying between
Seattle and Nome reported its sides and
top covered with chocolate colored
effluvia, while smoke and .steam arose
from its crater.

Originally Bogoslof was a jagged rock
using out of Bering Sea. With turrets

and buttresses it looked like a feudal

castle, and after the United States ac-

quired Alaska from Russia it came to

be known as Castle Rock. Admiral
Bogoslof of the Russian navy had
charted the island in 1790. Castle Rock
seemed to alter its size and shape be-

tween the visits of different ships, and
between the seasons of 1886 and 1887
there sprang into being a second island

United States Cruiser Buffalo. Rf.connoiterikg in Alaskan
Waters.

as a rule

and more

^HOTO B<r Biseen.

McCuLLocH Peak. Smoking and Steaming, at the Side of Perry
Peak.

about four miles to the northwest. Castle

Rock was about sixty miles to the north-

westward of Unalaska.
When the United States revenue cut-

ter Perry approached the islands in 1906
the officers found that a new peak had
ri.sen out of the sea between Castle Rock
and Fire Island. This was named Perry
Peak. Smoking and steaming, it looked
like a gigantic new-made pudding. The
three islands in the Bogoslof archipelago

were estimated to be about 800 feet in

height.

It was on the Fourth of July, of the

following year, that the revenue cutter

McCulloch passed the Bogoslof, and
there out of the sea another peak had
raised its head, this one right by the side

of Perry Island and virtually forming a

part of the year-old mound. This was
called McCulloch Peak. Evidently it had
just come into being, for it was formed
of soft earth mingled with great boul-

ders, ^nd from its fissures

great clouds of steam con-
stantly arose to heaven.

But this peak was des-

tined for a short life. Pass-

ing the Bogoslofs Septem-
ber 1, 1907, the whaler
Herman, of San Francisco,

after a season in the Arctic,

beheld the disappearance of

IMcCulloch while flame shot

up through clouds of steam
and smoke, and the super-
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stitions sailors foresaw the end of niiin-

dane things. It happened that the United

States auxihary cruiser Buffalo, com-

manded by Cai)t. Charles F. Pond, sent

north to investigate the sealing opera-

tions about the Pribilof Islands, was not

far away, and when Captain Pond heard

of a shower of ash on the nearby islands

he determined to head for the Bogoslofs

and see what new act of legerdemain had

been worked among those restless is-

lands. When the Buffalo reached the

spot Captain Pond found that since the

visit of the revenue cutter McCulloch,

earlier in the season, the strangest alter-

ations had taken place, for the three

islands had been merged into one. and

the sea was 2,000 feet deep where Mc-
Culloch Peak had stood.

At one end of the new island stood

Castle Rock, changed beyond recognition

by the latest disturbance, and with its

outline softened and smoothed by a coat-

ing of volcanic dust and lava. Perry

Peak had been much reduced in height,

and a low bar of land connected the three

bits of higher ground.

"Rocks as large as a house were occa-

sionally detached from the sides of Perry

Peak." Captain Pond related, "rolling

down with thuiulerous noises to the

water's edge. Strange to relate, a colony

of sea lions that for several years had

made their home south of Castle Rock,

were flourishing despite their pro.ximity

to the center of activity, and were ap-

parently enjoying the warm waters that

surrounded the island."

About this time the steamship Pciiii-

syhaiiia arrived at Nome with her decks

sprinkled with ash, and reported that

analysis of this effluvia showed the pres-

ence of gold. Coincident with the dis-

appearance of McCulloch Peak earth-

quake shocks were felt along the coast

of Alaska to the eastward and a number
of uncharted rocks made their appear-

ance, even in southeastern Alaska. It

was a little later than this that the gov-

ernment cable between Sitka and Valdez

was snapped by the sudden rising of a

submarine mountain.

Perry Peak lived a few months longer,

but it had disappeared when the United

-States fisheries cutter Albatross visited

the Bogoslof group July 7, 1908. A nar-

row band of land then joined Castle

Rock and Fire Island, but the officers of

the Albatross beheld a new manifesta-

tion of th.e restive forces beneath the sea.

What seemed to be the surface of the

water adjoining the strip of land rose up

MrCULLoCH I'F.AK U'ST RKFOKK IT DISAPPEARF.n UNOKR TWO THOUS.AND FEET OF WATER.



Daylight Disclosed Clouds of Vapi
AND Enormous Columns of Lava

Spouting From the Crater.
Bogoslof Island. Alaska,

in a gigantic dome-like
swelling, as large as the

dome of the capitol at

Washington. Then it sub-

sided, only to rise again.

Before each subsidence
there was a tremendous
escape of gas, like a huge bubble pushing
its way through the water.

Following this phenomenon great

clouds of smoke and steam issued from
the same spot, gradually growing in im-

mensity until the spellbound spectators

began to fear they would be engulfed in

a terrific cataclysm. The sky was filled

with seething clouds of vapor, while fire,

smoke and white hot lava streamed from
this sea-level volcanic crater. The col-

umn that rose heavenward officers of the

Albatross declare was three miles in

diameter.

The cutter Perry was the next visitor

to the islands, and found a new-made

A Distant View of The Smoky Island of Bogoslof.

peak on the site of the old Perry Peak.
Members of the crew led by officers

braved the danger and stood upon the

shore of Bogoslof, but the heat was so

great they could not long remain.

It was September 10 of this last season
when the revenue cutter Manning first

approached the Bering Sea volcano, and
the adventurous spirits insisited on going
ashore. Changes were many since the

Perry had been upon the scene. Again
Perry Peak had become two small moun-
tains. Evidence of terrific heat was
plain, not only in the coating of lava,

moulten and dust, that covered the island,

but in the skeletons of multitudes of sea-

67
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fowl that plainly had been roasted alive

in the twinkling of an eye. The bones,

scattered by thousands crumbled to fine

dust at the touch.

The Tahoma's men found a crater fif-

teen hundred feet in diameter, seething

with lava, fire, boiling water and steam.

They describe it by likening it to a huge

colander with streams of boiling water

spurting upward through the holes, and

a geyser in the center much larger than

the rest. On insecure footing of baked

mud, which in places gave way under

their weight, the situation of the ob-

servers was perilous, and the roar of the

crater drowned their voices.

Nine days later the Tahnma was again

approaching Bogoslof when, at 4 o'clock

in the morning, the lookout rej-jorted to

Capt. J. H. Ouinan that a terrific thun-

derstorm, with lightning of unusual bril-

liance was raging dead ahead.. The cap-

tain issued orders to fix the vessel's light-

ning rods, and then inquired the exact

location of the storm center.

"That's Bogoslof in eruption again."

he exclaimed, and soon all the revenue

cutter's officers and men were on deck

to witness the display, which was then

about twenty miles away.
Lieutenant F. E. Bagger gives a de-

tailed account of the Tahoma's remark-

able experience at the birth of a new
mountain on Bogoslof:

"We were on a northeast course, mak-
ing about ten knots an hour when the

officer of the watch noticed perhaps

twenty-five miles ahead flashes of vivid

lightning. Through the gloom we could

discern a mass of dark and lowering

clouds, and as the day dawned one im-

mense cloud hung over the group
directly in our path. Flashes of blinding

light lit the sea and sky to the horizon,

and showed us the rough outline of

Bogoslof as the center of the disturb-

ance. Every eye was strained to watch

the developments of the awe-inspiring

spectacle.

"By six o'clock the Taluniia ha<l drawn
within twelve miles of liogoslot. With
the rays of the rising sun old I'^ire Island

could just be distinguished at the edge

of heavy clouds of ashes, steam and
smoke that completely envelojjcd the

remainder of the island.

"When the revenue cutter had ap'

proached within ten miles of the scene

it was plainly to be observed that the

flames, molten lava, ashes, steam and

smoke were issuing from the old crater,

which had been partly surrounded by a

salt lagoon. Titanic forces were at work
creating a prodigious disturbance, and
the heat which was being freed from the

center of tlie earth began to produce an

eddying wind that even from our dis-

tance could be plainly felt. As we con-

tinued to near the land the force of the

increasing wind began to scatter the

clouds of smoke which hovered over the

northeast end of Bogoslof. and by 6:15

o'clock the land sprang plainly into view.

"Soon the Tahoina had reached a point

sufficiently near for the eye of the

camera, and we obtained some very fine

views of the spectacle. At 6:30 we were
only six miles distant, and the heat began
to he oppressive. The continuous shower
of ash and lava dust made it necessary

for us to keep to windward of the island.

"A little before 9 o'clock we were only

four miles from this belching, roaring

volcano. A column of red-hot glowing
lava was rising to a height of half a mile,

through the center of the vapor and
clouds. The steam from the crater reared

its head as high again into the clouds, in

immense billows. Even above the vapor
streams of living fire rose and fell in a

pyrotechnic shower.
"Accompanying all this display there

was a constant roar while sounds like

thunder issued from the cauldron on the

island. Still keeping to leeward to escape

the heat, we crept to within a mile of the

shore. But we did not long remain there

as ashes and sparks lighting on the deck

tcfld of our imminent danger, and
Captain Ouinan turned the Tahoma's
prow about and we headed for the Aleut

village of Chenofski, near Unalaska. But
as we left we could see through the

clouds of vapor that a new mountain had
been born on Bogoslof, and doubtless it

will be known as Tahoma Peak."
Since the Tahoma's return to winter

quarters the coast of Alaska has been

racked by (|uakcs and jars, so that it is

more than ])robal)le Bogoslof has as-

sumed a new shape even since Septem-
ber.



Scuiptor Jakes Up CementS
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w ITH the ever increasing

cost of lumber, the value

of cement as a building

material is growing more
and more apparent. It

is, moreover, becoming one of the most
prized of materials to the engineer, who
uses it for bridges, for retaining walls,

for substructure and other purposes. For
side walks it is unrivalled and has

usurped the place of all other materials.

Mr. Edison considers it one of the most
pliable, esthetic and economical of house
materials, and Mr. Lorado Taft, the

sculptor, is demonstrating the fact that

it is amenable to the purposes of art.

Mr. Taft is causing to be erected in

Ogle County, Illinois, near the delightful

village of Oregon, on the banks of the

Rock river, a statue of Black Hawk, once
chief of the Sac and Fox Indians, who
possessed the rich and jiicturesque

country of that region. A chieftain at

once wise and brave, he is worthy of

commendation, and ]\Ir. Taft has chosen
to place his statue upon a rocky bluff

which commands a fine sweep of the

river both North and South. Tradition

says that this was a favorite retreat of

Black Hawk's.
The dimensions of this statue are 48

feet without the pedestal, and being set

as it is, upon a bulwark of rock, the effect

from the river is one of melancholy and
imposing grandeur. Air. Taft has not

attempted a portrait of Black Hawk, but
has made what might be regarded as a

composite face of the Indians of the

Middle West.

As is his custom, the first figure Mr.
Taft designed was but eight inches high

;

the next two feet ; the third six feet.

This figure was set in a frame which
forms a part of a pointing machine, and
by means of a system devised by Mr.
Taft and his assistant, Mr. John Gott-

lieb Prasuhn, it has been possible to en-

large this figure seven times, and to pre-

serve accurately every feature of the
finely finished, six foot model.
The builders of this huge statue had

no precedent by which to work, and the

successful development of l\Ir. Taft's

idea is the result of the ingenuity and
mathematics of Mr. Prasuhn.

First a central tower of wood was
built, and upon this and from it was
developed an edifice which indicated the

form of the figure. Small sticks were
nailed over this at close intervals and
numbered. These showed wherever
there was to be a curve or a variation,

and the extent of that variation. A
sketch of the frame v^'ork in this con-
dition, with each point numbered was
then made on paper, and every propor-
tion was tested with plumb line and
square. When all corresponded to the

working model—a correspondence which
the pointing machine could prove or dis-

prove by its infallible comparisons, with

one end operating from the small model,

and the other indicating the point at

which a seven-fold enlargement was to

be made—the whole surface was cov-

ered with chicken wire. Mr. Prasuhn
began at the neck and wrapped this

around and around the figure, and then
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modeled it carefully, fastening it with

two-pointed tacks to the frame work.

Next he draped it in two hundred yards

of burlap, fastening this to the frame
with nails, and once more modeling it

all. The burlap was then sprayed with

plaster water to stiffen it, so that the

heavy plaster mold which presently was
to be put on, should not intrude through
the wire, and clay water was sprayed

over the thin coat of plaster to separate

it from the plaster mold.

A temporary plaster model of the

shoulders and head were then made on
the ground, and hoisted into place by
means of a hinge derrick. It was not ab-

solutely necessary that these should be

placed upon the statue, but their presence

gave meaning to the work, illustrated to

visitors what was to be done and encour-

aged the men in their labors. It also de-

termined the precise location of the

figure, and the whole structure was
swung around over a foot after the

erection of the head, in order to present

a cleaner profile to the road along the

bluff. The derrick by which the great

head was lifted in place was in itself a

clever contrivance fashioned with a tri-

angle on a boom, with a rope to each of

the four derrick points, and a back guy.
The next thing was to prepare for the

Ready t<! Ka|si-; thk Hkad.

heav}- concrete work. Four heavy steel

beams each thirty feet in length, were
jjlaced on cribbing timbers and bolted

together. Scaffolding was then raised,

and a mold of common plaster and fiber

was put on by hand. Around this scaf-

folding was finally put hoops of copper
wire to prevent spreading, while within
the statue was erecting a net work of

strfltting and cross beams to guard
against crushing.

\\'hen the plaster mold was completed,
the temporary head and shoulders were
sawed up and cast to the ground, and
everything was removed from within
the now hardened mold. This mold was
painted within with wall sizing to keep
the plaster from absorbing the water in

the cement. The solid rock at the bot-

tom of the fourteen foot excavation be-

neath the statue was pierced and twenty-
four rods of steel dipped in brimstone
and plaster were anchored in the rock.

Into this cement was poured making a
solid substructure for the visible pedes-
tal, which was six feet in height. On
this was erected a steel tower, com-
posed of rods, reinforced, and wrapped
about with galvanized wire. A steel

dome surmounted this, designed for the
purpose of supporting the head and
shoulders of solid cement.

The difficulties were
many, and not the least

of these was the securing

of the water, of which
many thousand gallons

were required. A small

Erickson air engine was
pressed into use, and
made to lift water from
the river two hundred
feet below, but as the

power of this engine was
not equal to the demand
that would be placed

upon it when the work of

mixing the cement
began, a reservoir was
constructed and the
water .stored. A steam
mixer capable of prepar-
ing a cubic yard of

cement every six min-
utes was then installed.

This had a hopper which
held six barrels of'iHl-: HhAl) IN PlJi( K.
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cement for eacli

(lum])ini^, and a

continuous line

of men with bar-

rows was re-

quired. Cemenl
sets in a b o u t

tiiirty minutes,

and to avoid
unevenness, con-
tinuous work
was demanded.
Twenty - four
hours finds

cement in a con-

dition to support

itself, and a collapsible frame of steel

was therefore devised, which could be

lifted up in sections as the concrete

hardened. The amount of cement used

was about three hundred and fifty bar-

rels, and no less than one hundred and
twenty wagon loads of sand were re-

quired to mix the cement for the pedes-

tal alone.

The molds for the shoulders and head

were lifted into place, and the cement
was poured in the top of the head until

the
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OLYMPIC. GREATEST OF STEAMSHIPS

By

HENRY R. JEVONS

SOME ilay next July a skyscraper

will come floating up Ambrose
I'hannel, the Narrows and the

North River to her berth at the

new Chelsea docks in New
York. I'^or they are building sea-going

skyscrapers these days and they are

doing pretty well at it, considering. This
particular skyscraper, the Olympic, the

i.ew White Star Liner, is only eleven

stories, to be sure, but measured from the

bottom of her keel to the top of her fun-

nels she lacks only twenty-five feet of

coming up to the new proposed building

height limit in Chicago. Since the Olym-
pic's foundation is salt water which is

more unstable, if possible, than the quick-

sands which vex the builders in the Lake
jNIichigan metropolis this must be con-

ceded to be a pretty fair height. Nor
are those funnels to be lightly consid-

ered in coinputing the height. They are

very much more important than the or-

namental lantern sometimes included in

reckoning the height of a building.

Though they do not look very big, so

exquisitely is the new liner propor-

tioned, they would make a good many
suites of offices if they were arranged
for that purpose, for there are four of

them, each oval in shape, 24 feet 6 inches

in diameter the long way and 19 feet

wide. Placed end to end they would
make a tunnel 640 feet long with ample
room for two standard gauge railroad

trains to stand side by side.

Everything else about this latest

prodigy of marine architecture is on the

same stupendous scale. Unfortunately,

descriptive writers of former days ex-

hausted the entire stock of adjectives in

describing "leviathans of the deep" that

sometimes reached the enormous size of

five or six thousand tons, so that now
when they are really needed to convey
an idea of a craft of forty-five thousand
tons there isn't a superlative left that is

fit to be seen in ])rint. The only thing

THE OLYMPIC. AS SHE .\FPE.ARED IMMEDI.ATELY .\FTER LAU.NCHING.

IS
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ON THE TITANIC.

that can be done is to fall back on com-
parative statistics, and let it go at that.

As a starter it may be said that the

length of the Olympic, 882 feet 6 inches,

is 182 feet greater than the height of the

Metropolitan tower in New York, the

tallest structure on the continent, and
four times the height of the Bunker Hill

monument : and yet any one who has

toiled up the steps to the top of Bos-

ton's proudest landmark will feelingly

agree that it is not to be sneezed at.

.\lso, the length of the Olympic and her

sister shij). the Titanic, launched in Feb-

ruary, 1911, is twice tlie height of the

<lome of St. Peter's in Rome and equals

the total drop of the famous Bridal \'eil

falls in Yosemite \'alley. Placed end to

end beside the Brooklyn Bridge these

two shi])s would completely span the

East River and extend over the shore

one hundred feet on each side. In short

the Olympic is 97 feet 6 inches longer

than the Mauretania and Liisitaiiia, is

92 feet six inches wide over all, and 94
feet wide over the boat deck. From the

boat deck to the bottom of the keel is

97 feet ; from the top of the Captain's

house to the bottom of the keel is 105
feet 6 inches, and from the top of the

funnels to the bottoin of the keel, 175

feet. There are eleven steel decks and
fifteen watertight bulkheads.

The launching of the Olympic alone

cost more than enough to build a fine

steamshi]). More than six hundred .steers

died merely to make her ]>ath into the

water smooth, for twenty-two tons of
tallow were used to grease the ways.
Man\' a Belfast waterman mad<; a-W:idest
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little fortune (judged by a lielfast

waterman's standard) picking- vip the

tloating tallow after the launcli. The
tallow, however, was too trivial an item

for serious consideration when com-
])ared with the rest of the bill.

It cost the Belfast Harbor lioard.

which draws no share of the Olympic's

earnings. $292,000 to get ready for the

launching. Of this sum $146,000 went
to dee]H"n the chainiel to 32 feet. Oppo-
site the berth a pit fifty feet deep had to

be dredged in the bottom of the harbor

to make room for the plunge of the stern

before the bow left the ways. Then
Harland and Wolff, the builders, had to

spend $48,670 to strengthen Victoria

wharf opposite the berth lest the terrific

commotion kicked up when the monster
struck the water should cause the wdiarf

to collapse. Still, that was but a be-

ginning. Three of the largest slips they

had were converted into two for the

Olympic and Titanic. Over the berth a

double gantry had to be erected 840 feet

long, 105 feet wide and 220 feet high

and equipped with travelers and cranes

capable of lifting from five to forty tons.

Besides this there was a floating crane

to be provided at great co.st to transfer

the boilers to the ships after they were
afloat. Part of the works had to be en-

tirely reconstructed, other parts were
altered and special equipment provided,

making the outlay for the plant for build-

ing these biggest ships more than two
million dollars.

From the time the keel was laid, De-
cember 15, 1908, to October 20, 1910,

the date of the launching, a fair sized

army was steadily employed on the

Olympic. For weeks before the launch-

ing two thousand five hundred men
toiled nigiit and day making preparations

THE OLYMPIC JUST BEFORE THE LAUNCHING.



for the great event. As the weight at

launching was twenty-seven thousand
tons, much the largest mass of steel ever

put in the water at once, a great deal

of careful planning and expert prepar-

ation were required to make ready for

the sixty-two seconds occupied by the

Olympic in making the plunge. Froiu
the time the hydraulic triggers holding

the vessel on the ways were released

initil she was stationary in the water less

than two minutes elapsed.

Since the Olympic represents an in-

vestment of $7,500,000 it was necessary

that in addition to being the largest ship

the world has ever seen, a distinction she

will retain only until the Titanic is placed

in service late this fall, when she will be

one of the largest two, she should also be

the heaviest and strongest. Five hun-

dred, thousand rivets, weighing 270 tons,

were used in the construction of the

double bottom alone. The largest rivet

was I34 inches in diameter. This double

bottom is 5 feet 3 inches deep. The
largest shell plates are 36 feet long and
weigh 4'/; tons. The largest beams are

SEVENTEEN NOISELESS RIVETERS AT
WORK.

92 feet long. The after boss arm,
a sort of three pronged bracket

that tags along to hold up the outer

ends of the propellers, weighs 72'/4 tons.

The rudder, a dainty creation in steel, is

15 feet 3 inches wide with a stock 23^
inches in diameter and weighs a hundred
tons, as much as a good sized locomo-
tive.

Ikit speaking of riveting, 3,000,000
rivets weighing twelve hundred tons, are

required to hold the Olympic together.

All the shell plating up to the turn of the

bilge and much of the other work was
done by power riveters, which in Belfast

are very different things from the litUe

hand tool sprouting from the end of a

rubber hose, the blood-curdling, nerve
destroying r-r-r-r-r-r-r-at-at-at-at-tat of

which is so distressingly familiar to

American ears. The Irish riveter is a
])onderous affair weighing seven tons

which has to be manipulated by means
of a traveling crane. But it does its

work so easily and so silently that it was
considered quite the thing to invite ladies

who visited the works (luring the build-

ing of the Olympic to step up and drive

a rivet.
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In point of ])0\ver the Olympic,

though much larger than the Lusitania

and Mauretania, drops far behind the

swift Cunarders. For each knot above

twenty per hour added to the speed of a

steamship the coal consumption increases

in an ever-growing ratio that is out of

all proportion to the advantage gained.

by no means as yet become what might
be called commonplace.
The arrangement of two wing pro-

pellers driven by reciprocating engines

combined with a center pro])eller driven

by a turbine has been tried out on the

\Vhite .Star liner Laitrcntic, plying be-

tween Liverpool and Montreal, with such

THE LAUNCHING OF THE OLYMPIC.

The luxury of a speed of 25.5 knots an

hour comes so high that all the other

steamship companies have enthusi-

astically agreed to let the Cunard Com-
pany monopolize it. So it happens that

while the Olympic is a third greater in

tonnage than the Mauretania her engines

will have only fifty thousand horse power
as compared with the Cunarder's sev-

enty thousand horse power, which is

only enough to enable her to jog along

at twenty-one knots an hour. Still, a

plant of fifty thousand horse power has

gratifying results in economy and in

eliminating vibration, that it has been

adopted for the Olympic. It is alleged

by the press agent that this absence of

vibration abolishes that terror of the

seas, mal de mer ; but don't you believe

it. There is but one infallible rule for

the prevention of sea-sickness, and that is

to stick to dry land. It is much cheaper

than crossing the Atlantic, any way.

But to return to the wing propellers,

they are each 23 feet 6 inches in diame-

ter, weigh 38 tons each and are affixed to
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crank shafts weighing 118 tons each.

These ponderous masses of metal are

driven at a speed of 75 revolutions per

minute by triple expansion engines with

four cylinders, the high pressure cylin-

der being 54 inches in diameter, the in-

termethate 84 and the two low pressure

97 inches in diameter, while all have a

stroke of 6 feet 3 inches. Each engine

bedplate weighs 195 tons.

The center propeller, which is only 16

feet 6 inches in diameter, has to run at

more than double the speed of the wing
propellers, or 165 revolutions per min-
ute. It is driven by the latest type of

I^arsons turlaine. the rotor of which is

12 feet in diameter and 13 feet 8 inches

long. From the company's standpoint

the most attractive feature of this ar-

rangement is not that it abolished sea

sickness, as alleged, but that it keeps the

coal bill down. Steam, generated in 20
double ended and 5 single ended Scotch

boilers, all 15 feet 9 inches in diameter,

the double enders 20 feet and the single

1 1 feet 9 inches long, is delivered to the

reciprocating engines at 215 pounds
pressure. The high pressure cylinders

get all tliey can out of the steam, which
is then passed on to the intermediate

cylinders, which go after the elasticity in

that steam like a Paris hotel keeper

after a tourist's cash, then dole it out

to the low pressure cylinders. Not

ALL P.AKTS OF THE VKSSF.I, ARE GIGANTIC.
The boilers are 15 (eet. 9 inches in diameter and 20 feet in length.
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Br
On.

INGING THE "AFTER BoSS ArMS" InTO POSITION.

of the gigantic parts of the Olyrnt'ic. Wriuht, 72>a' tons.

safety appliances that the

ingenuity of man has de-

vised. In this respect the

steamshi]) companies are

exactly like the railroads.

I'lver}- so-called safety ap-

pliance on a railroad today

has been adopted for its

economic value, the safety

secured thereby being inci-

dental—a sort of by-prod-

uct, so to speak. However,
when a pas.senger by sea or

land is zealously guarded
from harm it is no part of

his business to analyze the

motives that insure his

safety. If .some blundering

steamer should run full tilt

into the Olympic as the

Florida did into the Re-
public it is safe to predict

that the new giant will not

only stay afloat long enough
to transfer all her passen-

gers, but that her bulk-

until every ounce of pres-

sure that a reciprocating"

engine can get out of it has

been extracted from that

steam is it allowed to es-

cape to the turbine. Al-

though by this time the

steam is so weak it can

hardly struggle on, the tur-

bine has become so wonder-
fully efficient that it con-

trives to develop a great

deal of power out of this

exhaust steam. When the

turbine gets through with

it the steam, which by this

time isn't much more effect-

ive than hot water, goes to

the condenser, and from
there back to the boilers to

begin the weary round all

over again.

Still bearing in mind the

outlay of $7,500,000. rather

than from an inordinate

solicitude for prospective

passengers, the company
has equipped the Olympic
with the most elaborate The Steering Qu.adrant of the olymf'rc.
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heads will be found strong enough to

withstand the strain of towing to port.

There are the usual doors between water-

tight compartments all closed at once by

a touch on an electric button on the

bridge, the submarine signaling appa-

ratus that can pick up the tones of a

warning bell seventeen miles distant and

also tell the direction from which the

warning comes, the wireless telegraph

that will keep the ship in constant touch

with the shore and with other ships and

the elaborate fire protection system to

he found on all modern liners. In ad-

ilition to all these the Olympic has a new-

wrinkle in the arrangement of the small

boats.

To quote from page 156, volume 16 of

the Transactions of the Society of Naval

Architects and Marine Engineers, "It is

compulsory to provide a full complement
of life boats and other life saving appli-

ances together with davits which can be

relied upon to lower the boats in a heavy

sea without the least chance of mishap.

. . . Provided a vessel is not afire

and can float, even with a big hole in her

side she is about the most comfortable

and the safest place available in mid-

.'\tlantic."

The laws of England and the United

States do not require a vessel like the

Olympic to carry small boats enough to

accommodate all the passengers and

crew, but even the number she does carry

takes up a great deal of room the pas-

sengers would rather have devoted to

promenades. By using sixteen sets of

Welin double acting quadrant davits,

which will swing a boat away from the

ship's side and stay put at any angle in

any kind of a sea, the Olympic is en-

abled to stow 2)2 boats and have most of

the deck room too, for each set of davits

handles two boats. This arrangement,
which has been approved by the con-

servative British Board of Trade, not

only reduces the cost, saves weight and
gives greatly increased deck space, but

also makes it possible to carry more life

boats and still have them readily acces-

sible in case of need.

Since there seems to be no limit to the

sums otherwise sane Americans are wil-

ling to pay to be ferried across the At-

lantic, every facility will be afforded the

passenger on the Olympic for getting rid

of his money. On any of the big modern
liners one may pay from $112.30 for a

single berth in an inside room down in

the basement to two thousand dollars for

an imperial suite on an upper deck where
the passengers who like to stay up all

night can congregate under the windows
to gabble. Not many pay the minimum
rate in the "high .season," though : the

steamship companies see to that. One
of the big new German steamships

quotes a minimum- rate of $112. .30 per

berth but inquiry reveals the fact that

ELECTRIC CK.XNK KulU'.MKNT USI£D IN CONSTRUCTING THK GIGANTIC TWIN STE.\MERS.
OLYMPIC AND TITANIC.



DELIVERING ONE OF THE FIFTEEN TON ANCHORS.

there are just three two berth rooms on
the ship at that rate. The rest of the

five hundred and twenty first class pas-

sengers pay two hundred to six hundred
dollars a head. The distance across the

Atlantic is about three times the dis-

tance from New York to Chicago. The
total cost of a trip between these two
cities, including berth and meals on the

fastest and costliest traijjs is $38. Three
times the distance would amount to

$114. But the average rate on the new
liners is about three times that amount.
The rates on the Olympic have not yet

been announced, but there is no reason
to doubt that they will be ample.

In return for his money the first class

passenger can eat his meals, provided he
isn't too sick to think of victuals, in a

main dining room seating six hundred
persons, the biggest and most elaborate
dining room afloat, or in a smaller din-

ing room. Between meals he can loiter

in sumptuous drawing rooms, the lounge
or smoking rooms or library, or he can
take a turn around the decks, counting
about four laps to the mile, or he can
work up an appetite in the gymnasium,
or take a plunge in the swimming pool.

If all these attractions pall he may seek
relaxation in the ball room, the theater
or the skating rink, all of which are
combined in a single vast area of glass-

enclosed deck.

Should there be any danger of his

money burning holes in his pockets be-

fore he can get to Europe with it, the

passenger on the Olympic can find

prompt relief at the verandah cafe, where
he can mingle sea-breezes with his

liquor ; or, if more heroic measures seem
called for, he can get rid of his cash in

larger wads at the tailor shop or dress-

makers' parlors on board, or he can

spend it still faster at the jewelry store.

In fact there is nothing to prevent the

passenger from achieving bankru]>lcy on
the outward bound voyage so that he

may return on the first homeward bound
vessel. This will save time and simplify

the annual hegira.

The Olympic will have accommoda-
tions for 2,500 passengers in all. To
run the ship and wait upon this great

throng will require a crew of 860 which
will be commanded by Captain E. J.

Smith, now of the Adriatic. The new
liner will not lack business. Although
sailing dates and rates have not been

announced applications for berths have
been coming in ever since last fall at a

rate which indicates that some intending

passengers may have to travel on other

ships or submit to the perfectly dreadful

and scarcely-to-be-thought of alternative

of staying at home.

47



STRAWBERRIES FOR THANKSGIVING
By

H. H. BRINSM ADE

A'ER
liaviiig their existence en-

vel(i]jed ill much mythical

uncertainty, fall strawberries

have at last become an accom-
plished fact,

riiev were first tried out in Iowa.

After a preliminary test, Mr. Lawrence

J. Farmer of Pulaski, New York, pur-

chased five hundred plants. These plants

differ from other varieties only in the

single particular that they blossom stead-

ily from June until November. A large

crop is oljtained by lynching off the blos-

soms three weeks prior to the time that

fruit is desired. If berries are desired

l)\- September first this may be secured

if the blossoms be pinched or cut off in

I he tirsl week of August.

.\t lii> farm near Tulaski, New York,

Mr. Farmer last year had a fine crop of

l)erries both fully ripe and green. The
beds were covered so as to prevent dani-

age from frost. Three pickings froin

Mr. F'armer's strawberry beds since

August 15 averaged more th.an 600
quarts to the acre. A ready market at

twenty-five cents a cpart was found.

Ordinary berries produce but one crop
in two years. This variety of strawber-

ries produces a crop in the fall fiillowing

tiie spring in which they are planted. The
next crop is the following June and then

again in the autumn, or two in one year.

An exhibit of strawberries in middle
September is a most unusual spectacle,

just as the ])lants may be seen late in

s])ring. res])len(leiit . in their fragrant
blossoms, green fruit and ripe berries,

so were they last fall in .Mr. I'^armer's

garden.

Those ol the chosen lew who partook
of the lu.xury declared that the fruit pos-

sessed a flavor fully ciiua! to the berry
raised in June.
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mercial clubs and similar organizations

have come into existence, supplementing

the work of the regular city administra-

tion. Theoretically, the city administra-

tion provides a good city in which to live,

and the commercial club, corresponding

to the sales department of a factory,

advertises this fact to the world.

The commission form of government,

which has grown rapidly in popularity,

is a concession to this new idea. Under
its provisions a city is governed by a

small board of commissioners in much
the same way that a bank is managed by

a board of directors. Some people be-

lieve that in a short time the new idea

of city partnership will be further recog-

nized by the addition to the board of

commissioners of a Commissioner of

Promotion, whose duty it shall be to

advertise the advantages of the city to

outsiders. In many western towns the

mavor miw does this work and seeks re-

election on a record of new factory

smokestacks brought to the town through

his efforts.

/\mon(: thf Ki-coRD Sm.ashfrs.

Okhilioma City nnw has a population of 64,000. a gain of over ,'539 piT cent.

The city partnership idea encourages
town rivalry and when rivalry begins
towns begin to improve. Build a town
in the middle of an island where there

is no competition from a rival and it will

attain a large size before the advantages
of parks and paved streets and good
water systems are thought of very seri-

ously. Start a rival town and the old

one wakes up. It was that way at Smiths
Corner, which was the county seat of

Irving County. Smiths Corner had just

grown u]), acquired the court house and
county jail, built a flour mill and was
vastly contented with itself. One day a

geologist went pottering around corn
fields and creek bottoms and came back
with the announcement that he had dis-

covered coal. A coal mine followed, with

a little town twelve miles distant. It was
appropriately called Carbondale, because
the mine and the town were in a little

valley. Smiths Corner folks used to go
(iver to the mine and look at it and carry

back symmetrical lumps of coal as

souvenirs and some of the boys went to

work in the mines. There
was no animosity, no com-
petition. Carbondale was a

coal mine. Smiths Corner
was a town, with all of the

d i g n i t y and importance
given it by the possession

of the court house, the resi-

dence of the county officers

and the occasional sessions

of the circuit court. A gov-
ernor had made a speech
there; a bishop had
preached the high school

baccalaureate sermon ; the

richest citizen was known
to have money invested in

railroads and lead mines.

Carbondale was but a

bunch of houses cluttering

u]) what had been a well

ordered corn field.

This went on for years
until one Sunday morning
the pastor of the First Bap-
tist Church of Smiths Cor-
ner annoimced to his flock

that he had been called to

the ];)astorate of the Car-
bondale Church. It was
learneil that the Carbondale
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people, though not much,

addicted to religion, had of-

fered him a larger salary.

That was the blow that

awakened Smiths Corner.

The Baptists employed an-

other pastor at a larger sal-

ary and filled up the mud-
hole in front of the church.

A Ladies' Civic League was
formed for the purpose of

inducing residents to keep

their front yards mowed
and tlieir front gates on

hinges. Civic pride rolleil

up its municipal sleeves and

started in to show the

young and impudent Car-

bondale how a town should

be run. Someone said Car-

bondale eyed the brick

court house enviously.

Smiths Corner began to

build sidewalks, pave streets

and paint the houses. A
wagon factory and a Meth-
odist school were added to

the town. Now there are

two very prosperous towns
in Irving County each one
keeping an eye on the population of the

other. Neither one dares sleep out of

fear that the other may be awake and
each one keeps growing.
When the Indians began dying out

rapidly in the Southwest, and venture-

some capitalists started building rail-

roads, new- towns were projected so fast

that the map makers were always sev-

This City Also Grew.
Main street of Fort Worth, Texas, whose population increased 17.^ per

cent, in ten years.

eral years behind. Everyone of these

towns, as soon as it achieved a popula-

tion of two hundred was afflicted with

the court house fever. Indeed, for an
ambitious town a month old and possess-

ing a population of two hundred wan-
dering and skittish souls, a court house
is the surest anchor. It secures not only

more permanent location but also an in-

ONE YEAR AGO A COW PASTURE.
Spur. Texas, with a population of 1.200 enthusiastic citizens.



A PLEA FOR HOME INDUSTRY.
How Fort W'ortll. Ti-xas. appeals to Imal pride.

crease in population. Each new town
watched tlie population of the old county
seat and as soon as victory was sure an
election was called and the court house
moved. Then the old county seat watched
its chance and worked to secure the

county majority. This accomplished, an-

otlier election was called and the court

house moved a!4;ain, taking- a lot of ])opu-

lation with it.

Vagaries of the Texas election law in

its definition of a voter aided the frontier

tovv-n builders in Ihcir work. One sec-

tion of the law said that a voter's resi-

dence was maintained at the place where
his washing- was done. Resourceful town
])rom()ters soon saw the o]iportunity in

tills, and every town ])reparing for a

S6

Court house fight became a great laundry
center. Cowboys and railroad laborers,

who were alike disdainful of the priv-

ileges of suffrage and the joys of clean

linen, were bribed to give up their soiled

shirts and receive clean ones in return

and after a primary course in sanitation

and politics votcil with great skill and
frequency. When the legislature met it

always had to waste a good deal of time
locating the new county seats. One ses-

sion grew so peevish over it that a law
was passed making it a felony, or a mis-
demeanor, or something of the kind, to

move a court house in less than five years
after its establishment. Since then com-
petition for i)o])ulation between Texas
tow-ns has been compelled to develop in
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PRETTY GIRLS ADVERTISE SWEET CANDIES.
An attractive tioat in a I'urt Worth. Ti-xa^. home iiidui^try parade.

(^ne hundred years ago a little more than

three per cent, of the entire population

lived in cities, the others being content

to remain on farms in spite of the fact

that none had rural telephones or rural

mail delivery. During the hundred years

the cities have been fighting for popula-

tion, each one trying to be the biggest in

its territory. They have acquired paved
streets, libraries, museums, street cars,

.schools—a hundred new luxuries and
conveniences until life in an apartment

house in the modern American city offers

the greatest possible amount of comfort

at the least expense of money or care. In

the meantime the farmers have secured,

very recently, rural free delivery and a

few rural telephones. To be .sure the

invention of farm machinery has light-

ened his labor. At the same time it has

made the road to wealth easier and has

sent the farmers scurrying to town in

greater numbers. Every big crop year

marks a corresponding increase in the

city or small town population, a decrease

in the number living on the farms. In-

deed the only way to keep the farmer in

the country has been to kcc]) him ])oor.

.\s soon as he can afford it he promptly

sells his farm and as promptly moves to

town.

In view of these facts it has seemed
to be rather humorous that city dwellers
should be preachers of the "back to the

farm" idea. We go on making our cities

more attractive so that they will compete
for population with the country and then
urge farmers to' remain where they are

or the city dwellers to go back to the

farm.

Only recently have serious attempts
been made by the states to attract farm
population. Colorado now has a state

immigration Ijureau, with an annual ap-

propriation of $30,000 to be used in in-

ducing farmers from other states or im-
migrants from Europe to settle on Colo-
rado land. Missouri has a similar bureau
and Kansas business men facing com-
petition of this kind on the east and the

west will ask the next session of the

legislature for an immigration bureau.
Before this work was taken up by a

few western states the only attempts to

attract farmer population were made In-

real estate and colonization agents with
land to sell homcseckers.

Their methods are the same as those
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of Hernando Cortez, who after conquer-

ing Mexico, sought to attract p(jpulation

from Europe by the enthusiasm of his

reports about the richness of the country.

The rapidity with which people crossed

the ocean to the new land proved that

Cortez was equally successful as a pro-

moter and a conqueror. Stephen F.

Austin, for whom the capitol of the State

of Texas is named, was one of many
colonization agents whose names arc

famous in American history. Austin

took the first colony of Anglo-Saxons
into Texas, while it was still a part of

Mexico, and the literature he sent out

descriptive of the country and its won-
derful opportunities for farmers, would
serve as a model for colonization agents

today.

Competition for population moves in

an ever widening circle, reaching from
town to town, count)- to county, state to

state and finally from east to west. Ever
since the first colony was formed on the

shore of the .\tlantic the west and east

have been competing, with the west win-

ning all the time. In 1790, the center of

population was twenty-three miles east

of Baltimore. At the end of the century

it was west of that city and it moved
westward for a hundred vears at the rate

of five miles a year. Between 1850 and
1860 the movement was the most rapid,

when it jum]jed from Parkersburg to

Chillicothe, Ohio, a distance of eighty-

one miles. Between 1890 and 1900 the

westward movement dropped to fourteen

miles but it is still moving. It has been a

fight between the factories of the east

and the cheap lands of the west, with

the cheap lands winning all the time.

American population has spread over

the map according to the opportunities

for business, whether the business be

farming or factories but long before

towns began looking forward to census

returns and boasting of the size the fig-

ures indicated, kings and armies decided

the fights of rival cities or countries for

]xjpulation. Babylon was a struggling

village five thousand years ago. Then
King Hammurabi, who was a town
builder with original ideas, started on his

campaign of city building. He removed
many rival cities from the landscai:)e and
made others pay big taxes for the priv-

ilege of existence. Babylon real estate

advanced rapidly in value and many sub-

urban additions were put on to take care

of the increased population. The boom
he started continued for 1.500 years

until Cyrus, the Persian, captured it and

NEW PACKING HOUSE SECURED BV OKLAHOM.'X
CITV TO ADD WORKING MEN TO THE

CITY'S POPULATION.
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then the real estate business suffered a

sharp decline.

In later days some Levitican cities had

a great advantage over their rivals in the

figiit for population, because of the fact

that they were cities of refuge. Three
of these were located on each side of the

Jordan and to them anyone might flee

and thereby escape the vengeance of the

relatives of the man he had slaughtered.

Bezer, Ramoth, Galan, Kedesh, Shechem
and Hebron were the cities favored in

this way. As there was a good deal of

ing in transit privileges immediately be-

comes a grain center. A city with favor-

able rates becomes a wholesale and job-

bing center and all of these advantages
bring with them the population increase

which marks the prosperous and grow-
ing city.

In this respect the hustling rival cities

of Texas (Dallas, San Antonio, Fort
Worth and Houston are all hoping to be

the metropolis at the next census) work
under unique conditions. The Texas
State Railroad Commission was formed

OKL.AHOMIANS .'\RE ENTERPRISING.
Thi'v know tlint well pavt'd and parki-d resident streets brins an influx of desirable citizens.

slaughtering going on at thai lime the

roads leading to these cities were kept

clear and signs marked the way to them.

As an easy means of building up depopu-
lated cities, this plan has been used with

success in modern times. Louis XI made
I'aris a sanctuary in 1467, and some have

been unkind enough to say tiiat the

growth of the city in population dates

from that year.

The rules of the game have changed
considerably since that time, but the re-

.sults are accomplished in much the same
way. Cities which control manufactur-

ing interests collect taxes from their

rivals with much more certainty than

was ever accomplished by royal warrant.

When a city secures concessions in rail-

way rates it already has its rivals crying

for mercy. A city which possesses mill-

twenty years ago, with almost autocratic

authority over rates. It immediately

adopted a policy of building up many
centers of city population instead of al-

lowing one or two cities to take all the

Inisiness in sight. With the co-operation

of the railroads a system of "scaling

rates" was worked out. Surrounding
each town is a zone in which the rates

increase in proportion to the distance.

This means that wherever two railroads

cross, a jobbing center has sprung up,

able to compete with its rivals no matter
how large they may be.

In one sense the most serious rivals

of any town are those located far away.
Key West, with its large production of

cigars, is the rival of every town which
could support a local cigar factory.

Battle Creek, Michigan, is the rival of
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every town to the extent that its break-

fast foods have rephiced home grown
pork sansage or home grown ham and

eggs. Every time a town bnys from an-

other anxthing it could make at home,

it is encouraging and supporting a rival,

even though the place be a thousand

miles distant. Any town which starts

in tomorrow to make its own flour,

cigars, brooms, wagons, and do all of its

own printing will immediately begin win-

ning in the fight for population. This is

not always possible but some cities have

profited over their rivals by consistently

patronizing home industry.

A few years ago a Home Industry

League was formed in a Southern town
by a few business men, mostly retail

merchants. The city had a population of

barely a hundred thousand, but members
of the league found .more than two hun-

dred manufacturing establishments lo-

cated there. Many of them consisted

only of cigar factories employing one or

two men. Other establishments em-
ployed several hundred. Members of the

League called these manufacturers to-

gether and outlined a campaign to in-

crease the home production of home-
manufactured articles, thereby adding
names to the local payrolls. Thousands
of cards were printed bearing a pledge

whereby the signer promised to give the

preference to articles made at home, and,

so far as possible, to buy them to the

exclusion of others. The newspapers
printed a good deal about the organiza-

tion and nearly everyone in town signed

the cards. As a climax to the cumulative

campaign, a big street pararle was given

in which everyone of the home factories

was represented by a float. The cam-
paign attracted a good deal of attention

and helped to increase the sales from
local factories and encourage the estab-

lishment of others. Now the city ob-

serves a home industry week each fall.

The merchants loan their show windows
to the local factories and goods made at

home are displayed in them. The town

is decorated, carnival attractions are

brought in and the week made a combi-

nation of pleasure and business united.

It is a kind of annual revival for city

pride backsliders.

Creed

T is not the wide phylactery,

Nor stubborn fast, not stated prayers,

That makes us saints; we judge the tree

By what it bears.

And when a man can live apart

From works on theologic trust,

I know the blood above his heart

Is dry as dust.

—Al:ck Gary.



UNCLE SAM'S PROTECTED PIRATE
By

EDWARD B. CLARK

SHALL it not astonish the gentle

minded people of the United

States to know that the pro-

)
tccting arm of the Federal gov-

ernment has been thrown about

a robber and a despoiler, a freebooter

and a pirate to whom theft is pleasant

and murder joyous?
Shall it not astonish the keepers of the

commandments unto the last letter of the

tenth of them to know that the winter

home of the brigand and cut-throat is the

Capital City of the LInited States ; that

man is forbidden by statute to molest

him, and that his quarters are watched
with jealous official eye lest his goings

and comings be hindered, his peace of

mind disturbed, and mayhap his life

threatened?

MUAICGY U. S. BXU L tV*VlT, eUlkETtH], A. ». fISHdl, MAWrt ANO OWl

"The FiRATK."

"The subject of this sketch," as the

biographer wearied with repetition puts

it, has been called within the space of

two short paragraphs robber, despoiler,

freebooter, pirate, cut-throat and brig-

and. The names are all taken from the

dictionary of invection drawn on by
Washington men for free and expressive

use when they have found the forces of

the government between them and him
whom they would kill. The list could

be made longer and perhaps more digni-

fied by the inclusion of Rob Roy and
Captain Kidd, for by use of the names
of the Highlander and Sea Rover the

milder tempered enemies of the villian

have sought to epitomize the evil of his

life.

The robber, despoiler, freebooter and
the rest is a bird, and when
any one of several names
are given him the ornithol-

ogist will know him thereby

—Duck Hawk, Peregrine
Falcon, Wandering Falcon
— the Falco peregrinus

anatum of the scientist.

\\'andering falcon is the

name which suits the bird

best, for it is a wanderer
on the face of the earth. It

knows Africa and Asia and
Europe and America and
the Isles of the Sea. Its

flight is typical of the free-

dom of the fields and in its

eye there is the wildness of

remote woods.
It was eleven years ago

that the falcon chose the

gray tower of Uncle Sam's
Post Office Department
building for his winter

aerie. His life has been
demanded many times and
denial has always come.

92
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One President of the United States,

Theodore Roosevelt, made the bird liis

special charge and gave orders that if

anyone were found in an attempt to

molest it, "let me be notified at once."

Four Doctors of Science of the Biolog-

ical Survey have kept watchful eyes on
the tower through the years lest some
scorner of Federal law should seek the

falcon's life. Twice the Police Depart-
ment of the District of Columbia has
interfered to save the bird from the mul-
titude (word used advisedly) clamoring
for his life. Twice the Postmaster Gen-
eral of the United States has interposed

to prevent the waylaying and the killing

of the hawk as it made its way back to

its tower home. For eleven years the

populace now and again has sought the

falcon's life, and for eleven years it has
been safeguarded by Uncle Sam.

This winter the falcon is once more
at home in the City of Washington. It

goes forth daily on marauding and mur-
der intent, and before the day is ended
it has known desire's fulfillment. The
Government is solicitous for the welfare

of the falcon for several reasons. Uncle
Sam as represented in Washington, in

two departments at least, is both a scien-

tist and a sentimentalist. The Duck
Hawk is a rare bird and a true falcon.

Its courage is as the courage of ten.

There is no fear in it. Its habit of life

arouses a keen interest which is only

equaled by the bird's own keenness of

sense and flight when in pursuit of its

quarry. The harm that it does is held as

nothing when weighed in the balance

with sentiment and interest. To exter-

minate the tribe of falcons the bird lover

holds would be like cutting down a for-

est of great oaks because their shade
interfered with the growing of one row
of corn.

Every morning in winter from his

gray tower overlooking the life of Penn-
sylvania Avenue the falcon puts forth to

find its breakfast in the marshes of the

Potomac. It is the epicure of the bird

kind. It disdains mice and barnyard
fowls and lives almost wholly upon game.
Its delight is in the chase and it easily

overtakes the teal in its "mile a mimite"
flight and seizing it, bears it away for a

feast.

Once in a while extreme cold drives

the water fowl of the Potomac marshes
far away to the South, and then the

falcon unwilling to leave its stone tower
which it doubtless believes is a crag
raised by nature for its special use, is

compelled to turn for food to the hitherto

disdained domestic pigeons of the city.

One day two years ago the wanderer,
perhaps because it was not particularly

himgry and perhaps in the sheer wanton-
ness of a wild humor, dropped the body
of a blue rock pigeon fairly on the head
of a passerby on Pennsylvania Avenue.
Then trouble for the freebooting baron
of the gray tower began.

Complaint was lodged with an under-
ling of the Post Office Department who
knew hawks only as hawks, and knew
them all as bad. A man with a shot gun
went to the roof of the department build-

ing and took station just below the

entrance to the tower. The falcon was
seen returning, but it spied its enemy
afar off and betook itself to sailing in

magnificent circles about the tower, al-

ways just beyond range. Inviting pieces

of raw meat was secured to tempt the

bird down. The man with the shot gun
did not know the daintiness of appetite

of the wandering falcon. While the de-

signing, but rapidly getting hopeless

gunner was lying in wait on the roof

an immense crowd collected on Penn-
sylvania Avenue and every man in it

called for the life of the pigeon killer.

While the threats of the years had
been many the wandering falcon for the

first time was hovering near death.

Then into the crowd on the streets came
one of the bird's friends who knew its

history and that its life was of more
value than the lives of many pigeons.

Call for help messages were sent to the

White House, to the Biological Survey
and to the Post Office Department. The
Post Master General of the United
States it happens is an ornithologist. It

took about one minute to drive the

gunner from the roof and another min-
ute to nail up the door leading to the

tower staiavay. The falcon came down
unmolested to its retreat.

The mere official act of throwing a

gunner down a flight of stairs and of

nailing up a tower door did not serve to

cool the indignation, nor to curb the

desires, of several Washington residents
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to make Rob Roy pay the penalty of his

pigeon appetite. The bird of the tower

had one day's rest from persecution and

then his Hfe was sought again from
points of vantage other than the depart-

ment roof, by dead-shots who had se-

cured permission from the Police Depart-

ment to kill "within the District a mur-
derous bird bent on killing all the Wash-
ington pigeons."

Once more the hawk's friends rallied

from White House, Post Office Depart-

ment and Biological Survey. The atten-

tion of the Police Department was called

to the fact that under the laws of the

District of Columbia it is illegal to shoot

birds of prey "except the two
species known as the Cooper and the

Sharp Shinned hawks." The shooting

license issued the day before were re-

voked and several disappointed dead
shots put their guns back into their cases.

The Federal law had saved the life of the

"feathered pirate."

One year later "excitement came,

again" on Pennsylvania Avenue under

the shadow of the tower. Word had been

passed that "Baron Rob Roy, freebooter

and murderer" as the daily press put it.

IN THE TOWER OF THE POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT BUILDING. WASHINGTON. ABOVE THE
CLOCK. THE PIRATE HAS HIS LAIR.
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had been caught in a steel trap while en-

gaged in llie degrading pursuit of trying

to steal a restaurant keeper's chickens.

In a yard within a block of the depart-

ment building the pirate, confined in a

chicken coop iron grated for the oc-

casion, was shown to an exulting and en-

thusiastic crowd.

Word went forth at once that the

Baron's days of freebooting were over

and that while the Federal law said that

he neither must be killed nor caught, yet

it made an exception in case he was
caught red-clawed in the act of murder.
Quickly friends went to the scene of the

imprisonment and there they found not

the ISaron, but an ordinary, rat loving,

red shouldered hawk whose caste is

ninety-nine degrees lower in the bird

family than that of the falcon.

Before the e.xulting ones knew thai

their triumph was vain, a shadow passed
over the chicken coop prison. Looking
up the crowd saw Baron Rob Roy going
down wind hot-paced to the river for a

game dinner. He is still making the

same daily journeys. His enemies still

wait their chance. Uncle Sam says it

will be a long wait and L^ncle Sam is

probably right.

The Hunting Season

A hunter popped a partridge on a hill;

It made a great to-do and then was still.

It seems (when later on his bag he spied)

It was the guide.

One shot a squirrel in a nearby-by wood

—

A pretty shot, offhand, from where he stood.

It wore, they said, a shooting-hat of brown,

And lived in town.

And one dispatched a rabbit for his haul

That later proved to measure six feet tall

;

And, lest you think I'm handing you a myth.

It's name was Smith.

Another Nimrod slew the champion fox.

He glimpsed him lurking in among the rocks.

One rapid shot ! It never spoke nor moved.

The inquest proved.

A "cautious" man espied a gleam of brown;

Was it a deer—or Jones, a friend from town?

But while he pondered by the river's rim,

Jones potted him.

—Philadelphia Public Ledger.



BLDWIN

How Ridiculous

The Friend—"Your wife doesn't appear to

be in very good humor."
HuSDAND—"No ; she thinks I've invited you

to dinner."

—

Jcaii Qui Rit.

Tlie Polite Conductor

"CoNDiTTOR !" e.xchiinied an irate woman
who carried many bundles, as she paused on
the platform of the crowded car. "I thought I

told you that I wanted to get off at Fifty-

second street."

"But, madam "

"Don't you say a word! I know all about
your car being very full, and not being able to

remember where everybody gets off. I've heard
all that before."

"But, madam, I
"

"You may be sure that I sliall report you.
i-ir; and for your impudence, too!"
She alighted, the conductor rang his bell and

as the car started be said politely, as he
touched his cap

:

"I'm very sorry, mad.'im. I)ut Fifty-second
street is half a mile fnrllier on."

—

Chicaiin

Rccord-Hcialfl.

What the Maid Said

Mrs. Dalton had become very tired from
shopping, and, slipping on her kimono, pre-

pared herself for a period of rest. Her colored

maid appeared just at this point and announced
a caller.

"\o, .-^nne," said Mrs. Dalton ; "I cannot see

him. Please tell him to excuse me as I am in

negligee."

When the message was delivered Mrs. Dal-

ton heard her visitor laugh so heartily that it

even penetrated to her bedroom.
Calling .^nne she asked the maid the cause

of the hilarity.

"I dunno, ma'am, I really dunno," answered
Anne.
"What did you tell him?" asked Mrs. Dal-

ton.

"Why I done tole him to please 'sense you,

as you was naked as a iay."

Many Such
"Kathkrine Shrewsbury is engaged to be

married." "Who is the lucky man?" "Her
father !"

—

Tozvn Topics.

Her Memory
.\ vouNG woman who forgets faces very

easily and is painfully conscious of so doing.A
was riding in an open car one summer day!»
She felt a hand on her shoulder and heard a

voice saying, "! l)eg your pardon, but you have
forgotten

"

"Oh, not at all ; I remember you very well,"

hastily interrupted the other, whereat the lady

Feline Creatures

likes to seeSlimm—"Our landlady says slie

her boarders have good appetites."

Smart—"Well, some women are naturally

cruel."

—

Boston Transcript.

Domestic Bliss

"Do you and your wife agree?"
"Oh, yes, always—at least, I do.'

Plain Dealer.

-Cleveland

of the hand at once straightened up and in a
most frigid tone said : "I have not the pleasure

of your acquaintance, but you have forgotten

to button your waist,"
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And Will Be Again
Frenchman— riLa>ant woman, thai! Is sho

unmarried?
Chk'Agoan—Yes; twice.

—

Harper's ll'crklv.

Worst Fears True
"How alMut this barefoot act you've hooked

for the op'ry-hoiise? Some of the leading citi-

zens are a htlle worried about it."

"We have suppressed all the objectionalile

features."

"That's just it. We was afeered you would."—Louisville Courier-Journal.

How About Chain Armor
"Is it to be a street gown, madam?"
"Yes; something suitable for rioting in. I've

joined the sufTragettes."

—

Kansas Cilv Journal.

As Language Is

"Well, now that you liave brought the sub-

ject up, Miss Dobbson," said little Fribley,

"how old are you ?"

"Oh, I am as old as I look," smiled l\Iiss

Dobbson.
"Really?" said Fribley. "I'm- . astonished.

You really don't look it, you know."

—

Harper's
Weekly. w«

Hard to Please
"Wh.^t is Bliggin's grievance against the

railroad company?" "He has two grievances;
one is that some of the trains don't stop at

his station, and the other that after lie gets on
board the train loses time by stopping at other
stations."

—

IVashington Star.

Justice at Last
Breathless Urchin — "You're — wanted —

dahn—our—court—and bring a hamb'lance."
PoLiCEM.-\N

—"What do you want the ambu-
lance for?"
Urchin—"Muvver's found the lidy wot

pinched our doormat !"

—

Punch.

Located
One of the Strikers—"I've lost me best

hat-pin, Lizzie
!"

Another—^"Where did "ou leave it last?"

The First—"I left it sticking in that scab,

Rachel Lispinsky !"

—

Puck.

The Virtuoso on the Farm
New Boarder—"Haven't you got any fancy

dishes here?"
Rural Landlord—"Sure thing! Mame, bring

the gentleman that mustache-cup your grand-
father used to use !"

—

Puck.

Her Johnnie No Rose
A youngster who was attending a pulilic

school in one of the large cities was sent home
by the teacher for being untidy. The teacher
w-rote a note to the boy's mother requesting
that Johnnie be given, a bath. The boy re-

turned to school the next day as untidy as
before with a note from his mother to the
teacher. The note read as follows

:

"My Johnnie is no rose, don't smell him,
learn him."

—

National Monthly.

We All Know Him
Once there was an old goat that tried to

pass himself ofl for a slieep.

The watchful shepherd at once detected the
imposture.
He killed the goat. But he sold the fl.^sh for

mutton.

—

Chicago Tribune.
Jt

Usually So
"I have difficulty in satisfying my wife. She

has a thousand wants."
"I have difficulty in satisfying mine, and she

has only one want."
"What is it?"

"Money."

—

Baltimore American.

The Only Joy There Was In It

He—Let us keep our engagement a secret
for at least six months.
She—A secret? The only reason I got en-

gaged to you was_ that I thought it would be
nice to have my picture on the society page.

—

Chicago Reeord-Herald.

Erratic Popular Taste
"Young man," said the woman at the ticket

oflice, "why don't you answer me when I ask
you whether this is a moral and proper show?"

"Because," answered the theater treasurer
frankly, "I'm not a good enough judge of
human nature to know which way to answer
without losing a customer."

—

Washington Star.



POPULAR SCIENCE
eo MECHANICS
(Supplement

HOW TO HOLD AN ALLIGATOR

A LLIGATOR catching is a strange
^^ occupation. The commercial value

of these strange reptiles is, of course,

their skins, and for this reason quite a
small army of men hunt them regularly

not only in Florida but their cousins, the

crocotlile, on the banks of the 5Jile and
also along the Ganges. These creatures

live to a great age, many in the East
being known to be 500 years old, and
by the tremendous strength which they

can exert when occasion calls for it, one
would imagine that the older they live

the stronger they grow. Besides an un-

KiniNG A ZEBR.V IN GERMAN EAST AFRICA-A FAVORITE SPORT.
9S



THIS IS THE PROPER WAY TO HOLD AN ALLIGATOR.

usual amount of pluck and resource in

handling the alligator, one needs to have
a keen eye and a quick hand. To secure

your animal you must grip it instantly

and then keep its jaws closed. As one
alligator catcher remarked, '"to hold the

same jaws open would be an experience

gained too late to be of use." For the

alligator in its native land is not, as it

appears to be, safely imprisoned at the

zoo, a sleepy and slow-moving creature,

but very quick and lively in all its move-
ments.

BRICKS FROM VOLCANIC
LAVA

A PLANT for the manufacture of
** bricks to be made of lava is now
being erected near Honolulu, Sandwich
Islands, under the direction of J. Rice,

of San Francisco, Cal., and will be in

readiness for active service within less

than two months from date.

It is the expectation of the promoters
to be able to contract with tlie ITnited

States government to furnish lava bricks
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for the construction of military posts

at Fort Shafter, Schofield Barracks, and
also at Pearl Harbor and other points

where the government is planning ex-

tensive buildings.

FOOT PADS, LOOK OUT
•yHE artist, Otto Neumann, in Berlin,
* has invented a firearm which can be

shot, off with the mouth. This peculiar

gim can shoot a bullet of the caliber of a

small revolver up to that of an ordinary-

army rii\e. The apparatus is very care-

fully constructed, and the inventor se-

cures as good results in shooting at the

target as a good rifleman. As a matter

of course the apparatus has to be used
with great care to prevent the powder
from exploding inside the mouth. It re-

quires also strong nerves for the detona-
tion is much louder than when a revolver

or a rifle is shot otif. It seems, however,
to work satisfactorily in other respects.

STEEL I'OR COI'EERD.VMS TO U.MSE THE .\/,lJX/:.

A shipment of 1 ,400 tons (tn its way from lluffalo to Philadrlphia.

m
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Graynella Packer.
\VircI'-ss OpiTator of the

Alokaivk. New York
to Charleston.

The Secretary Bird
IN Action.

Four-Foot High Snake-
KlLLEB.

CHAMPION SNAKE KILLERS
T^WO birds new to Ihc eyes of Amcr-
* icans, are the curious pair of secre-

tar\' birds, male and female, received at

the New York Zoological Park, from
South Africa. These stately, long-legged

birds, with ashy grey plumage and tail

feathers two feet long, are the champion
snake killers of the world. The secre-

tary is really a hawk, adapted especially

for ground hunting. The male stands

four feet high, the greater part of this

being made up of legs and neck. The
bird gets its odd name from a crest of

long, dark plumes rising from the back

of the head, which gives it a fanciful re-

semblance to a clerk or secretary, having

a bunch of quill pens stuck behind his

ears. All the food of the secretary must

be alive, and two garter snakes, about a

foot or so in length, form a favorite

daily meal. When a snake is thrown on

the ground for the bird to eat the wiry

secretary does not fly upon the prey at

once but cautiously approaches the snake

with wings partly outspread so as to be

ready to escape any sudden lunge of the

enemy. The secretary slowly circles

around his antagonist, keeping well out

of danger ; suddenly like a flash the sec-

retary raises one of his powerful feet,

with sharp talons, and strikes the snake

a hammer-like blow fairlv on the head.

DROPS 100 FEET
'T'HE only remarkable thing about this

* photograph of a modern skyscraper

in Los Angeles is the fact that a struc-

tural iron worker recently fell from its

topmost girder to the roof of a one-story

building, a distance of one hundred feet,

and sustained practically no injuries. He
went almost through the roof of the

small building, but as this was very elas-

tic his fall was broken so that he re-

ceived only bruises and slight fractures

which disabled him but a few days.

A remarkable claim is made that a

recent rain had wetted the structure,

making it an unusually good conductor

of electricity and that contact with a live

wire had charged the whole frame.

While working on a scalTold the iron

worker touched the charged girder and

jumped back off the building.

.\ Natty New Sui'FRA-
GETTE Costume.

Armored Auto Bank,
Said to Be Bur-

glar Proof.

Workman Fell kkom
Top and Lived.
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Falm Trek Growing
Ihkough Roof.

A (>0 foot curiosity of Los
Ant,'cI"'S. that is due

to owner's sen-
timt-ntality.

RUBBER ARMOR FOR AIR
MEN

pUDYARD KIPLING has designed a

**• costume which he suggests should be

worn by aviators as a protection against

injury in accidents. "As far as I can

make out at present," he says, "men go

up with less protection,' except against

cold, than the catcher of a baseball team,

and with less body-guards than a base-

ball player. A little protection about the

head and shoulders might make all the

difference between life and death at the

moment of the smash." Mr. Kipling's

idea of protection is an air-inflated suit.

With a view to protecting the spine and

head he suggests a helmet of rubber in-

flated on the crown and around the back

and over the collar-bones. What is

needed, he points out, is the protection

Something Soft for
Akronauts.

of the neck against a backward or for-

ward wrench. The weight of the padding

on the shoulders ought to cushion ofi the

worst of a sideways wrench. To protect

the spinal cord from being snapped and

the dome of the head from fracture, the

rolls under the chin would have to be

matle thick so that the head could be

driven down on them without too much
harm.

j^i^iy
ONE OF THE BIGGEST GUNS IN THE WORLD.

This piece of artillery is of the so-called wire design and has been undergoing tests near New York City.

It has a new form of disappearing carnage.

CHINESE COFFIN
A CHINESE coffin is constructed in a
^*- very substantial manner. There is

about four times as much wood in it as

in the average American casket, and it is

wood of a much better quality than is

TiiK TiNAi, Dwelling of a Chinaman.

employed for the cheaper grades of

caskets in this country. The coffins are

luiusually heavy, and the four outer slabs

of which they are made, are from six to

eight inches wide. The logs are cut con-

cave inside, as the picture would indicate,

and little in the way of decorating or

upholstering is done. There is none too

much room inside, and the Chinaman is

laid away in crowded quarters just as he

lives in his sadly over-populated country

or in his American "Chinatown."

The poor "heathen Chinee" seems des-

tined to be hampered for elbow room,

not only in this vale of tears, but in the

world beyond—a sad fate, indeed, for the

"yellow man."
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PIGS REARED ON BOTTLE
^^UR photo depicts a litter of pigs
^'^ recently born in the north of Eng-
land, and who on account of their

mother's death and no foster mother
being available, were reared "on the bot-

tle." The ingenious proprietor of the

pigs has had a special trough made which
holds five oblong bottles from which the

pigs feed through teats inserted in the

necks.

BLIND GIRL STENOGRAPHER
'X'OTALLY blind yet heroically rising
^ above her misfortune and pluckily

earning her living as an expert stenog-

rapher and typist, Miss Mary C. Hays
of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, is a splendid

example of the good results of applied

Five Little Pu;s "Raised Just Like Humans."
Feeding from tlie bottle.

PREHISTORIC AVIATOR
/^Ol'LD some subtle influence restore
^^ the inhabitants of the animal king-

dom of prehistoric ages, and make it pos-

..rltP*^' '"'trtjiwo 1
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tion, we might mistake its flight through

the air for some venturesome aviator of

the present day. Our iUustration shows
the petrified remains of what is known
as a Pterodactylus, or flying reptile,

whose species has been long since extinct.

Its elongated fingers had a flying mem-
brane attached somewhat like a bat. and
when in flight must have resembled the

planes of an airship, as it was of colossal

proportions, measuring about twenty feet

from point to point. Its body measured
sometimes as much as four or five yards,

while the head was entirely out of pro-

portion and developed abnormally, its

jaws being almost thirty inches in length.

A number of these petrified remains have
been discovered in the Smoky Hills of

Kansas.
The posterior limbs of this creature

reached a development sufficient to carry

it over the ground in half running flight,

similar to birds, and like birds it could

v.'-..'! .'^V I J. J. J X.:. I. J. J.J .

- A TRIBUTE TO GENIUS
i ,,y . , .., . . .. . . . , y ,. , . ,

, V ,, .V . .,. .,.V ,

Oi ^^^^^^ d
v,-rvvvvv.'s '.

. vvvr-
F==^

.\ New Way to Recompense Literary Heirs.

Proceeds from sale of these stamps will go to Dickens*
descendants-

Tius Lady Is Neither Sittixc. Nor Deformed.

The strange fore-shortened efTect is produced by taking
photo from above.

also lift itself into tiie air. Its jaws and
mouth, although of such huge propor-

tions, were not of powerful build, and
authorities tell us that it was considered

of feeble strength considering the de-

velopment of parts of its body.

DICKENS TESTIMONIAL
STAMPS

'"THE first of the proof sets of the
* Dickens testimonial stamp has been
forwarded to the King by his majesty's

express desire. Each stamp bears a water
mark as a safeguard against forgery.

The committee hopes that at least ten

millions of these stamps will be sold as

1 centenary testimonial to the descendants
of Dickens. It is not yet decided how
the money shall be spent, but it is hoped
that a memorial to Dickens may be in-

cluded in the scheme. Americans ought
to have a share in the purchase of these

stamps, if only because this favorite

English author became amazingly popu-
lar here largely without profit to himself,

because of piratical ]niblishers. In the

old days, l)efore the enactment of an in-

ternational copyright law.. English au-

thors were at the mercy of .Vmerican

publishers, who paid tliem not one cent

in rovalties.
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BATHING SUIT A LIFE
PRESERVER

COMETHING entirely now in tlic line

'"^ of a life preserver has been recently

discovered by a German scientist. It is

made in the form of a lining to bathing

suits and possesses the peculiar quality

of floating the wearer upon the surface

of the water. The material and process

of manufacture is probably a secret one

as no information seems to be available

as to its character. It possesses, how-
ever, fully as useful qualities as the

bullet-proof-cloth that has been much ex-

perimented with as a lining for army
uniforms. The buoyant qualities do not

interfere in any resjiect with the persons

performing all the customary feats of

swimming, but should any injury befall

the swimmer the material supports the

wearer in the water until someone can

come to his aid. Bathing suits of this

material are also of particular advantage
to beginners at swimming schools, it

being impossible for them to go under
water.

BIG YIELD OF ALFALFA
ETARMERS in the lower Rio Grande
* Valley of Te.xas are finding alfalfa

a very profitable crop. Near RIercedes,

one of the new towns in that rapidly

developing region, is a field of alfalfa

that was planted December 20, 1910, and
within a period of twelve months after

Bathing Suits as Life Preservers.

A new idea that has appeared in Germany.

the seed was sown it yielded nine cut-

tings. Each cutting averaged one ton

per acre or nine tons per acre for the

twelve months. It is stated that alfalfa

always produces a larger yield after the

first year. The wonderful results that are

being obtained from this and other fields

of alfalfa in that section are attributed to

the ready manner in which the roots of

the plants take hold in the soil and the

attention that is given by the farmers
in irrigating the growing crops. The
success of the alfalfa industry is causing
considerable attention to be given to rais-

ing hogs by these farmers. It is proven
to be an ideal feed for the animals and
ttiey quickly fatten on it.

RE.M.\RKABLE .^LFALF.^ FIELD IN TE.XAS.

Nine cuttings were made on these acres within a twelvemonth.
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SCIENTIFIC FLY TRAP
/^F late years the house-fly has been
^^ recognized as a carrier of disease,

and consequently any invention which
will check its pernicious activities is of

importance. The western invention illus-

trated herewith is a cylindrical trap of

wire netting, which is attached to a win-

dow pane by means of a vacuum rubber

support. Below the cylinder is a semi-

circle of metal arranged in such a way
that flies walking on the pane will be led

to the entrance of the trap and, once in,

they are unable to find their way out.

This ingenious little device is really built

on scientific principles as the inventor has

evidently studied the habit of flies on the

glass and has noted the propensity to

follow any obstacle they meet instead of

turniner back.

^

"Will You Walk Into My House?'
TO THE Fly.

Says the Man

Neither Autci Nor Motorcycle.

MECHANICAL FREAK
/^UR photograph well depicts to what
^^ lengths tlie London manufacturer

will go in search of novelty. The vehicle

shown below, which is half motor car and

half cycle, is striving to attain popularity

among.st that intermediate cla^s of peo-

ple who are not rich enough to buy a

motor car, but who want something more
than a motor cvcle.

Jt

UNUSUAL PUNCTURE
A UTOMOBILE tires have a way of
'*• collecting a great many articles more
or less detrimental to the life of the tire.

The wit's definition of a puncture—

a

hole in the tire where all the pleasure of

motoring goes out—must have been felt

by the owner of the car whose tire picked

up the rather unusual souvenir shown in

the illustration. Automobile tires in order

to increase their usefulness and life

should not be run when in a soft condi-

tion. This was the cause of the railroad

spike attaching itself to the tire in such

an unusual way. It is a well known fact

among the makers of automobile tires

that a hard tire is able to resist picking

up objects along its path much more
readily than when not properly inflated.
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NEW SUB-IRRIGATION
A -X entirely new type of irrigating tile

^^ overcomes the difificulties met with
in other pipe and tile system of irrigation.

It is claimed that it solves the problem of

sub-irrigation. This tile is of cement
construction. One-half of the tile is

cast of pebbles, which have been thinly

coated with cement. This leaves that

part of the structure porous and permits

the water to flow freely into tlie ground.
At the same time, the pores or openings
through the gravel wind about in such

tortuous courses that it is an effective

protection against them being obstructed

bv roots or dirt, it is claimed.

GEORGIA WATER POWER
'T'HE southern part of the United

States is awakening to the possibili-

ties of water power, and one of the

greatest projects along this line is the

construction of a power plant near
Macon, Ga. The dam is ninety feet

high and will hold back approximately a

billion gallons of water when the sluice

gates are closed.

Electricity will be generated and trans-

mitted to Macon and Atlanta at a pres-

sure of 100.000 volts, the amount of cur-

rent generated being sufficient to light

both cities and run local street and inter-

urban cars as well.

NEW TRAVELING CRANE
'X'HE new traveling crane which is

* shown by the accompanying photo-
graph is in operation in a large factory

in a suburb of Paris. It is a rolling

bridge composed of a large, movable
horizontal iron beam placed at a certain

height above the ground, which carries

the crane proper. This beam turns about
a fixed pivot, placed at one extremity,
while the other extermity is placed on a

rolling circular aerial road supported by
posts. The crane, which is operated by
an electric motor, can be moved the
entire length of the beam.
By the rolling, aerial circular track,

material may be carried to any place in

the vicinity of the shops, even though
they are placed irregularly.

Sl'lKL I'U.NCTULLS Auiu TiK

Tile for Sub-Irrigation.

Huge Power Plant at Macon. Ga

Variation in Traveling Crane.

A Car for Sick People on an English Train.
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WHERE THE CABLE LANDS
IN the accompanying photograph is de-

picted the typical sign and cabin which

is to be found around the English Coast

at such places where submarine cables

"come to land." Inside the cabin is con-

tained the transmitter, etc., with spare

supplies which can be drawn upon in

time of necessity. The cabin shown here

stands near Dover, England, and is the

sea terminus of one of the Paris-London
cables.

A GRUESOME CHAMBER
IN some of the churches and monasteries

of Rome there are chambers decorated

with human skulls and bones obtained

by the monks from the catacombs. The
latter are rightly regarded as one of the

sights of the world. Although they do
not extend beyond three miles from the

city walls, the total length of the galleries

is estimated to be about 600 miles, and the

number of graves at some two million.

The galleries are usually about eight feet

high and from three to five feet wide,

and the graves are niches cut in the

walls. It was in the catacombs, too, that

the early Christians held services and hid

during the time of the persecution. To-

.Sea Terminus at Dovek, England, of Paris-London
Cable.

day nothing is to be seen in the graves,

the skulls and bones having been re-

.\ 111 \MBKR OF HORRORS IN ONE OF IT.XLVS RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS.
.^kullv of riiristians who lived in the fiays of tlie Roman Empire,



CUTTING A SFXTION OF HENRY CLAY'S MONUMENT IN STONE.
Sculptor's model is in background.

number of religiousmoved, but in a

institutions in Italy may be seen cham
bers full of these skulls of the early

Christians as depicted in the accompany-
ing photograph.

A Freak, One-Tinfd Fork Bicycle from Fk.\nce.

RESTORING HENRY CLAY
MONUMENT

"PHE historic monument to Henry Clay
•*• standing one hundred and thirty feet

high over the tomb of the great Com-
moner at Lexington, Kentucky, is now un-

dergoing its second restoration, after hav-

ing been twice struck by lightning. When
it was first shattered by the elements

about two years ago, the Kentucky legis-

lature appropriated $10,000 for its re-

placement or the execution of a new
statue and this work had been completed

only a few months, when lightning again

selected the famous memorial for its

target and tore a large section out of its

side. Sculptor Charles J. Mulligan of

Chicago has been again called to the

work of restoring it, which it is expected

will not necessitate such heroic efforts as

did the first course of repairs.

When the appropriation was made for

the repairing of the statue after its first

stroke, the committee in charge was in

doubt as to whether the historic memorial
could be saved at all, and the committee

was empowered to contract for a new
statue if it was thought advisable. They
accordingly instituted a competition

among sculptors and architects for sug-

gestions. The plans of Mr. Mulligan met
with the most favor.

m



Boy Wonder in the Chess World.

NEW BOY WONDER
A BOY chess "plienom" is astonishing
** the veteran players of Philadelphia.

E. M. Edwards, the new wonder, is a

thirteen-year-old schoolboy. He can be

seen almost every day playing the cracks

'of the Mercantile Literary Chess Club,

and compelling many of the best players

of that ancient organization to admit de-

feat. Recently Edwards played a simul-

taneous game against six opponents at

the Norristown Chess Club. He played,

in all, eleven games, winning six, losing

one and drawing four. Young Edwards
has tried his skill unsuccessfully against

Dr. Laskar, the world's champion. He
recently played a game with Capablanca,

the Cuban prodigy, and lost by a narrow-

margin. With years he should develop

into one of the famous chess players of

the world.

KiPTiLK A Victim of Rabbit Trap.

SNAKE CAUGHT IN TRAP
IT is seldom indeed that the wily snake

is caught in such a homely contrivance

as a wire rabbit trap, but this fine speci-

men of a grass snake was recently

caught in a Suffolk—England—field. It

is interesting to notice too how com-
])letely his body has been enfolded in the

trap, in fact his body is bent and caught
twice between the teeth of the wires.

m
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AFRICAN " WEARY WILLY "

A I'RICA has her tramp problem just
^^ as we have and the eccentric costume
worn by this "son of rest" in Basutoland
is one of the picturesque features of the
village of Mesari. As he absolutely re-

fuses to work the villagers feed him and
clothe him in the strange assortment of
rags and tatters shown in the photo-
graph.

A Shark That Was Caught by an Angler.
\'icious wolf of the sea taken after fierce struggle.

THE HAMMER-HEAD
(^NE of the oddest catches on record
^'^ in southern California is the weird
ooking sea monster shown herewith, a

variety of shark known as the hammer-
head. It will be seen that its head is

really shaped like a mallet with one eye

at each end, a broad, shovel-like snout
and under it a formidable array of teeth.

This is one of the fiercest members of

the shark family, and its large size makes
it a pretty ugly customer to handle, as it

often attains to the length of twelve feet

or so. This one was caught in Long
Beach after a desperate struggle with the

angler, who is—and quite properly

—

very proud of his catch.

///
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jNi>Eawaoo & uNOEOwooo,

Hans vox Kramer, Inventor of Wirfless Phoning
FROM Moving Train.

BANISHING THE WHEEL-
BARROW

AN invention which seems to do away
^*' with the wheelbarrow, at least as far

as the laying of brick pavement is con-

cerned, is shown in the illustration. The
device, which is knowai as a roller brick

carrier, looks like a long steel ladder laid

in an inclined position from the sidewalk
to a point near the center of the street.

What appears to be the rungs of the lad-

der are really steel rollers set very closely

together and running on ball bearings,

upon which the bricks are laid and al-

lowed to run down to the street by
gravity. To keep the bricks from run-

ning off the sides, the rollers are made
with flanges at the ends. Among other

advantageous features, the carrier de-

livers the bricks to the exact point where
they are to be used, saving the two
handlings which are required when the

material is delivered with the wheel-
barrow. Such an invention as this makes
for speed, profit, and efficiency.

WIRELESS PHONING FROM
TRAIN

lyiR. HAN.S vox KRA^^IER is the in-

ventor of a wonderful system of

wireless telephoning from a moving
train. He has just conducted highly suc-

cessful experiments on the London and
Brighton Railway, and the company have
decided to install the system, making a

start with the Southern Belle Express.
Passengers traveling in the train will be
able to send and receive messages, no
matter at what speed the train is travel- Oak, Hundreds of Years Old. in Hampton Court

Park, London, Protected by English
Government.

ROLLER BRICK CARRIER BANI.SHES THE WHEELBARROW.
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A KEYLESS LOCK
A KEYLESS lock, recently placed upon
'^ the market, resembles in appearance

almost any other door lock in a general

way, having a handsome door plate and
knob, but at the right side and a little

below the knob is a scries of four small

levers. These operate in various combina-

tions known only to those who are per-

mitted free access to the house, and can

be changed to a different combination

when necessity demands. The lock can

be adjusted so that it will lock on closing

or by turning the small button under-

neath the knob. It is opened by pulling

upward one or more times on one or

more of the levers at the side. So simple

is its operation that a child too small to

unlock a door by means of a key can
readily gain admittance with the keyless

lock. This keyless mechanism can be at-

tached to any standard lock so that the

purchase of an entire new lock is not

"Closed in All .Around."

An auto that keeps everyone warm, including the
chauffeur.

A Keyless Lock That Is Opfratep After the
MANNfcR OF A Safe Comiunation.

necessary in order to have the advantages
of the keyless lock. A'keyless padlock is

also manufactured with 38,005 different

combinations.

These are days when more brains than

ever must be used if burglars are to

carry on their profession profitably.

V'^

'""»!iiiW!HJ||!!

REMARKABLE DAM BEING BUILT ACRO.SS THE COLORADO RIVER AT MARBLE FALLS,

TEXAS.
The flow of water through the concrete chambers will he regulaleil automatically by means of steel gates.



REMARKAULE PHOTOGRAI^U OV ATR ri.IGHT.

The ill-starrud Molssant in his rnursi; around the Stntue of Lib.Tty. The noddess seomed almost to be holdini; her

torch for the purpoijc of liKhtmi; the patli to tliis too-daring aviator.

///



Sculptured Glass.

Beautiful work done in artificial crystal that resem-
bles cameos.

SCULPTURED GLASS
A WONDERFUL example of the
^^ glassmakers' art is that depicted in

the accompanying photograph. It is a

piece of sculptured glass in the form of

a beautiful plaque. It has the appear-

ance, too, of a delightful cameo. This

effect is produced by fusing a thin layer

of opaque white glass on a thick layer

of dark brown glass. The design is

carved upon the white surface, and the

various depths of the carving allow the

dark background to tint the white glass

to different shades, exactly as in a real

cameo. Naturally, the work has to be

done by a skilled artist by hand and it

occupies a great deal of time. The plaque

shown took eighteen months from start

to finish and is valued at several hundred
dollars. ^

A HUGE CLOCK
LJALF-WAY up the 700-foot white
** tower of the Metropolitan Building,

New York City, at the 26th story, are

the four dials of the most remarkable

timepiece in the world. The dials are

26 feet 6 inches in diameter, with Arabic

numerals 4 feet high and 60 circular

minute-marks each 10 inches in diameter.

The clock and its no less remarkable

auxiliaries, the chimes at the 46th story

and the flashing lantern at the tip-top

of the tower, constitute a stupendous ad-

vertisement. The time can be read from

Where Wheels Grow Laroe.

Mighty oxcart used for hauling hulky articles in India.

a long distance, by day or by night, on

the dials, and every quarter-hour between

sunrise and sunset the chimes peal out

in strong, harmonious tones. From
sunset to sunrise powerful flashes of red

and white light, streaming from the

tower tip and visible on clear nights for

fifteen miles, announce the hour.

Inside a Huge Clock.

How one of the figures on the dial of a great time-

piece appears at close hand.
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Mixing the Mortar.
The women helped from

the verv boRinning of
the task.

Putting on Shingles.

Here the ladies of the
church found more

employment.

The Star Performance
Here was the women's
triumph wh'-n the
work was done.

Church Built in Seven
Hours.

The finished structure and
its builders.

CHURCH BUILT IN SEVEN
HOURS

JUST to show how expeditiously a

labor of love can be performed, a

church was built in Long- Beach, Cali-

fornia, recently by more than one hun-

dred men and women in the remarkable
time of six hours and forty minutes.

This did not include the foundation

which has been laid several days in ad-

vance in order to allow the mortar to set

:

but it did include everything else. The
building was done by volunteer labor,

sixty members of the local carpenter's

union and si.xty business men working
together in harmony and at top speed.

They were assisted by the women of the

congregation who not only furnished a

.\n Island that Floats.

ICxtraordinary formation of lands on water's surface
al Lake Sadawga, V'crmont.

sr c

Wagon that conveys into.xicating liquor about the

streets of Mexican cities.

good meal for the laborers at noon but

also got out and mixed mortar and
nailed shingles like professional builders.

Work began promptly at eight o'clock

on the morning of Labor Day, Sept. Sth,

and the work was so well systematized
that there was no confusion. The pastor

was as industrious as any, clad in over-
alls and valiantly wielding a hammer,
and some of the most prominent women
in the church did not scorn to roll up
their sleeves and hoe in the mortar bed
or risk pounding their thumbs while as-

sisting the shinglers. Other ladies, who
were not needed in preparing the lunch,

carried bricks to the masons who were
building the chimney, and finally when
at 3 :40 the last nail was driven the

women washed all the windows and
cleaned out the building so that it was
ready for a service that same evening.
Every detail was complete, even to the

locks on the doors.

FLOATING ISLAND
IN Whitingham, X'ermont, on a small

body of water known as Lake Sad-
awga, one can see the unusual phenom-
enon of sev.enty-five acres of unattached

soil locally famed as "The Floating

Island." This island consists of a vast

nexus of roots of reeds and trees which
are overspread by a thin layer of earth.

Quantities of moss, flags, cat-tails and
other vegetation which favors moist

localities, are found in great profusion.

The trees are mostly beeches and firs,

some of which are of great age, but they

grow to a height of only about twenty-
five feet, and at that point the growth is

arrested, probably on account of inter-

ference with their nutrition. Fishermen
cut holes through the soil and fish

through them just as one fishes through
the ice in winter.

//«



A Panther with a Record.

Marauding beast killed on a Texas ranch after mucli
damage to stock.

DESTRUCTIVE PANTHER
'T'HE panther shown in the accompany-
* ing illustration had a record of

slaughtering three yearling colts, one
three-year old horse, one two-year old

mule and a number of calves and sheep

upon the ranch of A. B. Collins, near

Uvalde, Texas, during the period of six

days immediately preceding the final

hunt which ended in its death. It was
chased for eighteen hours by a pack of

hounds and a party of cowboys, led by
Mr. Collins, who shot the animal when
it was brought to bay by the dogs. The
panther weighed 246 pounds and meas-
ured seven feet four inches from the

root of its tail to the tip of its nose.

Panthers, wolves and coyotes are very
destructive to the live stock interests of

the ranch territory of Texas and other

parts of the country. It is estimated that

in Texas alone these animal pests de-

stroy annuallv cattle to the value of more
than $500,000.

PLACE TO EAT LOBSTERS
DROB.^BLY the most unique and least

known of all the summer establish-

ments at Newport, R. I., is the red frame
structure, startling in its simplicity,

which is of more than ordinary interest,

how^ever, as it is the lobster eating

bungalow of Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan.
When here the great financier makes it

his business to lead the "simple life," and
to enjoy the delicious fresh crustaceans
especially trapped for him in the near
by ocean. These are served broiled in

old southern style. The bungalow is pic-

turesquely located on the rocky bluffs a

short distance from Bateman Point, on
the famous Ocean Drive. It has wide
porches commanding an extensive pano-
rama of the .Atlantic. Mr. Morgan's one-
story structure stands in marked contrast

to the other magnificent mansions.

.School's Own Oil Well.
Okl.ihoni.i district school owns a valuablf

produces revenue.
h(^rc that

SCHOOL'S OWN OIL WELL
^^NE school district in Oklahoma is

^'^ not only self-.supporting, but has a

surplus in the bank toward building a

larger and finer school. It is in the

Oklahoma oil district and a well in the

school yard pumps enough oil to pay the

expenses and bank a balance, after hav-
ing paid in addition to that for the pres-

ent building. The photograph shows the

oil pump as it stands in the rear of the

schoolhouse.

Lobster Eating Bungalow.
House built at seaside near Newport by J. P. Morgan,

for enjoyment of sea-foods.

Interior of Bungalow.
Simple surroundings satisfy rich connoisseur in

pictures and shell-lish.

//7
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LlVi: t>.\K .SrLITS JvnCK.

Growing tree breaks Irage boulder in two near
Vosemite.

LIVE OAK SPLITS A ROCK
COAIE idea of the force exerted by tlie

*^ roots of a growing tree may be

gained from an inspection of the accom-

panying illustration. The tree is a Hve

oak, growing at El Portal, close to the

entrance to Yosemite National Park.

How the tree happened to start growth
in so unfavorable a location is, of course,

unknown ; but having started, its tiny

rootlets forced their way into crevices

of the great sandstone boulder upon
which it grew, and, as they enlarged,

they split the boulder asunder. Resi-

dents of the neighborhood can remem-
ber when the boulder was only slightly

cracked by the roots of a slender sap-

ling. The sapling has grown into a

fair-sized tree, and its expanding roots

have parted the big rock.

UNIQUE BURIAL HOUSE
T-HE Makah Indians, living on the
*• northwest coast, have a curious cus-

tom of depositing all the effects of a de-

ceased person in the grave with the body,

belie\^ng these articles may prove of use

in the happy hunting grounds beyond.

Huge canoes are often dragged long dis-

tances and left to moulder by the grave

of the departed owner. Recently, when a

chief died, his dwelling was torn down,
and a new house built over his grave

from the pieces. This house, which is

shown in the reproduction, might be said

to be hermetically sealed, for no provis-

ion whatever is made for ingress or

egress. The windows are simply nailed

to the outside. One pole has a blanket

fluttering from the top ; the other a

whirligig, to frighten away evil spirits.

VflTHOlTPAIN
LOCK WORK.

Strange Pl.\ce of Burial.

Doorless houbc, with windows nailed on the outside

chosen by Indian chief for his final

resting place.

Oddity in Busin - ^: •

This ought to be a business getter, and is. It is the
sign of a Western saw-repairer.



Snow-plowino by Motor.
Device in European city for removing clogging snow

from pavements.

SNUG HARBOR
'T'lIAT one can be contented in cramped
*• quarters is shown by the accompany-
ing photograph, which pictures the

habitation of a man in a Western seaport.

His house is exactly seven feet by six

feet, being the discarded pilot-house of a

Puget Sound tugboat. In this miniature

house is a bed, stove, table, chair, and
shelves for books, provisions, etc. The
owner, who is a retirerl seafaring man.
declares he has ample space to accom-
modate a roomer.

J*

ITALIAN MILITARY BALLOON
'X'ilE accompanying photograph illus-

trates the construction of the mili-

tary dirigible balloon which made its

first trip from Bracciano to Rome pass-

ing over Lake Bracciano from its shed

at Vigna Voile. Some most interesting

and successful experiments in Aerial

Navigation have been undertaken in

Italy with a view to their use in the

Italian army service.

ORE AT THE GRASS ROOTS
I EAD ore, in paying quantities, has

been encountered at a depth of two
feet beneath the surface of the ground
by workmen excavating for the new-

Union depot at Joplin, ]\Io., the metropo-
lis of the ]\Iissouri-Kansas-Oklahoma
zinc and lead district. Turn-ins from the

shallow mine shown in the accompanying

Home of an Old Sea-Dog.

Pilot house of dismantled steamship utilized as a
dwelling.

photograph have amounted in value to

more than $300 a week, while the ag-

gregate valuation of the finds is in ex-

cess of $2,0C0.

Italian Military Ealluox.

The Italians do not make much noise about their air-

flights but they, too, are experimenting.

Lead Ore at the Grass Roots.

Odd discovery on site of new railway station at

Joplin, Mo.

//9
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SaciJei) Mountain in Silk.

Curious fancy-work piece picturing the Japanese
Fujiyama.

A Thorough Smash.

All that was left of a small old-fashioned engine,
recently struck by a newer giant near Holt, Mo.

A Riddle in Stones.

Symmetrical arrangement of these boulders has puzzled
scientists.

^ ^;ii

Motor-car Made from Ji'nk.

Automobile built by Mnripos.i man, from parts of old
well-digging and farm machinery.

FUJI-YAMA IN SILK
/^NE of Japan's principal industries is

^^ that of silk culture, and this is cer-

tainly well represented at the White City.

By means of models, photographs, and
charts every process of sericulture from
sweeping the egg-cards to the removing
of the woven fabric from the loom is

minutely shown. What is claiming no
little admiration in this section is the

wonderfully realistic representation of

Fuji-yama, the sacred mountain of

Japan, built up of hundreds of thousands

of silk cocoons. As the model is 180 feet

in length and towers some 18 feet in

height it will be seen that it is a no
mean attempt to reproduce this famous
mountain.

RIDDLE OF THE SOUTHWEST
/^.\E of the most curious 'of American
^^ archaeological riddles awaits solution

in Xorthern New Mexico, a few miles

from the Indian Pueblo of Taos. Large,
rounded cobblestones are unusually

abundant for a locality so far from the

river, and the cobblestones are dis-

tributed with a system and regularity

that makes it certain that they were
placed by human hands. They are ar-

ranged, for the most part, in rectangles,

with here and there a circle, covering an
area not less than twenty-five square

miles in extent.

It is plain that these were the foun-
dation stones of an adobe city, but no-
where else in America have ruins been
found of any prehistoric city at all ap-

proximating this in size. How long ago
it flourished, or by what sort of people

it was inhabited, is a point upon which
the myths and traditions of the South-
western tribes are silent. The Pueblo of
Taos is known to have occupied its pres-

ent site for at least four hundred years.

<^

LIFE-SAVING CARS
F IFE-SA\'lX(i cars that are expected

to prevent the loss of hundreds of

lives annuall}' in the coal mines of the

United States, were put in operation

Xovember 1 by the new federal Bureau
of Mines. The cars, si.v in number, will

occujjy stations in the centers of the priii-

ci])al coal mining regions.



MINE RESCUE CAR.
Special coach owned by the United States Bureau of Mines and used in mining districts for emergency.

rescue and hospital work. It is fitted with all hospital arrangements.

H
MINIATURE FIRE BRIGADE
ERK is repr^)(luce(l a photograph of

a miniature and complete fire brig-

ade which has just been placed on service

in a fire station in one of London's sub-

urbs—Beckenham. The miniature fire

fighter is a 12 horse-power auto tricycle

with two seats and completely equipped

with scaling ladders, e.xtihguishers, fire

hose, hand pumps and all the accessories

necessary for first aid. It can travel -10

miles an hour and already has done splen-

did service.

NEW SHIPYARD IN ENGLAND
A DESCRIPTION and plan of a new
^*' seventy-acre shipyard near New-
Castle-on-Tyne are on file in the bureau
of manufactures. In clearing land and
making the river frontage, $2,500,000

will be spent before the works are begun.

.\n .\rtist in Fruits.

Here is the worker making the dishes of fruits which
are pictured on the opposite p.ige.

pm^



Lighting Gas by Pistol.

Ingenious arrangement of flint and steel for use of
housekeepers.

T

World's Mightiest Ship.

The latest leviathan of ocean liners after she
successfully launched.

BACK TO THE FLINT
HE story is told of an old lady who
saved matches by keeping the gas

burning all the time, and yet ridiculous

as this may sound, the millions of

matches manufactured each year by the

numerous match factories in this coun-
try, bear silent witness to the fact that it

is no small item of expense in American
life. In order to eliminate the necessity

of carrying the match a versatile inventor

has revived the flint and steel of our
grandfather's day and placed it upon the

market in a new and unique form. The
lighter looks like a pistol and is so con-

structed that when a trigger is pulled a

steel bar, having its surface roughened,
issues for a short distance from the muz-
zle and in doing so passes across a piece

of tlint. This produces a shower of

sparks sufficient to light any gas jet.

I.AUN'CHIXn OF THE OLYMPIC, WORLD'S GREATEST .STEAMSHIP.
This vessel represents all that is newest, best, fastest and most luxurious, as well as biggest, in ocean

'
greyhounds. She is 860 feel long and of 48,000 Ions burden.

m



J\p^^TSl^ Tallow Trees.

Kxperiniental planting of trees that yield a high grade
oil useful in the arts.

JAPANESE TALLOW TREES
pxrERTMEXTS made at the United^ States government's plant testing

gardens at Fort llrown, Texas, in grow-
• ing the Japanese tallow tree have proved

so successfnl tliat many of these trees

have been distribnted among the farmers

(if the lower Rio Grande \'alley section

and considerable attention is being de-

voted to their cnltivation. It is stated

that the nuts of these trees contain an

oil which is used in the manufacture of

a high grade of varnish and that the

product is in great demand in this coun-

try. The climate and soil of the extreme
southern portion of Texas where the

trees are being grown seems splendidly

adapted to them. The trees, of orna-

mental appearance, are of ijuick growth.
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Where Kings Are Measured.

ill Roskilde Cathedral, near Copenhagen, where
heiglit uf many sovereigns is registered.
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TIXV MODEL OF A TROLLEY CAR.

Made ly Lct;er L. Kiieeland of Lynn, Mass. It is perfect in mcclianism but not even big enough
to hold "little son."

/.'.!



BUILDING A COXCRETE liRIDGE IX A DAY.
Remarkable scene on the Pennsylvania, where a bridge was built in a day at York. Pa.,

without delaying trains.

I N|i( \N IkkM'". \TIti v.

Man and wifedrawiim water to put on the fields with what
is known in India as the donkli. The most

primitiveway to water crops. Labor
and life are equally

cheap.

CONCRETE BRIDGE IN A DA^
pivOBABLY never before in the his-

tory of railroading has a permanent
bridge been erected as quickly as thai

recently built by the Pennsylvania Com-
pany in the suburbs of York, Pa. It is

built of nine large slabs of reinforced

concrete, which after being molded to

exact dimensions were placed alongside

the railroad, convenient to the bridge

that was to be replaced. At the ap-

])ointed time two immense steam cranes,

mounted on cars, tore up one-half of the

old bridge bodily, tracks, spans and all,

and deposited it on the solid ground. One
by one the great blocks of concrete were
lifted into place, but so rapidly was the

work accomplished that in thirty minutes

after the first half of the old bridge was
removed the new section was there to

take its place, with track all laid ready
for the passage of trains.

The other half of the bridge was re-

placed in much the same manner, and
the entire structure was completed in a

single day and not a single train delayed

on account of the work, and the bridge
is located on one of the busiest sections

of the road, trains following one another

very frequently.

/»
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ANCIENT BATH-TUB.
Curious excavation in the rocks near San Diego, California, believed to have been

once used for bathing purposes at time of low tide.

ANCIENT INDIAN BATH
A T a point on the Pacific Coast, a few
^~*-

miles below Delmar, California,

.there is to be seen in a rocky ledge a

peculiar basin which has been cut in the

solid rock. It is some six feet by four

and of a depth of about five feet. At
high tide the basin is filled, but at low

tide it and the surrounding rock ledge

are exposed. About the basin are gut-

ters which allow the surplus water to run

off. It is supposed that the basin was
used by the Indians in early times as a

bath, the sea-water being heated by
means of hot stones, and that invalid

redskins made visits to the scene to seek

HERE'S WHAT THE IGUANODON WAS LIKE.
Curiously resembling the Kangaroo in its general appearance this prehistoric beast was of colossal size and

was a dangerous customer. He stood twenty-five feet high when upreared.



THIS MCLl.DW WAS SIXTY-SIX I-EI-IT I.DXC.

He is called the Diplodocus and Iiis hack seems strong enuusli to carry the epithet.

relief from their skin diseases or other

afflictions. The bath is quite symmetrical

and is conveniently placed for such a

purpose.

BEASTS OF A BYGONE AGE

A r ]\Ir. Carl [ lagenbeck's fanmus ani-

mal park at Stellingen, near Ham-
burg, there are now being erected life-

size representations of the great monsters

that inhabited this earth millions of years

ago. The idea of the proprietor is to

present to jiublic view faithful and ac-

curate specimens, so far as science can

tell, of the great beasts that roamed this

globe in the distant past.

In all, some thirty are to be erected.

The work is being carried out by Mr. J.

I'allenburg. a well known animal sculp-

tor. They are being built around the

shores of a delightful little lake, some
three acres in extent. These w'eird beasts

of almost countless ages ago are being

built ui) of that very handy substance,

cement, and at the time of writing some
fifteen were alread) nut nf the Ijuilders'

hands.

TIIF.SIC VV.\rF.R DWELLERS .\UK KXOWX .\S TRRER.VTOl'S.
They look like the mistakes that nature made in her Hrst attempts to produce animals of strength and heauly.
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INDIANS OF THE GREAT FUR COUNTRY OF THE NORTH.
The aborigines initiated the white men into the mysteries of trapping, and made possible the big fortunes

derived from the fur industry,
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TO MUZZLE THE FREE PRESS
In the closing hours of the session the "rider" increasing magazine postage was withdrawn and provision was

made for the appointment of a committee to investigate the whole subject

of second'Class mail matter and its cost.

THE Technical World Maga-
zine—like every other estab-

lished standard magazine

—

represents an investment of

several hundred thousand
dollars. On this large investment the

present net return is very modest—less

than could be safely secured in other

lines of business.

The increase in postal rates from one
to four cents a pound on all magazine
advertising pages, which the administra-
tion attempted to force through Con-
gress, would probably wipe out the profit

entirely and might leave a deficit.

It is admitted, then, in the first place

that this magazine opposes the postal in-

crease for purely selfish reasons. But if

there was nothing more involved than a

financial loss to its publishers they would
make up the deficit—or go out of busi-

ness—and not attempt to bother the

reading public with a statement of the

case.

But, with no desire to make rash

charges, with every wish to be gener-

ous and fair in its judgments of public

men, this magazine is forced to the con-

clusion that there are involved in the

postal increase consequences of the grav-

est import to all the people of the United
States.

By way of clearing the way, let it be

said that the Technical World Mag.\-
ziNE does not ask—nor will it knowingly
accept—anything in the shape of a sub-

sidy from Congress. President Taft and
his advisers may urge the granting of

ship subsidies : they may approve in the

highest terms the passage of a tariff bill

which gives vast subsidies to wool trusts,

steel trusts and other dropsical infant

industries. Thi.S magazine prefers to

stand or fall on its own merits. It is not

only ready but an.xious to pay a fair

price for postal service.

But it submits to the fair-minded pub-
lic that in determining what is a fair

price for postal service and in putting

any change into force, the following

principles, among others, should be fol-

lowed :

1. The fair price should be—can be—

•

determined only after a full and careful

investigation, such as would satisfy any
reasonable business man.

Postmaster General Plitchcock de-

clares that the present postal deficit of

$6,000,000 is due to the fact that it costs

many millions. more to carry second class

matter than is paid for the service.

Mr. Hitchcock is an ambitious poli-

tician who has been Postmaster General

for about two years. His statement is

questioned by Senator Boies Penrose of

Pennsylvania, the chairman of the great

Copyright. 1911. by Technical World Company. 1?^
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Post Office committee of the United

States, who, speaking in the Senate

within a year, said

:

"It is idle to take up such questions as

apportioning- the cost for carrying second

class mail matter or the proper compen-
sation of railroads for transporting the

mails until we shall have established

business methods in postoffice affairs by

a reorganization of the

whole postal system."

Senator Carter of

Montana, also speaking

in the senate, said in

March, 1910:

"I deeply sympathize

w'ith the earnest desire

of the department of-

ficials to get rid of the

deficiency they are fated

to encounter every year,

but I submit that the

first real movement to-

ward that end must
begin with the substitu-

tion of a modern, up-to-

date business organiza-

tion for the existing anti-

quated system."

Senator Carter is also

an old member of the

Post Office committee
and is thoroughly ac-

quainted with its prob-

lems.

The total gross re-

ceipts of the post office

department for the last

fiscal year were $224.-

000,000. The total de-

ficit for the same year

was 2.6 per cent. To the

man on the street, who
knows something of the

way politics has entered into the admin-
istration of the post office department,

it will appear perfectly reasonable to be-

lieve that a saving of less than three per

cent of the gross receipts of such an

enormous and complicated business may
easily be made by the adoption of ap-

])roved business methods.

In the meantime it is safe to take the

word of Senators Penrose and Carter

—both experts in postal matters—that

until the post office is put on a non-

political and business basis it will be

Po^TMASTFR General Frank H
Hitchcock, Who Advocates
Increased Postage Rates

ON Magazines

impossible to make such an investigation

as to fairly apportion the cost of trans-

porting and handling any class of mail

matter.

Since, however, Postmaster General
Hitchcock insists on blaming the maga-
zines, it is to be noted thai; in 1870, before

second class mail matter was put on the

pound basis, at all, the deficit was more
than twenty-one per cent

of the gross receipts of the

department. In 1880 the

first year after the pound
rate went into effect

—

when there was a sudden
jump in the amount of

second class matter—the

deficit was less than ten

per cent of the gross re-

ceipts.

Five years later—in

1885 — t h e 1 a w was
passed which reduced
the postal rate on second
class matter to one cent

a pound. And between
1880 and 1890 the total

weight of second class

matter had been multi-

plied by three. Yet in

1890 the postal deficit-

staggering as it should
have been under this

awful burden— dropped
to less than nine per cent.

After 1900 the in-

crease in the weight of

second class matter was
stupendous. And with

each year's increase the

-postal deficit decreased,

until in 1902 it amounted
to only 2.4 per cent of

the gross receipts. De-
ficits since then have been due to the

appropriation of millions for free rural

delivery — in which the Technic.\l
World M.\g.\zixe fully believes. The
loss on free rural delivery in 1910 was
nearly $30,000,000—the total deficit of

the department was less than $6,000,000.

It would appear hard indeed to show
any connection between magazine ad-

vertising and deficits in the postal de-

partment.

2. The same rate of postage should
apply on all varieties of mail matter
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falling under the same class, without, at

least, unfair discrimination among them.

The gross weight of newspapers
mailed yearly in the United States is

several, times greater than the gross

weight of magazines. Both come under
the head of second class matter. Yet
Postmaster General Plitchcock says that

the increased cost of postage shall api^ly

only to magazines and that newspapers
shall be carried at the old rate of one
cent per pound. His reason for this

discrimination is that the magazines are

on the average carried through the mails

for a longer distance than the news-
papers. Therefore they should pay more
for the service. It costs, says Hitchcock,

five cents to transport a pound of maga-
zines and two cents to transport a pound
of newspapers.

But the handling and distribution of

mail matter costs much more than its

mere railroad transportation. The av-

erage magazine weighs a pound. It takes

four or five average newspapers to weigh
a pound. Therefore there is four or

five times more work to be done in han-
dling and distributing a pound of news-
papers than a pound of magazines.

Mr. Hitchcock's own figures—which
we think inaccurate and misleading

—

make his argument ridiculous. To haul

and handle a pound of magazines, as

derived from the figures of the depart-

ment—costs 6.4 cents ; to haul and handle

a pound of newspapers costs 8.75 cents.

.And the magazines make up—again ac-

cording to Mr. Hitchcock—only about
one-third of the total weight of the sec-

ond class mail.

In other words the department's own
figures show a loss in hauling and han-
dling newspapers of more than $33,000,-

000, against a similar loss of $8,400,000
in hauling and handling magazines.
Why should this discrimination be

shown in favor of the newspapers? A
cynic, knowing the tremendous political

1906

SAiN IN WEISHT
OF .SECORD CLA5^

MATTER

4^,000,000
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4S6.^23,803

P0UND5 or NEWSPAPERS
MAILED IN

1910

POSTOFFICE LOSSES
ON MAILING AND HANDLING
$33,032,844.73

154,719,317
P0UMD3="^MA6AZinLS

MAILED IN

1910
P05T0FFICE

LOSSES ON MAIL-
ING AMD HANDLING
$8,354,843

WHY RAISE THE KATE ON MAGAZINES AND LET NEWSPAPERS GO AT THE OLD FIGURE?

power of the newspaper press, might
suggest an answer.

Again it may be stated, in passing,

that under the present law all newspapers
and other periodicals which are mailed

for distribution to actual subscribers in

the county of their publication are car-

ried absolutely free, provided only that

they are not mailed at a letter-carrier

office. The object of this exemption is,

of course, to provide^ for the circulation

of the small country newspapers, chiefly

weeklies. And this magazine, for one,

thinks it a perfectly proper provision of

the law.

Another reason which Mr. Hitchcock
gives for putting the whole burden of the

increased cost of postage on the maga-
zines, is the alleged fact that they carry

a greater percentage of advertising than

the newspapers. This statement is not

accurate. A comparison of the volume of

advertising in newspapers and maga-
zines is obviously hard to make. But,

by careful measurements, it appears that

the newspapers contain about four per

cent more advertising than the maga-
zines, in proportion to the amount of

readinjr matter.

So far as the present business organ-
ization of the department is concerned,
it is a matter of common knowledge that

a large percentage of the postmasters
appointed by every successive president

are really nothing but the political agents
of Congressmen and of other officehold-

ers. In many cases—every man will be
able to recall them in his own experience
—these political postmasters practically

turn over the management and operation

of the postoffices to subordinates and de-

vote almost all their own time and at-

tention to their individual business or to

political work. Certainly if every post-

master were compelled to give his indi-

vidual attention to the postoffice, a con-

siderable saving in clerk-hire and other

expenses could be made.
Postmaster General Hitchcock and

President Taft apparently recognize the

fact that this great opportunity for sav-

ing exists, for they have recommended
that first class postmasters be put under
the protection of the civil service law.

This will remove them from politics and
insure to competent and honest public

servants, permanent positions in the

postoffice service.

TOTAL CASH
RECEIPTS ot^ POST-
OFFICE DEPARTMENT

IM

1910
$S^4,000,000

TOTAL LOSS ON
RURAL FREE
DELIVERY IN

1910

$ 5^9,000,000

TOTAL DEFICIT IN

1910

$6,000,000

THE PRESENT DEFICIT IS LESS THAN THREE PER CENT OF GROSS INCOME.
Could not a non-political post office departmi-nt. organized and run on a business basis, save that per cent in the

expenses of administration alone?
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Once this great reform is put into

effect it is believed that the present de-

ficit will promptly disappear^—unless, in-

deed, the department decides to make
rural free delivery universal or institutes

some other public convenience which can-

not, and should not be expected to, pay
its own way.

3. Any change in postal rates should
be made by Congress on its own merits,

with plenty of time for discussion and
consideration.

The law increasing the postal rate on
advertising pages of magazines was
hitched onto the postal appropriation bill

as a "rider" in the Senate Committee on
Post Office, under the lash of the ad-

ministration and after the bill had passed

the house. This method of forcing legis-

lation through a reluctant Congress by
attaching it to an absolutely necessary

appropriation bill is recognized as so

unfair that in some of the states of the

Union it is absolutely prohibited.

It is the method frequently adopted by
shrewd and determined men, who de-

sire to secure the passage of bills which
would have no show if they stood by
themselves.

So introduced in the closing days of a

crowded and tumultuous session, it was
made impossible for the magazines to

get a fair statement of their case be-

fore Congress or before the public.

To attempt in this indirect and un-
derground way to take "snap judgment"
on the magazines is not worthy of a dig-

nified and sincere statesman. It sug-

gests, rather, the peevish and spiteful de-

termination of an angry politician to

punish and, possibly silence, certain of

his critics.

It is to be noted that the movement to

increase the postal rate on magazines did

not originate in Congress. It is the

pet project of Postmaster General Hitch-
cock and has been endorsed bv President

Tafl. And it is exceedingly unfortunate
that the bill is so wordeti as to ap[jly al-

most exclusively to those magazines of

large circulation and influence which
have taken a leading part in the discus-

sion of public affairs and in criticism of

certain policies of the administration.

One of the worst features connected
with the increased rate on magazine ad-
vertising pages is the tremendous power
which it puts in the hands of the Post-
master General. The increase applies

only to magazines and not to newspapers.
Now what is the difference between a

magazine and a newspaper? Is Collier's

Weekly, devoted almost entirely to the

discussion, illustration and description of

current events, a newspaper? Are the

magazine sections of the great Sunday
newspapers, printed in close imitation of

recognized magazines, newspapers or

are they magazines? These questions

—

and a thousand like them—only the Post-

master General is authorized to answer.
No one wishes for a moment to

suggest that Postmaster General Hitch-
cock would be guilty of using such a

tremendous power for any ulterior pur-

pose. But suppose a case where a Post-

master General is an unscrupulous poli-

tician, devoting most of his attention to

political manipulation and wire-pulling?

Suppose he is desirous of stopping ad-

verse criticism of the administration with

which he is connected or of recognizing
the flattery of some complacent period-

ical? By, a nod of the head, he might
reward his political friends and punish
his political enemies.

Are we ready in this country for the

appointment of a press censor, with a

lash and muzzle in one hand and a fat

piece of meat in the other—to say noth-

ing whatever of the absolutely crushing

power of the post office department be-

hind him ?



A POTATO AMBASSADOR
By

ARTHUR CHAPMAN

IN
the endeavor to find out why the

United States, with its immense area

of arable land, cannot always raise

enough potatoes to supply the home
demand, the Department of Agri-

culture has had a "potato ambassador"
abroad, studying potato conditions in

Europe.
E. H. Grubb, of Carbondale, Colorado,

known as the "Potato King" of the Cen-

tennial State, has been making official

investigations for _
Uncle Sam, and iie

has found that

American potato

growers have much
to learn of foreign

farmers before the

crop in this country

becomes great

enough to supply the

demand from year to

year. Air. Grubb
has specialized in po-

tato culture for

years, tliough he is

also celebrated as a

livestock raiser. It

was on his sugges-
tion that the govern-

ment established a

carriage horse-

breeding station in

Colorado, to develop

a national type of

carriage horse, and
he put the need of

better potato condi-

tions so convincingly

before Secretary of

Agriculture Wilson
that a scientific investigation

of conditions at home and

abroad was determined upon
and Mr. Grubb was chosen to

carry out the work.

in

E. H. Grubb.
Uncle Sam's "Pota-
to .Ambassador."

"I have found that the foreign farm-
ers, in the great majority of cases," said

Mr. Grubb, on his return, "are far ahead
of our tillers of the soil. They are

quick to take advantage of every scien-

tific implement, and they put their land

to the best use. That is why Lord Rose-

bery, on soil that has been cultivated for

hundreds of years, can grow 2,000 bush-

els of potatoes to the acre while the best

I can do on my irrigated farm in Colo-

rado is 600 bushels.

Foreign farmers are

specially strong in

saving their land,

not making it barren
by too frequent de-

mands for bumper
crops. The potatoes

of Great Britain are

not as large nor as

firm as those grown
under irrigation in

our own West. That
encourages me to be-

lieve that, when sci-

entific culture be-

comes general, espe-

cially in the W'est, it

will no longer be

possible for Ger-
many and Russia,

and nearly every for-

eign country, to out-

strip us in potato

production. There
is no reason why a

small country like

Germany can raise

one-third of the po-

tato crop of the
world— nearly 1 ,700.000.000

bushels, while we can raise

onlv about 300.000,000 bush-

els.'

"With cheap potatoes to fall



back on. there will be no cry about the

high cost of living in this country. Ger-
many is able to get along with little

meat, because potatoes are used as a

substitute. The Germans use potatoes

to make alcohol for commercial pur-

poses, and also put the tubers to other

general uses, but in this country we
seem to think the potato's field of useful-

ness is ended when it figures on the table.

We ought to be able to raise potatoes

enough in this country to enable us to

use denatured alcohol as much as we
use gasoline. In Germany potatoes are

even dried and used for feed. In fact

there is no end to the uses to which the

potato can be put—but the first problem
is to make the American farmer raise a

better and larger potato crop.

For thirty years the consumption of

potatoes in this country has been about
three and one-half bushels per capita,

but the supply has not always kept pace
with the demand. It will surprise the

average individual to learn that we im-

port about one-quarter of the potatoes

used in this country, but such is the fact.

This lagging of the potato crop is one of

the chief reasons why living expenses in

America have climbed until the average
wage-earner stands aghast at his house-
hold bills.

"Advancement in knowledge of soils,

and how to preserve their richness—that

is the solution of the potato problem in

this country, and incidentally the solu-

tion of the cost of living problem," de-

clares Mr. Grubb. "We have been waste-

ful of our soil, which was the best in the

world. First we impoverished the soil

of New England, and of late years we
have wasted the soil of the West. Now
there is no new soil to be taken up, and
we are face to face with the problem of

making the best use of the old acreage.

Europe has faced that problem for cen-

turies, and has solved it, if one is to

judge by the immense crops European
farmers grow on a restricted acreage.

The potato is only one of the many things

we must cultivate better—but it is one
of the most important."

The government's "potato ambassa-
dor" is another Luther Burbank in many

IJ5



SCIENTIFIC CULTURE AND IRRI-

GATION DID THIS.

respects. His highly developed ranch, at

Carbondale, Colorado, under the shadow
of Mount Sopris, is the scene of many
interesting experiments, carried out by

this man who is intensely interested in

the problems that confront the American
farmer. In the course of his potato ex-

periments he has succeeded in develop-

ing potatoes that are of uniform size,

consequently being ideal for baking pur-

poses, and that have thin skins and shal-

low eyes—points that any housekeeper

will appreciate. These potatoes will yield

heavily under scientific cultivation. Mr.
Grubb has made no secret of his meth-

ods, but has carried on an evangelical

work in many Western states. Several

railroads have engaged him to instruct

settlers along their lines in the art of

potato growing—for that it is an art

anyone will admit after seeing the results

achieved by this Colorado Burbank. A
New York railroad recently engaged
him to carry on the work of restoring the

abandoned farms along its line. Always
Mr. Grubb has given his services and
the results of his investigations in a

most unselfish spirit, though he could

have made himself wealthy by keeping
his potato knowledge to himself and sup-

plying the demand that naturally arose

for his products.

Mr. Grubb's commission to inquire

into potato conditions abroad is consid-

ered one of the most important steps

taken by the Department of Agriculture

in recent years, and the final report of

the "potato ambassador" will affect

every potato raiser and consumer in the

country.

136



A FUR TRADER COMING INTO PRINCE ALBERT.

A CONTINENTAL FUR FARM
By

AGNES C. L AUT

IS

the world facing a permanent
shortage of fur suppHes? Is the

oldest industry of man coeval with

cave life threatened with extinc-

tion?

Three times in the last few months the

statement has been made to the public

with show of first hand authority that

the last chapter of the fur hunt is being

written ; that the oldest industry of man
coeval with cave life is threatened with

extinction ; that another twenty years of

fur hunting will mark the last of the

precious furs ; that another half century

will witness the utter extinction of fur

bearing animals in America.
The statement is a sweeping one,

vitally significant to every denizen of

snowy latitudes the world over. Is it

true? When I was a child in the Cana-

dian Northwest, you could buy a buffalo

coat for $25 or a beaver from $70 to

$100. You cannot buy a buffalo coat to-

day at any price : and during the closed

season estabUshed for beaver by the

Canadian Government these past seven

years, it has been almost as impossible

to buy a beaver. I remember one sum-

mer in the Rockies years ago pricing

mink skins from the Stoney Indians. I

could have bought them at 80 and 90

cents apiece. Those skins today would

cost from $10 to $15 each. I could have

bought the most perfectly marked ermine

from 4 to 10 cents a skin. Today those

skins would cost from 40c to $1. I



One Link in thk Chain
OF Lakes from thk
Saskatchewan TO

THE Arctic.

have ill my work room as I write a

l^x skin robe larger than the ordinary

floor rug, for which I paid less than $30.

Fur traders today tell me that lynx skin

would bring its weight in gold—which is

not so costly as it sounds ; for lynx is the

lightest of furs.

Does all this prove that we have reached

the permanent world shortage of furs ?

One does not need to prove the ex-

tinction of the butifalo. Buffalo, which
roamed the prairies between the Missouri
and the Saskatchewan so numerous that

literally bridges of the dead spanned the

rivers in spring where the vast herds

The Great Fur Country of the North.
Tin- shaded line rcpresuiits approximately the boundary of this territory.

crashed through the ice or over a cliff

into an Indian pond—today exist only in

half a dozen private and public parks. I

have visited all of these parks in the last

three years. I do not think the total

number of buffalo from Missouri to Sas-

katchewan today exceeds 1,000. The
largest herd I know does not exceed 400.

The case is almost as bad regarding
fur seal. But a few years ago the popu-
lation of the seal islands was five

millions, and the yearly catch 150,000.

Last fall, the greatest authority on seal

fisheries in America today told me he
tlid not believe there were more than 30,-

000 seals alive in the whole
world ; and not a seal would
survive the ne.xt five years
unless pelagic sealing
ceased—the indiscriminate

shooting outside the pelagic

zone by Japanese, Canadian
and Russian poachers of

male and female and young
swimming to the rookeries.

The deatli of each female

in spring costs besides the

mother's life, the unborn
pup's and the young seals'

ashore which die of star-

vation when the mother's
care is removed. Still a

worse feature of this
pelagic sealing occurs dur-
ing fog. When the fog
falls over Bering Sea

I3S
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thick as wool, the poachers venture in

a>luire to the rookeries. So great is the

haste of their bloody work to escape be-

fore the fog lifts, that the raiders often

skin the seals alive, not stopping to see

that the blow of the gaff club has caused
deatii.

As for sea otter, it lias come so near
extinction that it may ahnost be written

down as one of the furs no longer obtain-

able. Four years ago when I matle en-

(|uiries on the Pacific Coast as to the

take of sea otter, I put down the de-

crease from 150,000 a year in a century
to 400 a year : and those figures have
been diligently copied ever since. They
are no longer correct. The annual take

is now nearer 200 than 400. Of the fur,

itself, little need be said except that the

]ielt is the largest of the sea furs and
finer in texture and depth than either

seal or silver fox.

Beaver is today practically extinct in

the United States, or almost so. Ten
years ago, it became so scarce in Canada
that the Dominion Government estab-

lished a closed season for a term of

years. This closed season has now ex-

pired
; and once more the trapper will

wage war on the beautiful rodent of

marsh and woods. If he is permitted to

wage war with dynamite and on male
and female and young indiscriminately,

beaver will again become scarce to

the point of almost extinction.

Does all this augur the extinction

of fur trading, the oldest industry

of man, the industry that lured ex-

plorers across America in search of

the beaver ; and Cossacks across

Siberia in search of the sable ; and
Russians across the Pacific in search

of the sea otter? Have we reached the

last chapter in fur?
Frank!)' and with the deepest respect

for the prophets of evil, and from a life

time in the Northwest, I do not think

so. The oldest industry of mankind, the

most heroic and protective against the

elements—against Fenris and Loki and
all those Spirits of Evil with which
Northern myth has personified Cold

—

fur hunting, fur trading, will last long as

man lasts.

We are entering, not on the extermina-
tion of fur, but on a new cycle of smaller

furs. In the days when mink went beg-
ging at eighty cents, mink was not

fashionable. Mink is fashionable today ;

hence the absurd and fabulous prices of

$900 and $1,000 for a lady's opera cloak.

Long ago, when ermine as minevir—the

garb of nobility—was fashionable and
exclusive, it commanded fabulous prices.

Radicalism abolished the exclusive garb
of royalty ; and ermine fell to four cents

a pelt, advanced to twenty-five cents and
recently has sold at one dollar. Today,
mink is the fashion, and the little mink
is pursued ; but tomorrow fashion will

veer with the caprices of the wind.

Some other fur will come into favor ; and
the little mink will have a chance to mul-
tiply as the ermine has multiplied.

Be it noted here—buffalo were ex-

DEBRIS BROUGHT DOWN BY FLOOD FROM THE BIG TIMBER COUNTRY.
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terminated, not because of the pursuit of

tiie fur—for the peUs rotted unsold in

St. Louis warehouses in the 1830's and
40's or were used as leather—buffalo

were exterminated because the buffalo

pasture grounds were cut up into barb-

wire fenced farms, by the transconti-

nental railways.

The seal and the sea otter have been

reduced almost to e.xtinction—not by the

fur hunters ; for the true fur hunter

never destroys the female or the young
—but by the poachers, by the fact that

international law was involved and the

nations of the United States, Canada,
Japan and Russia could not sink their

other hostilities long enough to come to-

gether and regulate fur hunting. The
monopolist never destroys the source of

his own prosperity. When competing
monopolists come togetlier on the same
field, they destroy on the principle "if

they don't, the other fellows will." Of
this, I found a curious example when ex-

amining the documents of the Hudson's
Bay Company in London five years ago.

It was in the early 1820's. Peter Skene
Ogden was scouring south of the Colum-
bia with fur brigades of 200 men ; Ross
was leading his hunters on the Upper
Missouri. The only section of the Hud-
son's Bay Company's field from Cali-

fornia to the Arctic, where instructions

were issued to clean out all beaver irre-

spective of age, size, se.x, was south of

Some Thirty Thousand Dollars Worth of Gray and Silver
Fox Skins.

the Saskatchewan ; "for if we don't" de-

clared Ogden, "the Americans under
General Ashley will." The same spirit

was exemplified last year. It was before
the Canadian Club of Ottawa, Canada.
I had been pointing out the fact that the

seal was being exterminated, not by the

true fur hunter but by the poacher—the

Japanese and Russian and Canadian
raider, who swooped down on the unpro-
tected rookeries, or shot the mother seal

swimming in and out of the pelagic zone.

A man, who had been secretary to one
of the sealing commissioners, came up to

me after the lecture. "You are wrong,"
he said, "you are wrong I tell you in

blaming Canadians. If Americans hog
the whole thing, then I say, let the Can-
adians go in and kill every blamed cub.

I'd shoot every last seal in the sea rather

than let them beat us and hog it all."

"Meanwhile," I answered, "what be-

comes of the seal ?"

"I don't care," he said. "We'll show
them."

This spirit of international jealousy

—

shall I call it hoggery ?—and not the

spirit of the true hunter, is what has

brought the seal and the sea otter almost

to extermination.

As for the beaver, he is not an Arctic

animal. He is a denizen of the temper-

ate marshes. What has become of his

marshes? Read the Congressional re-

reclamation and draining.

Where beaver dams once
lapped to wind and reed

west of Lake Michigan,
stands the city of Chicago.

Like the buffalo, the little

beaver has witnessed his

habitat cut up into cities

and farms ; but where city

and farm can never go

—

north of the Saskatchewan,
in Labrador, down Mac-
Kenzie River, on the
marshes of the hinterland

of Ontario—the little beav-
er still plies his furtive call-

ing of damming sluggish

streams and converting
marshes into meadows.

In spite of the cry of the

end of fur, more furs were
marketed in the world la.st

year than ever before in the

ports
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history of the race—forty milHon dollars

worth ; twenty million of which were
handled in New York and Chicago and
St. Louis and St. Paul ; some five

millions passing through Edmonton and
Winnipeg and Montreal and Quebec,
three millions for home consumption,

two millions plus for export. Five years

ago I went through all the Minutes of

the Hudson's Bay Company in London
from 1670 to 1824, and have transcripts

of those Minutes now in my library. In

not a single year did the fur record ex-

ceed half a million dollars worth. Com-
pare that to the American traffic today

of twenty millions ; or to the three and
four hundred thousand dollar cargoes

that each of the Hudson's Bay Company
and Revillons' ships bears to Europe
from Canada yearly. The muskrat

marshes of New Jersey and Delaware
iiave been hunted diligently for half a

century ; yet they last year

yielded between four and

five million pelts of the

little water rodent that lines

fur coats.

There is another remoter

but understandable cause

for these cycles of seeming
scarcity and higher prices

for furs. "Once in seven

years, regular as the years

come round, from some
cause that I have never

heard any scientist explain,

rabbits die off in the North
of pestilence," said the Re-
villons' chief guide to me,
as we canoed down Sas-

katchewan River two years

ago.

"Yes," interjected the

Hudson's Bay tripman.

whom we had taken on as paddler for an
especially long stretch of rapids, "and
when waupoose is scarce, all the other

fellows are going to go meat hungry."
"It's like this," explained the head

guide. "When rabbits fall off, lynx and
wolverine and all the other meat eaters

are not going to be in as good fur the

next year-—won't likely have as fine lit-

ters ; and the kits may starve. That
means scarce fur for a year. The rab-

bit plague is about due now. That
means higher prices for the rabbit eat-

ers next year."

"Do they always have this plague
every seven years?" I asked.

"Always have since I have come to the

country ; and that is twenty-four years

ago."

"And the fur is always better when
the animals eat meat?"
"No—not of all animals. It is of lynx

Indian P.^ckers Portaging Past a Rapid.

/>/
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A Tkappi-:iv of thf North.

and wolverine : hut when the marten, or

what the Russians call wood sable, eats

mice, like a cat it grows poor and lean.

You always find the marten in the berry

country ; and when it eats berries, it is

fat and its fur is fine and beautifully

glossy. Its pelt will command all the

way from $8 to $32 according to quality.

I tell you a few of those fellows will

make you rich. The fur doesn't require

any dyeing, just drying and tanning ; and

it doesn't spoil in sun or rain. We usu-

ally catch them in dead falls ; and when
they are meat hungry, they will eat

each other's heads oflf in the traps. You

always get the mink and the

muskrat best in the small

game marsh country ; and
the marten and the lynx in

the wood and berry country

where rabbit is plentiful.

Otter are hard to get be-

cause at the season wdien

they are in colonies, the fur

is no good—a trapper

won't take them. When
the fur is in season, they

are off solitary. You look

out for them fishing round
ice holes."

"How much can a good
Indian hunter make in a

season?" I asked this be-

cause in nearly all accounts
written about furs, you
read a wail of reproach at

milady for wearing furs

when trapping entails such
hardship and poverty on
the part of the hunter.

"A good hunter easily

earns $600 or $700 a winter

if he will go out and not

hang round the minute he

gets a little ahead. It takes

from $3,000 to $4,000 to

outfit a small free trader to

go up North on his own ac-

count. This stock, he will

turn over three or four

times at a profit of one
hundred per cent, on the

sup])lies. For example, $10
cash will buy a good black

otter up North fl908]. In

trade, it will cost from $12
to $15. On the articles of

trade, the profit will be fifty per cent.

The otter will sell down at Edmonton
from $20 to $30. It's the same of musk-
rat. At the beginning of the season

when the kits are plentiful and small, the

trader pays nine cents for them up
North. Down at the fur market he will

get from twenty-five to sixty cents for

them according to size. There were
132,000 muskrat came to one firm of

traders alone in Edmonton this year,

which they will sell at an advance of

fifty per cent."

At the very next fur post, where we
stopped—the big game country west of
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old Fort Pitt— it was easily estimated

.that the trader took in $40,000 of sup-

plie.s a year, and sent out $125,000 of

furs ; but it is not all so profitable and
easy as it sounds. Comes the hard year

when the pest sweeps ofif the rabbits or

drought dries out old marshes—which
latter is very seldom owing to the sup-

ply of moisture from the winter's heavy
snow—and the Indian hunters, who never

save, demand advances on credit from
the trader. If he refuses, they will never

ag-ain bring him a pelt. To hold their

good will he advances flour, tea and per-

haps some clothes. When the good years

come again, he finds that the Indian

owes a prior debt to some other trader.

If the banks will not carry him past this

second into a thirrl season, the free trad-

er goes bankru])t. At the first post

where we stopped in the swamp or musk-
rat country north east of the Saskatch-

ewan, we met a free trader, who hail

bought 32,000 muskrat his first year and
cleaned up a tidy profit : but his second

year in order to hold trade, he extended
too much credit. Winter set in early and
lasted late. The muskrat hunt was poor.

The Indians could not pay their debts

and the trader sold out to The Company
—The Company standing for only one
firm in the Northwest—the H. B. C.

which old-timers irreverently translate,

"Here B. C."
"How much fur comes yearly to Ed-

monton?" I asked. If you look at the

map you will see that Edmonton is the

jumping off place to three of the great-

est fur fields of North America—down
MacKenzie River to the Arctic, up
Peace River to the mountain hinterland

between the Columbia and the Yukon,
east through Athabasca Lake to the

wild Barren Land inland from Churchill

and Hudson Bay.
*

"Well, we can easily calculate that. I

know about how much is brought in to

each of the traders there."

I took pencil while he gave me the

names. It totalled up to $600,000 worth
for 1908. When you consider that in its

palmiest old days of exclusive monopoly.
The Company never sold more than half

a million dollars worth of furs a year,

$600,000 total for Edmonton alone does
not sound like a scarcity of furs.

The question may be asked, do not

these large figures presage the hunting
to extinction of fur bearing animals? I

do not think so ; and my knowledge of

the West is not gained from the windows
of a Pullman car as much expert know-
ledge of the Northwest is. Two years

ago a very flamboyant article came out

accusing a circle of writers on the North-
west—myself among the number—of

gross misstatement of facts. "Canadian
fakirs," was I believe the phrase. Among
other questions, it was asked with that

mock indignation so comic with sparse

MS
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knowledge, how these writers dare refer

to "blood-hounds" in a country where no

dog exists but the husky : or call travel

difficult in a land where "fur traders

could as easily go from Edmonton to

Klondike as a postman could go his daily

rounds in an Eastern town." At the

time that article appeared, I was camp-
ing in the fur country storm stead at

Cumberland Lake, and had to hang my
boots on my tent post to keep them from
being eaten at night not by huskies

—

huskies have much better manners—but

by the mongrel packs locally known as

"the string band," half wolf-hound half

bloodhound bred by the fur traders for

length and speed of limb in the traces,

which rove Northern woods in ravening

hordes. My guide, camped down at the

big beached canoe, happened to be the

man whom the Government had selected

to pilot a path from Edmonton to Klon-

dike. Not a man alive ever went through

to the gold field that way. He happened

to be one of the men who came back

alive. Most of the others didn't. So
much for Pullman car expert knowledge
on the West.
Take a map of the Northern fur coun-

try. Take a good look at it—not just a

Pullman car glance. The Canadian Gov-
ernment, to whom I am proud to owe
allegiance and have more than once con-

tributed facts for their official publica-

tions, have again and again advertised

thousands, hundreds of thousands, mil-

lions of acres of free land. Latitudinally,

that is perfectly true. Wheat-wise, it

isn't. When you go sev-

enty miles north of Sas-

katchewan River (barring

Peace River in sections)

you are in a climate that

will grow wheat all right

—

splendid wheat, the hardest

and finest in the world.

That is, twenty hours of

sunlight—not day light but

sun light—force growth
rapidly enough to escape

late spring and early fall

frosts ; but the plain fact of

the matter is, wheat land

does not exist north of the

Saskatchewan except in

sections along Peace River.

What does exist ? Catar-

acts countless—Churchill River is one
succession of cataracts ; vast rivers

;

lakes unmapped, links and chains of

lakes by which you can go from the Sas-
katchewan to the Arctic without once
lifting your canoe ; quaking muskegs

—

areas of amber stagnant water full of

what the Indians call mermaid's hair,

lined by ridges of moss and sand over-

grown with coarse goose grass and "the

reed that grows like a tree" muskrat
reed, a tasseled corn-like tufted growth
sixteen feet high—areas of such mus'
keg mile upon mile. I traversed one
such region above Cumberland Lake sev-

enty miles wide by three hundred long

where you could not find solid ground to

camp the size of your foot. What did we
do? That is where the uses of a really

expert guide came in : moored our canoe
among the willows, cut willows enough
to keep feet from sinking, spread oil

cloth and rugs over this, erected the

tents over all, tying the guy ropes to the

canoe thwarts and willows, as the ground
would not hold the tent pegs.

It doesn't sound as if such regions

would ever be over-run by settlement

—

does it ? Now look at your niap, seventy

miles north of Saskatchewan. From the

north-west corner up by Klondike to the

south-east corner down in Labrador is a

distance of more than 3,000 miles. From
the South to North is a distance of al-

most 2,000 miles. I once asked a guide
with a truly city air—it might almost

have been a Harvard air—if these dis-

tances were "as the crow fhes." He
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gave me a look that I would not like to

have a guide give me too often—he

might maroon a fool on one of those

swamp areas.

"There ain't no distances as the crow
flies in this country," he answered. "You
got to travel 'cording as the waters col-

lect or the ice goes out."

Well, here is your country, 3,000 by

2,000 miles, a great fur preserve. What
exists in it ? \'ery little wood, and that

small. Undoubtedly some minerals. I

myself saw brought by an Indian from
some unknown mine on Churchill River

a piece of pure natural copper the size

of a man's hand. What else exists? A
very sparse population of Indians, whose
census no man knows, for it has never

been taken ; but when the total Indian

population of Canada is only 100,000.

and you deduct from the total those on

reserves and those on the Pacific Coast,

it is a pretty safe guess to say there are

not 20.000 Indians all told in' the North
fur country. I put this guess tentatively

and should be glad of information from
any one in a position to guess closer. I

have asked the Hudson's Bay Company
and I have asked Revillons how many
white hunters and traders they think are

in the fur country of the North. I have
never met any one. who placed the num-
ber in the North at more than 2.000.

Spread 2,000 white hunters with 10,000

Indians— for of the total Indian popula-

tion half are women and children—over

an area the size of two-thirds of Europe
—I ask you frankly, do you think they are

going to exterminate the game very fast?

Remember the climate of the North takes

care of her own. White men can stand

only so many years of that lonely cold,

and they have to come out ; or they

dwarf and degenerate.

Take a single section of this great

Northern fur preserve—Labrador, which
I visited some years ago. In area, Labra-
dor is 530,000 square miles, two and a
half times the size of France, twice the

size of Germany, twice the size of Aus-
tria-Hungary. Statistical books set the

population down at 4,000 ; but the Mor-
avian missionaries there told me that in-

cluding the Eskimo who come down the

coast in summer and the fisherman who
come up the coast in summer the total

population was probably 17,000. Now
Labrador is one of the finest game pre-

serves in the world. On its rocky hills

and watery upper barrens where settle-

ment can never come are to be found
silver fox-—the finest in the world, so

fine that the Revillons have established

a fur trading post for silver fox on one

of the islands—cross fox almost as fine

as silver, black and red fox, the best

otter in the world, the finest marten in

America, bear of every variety, very fine

Norway lynx, fine ermine, rabbit or

hare galore, very fine wolverine, fisher,

muskrat, coarse harp seal, wolf, cariboo,

beaver, a few mink. Is it common sense

to think the population of a few thous-

ands can hunt out a fur empire here the

size of two Germanies ?

(Concluded in May number.)



IMMERSING THE MATCHES IN THE IGNITING COMPOSITION.
Whiti- phosphorus renders this occupation a deadly peril.

THE WHITE PHOSPHORUS HORROR
By

P. HARVEY MIDDLETON

"I invite attention to the very serious injury caused to all those who are engaged in the manufacture of

phosphorus matches. The diseases incident to this are frightful, and as matches can be made from other ma-
terials entirely innocuous. I believe that the injurious manufacture could be discouraged and ought to be discour-

aged by the imposition of a heavy Federal tax. I recommend the adoption of this method of stamping out a very

serious abuse".— William Howard Taft, December 6th, 1910.

THESE few lines in the Presi-

dent's message inspired this

article. Mr. Taft is conserva-

tive. When he uses sucli

words as "frightful" and "a

very serious abuse" you may depend
upon it that there is something wrong
somewhere. And so the writer investi-

gated, and the result is the startling dis-

covery that several thousands of Ameri-

can men, women, and children are

exposed to a loathsome disease—a dis-

ease so repulsive that even experienced
physicians turn sick while examining the

unhappy creatures who are afflicted with

it, and dread the duty that calls them
to attend such cases. Leprosy itself is

no more horrible than phosphorus
necrosis, popularly known as "phossy
jaw."

In all American match factories the

head of the ordinary parlor match is

made by dipping the end of the wooden
splint into a paste containing white phos-
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pliorus,—a most deadly poison. The
fumes and particles of phosphorus attack

the bones of the workers, but more espe-

cially their teeth. If the factory worker
happens to have a decayed tooth, the

poison enters the cavity, setting up an
inflammation which, if not quickly ar-

rested, extends along the jaw, killing the

teeth and bones. The gums become
swollen and purple, the teeth loosen and
drop out, and the jaw-bones slowly de-

compose and pass away, the horrible

product sometimes breaking through the

neck in the form of an abscess, or if not

almost continually cared for, finding its

way to the stomach. Here is the brief

history of one case among hundreds:
Nine years ago, at twenty-one years

of age, Mary Wilson, tall, strong and

full of the joy of life, married Henry
Welsh. She had worked for several

years as a "packer" in the match factory,

and continued to work there after her

marriage. But two months later she

commenced to have trouble

with her teeth. Dr. A
first treated her, beginning

with the first operation No-
vember 15th, 1901. He
performed a second oper-

ation August 11th, 1903,

removing several large

splinters of bone from her

jaw She grew no better,

and through Dentist B
she secured daily treat-

ments at her home.
Finally, as the trouble

continued, she w-ent to

Doctors C and D
for further medical aid, and
is receiving medical atten-

tion from them at the pres-

ent time. Three years ago
an abscess opened through
the right side of her jaw,

and one year ago another

opened on the left. Both
require constant bandag-
ing. When seen recently

she was scarcely able to

open her lips enough to

speak and could not sepa-

rate her upper froiri her six

remaining lower teeth. All

of her lower teeth except

the middle six have come

out, and several inches of the jaw-bone
is bare, ami in indescribably horrible

condition.

The physicians, in an effort to pre-

serve the contour of her face and to

avoid leaving unsightly scars, attemi^ted

to operate on the inside. In this case

the dead bone does not form a seques-

trum or separated portion which might
easily be removed from the living bone
beneath. It simply continues to die and
to dispose of itself in the most nause-
ating and dangerous" manner, poisoning
the entire system.

The poison first manifested itself

eight years ago, shortly after Mary Wil-
son's marriage. She has a boy six years

old, a little girl of four, and a baby but

two years old. She says that the two
older children are well and strong, but
that "the baby seems to have trouble in

its blood."

"The doctors say perhaps they could

cure me," she says, "by cutting out my

Splitting the Shavings into Match Sticks.
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jaw, but I am young yet, and how would
it look? I'd rather be dead, I think!"

The suppurating bone is more horri-

ble than anything that can be imagined.

Anyone who has once witnessed the con-

dition of such a sufferer can readily un-

derstand why dentists and physicians

alike shun patients who are afflicted with

"phossy jaw."

Now the case of Mary Wilson is not

extraordinary. It is typical of many.
There is an old woman in Ohio—

a

former matchmaker—who, as a result of

phosphorus poisoning, for twenty years

has had no lower jaw, but masticates her

food by pressing it against her upper
jaw with her thumb. Then there is

George K of Portland, Maine, who
also had his entire lower jaw removed
and for twenty-two years ate no solid

food ; and William J of Milwaukee,
who lived in abject misery with necrosis

of the bones of the ear.

A well-known case was that of Emil
H , who underwent treatment in Chi-

cago in 1895 for necrosis of the jaw.

According to the hospital records, when
forty-six years old, and married, he was
first admitted to the hospital on June
9th, 1896, and remained ten days. The
following appears in the hospital record

:

"Phosphorus necrosis. Dr. B of

Chicago removed both upper and lower
maxillae." With both upper and lower

jaws entirely removed, and with the

poison still continuing its deadly work,
this man lived month after month, suffer-

ing untold agonies, and taking nourish-

ment through a tube.

Dozens of cases could be quoted of

strong vigorous young men and women
who have gone to work in our match
factories, and in a few years have become
terribly disfigured, with teeth gone, and
with necrosed bone exposed. WHien a

man has his lower jaw removed he im-

mediately grows a beard, a refuge denied

to the women sufferers.

Now, incredible though it may sound,

it is an absolutely established fact that

this human misery, this blasting of the

lives of men, women, and children, is ab-

solutely unnecessary, and that a harmless

substitute for the white phosphorus ex-

ists and has been successfully used in

this and other countries. In other words,

our match manufacturers permit their

workpeople to run the risk of this peril

by unnecessarily continuing the use of

poisonous phosphorus, because the sub-

stitute costs a fraction more

!

In order to understand the full mean-
ing of the present situation we must re-

view briefly the match industry as a

whole. Know, then, that these insignifi-

cant little trifles of wood, paper, or wax,
topped with latent flame, wherewith we
kindle fires and light the soothing pipe or

cigar, represent an industry involving an
investment in Europe and America of

hundreds of millions of dollars. The
match does its work, and is cast con-
temptuously aside, yet it is an evolution

representative of much human patience,

ingenuity and skill,—one of the best gifts

sought out and elaborated by genius for

the benefaction of the human race.

In this country alone the largest pro-

ducer cuts one hundred million feet of

timber every year to be converted into

match sticks. Every minute of the

twenty-four hours throughout the day
three million matches are struck. Fif-

teen hundred billion is the number for an
entire year. The importance of the in-

dustry is only recognized when the aver-

age smoker tries to contemplate his pre-

dicament if he had to go back to the time
when he had to coax a spark from a tin-

der box.

In the years succeeding the discovery

of the phosphorus match the industry

grew prodigiously. In Germany first,

then in France, Belgium and England,
and successively in all parts of Europe,
factories were established, and as there

was absolutely no control exercised over

the manufacture, the most deplorable

conditions prevailed. Matches were
being made almost anywhere, in the

workmen's cottages, in the homes, in

cellars. Phosphorus was found in

clothing, in the midst of food, within

reach of children, and from this care-

lessness came fires and hundreds of

deaths from poisoning. The workmen,
recruited from anywhere, and vmcared
for, were crowded together in unventi-

lated workrooms, where the atmosphere
w-as stifling. In a brief period the hospital

in \'ienna had one hundred and twenty-
six sufferers from phosphorus necrosis,

and the hospitals of Berlin and Nurem-
berg were also crowded with cases.
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DEATH CERTIFICATE OF ANNA WALTER.
A worker in a Wisconsin factory after the use of the harmless substitute for poison had been discontinued. She died

in June. 190S, of "general debility due to phospho-necrosis of left inferior maxillary bone." Fifteen

others in the same factory have lost one or both jaws.

About this time the various govern-

ments of Europe began to make rules

and regulations for the manufacture of

matches. The new industry was driven

out of the cellars. Better ventilation

and better opportunities for bathing in

the factories were insisted on. But so

long as white phosphorus continued to be

used necrosis could not be eliininated,

and so in 1872 Finland gave up attempts

at regulation and prohibited the use of

white phosphorus in her match factories.

Denmark, in 1874, followed suit.

In France, where the manufacture of

matches is a state monopoly, the disease

spread with great rapidity, and the

French Government, called upon to bear

the expense of the many cases of poison-

ing, offered a reward of $10,000 for a

substitute for white phosphorus, which
was discovered in sesqui-sulphide of

phosphorus, and the use of white phos-

phorus was prohibited in 1897. Switzer-

land decided upon prohibition in 1898,

and the Netherlands in 1901. In 1906,

on account of the difficulties of eliminat-

ing the use of phosphorus in countries

with an important export trade, the In-

ternational Association for Labor Legis-

lation secured an International Confer-

ence at Berne, which resulted in an in-

ternational treaty providing for the

absolute prohibition of the manufacture,

importation, or sale of matches made
from white phosphorus. This treaty

was signed by France, Denmark, Lux-
embourg, Italy, Switzerland, the Neth-

erlands, and Germany. On January 1,

1910, Great Britain also signed tlie Berne

treaty. In 1908 the Austrian House of

Representatives passed a resolution re-

questing the Austrian Government to

prohibit the use of the poison. Hungary
is considering absolute prohibition.

Sweden does not permit the use of

poisonous matches at home but exports

149
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them to other countries. In 1905 the

tax on white phospliorus matches in

Russia was doublerl.

Thus the leading countries of Europe
have gone on record as favoring the

absolute elimination of this terrible trade

disease, and the United States has the

unenviable distinction of being the only
country that has made no adequate pro-

to the fumes of phosphorus and the
dangers of phosphorus poisoning. The
women and children were found to be
much more exposed than the men,
ninety-five per cent, of the women and
eighty-three per cent, of the children

under sixteen years, of age being so ex-

posed. Those fifteen factories, according
to statements by the manufacturers,

m ,.: ^^^mammmL^mmmm ^
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were exposed by the character of their

work.
In some instances the employers also

hav'e carried on the manufacture of

matches entirely in ignorance of the

dangers involved. The manager of one
factory even declared to Dr. John B.

.\ndrews, secretary of the American
Association for Labor Legislation—who
has made an extensive study of the

effects of phosphorus poisoning in the

L'nited States—that they had gone on
for five years in no way suspecting that

there was anything dangerous about the

material they were using. Their atten-

tion was first called to the dangers of

the industry, so they said, by an epidemic

of phosphorus necrosis which broke out

almost simultaneously among their em-
ployees.

Ignorance of the dangers of the in-

dustry and of the practice of the most
fundamental precautions exists to an
extraordinary degree. A physician in

one of the towns where a match factory

is located had under treatment a very

serious case of phos])]iorus necrosis, and
when asked what kind of phosphorus was
used in the factory where the disease

was contracted, replied that he "did not

know." Several dentists interviewed

stated that they had been unable to find

anything written on the subject of phos-
phorus poisoning, and several confessed

that they had been "experimenting," and
hoping in that way to learn what to do
for their patients.

A searching investigation by Dr. An-
drews in the homes of the workpeople
of three match factories yielded a total

of eighty-two cases of phosphorus
poisoning. He quickly discovered the

records of more than one hundred cases

of the disease, though the belief has been
fostered, by the match manufacturers
that the disease has not existed in a

serious form for twenty years in this

country.

Unfortunately for the investigators,

the labor element in match factories is

constantly changing, and it is difficult to

find among the employees one whose
memory goes back over many years to

recall cases of necrosis that may have
occurred several years ago. Girls who
formerly worked in match factories are

difficult to find because of change of

name by marriage, or because of change
of occupation and residence. And when
finally located these older women often,

from reasons of social pride, reluctantly

admit that- they ever worked in a match
factory. Employees now at work in the

match factories frequently express the

greatest alarm, even when met at their

homes, lest the giving of information

cost them the loss of their miserably paid

positions. Sometimes, however, starting

with the statement that they never heard
of more than one case, they are later able

to recall, after some careful thinking,

half a dozen or more specific instances,

and to give names and even appro.ximate

dates, although it is a fact that employees
leave the factory immediately upon
learning the nature of their trouble, often

without telling their most intimate

friends at the bench the true cause of

their leaving.

Although complicated by modern
methods of machines, the fundamental
processes in the manufacture of matches
may be described in a few words. The
wooden match splint is prepared, the

phosphorus composition for the head of

the match is mixed : one end of the splint

is dipped into this paste : the "green"
match is allowed to dry, and finally it is

boxed and wrapped.
The processes which are especially

dangerous in this industry are all those

which bring the employee within range

of the poisonous phosphorus. In the

mixing, dipping, drying and packing
room the danger from breathing the

poisonous fumes and from contact with

the phosphorus is always present, al-

though it may be much diminished by
thorough ventilation and by the rigid

enforcement of preventive measures.

Also, particles of phosphorus become at-

tached to tlie hands and are later trans-

ferred to the mouth by the employees.

Two kinds of phosphorus are used in

the manufacture of matches. One is the

red or amorphous variety contained in

the friction surface of safety match
boxes. This, when pure, is entirely

harmless. It is made by baking in a

closed vessel the poisonous or white

phosphorus—also called yellow phos-

phorus, because when exposed to the

light it becomes yellowish—and is con-

sequently more expensive. The poison-
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ous phosphorus is made from bones, and

when sold for commercial purposes is

usually in the form of sticks, in appear-

ance not unlike lemon candy. A very

small amount of this poison is sufficient

to cause death.

Broadly speaking, three kinds of

matches are manufactured. One is the

"safety" match, which must be struck on

a prepared surface on the box. This

match contains no phosphorus, and is

harmless. The igniting" composition is

painted on the box, and contains red

phosphorus, which, when pure, is non-

poisonous. Although used extensively

in Europe, its manufacture in this coun-

try is limited.

The second kind of match can be

struck on any ordinai-y rough surface,

and is called the "strike-anywhere"

phosphorus match. This is the familiar

parlor match. As made in America, the

paste for the head of this ordinary match
contains poisonous phosphorus, the

direct cause of "phossy jaw."

The third variety of match also pos-

sesses the desirable quality of striking

anywhere, and is at the same time non-

poisonous. This is the strike-anywhere

match now manufactured and used in

those countries where public sentiment

has been sufficiently aroused to prohibit

the use of white phosphorus in match-

making, and, as we have seen, it is made
of sescjui-sulphide of phosphorus. For
twelve years, in France, this substitute

has been successfully employed, and its

use has been extended to several other

countries, which have absolutely pro-

hibited the manufacture, importation

and sale of matches made from white

phosphorus.

Several years ago the Diamond ?\Iatch

Company, the biggest concern of its

kind, with giant factories in Ohio. Wis-
consin. Maine, Michigan, New York
and California, demonstrated the prac-

ticability of manufacturing the non-

poisonous "strike-anywhere" match in

this country, and put thousands of boxes

upon the market lal eled "These matches

do not contain phosphorus. A new dis-

covery."

It cost a little more to manufacture,

however, and as the public, unaware of

the perils of white phosphorus, did not

demand it, it was abandoned. The writer

was shown a box of these matches by
Dr. John B. Andrews, who struck sev-

eral of them on wood and cloth and
other objects. Although they were manu-
factured four or five years ago they

ignited perfectly, completely refuting the

statement that has been made that while

successful in Europe they cannot be

manufactured and used in America
"owing to climatic conditions."

Now the Diamond Match Comjjany
had acquired the American patent riglits

from the French chemists who discov-

ered sesqui-sulphide. \Mien the investi-

gation conducted jointly by Dr. Andrews
and the Bureau of Labor revealed the

shocking nature of the disease caused

by the white phosphorus, the Ameri-
can Association for Labor Legislation

brought all its influence to bear on the

Diamond Match Company to induce

them, in the interests of humanity, to

surrender their monopoly in the harmless

match. The present president of the

company. Air. Edward R. Stettinius,

happens to be an unusual type of trust

president, witli a distinctly philanthropic

turn of mind. During the two years tliat

he has been connected with the match
industry he has made every effort to

improve the working conditions of the

employees.

But the proposition which Dr. An-
drews made on behalf of his Association

meant the surrendering of rights which
it had cost the match company about one
hundred thousand dollars to acquire.

Nevertheless, Mr. Stettinius laid the

matter before his directors, and ex-

pressed his personal approval of the sug-

gestion. The board was amazed and
indignant. "What ! Present our com-
petitors with a patent worth $100,000!
You must be crazy," they said, in effect.

Stettinius pointed out the unenviable

position in which the company stood.

"Phossy jaw" could no longer be denied,

and they possessed the only remedy. To
cut a long story short, Stettinius even-

tually carried the day, and on January
6th, 1911, the patent rights of sesqui-

sulphide of phosphorus were transferred

to three trustees,—Professor E. R. A.
Seligman of Columbia University,

Charles P. Neill, Commissioner of the

Bureau of Labor, and Jackson Ralston,

Attorney for the American Federation
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of Labor. These genlle-

nien were empowered to

jjermit the use of this pat-

ented foniiula on whatever

terms they might consider

just. As even this extra-

ordinary step was not suffi-

cient to satisfy some peoi)le,

the owners of the patent

finally, on January .2(Sth.

cancelled their proprietary

rights in order that "phossy
jaw" might be abolished

without delay.

The only excuse remaining, therefore,

for the continuance of white phosphorus
and the resultant "phossy jaw" is one of

dollars and cents, the match companies
using the poison having an unfair ad-

vantage over those using the slightly

more expensive substitute. However,
companies producing in the aggregate
over ninety per cent, of the total product
have promised to discontinue the use of

the poison as soon as a uniform pro-

hibitive regulation can be secured. The
next move of the Association for Labor
Legislation was therefore to prepare a

bill securing national legislation on the

Box OF M.^TCHES Made at Wisconsin Factory Six Years Ago.
These matches were made without poisonous phosphorus, and tliey strike

perfectly on all rouk'h surfaces. On account of sli>iht increase
in cost the manufacturers discontinued usinu' the

harmless substituti-.

subject, which was introduced in Con-
gress by Representative John Esch of

La Crosse, Wisconsin, on December
19th, 1910. This bill now in the hands
of the Committee on Ways and Means
provides for a tax upon all manufac-
turers of white phosphorus matches of

one thousand dollars a year, and a fur-

ther tax of one cent upon every hundred
white phosphorus matches, which must
be put up in special packages bearing

Internal Revenue stamps.

The objectionable match woukl thus

be taxed out of existence, and the harm-
less substitute, costing less than five per

1
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cent, more than the present match, would
come into general use.

One match superintendent, the father

of a family, spoke feelingly to Dr. An-
drews of the possibilities of the harmless

match, and expressed great regret that

it had been withdrawn. "There was a

great satisfaction in. working without a

lot of poison around," he said, "and then

it was worth a whole lot to know you
were putting out a match with a head

that a baby might suck and still not die."

And that brings to me to another

phase of the poisonous match peril—one

that vitally afifects every mother and
father in the United States. While the

writer was chatting to Dr. Andrews the

mail carrier brought him a letter. He
read it and handed it to me. "There are

many like it in my desk," he said, sadly.

Here it is

:

"Dr. John P.. Andrews,
.\ew ^"ork.

"Dear Sir:

It pleases me more than I can ex-

press myself to think someone in this

world has taken an interest in this most
awful match business. I and a good
many others are ignorant of the fact that

they are deadly poison, that is, I was
until my little girl ate them, and also

was my husband and so many people

that I have spoken to about them. I do

hope and pray that something can be

done to prohibit the using of this deadly

poison pliosphorus. It seems that they

can make matches without and I do hope

you can do something about it. One
other case just a few weeks before ours

was a Dr. O'Connor's little girl, but I

had not heard about it until after our

case came up. Had I kudwn 1 shduld

have called a doctor at once. I was out

calling on Saturday afternoon. She was
left with her father and baby sister one

year old, and of course was playing

around the house, and spied the holder

on the table that had the matches. She
ate six or eight, so far as we can find

out. but when she was taken sick to her

stomach at night I did not think for one

moment it was matches that had made
her sick. 1 thought it was her supper

and gave her something to settle her

stomach. She seemed to be all right and
slept tlie rest of the night and i)laved as

lively as could be all Monday, and slept

well Monday night, ' except towards
morning, when she got real fussy, so I

took her in bed with me, and it seemed
so hard to warm her, she was so cold,

and when I did succeed in getting her

warm I put her in her little bed again.

She then slept till nine Tuesday a. m.

I dressed her and sat her on the

kitchen table while I fixed lier breakfast,

and when I turned to feed her she was
asleep again, but I thought nothing of it.

She kept it up all morning, falling asleep

whenever I left her, so I was alarmed

and sent for the doctor. She wanted to

be on my lap all the time, so I held her.

I told the doctor about her eating

matches, but not because I thought it

was they that made her sick, but I just

happened to mention it. It was then I

was told of the other little one dying

from eating them, but it was too late to

do anything for our little one, the poison

had a deadly hold of her. She got un-

conscious and slept away. The doctor

did all in his power to save her. Metta.

who was only two years old, died at

seven on Thursday a. m. We took her

to Ann Arbor to bur)- her.

Yours truly.

Airs. J. C. ]\Iorris,

579 Toledo Avenue, Detroit.

P. S.—Matches were pink with white

tip. Dr. O'Connor lives on Dix Avenue,

Detroit, Mich."

So, you see, it isn't only the poorly

paid wage earner who must be protected

from the deadly white phosphorus

match, for it is also a menace to every

American home. Almost daily the news-
papers record the death of some help-

less babe who, like little Metta Morris,

has been attracted by the colored tips of

the matches and has died a terrible death

as a result. The O'Connor child referred

to in Mrs. Morris' pathetic letter was
Margaret E. O'Connor, the twenty-three

months' old daughter of Dr. and Mrs.

M. W. O'Connor, of 615 Dix Avenue,
Detroit, who died in great agony as a

result of having eaten the blue and red

heads of a number of matches last Sep-

tember. Dr. O'Connor called in Dr.

W. A. Harper, a neighbor, and they

worked for several hours trying to save

the child's life. Margaret, while un-
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watched for a short time, went into a

bedrooni, where she cHmbed upon a bed

and reached from a bookcase a tin box
containing the matches.

Then there was John Henry Acker, a

boy of four, who ate the heads of twenty

Black Diamond matches at Monroe,
Michigan, in January, 1910, and died

two days afterwards ; Edwin K. Woods,

Jr., two years old, son of Dr. E. K.

Woods, of Indiana, Pennsylvania, and

Raymond B. McGuire, eleven months
old, of Depew, New York, who both met
a similar fate in May, 1910, followed a

week or so afterwards by Carl I. Stone,

the two year old son of Frank Stone, 365

Hamblin Avenue, Battle Creek, Michi-

gan, who died through eating the white

tips of twenty match heads. On June 2,

1910, Dorothy Hartle, the two year old

daughter of Mrs. Samuel Hartle, died

at Fort Wayne, Indiana, through eating

the heads of more than forty matches.

Other cases have since been reported

from Birmingham, Alabama: Sidell,

Illinois; Bronx, New York; Buffalo,

New York ; Livonia, New York ; Indi-

anapolis, Indiana, and many other points.

\\ bile it is a decided shock to discover

that our faithful friend the match is

capable of causing such tragedies in our

homes, it is comforting to realize that

we have on hand a substitute that is in

every way as efficient, and common sense

as well as common humanity demands
that we should insist on the banishment
from our factories and homes of a poison

which has already caused untold suffer-

ing through the efforts of a small body
of men to save a few paltry dollars.

And all this applies with equal force

to our Canadian friends, who have al-

ready gone us one better by putting

forward a bill, which will undoubtedly

pass the Parliament at Ottawa, abso-

lutelv to prohibit the manufacture and
importation of matches made with white

phosphorus. This bill had its first read-

ing en November 24th, 1910, and the

Act, by the terms of its framing, will

come into force on the first day of

January, 1912.

In Reverie

In the west, the weary Day

Folds its amber wings and dies;

Night, the long delaying Night,

Walks abroad in starry guise.

Rest more precious than a sleep,

Silence sweeter than a dream,

—

These enfold me as I float.

Idle waif on idle stream.

Fainter, fainter, fainter still,

By no breath of passion crossed.

With the tide I drift and glide

Out to sea— and all is lost.

—H.^RRIET MCEVVKN KiMEALL.



THE LOBSTER HATCHEKV ESTABLISHED AT WICKFOKD, RHODE ISLAND.

FRESH LOBSTERS FOR THREE CENTS
By

C. B. EDWARDS

A'ER
ten years of steady and

continuous work on the part

of the Commissioners of In-

land Fisheries of the State of

Rhode Island at their Experi-
ment Station at Wickford, Rhode Island,

a scheme has been devised and put in

operation which promises not only to

save the lobster from extinction but to

revolutionize the methods employed in

its artificial culture throughout the

world, and lobsters for three cents will

be no surprising result. The work ac-

complished, too, at the Wickford Station,

gives a firm foundation for the future

raising of the lobster from the egg state

to maturity on a commercially practicable

scale by artificial methods.
This being the final goal of Superin-

tendent Earnest W. Barnes, who has been

connected with the station for the past

ten years, he regards the work done as

siniply a start in the right direction, al-

though what has already been accom-
plished is without precedent in this or

foreign countries, tjic efforts of biologists

both abroad and in the domestic service

of the Fniled States Fish Commission
failing to bring about anything like the

results accruing' from the patient work
of the Wickford authorities.

Owing to the alarming decrease in the

lobster along tlie Atlantic Coast, the mat-
ter of artificial culture has received much
impetus and the fact that the traffic in

the lobster fisheries of Rhode Island is

of considerable financial import to the

state caused an immediate interest in the

work of the Wickford E.xperiment Sta-

tion. It is not generally realized that

the lobster requires very delicate hand-
ling in the early stages of growth, a pine

shaving in a retaining jar, the presence

of wire netting over a bottle of larvae,

may cause the death of hordes of the

young Crustacea. In the early stages of

development the lobster is at the mercy
of every current of water and makes
easy prey for even the smallest of fishes.

Probably their greatest enemy is in the

cannibalistic tendency of the larvae, for

all periods of life, but especially during
the first three stages of life a lobster is

eager to seize upon a weaker relative and
devour hiuL

It i-- thus apparent that if much result

is ti) be expected from the planting of

lobster fry they must be reared to a

/«
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point of development wliich approaches

in the nearest degree the ]jroperty of

self defense inherent in the adult Crus-

tacea. It is admitted that with the ex-

ception of the Wickford Hatchery the

state and national lobster hatcheries fall

far short of accomplishing the desired

results. Indeed, in the latter mentioned

hatcheries it is admitted that not over

two per cent, ever live to reach the sec-

ond larval stage. Furthermore, in the

])lanting of first stage larvae in this

helpless state they are poured in a cloud

of countless thousands into the water and

the fish, attracted by the superabundance

of food, proceed to avail themselves of

the young lobsters. Authorities state

that it is extremely doubtful if one lob-

ster out of every thousand liberated in

this manner ever survives.

In the method employed at Wickford
the egg lobsters are purchased in the

spring and confined in covered cars, their

•claws being plugged to prevent fighting

and the resultant scraping off of egg-

clusters which appear on the underside

of the female adult. During the follow-

ing Alay the lobsters that will hatch their

eggs at approximately the same time

are put in compartments together. As
soon as the lobsters' eggs reach a point

where they will hatch in two or three

hours they are transferred to flat crates

and allowed to float on this wooden
structure in a large canvas bag or, as in

the more recent method, the egg lobsters

arc placed in large wooden boxes which

are subsequently used for rearing the

larvae. The hatched larvae are allowed

thus to roam around the bag or box

under nearly natural conditions. When

First Stage Lobstkr.
Several times enlarged.

Fourth Stack Lobster.

Life size.

a sufficiently large number of eggs are

hatched to fill the retaining bag with

fry, the ngg lobsters are removed to an-

other bag. The main feature of success-

ful lobster raising as practiced at W'ick-

fnrd is in keeping the hatched fry in

constant circulation, thus protecting the

fry from the fungous diseases which in-

fest them and minimizing the danger of

cannibalism. The circulation of water

is accomplished by large, two-bladed,

paddles, not unlike restaurant fans,

which, by slow revolutions in a box or

bag, keep the fry separated and at the

same time fan the food within easy reach.

The bags in which the lobsters are

hatched are provided with screen win-

dows, allowing the ingress of fresh

water and the egress of the foul.

The most peculiar feature of the Wick-
ford hatchery is the hatchery itself. It

has no physical connection with the

ground beneath it and is veritably built

on water, for the hatchery looks like

nothing so much as a large houseboat.

Around it are grouped large raftlike

structures supported by barrels. A main

shaft running from the houseboat proper

branches and ramifies in all directions



AN ADLLT 1-KMALE IN BERRV
BEARING THE EGG-CLUSTERS

UNDER THE TAIL.

over the rafts or floats. This system of

shaftins;', deriving its power from a

gasoline engine sheltered in the house-

boat, transmits through bevel gears, the

power necessary to drive the circulation

propellers in each of the hatching bags.

To conform to the undulating movement
(if the floats, the shaft from the engine

house is connected to the floats by a

flexible joint and the shafting used on
the floats is of such small diameter that

the motion of the water bends it without

tearing off shaft hangers or breaking the

shafting. Two floats are used, one on
each side of the houseboat, and from
these are suspended twenty-eight rear-

ing bags ten feet square and four feet

deep.

The engine gives a speed of 360 revo-

lutions and this is reduced by belting to

forty and finally, through gearing, to

twenty and ten, the last named being

the revolutions per minute that the

"fans" run during the culture of the

lobsters. The paddles are painted white,

as the young lobsters tend to avoid all

wdiite surfaces, and the white sides and

bottoms of the hatching receptacles pro-

tect the delicate larvae from injury by
being thrown against the container or

ventilating paddles. In the making of

the ventilating paddles only by years

of study was it possible to arrive at the

proper angle for the blades of the pad-

dles to impose against the water, it

being found that an infinitesimal vari-

ation in this respect was the cause of

total failures, resulting in the death of

a large number of fry and poor larvae.

The current given by the paddles must
be just strong enough to keep the food

in motion, prevent cannibalism by con-

stant circulation, and keep the larvae

from collecting at the bottom of the bag
and rolling over with the food silt and
diatoms that have collected there. The
strength of current also affects molting,

which is the process of growth in the

Crustacea, the growth being accomplished
between the time of casting off the old

shell and the hardening of the new coat.

The lobster fry eat ravenously in all

stages and the feeding assumes great ini-

jiortance as the young lobsters molt

three times in from ten to fourteen days.

Under such conditions the feeding is
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constant and regular. Scrambled hen's

eggs, liver, and beef are used for food

in a finely cut form to allow the gentle

current of water to carry it within easy

reach of the larvae, and the feeding is

attended to every two hours throughout
the full twenty-four of each day and
night. To rear a lobster to the fourth

stage for planting at the Wickford
hatchery ref|uires from ten to twenty-one

days, depending mostly on the tempera-

ture of the water, and- the young "lob-

sterlings" are planted after reaching this

stage of maturity known as the first

"ground" stage because of the fact that

during the fourth stage the lobster takes

up its abode among the rocks and grass

at the bottom for the first time. As fast

as the lobsters reach this latter stage of

development they are dipped out, a few
at a time, and counted. They are then

put in a planting can and are due to be

"planted" in the briny deep. To allow

the fourth stage fry to take full advan-
tage of their hiding instinct for protec-

tion after planting, they are poured out

at the water's edge where an abundance
of eel grass and rocks tend to make a

natural harboring place for the young
lobsters till they attain their full growth.

With this method developed to the fine

point it has been at the Wickford Station,

it has been accurately calculated, not

"estimated." that from forty jier cent, to

seventy per cent, of the eggs yielded by

the egg lobster reach the fourth stage of

development. As their most precarious

period of existence is during the first

three stages, the fourth stage lobsters

have an infinitely greater chance to sur-

vive against the natural enemies around

them than would be possible under any

circumstances with the first stage larvae

as still liberated by the other state and
government establishments.

After hatching is over the female lob-

sters are again consigned to the waters

from which they came and are put back

in pre-determined localities with copper

tags fastened to them giving a recorded

number. The fishermen are requested to

return the tag to the station with in-

formation as to the locality of the trap

it was caught in. By this method the

tgg bearing lobsters have furnished

valuable data regarding their move-
ments, after their period of usefulness at

the station has expired.

The unique plant which this new
process of culture has successfully dem-

/S9



PLANTING FOURTH STAGE LOBSTERS.

onstratcd cost only $2,500 and has a

capacity of 500,000 young lobsters each
season. Allowing for running expenses
and labor the process produces fourth

stage lobsters for about $2.00 per thou-

sand or five for a cent. During the year

of lOlO over half a million were reared
til the fourth stage^ and from one egg
lobster 8,000 fourth stage lobsters were
produced. The probability of reducing
the cost of this highly prized sea-food to

a nominal amount is therefore excellent.

IVIETHOD OF SCATTERING LOBSTER EGGS.
The eggs arc placed on the fioatiiik' slats of the fan.

/6l>



FEEDING YOUNG LOBSTERS AT THE WICKFORD STATION.

It is not too much to say then, that the

kixuries of the rich and of the well-to-do

may soon be served on the workingnian's

table. Though of course lobster will

never be cheap at the best restaurants,

where service as well as actual in-

gredients must be paid for. That need not

trouble us. A good cook in the home
—in reality equal to any French chef

—

will readily obviate that difficulty.

Dreams and Books

Dreams, books, are each a world ; and books, we know,

Are a substantial world, both pure and good.

Round these, with tendrils strong as flesh and blood.

Our pastime and our happiness will grow.

—Wordsworth.
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THE CHAMPION COAL EATEK.
i-nyiiii- of this type consumed 4.25 tons of coal pr-r hour in a t.-st run witti seven coaches,

making sixty-five miles pt-r hour.

MACHINES TO FIRE LOCOMOTIVES
By

CHARLES FREDERICK CARTER

IF
official prophecies arc entitled to

credence the next great evolution in

railroad operation will be the gen-
eral introduction of automatic stok-

ers to relieve locomotive firemen of

a task that has grown beyond the powers
of human muscles. For three consecutive

years the standing committee on stokers

of the American Railway Master ]\Ie-

chanics Association has predicted the

early advent of the automatic, or me-
chanical, stoker ; and according to popu-
lar belief, "three times is the charm."

In 1908 the committee said in its re-

port to the annual convention. "Mechan-
ical stokers tised on locomotives in this

country up to the present time have at

least demonstrated the fact that freight

and passenger engines in road service

can be successfully fired by mechanical

means. Mechanical stoking, however,
has not made much progress abroad."

In its 1909 report the committee grew
more bold, saying, "Results hold out

great hopes for the future, particularly

as the question has been taken u])

seriously by a number of railroads. . .

"It is reasonable to assume that the av-

erage tractive power of locomotives will

increase. It is within the possibilities,

therefore, that the increased fuel con-

102

sumed ])er mile will render it advisable

to provide mechanical means for firing

locomotives in order that they may de-

velop high sustained tractive efifort and
render the service attractive to men who
possess the qualifications to become suc-

cessful locomotive engineers. A success-

ful automatic stoker should render loco-

motive firing more attractive, raise the

standard of the service, permit close at-

tention to the economic handling of fuel

and the reduction of black smoke, enable

firemen to become better acquainted with
the general duties of a locomotive en-

gineer and reduce tube and firebox

troubles."

By the time the 1910 convention had
assembled the stoker committee had be-

come full)' converted, as may be gath-

ered from its report which contained this

declaration : "The committee is con-

vinced that the mechanical stoker is des-

tinetl to be a very important factor in the

o]ieration of heavy locomotives in the not

very distant future."

Railroad men have no occasion to read
the unemotional reports of the committee
to be convinced of the urgent need of a

satisfactory automatic stoker ; but since

it is not the privilege of everybody to be
railroad men it may be well to give some
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idea of what firinqf a locomotive means
before discussing- tlie subject of stokers.

To tlie country boy who sees the fireman

lolhnj^ on his cushioned seat box while

his train stands on the siding waiting for

the limited, it means a life of indolent

ease at good pay with abimdant oppor-

tunities for long range flirtations with

the girls along a stretch of a hundred
and fifty miles of steel highway. Conse-
quently he loses no time in applying at

the nearest division headquarters for a

job. He is received with dissembled, but

none the less sincere, joy ; for the de-

mand for firemen is great, and the best

ones are farm bred.

But the "cornfield sailor" who has the

strength of mind, character and muscle

to struggle through all the preliminaries

required to reach the left side of the cab

immediately discovers that in addition to

anticijiating the coming of the pay car

and throwing kisses to the prettiest girls

along the road he is also expected to

shovel from fourteen to twenty tons, or

even more, of coal a day ; and that this

coal shoveling occupies his attention so

fully that by the time he gets to the end

of his run he doesn't care a hang if he

never sees a paymaster or a rural

coquette for the rest of his natural life.

To a husky young man, shoveling

twenty tons of coal a day may not sound

like a terrific undertaking ; but that is

because he fails to appreciate the differ-

ence between shoveling that quantity in

the course of a ten hour da\', standing

'^^9
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for example, a Mallet articulated com-
pound locomotive weighing 445.000

])ounds and having a grate area of 9'J.85

square feet. In the series of tests on the

Lake Shore already referred to, the av-

erage consumption of coal was 129.6

pounds of coal per square foot of grate

area per hour; the maximum, 150

pounds. Some locomotives crowded to

the limit have been found capable of

burning 200 pounds per square foot of

grate area per hour. At the average

consumption for the Lake Shore test the

big Mallet would burn 6>^ tons per hour

or one-half more than the Pacific type

locomotive burned. At the maximum
for the Lake Shore tests the consumption

would be lYz tons, while at the highest

recorded rate of consumption it would

eat up 10 tons of coal per hour. It is

hardly necessary to point out the utter

nnpossibility of any mortal getting even

the smallest of these quantities into the

finebox in an hour. As a matter of fact

a Mallet locomotive of the size mentioned

in a test run in pusher service on the

Delaware and Hudson burned 5,781

pounds of coal per hour. This was not

the measure of the engine's possibilities

but of the fireman's capacity under the

circumstances.

It is not possible for two firemen to

work at once because there is barely

room for one man to swing himself on

the narrow deck. The C, N. O. & T.

Railroad tried the experiment of putting

two firemen on one of its Mallet locomo-

tives on a Kentucky division with heavy

grades. The men relieved each other at

short intervals, each working with his

utmost speed when his turn came, but

they could not keep up steam. Besides,

the'constant blasts of cold air through the

open fire door caused the flues to leak

so badly that they had to be caulked at

the end of every trip. Then the com-

pany put on a lianna mechanical stoker

and invited the University of Kentucky

to send some of its young men to make
a forty days test. The first effect

noticed was that the flues did not have

to be touched during the forty days. The
other results when figured out and tabu-

lated were so favorable that twelve more

stokers were ordered.

From all this it may be gathered that

the call for an automatic stoker that will

Thk Discharging Hopper of the Crosby Stoker.

The Crosby Stoker with the Deflector.

The deflector rejiulates the feeding of coal.

meet the requirements of all the varying

conditions of road service in America is

urgent. In Europe where the locomo-

tives are small and the trains light the

necessity for an automatic stoker is not

so apparent and so practically nothing

has been done to develop one.

In the L'nited States a number of au-

tomatic stokers have been tried xjut with

varying degrees of success ; but with pos-

sibly a single exception none is yet re-

garded as entirely satisfactory. As in the

case of every other important device

used on a railroad, there has been a weary

road to travel between the first concep-

tion of the idea and its practical working

out.

Locomotive mechanical stokers are of

two general types, the overfeed and the

underfeed. Of the former, which was

the first developed, the greatest number



Thk Firemen on the Twentieth
Century Have to Do Some

Hustling.

have been tried out. Of tlic latter, but

two have been atteni|)ted and but one of

these developed.

The first automatic stoker was in-

vented a dozen years ago by J. W. Kin-

caid, an engineer on the Chesapeake and
Ohio, where it had been found next to

impossible to keep up steam in the hun-

dred-ton locomotives to enable them to

haul their full tonnage over long divis-

ions. The original stoker was worked
by hand at first, then a steam motor was
applied. It did very well but was iin-

]iopular with the firemen, just as the

injector, the air brake, sight feed lubri-

cator and all other impro\-emcnts were

at first.

This original stoker, developed under

the name of the "Victor," consisted of a

h( ipper standing on a frame attached to

the boiler head and supported on three

wheels. Two conveyor screws in the

bottom of this hopper worked the coal

forward on to a stoking plate in front

of a plunger. This plunger, which was
wedge shaped, forced the coal over an
upward sloping deflector, thus spreading
the coal. V>y means of three valves op-

erated in rotation the plunger made a

rapid, a medium, and a slow stroke, to

throw coal to the forward end of the

firebox, the middle and the back end.

The apparatus was worked by a steam
engine beneath the hopper.

At first coal was thrown into the hop-

per by hand so that tiie only thing it did

was to protect the fireman from the heat,

and the tlues from the cold draughts.

M
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Tlic Crosby stoker, which originated

on the Chicago and Northwestern, had
a screw conveyor in a trongh in the

floor of the tender to convey coal to the

firedoor where it dropped into a small

receiving hopper at the bottom of which
were steel blades revolving horizontally

at high speed forcing the coal through
a nozzle into the firebox. This nozzle

was jointed sf) that it distributed coal

down the left side of the firebo.x from
front to back, then up the middle and
down the right side, completing the cycle

every thirty seconds. The spreader

could be stopped anywhere to build up a

thin spot in the fire. The stoker was op-

erated by a small steam turbine disk upon
which four small steam jets impinged.

The other end of the shaft drove the con-

veyor through a cone gear by which the

speed could be varied. The attempt to

develop the Crosby and the X'ictor stok-

ers to an efficient working basis has been
abandoned.
The Strouse stoker has a conveyor to

deliver coal from the tender to a hopper
above the firedoor from whence it is

distributed by means of a plunger much
like that of the Victor. The firebox door
is replaced by a special door hinged at

the top and opening inward wdiich can
be taken otT and replaced by the regular
door for firing by hand. This seems to

be the most advanced of the plunger type
of stoker, for it is in use on twenty-two
locomotives on the Chicago, Burlington
and Ouincy and two on the Iowa Cen-
tral. On one trip on the Burlington a
locomotive equipped with a Strouse
stoker hauled five hvmdred tons more
than its rated capacity at an average
speed of seventeen miles per hour over
the division. The steam pressure did not

vary more than four pounds and' there

^^^^^^^^^^^^B* ^ TwrJralwjWiMrilBJB^^r^ .JI^^S^^^^^^^^^^^I
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was very little blowing ofif. At the end of

the trip the fire was in such good con-

dition that the engine could have gone

back over the division without having

the fire cleaned.

The Erie Railroad has been experi-

menting with two stokers, the Black and

the Hayden. The former delivers coal

from the tender by means of a worm
conveyor into a hopper above the firebox

door from which it falls on a shelf. Two
four-bladed wheels running at 250 revo-

lutions per minute spray the coal over tlic

fire over a tilting shelf which directs the

spray of coal to any part of the grate.

The Hayden stoker, which has been

tried on six Erie locomotives, is in two
separate parts, each driven by its own

engine. The first part is a mechanical

coal heaver on the tender which by means
of bucket on endless chains elevates the

coal from the tender to a trough six

feet above the floor. A worm conveyor

in this trough delivers the coal into a

hopper on the stoker proper. A slide

operated by hand lets the coal from the

hopper on to a shelf 5 inches wide and

2 feet long inside the firebox. Intermit-

tent steam blasts from five radially di-

rected nozzles blow the coal off the shelf

into all parts of the firebox. The inter-

mittent blasts are regulated by twin en-

gines with cylinders 1.5 by 1.5 inches

turning a small gear wheel on which is

a striking pin with beveled head which

strikes the end of a bell crank lever

RE.'\R VIEW OF LOCOMOTIVE WITH THK STREET STOKER.
This stoker is of the scatter type, in which crushed coal is driven into the firebo.\ by steam jets.
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Street Stoker.

wliich lifts an auxiliary valve, which in

turn admits steam to a piston valve open-

ing a passage to the nozzles. There is

a peephole through which the fireman

can watch his fire, and if everything is

not going right he can help out with the

scoop, as the stoker does not interfere

with the regular fire door. This stoker

has often fired eighteen or twenty tons

of coal on a division 140 miles long,

though it uses more coal than a good
fireman would.

The Street stoker, which has been

used experimentally on the Lake Shore

since May, I'^OO. consists of crusher,

with swinging jaws to break up the

larger lumps of coal, an elevator consist-

ing of a double endless chain with

buckets traveling in pipes and driven by

a small engine. The coal falls through a

hopper into three distributors, one in

the center and one on each side above
the door from which it is blown over the

grate bv intermittent steam jets. A dis-

charge regulator enables any part of the

fire to be built up at the discretion of the

fireman. Complete round trips over a

division of a hundred miles have been

made without opening the door.

D. F. Crawford, Superintendent of

IMotive Power of the Pennsylvania Lines

West of Pittsburg, has developed an un-

derfeed stoker which promises to produce

great results when all the minor details

have been perfected through tests in

service. He started out with the propo-

169
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sition that the stoker must do all the

work all the time, that it must be a part

of the locomotive and not an attachment

to be thrown aside at will, that it must be

saving of coal and that it must produce

no smoke. These requirements seemed

to bar all forms of overfeed stokers.

All the various styles of underfeed

stokers for stationary plants were tried

and failed. Then, after a series of ex-

periments extending through years, an

underfeed stoker that would work on a

locomotive was produced. There is

nothing in the cab and nothing visible

anvwhere except a large cylinder bolted

to the back end of the frames on the fire-

man's side, which might be mistaken for

a brake cylinder. The apparatus in the

tender includes a plunger which breaks

up the larger lumps of coal before it

drops into a trough in the floor of the

tender. Two bars on each side of the

trough are connected at intervals by cross

bars on each of which are six

fingers. These longitudinal bars have a

reciprocating motion. As they move back

they rise so the fingers drag back over

the top of the coal. On the forward

stroke they dig into the coal and drag

it forward. The coal falls out of the

front end of the trough into two troughs

9 inches wide ])laced 27 inches a])art

from center to center and at equal dis-

tances on either side of the firebox.

These troughs extend the length of the

grates, sloping up from a depth of 18

inches at the back to nothing at the

front. In the bottom of the troughs are

three plungers in succession working in

square recesses. The back plunger is

the largest, the next is smaller and the

front one is the smallest. This arrange-

ment of plungers distributes the coal

evenly under the grates. As it is worked
forward by the plungers the coal rises

and falls over on to the grates, which

occupy the areas between the troughs
and between the troughs and the sides of

the firebox. A nearly uniform bed is

maintained over the whole area and the

whole upper surface is kept aglow. As
the green coal comes up under the glow-
ing coal the gases are consumed so that

the engine is practically smokeless. The
whole apparatus is worked by rocker
arms and rods driven by the steam cyl-

inder mentioned. Each stroke of the

plungers delivers about twenty-eight

pounds of coal to the fire. The speed is

regulated by a valve so that the fireman
has entire control. There is a peep hole

protected by blue glass so that he can
watch the fire. In a series of 81 trips be-

tween Columbus and Denison there were
but 18 trips in which the stoker failed

to do all the work and but 3 in which
it did less than 90 per cent of the firing.

In case of accident, however, the engine

can be immediately fired by hand without
any changes being made, for there is no
obstruction in the cab. This experimen-
tal stoker has fired 3.200 pounds of coal

per hour.

From all this it may be gathered that

the automatic stoker is far advanced on
the way toward the practicable stage.

AVith the automatic stoker in general use

it will be possible to introduce locomo-
tives of the largest type wherever traffic

is heavy enough to require them and to

work them to the limit of their capacity.

l!y this means the capacity of existing

lines can be very greatly increased, for

the big engines working at their maxi-
mum power will not only haul much
heavier trains, but they will be able to

make better speed. While the fuel bill

of the railroads, already $337,000,000 a

year, will be increased, other economies
made possible will wipe out this increase

and leave a handsome margin of saving

besides.

' '

' i^ ' ^
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BATTLE OF THE BUGS
By

JOHN L. COWAN

IT
is quite possible that anyone who

might happen to be stranded in the

eanyons of the High Sierras of

California, any time between Christ-

mas and Easter, might stumble upon
two or three young men whose actions

in those almost inaccessible solitudes

would look very mysterious. He would
see them gather up great masses of dead
leaves and rubbish in places where the

snow had melted, sift the finer material

into burlap sacks, throw the leaves and
sticks away, and then hasten on to a new
location. If he were curious enough to

follow the mysterious strangers, he

would find that as soon as the bags were
filled they were loaded upon the back of

a patient mule, taken to

the nearest railroad sta-

tion, and shipped to Sacra- \@JU "ircWf^'

mento.

Inquiry would probably

elicit the statement that

the young men were from
the "State Bug-House,''

but the inference that they were escaped
lunatics, if natural under the circum-

stances, would be altogether wrong. The
"Bug House" is the name commonly
applied to the California State Insectary

at Sacramento ; and the methods de-

scribed are those employed by the field

agents of the Insectary on expeditions

for the collection of ladybird beetles.

These breed in the canyons of the

Sierras, where they are collected while

still (I'lrmant in the winter time. Tens
of millions of them are shipped to the

Insectary, where they are kept in cold

storage until the melon aphis makes its

appearance in the cantaloupe and cucum-
ber fields of the Imperial \'alley, or until

the peach and apple aphids

are reported in the or-

chards. Then they are

shipped to the endangered
region, in whatever quan-

tities may be required to

meet the emergency ; and
,. when this has been done,

///
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the (loom of the aphid pests is considered

sealed.

These ladybird cohorts, directed and

co!itrolled by the parasitologists of the

State Insectary, probably saved the ex-

tensive melon growing industry of the

Imperial Valley from entire destruction,

and have prevented the loss of orchard

fruits worth millions of dollars in many
widely separated districts throughout the

State. This, however, is simply an illus-

tration of the sort of work the para-

sitologists of the Insectary are doing. As
an institution, the State "Bug House,"

as it is usually called—for of course

anything in the nature of an insect is a

"bug" in the poptdar mind—is absolutely

imique, and without a peer in the world
Superintendent Carnes, and his coadju-

tor, Acting Superintendent Maskew. do

not antagonize spraying, dipping, wash-

ing, and fumigating as methods of rid-

ding fields, orchards and gardens of in-

sect pests ; but they keep up an unceas-

ing search for something better—in

other words for natural checks that will

render these makeshift expedients un-

necessary. Never since men began to

practice agriculture and horticulture

have mechanical means brought under
permanent subjection and control a

single pest of this nature. The orchard

that has been sprayed

or fumigated, and the

field that has been

treated with Paris

green or other insecti-

cide, this year, must be

similarly treated next

season, and so on for

all time to come. These
operations are expen-

sive, and never result in

more than a temporary
victory for the horticul-

turist. The basic idea

of the new .science of

parasitology, then, is to

employ bugs to fight

bugs : to pit predaceous

or parasitic insects
against those that de-

stroy the crops, in the

absolute certainty that

nature never created a

pest without an efficient

check. The Insectary,
.-\ Sackful—AND .-v

Liidybirds collectc

then, was established for the purpose of

collecting, propagating and distributing

beneficial insects in sufficient numbers to

be of commercial value. It is in charge
of scientists of exceptional attainments,

and of more than national reputation,

upon whom is laid the task of translating

pure science into a commercial com-
motlity, for the benefit of California

agriculturists and horticulturists. It is

a subdivision of the State Horticultural

Commission, which keeps an explorer in

the field, who traverses every country on
the globe in search of beneficial insects,

sending such as he thinks likely to prove
serviceable to the Insectary. There they

are bred, studied and observed, and, if

])roved to be valuable, an effort is made
to breed them in sufficient numbers to

meet all legitimate demands. Insects

whose good offices have been conclusively

demonstrated are for free distribution in

the State, to persons having need of

their services : and demonstrations are

given in the orchards, gardens and truck

farms, showing the farmer just what
sort of help he is justified in expecting

from his insect allies, and just how he

must co-operate with them in order to

secure the best results. "Larger crops

of cleaner fruit at a less cost of produc-

tion," is the slogan of the department,

as stated epigrammatic-
ally to the writer, by
Acting Superintendent
RIaskew.
One statement made

to the writer by Mr.
M a s k e w, a t first

thought appears -start-

ling. It is this : "In all

the world there is a

permanent surplus of

but one thing : that is

life itself." So super-

abundant is life that

nature takes almost as

elaborate precautions to

insure its destruction as

to secure its reproduc-
tion ; so that for every
form of life there is

one or more other

forms to prey upon it,

and prevent it from

Few Extras."
becoming redundant."

d in the si^ras. ' >>' this intcruiuiable
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A Travki.ing "Bug
Hunter.

George Compere, of Cali-
fornia.

series of natural

checks II p-o n the

endless number and
variety of forms of

hfe, a fairly even

balance is main-
tained. But man,
in providing for the

wants of a complex
and highly artificial

civilization serious-

ly disturbs this nat-

tural balance or

equilibrium—to his

own undoing, un-

less that equilib-

rium can be re-

stored. This equi-

librium may be dis-

turbed in varjous

ways. For example,
in the Imperial \alley tlie natural life-

balance has been upset by irrigation,

bringing vegetation to luxuriant growth
at a season when the whole region, in a

state of nature, was a parched and burn-

ing desert. The ladybird beetle is native

to the valley, but it issues in January,

when the various aphids indigenous to

the same region also issued, when nat-

ural conditions prevailed. But by irriga-

tion and cultivation the melon vines are

made to grow in April and Alay, sup-

plying an abundance of food to the

aphids, and causing them to multiply

with the rapidity characteristic of that

order of insect life, at a season when
their natural check in that life-zone is

inactive. To restore the equilibrium,

ladybirds must be imported from the

snowy canyons of the Sierras into the

tropic fields of the valley.

But a more common, and usually

more serious, disturbance of the natural

life-equilibriutn is due to the importation

of foreign insects. A new variety of

fruit, for example, is imported from
Australia, or Japan, or South America

:

and it is quite likely that the almost

microscopic eggs of some insect that

thrives upon that fruit are brought along

unnoticed. In its natural habitat that

particular insect probably did no notice-

able damage, because its natural check

kept it within bounds ; but in its new
environment, with an abundant food

supply, and with no predaceous or para-

E. K. C.ARNES.

Superintendent of Califor-

nia's State Insectary.

Frederick Maskew.
Parasitologist of the Cali-
fornia State Insectary.

sitic enemies to limit its increase, it

propagates with inconceivable rapidity,

develops into a pest, and causes wide-

spread destruction. When a pest of this

kind makes its appearance in California,

war is immediately begun upon it by
means of insecticides, dips, sprays or

poisonous gases, in an efi'ort to prevent

its spread and to limit its ravages. But
while these crude and inefficient me-
chanical checks are not neglected, the

parisitologists of the State Insectary are

exhausting every resource at their com-
mand to find its natural check, introduce

it into the State, breed it in sufficient

numbers to be of use, and distribute it

where needed. Nature never makes a

mistake, and never does things by
halves ; and it is just as sure as fate that

for every insect pest there is a natural

check. To put it in another way ; the

Intelligence that created the universe is

quite capable of running it, and never
gave to any form of life the power to

destroy without placing a definite limit

upon its powers of destruction. The
mistakes in the • distribution of insect

species that bring widespread destruction

are man's mistakes : not nature's. And
when man makes a mistake of that kind

it is up to him to correct it by finding

nature's remedy. That is precisely what
the parisitologists of the State Insectary

are doing for California.

The inception of California's plan of

campaign, to fight bugs with bugs, dates
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Various Speciks of Ladybird and thk Pakasites
FROM WHiCH They Savi-d California's

$20,000,000 CiTRi-s Fruit Crop.

1—tb inclusivL- ri-'prcsunt ladybirds and lafvai-; 5—7b,

cottony cushion scale parasite; 7. twig infested

with cottony cushion scale.

from 1888, the occasion being- the rav-

ages of an Australian pest introduced

twenty years before. This was the cot-

tony cushion scale, which for a time

threatened the very existence of the

orange growing industry. Groves that

were badly infested presented the ap-

pearance of having been exposed to a

severe snowstorm. From the orange

trees the pest spread to hedges, shade

trees, wild shrubbery and forests, until

it was feared that vast areas of the State

would revert to desert conditions. Ship-

ments of oranges drojiped from eight

thousand car loads in one year to six

hundred the next. Thousands of trees

were cut down and .jurned, but the pest

had been so widely scattered and had

obtained so firm a footing upon wild

vegetation that attempts to check its

ravages, even by these heroic mea^^ures,

were hopeless.

Prof. Albert Koebele, of the entomo-

logical division of the Federal Depart-

ment of the Interior—the Bureau of

Entomology not yet having been estab-

lished—was sent to Australia, to try to

find a check for the pest in the country

from which it had come. He discovered

a natural foe of the cottony cushion scale

in the J'cdalia cardinalis, a beautiful little

red and black ladybird ; collected it in

quantities, and forwarded it to California,

where it was distributed wdierever the

pest had made its appearance, A little

later he introduced another species,

Noz'ius kochdei; and some time after-

wards Mr. George Compere, explorer

for the California State Board of Horti-

culture, discovered and introduced

Xoz'iits bclliis and the Black Vedalia.

These ladybirds, like a^ others of the

numerous species—numbering perhaps

two thousand—of the great family of

Coccinelid;e, are predaceous in their

habits, botli the larvre and the matured

The True Hakasitk axi> Knemy of the Black
Scale—ScuTEi.LisTA Cyanka a.nd

Kmz.oBius Ventkai.is.

1—J. scutellista cyanca: 3—3b. rhizobius ventralis

and larva; 4—6, bl.ick scale; 5. black smut.
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insects pouncing upon and devouring the

scale insects and plant lice that form
their natural food. Other foes of the

cottony cushion scale, also introduced

from Australia, are a dipterous parasite,

known as Lcstophoniis iccrya, and a

hymenopterous parasite, Ophilosia crazv-

fordi. These deposit their eggs in the

grub of the injurious insect ; and when
the young develop they feed upon the

tissues of the host, killing it in embryo.
Through the oijerations of these pre-

daceous ladybirds and internal parasites,

the cottony cushion scale was brought

under complete subjection. It is nt)

longer feared as a pest or regarded as a

source of danger, so that in describing

these species as the "beneficial insects

that saved the citrus fruit industry of

California, the State Commission of

Horticulture indulges in no hyperbole or

exaggeration. If anyone doubts whether

it was worth while, it is sufficient to say

that the citrus fruit crop of the State

amounts to something like 35,000 car-

loads annually, worth $40,000,000 in the

Eastern markets, or half that when

Four Species of Insects— 1, 2. 3. and 6

—

Th.at Subdued
THE S.^N Jose Scale—4—.and the Yellow Scale—5.

1. aspidiotophasus citrinus: 2. aphelinus fuscipennis: 3.

chilocorus bivulncrus: 3a. larva of same;
6. rhizobius lopbantha.

The Internal Parasites— 1. 2. and 3—That Hold in
Check the Soft Brown Scale——and the

Brown .Apricot Scale—5. 6.

I. L-ncyrtus flavus: 2. coccophagus lucani;

3. 3a. coinyy fusca.

packed ready for shijiment to those

markets.

The successful fight waged by im-

ported insect allies against this terrible

menace to the citrus fruit industry con-

vinced Californians that the scientific

method of combating insect pests was to

]iit one form of insect life against an-

other—to employ bugs for fighting bugs ;

and to that end the State Insectary was
established. In 1891, the state legisla-

ture made its first appropriation of

funds for a systematic search for bene-

ficial insects—a search that Mr. George
Compere, explorer for the California

State Commission of Horticulture and

for the entomological department of

West Australia, has prosecuted in every

quarter of the globe.

It is conservatively estimated that the

minimum tribute annually levied by in-

sect hosts upon American farmers is not

less than ten per cent, of everything pro-
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Shipment .if 2,(XX).()00 ladybirds from California's Stat*; Inscctary to tllo ruL-lon fiL-Ids of tlic Imperial Valley.

duccd from the soil, and that the annual
havoc wrought by forest fires is less than

the damage to forest growth for which
insects are responsible. The checking of

insect depredations, then, constitutes a

problem in national conservation of far

greater moment than many of the local

con.se rvation issues that have occupied

the attention of legislators and of the

jniblic. Secretary James Wilson, of the

Department of Agriculture, estimated

the value of the farm crops of the

United States for the year 1909 at

$8,876,000,000. But before the farmer

gathered his harvest, the insect armies

exacted a toll that reduced the total by

at least $900,000,000!

California's elaborate and efficient

organization for fighting insect foes is

unik-r the supervision of Slate Commis-
sioner of Horticulture. J. W. Jeffrey. It

is plainly as inipurlaut to prevent the

116

introduction of new pests as it is to find

means of suppressing the old. So a

Quarantine Division is maintained, in

charge of Deputy Commissioner Dudley
Moulton, with headquarters at San
Francisco. Ironclad horticultural quar-
antine laws recjuire that transportation

companies, corporations and individuals

bringing fruits, plants or bulbs into the

State give notice to the quarantine offi-

cials, so that an inspection may be made.
No vessel is permitted to enter any port

in the State without having its cargo,

even to the passengers' baggage, rigidly

examined by the horticultural quarantine
inspectors. Every tree, plant, bulb and
jiackage of fruit is taken possession of by
these officials and carefully examined.
Those found free from the suspicion of

insect ])ests are promptly passed, and
others are either fumigated or burned,

as circuiuslauccs make accessary. Even
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an orange in the hands of a sick baby is

Hkely to be taken from it, and the floral

tributes on the casket of a citizen who
has died abroad, and is being taken home
for interment, are ruthlessly confiscated

and destroyed. Of course occurrences
like these do not tend to make the horti-

cultural quarantine officials popular ; but

California has suffered too much from
pests that came in accidentally and un-

noticed to run any avoidable risks.

Horticultural regulations in the vari-

ous counties are equally strict. Each
comity has a horticultural board, com-
posed of three members. This board
appoints local inspectors to any number
that conditions appear to require ; and
has authority to order an inspection of

any orchard, nurser)', trees, plants, vege-
tables, fruit, packing house, storehouse,

salesroom, or any other place or article

that may be suspected of being affected

with injurious insects, and to take steps

to aljate any pest found. It is required

that all orchards be inspected at least

once a year ; that all horticultural in-

spectors shall be versed in entomology,
and that they be instructed in the duties

of their office by a competent teacher.

As Superintendent Carnes, of the State

In sectary, was conceded by all to be best

fitted by temperament and attainments
for such a task, he was detached from
the Insectary many months ago, by ap-
pointment of Governor Gillette, to mem-
bership on the Board of Horticultural

Examiners. This made it necessary for

him to devote his time exclusively to the

preparation of an extended series of
questions for each county, and to conduct
a separate examination in each county,

of candidates for the position of horti-

cultural inspectors. During his absence
the responsible head of the State In-

sectary is Frederick Maskew, Acting
Superintendent, to whose courtesy the

writer is largely indebted for material

used in the preparation of this article.

Mr. James Lick, of San Jose, Cali-

fornia, was a plant lover, and introduced
many foreign plants, shrubs and trees for

the ornamentation of his grounds. In

the early seventies, the pest that became
known as the San Jose scale, appeared
on trees belonging to him, rapidly

spreading to other orchards in the neigh-

borhood, and later to all deciduous fruit

regions on the Pacific Coast, proving
most injurious to pear, apple and ])each

trees. In 1893, it made its a])])earance

near Charlottesville, \'irginia. and in-

vestigation showed that Eastern nursery-
men had scattered it broa<Icast over the

Eastern and Southern States, through
the sale of plum trees obtained in the
San Jose district.

Before investigation was begun to de-
termine from what country the San Jose
scale had been introduced, ^Ir. Lick
died. It being impossible to ascertain

whence he had secured his plants, ex-
tensive explorations were made by Mr.
Marlatt,-of the Department of Agricul-
ture, in order to find the natural habitat

of the pe.st, as it was anticipated that its

natural check would be discovered there

also. Its true home was at last found, in

the neigliborhood of Pekin and Tientsin,

China, where its enemy was discovered
in the Asiatic ladybird

—

Chiloconis siin-

ilis. A number of these ladybirds were
imported, and the species has been bred
to a considerable extent for the purpose

A Home for Bexeficial Insects.

Interior of glass walled room in which imported destroyers
are kept for observation and study.
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of checking, if possible, tine

pest in the Eastern United

States.

However, in California a

native parasitic insect, the

AphcUnus fuscipcnnis, adapted
its taste to the San Jose scale

;

and, finding the food supply so

abundant, increased with ex-

traordinary ra])idity, so that it

has brought the dreaded pest

well under control. It still

breaks out from time to time

in unexpected places, but the

shipment of a few colonic? of

its parasitic foe from the In-

sectary suffices to check it be-

fore it becomes a menace, so

that it is no longer feared.

This is one of the rather rare instance^

in which a native beneficial insect has

adapted its taste to an imported pest.

Among other once serious pests that

are now com])letely controlled by insect

checks may be mentioned the soft brown
scale on citrus fruits and the brown scale

of the apricot, of which the natural

checks are the two internal parasites,

Eitcyrtits flaznis and Comys fusca. In

May of the present year, Mr. Maskew
collected in the breeding cages of the

Insectary, and shipped to endangered
orchards, an average of no less than

12,000 flies of the last named species

daily for a considerable period. The
black scale that once apjjeared to

threaten the very existence of the olive

orchards, and that constituted a serious

pest on citrus and many varieties of

deciduous fruit trees, is fairly well con-

trolled by an Australian ladybird, and
a small internal parasite introduced

through Charles P. Lounsbury, from
South Africa.

It may be inferred that to import live

beneficial insects from China, Australia

or other remote countries is sometimes a

matter of no small difticulty. Sometimes
it is necessary to pot small trees infested

with a scale pest, box
them carefully, and ship

them to the distant coun-

try in which the enemy of

the pest is found. There
they are unpacked and ex-

posed to the action of the

parasite, which deposits its

i, lilt. LAiJ\
IRD.

eggs in those of the scales.

Then the trees are boxed up
again, conveyed to the sea-

C(iast, shipped across the ocean
in cold storage, and taken to

the State Insectary. There the

trees are unbo.xed and placed

in a breeding room, where de-

velo])nient is rapid, owing to

favorable conditions of light,

heat and ventilation. In this

manner the parasite of the

purple scale on citrus fruit

trees was introduced from the

interior of China.

One of the first points for

determination at the Insectary,

when a new beneficial insect is

received from abroad, is

whether or not it is afifected by a second-

ary parasite. That every form of life

has its natural check is just as true of

beneficial insects as it is of pests, so that,

while there is little poetry, there is a

great deal of truth in the screed

:

"Big fleas have little fleas

Upon their backs to bite 'em

;

And little fleas have lesser fleas,

And so ad infinitum."

It is evident that if a secondary para-

site were introduced along with the

beneficial insect, to prey upon it and
limit is increase, the very object in view
in its introduction would be defeated.

The breeding of insects in any quantities

desired is a much less difficult under-
taking than might be supposed. It is

mainly a question of food supply, tem-
perature, light and ventilation.

"It is a conservative estimate," said

Mr. Maskew recently, "that one half of

all the children now in California will

some day be fruit growers, or the wives

of fruit growers. If some of these can

be given a fair idea of what we are try-

ing to accomplish here, of the .means
necessary to the accoinplishment of our
ends, and of the importance of the work
we are trying to do, to the agricultural

and horticultural interests

of the State, there will be

fewer obstacles in the way
of the parasitologists who
come after us." So, per-

haps, not the least impor-
tant work of the Insectary

is educational.



THE TKOURLE MEN' IN ALASKA HAVE ARDUOUS WORK BEEOkE THEM.
Ki'pair party startiiii; from n station.

WIRING AN OCEAN
AND A WILDERNESS

By

EDWARD B. CLARK
A N enlisted man of the Signal

/% Corps of the United States

/ \ Army, snowshoe shod, is har-

/ \ nessing his dogs to a sled oiit-

A. \^ side a close chinked log hut in

the Alaskan wilderness. He is making
ready for a hard driving dash to the

rescue of a prospector who, native report
has it, is starving and freezing to death
in a hut in the \'alley of the Kinnoko.
The soldier is waiting the order to

start, waiting for it to come from Wash-
ington, the Capital of the United States,

five thousand miles away. Thirty minutes
before he had asked the War Department
for the word of authority to leave his

post on a humane errand, antl now mo-
mentarily he e.xpects the reply that will

give him permission to risk his own life

to save that of another. The word comes
and the relief expedition starts.

Thirty minutes to Washington and
back, five thousand miles ! Ten years

ago how long would the solrlier have
waited on the edge of the Kimioko \'al-

ley for an answer to his hurry-up mes-

sage sent to the Potomac \'alley ? Before

it came he would have counted the days

and the weeks and the months, and in

the meantime what would the cold and
hunger have done to the blizzard-besieged

prospector in the wilderness hut?

m



THE SYSTEM OF OCEAN CABLES AND TELEGRAPH AND WIRELESS STATIONS THAT KEEP
ALASKA IN COMMUNICATION WITH THE WORLD.

The picture in part is fancy, for no
American soldier would wait thirty

minutes or thirty seconds for an order

to save life. It is drawn only to show
that today the military authorities in

Washington are in telegraphic touch with

the remotest points in Alaska, and that

orders can be transmitted to Nome with

virtually the same rapidity that they can

be sent to I'ort Myer, which lies close to

Arlington within sight of the Washing-
ton Monument.
The Signal Corps of the United States

Army has made this instant communica-
tion possible. There are only a few hun-

dred members of the service, but they

have completed in the face of forbidding

conditions a cable and land line system

which army officers of other countries

have said, "is uni(|ue in the annals of

telegraphic engineering." If plotted on

the map of the United States this sy.stem

would reach from Wyoming to the

Ijahamas, off the Coast of Florida. The
cables used would reach from Newfound-
land to Ireland, and the huul lines from
Washington to Texas.

This achievement of General James
Allen, Chief Signal Officer of the Army
and the officers and men under his con-

trol, won the admiration of Congress,
and it was to be supposed naturally that

in view of it, the lawmakers would have
been willing that the Service should be

given opportunity to seek results in other

fields in no way foreign to those in which
the corps is employed, and yet for two
years there was refusal to give the

signalmen the modest sum that they

asked in order that they might keep
abreast of the armies of the world in the

science of aviation. Recently by dint of

pleas from the service and from the coun-
try Congress consented to open its purse.



WIRING AX OCEAN IS!

Tiie United States has brouglit south-

eastern Alaska, the Valley of the Yukon
and the region of the Behring Straits

into instant communications with the

entire civilized world; General Adolplius

W. Greeley, formerly Chief Signal Ot'fi-

cer of the Army, not long ago said,

"There yet lacks to complete the dream
of half a century ago of telegraphically

uniting America and Asia via Uehring
Strait, a cable to the Asiatic shore and
a Russian- line of about 1,500 miles to

Xikolaevisk." The dream may find

realization much more quickly than any

man not charged with the electric en-

thusiasm can believe.

The main Alaska cable and land lines

laid and strung by the men of the Signal

Corps run under the sea and through the

air from Seattle in the State of Wash-
ington, to St. ]\Iichael. From St. Michael
across Norton Sound to Nome the com-
munication is by wireless. This is the

route : Cable, Seattle to Sitka, Sitka to

Valdez, 1,684 miles. Main land lines

from \'aldez to Fairbanks, to Fort Gib-

bon, to St. IMicliael, 1,068 miles. There

are branch cables from Sitka to Juneau
and to Skagway, and from Valdez to

Fort Liscum, Seward and Cape Whit-
slied. Branch land lines run from Gul-

kana to Eagle City, which is on the boun-
dary line between the British and the

American Alaskan possessions.

Within a few weeks a wireless station

has been put into commission at Kotlik

at the mouth of the Yukon River. The
new station is eighty miles from Fort St.

Michael with which it is intended to com-
municate. The Kotlik office will be used

to exchange messages with vessels enter-

ing Norton Sound from the sea. General
.•\llen in his last report says that the

operation of the wireless telegraph sta-

tions in Alaska has been of such a char-

acter as to warrant consideration being

given ultimately to the abandonment of a

portion of the land telegraph lines over

the routes now covered by wireless, "thus

relying on these as the sole means of

communication instead of as an auxiliary

to the land lines as originally intended."

During the past year there have been

213 men of the Signal Corps on duty in

THE C.^BLE ST.ATION .^T CORDOV.A, ON THE CCJ^ST DIRECTLY SOUTH OF V.^LDEZ.
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Brigadier General James Allen. Chief of Sigma t.

Corps. United St.-vtes .^rmv.

Alaska, enough to make a battalion of

infantry of ordinary peace time strength.

A few .soldiers of the line, mainly in-

fantrymen, h.ave been detached for ser-

vice with the Signal Corps in the Alaskan
work. These men in little squads, barely

enough in many cases to complete a set

of fours, are stationed at long intervals

on the rude roads and the blazed trails

above which the wires of the telegraph

are strung. Nine months of winter each
year these soldiers remain cut ofif from
anything save a humming wire to re-

mind them that somewhere men live in

cities and go to tlieir work in the com-
panionship of multitudes.

The soldiers of the Signal Corps in

Alaska must fight the elements. For two
years during the construction of a part

of the land lines a little squad of service

men made their headquarters in a log

hut as primitive in building fashion as

any ever thrown up by a pioneer fore-

father when the tide of migration flowed

over the Alleghenies in the New West.

Two years, eighteen months of w'inter,

working daily with the thermometer
marking degrees way below the zero

point, these soldiers stayed there, ap-

parently happy with their hardships.

They are there today, .some of them in

log huts, and others in better quarters

but with no other change in their sur-

roundings to make lighter the load of

isolation which they bear. Danger comes
to these men frequently and difficulties

daily, and it is tteirs to test the truth of

Byron's line, "There is society where
none intrudes."

The cable line from Seattle to Sitka

and thence to Valdez, with the branches
now established, was laid under the

direction of General James Allen and
Major Edgar Russel, who were chosen
for the work because of their cable lay-

ing ex]3eriences in the Philippines and of

their high knowledge of electric engi-

neering. The cableship, Buntsidc, was
brought from China where it was under-

going repairs. The cable was manufac-
tured in New Jersey and transported

around Cape Horn, a distance of 12,000

miles. The work of laying was prose-

cuted in large part under the most un-

favorable circumstances, gales and bad
weather generally delaying operations

and frequently endangering not only the

success of the work but the safety of the

Typical Mountain Country Through Which the
Linesmen Must Lay and Maintain Wires.



BUOVI.\(; THE END Ol'^ A BKuKEX CABLE.
In the uppi-r corner is sliown the layinsi n[ the sliore i-nd of the cable at Curdov;i

ship and tlie lives of the men engaged in

the duty. Success finally came and Seat-

tle talked to Sitka, and' Sitka talked to

Valdez.

In the service of cahle laying a detach-

ment of the Signal Service did the more
arduous and technical work "with such
success as to reflect new credit on the

resourcefulness of the American soldier."

In writing of the cable laying an officer

of the Signal Service has said : "The
celerity with which the ^'aldez-Sitka

cable of over five hundred miles in

length was put tmder contract, manufac-
tured, transported, and laid, illustrates

American possibilities. Congress appro-
priated the money on April 24, the con-
tract was awarded, the cable was manu-

factured in New Jerso}-, transported by
rail and sea. installed between \'aldez

and .Sitka and thrown open to commer-
cial business in five months and twelve
days."

The crew of the Burnsidc was com-
posed of Filipinos, and there also was a

detachment of "Little Brown Brothers"
who were used as cablemen. General
Allen has commended them "for activity,

willingness, thoroughness and reliabil-

ity," and he has added, "the previously

expressed good opinion of the services

of the Filijiinos as crew and cable men
has been strengthened by late experi-

ences."

The cable lines of the Alaskan system

are "safe down under the water." The

m
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land lines are exposed to the storms of

every season, to landslides, to snowslides,

to freshets and to forest fires. Over their

safety the sentinel chain of Signal Ser-

vice Corps men keeps watch day and
night. Repair parties are ready to start

at any moment from any station when
word or sign of trouble comes. It is

necessary frequently in the heart of the

Alaskan winter for the men to make
long sledge journeys while the mercury
in the thermometer keeps company with

the bulb.

The officers and enlisted men on Alas-

kan duty keep Washington in touch with

Nome, and if communication is broken
experience has told the headquarters

authorities that at the first signal of

trouble a detachment is starting on its

way over the mountain or through the

valley or down the ice of the river to

make the repairs which will put the Cap-
ital once more in touch with the remotest
jjoint of the military line far flung

through the wilder-

ness.

One detachment of

Signal Corps men
stationed far in the

interior of Alaska
lived eleven months
without tasting fresh

meat. One man de-

veloped scurvy, ami
to prevent an epi-

demic of the trouble

the government was
asked for an extra

allowance of butter,

syrup and condensed
milk for the rations

of the men stationed

where game w a s

scarce ami where

>

"Farthkst North" Wireless Station at Nome,

Stringing a Wire.

there was no butcher shop on the con-

venient corner. The government officials

do curious things occasionally. It is

hard when stationed on Pennsylvania
Avenue to realize that a man cannot get

all the food and any kind of food that he

wants anywhere in the world. The extra

allowance of milk, syrup and butter was
allowed, but the condition was made that

it should not be issued at any Alaska post

where more than three men were sta-

tioned. So it was that where four men
were gathered together bent on doing
their duty the scurvy wolf was at the

door, but where three men were assem-

l)led they sent him hungry away by feed-

ing themselves with the milk and the

butter and the syrup which a discrim-

inating government said was good for

three, but not for four.

It was said in one of the opening para-

graphs of this article that,

"no American soldier would
wait thirty minutes or

thirty seconds for an order

to save life." Congress re-

cently gave to Sergeant
Roy F. Cox of the Signal

Service a certificate of

merit for not waiting on
orders to go on an errand
of mercy. .\ few words
hidden away in the army
recortls tell what the Ser-
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geant did to secure Congressional recog-

nition. His certificate of merit was
granted '"for highly meritorious service

in traveling thirty miles in a severe bliz-

zard, rescuing a civilian from freezing

and dragging him by sled sixty-five miles

to Fairbanks."

Word came in to a little detachment
of the Signal Corps that a prospector, a

man seventy years old, was perishing in

his hut at a point thirty miles distant.

The cold was as severe as any that the

Alaskan winter knows, and a blizzard

was raging. The conditions were such

that no one was asked to volunteer to go
to the rescue, for it was thought certain

that death awaited the man who would
try to hit the trail that day. In fact

there was no trail. Sergeant Cox said

he was going and he went. He made
the thirty miles with a dog sled and
found the prospector apparently almost

at the point of death. He gave him food
and medicine and then knowing that the

services of a surgeon were necessary at

once if the man's life was to be saved, he
started on the journey of sixty-five miles

to P'airbanks. He arrived there with the

prospector still living and he lives today,

altough it was necessary to amputate
both his legs. Sergeant Cox was an in-

mate of a hospital for a long time, be-

cause of illness due to exposure, but he
recovered and the experience in no wise

weakened his love for the service. He
is a Signal Corps man today and he has

his certificate of merit, a thing which i>

prized above all other things by the

American soldier, for it is the equivalent

of the English \'ictoria Cross which is

given only "For Valor."

.Sergeant James E. Hogan did a deed
which was almost the counterpart of that

of Sergeant Cox. He also won his cer-

tificate of merit. The records of tele-

graph line construction and maintenance
in the Alaskan territory contain many
stories of courage and of self-sacrifice

of the officers, commissioned and non-
commissioned, and by the privates of the

Signal Corps of the United States Army.
In appreciation of the service in

Alaska of the men of the Signal Corps
of the United States Armv it does not

THE CABLE SHIP BURNSIDF. .APPKO.VCHING THE PORT OK VALDEZ.
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WITH STOREHOUSE FOR SUPPLIES.

seem that one can do better than to use

the words of an official '"who has seen

and who knows." He says

:

"These soldiers stancl ready at all

times "to hit the trail' the instant that a

wire goes down or a call for help comes.

They are willing. They risk life and

limb, asking no questions and doubting
nothing. The extreme conditions of the

service and the necessity of the continued

maintenance of communication have
demonstrated the spirit of the American
soldier who has sacrificed himself to the

work."

Decision

Once to every man and nation comes the moment to decide,

In the strife of Truth with Falsehood, for the good or evil side ;

Some great cause, God's new Messiah, offering each the bloom or blight,

Parts the goats upon the left hand, and the sheep upon the right

;

And the choice goes by forever, 'twixt that darkness and that light.

—LOWKLL.

m



CENSUS OF THE SALMON
By

RENE BACHE

TU count the salmon in Alaskan
rivers would seem to be a

task not merely stupendous

but impossible. Yet it is being

accomplished in a very sys-

tematic way by the government Fisheries

Bureau, and for a purpose of utmost

practical importance to the future of the

commercial salmon fishery in that part

of the world.

So far is this true, indeed, that the cost

of taking the salmon census is being de-

frayed, up to date, by two of the biggest

canning companies—the Fisheries Bu-
reau having no funds to meet the expense

involved, which amounts to about $6,000

a year. This, however, it should be

understood, covers the cost only of

counting of salmon in one large river,

which was picked out for an initial ex-

periment to determine the possibility and
merit of the plan.

The stream in cjuestion is the Wood
River, which, for the purpose of census-

taking, was closed for the time being to

the commercial fishery. There was no
trouble about arranging this, because the

Fisheries Bureau, under authority be-

stowed upon it by Congress, has absolute

control over all the salmon streams of

Alaska. It tells the canning concerns

where and when they may catch fish, and
when and where they will not be allowed

to catch them. If it chose, it could sus-

pend the salmon fishery altogether for

an indefinite period in Uncle Sam's
Arctic province.

^\'hat it wants to do, however, is to

keep the fishery going, and to make sure

that the supply of salmon shall be main-

LOOKING DOWN' OX THE GATES THROUGH WHICH THE SALMON PASS TO BE COUNTEH.

y<S7



RACK ACROSS WUUI) K1\EK. TU ASSIST IN COUNTING THE SALMON.

tained. Hence the undertaking here de-

scribed, which, as wiU presently be seen,

has a direct bearing upon the commercial

])roblem. Thus, for example, now that

it has been ascertained how many salmon

run up Wood River to spawn, the ex-

perts are able to judge with accuracy of

the number of fish required to maintain

the supply in that particular stream.

Suppose that the requirement for

Wood River is 500,000 spawning salmon

per annum. The Fisheries Bureau, then,

will prohibit fishing in that stream each

season until the necessary half million

have passed up the river to the spawning-

grounds—this matter being easily deter-

mined by extending a species of barri-

cade, called a "rack," across the stream,

allowing the fishes to pass only through

narrow gates, and counting them as they

go by. When the 500,000 breeding sal-

•mon are thus assured of safety, the can-

ning companies will be told to go ahead

and catch all the salmon they choose in

the watc-s below the "rack."

The rack and gate method is the one

that has been etnployed by the govern-

ment agents to count the salmon in Wood
River. Tally was kept of them as they

passed through with the aid of an auto-

matic click counter, held in the hand.

.Such contrivances are sometimes u*-d

nowadays to make a record of the num-
ber of people who visit a museum or

other public building. On July 14 over

402,000 salmon went through the gates,

on their way up, and the total count for

the season was 2,603,651. Reckoning
was only made, however, of the red, or

"sockeye" salmon, this being by far the

most important species commercially.

Now, it should be explained that each

salmon river has what is called a "value"

of so many fish per annum—which
means simply that it can produce just

about that number, and no more. The
number is always limited, each stream

having a definite capacity, which depends

upon its area of suitable spawning
grounds and the amount of food avail-

able for the young "fry."

To make this clear, it is necessary to

c.x-plain that no river produces salmon
unless it takes its rise in lakes. For the

fish go up to the lakes to lay their eggs

—though, as a matter of fact, they do

not deposit their spawn in the lakes, but

in small streams flowing into the latter.

\\'hen they are big enough to take care

of themselves, the young fishes find their

way into the lakes. But, if there are too

many young ones, there will not be

enough food to go around, and they will

perish in multitudes.

It will be seen that in this way the

niunbcr of salmon in any river regulates

itself—or did so before greedy man ap-

peared on the scene, to interfere with

things. Recent study of the subject has

proved that salmon, though their proper
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home is the sea, never—while in the

ocean—go far away from the mouth of

the stream in which they were hatched.

At four years of age, or thereabout, they

go up the river of their birth to spawn.
Accordingly, the number of intending

parents thus returning to the old spawn-
ing grounds in any given season is

directly proportionate to the number of

intending parents—hatched originally

from the first salmon's eggs—enter the

river from the sea four years later. This
applies to all salmon streams. But no
two rivers are alike in respect to the con-
ditions governing their annual fish out-

put : so that it is necessary to make a
special investigation of each one. Speak-
ing generally, however, it may be said,

P.'iRT OF THE R.'\CK. OR BARRIER, CLOSE TO THE G.^iTES THROUGH WHICH
THE SALMON PASS.

"fry" that survived out of the brood of

four years previous.

The government experts say that there

is no longer any danger that the supply

of salmon in Alaska will be exhausted,

or even seriously diminished. So long

as the Bureau is allowed to continue in

control, and to prevent destructive meth-
ods of fishing, it can maintain the output

to the end of time, without curtailing the

commercial fishery, and without artificial

hatching, except in places where fishing

is extraordinarily active, or where the

area of spawning grounds is curtailed

by such salmon-killing agencies as saw-
mills, mining industries, etc.

A very painstaking and comprehensive
study of the whole subject has been

made, and one of the conclusions drawn
is that for every salmon which reaches

the spawning grounds, from two to five

on the basis of the above figures, that

from fifty to eighty per cent, of the total

number of salmon may be taken annually
without injuring the fishery.

Controlling the matter so absolutely as

it now does, the Fisheries Bureau will be
able not only to keep as many salmon in

the Alaskan rivers as there are now, but
to restore the fish in multitudes to many
streams which have been depleted by
reckless commercial operations — the

most destructive of these consisting in

putting up dams, or stretching nets

across the streams, in such a way as to

make it impossible for any fisli to reach

the spawning grounds. Obviously, the

adoption of a plan of this kind meant
that the river, however productive at the

start, would cease to contain any salmon
after four or five years.

It seems amazing that an\' human
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being gifted witli ordinary intelligence

should adopt so short-sighted a policy.

But experience has shown that people

generally, when they have a chance to

make money rapidly by exploiting a

great natural resource, have not the

slightest hesitation in destroying it

utterly and for all time to come. It has

been the practice of the canning com-
panies, when they had wiped out all the

salmon in one river, simply to move the

scene of their operations to another

stream ; and, if this had been allowed to

go on, the salmon fishery of Alaska,

which yields $10,000,000 worth of prod-

ucts per annum, would have ceased to

exist within a generation.

LT^nder present circumstances, for-

tunately, it is not a very difficult matter

to repopulate with salmon the depleted

rivers. Unlimited numbers of eggs of

the finest and most desirable species are

easily obtained, and these are already

being hatched by the hundreds of mil-

lions at two stations which the Fisheries

Bureau has established for the purpose.

One of these hatcheries is at Yes Bay, in

southeast Alaska, and the other is on

Afognak Island, south of the Aleutian

Chain. The island is a government pre-

serve, on which no gartie or fish is

allowed to be killed or taken. Natural

conditions make it one of the best local-

ities in all Alaska for salmon-culture, and
the spawning grounds are so situated as

to be at all times under oliservation and
control.

Last season tliere were hatched at

these two stations 96.397.000 salmon
eggs, mainly of the redfish, or ".sockeye."

No special difficulty is involved in the

work, although salmon eggs require an

extraordinarily long time, eight or nine

months, for their incubation.

When the salmon reach their spawning
grounds, they pair off, and excavate

nests in the bottom by plowing up the

sand and gravel with their noses and
sweeping" it out with their tails, until at

length a bowl-shaped hollow is dug, per-

hai)s three feet in diameter and from a

foot to a foot and a half deep. In this

the female lays her eggs, which are care-

fully covered u]). It then remains for

the jiarents to stand liy the nest and fight

off enemies, among tjie worst of which

are the Dolly Varden and "cutthroat"

trout. These trout follow the salmon to

the spawning beds for no other jnirpose

than to steal their eggs, of which they

devour immense numbers.
While thus defending their nests, the

parent salmon become thinner and thin-

ner until at length they die. Not one
out of all the multitudes that have
reached the spawning beds survives to

go back to the sea. Sometimes the

streams that flow into headwater lakes

are literally choked with their decaying
bodies—a pitiful sight to see. Thus,
however, it will be understood how and
why it is that the maintenance of the

supply of fish in any given river depends
upon the annual crop of young "fry."

Early in the following spring these

can be found on the spawning grounds
by taking up handfuls of gravel from
the bottom. They are not yet able to

swim, but, when released, wriggle away
and burrow into the bottom again, hid-

ing themselves. Meanwhile they derive

what sustenance they need from yolk-

sacs attached to their bellies. When they

are able to look out for themselves, they

pass out of the affluent streams into the

lakes, and remain there, feeding, until

they are four or five inches long. The
call of the sea now summons them, and
they wend their way down the river to

the ocean, where they dwell in deep

water oft" the coast until, at the end of

abmit four years, they are ready to swim
up the river, to s])awn. and in their turn

to give up their lives for the perpetuation

of their species.

During the fishing season of 1909-10

there were taken in .Alaskan rivers

34,692.608 salmon, or a total of 175,028,-

594 pounds. The annual pack is about

2.500.000 cases of forty-eight one-pound
cans each ; but the catch varies a good
deal from year to 3'ear, and every fourth

year it is relatively huge. Thus the

catch for the season of 1908-9 was
43,304.979 salmon, with a total weight
of 213,378,570 pounds.

It is interesting to reflect that during

the last ten years .\laska has produced, in

salmon alone, fourteen times as much
money as Mr. .Seward jiaid for the terri-

tory when he bought it from Russia half

a century ago.



THE KOWELI, I^dTTER TRAIN STOP-ONE OF THE TWO APPKdXKP HV llIK

GOVERNMENT BOARD.
Tlu> illustrations n-stn-ctivrly show the sit:nals set fol safety, the track trip mechanism, and the sitiiial sit Inr il.iiiuer.

MECHANICAL BRAINS SAVE LIVES

By

ROBERT FRANKLIN

TOO many railroai.l wrecks

!

How shall they be made less

frequent ?

During the last fiscal year,

in this country, no fewer than
nine hundred and thirty-two people were
killed, and fourteen thousand, three hun-
dred and seven persons maimed or other-

wise seriously hurt, by smashups on the

rail. It was a frightful carnage. A con-

siderable battle, indeed, might have been
fought without greater loss. But there

is good reason for supposing that the

number of slain and wounded in the

present year will be at least as great, and
so on for every subsequent twelvemonth.
That is to say. unless something is

done to alter radically the conditions

which give rise to mishaps of the kind.

It is a very serious problem, and the gov-

ernment is trying hartl to find at least a

partial solution for it. Congress, not long

ago, handed the matter over to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, with au-

thority to appoint a board to investigate

the whole subject.

This board, in a report newly prepared,

declares that the fundamental cause of

the trouble is to be found in the Ameri-
can tendency to hurry. People in this

country are so anxious to do things

quickly that, to a great extent, they

ignore caution. Here is the principal

reason why railroad wrecks, which are

rare occurrences in England and on the

continent of Europe, are so frightfully

frequent in the United States. Neverthe-

less, taking conditions as they are, much

J9/
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sort of mistake may be
avoided. They have con-
trived a number of expedi-
ents by which an over-run
danger signal gives warn-
ing in the cab of the

locomotive, automatically.

These, which are called

"cab signals" are already
in use to a considerable ex-
tent abroad. Other devices,

wiiich not only give warn-
ing, but actually stop the

train, are still more effect-

ive, reducing the human

Contact Rail. Which Touts the Whistle of the
P.ASsiNG Locomotive When Danger Thre.-vtens,

may be done to lessen the number of

such accidents by the adoption of certain

mechanical measures of precaution

—

most important of all, the automatic

train-stop.

Such a stop provides for automatic

train control. It is a device to prevent

the over-running of stop signals by train-

men. Often it happens that the engineer

of a locomotive fails to notice the fact

that a signal is set for danger. It warns
him to bring his train to a halt ; but, fail-

ing to recognize it, he runs past, and in

many instances a disaster is the conse-

quence.

The ingenuity of inventors has been

taxed to devise a means by which this

The Device for Contact with the Kail.
Beneath the Locomotive.

factor in the railroad equation to a

minimum.
.Many such automatic train-stops have

been to a greater or less extent perfected.

In most instances they are electrical con-

trivances, and operate by setting the

brakes of the train. Thus, for example,

one of them—already tried with some

.1. E. P.\GE. OF K.'\NS.'\S CITY. AND HIS P.ATENT CO.ACH.
This car has an anti-telescoping device, the steel floor at each end tcrininatinK at an annle. so that cars

in collision may slide by each other.



TOV RAILROAD APPARATUS USED IN <;ER
MANY FOR TESTING AUTOMATIC

STOP CONTRUANCES.

success on trolley lines— is an arrange-

ment whereby a danger signal cannot

possibly fail, if over-nin, to strike and
smash a small glass tube rising from the4
top of the motorman's box. In case he

does not see, or neglects to obey, the

warning, the breaking of the tube

opens the air-brake valve and sets the

brakes.

Up to the present date, no fewer than

nine hundred and thirty-seven devices of

various kinds, to promote the safety of

railway operation, have been submitted

to the boartl. and a majority of these

have been examined and reported upon.

In all, one hundred and forty-nine auto-

matic train-stop inventions have been

inspected, and of this number sixteen

have appeared to possess sufficient merit

to warrant formal tests. Two of these

sixteen have already undergone such

tests, and having been found to work

The Old and Dangerous Method of Going Between
Cars to Uncouple Them.

Compart^ with cut in next column.

This.Coupler Renders It Unnecessary to Go
Between the Cars.

.\ contrivanci- tliat savus hundrfids of liv<-s annually.
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satisfactorily have received the final ap-

])roval of the boanl.

These two, which have been tested

under actual traffic conditions, are both

of the mechanical trip type. One of

them, know-n as the Rowell-Potter train-

stop, is an arrangement by wdiich a bar

lying parallel and close to one of the

rails of the track is lifted a short distance

above the rail whenever the visual signal

is set for danger. Under such circum-

stances, the bar, coming into contact with

Mki'hanic.al Trip ^t<jp Which Opki;ati s from thh Cikound.

an air-brake valve, suspended from one
of the trucks of the tender, opens the

valve and ai-iplies the brake.

Bars at the side of the track are pro-

vided in duplicate at each signal point,

one of them 180 feet in advance of the

other, so that, if the first one should by
any accident fail to operate, the second
would firing the train to a halt. Power
1(1 (iperate the stop, as well as to work
the semai)hore signals of the .sy.stem, is

derived from the pressure of the wheels

The S. H. Harrington Mechanical
Trip .^uto-Stop.

Ono of the two approved by the
government board.

of passing trains on levers

fixed close to the rails,

these levers serving to wind
up a coil spring.

The other automatic stop

approved by the board is

the invention of S. H. Har-
rington, and has been in ex-

perimental and successful

use for over two years on

the Northern Railroad of

New Jersey. It works
"overhead"—that is to say,

the device fixed at the road-

side is suspended, fifteen

feet above the track, in such a way as to

come into contact with a projecting arm
of an air-brake valve on the top of the

cab in the locomotive, the opening of

which valve applies the brake. The
roadside contrivance consists of a weight
.suspended on the end of a chain, which,

lianging free, operates the engine valve

by its mere inertia, when it strikes. At
the same time, it has the great advantage

of failiiii^ to li'ork when a train is going
very slowly—sa\-, five miles an hour or
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less. Under such circumstances—when
a precaution of the kind is not wanted

—

the weight simply di;ags over the operat-

ing rod on the locomotive, producing no
icffect.

It will be observed that the automatic

stop does not in any way insure the cor-

rectness of signals. Its only function is

.to correct the error of the engineman
wlio runs past a danger warning. This,

however, is of utmost importance, inas-

much as many bad accidents are caused

by the failure of locomotive engineers to

observe, understand, and obey signals.

Failure to observe them may be due to

fog, snow, extinction of signal lights, or

smoke from other trains. Tlie engir.eman

may fail to understand signals because

of their complexity, or for the reason

that his attention is distracted. Inten-

tional failure to obey them is rare. The
automatic stop, however, eliminates al-

most entirely the element of

human fallibility. Further-

more, experience has shown

that engineers are much
more careful to heed danger

signals when it is certain

that disobedience of such

signals will be detected.

The board confidently

expects that tlie automatic

stop will be developed to a

point where, like the block

signal, the car-coupler, and

the train-brake, it will be

available to railroads gen-

erally, and will greatly con-

tribute to the safety of train

o])eration. Already such

contrivances are in actual

use to some extent—for ex-

ample, on the Boston Ele-

vated, the New York City

Subway, the Philadelphia

Subway, and the under-

ground lines in London,
England. Mechanical trip

train-stops of similar de-

sign, worked by electric

motors, are also in use in

the tunnels under the Hud-
son River between New-
York and Hoboken. Officers

of these roads are unani-

mous in testifying to their

satisfactory operation, and

on a number of occasions they have been

the means of preventing collisions.

The board has likewise offered to

make practical tests of two kinds of cab

signals, to which an automatic train-stop

can be attached if desired. One of these

is the invention of E. F. Clement, of

Philadelphia. The other is owned by the

Railway Audible Signal Company, of

London, and is now in use on the Great
Western Railroad in England. Its essen-

tial feature is a short contact rail in the

middle of the track at the signal point.

This rail engages with a device beneath
the engine, showdng a danger signal in

the cab and blowing the whistle of the

locomotive.

The board has found itself called upon
to give a good deal of consideration to

the question of locomotive headlights.

In seven States of the Union, Arkansas,
Montana, North Carolina, Oklahoma,

ElICI TKir Al'TOMATIC StOP ON TROLLEY I.INE IN \\ A-HINGToN St MK.

\Vhc;n thir signal is set (ur danger, a metal rod smashes a glass tube un
top of the car. and thus sets the brakes.
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S n u t ii D a k n t a.

Texas, and Wash-
ington, headlights

of 1,500 candle-

power or over are

required by law.

The State railroad

commission of In-

diana compels the

use of equally pow-
e r f u 1 headlights,

and in ( Georgia the

law demands elec-

tric headlights of

great luminous effi-

ciency, with reflec-

tors twenty - three

inches in diameter.

The trouble with
the ordinary oil-

burning lieadlight,

c o m m only em-
ployed on locomo-
tives is that it is

seldom powerful
enough to make it

more than a marker
to indicate to per-

sons at stations or

railways crossings,

or to trains on
other tracks, that

an engine is ap-

])roaching. For dis-

covering or identi-

fying distant ob-

jects on the track

ahead, it is of almost no use at all. Hence
the argument in favor of the high-power
lieadlight, gas or electric, by which per-

sons or obstructions may be seen at a

sufficient distance to enable the train to

be stopped before reaching them.
On the other hand, there are some

serious objections to the high-power
headlight, chief among which is the fact

that its rays are so intense as fairly to

blind, for the moment, persons who may
look into the beam. This effect, when
experienced by enginemen of trains run-

ning in an opposite direction on parallel

tracks, is likely to give rise to accidents.

Furthermore, it is often difficult to read

the colors of signal lamps correctly in

the beam of an electric headliglit, the

s])ectnun of the arc being very rich in

blue and green rays, and containing a

Tkappfi) Thus. Many a Pkrson Ha.s Been Killed
BY Trains.

All fro^s ;irc now required to be blocked with metal
tir wood.

relatively small
proportion of the

red and yellow. (Jn

this account par-

ticularly the rail-

roads have made
strenuous objection

to such headlights.

On double-track
roads, and particu-

larly on roads hav-
ing three or four
tracks and. equip-

ped with signals

placed at frequent
intervals, the pre-

vailing opinion
seems to be that

electric headlights

are not only imnec-
essary, but are like-

ly to cause serious

errors on the ])art

of engineers in

reading colored
signal lights.

An incidental
problem which the

board is trying to

solve is that of the

lieadlight w h i c h
shall continue to

t h r o w i t s beam
upon the track
while the engine is

rounding a curve.

Inasmuch as such
lights are usually fixed in position, their

rays are jirojected in the direction of the

axis of the locomotive, and hence on
curves do not illuminate the track ahead.
Various devices have been submitted for

imparting to the headlight, while the en-

gine is rounding a curve, such motion as

will turn the beam so as to make it fall

on the track. Most of these contriv-

ances, however, are very crude, attempt-
ing to use the slewing of the front truck

of the engine to rotate the headlight,

and not one of them has been found sat-

isfactory.

The board strongly recommends that

railroads all over the country be coni-

IX'lled by law to adopt and maintain the

block system for running their trains.

.\1 the jiresent time only alxnit sixty-six

thousand miles of railroads, out of a
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total of approximately two hundred and
forty thousand miles in this country, are

operated under this system, notwith-

standing a superabundance of evidence

that, wherever used, it has added im-

measurably to safety of transportation.

The situation is not unlike that which ex-

isted at the time when the adoption of

car couplers and power brakes was com-
pelled by Federal enactment, against a

most determined opposition on the part

of the companies, desirous of avoiding

the expense involved in the acquisition of

such improvements.

As a matter of fact, the adoption of

the block system everywhere would cost

the railroads very little money. Not
much apparatus is required. In July of

last year, the Baltimore & Ohio line from
Storr's, Ohio, west to Vincennes, Ind.,

and from North Vernon, Ind., to New
Albany, over one hundred and eighty

miles, was equipped with all the neces-

sary outfit for the operation of the sim-

ple manual block system in less than one

week.
It is the opinion of the board that the

compulsory introduction of the block sys-

tem on all railway lines will tend greatly

to reduce the number of collisions and

the incidental mortality record that re-

sults therefrom.

Keep Your Grit

Hang on ! Cling on ! No matter what they say.

Push on ! Sing on ! Things will come your way.

Sitting down and whining never helps a bit

;

Best way to get there is by keeping up your grit.

Don't give up hoping when the ship goes down;

Grab a spar or something— just refuse to drown.

Don't think you're dying just because you're hit.

Smile in face of danger and hang to your grit.

Folks die too easy— they sort of fade away;

Make a little error, and give up in dismay.

Kind of man that's needed is the man of ready wit,

To laugh at pain and trouble and keep his grit.

^-h. E. Thayer in .Vcii- V'ork Times.
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Soliloquy ofa Minor Poet

By C. L. EDHOLM

This bloodless Age!
So placid, cool, encompasstd by the laws

Of states and nation'' .<i a perfect round,

Just as the perfect circle of the rim

Encompasses a bowl of pale blue milk.

Oh God, how irksome is our skim milk age !

The good old days !

Our century was young then, (now so gray,

It seems as if it never had been young).

Ah, for the boisterous times when men were men,

Not cogs in one vast, complex world -machine,

But soldiers, captains,— yes, free lances, too,

There were a plenty in those reckless d.^ys

!

One gripped his fellow's throat, the other stabbed;

Spoils to the victor; to the weakling death!

Why now-a-days a man can hardly die

Outside the formulae prescribed by law.

No breadline now ; for who lacks bread and meat ?

No plots nor brawls for gold! What's gold to us?
And even woman is no more man's own.
To work for, kill for ! She, too, is a cog.

Does cog fight cog to win another cog ?

Our blood is turned to lubricating oil

And poet's voices have a steely click

When e'er they hymn the praises of our age.

19S



Oh, for the good old times !

The frst years of our ash gray century,

Comparable alone to those bright days

Of England's brave Queen Bess,— a man's queen thatl

To thine that not one hundred years ago

The flush of barbarism yet remained,

A sunset flaunting in a flaming sky

That's twilight now I Had I lived then.

What epics I'd have wrought in blood and fire I

What wonder tales, for Wonder was not dead!

Think of the thrill to him who first took flight.

When all the vast familiar continent

Of air was unexplored : the madcap search

To t. id the axis of our mudball earth.

The Commonplace of now was Wonder then

:

The submarine ; the word far-flung in air

And caught again, like pigeons shot in flight

;

The rays that pierce, what men once called opaque,

(Today we know there's no such word!) Alas,

That I was born a century too late,

There's nothing left to sing of but the past.

And thereupon the minor poet flung

The lever of his Microphonograph

And settled back to hear the record, caught

(You know the late invention of Herr Schulz)

From Homer's lips when centuries had lapsed.

t.V,

§S^^^^mfMf&r-i=^
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Wlll'KF, ONE HUNDRED PERSONS LOST THEIR LIVES.
Building concrete sheds to prnl^ect from snow slides nt Weilinf^ton. Washintrton,

GUARDING AGAINST THE AVALANCHE
By

s WILLIAM THORNTON PROSSER

IN
June 1910 the Techxical World

Magazine told of one of the most

tragic and remarkable railway

disasters ever recorded in the

United States ; how an avalanche

swept down the precipitous sides of

the Cascade mountains at the little

town of Wellington, Washington, and

carried a Great Northern passenger train

with almost one hundred passengers

aboard, to a terrible fate in the deptiis of

the canyon below. To prevent the recur-

rence of such a catastrophe was the

l)rob!em that confronted the Great

Northern's engineers, and spurred on by

200

James J. Hill, who declared that the

tracks must be rendered absolutely safe

no matter what the cost, they finally de-

termined upon the erection of reinforced

concrete snowsheds protecting all the

Wellington danger zone. These have
just been finished at a cost of $500,000.

Construction of these solid masonry
structures for a distance of 3.300 feet is

regarded as a great accomplishment in

the engineering world, for they are not

merely coverings built over the tracks

—

they are indestructible hoods set into the

mountain side. Future avalanclics may
thunder into the canyon, far below, all



MIXING GRAVEL AND CEMENT FOR THE CONCRETE SNOWSHEDS IN THE
CASCADE MOUNTAINS.

SETTING THE FRAMES TO SHAPE THE CONCRETE COVERING,

201
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The Steei. Rods Rfaby for Their Concrete
CoVI.RlNG.

they please, but they will slide right over
the concrete tubes, and trains may pass
back and forth within them as safely as

passenger traffic is carried on beneath the

Hudson river in the McAdoo tunnels, or
beneath the Detroit river.

It was a west bound passenger train

stalled at Wellington by snow-blockades
that was swept to destruction at the be-

ginning of last March, together with four
electric locomotives used in the Cascade
tunnel, which had been recently electri-

fied, and a part of the town of Welling-
ton. For weeks and weeks workingmen
continued to take out the bodies of the

victims, some buried under fifty feet of

snow and debris. Soon after traffic was
resumed Mr. Hill, chairman of the Great
N'orthern board of directors, with L. W.
Hill, his son, president of the road, L. C.

Gilnian, assistant to the president, and
A. IT. Hogeland, chief engineer of the

system, visited the mountain division,

and studied the problem from all angles.

Observation convinced the officials that

the only way to render the tracks immune
from such disaster was to set the rails

back into the mountain, and erect cov-

erings that no avalanche could budge.
"We must make the mountain district

imjiregnable against snowslides, even if

an outlay of millions of dollars is neces-

sary," declared Mr. Hill emphatically,

and aside from the concrete sheds the

railway magnate ordered more than

$LOOO,000 spent in an effort to prevent

blockades and delays to through trains

during the winter months. Two miles

of the main line near Berne, east of Wel-
lington, are in process of rebuilding, new
buildings were erected at \\'ellington, a

water sujjply system is being installed

between W'ellington and Scenic, and at

Wellington a rendezvous has been made
for the scores of men that each winter

fight the snow king in the Cascades.

From this point men may be rushed down
the west side of the mountains or through

the Cascade tunnel to the eastern slope.

Not before in the world have rein-

forced concrete snowsheds been con-

structed to protect a long stretch of track,

as in the Cascades. Preparatory to the

building of them and the erection of

some wooden sheds the Great Northern
placed orders for 11,000,000 feet of lum-

ber. In the concrete work 30,000 barrels

of cement were used, with 2,400 tons of

steel as reinforcement. Relays of men
worked night and day rushing the con-

struction, as haste was necessary if the

great task was to be completed before

the winter snows again brought danger.

The mountain side of solid rock was
excavated for fifty feet back from the

old tracks. For most of the 3,300 feet

the concrete construction rests against

the mountain wall. The concrete roof,

ten inches thick and sloping one foot

in five, is twenty-two feet above the

double tracks of the main line. Rein-

forced concrete pillars set ten feet apart

in the walls give additional support.

Great Northern engineers declare that

these so-called sheds will last for all time

to come, and that danger is virtually

eliminated. Each year snows and block-

ades made traffic extremely difficult to

maintain through the Cascade district,

but next winter with the improvements
that have lieen made the operating offi-

cials expect less trouble than ever before.



ROLLER COTTON GIN AT LAST
By

C.E.HAYES

FOR years all cotton men,
wliether growers, ginners or

manufacturers, have recog-

nized that a radical improve-
ment was necessary in the

present method of ginning cotton. The'
enormous loss in wasteful ginning meth-
ods, estimated as amounting to $40,000,-

000 on each year's crop, could be saved

for the mills of this country, with the

use of a perfect gin. Roller gins have
been recognized for years as the proper
gins to Use, delivering the cotton fiber in

its full length, uncut and unbroken, while

the saw gins materially damage the fiber.

But the roller gins in use, working by
reciprocating motion, have a very small

capacity, about 40 to 50 pounds per hour
as compared with the saw gins which
turn out from 400 to 500 pounds of lint

per hour. Also the roller gins in use

have only been adapted to the ginning

of the very longest varieties of cotton,

like Sea Island and Egyptians, and not

much success was achieved with them in

the ginning of short staple or upland
cotton which comprises ninety-nine ]ier

cent, of the cotton crop in this country.

THE NEW ROTARY GIN WHICH HAS AN ENORMOUS CAPACITY FOR COMBINC COTTO.V.
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Magmfikd Cotton Fibkrs Showing Cuts and
Injury from Saw Ginning.

For years inventors have been work-
ing- to improve the capacity of the roller

gin, knowing that when the quantity of

output would equal the saw gin, the lat-

ter would die out.

Some years ago Charles J. McPher-
son of South Framingham, Mass., be-

came interested in the improvement of

cotton ginning and as a result of his

experiments invented what he calls the

rotary comb roller gin. This gin will

soon be in the market in competition with
the saw gin.

The new gin uses a rotary process

which gives it a rapid ginning action and
a great capacity, turning out from 400 to

.^00 pounds of short staple cotton per

hour while the fiber is uninjured and
the quality of the lint perfect. Many
points of superiority are clainied for this

new gin over the saw gin. Among
them is the saving in fire losses which
now occur in saw- ginneries through the

action of the rapidly revolving saws en-

countering pebbles or small particles of

hard metals which are frequently brought
to the ginneries in the seed cotton.

Sparks are flashed as a result and fires

ensue, thus causing insurance rates on
ginneries to be very high. The action of

the rolls in the rotary gin is to smother
the fire should one start in the gin. Re-
peated tests having been made to demon-
strate this fact. There is no danger
whatever to operators of the new roller

gin. Thousands of employes in Southern
ginneries are mainied or less seriously in-

jured each year by saw .gins.

The new gin has ginned wet cotton

perfectly and no saw gin will do it with-

out mangling and tearing the lint. In

competition with saw gins in the South
it saved from twenty to twenty-five

pounds of waste per bale, as it delivered

the line full length from the seed. Per-
fect lint to the manufacturer means a

Perfect Cotton Fibfrs from Roli.fr Gin.

great saving to hini in the preliminary

processes in the mill, besides making a

stronger yarn. As a result roller gin

cotton sells from one-half to three cents

per pound more than saw gin cotton.

The gin consists of tw-o sets of double

rolls, the rolls of each set revolving in op-

posite directions. One of these is a gin-

ning roll, and is covered with some soft

material having a gentle friction—usually

walrus hide—which will thus not only

not injure the fiber, but likewise should

I)e free from the danger of heating ex-

cessively. The other roll is a conibing

roll and consists of a shaft on which are

set spirally two pointed soft metal disks.

The lint on the seed is caught by the

ginning roll and drawn inside a poHshed
steel plate or blade against wdiich the

ginning roll revolves. This action holds

the seed firmly against the dull edge of

the blade and it is combed from the lint

by the points of tlie rapidly revolving

disks. After being detached by the comb
roll, the seeds are forced through a grate

underneath by the rotary action of the

comb roll, and the lint, now free, is

blown by means of a suction fan to a

condenser in the rear of the gin. The
simplicity and efficiency of the process

are apparent at a glance.
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TWO ELEVATORS IN
ONE SHAFT

H

By

G. HUNTING
I" you have ridden up and down in the

elevators of the big building's of Chicago,
1\ou are more likely to feel that too little,

rather than too much, space is given to

elevators. Usually they are used to ca-

pacity. With this fact perfectly clear in his

view, however, Jarvis Hunt, designer of big
buildings, has made the astonishing announce-
ment that twice too much space is used by the

lifts, because—now, don't laugh—because two
elevators can just as well run in one shaft as

not.

A few days ago, a group of Chicago capital-

ists paid $85,000 a front foot for a piece of

State Street real estate. That means that, for

a strip of ground one foot wide and running
back one hundred feet to the alley, they gave
cheerfully, not to say with alacrity, a sum that

would make a snug little competence, at least,

for most men.
Of course, they did not buy one strip alone.

They bought several, side by side. Then they
dug still deeper into their capacious pockets
and brought forth a million or so and put up
a building of magnitude and figured the value
of floor-space as a basis for rental*. And the

floor-space was valuable. It was worth enough
to pay up-keep, interest and profit on that

$85,000 per front foot and on the million or

so invested in the building.

Floor space in that building rents for about
five dollars a square foot per month, or say
eighty dollars for an office twelve by sixteen

feet. With twenty floors, each one hundred
by one hundred feet inside measure, such a

building would have two hundred thousand
feet of floor space. And two hundred thousand
feet at five dollars a foot per month, would
make a very pretty income on investment.

But
The space doesn't all rent. There must be

halls and walls. There must be stairways.

There must be closets, janitors' rooms, rooms
for control-stations for various apparatus,

washrooms. There must be a light-shaft.

^
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There must be air spaces and space for pipings

for water and sewer and steam, and wiring for

electric service. Lastly—but not least, by any
means—there must be space for elevators.

When you come to count it all up, it is

costly space that is given to all these things.

It keeps the profits down—somewhat, though
it is still popularly believed to be a profitable

investment, this building and renting of big

skyscrapers. But suppose that each elevator

in such a building takes a space six by seven

feet, including its running space. That's forty-

two square feet out of each floor for each ele-

vatiir. Suii|)ose it requires ten elevators In

ser\-e the building. Ten elevators would sub-

tract ten times fort_\--two feet for each of

twenty floors, or 8,-100 s((uare feet, in all. from
the rentable floor s]iace of the building. At
five dollars—oh. well, it is ea.sy enough tu

figure it. That's ,f;504,0C0 a year in floor space

given u\) to elevators. That's quite a sum.

The builders of the big skyscraper on State

.Street are giving up $504,000 every year for

the purpose of lifting people in and out of the

rentable floor-space. You may be quite sure

that they have figured rather carefully about

the necessities of the case before they have
consented to any such thing. But a certain

Chicago architect has come forward and pro-

claims that they are throwing away just one-

half of that big sum. Literally they are throw-
ing it away—for it isn't going to anybody

—

it isn't doing anybody any good. It simply

isn't coming in when it should be. \\'hy?

Because too much space is given to elevators.

Two elevators in one shaft! How? Well,

of course, they can't be side by side, so they

must be ong over the other. And the plan is

"so simple that it's a wonder nobody thought

of it before," just as is every other useful idea

that crops into man's head after years of blun-

dering blindness.

There are two types of elevators in common
use now in the great buildings. One is the

kind that is lifted by cables—the other is the

sort that is pushed up by a plunger. Mr. Hunt
means to put a cable-lift elevator in the shaft,

to start at the first floor and run "express,"

without a stop below the tenth floor, serving

the floors above the latter point. Beneath that

elevator, he will put another to start at the

liasement and be pushed up by its plunger and
run "local" to the tenth floor and back, serving

all IliKirs below the tenth. Between the two
cars he puts a safety device to prevent possi-

bility of collision and—there you are. It is

simple to arrange the schedule so that the two

fR=
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FK;. I. SUCCESSIVE MOVEMENTS OF A GULL. MADE BY
THE LINE OF ITS FLIGHT.

AN OBSERVER FOLLOWING

BIRDS AS AVIATORS' MODELS
TRANSLATED FROM LA NATURE

By

MRS. F. M. C. HOLLEY

A MOXG the unexplained things of

f\ nature that man has been

/ \ fretting his brain over to little

/ \ purpose as yet, is the fact that

^ ^ some birds liave the power to

holds themselves in the air without being

dependent upon the beating of their

wings. Direct observation of birds and
the character of their flight has estab-

lished the fact that birds of a certain

size do not fly exclusively by beating

their wings ; they soar in the air. It may
be said tliat this kind of movement is

general with birds above the weight of

four and one-half pounds, as if nature

had not known how to enable large birds

to use the same kind of flight as small

ones.

How. under these conditions can we
hope that man, surpassing nature, should

he able to make a beating of wings that

will lift not merely four and one-half

pounds but his own weight?

Works on the flight of birds, under-

taken during the past few years are very

numerous, and it is becoming difficult to

find one's way amidst the contradictions,

uncertainties and obscurities which one

meets. How-ever a certain number of

facts have within this time been ascer-

tained by the experimental method which

have often been corroborated by careful

calculations.

The sparrow gives the impression of a
living force which raises itself quickly

and flies with rapid beatings of the wings
to traverse only a few yards or to raise

itself to a slight elevation. The pigeon
rises with the same facility, but its beat-

ings are less rapid and are produced with

much more regularity : its flight, more
ample than that of the sparrow, gives the

impression that it belongs to a more
powerful bird, capable of sustaining its

course a longer time.

But a new element appears in the

pigeon's flight—the facility, of which it

frequently makes use, of suspending the

beating of its wings in order to glide

through the air. In ordinary weather
with a moderate wind it holds itself thus

when from a high point it wishes to

descend to the earth ; it half folds back
its wings and lets itself fall in a concave
curve which may become ascending. This

practice is frequently followed by swal-

lows, swifts and hawks, which use the

momentum gained during the fall in

order to mount again. During this fall

and this automatic ascension, there is no
expenditure of force necessary on the

])art of the bird, which benefits by this

rest in order longer to continue its flight.

It is in this way that swallows succeed in

ploughing through the air, almost with-

out stopping, from morning until evening.
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The kite, the sparrow and the buzzard

practice the kind of flight called the

sailing flight, but the true kings of the

air are the eagles, the vultures and the

condors which travel through space with-

out a single beating of the wings like

living aeroplanes, capable even of re-

maining immovable, as though fastened

in the sky.

Even superficial observation enables

one to ascertain that the same bird may
have difi^erent modes of flight and that

the different species fly in different ways.

Two kinds of flying are in fact ad-

mitted ; that obtained exclusively by the

beating of the wings, the flight by row-
ing, as it may be called, and the soaring

flight, during which the bird keeps its

wings extended in the course of its

progress through the air. There are two
difi'erent modes of soaring flight : soaring

flight properly so called, which is only

the wind for their movement. Simple
observation permits us to establish among
birds some clearly defined classes

:

First, birds exclusively rowers ; second,

birds practicing the rowing flight and
soaring flight ; third, birds practicing

rowing and sailing : fourth, birds prac-

ticing only sailing flight.

.Are these" distinctions, which are

based only on the different variety of

methods for accomplishing the action of

flying, dependent upon the construction

of the wing, and are "there found in the

wings of a bird such modifications that

we may without hesitation attribute to

them the special character of the flight ?

Observers have always replied in the

affirmative, after having proved that the

form of the wings is essentially variable

and adapted to the kind of flying ; but it

is modern research which has scien-

lifically established this dependence.
There exist two well defined

types of wings among which,

evidently, all the gradations

are observed, but the distinc-

tion is easy. It is sufficient

indeed, to glance at the two
figures five and six in order to

discover that the hawk's wing
is stretched to a point, while

the eagle's is rounded. This is

due to the length of the quili

feathers w h i c h diminishes

from the first one to the last in

KiG. 2. The Fou dk Bassan
—A Bird OF THE French

Coast—Poised for
Flight.

temporary and acces-

sory to rowing flight,

and sailing flight,

which is the normal
mode of locomotion

for large birds cap-

able of remaining en-

tire days in the air by
utilizing the action of Fig. 3. The Fou de Bassan in Flight.
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Fig. 4.

the hawk's wing, while in the eagle's

wing the longest feather is the sixth.

Besides, the rowing wing is homogeneous
on its posterior sitle, whilst the sailing

wing is jagged. This last peculiarity is

due to the special conformation of the

primary feathers which, instead of pre-

senting the form of

a knife as do the

rowing feathers,

become narrow at

the middle of their

length while the

quill loses some of

its rigidity. There
results a certain

suppleness of the

edge of the sailing

wing which, during
flight, becomes con-

vex and appears in-

dented by reason of the divergence and
the bending of the feathers. This atti-

tude is striking in figure ten. and it is pre-

cisely this lack of rigidity which renders

sailing birds unfit for rowing flight.

Besides the.se characteristics, based for

the most part on the structure of the

wing, one may again examine the rela-

tion of the two dimensions, length and
Ijreadth. .According to the French Mou-
illard, who was one of the most careful

observers, the rowers all have short

w i n g s but the

width of these

wings varies ac-

cording to the

necessities of the

bird 'due to pecu-

liar character of

its life. The spar-

row, the partridge

and the quail have
no long distances

to traverse by one
flight Init

' they

must have power-
ful wings in order

to rise from the

ground and es-

cape danger as

swiftly as pos-

sible : .so their

wings are short

and broad. The
duck and the

The Rowing Wing
r. i o- p r> ii wliirli

OF A Falcon. P I g e O n, w men

.Appearance of a Bird That Soars Slowly
The point of the wing carried forward.

Fig, .S

have a more ample flight, possess nar-

rower wings which, in addition, facilitate

their veerings. The wing stretches in

proportion as the bird, from being a

rower, becomes a sailer. But here again

one finds some broad and some narrow
wings. The latter, provided for work

in violent winds,

belong to sea birds,

such as the petrel

and frigate birds

;

the others have
been given to the

great birds of prey
in order that they

may take advan-

tage of the least

breath of wind
a n d m a y cover

enough space to

find their prey.

Now, how does the bird use its wings

in order to keep itself up and to proceed

through the air? Flying always com-
prises three phases or periods : the de-

parture, the flight, properly so called, and

lastly the alighting. We are going to

study these three phases in each one of

the groups of birds that we have de-

scribed: rowers, half sailers, and sail-

ers.

The average species of small size, be-

longing to the rowing group, take their

start after a hop
made by the relax-

ation of their legs

accompanied by a

vigorous heating of

the wings which
raises them from
the ground at an

angle of about

forty-five degrees.

The sparrow, the

quail, the partridge,

gallinaceous birds,

and pigeons rise in

this way. Certain

aquatic species with

short wings do not

need to hop in

order to release

their wings ; for

.some ducks it is

sufficient to
straighten their
1 ]•' ,• 11 Fig. 6. The Sailing Wing
bodies vertically so of an e.^gle.
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as to permit at the first a

flapping of wings. When
these birds rest on an ele-

vated support, it is sufficient

for them to let themselves

fall in order to acquire the

start or indispensable

spring for the action of the

wings.

The necessary effort for

flight is considerable, but it

diminishes rapidly in pro-

portion as the speed of the

bird approaches the normal
condition. One gains an
understanding of this by
appreciating the speed and
amplitude of the flapping of

the wings ; in the sea gull the amplitude
attains one hundred to one hundred and
ten degrees at the departure and lowers

from thirty degrees to forty degrees in

normal flying : in the jiartridge the ex-

penditure of force is so depressing that

the little cries that this bird makes at the

moment of its flight are attributed to

fatigue.

During the flight the raising of the

wing is obtained only by the action of

the middle pectoral muscle wdiich has no
other function and acts intermittently

:

but this would be insufficient if nature
did not aid by an artifice to reduce the

resistance of the air to its lowest value.

It iias been discovered, in short, that,

durine the first flappings, the wings are

like the slats of open Venetian blinds.

The feathers meet the air edgewise.

This arrangement, which oflfers a mini-

mum of resi'=tance to the passage through
the air, is caused by an automatic pivot-

ing of the feathers, due to a very com-
plicated disposition of their elastic liga-

ments. In proportion as the bird gains

speed the raising of the wing is caused

by an increasingly weaker action of the

middle pectoral muscle, and it becomes
entirely passive
when the motion is

normal. It is in-

deed, the relative

wind produced by

the speed of the

bird which acts on
the convex face of

the win g. Here
again we find two

Fig. 7. 'I'hk 1'kigatk Hikd—One of the Strongest of Flyers.

components—the vertical and the hori-

zontal ; the first serving to raise the wing

and the other, directed with a contrary

motion, consequently slackens the speed

of the bird. When to the relative wind

there is added the absolute wind,—that

is, when the bird flies against the wind,

—the result is still more defined, and this

explains wdiy many rowing birds try

always to take their flight with the beak

toward the wind.

All authors are agreed in defining

soaring as a word which signifies that

kind of flight which a bird executes with-

out flapping the wings, and with the

wings more or less extended. Soaring

thus understood comprises two difl^erent

forms : soaring flight properly so called,

for which the bird utilizes the speed

acquired during a course of beating the

wings or by a fall from an elevated point,

and sailing flight, in which the bird has

essential need of the assistance of the

wind.

The bird that soars may be compared

to a kite that one draws behind him

while running and which rises and

keeps itself up if the air is calm. All the

rowers of medium size, herons, storks,

buzzards, sea gulls

and hawks, practice

this kind of flying,

and it is always
easy to observe the

periods during

which they suspend

the flapping of their

wings, and continue

their, course, hold-

FlG. 8. APPEARANCF. OF A BiRD THAT GlIDFS
Rapidly.

The point of the wing i= carried backward.
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I'u;. H. Thk Stukk in Shaking Flight.

ing their wings extended almost withuut

losing any speed ; then a few vigorous

strokes of the wings will quickly start

them again on their way. Such flying is

a gliding over the air, and the great force

acquired during the period of the beating

of the wings is utilized by the bird for

taking support on the air and for con-

tinuing its course either while rising,

remaining at the same height, or de-

scending. According as its passage fol-

lows the one or the other of these direc-

tions the speed diminishes rapidly,

slowly, or increases. The bird which

presents most frequently these different

modes of flying is the falcon in hunting.

When from a great height it perceives

its prey, it lets itself fall almost vertically

in such a manner as to return and attack

its victim from beneath ; if it fails, it sets

its wings' and its body with the purpose

of utilizing the enormous force acquired

during the fall to mount again to a

height when it commences again this

manoeuvre and continues these duckings,

without interruption, and consequently

without fatigue, until the prey is cap-

tured.

The pigeon also offers us frequent ex-

amples of soaring. When, perched on a

roof, it wishes to descend to the ground,

it lets itself fall vertically then, reducing

its speed by flapping its wings or, if it

has some space before it, it lets itself

glide following a parabolic curve which

places it gently on the ground.

By observation of different soaring

birds and by experiments performed with

soaring machines it has been shown that,

for the bird wishing to land as far as

jxjssible from an elevated

starting point, it is neces-

sary to fall one yard in

order to traverse eight

yards. A bird which would
soar to the height of 1,000

yards would thus be able to

land without fatigue at a
distance of 8,000 yards.

Among soaring birds the

sustaining qualities com-
mence to gain on the pro-
]ielling qualities; the con-

cavity of the wing becom-
ing no longer necessary

except at the moment of the

flappings, is assured only
by the elasticity of the last quill feathers

opposed to the rigidity of the first : be-

sides, the surface of the wing is reduced
and the tip gains a considerable develop-
ment. Thus there is produced a narrow
wing with a convex edge which iS at

once an excellent organ of propulsion

and a very good soarer, qualities indis-

pensable for assuring to these birds their

busy existence in the pursuit of very
fugutive prey.

Clearly then this condition, pushed to

the extreme, will lead to flight by sailing,

practiced only by birds which are no
longed rowers and which borrow the

necessary energy for their movement
from another source than their muscles.

Among the large sailing birds only the

sustaining qualities exist ; no more con-

cavity of the wing, no more convexity or

predominance of the tip, but large flat

wings provided with extremely supple

feathers with slight spread of the tip.

The form of the wing itself is modified;

the enlargement of the surface is ob-

tained not by increasing the span, which
would be inconvenient for' the start, but

by filling up the angle at the end of the

wing which from being pointed becomes
rectangular.

These are actual observations, and
although denied by authors who have
never witnessed this kind of flying, flight

by sailing, are today definitely admitted,

and no longer does any one deny that,

in the large bird, the propelling and sus-

taining powers are obtained, simply by
the reaction of the air in motion, by the

wind alone. The agreement ceases when
there is a (|uestion of explaining the
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mechanism of the flight by saiHng; and in

particular this paradoxical fact that the

bird can rise and make headway against

the wind.

Many explanations have been pro-

posed, some fantastic, others the discus-

sion of which leads to such absurd deduc-

tions as the realization of perpetual

motion ; others again, true perhaps in

certain particular cases, could not be

embraced in a general theory. To this

last class belong the hypotheses based on

the utilization of the ascendant currents

and on the variations of the velocity of

the wind. It is cer-

tain that the bird

gains in the ascend-

ing currents of the

air; but there have

been noted also

many sailing flights

with the wind hori-

zontal or even de-

scending; so that if

the theory of the

ascendant wind suits

very well certain

cases, as also that

which utilizes the

variations of velocity

and direction of the

wind, there remains
to be found a gen-
eral theory which
may be applied to all

these different cases.

The sailing bird,

having only the aid of the wind to sup-
port it in the air, must be built for

utilizing the slightest current of air from
whatever direction it comes. It is neces-

sary also that its organs be delicate

enough to adapt it without delay to the

changes of the direction of the wind
which are almost always very sudden.
These results are assured by the supple-

ness of the wings themselves and by that

of the feathers, since the position of the

plane to the air has to be modified. In

fact each change of direction of the wind
requires, if the wings are not sufficiently

supple, an oscillation of the body and of

the wings all together. This is what is

produced in the semi-sailing birds with

the wings relatively rigid, the tips of

which are convex and predominant as in

the case of the sea gull and swallow.

Fig. 10. Vulture Soaring.

There results in these birds a .sort of

balancing very clearly noticeable to

observers. This balancing is very much
diminshed in large sailing birds with

supple wings ; the shifting of the wings
comes into play and as the total mass of

the body and of the wings requires much
greater energy in order to be displaced

from its equilibrium, it is the wings alone

that feel the effect of the changes of the

direction of the wind. And when the

variations of the wind are very slight,

the feathers alone, the respective inde-

pendence of which makes them like* so

many small wings
for independent
shifting, receive the

puff of air and ab-

sorb its energy.

The large sailing

birds having to count
only upon the wind
are necessarily con-

structed so as to

utilize the lightest

breath of air ; every-
thing with them
tends to this result,

from the sensitive-

ness of the feathers

and the suppleness of

the wing, to the abil-

ity of spreading the

wing like a fan

when, if they wish
to rise, they have

n e e d t o increase

their sail. This explains the dift'erent

positions reproduced in our figures 4 and

8, the first corresponding to a light wind
for the utilization of which it is necessary

to set full sail, the other becoming neces-

sary when the wind freshens and there

is need of taking a reef. Between these

two extreme cases, there is an infinity

of intermediate situations that the shift-

ing of the feathers, or that of the wings,

if it is necessary, suffice to regulate. The
quill-feathers, in fact, constitute an auto-

matic shifting device which assures the

longitudinal and lateral equilibrium in

normal conditions; the assistance of the

wing, and of the entire body, are used

only in extremely violent strokes. This

automatic shifting is indispensable to

birds that practice flight by sailing, and

those which are not provided with it, the
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semi-sailers, are not as good flyers in

iiigh winds, unless they spread their

wings like a fan as the stork in figure

nine, in order to give a little independ-

ence to the extremities of the feathers.

I'ut this slight defect is not sufficient to

destroy the brilliant qualities of flight

which tliese birds present
;

powerful
rowers, they are masters of the air, not

being, like the large sailing birds, at the

mercy of a dead calm, which is always
possible and many render them power-
less. In short, the latter have taken their

qualities from the two extreme groups

:

the rowers and the sailers in order tn

utilize them according to circumstances.

It is then the semi-sailers much more
than the sailers that practice the most
perfect flight, and man's imitation, which
is often a criterion, gives actual proof
of this. The aeroplane as it is conceived
today, is only a semi-sailer with its screw
propeller which allows it to take flight

and sustain itself in the air, with its sup-
porting and shifting planes, and its rud-

der which directs it. This gives us a

hope that the day is not distant when
automatic action will enable the machine
to practice the true sailing flight without
the aid of an\- motor whatever.

On a Bust of Dante

The lips as Cumae's cavern close,

The cheeks with fast and sorrow thin,

The rigid front, almost morose.

But for the patient hope within,

Declare a life whose course hath been

Unsullied still, though still severe;

Which through the wavering days of sin,

Kept itself icy— chaste and clear.

Peace dwells not here-- this rugged face

Betrays no spirit of repose
;

The sullen warrior sole we trace.

The marble man of many woes.

Such was his mien when first arose

The thought of that strange tale divine,

When hell he peopled with his foes,

The scourge of many a guilty line.

—T. \V. i'ARSONS.



THE MACHINE FOR POLLENIZING CLOVER.
Note the "fuzzy fingers" which the stooping man is touching.

MACHINE POLLINATES CLOVER
By

RICHARD C. BENTON

THE bumblebee is to be ren-

dered almost superfluous in

nature by a machine newly
patented by an Indiana in-

ventor—James M. Dennis, of

Cambridge City.

This, at all events, so far as concerns

clover and alfalfa plants, which have de-

])ended almost wholly upon the bumble-

bee for their production of seetl. Where
there are no bumblebees there is neither

clover nor alfalfa. \\'hich is why our

government, not long ago, sent several

batches of these useful insects to Aus-
tralia, a bumblebeeless and cloverless

country.

Up to date, it does not appear that the

experiment has "panned out" as well as

was expected. But this is a matter of

no importance if the "fecundating ma-
chine," as the inventor calls it, works as

well as he claims it does. One such ma-
chine, he asserts, is equal for fertilizing

purposes to a whole swarm of bumble-

bees.

The contrivance is a two-wheele 1

skeleton cart, and is intended to he driven

liy a man over a clover field. In the

rear of the axle is a horizontal frame
extending almost the entire width of the

vehicle. This frame is interlaced with

numerous wires in such fashion as to

divide it up into an arrangement of

square meshes.

It will be understood, then, that the

interlacing wires join each other at right

2/S
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View from Abovk of Mv_hine for Pollenizing
Plants.

angles. From every joining there hangs
downward a pair of spring-shaped wire

fingers wrapped with some fuzzy stuff,

such as lint or fibrous down. The fuzzy

fingers thus prepared are made water-

proof by dipping them in a thin solution

of rubber. This is highly important,

because they are the business members,

so to speak, of the machine.

As the latter is driven slowly over the

clover or alfalfa field, the horizontal

frame, by an arrangement of cams, is

made to move a few inches up and down.
Four times during each revolution of the

Side View. Showing the "Fingers" of Machine
FOR Ff.CUND.ATION of PLANTS.

cart wheels, they are lifted gently and
drop{)ed suddenly. This keeps the frame
continually agitated ; likewise the fuzzy

fingers, which brush the blossoms, take

up their pollen, and deposit it upon other

blossoms.

In order that clover or alfalfa shall

produce good seed, it is necessary that

the blossoms shall be cross-pollinated.

In other words, the pollen of one blos-

som must fertilize another. This is a

task satisfactorily accompHshed by the

bumblebee : but ]\Ir. Dennis claims that

his machine does it equally well, and
that it can be relied upon to fertilize

practically all the blossoms in any patch.

A smaller machine is also being made
now for similar use among strawberry

plants.

On a Grecian Urn

O, Attic shape ! Fair attitude ! with brede

Of marble men and maidens overwrought,

With forest branches and the trodden weed.

Thou silent form, dost tease us out of thought

As does eternity : Cold pastoral

!

When old age shall this generation waste

Thou Shalt remain in midst of other woe

Than ours, a friend to man to whom thou say'st,

"Beauty is truth, truth beauty" — that is all

Ye know on earth, truth, and all ye need to know.

—Keat?.



NOVEL SCHOOL LIGHTING
By

WILLIAM LEWIS NIDA

THE chief purpose of a school

building is to render children

comfortable and to protect

their health while they are

being taught. This protection

to health should be brought about with

the minimum of attention from the

teacher who- is likely to be absorbed in

the process of instruction.

In the building of the Elm Street

School at River Forest, Illinois, the

board of education has adopted an en-

tirely new method of lighting and with

such success that it has already been

taken up by surrounding towns.

While the problems of heating and
ventilating schoolrooms have been fairly

well solved, the science of lighting has as

yet received little consideration, though
it has been brought to our attention

again and again that a greater percent-

age of school children are suffering

from eye-strain than from any other

trouble. Many eye diseases, headaches

and nervous disorders are directly at-

tributable to the use of the eyes under
improper conditions.

When we consider that the eye, whose
loss is more deplorable than that of any
other sense organ, is subjected to con-

CONTR.'^RY TO THE PREVAILING IDEA, ONE-STORV BUILDINGS COST NO MORE PER ROOM
THAN TWOSTORY STRUCTURES.

This four-room school buildine at River Forest. Illinois, cost $19,000.

2n



PHOTOGRAPHERS CALI, THIS A POOR PICTURE.
The canuTa cannot w(»rk well in such a liL'tit. Coiisidi-r Ih.- necessarily evil effects upon the ev«-siKht of these children.

. stant aiiil serious abuse—and this, too,

among children who have no means of

self-protection—we do not wonder that

the percentage of spectacled people is in-

creasing so alarmingly.

It is common experience that strong

light, shining directly into the eyes soon

produces exhaustion and sleepiness. Yet
there is scarcely one schoolroom in all

this broad land in which a large propor-

tion of the children are not forced to

endure this strain. On the other hand
a soft, steady and well-difTused light

from overhead enables one to continue

visual effort for a great length of time

without fatigue. The explanation is

simple. The pujiil of the eye soon ad-

justs itself to this steady, well-distributed

i'ght, and no readjustment is necessary

as the head is turned from side to side.

Consequently vision is perfect, the retina

protected and nervous energy conserved.

In like manner, when one is out of doors

the field of vision is illuminated by a

steady, perfectly-diffused light and the

pupil of the eye adapts itself to this un-

changing intensity once for all and no

harm done.

That the atlju.stment uf the i)ui:)il of the

eye to changing intensities of light is not

instantaneous, is well known. In rooms
lighted by side windows there are

marked differences of light-intensity

since the walls, absorbing much, reflect

a soft light, while the glare from the

side windows is unabated. As the head
turns from side to side and the eye is met
by widely varying light intensities, the

slow-adjusting pupil is hopelessly unable

to protect the sensitive retina. Vision

is therefore obscured and nervous energy
needlessly and harmfully wasted.

One of our illustrations shows a mod-
ern schoolroom—one that has always

been considered well-lighted. The
camera shows that part of the children

are suffering from too little light and the

others from too much, that the room is

very unevenly lighted and that nearly all

are subjected to severe eye-strain be-

cause of the great volume of rays burst-

ing upon the faces of the children.

Nature's provision—deep eye-sockets,

eye-brows and eye-lashes—prove totally

inadequate protection against this over-

whelming light in front.
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THE SAW TCIOTHED SKYLIGHTS WHICH ARE PARALLEL RIDGES RUNNING EAST AND WEST.
The buuEli slope is covered with tin. the nortli is of reinforced ribbed glass. Thus a steady north lij^ht is assured.

to mask the lights. The four-room Ehii

Street School of River Forest, Illinois,

was completed in November, 1910, at a

cost of $19,000. It is strictly mcxlern,

having, besides top-lighting, a superior

ventilating system of a novel type.

Still another of our illustrations shows
the saw-tooth skylights, which are par-

allel ridges running east and west, the

south slope of which is covered with tin

so as to exclude sun-rays, while the north

slope is of reinforced ribbed glass. Thus
is assured a steady north light with no
interference from sunshine. The ceiling

glass of the classrooms is also of ribbed

glass which has proved to be the best

light diffuser.

Contrary to the prevailing idea, one-

story buildings cost no more per room
than two-story structures ! The large

halls required to make room for the

stairvv^ays in the latter and to accom-
modate the numbers using the same exit,

necessitate the enlargement of the

ground plan of the entire building, which
adds enormously to the cost without cor-

responding increase in the number of

classrooms. The costly stairways, the

heavier walls and foundations needed for

a two-story structure, overbalance the

added cost for excavation and roofing

of one-story buildings. Moreover, in the

latter, the partition walls need not be of

brick.

One-story schools require much more
space, however, and where land values

are very high such construction may be

impossible. But for smaller cities, vil-

lages and suburbs there are no obstacles

to this novel type of school architecture.

Boards of education ought to consider

well before burdening future generations

with ill-lighted school buildings that may
have to be torn down to make room for

an intelligent progress based on scientific

investigation.
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Mfcca Railway— a Provisional Station in the
Uksert.

One of the Belgian Locomotivfs Used in the
Construction Work.

TO MECCA BY RAIL
By H. J. SHEPSTONE

THE decision of the Turkish
government to extend the

famous Hedjaz Railroad by
carrying the metals of this

hne across the desert from
Mechna to Mecca calls attention to what
is undoubtedly one of the most daring
railroad enterprises of the age.

This railroad is unique in its claim of

being the only railroad built for the pur-
pose of carrying pilgrims. Indeed, known
as "The Railroad of the Pilgrims," it is

being used for the transportation of

Mohammedan pilgrims to Medina, the

burial place of their prophet. Starting
from Damascus it runs almost due south
through wild and sterile country for

more than 820 miles to Medina. A short

distance from the terminus is Daraa, now
t|uite an imposing and important station,

where the line joins that coming up
from Haifa round the southern shores of
the Sea of Galilee.

From Daraa the line gradually ascends
the undulating slopes of a plateau as far

as Zerka, where it drops into a deep
valley, and climbs out again by a wind-
ing belt. As the line proceeds south-
wards, signs of civilization become fewer
and fewer, and the sense of desolation
more pronounced. Pursuing a course

parallel to the River Jordan, and almost

identical with the old caravan route, the

railroad traverses a district as full of

interest for the Christian as for the Mo-
hammedan. Decayed ruins of past civili-

zations and silent monuments of long-

departed prosperity are visible on all

sides.

So the journey continues until El Ula
is reached, 609 miles from Damascus and
210 from Medina. Beyond El Ula none
but Mohammedans may go, even the

engineer-in-chief, who is a German, had
to relegate to a Mohammedan assistant

the carrying of the metals into Medina.

The railroad is now to be extended to

Mecca, the birthplace of Mohammed, but

to accomplish this, 285 miles of track

has yet to be laid across the desert. This

is now being rapidly done and construc-

tion trains carrying the necessary ma-
terial have proceeded south from Da-
mascus with Turkish soldiers who will

build the line under the direction of a

Mohammedan engineer. It is interest-

ing here to note that when the Bagdad
Railroad has progressed another 200

miles and the Bosphorus is spanned by a

bridge, the sacred city of Mecca will be

in direct railroad communication with

Constantinople.
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FF STEAM

Why, of Course !

Chatterton (gushingly)
—"What a

And, of course, his

Miss
magnificent great Dane!
name is Hamlet?"
Mr. Gaiety (the owner)—"Not exactly, you

see, I—er—couldn't consistently use that name.
The best I could do was to call her Ophelia!"—Nczv Orleans Picayune.

His Quietus

Mrs. Cobb—"Was the grocer's boy impudent
to you again when you telephoned your order
this morning?"
Maid—""V'es, Mrs. Cobb, he was that ; but I

fixed him this time. I sez, 'Who the hell do
you think you're talkin' to? This is Mrs.
Cobb.' "

—

Life.

^
Maybe the Printer Knew

"My pigmy counterpart," the poet wrote
Of his dear child, the darling of his heart;

Then longed to chitch the stupid printer's

throat

That set it up, "My pig, my counterpart."—Harper's Weekly.

The Mouse and the Cat

The Taii.or—"Married or single?"
The Custo.mer—"Married. Why?"
The Tailor—"Then let me recommend my

patent safety-deposit pocket. It contains a
most ingenious little contrivance that feels

exactly like a live mouse."

—

Chicago News.
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Anticipation

The new maid seemed eminently satisfac-

tory, but the mistress of the house thought a

few words of advice would be just as well.

"And remember," she concluded, "that I expect
you to be very reticent about what you hear
when you are waiting at table." "Certainly,

madam, certainly," replied the treasure. But
then her face lit up with an innocent curiosity.

"May I ask, madam, if there will he much to be
reticent about 'l"

Candor in the Home
"Your sister's a long time about making her

appearance," suggested the caller. "Well," said

the little brother, "she'd be a sight if she came
down without making it."

—

Cleveland Leader.

Hard to Please

Mrs. Nagleigh—"I suppose you are satisfied

now that you made a mistake when you mar-
ried me?"
Nagleigh—"I made a mistake, all right, but

I'm not satisfied."

—

Boston Transcript.

More Homelilte

Hospital Physici.^n—"Which ward do you
wish to be taken to? A pay ward or a

"

Maloney—"Iny of thim. Doc, thot's safely

Dimocratic."

—

Puck.

Any Ne-w Methods?
".Ain't it strange, th' way Kelly beats his

wife ?"

"I dunno. How does lie do it?"

—

Cleveland
Leader.
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Too True

Hi-:
—"Yes, it"s very irue, a man doesn't learn

what happiness is until he's married
!"

Shk—-"I'm glad you've discovered that at

last!"

Hk—"Yes. and when he's married it's too

late
!'"

—

Dorfbarbicr.

S
Good Government

"What's the trouble in Plunkville?"

"We've tried a mayor and we've tried a

commission."
"Well ?"

"Xow we're thinking of offering the man-
agement of our city to some good magazine."
—Louisville Couricr-Journal.

His Opinion

"Do YOU believe there really is any such

thing as platonic affection, Henpeck?" queried

Dobson.
"Well," said Henpeck, scratching his head

Wild Oats for Him
Little W.^lter was always carefully

guarded against germs. The telephone was
sprayed, the drinking utensils sterilized, and
public conveyances and places were forbidden
him.

"Father," he said one night, in a tone of
desperation, "do you know what I am going
to do when I grow up?"
"What?" asked the father, preparing for the

worst.

"I am going to eat a germ."

reflectively, "I believe that after five or six

strenuous years of married life one can acquire

it."

—

Harlrr's IVcrkly.

Right Again

Singleton—"Do you believe in the old adage
about marrying in haste and repenting at leis-

ure?"
Wedderly—"No, I don't. .A.fter a man mar-

ries lie has no leisure."

—

Smart Set.

A Fair Sponger

She—-"Yes, I like Ted ; he is so e.xtrava-

gant."

He—"That is hardly the best quality for a
lu'sband, is it?"

She—"Of course not; I am not going to

marry him."

—

Boston Herald.

Nothing Much
"I don't know whether I ought to recognize

him here in the city or not. Our acquaintance
at the seashore was very slight."

"You promised to marry him, didn't you?"
"Yes, but that was all."

—

Louisville Courier-
Journal.

One Thing at a Time

"How is the new filing system? Success?"
asked the agent of the merchant to whom he
had sold a "system" a few days before.

"Great !" said the merchant.
"Good !" said the agent, rubbing his hands.

"And how is business?"
"Business?" echoed the merchant. "Oh, we

have stopped business to attend to the filing

system."

—

San Francisco Star.

Her Choice

A FASHIONABLY dressed young woman en-

tered the postoffice in a large Western city,

hesitated a moment, and stepped up to the

stamp window. The stamp clerk looked up
expectantly, and she asked : "Do you sell

stamps here?" The clerk politely answered.

"Yes." "I would like to see some, please,"

was the unusual request. The clerk dazedly

handed out a large sheet of the two-cent va-

riety, which the young woman carefully ex-

amined. Pointing to one near the center, she

said, "I will take this one, please."



POPULAR SCIENCE
£o MECHANICS
(Supplement

HIS FIRST AEROPLANE
IT is hard for "grown-ups" to realize

that to our children the art of flying is

accepted quite as a matter of course, just

as we accepted roller skating or swim-
ming. This photograph shows a child of

the twentieth century, a six-year-old, at

work on his first airship, a monoplane
with propeller in front. The youngster
watched the aviators skimmin"' through

the air at the Los. Angeles aviation meet
and has been experimenting with flying

machines ever since. You and I were
trying to construct a top schooner or a

coaster at that age but none of us ever

dreamed of building monoplanes. The
generation to which this small chap be-

longs will probably perfect the new sci-

ence, simply because they will regard

flying as a matter of fact instead of as

a startling novelty.
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KINfi ALPHONSO OF SPAIN. ON HIS RECENT VISIT TO MOROCCO. TRAVELED FOR LONG
DISTANCES ON A CAMEL.

NEW AID TO FIGHT FIRE

'X'HE illustration on the next page
shows the unusual construction and

use of a deluge water pipe for putting out

fires in basements, elevator shafts and
under roofs of buildings.

Basement fires are said to be the most
difficult fires that a fire chief has to

contend with. The fire may be IDO or

more feet from the front of the building

and impossible to reach from windows
or deadlights. It is very seldom
so bad on the first floor that a

man cannot get in long enough to chop a

hole in the floor so as to set in the pipe.

When the pipe is set down in the hole it

is in a position which sends an inch and a

quarter stream directly up to the side of

the opening, driving away the heat and
smoke. The operator by turning the

wheel in his right hand a quarter of turn

changes the pipe from one position to

another in less than a second, covering

about 300 feet and all the ceiling.

If conditions are such that a man can-

^2k AN ODD GIFT TO PRESIDENT TAFT.
This is a tusk of a "king" walrus, presented by citizens of Fairbanks. Alaska. It is 2H feet long

and 10 inches in circumference. It is embossed in Kold.
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New Aiu t^) FiuHr Fire.

An unusual type of deluge pipe.

not get in on the tirst floor to chop a hole

he can break the basement windows and
get the pipe through.

The amount of water from an inch

and a quarter nozzle, with 150 pounds
of pressure behind it makes this the

coolest part of the building, as it drives

away the heat and smoke. A haff turn

of the wheel on top will send this power-
ful stream over 150 feet either way.
Each pipe has a set of spikes to hold it

to the floor in case it is desirable to use

200 pounds pressure. A set of hooks are

employed to break the deadlights, to

hook the pipe to them, so that if the wall

looks bad the men can leave the pipe

and still have a powerful stream in any

direction thev wish to leave it.

HAVANA'S NOTABLE FLOODS

A lURRICANE which also did great

damage along the Atlantic seaboard
(if the United States flooded the streets

of Havana, making boats the only safe

method of transportation. People were
rescued from their houses by patrol

wagons and then, when this became im-

])0ssible, in boats. The financial loss in

Havana alone as a result of this flood

was more than one million dollars. The
coal docks were wrecked, customs houses
and wharves flooded and lighters and
barges sunk in the harbor and valuable

household effects in houses in the sub-

merged districts ruined. For several days
communication by Havana with the in-

terior was cut ofif so great was the flood

and the destroyed telegraph and tele-

phone system. While the damage to

property in Havana was so great for-

tunately only two lives were lost, two
men being drowned in the harbor.

The group in the picture seem to be

posing as contentedly as if standing on

drv land.

H.AV.AN.^'S FLOOD VICTIMS BEING RE.SCUED BV POLICE P.XTKOL,



HAULING GU.WLLI. ^llKL'li^ In \1 \l<kl I IN TEXAS.

GUAYULE SHRUBS IN TEXAS
CINCE the discovery was made that the

guayule shrub contains ingredients

from which a high grade of crude
rubber mav be manufactured, the industry

of gathering and bahng the shrubs has
become very important in the upper Rio
Grande border region of Texas where
it grows in more or less profusion. This
desert shrub was considered more than

worthless a few years ago. The ranch-

men despised it because it was unfit as

forage for their cattle, and it was a

menace to the raisers of sheep and goats

for the reason that these animals would
eat the branches of the shrub and die

from indigestible balls of rubber that

formed in their stomachs. It grows only

upon the poorest land, being found
chiefly upon the limestone ridges. With
the establishment of a rubber factory at

Marathon, Texas, in the heart of the

guayule shrub territory, a large demand
for the shrub was created. Many men
are employed in cutting, baling and
hauling the shrub to the factory. Large
shipments of the shrub are also made to

other factories. Land that was formerly
non-productive, even of grass, is now
bringing in a handsome revenue from the
shrub which it produces.
The discovery of the virtues of the

guayule shrub is merely another addition

to the long list of plants, which, formerly,

men did their best to destroy, but later

found them to be of great commercial
value.

Removing a Snake's Fangs.

fhe photograph depicts a physician t-niiased upon the
delicate operation of extracting poison from the fangs

of a snake. This operation is. of course, one
frauffht with considerable danger, and natur-

ally can only be performed—and thi.-n with
great care—by an expert.
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PARISIAN ACTRESSES. WHO. IN THE PARKS. MADE MERRV BV THIS BURLESQUE
OF THE HOBBLE SKIRT.

i;i I I iMj(; ri.WING ba:-lball.
This sturdy benst fearlessly meets the sphere "head (
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MASONIC TABLE MADE IN A MICHItJAN TOWN.
There are 34.47,5 pieces of wood in this piece of furniture, gathered from .v.ry state in the Union.

BIGGEST OF MARBLE MONOLITH^.
rhis column cut from stone quarried at Pittsford Valley. Vermont, weiijhs thirty-three tons.
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Mexican Sum'I al.

A iHRhAI' lli'LDKK.

SUNDIALS IN MEXICO
TX many of the smaller towns as well
* as in some of the larger cities of

Mexico sundials are still in general use.

The general adoption of clocks and

watches for time-keepers has not done

away with the public sundial which is

usually marked upon a stone pedestal in

plain view of the populace. Upon the

great central plateau of Mexico there are

few days during the year that the sun

does Hdt shine.

AIR BY THE NICKEL'S WORTH
A X enterprising inventor in Pasadena,
'^ California, has gone into the busi-

ness of retailing compressed air for

bicycles and motor-cycles on the prin-

ciple of "drop a nickel in the slot" to get

value received. His device is a cast iron

pump about half as large as a U. S.

mail box. wnich is attached to telegraph

poles along the streets most frequented

by cyclists. It is provided with a crank

which is easier to operate than the small

hand pump carried in the tool kits.

WHERE'S THE THREAD?
LJERE is an idea for the housewife
* * during sewing time. Instead of

keeping the spools of thread in an open
basket and fishing for them as wanted
from a mass of other material, make one
of these spool holders by driving a series

of nails in a piece of wood. The spools

can be slipped on over the nail, through
the hole in the center of the spool, and
can be readily picked out as wanted.

1^1

Worth.
HiTi' thi- cyclist may infiatu

his tires.

>.\iU H> lih llih ()\[.\ \ h..^>hl. uh ll^ KIND.
Till- Currier, an American craft, built to carry shipments of molassiis. petroleum, or general freiyhl.



Statuk of Dancing
m aor i—n k\v z ealand—
Warrior, in thk Wlv-
SEUM OF Natural
History. N. V

Zebras—Extraordinary Example of the New
Plastic Taxidermy.

Thr fiKurt' is first cast in clay, and tln' skin is tlicn fitted

over.

HENS IN THE PILLORY

A '-L'RE which must be as painful as
^^

it is beneficial is shown in the ac-

c^lmpa^^•i^2 photograph of live hens un-

^^V<;.
.
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the bodies are enclosed in the box which from doing their duty in the way of lay-

is placed on a barrel, and in the latter ing eggs.

sulphur is burned. The sulphur fumes From the viewpoint of the hens, how-
rise through perforations in the bottom ever, doubtless the treatment may be re-

of the box and destroy the parasites garded as being far worse than the dis-

which prey upon the hens and keep them ease.

PAJ.AM.\5 FOR THE HOUSEWIFE.
When tiK doorbill rings, or a visitor calls, it is easy to slip on a kimona.
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MONUMENT TO FATHER OF
BASEBALL

fUEW YORK "fans" have erected in

^ ~ Greenwood cemetery, Brooklyn, New
^'ork, this monument to the "Father of

Baseball," Henry Chadwick, for many
3'ears editor of Spalding's Baseball

Guide, and a leading baseball writer of

New York. It is surmounted by a large

facsimile of a regulation ball executed in

granite, with the threads and leather

Whirls of Electric Light.

WHIRLS OF LIGHT
lyiR. GEORGE W. PATTERSON has
^ ^ devised a means of swinging elec-

trically-lighted clubs in such a way as to

produce startling yet beautiful effects.

He hit upon the idea entirely by acci-

dent. At one of his gymnastic perform-
ances the lights suddenly went out, and
the electrician declared that he was
helpless.

Rlr. Patterson happened to have in his

dressing room a number of electric

torches. He attached them to the clubs,

lighted them, and swung them round
until the electrician had got his wires

working again. Apart from saving the

situation, the lighted clubs were very
popular, and he determined to see

whether it would not be possible to fix

electric lights to the clubs.

The first thing was to design a special

club. The ones now in use are made in

two parts, the split being lengthwise. A
flexible cable of five w'ires leads mto the

club handles through a rubber tube, the

wiring of course being concealed. Three
series of eight three candle-power minia-

ture lamps are set in small, specially-

turned brass sockets the length of the

club, so the lamps stand out at right

angles to its surface. As the little globes

are colored, there are no fewer than six

series of ditiferent colored lights when
the current is turned on. But these clubs

could only be used in halls or houses
wired for electrical illumination. To
overcome this difificulty Mr. Patterson
carries a battery about with him.

''''''"iSrssw*

In Honor of Henry Chadwick. "Father ok
Baseball."
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Tkacklkss Triii.i.hv in thh California Mountains.

surface cleverly imitated. Fastened ii>

the sides of the shaft are bronze decora-

tions in the form of bronze crossed bats,

a catcher's mitt and mask, and a tablet

bearing- the inscription. The monument
was erected by jirivate contributions

from admirers of the game and the man.

TRACKLESS TROLLEY IN THE
MOUNTAINS

"THIS electric trackless trolley is travel-
* ing over a winding path cut out of

the side of the mountain to an average

width of twenty-five feet. It has a high

bank on one side of the road and a

mountain brook on

the other. The
average grade is

about eight per

cent, and the ma.xi-

mum grade is

twelve per cent.

This is a regular

trackless line in

California. This
highway is also

largely used by
automobiles and
iither vehicles and
experience shows
that the trackless

trolley cars are

able to turn out for

any passing vehicle

or any obstruction,

and still have a

safe clearance.

During the early

part of the opera-

tion of this system

it was necessary to

operate over a portion of road which was
being plowed up. This made it tiecessary

to drive the cars across deen furrows.

Thi-: rHnr.KJKAPHHK .AT

WiJHK—WITH Kh-
suLT Below.

NEW YORK UPSIDE DOWN.
Gcorec N(raly. 70' fci-t up. on flagstaff of Sinu'fr Building. tont< this ri-markable photo.



NEW RAPID FIRE GUN RECENTLY TRIED OUT IN THE ARMY.
It slinots (W shots of .3" calibur. per minute.

UNKNOWN HOBGOBLINS

COME of nature's most grotesque little

*^ individuals have just made their bow
to the public. These midgets of remark-
able shape are known as "tree-hoppers."

They have just been portrayed in a num-
ber of large wa.x models at the Museum
of Natural History, New York, e.xecuted

by Mr. Ignac Matausch, of the Depart-
ment of Invertebrate Zoology. These
drill! hobgoblin-like insects are of special

interest, for nothing of this character on
so large a scale has hitherto been at-

tempted in entomological work.

The "tree-hoD-

pers" have sucking
mouthpieces and
live on the juice or

sap of small trees

and plants, which
they extract from
the stems by means
of their sharp
beaks, consisting

of several bristles

enclosed in a fleshy

joined sheath. The
tropical types are

gorgeously colored

in m a n y hues.

They have four

eyes

—

two larLje

and protruding
ones, and two be-

low, partly devel-

oped. Their t w o

large eyes have a

keen, droll look,

and the line that

. „ .... „ separates the head,A H.ARMLESS MONSTKK .
'^

.

'

FROM Brazji.. m some mstances,

.\ Ihnip Backfti t'HH(i.\N
" HdBGOBLlN."

gives them the appearance of wear-
ing spectacles. They have four wings.
Some are clumsy in flight, and use
their wings mostly as a parachute.

The hind pair of legs is longer than the

front ones, and is employed in leaping

and jumping to considerable distances,

which has given to these insects their

common name of "tree-hoppers." They
are especially interesting on account of
the peculiar development of the thorax,
which, in grown specimens, is provided
with singular horns or protuberances.
These horns are often so freakish and
extravagantly shaped that entomologists
have hitherto been unable to account for

their development and form. They re-

mind one of some of the highly special-

ized horns and tusks of fossil reptiles

and mammals. It is difficult to conceive
of their being used by the insect in any
way. This peculiar development is not

so clearly seen in tree-hoppers of tem-
perate regions as in the species from
South and Central America, where they
are often most surprisingly shaped.
Many have mountain-like humps on their

backs ; the prothora.x is prolonged Ixick-

Captain" George Streeter's .^uto Housi- I hat.

Clniming part of the lake front of Cllicayo ns his iiropiTty.
for a lent' time "Captain" StrectiT. bcsicjicd in liis

auto, detiL-d tfio authorities, but finally yieldid.

iJS
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Henry Bareington. an Englishman. Playing Popu-
lar Melodies with His Eyes Covered.

Mr Harrington. Supi-' m'
! I i. I;^ \ -i-\ ' i\i

MINT. Playing in a SoMKvvHAr
Unusual Position.

ward, like a roof, over the body, often

quite covering the entire insect. In some
instances, the prothorax is an elevated

nightcap, in others it is shaped like a

Tarn O'Shanter ; and sometimes it has

long horns, one on each side. Some
possess a wonderful sword or blade-like

api^endage, having ball-like projections,

which are oftentimes several long hairs.

The little tree-hoppers are practically

harmless and are not usually found in

sufficiently large numbers to constitute

a pest. Nearly all the best and most
curious specimens are obtained from
various tropical parts of South and Cen-
tral America, and India. The construc-

tion of the wax models requires most
patient and delicate modeling and paint-

ing, in order to bring out the hundreds
of indentures, cavities, and lines.

NEW STYLE OF DUMP CAR
nPME style of dump car which has
•^ found favor with Uncle Sam in the

excavation of the Panama Canal is

shown in the accompanying illustrations.

A large number of these cars are being

used in work upon that project.

The (lumping of the cars is controlled

bv compressed air from the engine, the

cars being equijjped with an extra set of

pipes and connecting hose, which ex-

tends to a special valve in the engine cab.

With air from the same supply used for

brakes, the mechanism of the cars is

worked, and is under such perfect con-

trol that the entire train may be dumped
at the same time, or one car at a time,

jiart of the load on one side and ]iart on

the other, as the work may ref|uire.

r.y another movement of the valve in

the engine cab the cars are restored to

normal position and are ready to receive

another load.

Panama Canal Dump Car as It Appears Loaded. The Car as It Appears When Dumping Its Load.
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SAILING SHIP "COMES BACK"
VV/HILE the eyes of the world have
*' been focused on the progress in

shipbuilding in the steamer class there

has been prepared for sea, almost un-
noticed, a wooden vessel that far sur-

passes in capacity any ship of its class

that ever put to sea. It is a six masted
schooner named the Wyoming. The
gross register of this great sailing craft

'

is 3,730 tons or twenty-two tons more
than the steel hull six masted schooner
William L. Douglas of Boston.

American ambition refused to stop

short at six masts. It was thought that

one more could be added and the experi-

ment was made with the Thomas W.
La-u'son, a photograph of the model of

which ill fated monster is shown on this

page. It is still argued that the seven
master could be made to stay afloat, the

Lazcson having been built too narrow
and too light below the water line for

the safety of the ship. As the Lau'son
turned turtle ship builders who predict

a great future for the sailing ship are

content to leave a seven masted schooner
out of their calculations. It is also as-

serted that the six masted schooner is a
more profitable sailing craft than a seven
master could possible be, so that the

factor of commercial gain will probably
settle the limit at six masts.

HUGE FLORAL CORNUCOPIA
nrilE accompanying photograph depicts

a remarkable cornucopia that was
prepared by a well known floral artist

for use in one of the big West End Lon-
don churches during a festival. This
cornucopia stood over six feet high and
contained besides the fruit over one thou-
sand blossoms, which had been arrang-ed

The Latest in French Fashions.
Handball for those who may care to trpvel in a

dirigible balloon.

Half Ton Floral Cornucopla,
This was displayed in a West End London churrh

during a festival.

Six Masted Model of V\'yoming.
This seems to be the limit of size compatible with safety.

Model of the Ill-Fated Seven Master.
Thomas Laivson.
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A Mexican ( arb of
Old.

to form the horn of the cornucopia. The
mouth of "this horn of plenty" brimmed
over with many kinds of choice fruits.

The weight of the whole structure was
nearly half a ton. After it had served

its use, the fruit and flowers were dis-

tributed among the London hospitals.

A NOVEL FLY TRAP
IWFODERN science is waging relentless
^'^ war upon the house fly, now com-
monly referred to as the "typhoid fly."

and one of the ingenious devices recently

patented is a trap which stands more
than two feet high and which is designed

for use about stables, butcher shops and

other places where flies are thickest. It

is an upright cylinder of wire screen

mounted on a wooden frame and ele-

vated an inch or two above the ground
so that the flies can get underneath to a

can of "bait." Above this bait can is the

entrance to the trap in the shape of a

cone with a small hole at the top. The
flies that are attracted by the bait climb

the cone and once inside the cylinder

cannot find their way out. The trap

shown in the photograph has accumu-

lated thousands of flies which are easily

disposed of by shaking the dead ones out

of the bottom.

.\ .N(>\I!I, I I.V TlAf.

Ukcanti:r
Elhphant's
California

Madk uf
Foot— A
Novelty.

A MKXICAN M-:STIVAL ^CKM..
Priests of the olduii tinic nccompniiird by trihi-snic-n arrayed in

barbaric splendor.
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Unusual Method ok
AnVRRTlSlNO.

Digging Tilk Uitch to
Reclaim Land.

BUGGY ON THE ROOF
A XO\'EL method of calling attention
•*^ to his place of business has been

adopted by a western blacksmith and car-

riage builder who placed a superannu-

ated buggy on the ventilator which forms

tlie highest part of his work-shop roof.

The oddity of a buggy balanced forty

feet above ground attracts much com-
ment and makes a very conspicuous sign.

Most people regard it as a halloween

prank or the trick of some of the college

1)1 lys, but as a matter of fact it is a cold

business proposition.

TARING WATER OFF LAND
'X'HE Reclamation Service, having

•*• managed to put water onto the arid

UukIs of the West is now busy with an-

other great problem, that of taking it off

again. The greater part of all the lands

under irrigation in the West and par-

ticularly in the Southwest is alkalied.

It may not show when the land is first

put under cultivation but after a few

years, the water gradually floats the

alkali to the top and ruins the crops.

CuNSTKUCTING NEW RAC-
ING "Shell" for Har-
VAR D UnU'EKSITY'S

Bo.'VT Crew.

SAILORS OF U. S. B.ATTLESHIP CONNECTICUT GOING ASHORE AT SOUTHSEA. ENGLAND.
Note how youthful they look.
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THE LATE KING CHULALONGKOKN' OF SIAM AND ELEVEN OF HIS SONS.
This moniircli li:id uitihty wivfs and seventy children in all.

This makes it necessary to wash the land

free from the deadly white crystals by

means of tile ditches and flooding. By
means of this machine a ditch eight feet

deep can be dng and the tile laid in it at

one operation. The total cost of tiling

and filling in costs about six dollars an

acre. Lands that were not worth fencing

are made extremely valuable by the

ditcher and a little water. In the Pecos
Valley there are a number of farms that

are almost worthless because of the

alkali on them. These are being tiled

and washed and next spring will be

worth from $300 an acre up.

INDIAN PLOUGHING SCENE
HTHE picture below depicts a spring

scene in India, and shows the natives

ploughing the flooded rice fields of the

East with their open-yoked ploughs. As
will be observed this space of ground is

artificially flooded. The result is that

two and sometimes three crops of rice are

obtained in a single year.

PLOWING THE RICE FIELDS OF INDIA.

3W
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LAST WORD FROM MINERS WHO DIED IN THE PIT.
In the Wellington Collkry. Whitehaven. England. 136 men lost their lives.

DINING .'\ROUND THE F.ACE OF .\ CLOCK. .\T LEICESTER, ENGL.AND.
The dial of this huge timepiece is twenty-five feet in diameter.

BLOWING UP A CARGO OF DYNAMITE OFF YARMOUTH. ENGLAND.
The dynamite had become saturated with water, and hence was "tricky."
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FRENCH WEAPONS FOR PJ^OTECTION AGAINST HOLD-UPS.
These ari' nspcctivily: wnikinu stick and \y,i\< mt comb nation; metal franir- to steady stick wlien shootini;-

ill.- revolver ;.nd da^^^er walking stick.

MUSIC AND SERPENTS

]W[R. BARNARD, who has been mak-
^'*- ing a study of serpents, especially

the cobra, in Ceylon as well as in the

London Zoo, has arrived at the conclu-

sion that their love of music is a pure

and simple myth without any foundation

whatsoever.
According' to Mr. liarnard the cobra

is not sensitive to music, but simply to

noise, musical or not if on a sufficiently

high key ; on the other hand it pays no
attention to the low notes either on the

flute or the drum. He affirms also that

it will be necessary to place among
fables the pretended power of fascination

exercised by serpents over birds as his

(ibservations show there is no foundation

for this belief.

(iERMAN ARMV OFFICI-,K> WMCIIIM. Mil-. M\NF.L\EKS IN Illl-. rKE^ENCE OF TMK K.MSFK.



HVC.y. MUNOPI.ANK THAT, IT IS CLAIMKD, WTI.L SOLVE THE PROBI.KM OF S\FK A\I\llO\.
II is lonstrui ted hy J. F. Cnolcy. Kc.chcstcT. N. V.

THE MAL-HINE WITHOUT ITS COVER.

AFFORDS PROTECTION AGAINST WIND AND WEATHER.
A pneumatic system aids the aviator in controlling the machine.

i'«



CONTRAST (IK TWO KKMAKKABLE INVENTIONS,

Airship ii;issinn "vIT till- BrcTinnn mimorai 1. mar London, on its way to France.
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A Balloox in Use in the I hinf-^k \i

iTARY Observations.
,iv FOR Mil- an Historical Stamp.

The new stamp conimeniorating the Union of

South Africa.

NATURE AS A BOX-MAKER
pEW people have any notion that

* Brazil nuts grow in spherical boxes

somewhat resembling cocoanuts in shape

and size. Such a box, contrived by

nature, as it hangs on the tree, will con-

tain a considerable number of the three-

cornered nuts, packed so skillfully that if

once removed nobody can ever get them
back again into the receptacle. The sub-

stance of which the latter is made re-

sembles wood, and is so hard that it can

scarce be cut with the sharpest knife.

But the specimen shown in the photo-

graph has had part of its rough outer

coat removed in a lathe.

SAFEGUARDING A RAILROAD
'T'O prevent the possibility of old min-
^ ing drifts caving in beneath the

tracks of the St. Louis & San Francisco

Railroad, west of Joplin, Missouri, and

endangering the lives of train crews and

passengers, the railroad company re-

sorted to a decidedly unique method of

^' :' f

Safe-Gu.ardixg a Railroad.
An ingenious solution of a knotty problem.

How Brazil Nuts Grow.
The nut—held in the hand—grew in the

'

box.'
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KKCRl^ITS CHARGING DUMMIES AT THE CAVALRY TRAININi;
AT NF.THERAVON ENGLAND.

>( HOOL

filling the old, abandoned mine workings.

More than 16,000 cubic yards of waste

gravel, or tailing, from a nearby zinc and
lead mine, were forced through four

eight-inch drill holes sunk squarely in the

center of the track at intervals of about

twenty feet apart.

Former mine development was con-

Read\ to Bk Moved at Full i>PKED.

ducted beneath the railroad right of way
at a depth of 140 feet. < )re pockets of
mammoth dimensions were mined out,

leaving vast, gloomy caverns, the crust

of earth between the drifts and the rail-

road tracks above being, in some in-

stances, so thin that there was possibility

of the ground caving, and, at intervals,

several disastrous cave-ins actually re-

sulted, the track being left sagging like a

limp string across the dizzy opening of

the shado\\;y pit. Where the ground
caved in thousands of cubic yards of dirt

were dumped in and eventually the yawn-
ing opening was filled, but in the mam-
moth caverns yet untouched an 1 which,

it would seem, could not be reached with-

out shooting in the surface earth, there

was a lurking danger that threatened at

any moment to leave .the track sus]:)ended

in a most disastrous position imleed in

n. id-air.

AN AUTOMOBILE DESIGNED TO CONVEY A WHEELED GUN FOR GREAT DISTANCES
AT HIGH SPEED.

How thu Kun is run up on two grooved lines to its place on the car.

H6
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GERMANY'S REMARKABLE SPEAKING DOG. DON.
Miss Martha Ebers. his master's dauchter. out with the "cc-li--brity" tor a walk throueh the park

at Hamburg. Don's residence in the city is of but temporary duration.
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DOG TALKS GERMAN
By

DR. ALFRED GRADENWITZ

HAMBURG, the old sea-faring

town of German merchants,

has for some weeks been the

temporary home of Don,
the greatest celebrity in the

animal kingdom, a prodigy partaking, it

would seem, of the nature both of man
and animals, the "speaking" dog that is

puzzling alike the scientific world and the

general public.

W'hen a few months ago faint rumors
about a dog endowed with the gift of

speech, first reported by German papers,

gradually spread to America, most peo-
ple skeptically shook their heads, believ-

ing it an open mystification or an effect

of self-delusion. When, however, the

most distinguished men of science

showed their interest in that wondrous
dog by a thorough investigation of his

capacities, doubt was no longer permis-
sible and the veracity of the report had
to be conceded. As so frequently happens
in such cases, those who in the beginning
had been the most perfect skeptics now
went to the extremity of asserting that

after all, there was nothing wonderful in

the matter, cases of speaking dogs hav-
ing been on record for nearly 2.000 years
and that Pliny, the famous naturalist of

Roman antiquity, and, in more recent

times, the philosopher Leibniz Perty, a

distinguished philologist, had all referred

to the ability of dogs to imitate their

master's speech. Nay, even among the

canine contemporaries of Don, there

were not a few possessed of the same
capacities, no less than twenty to thirty

rival dogs being quoted, while one lady

in a letter to the director of the Hamburg
Zoological Gardens even attributed to

her cat not only the ability to pronounce
whole sentences, but even to sing the

most popular songs. Again, according

to others, seals, walruses and even stags

would sometimes prove speakers of more
or less talent.

These exaggerated statements doubt-

less were quite as wrong as the utter

skepticism shown in the beginning. Don's
case is both authentic and unique and
whatever reports on other "speaking"

dogs may be current should be put down
to effects of imagination. There may be

other dogs capable of imitating one or

two words, very much in the fashion of

parrots, as a purely mechanical repetition

of sounds to which no meaning is at-

tached. Don, however, does speak,

and is the only animal so far proved to

do so.

Speech to him is the expression of an

inward impulse to communicate with his

master and other persons, showing them
his affection or requesting the fulfillment

of some wish. When quite young, he

Copyright. 1911. by Technical World Company ?49



DON SHOWS CUSTOMARY CANINE GRAVITY WHEN •'SHAKING HANDS.'

already gave evidence of exceptional in-

telligence and a number of remarkable
feats are told of these early days. He
never underwent any training, apart from
his hunting drill. Speech like his other

accomplishments developed quite spon-

taneously and without any outward com-
pulsion. In fact, everything about this

marvelous dog is spontaneous. When in

good spirits, he may begin talking of his

own accord ; should there be, however,
the slightest reason for dissatisfaction, he

will not utter a word and nothing will

make him show his speaking capacities.

At the age of six months, very much
earlier than a human baby, he for the

first time showed his extraordinary gift

by pronouncing the first articulate word.

He was standing near the table, looking

with begging eyes at his master and
when the latter happened to a.sk him

:

"Would you like to have something?" he

clearly re])licd : "TTaben" ("have").

After this startling performance, he ob-

viously became the object of unusual in-

250

terest. It may be remarked, in passing,

that the word "haben" is one of the first

acquired by German infants, thanks to

the instinct of imitation innate in man.
.All the dog-wonder learned in after-life

he did under the impulse of the same
instinct, training being only resorted to

from time to time. This is why the dog
produces that wonderful impression of a

strong individuality, doing everything

out of his own free will and, it seems,

without any outside compulsion.

His ways and manners, by-the-bye, have

always been remarkably independent. In

his master's house at Theerhiitte, in the

midst of the royal hunting grounds, he

would lead a life of nearly absolute lib-

erty, ajiart from his professional duties

as setter-hound. Every day he would set

out for a solitary morning walk, strolling

through the heath and woods, and pay-

ing an occasional call to one or other of

his master's friends. .After opening the

door himself, drawing back the latch in

strictfy human fashion, he would walk
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in, lie down comfortably at the fire-side

and, if in good spirits, have a little talk

with the inmates of the house. School
children met on the road he would ac-

cost, requesting a share in their breakfast

by the words "hunger" or "kuchen
haben" ("have cake"). It is told of him
that on once meeting an old woman from
the neighboring village on her way to

the market, he quietly stepped towards
her, distinctly pronouncing the words

:

"Don hunger, kuchen haben." The poor
woman was so frightened that she took

to a speedy flight, leaving her basket

behind her, in the firm belief that the dog
was possessed of the evil one.

Don's master, royal gamekeeper Her-
mann Ebers, was at first quite averse

to any idea of parting with his dog and
agreeing to his exhibition before stran-

gers. In fact, during the first seven
years of Don's life, no rumor of his ex-

traordinary capacities ever reached the

world at large, and but for Mr. Haber-
land, a journalist who is to be Mr. Ebers'

son-in-law, the dog might have finished

his days quietly in that out-of-the-way

place, without ever knowing the joys of

celebrity. The most wonderful thing

about him is his talking with strangers

quite as freely as with his own master.

When therefore Dr. Pfungst, the well-

known expert in the psychology of ani-

mals, and Dr. Vosseler, Director of the

Hamburg Zoological Gardens, wished to

submit Don to scientific tests, they had
no difficulty whatever in making him
pronounce every word of his repertoire.

The phonographic records made on this

occasion prove beyond doubt the identity

of Don's speech with that of human
beings. There are, it is true, some slight

diflferences in pronunciation due to dif-

ferences in the structure of the larynx,

but these in no way detract from the dis-

tinctness of the words. A strange im-

pression is produced by comparison be-

tween phonographic records of human
and canine speech ; as in fact the dog
speaks so very much louder than man,
the two voices seem to have exchanged
their respective roles.

After the authenticity of the speaking
dog had thus been certified by some of

the foremost scientific experts, many
tempting ofl^ers were made to the for-

tunate master by those desirous of

exhibiting the dog in public. In order

to protect him against the many amateurs
who soon found their way to Theer-
hiitte, the dog had for some time to be

kept in perfect seclusion. Mr. Ebers
having eventually accepted the ofifer of

an enterprising firm of Hamburg mer-
chants to finance the dog and to prepare
him for public exhibition, Don was then

taken to Hamburg where his old friend

Dr. Vosseler gladly received him in his

house. However, the absolute change in

his mode of life at first exerted an un-

favorable influence on Don, who seemed
to have lost his admirable powers, so that

a few weeks had to go by before the

animal was acclimatized to his new sur-

roundings. But very soon he not only

recovered his old capacities but even
showed his ability of extending his

knowledge by acquiring a few more
words ; he is in the best of health and
well prepared to start for his artistic

tournce. So far from exhibiting his art

at the ordinary music halls, he will how-
ever be shown in more select surround-
ings, namely at the zoological gardens
of the various towns.

As soon as the American daily papers

published the first report about Don, the

editors of the Technical World Mag.a.-

ziNE manifested their desire to place be-

fore their readers the first authentic

illustrated story on the dog by entrust-

ing the present writer with the honorable
mission of going to Hamburg and inter-

viewing, as it were, the dog wonder.
However, bad luck would have it that

there was no end of obstacles, the finan-

cial representatives of Don being intent

upon keeping him aloof from any pub-
licity and even preventing the reproduc-

tion of any picture so long as the critical

transitory stage just referred to was not

concluded. As moreover Drs. Pfungst
and Vosseler had not yet announced the

results of their work, no information

could be obtained from those quarters.

I was near giving up any hope of ever

succeeding in the task when an unex-
pected invitation to the first exhibition

before a limited circle of Hamburg jour-

nalists at Dr. Vosseler's house reached

me. As this performance was to take

place the following day, no time was to

be lost and I at once took the Hamburg
express. It being interesting to ascer-



HIS MISTKKSS ASKING. "WHAT IS YOUR NAME?" AND HE REPLYING. "DON.'

tain how far the knowledge of Don's
capacities liad penetrated among the

general public. I whiled away the dull-

ness of the railway journey by suggest-

ing to some of my fellow-travelers the

subject of the speaking dog and was
only half-surprised on discovering that

nobody ever seemed to have heard of

such a prodigy, my account being re-

ceived with interest mingled with a slight

dose of sarcastic skepticism.

Once arrived at Hamburg I had
barely time to announce my visit by tele-

phone and to take a cab to the Zoolog-
ical Gardens. In fact, when reaching
the director's house. I found that the

seance had just begun. Dr. Vosseler

having said the first introductory words
of an interesting lecture in which the

.speaking problem in animals generally

and in dogs more particularly was treated

from a scientific point of view. He drew
attention to the fact that some birds, such
as parrots and the species belonging to

the raven family, possess a remarkable

252

ability to imitate human speech, some of

them singing even songs with words, in

s]iite of the absolute diversity of their

larynx from the human organ of speech.

In the case of mammalia, this ability

is no doubt an absolute exception, though
the larynx and other acoustic organs
are so very much more closely related

to those of men. In fact, the organiza-

tion of a dog's larynx in some respects is

even more favorable than that of man.
As it is, Don is an absolute prodigy and
the first case on record of a dog not only

pronouncing some words, but even at-

taching a meaning to them and making
a frequent use of his powers in satisfy-

ing his daily wants and showing his at-

tachment to persons of his surroundings.

He is more or less talkative according to

circumstances. If in low spirits, as after

a jiunishment, he absolutely refuses to

speak and the same effect is ])roduced

by bodily indisposition. In liad weather
he is less inclined to speak than in good
weather. Moreover, it is readilv seen
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that speaking involves a considerable

fatigue to the dog who after some re-

peated exercises always is tired to some
extent. Though the formation of vowels

and consonants does not always occur

according to the same principles as in

the human organ of speech, his pro-

nunciation is quite clear and even to un-

skilled ears, frequently of an absolutely

human distinctness.

While the doctor thus was delivering

his learned discourse, the dog did not

seem to attach any particular interest to

his words. The guests were seated to

the right and left of the door, the interval

being reserved for the dog and his mis-

tress, Mr. Ebers' daughter, a slender

young lady who all the time seemed busy

keeping up Don's good spirits.

When I entered the room and took

my seat in one of the front rows, Don
immediately rose from his place at Miss

Ebers' feet and came to welcome me,

nestling himself up to my knees and
wagging his tail as though he wished to

show his appreciation of and gratitude

for the honor done him in coming all the

way from Berlin with no otlier purpose

than making his acquaintance. I was
not a little proud of this token of sym-

pathy, though I soon found out that I

had to share the distinction with some
other gentlemen with whom the dog tried

to make friends. His extraordinarily

determined and self-confident nature

also asserted itself in the independent

way he strolled about the room, stop-

ping here and there with some congenial

person and then returning to his mistress'

feet.

Don is a beautiful brown hound of

strong build and remarkably intelligent

eyes. In fact, there is something almost

human in his look, and his movements
and manners also remind, in some re-

spects, of his apparently intermediate po-

sition between dog and man.
When Dr. Vosseler had ended his

speech, there began the performance to

which all those present had looked for-

ward with eager expectation. A platewith

some meat—all dainty bits are "kuchen"
(cake) to Don—was produced. He was
first asked his name, to which he prompt-
ly replied, "Don," with a clear, deep voice

and a characteristic inflection of the word.

The next question was : "What is it you
have?" which the dog answered with

the word : "Hunger," the second syllable

lagging somewhat behind the first,

though with a distinct articulation

of the "r." After having next been

asked: "Do you want anything?" he

most eagerly shouted, "Haben, haben,"

which word, like some humans, he ap-

parently prefers to all others. On being

then shown a piece of meat, he

spontaneously pronounced the word

:

"Kuchen," the difficult letters /.- and the

guttural ch being clearly audible. To
certain questions he also replies "ja" and
"nein" ("yes" and "no") and his most
recent acquisition of which he seems to

be especially proud is the trisyllabic word
"Haberland," the name of Miss Ebers'

fiance, to whom he is indebted for his

present celebrity.

There seems to be no drill in Don's
demeanor, a free son of the heath he is

and will remain all his life. There are

still many years of a promising artistic

career before him during which he will

no doubt perfect his present knowledge
of the German language by acquiring a

number of new words. But never will he
become like the trained dogs shown in

music halls which, under the absolute sug-
gestion of their masters, will completely
lose their own personality, doing every-

thing at command and mechanically.

With him all is conscious ; he seems to

know the meaning of his words and the

effect they are to produce on his human
fellow-beings and he obviously is glad

of their sympathy and applause. There
is something good-natured about him
which immediately wins the hearts of

those he comes in contact with and he

leaves in everybody the impression of a

superior intelligence.

Though Don's vocabulary so far only

comprises nine words, this does not com-
pare unfavorably with thelSOwords mas-
tered by the natives of Australia and the

200 words a person of the most ele-

mentary education is said generally to

use even in the most civilized countries.

If the gift of speech in that dog could

be driven so far as even to become an

expression of his feelings, what intere.st-

ing things would he not be able to tell

concerning his views on man?
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WHAT A THOUSAND TONS OF POWDER AND DYNAMITE CAN DO.
This is wboro tlie powder mill stood.

AN ARTIFICIAL EARTHQUAKE
By

HENRY M. HYDE

eggs,

heater.'

AT 8 :20 o'clock on the evening of

/\ P'ebruary 9th, a farmer hving

/ \ on the prairie near Kenosha,
/ \ Wisconsin, went down into

^ M. the basement of his honse to

inspect his incubators, which held 1,000

Suddenly the iron covers of the

rose up on end and the man was
thrown forward into the midst of the

eggs.

A moment later a huge pane of plate

glass leaped out from the third story

window of a skyscraper in Chicago—

•

fifty miles away—and shattered itself

on the pavement.

At almost the same instant, at Michi-

gan City, Indiana,—fifty miles still

farther away—more than a hundred con-

victs dropped down on their knees and
prayed that God would spare them.

.'(nd over at Elgin, III, thirty miles

west of Chicago, fifteen young women
working over-time in a book-bindery,

unanimously fainted and fell over in a

long, unconscious row.

For a few seconds the equilibrium of

five states was disturbed. A whole vil-

lage was wiped out of existence ; chim-

neys were overturned 'and thousands of

panes of glass were broken over a sec-

tion a hundred miles in diameter. In

Chicago and a score of smaller cities the

police were called out and fire com-
panies rushed madly around the streets

searching for unlocated and non-existent

explosions. The emergency exits in a

hundred theatres were blown open by

the same sudden blast and in one or two
instances frightened men attempted to

save themselves by leaping from the win-

dows.
At least half a million terrified people
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rushed out of their houses into the

streets, crying, with white Hps, that an

earthquake was upon them.

It was not an earthquake. It was
merely the explosion of a powder mill

at Pleasant Prairie, Wis., fifty-five miles

north of Chicago, one of the many scat-

tered plants for the manufacture of high

explosives, which are owned by the

Dupont Powder Company.
But as an explosion it appears to

have been vastly the greatest and most
far-reaching ' in it& eflfect, since gun-

powder was first invented. It was per-

haps the nearest man had ever come to

rivalling the resistless and elemental

forces of nature. As an artificial

cyclone and earthquake in combination,

there has never been anything like it.

Cities across the Mississippi River in

Iowa felt the force of the shock, while

the seismograph in the observatory of

Saint Ignatius College at Cleveland,

Ohio, three hundred and fifty miles away
from the scene of the blast, recorded for

nearly half an hour the tremors of the

stricken earth.

The largest amount of explosives ever

intentionally discharged at one time

seems to have been 120 tons of blasting

powder, backed by twenty tons of dyna-

mite, used in the destruction of the Great

Hell Gate reef, which, until LS/ri, made
East River, New York, a terror to ship-

ping. But that was a mere baby's fire-

cracker when compared with the more
than a thousand tons of giant powder
and the 35 tons of dynamite which—ex-

ploded by some mysterious and forever

hidden accident—dug holes in the earth

a hundred feet deep, by three himdred

feet square, and threw half the popula-

tion of the middle West into a spasm of

fear.

As in most powder explosions, the

exact cause of the disaster will always

remain a mystery. The first explosion

occurred in and utterly destroyed the

glazing mill. It is in this room that the

granules of blasting powder, after being

moulded, are glazed with a thin coating

of graphite, to prevent the absorption

of moisture which will ruin unglazed

powder in a short time. For the purpose

of glazing, the powder is put into steel

cylinders containing graphite. There
were two men in the glazing room when
the explosion occurred, E. S. Thompson
and Edward Hilliard. Thompson was
one of the oldest and most experienced

men in the plant. He was instantly

killed by the blast and his mangled body
was found some distance away. Hilliard

was blown through the roof of the glaz-

A HEAVY BOX CAR JARRED TO PIECES ONE-HALF MILE FROM THE EXPLOSION.



AS THOUGH IT HAD BEEN STRUCK BY THE LOUSE END OF A TORNADO.
A dwelliDg thrcu-fourths of a mile distant from Pluasant Prairie.

ing mill, but escaped unhurt. Even mill went up—following the glazing mill

more remarkable was the escape of half blast—they were blown up into the air

a dozen men working in the soda mill and alighted on another building, which,

some distance away. When the soda in its turn, then exploded. The second

STANDING ONE HALF MILE AWAY, BUT SHATTERED BY THE EXPLOSION.
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THE ALMOST INCREDIBLE POWER OF THE EXPLOSIVE.
A hole onu hundred feet deep dug in the earth.

explosion deposited the • men on the chinery and debris on the spot which
ground at the side of a third building, they had just left. Nothing could better

wiiich, as they fled for safety, rose up illustrate the whimsical and mysterious
into the air and dropped tons* of ma- action of high explosives than the fact

THIS B.ARN. NE.AR PLE.'\SANT PRAIRIE. CRUMPLED AS IF BUILT OF CARDBOARD.

iy?
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that these human missies went unscathed

through a series of tremendous blasts

which broke a thousand windows and
shook great skyscrapers more than fifty

miles away.
The first result of the explosion was

the instant liberation of billions of cubic

feet of gas, which swept out from the

common center with almost incalculable

violence. It was this first hammer blow
of the gaseous wave, seeking room for

expansion, which shook buildings and
overturned brick chimneys. It was fol-

lowed an instant later by the return of

the compressed air about the circumfer-

ence of the circle, rushing in toward the

center, where something like a vacuum
had been created. This rebound of the

great air wave greatly lowered the pres-

sure outside the houses and other build-

ings, leaving the pressure inside much
higher and more nearly normal. It was
this higher pressure on the inside that

caused the destruction of window glass,

every pane, so far reported, having

fallen out, as if struck a heavy blow
from within. The pressure from with-

out, in the first instance, was undoubt-

edly as strong as the reaction which fol-

lowed it. That it was not as effective in

destroying the glass may have been at

least partially due to the fact that a win-

dow-pane is supported against outside

pressure by the whole strength of the

heavy window- frame, while against

pressure from within, there is no pro-

tection but the putty.

In addition to the air waves, earth

waves of great intensity and duration

were set up by the explosion. Much
comment was caused by the fact that

while at a distance of more than 300
miles in certain directions the earth

vibrations were strongly felt, in other

directions and at a distance pf only fifty

miles they passed unnoticed. Over a

large portion of the South side of Chi-

cago, for instance, there was no recog-

nition of the explosion, while in Cleve-

land, Ohio, the seismograph vibrated

violently. The great dift'erence is due
to the varying constitution of the crust

of the earth. In directions where con-

tinuous strata of solid rock ran away
from the center of the disturbance earth

waves were transmitted cjuickly and
with slowly diminishing violence, while

when such strata gave way to great

deposits of sand and gravel the shock
was poorly transmitted and quickly ab-

sorbed. The fact that, a terminal mo-
raine of loosely packed sand and detritus

underlies much of Chicago accounts for

the escape of certain parts of the city

from any very noticeable effects of the

earth waves.
The after effects of the explosion have

been varied. In two or three cases the

deaths of people who were seriously ill

at the time have been ascribed to the

shock. The Dupont Company has come
forward and" voluntarily offered to pay
all damages caused by the blast. And in

both Wisconsin and Illinois bills have
been introduced in the State legislatures

looking towards the more strict regula-

tion and control of powder mills and
other places where great quantities of

high explosives are stored.

What seems to be needed is a law

—

backed by competent and honest inspec-

tion—which will prevent the accumula-
tion and storage in a single location of

any such tremendous amount of blasting

powder as a thousand tons.

As well live' on the crest of a live vol-

cano as within fifty miles of such a

potential and ever-ready earthquake

!



PLOWING AT COLBY. KANSAS, ON A TEN-THOUSAND
ACRE WHEAT FARM.

JUST A FARMER
By

HARRY F. KOHR

WHEN "Jim" Fike drew
up a pair of jaded ponies

hitched to a dilapidated

wagon and faced the set-

ting sun on the lonely

prairie in Thomas County, Kansas,
twenty-five years ago, he didn't have $25
to his name. Now that same "Jim" Fike
spends that much every week for gaso-
line alone and the most of the prairie he
saw by the light of that setting sun is

his own and on it is the largest wheat
farm in the world.

Twenty-five years ago there were not
ten carloads of wheat
raised in Thomas
County. "Jini" Fike
requires that much
now to seed his one
farm. To do the work
on that farm requires

the services of more
men than there were in

Thomas County when
"Jim" Fike went there.

When James Fike
arrived in Thomas
County he took up a

quarter section of one
hundred and sixty

acres. He stuck to it

through fat years and
lean, through the grass-

hoppers and the drought, until Fortune
began to smile. He picked Up a few
more acres at a time until he became
among his neighbors what they call in

Kansas a "prominent farmer." He was
the kind of man who wins popularity

easily and his neighbors called him "Jim."
He was appointed registrar of the land

office under President Cleveland's second

administration and after his term ex-

pired he was elected a railroad commis-
sioner. Then Jim Fike quit politics and
went back to farming.

By that time the farmers in western
Kansas had begun to

learn to grow wheat.

Fike started in with

sixteen hundred acres

and he gradually in-

creased his holdings

until in 1909 he sowed
ten thousand acres.

From that area he har-

vested 120,000 bushels
and made a profit of

$60,000. Last year he
had twelve thousand
acres in winter wheat
and harvested 600
acres iiiore in spring
wheat. His profits last

year probably were
at least $75,000. Every

259

James M. Fike.

The farmer who manages his farm as a
merchant does his business.
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r'JlM" FlKE IN THE FlF.LD.

Not "too successful" to direct personally.

pound of his winter wheat last year

graded No. 2 hard, Turkey red. Most
of it went directly to Kansas mills, the

balance selling in the market for $1.04 a

bushel.

Jim Fike manages his wheat farm on
exactly the same principle that the mer-
chant or the manufacturer in the city

does his. The leaks that cost the aver-

age farmer half his yearly income are

absent from the I-'ike farm. He has his

business office and his bookkeeper and a

strict account is kept of everything that

is bought, sold and issued to be used.

He knows just what he has all the time

and just where it is. He employs 250
men and five hundred horses in the har-

vest season and he is always the first

man awake and the last man to bed. He

drives over his farm ifi a forty-horse
power motor-car and directs the opera-
tions like the field marshal of an army.

After the harvesting is finished, four
threshing machines are kept busy for a
month, threshing the grain. The granar-
ies on the farm make a small village in

themselves. Immediately after the har-
vesting is finished, the big plows are put
to work, hauled by steam or gasoline
tractors, and the ground is thoroughly
stirred to a depth of from eighteen to

twenty-four inches. In this way the
moisture that comes in the fall and win-
ter gets a chance to permeate to a great
depth and the efifect of the occasional

drought is minimized.
In Colby, the county seat, Mr. Fike

has a large machine-shop where all his

repair and maiHifacturing work is done.

There, through the winter, his machinery
is overhauled and made ready for the

spring and summer, and between times
new machinery is built. The surplus

product is sold to neighboring farmers,
who prefer the home-made machine to

the factory-made because it embodies
Pike's ideas and their own of what it

should he. Last year Fike employed six

steam-plow outfits. Now he is changing
them all to gasoline power because of the

expense of hauling fuel and water to

make steam.

Ten years ago when Fike began his

extensive operations his neighbors
warned him to "stop before you go
broke." Now they look upon him as an
oracle. His income is saicl to be greater

than any other man's in Kansas, but he
is still "Jim" Fike and not to be dis-

tinguished among his neighbors by any
extraordinary exterior mark. They call

him the wheat king, but he says he is

just a farmer. That's the secret of it.

He is "just a farmer," and nothing else.

He's a specialist. So wherever men grow
wheat or sell it he is known and no man's
advice is more eagerly sought in the

wheat region or on the board of trade.

His motto is plow deep and plow early.

"When you plow early you kill the

weeds," Fike says, "and when you plow
deep you conserve the moisture. Most
farmers sow too much seed. I sow from
half a bushel to three pecks to the acre."



CAN OF CONDENSED POWER
By

BENJAMIN BROOKS

F^AR
out on the southwest coast

, of the country—ahnost on the

I

Ijeach. in fact—as if taking a

last desperate stand against

an advancing conqueror, stand

three giant engines. The man who
placed them there received a small for-

tune in bonuses over his contract price

on account of their high efficiency

—

which shows that they are among the

very most efficient engines in the world.

But still they are not good enough. Not-
withstanding faithful turning out of

20,000 horse-power for twenty hours a

day so that the people of Los Angeles
can enjoy trolley rides, they now find

themselves coldly regarded as only has-

beens.

Beside them in the same engine room
now stands a new engine. Nobody
would suspect it of being an engine, for

it seems to be nothing but a round steel

tower having the appearance of a young
light-house. This new giant came on
sixteen freight cars and is known as a

Curtis Vertical Turbine. On the 20th

of last December he began to spin and
to roar, and ever since has stood out in

wonderful contrast to the three old-time

giants. While they are able to turn out

20.000 horse-power together, the new-
comer—although not a bit bigger—can

THE SMALLER IS THE MORE EFFICIENT.
A 15.000 kilowatt turbine, occupying 2.128 square feet A 5.000 kilowatt engine. Three such as this occupy 10.640

of floor space. iquare feet of floor space
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do it single handed. While they occupy

a space one hundred and forty feet by

seventy-six feet, lie works comfortably

in a corner fifty-six by thirty-eight. The
old timers, grinding out a hundred turns

a minute, shake the earth so it can be

seen in the bubble of a surveyor's level

hundreds of feet away : but the new
boy turns 750 times a minute and never
quivers. All the beautifully scientific

cams and levers on the old timers that

have been perfected and refined to such
exactness since the time of James Watt
—these the new giant dispenses with

altogether. He is a most deceiving in-

dividual, and were it not for his trick of

blowing your hat off when you come into

the hot draft from his whirling magnets,
you might never suspect him of moving
at all.

There's the beauty of your turbine. As
an exponent of the simple life he is

not to be excelled. He just spins.

There's nothing to him. Anybody can
understand him. We could make a small

one ourselves in an hour out of a tin

can. Let us choose one of those tall

round cans such as ginger cookies come
packed in, and begin by melting the

iDottom out of it. Next we will procure

a dozen of those little brass wind-mill

ventilators such as are sometimes put
into ofiice windows to whirl around and
distribute the incoming air. Six of

these must be just the right size to fit

tightly in the can ; the other six must be

a trifle smaller so as to go loosely into

the can. The first si.x must be cut

to whirl to the right ; the others to whirl

to the left. Now we start with a tight

one and fasten it near the bottom of the

can. Through the little hole in its cen-

ter we put a smooth round rod for a

revolving shaft. The next windmill is

opposite in direction, loose enough to

whirl in the can but tight on the little

shaft. The third is right handed again,

firmly fixed in the can and loose on the

shaft—and so on till the can is full.

Now we take a long breath and blow
down through the can. The wind,

hitting the first wheel, starts it spinning;

but, in passing through it, is itself spun

in the ojjjjosite direction. No sooner is

it past the first wheel, however, than it

strikes the second wheel of opposite di-

rection and stuck fast in the can. This

wheel reverses the air again to its orig-

inal direction. It is then ready to give
the second moving wheel a push. The
second tight wheel again directs it for

the third revolving one. And so it finds

its way down through the can and away,
giving each of the six little wheels a

kick as it goes.

A turbine is nothing more. The great

steel tower which encloses it is the

cracker can. The alternate discs are

very much like the little ventilators,

being alternately spinning and station-

ary. They have many thousand little

vanes, are some fourteen feet in diameter
and run over six miles a minute. The
central spindle is a massive shaft as

thick as a policeman and weighs as much
as a switch engine. Instead of our long

breath of air, the turbine has a perpetual

blast of superheated steam roaring

through it, starting at nearly 200 pounds
pressure and gradually expanding larger

and larger and dropping down in pres-

sure till it blows out underneath into

the cool condenser at only about one

thirtieth the pressure of the air one
breathes. This extraordinary transition

from 175 pounds steam at a frightful

heat to cool fog at almost no pressure at

all occurs in the space of ten feet and
takes place in a small fraction of a sec-

ond
; yet there are no valves intervening

and a ten penny nail could be dropped
from the top down to the bottom through
the little ports without interruption. If

the noise of this continuous explosion

of steam could get out of the steel jacket

it would probably be heard for five or

ten miles.

Now all this mass of metal—the discs,

the shaft, the great electric "field" on its

upper end, weighing altogether about

100 tons, or as much as a powerful loco-

motive, revolves twelve and a half turns

every second ; and if the shaft should

ever rest its weight on even the smooth-

est possible bearing it would melt it in a

mighty few minutes. This entire 100

tons, however, rests on no bearing at all,

but floats—floats on a little pool of oil

no bigger than a wash basin ; and two
strong pumps see to it that the oil in the

little pool never drops below a pressure
of 900 poimds per square inch.

The beautiful ease with which this

huge top s])ins was imi)ressed upon the
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writer on last New Year's Day. A care-

less or ill-informed nieclianic, working"

near it, accidentally short circuited about

a third of its total current through the

handle of a monkey wrench and into a

steel column. Instantly there was
a noise like an explosion, followed

by a gorgeous copper-colored fire

that burned with a roar like a hun-

dred rolling drums. The tremendous
jolt thrown back by this flaming

arc upon the power-house threw the

three old giants all out of step so that

their pulsations of current interfered

and stopped all the trolley cars in the

.whole city; but the turbine spun .serenely

on ; and, after they had pulled the

switches and shut off the steam, con-

tinued to spin by its own momentum for

three hours.

Before this article shall have time to

appear, the turbine will have a twin
brother spinning beside it in the opposite

corner ; so that a power cOm]iany on the

same land and in the same building (save

for extra boiler room ) has increased an
old plant to three times its original

capacity.

THROWING DEATH OFF THE TRAIL
A SEQUEL TO •'HAUNTED HOUSES OF DEATH"

By

F. C. WALSH, M. D.

THE cure of "consumption" is

a medical problem ; its pre-

vention a social one.—not

from choice, but rather from
necessity. If the available

figures be made to conform with facts

instead of meeting the requirements of

optimistic theory, it must be admitted
that tuberculosis is on the increase, re-

gardless of all statements to the contrary.

In questions of public policy, physicians

are poor executives, and weak in mili-

tant, harmonious organization. As re-

gards the prevention of tuberculosis,

they have had their hour of opportunity,

and failed ; it is becoming a necessity

that this phase of the problem be turned
over to a properly informed public. If

the medical men cannot or will not act

except as isolated individuals, then the

people themselves must take some col-

lective action on their own initiative.

The public cannot do this without some
information as to a proper method. Un-
fortunately, any information wdiich hap-
pens to be practical, is usually buried out

of sight of the people in the purely tech-

nical pages of the medical journals, end-
ing then and there any possible career

of usefulness. It would appear from this

that the popular magazines, if given the

opportunity, will continue to do more
for the future, in the way of disseminat-

ing practical information, than all other

methods combined. Even now they are

performing a function properly the duty
of good goverjunent.

There is no cure for tuberculosis, and
probably never will be,—accepting the

word "cure" in the sense of some special

medicine. From many points of view
this very hope of a cure has had its bad
effects. For one thing, it has taken both

the public and medical mind too much
away from the important necessity and
practical benefits of prevention. A dis-

ease prevented is better than cured, for

no one is so well ofT physically or finan-

cially after any illness, and particularly

does this truth apply to tuberculosis.

All disease is undesirable, except for

those who live by it. Furthermore, the

successful prevention of a disease does

aw-ay with any need for its "cure." This
is well exemplified in the case of yellow-

fever. We have never succeeded in find-

ing a cure for that former scourge of

the South, but we have done far better.

We have wiped out the disease bodily,

bag and baggage, by simple, preventive



PORCHES WHERE TUBERCULOSIS PATIENTS ARE KEPT SHOULD BE DISINFECTED OFTEN.
Outdoor sleeping will not alone suffice to cure.

methods. We no longer need a cure for

that which has practically ceased to

exist. Why can't we do the same with

tuberculosis? We can. Why don't we?
Consumptives are being bred hourly,

more rapidly than they can be cared for,

much less cured, by any, present arrange-

ments of any kind whatsoever. Special

hospitals and sanitaria can not be built

fast enough to meet the essential require-

ments, now or for the future. Even
were it possible to make the demand for

hospitals equal to the supply of patients,

the economic drain on the public purse

could not long be borne. , The load

would prove greater than any community
could sustain. For economic, as well as

for practical sanitary reasons, we shall

have to change the policies devised for

the immediate future, and adopt instead

some method of checking, at the very
source, the increasing annual crop of

consumptives. Those afflicted must, of

course, be cared for ; but an increase in

the number of hospitals will not stamp
out the disease. We reap wliat we sow ;

let us cease to sow the seeds of consump-
tion, and there will be no harvest to

store, in sickly human form, in the

numerous and expensively projected,

.special hospitals. Wc must reconsider

our- plans, for they are built on sands,

and devote more of our time and at-
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tention to stamping out the disease at its

source, by methods that have hitherto

never been considered.

Optimists who claim to know, are for-

ever making the assertion, in vague, un-

defined ways, that tuberculosis will be

stamped out completely within ten years.

And it should be. But not one of them
seems to think it necessary to take the

public into his confidence long enough
to so much as hint at any definite method
by which this much desired consumma-
tion is to be accomplished. Most of

them do go so far, however, as to be
loud in their continuous demands for

more money. It would be a pleasure,

and perhaps a revelation to those who
are accustomed to contribute, to know
exactly, by itemization, what these

medical prophets do, and intend to do,

with the many munificent contributions.

But, any money is useless for the pur-

pose intended, unless some sane, definite,

logical method be presented, with the

sole object of combating the disease at

its very fountain-head. Who of the

great public has ever heard of such a

plan ? One man, at the head of the

Iicalth department of one of our fore-

most cities, thinks that an appropriation

by the city, of about $22,000,000, would
be about the right amount as a beginning

in the extermination of the disease, to be
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followed, by appropriations of like

amount for the next fifteen vears. This
makes a total of $330,000,000. Rather
big figures for a modest health-officer

to deal with! Yet he presents no defi-

nite plan of campaign, nor states in any
detail whatever how this huge sum is to

be expended. These figures apply to his

one city alone. With the present lack-

of-method style of campaign against the

disease, ten times that, or any other sum,
would be useless. However, if the ex-

penditure suggested should bring the re-

sult predicted, the price paid would not

be too high. But why follow vague
prophecies, when the desired end should

be attained by an expenditure of $100,-

000, or less, annually, in the instance

cited, by adopting a practicable, com-
mon-sense method, with the

probability of completely

exterminating the disease

in less than five years?

It is generally conceded
that if consumption can be

"caught early," discovered

at the beginning and "taken

in time," the consumptive
stands a very good chance

of being cured. This state-

ment should pass unchal-

lenged. But there are two
great difficulties in the way
of discovering the disease

"at the very beginning."

The first pertains to the

physician. Not one phy-
sician in ten can diagnose
the disease in its earliest

stages. This is no reflec-

tion on the average medical
man, for even the eleventh

physician, who is probably
an "expert," is sometimes
mistaken. The other dif-

ficulty is "in the very na-

ture of things," and per-

tains to the patient himself.

Not one person in fifty so

much as even thinks of

consulting a physician,

until the disease becomes
troublesoine to himself, and
fairly apparent to his

friends. As a result of

these two difficulties, per-

taining alike to physician

and patient, the disease is usually pretty

well established by the time it is discov-

ered, and often past the stage of prob-

able cure.

But granted that the disease is discov-

ered in time, what then ? Brown, for

instance, having been told that he has
tuberculosis, takes a sensible view of the

situation, and packs ofT at once for Ari-
zona, where he pitches a tent in the

desert, as a more or less permanent
abode. One would imagine the con-
ditions under which he lives to be ideal

for his purpose. The air is dry and
warm ; the sky always blue, and the only
time he spends in his tent is during the
heat of mid-day, and when he retires to

his blanket for the night. For a time
he improves, and makes no change in

No Harm. Bur .Mucii Good Will Be .Accomplished b\ Sleeping
Out Like This.

In the Grand Canyon of the Colorado, .\rizona.
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the location of his tent for months.

Then as time rolls on, he takes a turn

for the worse, and in less than a year is

dead. Why? Jones is another victim

of the disease, who also makes up his

mind to go to Arizona. He has an idea

of his own that he can get along without

any tent, and sleeps with only the stars

above, rolled up in his blanket. Having
no tent as a fixed abode, he naturally

moves from place to place each day,

sleeping on new and different ground
each night. That is an important point.

Jones ends by being cured. Why? Just

one more instance, after which these

"whys" will be explained. Smith has

the disease, and goes to the West. He
makes a rapid gain from the start, and
feels and looks in perfect health long

before a year is gone. He returns home,
satisfied that he is cured. His friends

congratulate him, and life looks sweeter

than ever before. In less than four

months he is once more in the tenacious

clutches of the disease. It is time to

consider, at this point, some reason for

these dift'erent terminations, as an ex-

planation of these three instances will

throw much needed light on the cure and
prevention of tuberculosis.

In any discussion of tuberculosis, one
important fact must be constantly kept

in mind : consumption is contagious. It

is useless to dodge this statement. Yet
it is the most difficult fact to drive into

the public mind. Owing to the slow de-

velopment of the disease, it is difficult

for its victims to understand how or

where they contracted it. This slow

development is unfortunate. If tubercu-

losis developed its symptoms in a few
days, like cholera or yellow-fever, it

would have been stamped out in all

communities long since. Further, it is

seldom, or never, "caught" on the high-

ways or by-ways, from some consvunp-

tive pas.ser-by ; nor from occasional

travel on railways or street-cars ; nor

from the casual wind or dust of the

streets. One does not have to go so far

from home to find the real source of the

contagion. It is safe to say that nine

per.sons out of ten who have the disease,

contracted it in their own homes, or,

more specifically, in the very rooms in

wliicli they are accustomed to live and

brcaliie. In short, tuberculosis is first,

last and all the time, a "house" disease.

A realization of the vast importance of

this one fact, simplifies the problem of

the prevention" and cure of tuberculosis

to such an extent, that the mind of a

child should be able to solve it. Any-
physician who has had any experience
worth considering, can call to memory
innumerable instances of houses which
he knows to be nothing less than verita-

ble breeding-places for tuberculosis,

—

houses in which family after family,

healthy enough when they moved into

one of these plague-ridden dwellings, has

sacrificed victim after victim, too often in

the name of heredity, to the devastating

ravages of this most treacherous of

plagues.

With this hint as a key to the prob-
lem, let us try to answer the three

"whys" which arose in the typical in-

stances of Brown, Jones and Smith. In

the first place, not one of these three

should ever have contracted the disease.

Secondly, the three of them could have
been cured at home, and Brown should

never have died. Let us explain.

Before Brown had contracted the dis-

ease, he had moved in the month of ]\Iay.

into a house in another part of the town
where he had always lived. By fall, he

had contracted tuberculosis. It was dis-

covered later, that several dift'erent

families, who had occupied this same
house in succession, had lost in turn

several members from tuberculosis. No
attempt had ever been made to disinfect

the house. As already stated. Brown
went to Arizona, pitched his tent on a

certain spot, and never made any change
from that one spot until his death. Note
that fact. As a result, the soil ovef
which he slept, night after night, became
saturated with the accumulated germs
which he expelled in coughing, so that

he was continually, at night, re-breathing

into his system, the very "seeds" which
cause the disease. He was re-poisoning

himself nigiitly, and didn't know it. His
system would have been able to throw-

off the original "germ-poison" which it

contracted, but it was not strong enough
to withstand a new dose of the poison
every night. Had he changed the loca-

tion of his tent daily, he could have
slept each night in an atmosphere prac-

tically germ-free. There is a new lesson





THE CONSUMPTIVE SHOULD NOT PITCH HIS TENT FOR MOKE THAN A NIGHT
OR TWO IN ONE SPOT.

Permanent quarters like this militate against recovery.

Any one, after a moment's thought, can

answer that question, but we wish to

consider it in the light of information

derived from existing conditions in other

countries. In the cities of the most en-

Hghtened of European countries, anti-

spitting ordinances are imnecessary, be-

cause the people there are not addicted

to the habit. This is true of London,
Paris, Berlin and \'ienna. Another
thing, no European in the cities men-
tioned ever thinks of using any but his

own drinking cup. This is not said for

the purpose of praising Europeans at the

expense of our own belittlement, but

merely as a prelude to the statement that

the European mortality from tubercu-

losis is as great as ours, and in some
instances, greater. The conclusion

drawn is, if all legislation thus far en-

acted against the sjiread of tuberculosis

were stringently enforced to the very

letter, we would note little or no diminu-

tion in the ravages of the disease.

The simpler the method for the pre-

vention or cure of a disease, the better,

—

but the more difficult it is to secure its

adoption. The extreme simplicity of a

method is often against it. People are

so accustomed to "taking something" for

all ills of the flesh, that it is not easy for

them to change their habits of thought

on the subject. Besides, the public is

so used to having something mysteri-

ously complicated thrust at it, at so

much per "thrust," that it is almost im-

possible to bring this same public to the

realization that any one is sufficiently in-

terested in the welfare of the people, to

offer them something for nothing. And
too often they are quite right. For-

tunately, the idea here presented offers

no opportunity for any material gain.

No one would move into a house
which had not been disinfected, in which
the very last occupants had just gone
through a siege of small-pox. It is im-

])ortant to bear this in mind, whenever
one moves into new quarters. Did the

last occupants have consumption, or did

they not? Nobody knows, or takes the

trouble to learn. It is of vast importance

to the family about to move in. The
only way for the latter to be on the

26S
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safe side is to act just the

same as if the house were
reeking with the germs of

consumption. What is one

to do as a safe-guard?

Simply this : Fumigate
every room in the house
with the vapor given of? by
ii e a t i n g formaldehyde ;

wash all floors, windows
and wood-work with mild

solutions of corrosive sub-

limate and water. Only
after such a chemical
cleansing, can the new-

quarters be considered safe

for human habitation.

Is there anything new
that can be done for those

already afflicted with the

disease ? By all means.
Let these poor sufiferers

ask themselves. What are

the real benefits of "fresh

air"? Ideal "fresh air" is

that which has its proper proportion of

oxygen, and is germ-free. If one af-

flicted with consumption can possibly

have air of this kind in his own home,
there is not the shadow of an excuse for

leaving it in search of "climate." Let

us illustrate. Suppose a man is over-

come by illuminating gas, while in his

room. The very first thing for his res-

cuers to do, is to take him out of the

room, or let out all the gas. Bearing in

mind this comparison and applying it

to the consumptive in his own home,
there are just two things to do: Either

take the consumptive away from the

germ-ridden air of his room, or let out

the germs. Unfortunately, the latter re-

fuse to go. Sleeping with open windows
will not suffice ; the air which comes in is

not sufficient to drive them from their

lodgings on the floors, walls and car-

pets, not to mention the bed-coverings

;

nor are the germs kind enough to take

A Portable Tent of This Sort Makes a New Daily Camping
Ground Exceedingly Practicable.

a hint and leave by the open window.
In order to make the air of such a room
germ-free, there remains just one thing

to do : kill the germs by frequent fumi-
gation. How often should this fumiga-
tion be done ? Daily, if possible, but at

least once or twice a week. A very good
plan for a consumptive to follow is that

of living in alternate rooms on alternate

days. By so doing, each room can be
fumigated and rendered germ-free on
alternate days, as a result of which the

consumptive will have the benefits of an

absolutely pure air both day and night.

Such a course, followed in conjunction

with what is already known in the way
of good nutrition and hygiene, should

alTord a home cure for every case of con-

sumption that can be so treated from
its earliest discovery. There is no indi-

vidual who cannot act on the two sug-

gestions here given,—first for preven-

tion, and second for cure.

O C D
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CONCRETE HOMES
'C.Perkins

GREAT attention is being

])aiil at the present

. time to the erection of

thoroughly sanitary
and fire-proof resi-

dences, railway stations and other

buildings and it is maintained that

such buildings may be constructed

at less cost than with wood ; con-

crete is used as the material and a

number of
houses are cast

from one set of

molds.

An a c c o m-
panying illus-

tration shows
the design and
construction of

a small con-

crete house
built along the

lines of the

model h o m e,

which received

the first gold

medal at the

Internationa
Congress on
T u b e r c u 1 o s is

held in Wash-

ington, D. C. A remarkable feature

of this house is that a hose may be

used for cleaning, after the furni-

ture, pictures and rugs have been
removed, a stream of water being

applied to the walls, ceilings and
composition floors, which are

drained to tile spouts discharging

on the lawn. All fixtures are of

concrete material, bracketed from

1

A HousK That Rkckivf.d a Gold Medal.
An admiral "c style of concrete dwelling.

27^



the wall, for convenience in sweep-

ing the floors.

There is no wood to shrink or

rot, no shelter for vermin or in-

sects, no corners for dirt, all cor-

ners being- rounded. There is no
insurance to pay, no painting re-

quired and little or no expense for

repairs.

The building is so constructed

that the waste heat from the cook-

ing-range is utilized in winter for

warming the house. There is no
handling of coal or ashes. The coal

is hoisted by a simple chain block

and dumped through a coal hole on

the roof into a large pocket. It is

then fed automatically by gravity

to the stove which combines, in one
concrete fi.xture, the range, house
heater, gas stove and hot water
heater. The ashes drop from the

fire box into cans which are re-

moved from the outside.

The ice box is arranged for use

as a fresh air closet, using no ice

in cold weather and designed also

to flush out with hose. The garb-

age system, too, is unique, a cast

iron chamber being provided in the

smoke flue, where the waste is

dried, then dumped by the use of a

damper into the fire box, its fuel

value being saved.

The windows are unit size cast

iron, of casement type, with tran-

soms over them to regulate ventila-

tion easily. The walls are hollow

to prevent dampness, and there are

air circulation openings under the

roof slab. Fire places are provided
in all the rooms and the flues con-

nect around the smoke pipe for

natural ventilation.

In this concrete building, con-
struction standard unit collapsible

steel forms are used, which are de-

signed to allow change of arrange-
ment and variety in plants, and the

entire house is cast, with walls,

floor and partitions, of reinforced

concrete. The molds may also be

used for any number of duplica-

tions of the original building that

may be desired.

In the Rosemont railway sta-

tion, shown at the head of the arti-

cle, an interesting treatment ha^

been made by the inlay of small

marble blocks.

1

A PRETTY-AND SANITARY-CONXRETE RESIDENCE OF FIREPROOF
CONSTRUCTION.



NIGHT CAMP OF TRAPPERS IN SOUTHERN LABRADOR.

A CONTINENTAL FUR FARM
(PART II — CONCLUSION)

By

AGNES C. LAUT

REMEMBER it was not the

hunter who exterminated
the buffalo and the beaver
and the seal and the otter.

The poacher destroyed one
group of sea furs, the railway and the

farm supplanted the other. West of

Mackenzie River north of British Co-
lumbia is a game region almost similar

to Laljrador in its furred habitat, with
the exception that the Western preserve

is warmer and more wooded. North-
ward from Ontario is another hinterland

which from its very nature nuist always

m

be a great hunting ground. Minerals
exist—as the old French traders well

knew and the latter day discoveries of

Cobalt prove—and there is also heavy
timber ; but north of the Great Clay Belt,

between the Clay Belt and the Bay lies

the impenetrable and— I think—inde-

structible game ground. Swamp and
rock will prevent agricultural settlement,

but will provide an ideal fur preserve

similar in climate to Labrador.
Traveling with Indian guides, it is

always a matter of marvel and admira-
tion to me how the Company have bred
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into the very blood for generations the

careful nurture of all game. At one

jjlaee we heard of a huge black bear

that had been molesting some new-

ranches. "No take now," said the In-

dian. "Him fur no good now." Though
we might camp on bare rocks and the

fire lay dead ash, it was the extra Indian

paddler who invariably went back to

spatter it out. You know the white's

innate love for a roaring log fire in front

of the camp at night? The Indian calls

tliat "a -no -good- whiteman- fire -scare-

away-game."
Now take another look at the map.

Where the Saskatchewan takes a great

bend 300 miles northeast of- Prince Al-

bert, it is no longer a river—it is a, vast

muskeg of countless still amber water
channels not twice the width of your
canoe and quaking silt islands of sand

and goose grass—ideal hidden and al-

most impenetrable for small game.
Always muskeg marks the limit of big

game and the beginning of the ground
of the little fellows—waupoos the rabbit

and musquash the muskrat and sakwa-
sew the mink and nukik the otter and
wuchak or pekan the fisher. It is a

safe wager that the profits on the mil-

lions upon millions of little pelts—hun-
dreds of thousands of muskrat are taken

out of this muskeg alone—exceed by a

hundred fold the profits on the larger

furs of beaver and silver fox and bear

and wolf and cross fox and marten.

Look at the map again. North of

Cumberland lake to the next fur post is

a trilling run of 250 to 300 miles by dog
train to Lac du Brochet or Reindeer
Lake—more muskeg cut b)' limestone

and granite ridges. Here you can meas-
ure 400 miles east or west and not get

out of the muskeg till you reach Atha-
basca on the West and Hudson's I Say on
the East. North of Lac du Brochet is

a straight stretch of 1,000 mile.s

—

nothing but rocks and cataracts and
stunted woods, "little sticks" the Indians

call them—and sky colored waters in

links and chains and lakes with the

goose grass and musk-quaking musket
rat reed, cut and chiselled and trenched

by the amber water ways.
If you think there is any danger of set-

tlement ever encroaching on the muskegs
and barrens, come with me on a trip of

some weeks to the south endof this field.

We had been pulling against slack

water all day, water so slack you could

dip your hand down and fail to tell

w'hich way the current ran. Where the

high banks dropped suddenly to such a

dank tangle of reeds, brush wood, wind-
fall and timbers drifted 1,500 miles down
from the forests of the Rocky Mountains
—such a tangle as I have never seen in

any swamp of the South—the skeleton

of a moose, come to its death by a jump
among the wind fall, marked the eastern

limit of big game ; and presently the

river was lost—not in a lake—but in a

swamp. A red fox came scurrying

through the goose grass, snifi'ed the air,

looked at us and ran along abreast of our
canoe for about a mile, evidentlv scent-

A SUMMER CAMP OF BIG GAME HUNTERS NORTH OF THE SASKATCHEWAN.



FEEDING THE FAITHFUL PACK DOGS— A SCENE ON ATHABASCA LAKE.

ing the bacon of the tin "grub box."

Muskrats feed on the bulb of the tufted

"reed Uke a tree," 16 feet high on each

side : and again and again Httle kits

came out and swam in the ripple of our
canoe. Once an old duck performed the

acrobatic feat over which the nature and
anti-nature writers have been giving

each other the lie. We had come out of

one long amber channel to be confronted

by three openings exactly alike, not

much wider than the length of our Klon-
dike canoe, all lined by the high tufted

reed. MacKenzie, the half-breed rapids

man, had been telling us the endless Cree
legends of Wa-sa-kee-chaulk, the Cree
Hiawatha, and his Indian lore of stag-

nant waters now lured him into steering

us to one of the side channels. We were
not expected. An old mother duck was
directly across our path teaching some
twenty-two little black hobbling downy
babies how to swim. With a cry that

shrieked "leg it—leg it" plain as a quack

could speak and which sent the little

fellows scuttling, half swim, half run, the

old mother flung herself over on her

hack not a jiaddle's length ahead of us,

(lipped, dived, came up again just at our

n4

bow and flopped broken-winged over

the water ahead of us near enough al-

most to be caught by hand ; but when
you stretched out your hand, the crafty

lady dipped and dived and came up
broken-winged again.

"You old fool," said Sexsmith, our
head man, "your wing is no more broken
than mine is. We're not going to hurt

your babies. Shut up there and stop

that lying."

Spite of which the old duck kept up
her pantomime of deceit for more than a

mile ; when she suddenly sailed up over
our heads back to her hidden babies, a

very Boadicea of an old duck girl.

When we drew in for nooning, wild

geese honked over our heads near
enough to be hit by the butt of a gun.

Drift chips, lodged in the goose grass,

kindled fire for kettle ; but oilcloth had
to be spread before you could get foot-

ing ashore. I began to wonder what
happened as to repairs when canoes
ripped over a snag in this kind of region

;

and that brought up the story of a fur

trader's wife in another muskeg region
north of Lac La Ronge up towards
Churchill River, who was in a canoe
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A TYPICAL BAKE OVEN USED BY THE HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY AT THE
NORTHERN POSTS.

that ripped a clean hole the size of a

man's fist. Quick as a flash, the head
man was into the tin grub box and had
planked on a cake of butter. The cold

water hardened it ; and that repair car-

ried them along to the first birch tree

affording a new strip of bark.

Where an occasional ridge of lime-

stone cut the swamp, we could hear the

laughter and the glee of the Indian chil-

dren playing "wild goose" among the

trembling black poplars and whispering
birches ; and where we landed at the

Indian camps we found the missionaries

out with the hunters. In fact, even the

nuns go haying and moose hunting with

the Indian families to prevent lapses to

barbarism. On one of these moose
hunts for pemmican supply in the rock

region north of this muskeg, the Revil-

lons' manager succeeded in snap-shotting

a sister rifle in hand. The good lady

was panicky at thought of this represen-

tation of a peaceful missionary going out

to the world. "Oh, by Gar, Sister,"

consoled one of the hunters, "you con-

vert us all lot faster—me, I t'ink—wit'

y'r rifle than y'r beads."

Again and again we passed cached
canoes, provisions stuck up on sticks

above the reach of animal marauders

—

testimony to the honesty of the passing

Indian hunters, which the best policed

civilized Eastern city cannot boast of its

denizens.

"I've gone to the Rockies by way of

Peace River dozens of times," declared

the Revillon man, "and left $500 worth
of provisions cached in trees to feed us

on our way out, and when we came that
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The Hi>mf. of the Fur-Bearers.

North of the-' shaded line they are most abunda

same way six months afterwards we
never found one pound stolen, though I

remember one winter when the Indians

who were passing and repassing under

the food in those trees were starving

owing to the rabbit famine."

In winter, this region is traversed by
dog" train along the ice—a matter of 500
miles to Lac du Brochet and back, or

600 to Prince Albert and back. "Oh.
no, we're not far," said a lonely faced

Cambridge graduate fur trader to me.
"When my little boy took sick last

winter, I had to go only 55 miles.

There happened to be a doctor in the

lumber camp back on the Ridge."

But even winter travel is not all

easy in a 50 below zero climate where
you can't find sticks any larger than

your finger to kindle night fire. I know
the story of one fur trader, who was
running along behind his dog sleigh in

this section. He had become over-heated

running, and had thrown his coat and cap
across the sleigh, wearing only flaimel

shirt, fur gauntlets, corduroy trousers

and moccasins. At a l)end in the iced

channel he came on a pack of mangy
coyotes. Before he had thought, he had
sicked the dogs on at them. With a

yell they were off out of sight amid the

goose grass and reeds. Those reeds,

reniemher, are sixteen feet high, .stift'

as broom corn and hard on moccasins

as stubble would be on bare feet. To
make matters worse, a heavy snow storm

all do it-

came on. The wind was
against the direction the

dogs had taken and the

man h o 1 1 o o e d himself

hoarse without an answer-
ing sound. It was two
o'clock in the morning be-

fore the wind sank and the

trader found his dogs; and
by that time between sweat
and cold, his shirt had
frozen to a board.

Such a thing as an out

and out pagan hardly ex-

ists among the Indians of

the North. They are all

more or less Christian with

a curious mingling of pagan
superstition with the new
faith. The Indian voya-
geurs may laugh but they

•make offerings of tobacco to

the Granny Goddess of the River before
setting out. In vain we threw biscuit

and orange peel and niits to the perverse

tempered deity supposed to preside at

the bottom of those amber waters. The
winds were contrary—the water slack,

sluggish, dead, no responsive gurgle and
flap of laughter and life to the slow

keel.

One channel but opened on another.

Even the limestone ridges" had vanished
far to rear ; and the stillness of night

fell with such a flood of sunset light as

Turner never dreamed in his wildest

intoxications. There would be the

wedge shaped line of the wild geese
against a flaming sky—a far honk

—

then stillness. Then the flackering

quacking call of a covey of ducks with

a hum of wings right over our shoulders
•—then no sound but the dip of our pad-
dles and the drip and ripple of the dead
waters among the reeds. Suddenly,

there lifted against the lonely red sun-

set sky—a lob stick—a dark evergreen
stripped below the tip to mark some In-

dian camping place, or vow, or sacred

memory. We steered for it. A little

flutter of leaves like a clapping of hands
marked land enough to support black

poplars : and we rounded a crumbly
sand bank just in time to see the seven-

banded !)irch canoe of a little old hunter

—Sam Ba'tiste I'uck—SO years old he

was—squatting in the bottom of the
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birch canoe, ragged almost to

nakedness, bare of feet, gray

headed, nearly toothless but

happier than an emperor

—

the first living being we had
seen for a week in the mus-
kegs. We camped together

that night on the sand bars

—trading Sam Ba'tiste flour

and matches for a couple of

ducks. lie had been storm

stead camped in the goose

grass for three days. Do
you think he was to be

pitied ? Don't ! Three days
hunting will lay up enough
meat for Sam for the win-

ter. In the winter, he will

snare some small game,
mink, and otter and musk-
rat ; and these will earn him
flour and clothes from the

fur trader. Each of Sam's
sons is earning $700 a year
hunting big game on the

rock ridge farther north

—

more than illiterate, unskilled

men earn net in Eastern lands

spring, Sam will emerge from his cabin

—wood is free—and build another birch

canoe, and paddle away in freedom and
peace to the duck and wild geese haunts.

When we paddled off in the morning,
Sam still camped on the sand bank. He
sat squat whittling away at kin-a-kin-ic,

or the bark of the red willow, the

hunter's free tobacco. In town, Sam
would be poverty stricken, hungry, a

beggar. Here, he is a lord of his lonely

watery domain, more independent and
care-free than you are—peace to his

aged bones

!

Another night coming through the

muskegs, we lost ourselves. We had
left our Indian at the fur post and
trusted to follow southwest 200 miles

to the next fur post by the sun ; but there

was no sun, only heavy lead-colored

clouds with a rolling wind that whipped
the amber waters to froth and flooded

the sand banks. If there was any cur-

rent, it was reversed by the wind. We
should have thwarted the main muskeg
by a long narrow channel, but mistook

our way thinking to follow the main
river by taking the broadest opening.

It led us into a lake seven miles across;

The Traviling Dress of
A Missionary's Wife.

Mrs. Bom pas, wife of .'\rch-

bisliop Boinpas.

Then in

not deep, for every paddle

stroke tangled into the long

water weed known as mer-

maid's hair but deep enough
for trouble when you con-

sider the width of the lake,

the lack of dry footing the

width of one's hand, and
the fact that you can't offer

the gun'l of a canoe to the

broadside of a big wave. We
scattered our dunnage and
all three squatted in the bot-

tom to prevent the rocking

of the big canoe. Then we
thwarted and tacked and
quartered to the billows for

a half day.

Nightfall found us back

in the channel again scud-

ding before thunder and
hurricane wind looking for

camping place. It had been

a back-breaking pace all

day. We had tried to find

relief by the Indian's choppy
strokes changing every

third dip from side to side ; and we had

tried the white man's deep long pulling

strokes ; and at seven in the evening with

the thunder rolling behind and not a spot

of dry land visible the size of one's foot,

backs began to feel as if they might break

in the middle. Our canoe and dunnage
weighed close on 700 pounds. Suddenly

we shot out of the amber channel into a

shallow lagoon lined on each side by the

high tufted reeds ; but the reeds were so

thin we could see through them to lakes

on each side. A whirr above our heads

and a flock of teal almost touched us

with their wings. Simultaneously, all

three dropped paddles—all three were
speechless. The air was full of voices.

You could not hear yourself think. We
lajjped the canoe close in hiding to the

thin lining of reeds.

"Sexsmith," I asked, "have those

little sticks drifted down 1500 miles to

this lagoon of dead water?"
"Sticks," he repeated, "it isn't sticks

—it isn't drifts—it's birds—it's duck

and geese—I have never seen anything

like it—I have lived West more than

twenty years and I never heard tell of

anything—of anything like it."

Anything like it? I had lived all tny
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life ill the West and I had never heard

or dreamed any oldest timer tell any-

thing like it! For seven miles, you

could not have laid your paddle on the

water without disturhing- coveys of

geese and duck, geese and duck of such

variety as I have never seen classified or

m

named in any book on birds. We sat very

still behind the hiding of reed and

watched and watched. We couldn't talk.

We had lost ourselves in one of the se-

cluded breeding places of wild fowl in the

North. I counted dozens and dozens of

moult nests where the duck had con-
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gregated before their long flight south.

That was the night we could find camp-
ing ground only by building a founda-
tion of reeds and willows, then spread-

ing oil cloth on top ; and all night our
big tent rocked to the wind ; for we
had roped it to the thwarts of the canoe.

How the guide held his taut, I don't

know. Next day when we reached the

fur post, the chief trader told us any
good hunter could fill his canoe—the big
white banded gray canoe of The Com-
pany, not the little seven banded birch

craft—with birds to the gun'l in two
hours' shooting on that lake.

That muskeg is only one of hundreds
of thousands, when you go seventy miles

north of the Saskatchewan, sixty miles

east of Athabasca Lake. That muskeg
and its like, covering an area two-thirds

of all Europe, is the home of all the little

furs—mink and muskrat and fisher and
otter and rabbit and ermine, the furs

that clothe—not princes and millionaire,

who buy silver fox and sea otter—but

you and me and the rest of us, whose
object is to keep warm, not to show how
much we can spend. Out of that one
muskeg, hundreds of thousands of little

pelts have been taken since 1754 when
Anthony Hendry, the smuggler, first

led the fur trader inland from the Bay.

Yet the game—save in the year of the

unexplained rabbit pest—shows no sign

of diminishing.

Does it sound very much to you like a

region where the settler would ultimately

drive out the fur

trade ? What would
he settle on ? That
is the point. Na-
ture has taken
good care that cli-

mate and swamp
shall erect an ever-

lasting barrier to

encroachment on
her game pre-

serves.

To be sure, if

you ask a fur
trader • "how are

furs?" he will an-

swer "poor —
poorer every year."

So would you if

you were a fur Nuns. Aided by Indians. Shot These Moose

trader and wanted to keep out rivals.

I have never known a fur trader who
did not make that answer.
To be sure, seal and sea otter, beaver

and bufifalo have been almost exter-

minated ; but the extermination in one
case has been the poacher, in the other
the farm. Even today if the govern-
ments of the world, especially Canada and
the United States would pass a law
prohibiting the killing of a single buffalo
or beaver, seal or sea otter for fifty years
—these species would replenish them-
selves.

"The last chapter of the fur trade has
been written?" Never! The oldest in-

dustry of mankind will last as long as
mankind lasts.

I read also that "the last chapter of
the fur romance has been written." That
is the point of view of the man who
spends fifty weeks in town and two
weeks in the wilds. It is not the point

of view of the man who spends two
weeks in town and fifty in the wilds ; of
the man who goes out beyond the reach
of law into strange realms the size of
Russia with no law but his own right

arm, no defense but his own wit. Though
I have written an 800 page history of
the Hudson's Bay Company straight

from their own Minutes in Hudson's
Bay House, London, I could write more
of the romance of the fur trade right in

the year 1911 than has ever been peimed
of the Company since it was established

away back in the year 1670.

Space permits
only two examples.
You recall the

Cambridge m a n,

who thought it a

short distance to

go only fifty-five

miles by dog train

for a doctor. A
more cultured,
scholarly, perfect

gentleman I have
never met in Lon-
don or New York.
Yet when I met
his wife, I found
her a shy little,

part-Indian girl,
who had almost to

be dragged in to
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meet us. That spiritual face—sucli a face

as you might see among the preachers of

Westminster or Oxford—and tlie Httle

shy Indian girl-wife and the children,

plainly a throw-back to their red-skin

ancestors, not to the Cambridge pater-

nity. What was the explanation? Where
was the story of heartache and tragedy

— I asked myself, as we stood in our

tent door watching the York boat come
in with provisions for the year under a

sky of such diaphanous northern lights

as leave you dumb before their beauty

and their splendor? How often he must

have stood beneath those northern lights

thinking out the heartbreak that has no

end.

I did not learn the story till I had
come on down to civilization and town
again. That Cambridge man had come
out from England flush with the zeal of

the saint to work among the Indians.

In the Indian school where he taught he

had met his Fate—the thing he probably

scouted—that fragile type of Indian

beauty almost fawn-like in its elusive-

ness, pure spirit from the very prosaic

fact that the seeds of mortal disease are

already .snapping the ties to life. It is a

type you never see near the fur posts.

You have to go to the far outer encamj)-

ments, where white vices have not pol-

luted the very air. He fell in love. What
was he to do? If he left her to her fate,

she would go back to the inclement

roughness of tepee life mated to some
Indian hunter, or fall victim to the

brutal admiration of some of those white

sots, who ever seek hiding in the far

wilderness. He married her, and had

of course to resign his position as

teacher in the school. He took a posi-

tion with The Company and lived no

doubt in such happiness as only such a

spiritual nature could know ; but the

seeds of the disease which gave her such

unearthly beauty, ripened. She died.

What was to become of the children?

If he sent them back to England, they

would be wretched and their presence

would be misunderstood. If he left

them with her relatives, they would grow
up Indians. If he kept them he must
have a mother for them, so he married

another trader's daughter— the little

half-breed girl—and chained himself to

his rock of Fate as fast as ever martyr

was bound in Grecian myth ; and there

he lives today. The mail comes in only

once in three months in summer, only

once in six in winter. He is the only

white man on a watery island 200 miles

from anywhere except when the lum-

bermen come to the Ridge, or the In-

2S0
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dian agent arrives with the treaty money
once a year.

And "the last chapter of the fur

romance has been written ?"

"The last chapter of the fur romance"
will not have been written as long as

frost and muskeg provide a habitat for

furtive game, and strong men set forth

to traverse lone places with no defence

but their own valiant spirit.

Space permits only one more example,
and it is of a man known to every fur

buyer of St. Louis and Cliicago and St.

Paul—Mr. Hall, the chief commissioner
of furs for the Hudson's Bay Company.
I wish I could give it in Mr. Hall's own
words—in the slow quiet recital of the

man who has spent his life amid the

great silent verities, up next to primor-
dial facts, not theorizing and profession-

alizing and discretionizing and generally

darkening counsel by words without
knowledge. He was a youth somewhere
around his early twenties ; and he was
serving The Company at Stuart Lake in

British Columbia—a sort of American
Trossachs on a colossal scale. He had
been sent with a party to bring some
furs across from AlacLeod Lake east in

the most heavily wooded mountains. It

was mid winter. Fort MacLeod was
short of provisions. On their way back,

travel proved very heavy and slow.

Snow buried the beaten trail; and travel

aside plunged men and horses through
snow crust into a criss cross tangle of

underbrush and windfall. The party ran

out of food. It was thought if Hall, the

youngest and lightest, could push ahead
on snowshoes to Stuart Lake, he could
bring out a rescue party with food.

He set off without horse or gun and
only a lump of tallow in his pocket as

food. The distance was seventy-five

miles. At first he ran on winged feet

—

feet winged with hunger : but it began
to snow heavily with a wind that beat
in his face and blew great gusts of snow
pack down from the evergreen branches
overhead ; and even feet winged with
hunger and snowshoes clog from soft

snow and catch derelict branches stick-

ing up through the drifts. By the time
you have run half a day beating against
the wind, reversing your own tracks to

find the chipped mark on the bark of
the trees to keep you on the blazed trail

—you are hungry. Ilall began to nibble

at his tallow as he ran and to snatch
handfuls of snow to quench his thirst.

At night he kindled a roaring" big white-

man-fire against the wolves, dried out
the thawed snow from his back and
front, dozed between times, sang to keep
the loneliness oft', heard the muffled echo
come back to him in smothered voice,

and at first streak of dawn ran on and on
and on.

By the second night. Hall had eaten

all his tallow. He had also reefed in his

belt so that his stomach and spine

seemed to be camping together. The
snow continued to fall. The trees swam
past him as he ran. And the snow
drifts lifted and fell as he jogged heav-
ily forward. Of course, he was not
dizzy. It was the snow blindness or the

drifts. He was well aware the second
night that if he would have let himself,

he would have dug down a sleeping hole

in the snow and wrapped himself in a
snow blanket and slept and slept; but he
thrashed himself awake, and set out
again, dead heavy with sleep, weak
from fatigue, staggering from hunger

;

and the wings on his feet had become
weighted with lead.

He knew it was all up with him when
he fell. He knew if he could get only
a half hour's sleep, it would freshen him
up so he could go on. Lots of winter
travelers have known that in the North

;

and they have taken the half hour's sleep ;

and another half hour's ; and have never
wakened. Anyw.ay, something wakened
Hall. He heard the crackle of a branch.
That was nothing. Branches break to

every storm ; but this was like branches
breaking under a moccasin. It was un-
believable : there was not the slightest

odor of smoke, unless the dream odor of
his own delirious hunger ; but not twenty
paces ahead crackled an Indian fire, sur-

rounded by buckskin tepees, Indians
warming themselves by the fire.

With an unspeakable revulsion of hope
and hunger. Hall flung to his feet and
dashed into the middle of the encamp-
ment. Then a tingling- went over his

body like the wakening from death, of
frost to life—blind stabbing terror ob-
sessed his body and soul ; for the fire

was smokeless, the figures were speech-

less, transparent, unaware of his pres-
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ence, very terribly still. His first

thought was that he had come on some
camp hopeless from the disaster of mas-
sacre or starvation. Then he knew this

was no earthly camp. He could not tell

how the figures were clothed or what
they were. Only he knew they were
not men. He did not even think of

ghosts. All he knew was it was a death

fire, a death silence, death tepees, death

flectively on the memories of that night.

"I'm not much on romance and that kind

of thing! I don't believe in ghosts. I

don't know what it was. All I know is

it scared me so it saved my life ; and it

saved the lives of the rest, too ; for the

relief party got out in time, though they
didn't see a sign of any Indian camp. I

don't know what to make of it, unless

years ago some Indian camp had been

INDI.ANS IN SUMMER CAMP NORTH OF PRINCE .ALBERT.

figures. He fled through the woods
knowing only death was behind him

—

running and running, and never stopping
till he dropped exhausted across the fort

doorstep at two in the morning. He
blurted out why he had come. Then he
lapsed unconscious. They filled him
with rum. It was twenty-four hours
before he could speak.

"I don't know these modern theories

about hallucination and delusions and
things," concluded Mr. Hall gazing re-

starved or massacred there, and owing to

my unusual condition I got into some
clairvoyant connection with that past.

However, there it is : and it would take

a pretty strong argument to persuade me
I didn't see anything. All the other

things I thought I saw on that trip cer-

tainly existed : and it would be a queer
thing if the one thing which saved my
life did not exist. That's all I know

;

and you can make anything you like

of it."



COAL HEATERS WHICH SAVED A CROP OF PEARS FROM A TEMPERATURE OF TWENTY
DEGREES ON THE DAY FOLLOWING THE TAKING OF THIS PHOTOGRAPH.

IN THE TIN PAN TROPICS
By

OMAR H. SAMPLE

WITHIN the past two years

another and a greater

triumph of scientific hor-

ticulture has arrived ; an-

other natural enemy of
the things that grow and bring forth

fruit has been vanquished. Jack Frost,
long King of the Fruit Crop, has been
dethroned. Fruit growers have Hterally

built millions of fires under him, and
burned him out.

Scientific orchard heating has made it

possible to raise the temperature of a
two hundred acre orchard ten to fifteen

degrees with as much certainty as the

janitor can heat the city man's flat. It

takes somewhat more labor than the last

mentioned process, bvit the satisfaction

and the profits of "heating all outdoors"

are surpassingly greater. Frost insur-

ance for the fruit crop is now just as

practicable, just as certain, and vastly

more profitable for the money expended
than either fire or life insurance.

Insurance by fire for the fruit grower
makes vastly greater profits at a much
smaller expense than insurance against

fire does for the merchant or manufac-

turer. The little outdoor oil stoves and

coal furnaces that have been sold by the

2S3



What Create the "Tropics."

From left to riglit. row one: 1, graduated burner type
of oil heater; 2. single burner type of oil heater, with
center draft: 3. reservoir heater that may be set to burn
any desired lenglth of time. Row two: 1, the original

California oil heater that started orchard heatinc: 2. an
orchard coal heater; 3. pan type of reservoir heater, the
size of the fiame being regulated by closing the holes.

millions to orchard owner.s in the last

year and a half have banished from the

fruit grower that annual early spring

nervous prostration from fear of frost

;

that periodic, paralyzing fear that he

may go to bed at night and awaken to

find his whole year's labor chilled to

death by a sudden frost. The cumulative

despair of losing three or four fruit

crops in succession that has put fruit

growers out of business and made them
dependent on charity or day labor is past.

An orchard with a reasonably indus-

trious and provident owner can be made
to yield an average crop every season

so far as the frost is concerned. Scien-

tific frost fighting with fire is as much
a fact as seed testing, irrigation, fertil-

izing, spraying or pruning. It is the

last and greatest advance in systematic

horticulture, and has placed the fruit

gr<nvcr abreast o' the scientific farmer.

Since the beginning of commercial

horticulture, the fruit grower has been

at the mercy of the elements. He made

2S4

all his calculations, all his

plans, and all his business

arrangements contingent on
the hope that the frost

would miss him. And be-

fore the development of orchard heating

the chances against him were getting

worse and worse in the frost belt. In the

modern commercial orchard, the land,

machinery, labor, spraying equipment

and cultivation total as heavy an invest-

ment as many manufacturing enterprises.

And when two or three crops in succes-

sion were wiped out by frost, the average

grower was completely bankrupt.

It was in the nature of a revelation

when in 1908 some experimenting grow-
ers in Colorado began what was charac-

terized as a theoretical attempt to heat

all out-doors. There was much jesting

and skepticism about the ridiculous idea

of warming up a whole orchard with

little fire-pots, but the experimenters
were not to be discouraged. The frost

came, one of the worst in the history of

the state, and the only crops produced
were those on the small experimental

areas that had been heated. There was
an immediate rush to get on the "smudg-
ing wagon." All through the West, in

Oregon, California, Alontana, Iowa,
Missouri, and Florida, heaters are being
shipped as fast as they can be manu-
factured. Frost fighting has been de-

veloped into a genuine insurance. Heat-
ing a large part of the outdoors of a
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community has been proved eminently

practical. The advanced fruit grower
now knows that even a heavy freeze

such as destroyed millions in fruit, cot-

ton, grain and other growing things can

be neutralized so as to insure practically

full crops every year. The fruit grow-
ers of the Grand River \'alley learned

their lesson after the loss of millions in

successive frost attacks, but they learned

it well. The twenty-five hundred car-

loads of fruit that went out of Mesa
County alone last fall testify to the thor-

oughness with which they operated this

gigantic system of crop protection in one
of the severest of late springs. It is

estimated bv government authorities

that from $75,000,000 to $100,000,000

has been lost annually to the fruit grow-
ers by reason of frost and freezing

weather. Careful and methodical or-

chard heating has saved a large percent-

age of this in the fruit areas where heat-

ing has been generally adopted. The
orchard heating committee of the Colo-

rado fruit growers estimates that

$4,000,000 was saved to the growers of

that state alone in 1909. For as many
as five years in succession in many fruit

growing communities the crop has been

either totally or partially destroyed.

Smudging, or the formation of a dense

blanket of smoke over the orchard, had
been practiced with varying degrees of

success in some parts of Europe. Or-
chard heating proper, was first used in

California, and the original California

smudge pot is still successfully used in

many orchards. In the spring of 1908

several growers in the Grand Valley

of Colorado experimented with the burn-

ing of oil in simple pots of the "lard pail"

type, with the result that they saved their

entire crop on the heated areas and lost

it on the unheated tracts. The spring of

1909 saw the adoption of smudge pots

in every fruit section of the state, and
they reached the experimental stage in

several other states. In the spring of

1910 there was not a fruit growing state

without them, and many sections of sev-

eral states were as fully equipped as

Colorado.

The thrilling and successful frost

fights in Colorado were an inspiring

object lesson to the growers. At Canon
City they organized and appointed an

orchard heating committee, the first in

existence. With an appropriation of

$1,000, its members set zealously to

work on a series of experiments to de-

termine just what could be accomplished
in raising the temperature of entire or-

chards, and what the cost and the con-

ditions of work would be. For six

months they worked with every kind of

fuel and all the various devices for pro-

ducing fires. At the end of this time
they unanimously recommended oil as

the most practicable fuel owing to the

ease and rapidity with which heat could

be generated. The experiments of the

orchard heating committee had showed
that the temperature of an orchard could

be raised fourteen degrees with one hun-
dred small oil pots to the acre. The
record of that historic spring fight of

1909 fully bore out this conclusion. The
last night of April the temperature in the

Canon City district fell to seventeen de-

grees above zero. The orchardists with

heaters kept the temperature up to

twenty-eight or thirty degrees, which
they considered the safety point. On
the preceding night there was a terrific

blizzard. The wind blew a gale and
there was a snow fall of over eight

inches, weather that made very trying

conditions for the free burning of oil.

In spite of this unusually severe test,

the temperature was kept up to the

safety point for over five hours. As an
experiment, several acres of the test

orchard were left unprotected. On the

heated part there was a banner crop,

more than 15,000 boxes, while on the

several acres not heated, with one hun-
dred ten year old trees in full bearing
condition, there was not a box of apples.

Frost fighting is not an easy job. It

is necessary to have a force of men, in-

dustrious, careful, and observing to the

last degree. And it is no pleasant task

to rush out into the still, cold darkness
to drudge the better part of the night to

save your own or your neighbor's or-

chard. In the early days of orchard
heating, a man was detailed to watch the

tested thermometers that were hung in

dififerent parts of the orchard and at the

farm house some distance away from the

fruit trees. If the temperature was not

sinking fast, perhaps the rancher went
to bed for a brief nap, setting his alarm
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clock to wake him at intervals through
the night. Nowadays he can go to bed
with a feeling of security, leaving the

frost alarm thermometer to watch for

him. This electric watchman has for its

business end in the orchard a specially

maile thermometer, with a fine platinum

wire fused into the mercury at the freez-

ing point or at whatever is considered

the danger point. As soon as the mer-
cury sinks below this wire, the circuit is

broken and the alarm at the head of the

orchard boss' bed rings out its warning.

Any interruption of the current causes

the bell to ring so that if the apparatus

should be out of order it automatically

tells on itself.

But the orchardist is usually fore-

warned, even before he goes to bed, and
makes ready for the fray. Late in the

afternoon he notices great fleecy clouds

hurrying from the northwest, chased by
a bitter wind which seems to have been
intended for January rather than this

April night. He goes to the post office

for the day's mail and in every window
sees the warning of the diligent local

government weather forecast : "Freez-
ing temperature tonight." By seven
o'clock the government thermometer is

at thirty-seven and falling fast. At
seven-thirty he telephones the weather
man and gets the reply: "Bitter cold all

over the country ; temperature is already
down to twenty-seven in many parts of

the valley and will drop to twenty de-

grees on the Western Slope of Colorado
tonight." By eight o'clock it has fallen

to thirty-two, his alarm begins to ring,

and he knows that King Frost with his

icy-fingered warriors is marching on the

camp. Steam whistles are beginning to

shriek all through the \'alley to warn the

growers of the all-night siege. Farm
wagons laden with coal and oil rattle

past, giving evidence that the laggards
who have been hoping to the last, are be-

ginning to get their heating machinery
into action. Already the early ones are

firing heavily. Clouds of smoke hang
low over the trees, and the little spots of

fire beneath punctuate the blackness with

rays of hope.

The orchard firemen dash for the

trees, a torch in one hand, and a gasoline

can to aid in quick lighting in the other.

Dashing a few drops of gasoline on the

oil, they apply the torch, and the blaze

is at work. The lighting is done as fast

as the men can walk through the or-

chard, leaving a trail of smoke and fire

behind them. In fifteen minutes each
man has his tract of orchard transformed
into a sea of flame under a cloud of
smoke.

Then comes the first period of rest.

The men gather in the packing house or
barn, for lunch or smoke, making oc-

casional trips to the thermometers to see

that the fire is doing its work. By nine-

thirty the thermometers outside the
orchard register twenty-eight, and those
in the area of heat show a comfortable
thirty-seven. Then the frost fighters

know that the battle is half won, for

keeping up the temperature is a good
deal easier than raising it when it has
once reached the limit. The rest is a

matter of vigilance. If the heater is of

the regulated type, with enough fuel to

burn through the night or longer, a few
men are left to watch and open the

burners wider if a later sudden fall of

temperature shows that more fire is

needed. If the heaters are of the uni-

form single burner type, they may need
to be refilled when they are nearly

burned out, if the frost battalion should

come back for another charge. The out-

side thermometers drop to twenty-four,

and those in the orchards stand at thirty,

the danger mark o^ the orchard frost

fighter. The heaters are opened wider,

or refilled if burning low, and the mer-
cury shoots up to thirty-three. The
eight degrees of frost has been driven

away, and if the oil supply is plentiful,

and the labor unflagging, the orchardist

may now consider the battle won. When
the sun has shed his rays over the trees

long enough to make the outside tem-
perature more nearly tliat of the or-

chard, the heaters are shut off by merely
putting on the covers.

Heating in the spring of 1910 was
much easier than that of the year before,
and proved more conclusively than ever
the effectiveness of the fires. The crop
in the Colorado fruit area for 1910 av-
eraged about fifty-five per cent. The un-
healed orchards, yielded from twenty to

seventy-five per cent of a crop, while
the yield Of the protected orchards was
from ninety-five to a hundred per cent,
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"HEATING ALL OUT-OF-DOORS" IN THE GRAND RIVER VALLEY OF COLORADO.

Panoramic nifiht photograph overlookine an expanse of fifty square miles, wlierein was wayt-d a most spectacular
battle atfainst frost.

SO heavy that thinning was necessary in

many of them.
Individual testimony to the efficiency

of orchard heating in every fruit grow-
ing state could be multiplied indefinitely.

Fruit crops valued at $250 to $750 an
acre were frequently saved at a cost of

seven to ten dollars an acre. A few
striking examples are typical of general

results. A Colorado grower with fifty

heaters to the acre raised the tempera-
ture of his forty-acre orchard from
eighteen to twenty-eight degrees and
produced forty-one carloads of apples.

Another one in the Grand River Val-

ley, who was one of the pioneer orchard
heaters, holds some world's records for

heavy apple production. He produced
this season 4,150 boxes of apples from
2.6 acres, an average of 1,600 boxes an
acre, valued at one dollar a box. A
block of two-thirds of an acre in this

orchard produced at the rate of 2,200

boxes an acre, the largest yield on rec-

ord. This orchard was carefully pruned,

heated, sprayed and thinned and proves

what can be done with care and culti-

vation. The entire orchard this year

gave the largest crop in its history,

while adjoining tracts, not heated, got
only thirty-five per cent of a crop.

An Iowa grower who had lost several

crops from frost, came to the conclusion

that he must do something to save his

crop or go out of business. By experi-

menting with the burning of brush, he
saved a peach crop of 6,000 bushels, and
was induced to go into the heating busi-

ness in earnest. In his orchard of 900
bearing trees he placed 1,000 of the small

single burning oil pots. The temper-
ature was held to thirty-three degrees in

the orchard while it was twenty-three
outside, and accompanied by the most
adverse weather conditions that could be

experienced. The wind was blowing so

hard that it was difficult to pour oil into

the pots. It was snowing heavily, caus-

ing the oil to sputter and pop from the

pots, wasting a good part of the fuel

supply. He fired up nine nights during
the season. He harvested this fall a full

GETTING READY FOR A NIGHT FIGHT WITH FROST.
Fruit growers filling wagon tanks and barrels, from oil cars, with the season's full supply (or the heaters.
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crop of apples, the only one in the state,

at a cost of only seven cents a bushel

for heating. This figure includes the

storage tank, wagons, and all necessary

equipment, including labor. With the

plant established, his next season's ex-

pense will, of course, be much smaller.

There is seldom necessity for firing

more than two or three nights in a sea-

son. A grower in the Rogue River Val-

ley of Oregon, saved ten acres of apples

valued at $6,000, at a cost of $6 an acre,

where one freeze on May 5 of the pre-

vious year had destroyed his entire crop.

In a neighboring apple orchard which
has yielded as high as $1,000 an acre,

a full crop was saved at about the same
cost. Many acres of crops in this ter-

ritory valued at $500 to $1,000 an acre

were saved at a total expense for the

season's firing of $15 to $20 an acre.

There were frequent object lessons of

unheated orchards, with the entire crop

killed, adjoining heated tracts that had
full yields.

One of the most remarkable stories of

heater successes comes from Missouri.

A 240 acre orchard located in a deep
valley had suffered severely from frost

every year and had not produced a full

crop for fourteen years. Against the

advice of all the wise-acres, two brothers

from Kansas City bought it, and
equipped it with 5,000 heaters of the con-

trolled or graduated fire type. With
thirty-five or forty pots to the acre, the

firing was done for four nights at the

time the apples were in bloom. • They
harvested a crop of 15,000 barrels,

valued at $45,000, and it was the only

crop in that fruit growing territory. The
net profit on each acre approximated
$200. This valley is an excellent fruit

growing country, but on account of

regular frost damage for many years the

industry has almost died. Land has de-

preciated in value till good orchard tracts

are often sold at $40 to $100 an acre.

The successful experience of this one

orchard will revive a whole fruit grow-
ing community.
Modern orchard warming is the ef-

fective combination of smudging and

actual heating. The principle of air

drainage underlies successful frost

fighting. Cold air settles, and hot air

rises. Heating warms the air ; smudg-

ing prevents the warmed air from rising,

and keeps out the cold currents from
above. Frost injury is greatest where
there is poor air drainage and the radi-

ation is consequently uninterrupted by
clouds or moisture. This is why fruit

growers located in valleys had much
harder fights against the common
enemy in the early history of smudging
than their neighbors on higher ground.

The cold air settled in the valleys and
chilled the life out of their fruit for

many years before they discovered the

reason.

The definite .system of building a mul-
titude of small fires and actually heating

"all outdoors" was a long time develop-

ing, but when once the idea was born its

growth was like a forest fire. When it

finally seemed inevitable that the fruit

grower must build a fire big enough to

heat his orchard, naturally the first fuel

thought of was wood, as a result of the

burning of smudging materials. It is

still successfully used in some sections

of the West where cord wood is clieap.

The labor of handling it, however, and
of keeping the fires going, with the

added uncertainty of getting quick

enough action to get ahead of the frost,

has militated against the general use of

wood for large orchards and for all sec-

tions of the country. The sticks of cord

wood are usually piled along the sides

of the orchard at odd times during the

winter months when little else could be

done. One Oregon grower saved seven

acres of Bartlett pears two years in suc-

cession by burning old fence rails. Fires

of about six pieces of good cord-wood
last four or five hours. Constant atten-

tion is necessary, for the sticks must be

moved forward into the crater of the

flame to keep the fire going. With wood
plentiful and labor cheap, the cost of

maintaining forty fires on an acre may
be as low as two to four dollars a night.

Coal was the second fuel to be used,

and is still employed with success in the

little coal furnaces on stilts or the con-

ical, perforated coal pails. Here again,

however, difficulty of firing and handling
the coal operate against its use in severe

weather. Where the supply is plentiful,

and prices low, where the orchard is

small and labor easy to get, coal makes
a very successful heat if amazing zeal is



THE TWO BUSINESS ENDS OF THE FROST ALARM.
When the thermometer drops to the danger mark, a bell rings at the orchardist's bedside.

used in handling it. It has certain ad-

vantages that appeal to many users, in

spite of the trouble of handhng it. Next
to wood it is the commonest and best

known fuel, and every one understands
its action in combustion. It requires

less expensive storage equipment, and
the cost of the first outfit is less than for

an oil burning plant. The little sheet

iron coal furnaces hold about twenty-

five or thirty pounds of coal and will

burn four to six hours. The cost of

heating an acre with about sixty fur-

naces of this description will average
five or six dollars, including labor, in-

terest on the cost of the pots and about
250 pounds of coal.

The little outdoor oil stove has come
to be recognized as the dreadnaught of

all heaters when it comes to making fires

easily and quickly with a minimum of

labor and the greatest economy of ma-
terial. The oil pots can be lighted as

fast as a man can walk through the

orchard, can be regulated to burn any
length of time or any quantity of fuel

and at any strength demanded by the

weather. When the necessity of fire is

past, they can be extinguished and the

rest of the fuel saved.

The development of the machinery of

orchard heating has been an amazing in-

dustrial growth. It has sprung within

three years from nothing to an industry

employing a score of firms that supply

fruit growers with upwards of a million

heaters a year. The manufacturers es-

timate that some two million are now
in use, and the next few years will see

millions more installed. The value of

the heaters now in use is estimated at

$300,000. The two leading factories

alone have put out in the neighborhood
of a million. One of them has a capacity

of 10,000 a day and has turned out a
half million heaters. There are now
some two thousand orchards equipped
with these small furnaces. It must be
understood that these figures represent an
industry that is but in its infancy. When
orchard heating has been as generally

adopted as spraying they will be many
times multiplied.

The first cost of installing an oil

heating plant is higher than for a coal

or wood outfit, but the results in time
saved and efficiency gained have made
it the most popular fuel. Oil can be
obtained in quantity at prices ranging
from four to six and a half cents a gal-

lon, and it makes a quick, strong and
easily controlled heat. One man can
care for from three to five acres of or-

chard for four or five hours and this is

about as long as it will be necessary to

burn under ordinary frost conditions.

The prices of the oil heaters range from
twelve cents for a simple "lard pail"

type to forty-five cents for one of the

controlled fire area type, holding three
gallons and burning at full capacity for

ten or twelve hours, or even longer if

2S9
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regulated for a smaller blaze. Heaters

with larger reservoir attachments hold-

ing a supply of oil that will burn from
thirty-six to fifty-six hours are also

manufactured this season, and will be

tested out in next spring's frosts.

The complete oil heating plant in-

cludes a storage tank holding from a

thousand to three thousand gallons, and

one or two tank wagons from which the

heaters are filled. The best of these

storage tanks are built of concrete, and

are usually placed on a hillside so that

the entire handling of the oil is accom-
plished by gravity. The wagon gets

the oil from the tank cars on the nearest

side track by gravity, and delivers it

through a hose to an opening in the top

of the storage tank. An opening on the

down hill side of the tank lets it run out

into the wagon again when ready for

use. and a hose carries it from the wagon
tank to the heaters as the wagon is

driven through the orchard. A good
estimate of the average cost of installing

an outfit on an orchard of ten acres is

as follows

:

Heaters $200 to $250
One 3,000 gallon cement

tank 70 to 75

200 gallon tank for wagon. 20 to 22

Four gasoline lighting cans 6 to 6

Three good thermometers.. 3 to 3

Frost alarm thermometer.. 20 to 25

Total $319 to $381

The cost of labor and other 'terns of

maintenance and the quantity of oil in-

cident to the operation of the plant will

of course vary with the severity of the

weather and the number of nights it is

necessary to keep up the fires. Gener-

ally, however, not more than a few days

or'a week of lighting is necessary.

The time of greatest danger to the

fruit is when the buds are opening and
the process of blossoming is under way.

Peaches especially have a foolish way of

blooming before the leaves come out to

protect the tender blossoms. Usually they

are in bloom in the last days of March,
and our late spring last season would
have been particularly disastrous if it

had not been for the protection of or-

chard heating. There are four stages

in the life of the fruit bud when the

crop may be lost by injury from the

cold. The first is that of the fully dor-

mant buds as we find them in early

winter. At this time they may safely

stand a temperature of eight or nine de-

grees below zero, Fahrenheit, though
there might even be injury at nine de-

grees if maintained long enough. The
second stage is when the growth of the

buds begins until they are fully open.

This is a very critical period and the

buds are even more tender than when
fully dormant. The third stage is the

time between the opening of the flowers

and the falling of the petals. This is the

time of the late frosts, and the danger
point lies somewhere between twenty-six

and thirty degrees above zero. The
fourth and last stage begins after the

fruit has set and lasts till all danger of

cold weather is past. Just after the

fruit has formed, when the calyx is be-

ginning to fall, the young fruit can

safely endure thirty-two degrees. Be-
yond this stage the larger the peaches

are the less cold they can withstand.

Growers are firm and unanimous in

the belief that orchard heating is the

greatest advance ever made in battling

with the natural elements. By heating

all out-doors in the fruit belt, scientific

horticulture takes its place abreast of

scientific agriculture.



A STARLING WITH ITS FOOT WEDGED IN A CRACK.

TRAGEDIES OF THE BIRD WORLD
By

PAUL GRISWOLD HOWES
Curator of Ornithology and Entomology at the Maplewood Museum of Natural Science,

Stamford, Connecticut.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY THE AUTHOB

LITTLE do we realize how many
tragedies take place among the

birds, for in summer they are

hidden from our sight, happily

_^ enough, by one or another of

nature's kindly screens. But later when
the leaves are dropping with that sad
rustle of autumn ; when the whole
country side seems querulous of ap-

proaching winter, then if we carefully

search among the trees, an occasional

victim of the summer's death roll may
be found, swaying to and fro with the

branches and harmonizing, to be sure,

with the sadness of summer's after-

math.
During the early part of last Septem-

ber, during a tramp through the coun-
try. I stumbled across a lifeless starling

which was hanging from a gate-post

with one of its legs tightly held in a
large deep crack. The unfortunate bird

had evidently alighted upon the rounded
top of the post and its foot had slipped

into the crevice. Panic-stricken it had
made vain efforts to free itself, succeed-

ing only in wedging its limb more firmly

into the crack. Here it perished more

29t



CAUGHT BV A KITE STRING.
The untoward end of a purple gracklo.

from exhaustion than its internal in-

juries.

While removing this bird from its

death trap, a drop of opaque greenish

liquid dropped from its mouth to the

ground. Fortunately it landed upon a

leaf below and I was thus enabled to

remove it to the laboratory for closer

examination. Tiny black dots had al-

ready been noticed within the greenish

fluid, and when placed under the micro-

scope these proved to be great numbers
of minute living creatures ! Among
them a tiny form of water insect, named
Cyclops, was recognized which had
often been found inhabiting Algae, a

slimy fresh water plant. It was evident

then, that as the bird had been found

close to a small pond, the Cyclops in-

sects had probably been obtained there.

A small amount of Algae from the above

mentioned pond was immediately col-

lected, and upon examination the same
tiny creatures that dropped from the un-
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fortunate starling's mouth were found
in it. These facts led to the recovery

of the bird which had already been
buried. The stomach was carefully

taken out, cut open and the entire cav-

ity found to be filled with partly digested

vegetable matter which proved to be

Algae when placed under the micro-

scope ! Why this particular bird chose

a vegetable diet at a season when its

natural food was so abundant is one of

nature's deepest mysteries. Whether or

not this had anything to do with the

starling's death is left to the imagina-

tion of the reader.

Many of our feathered friends acci-

dentally hang themselves while carry-

ing bits of string, horse-hair and some-
times even wire to their nests. As the

bird flies into the nesting tree, the string

or wire becomes entangled among the

branches and in its wild efforts to free

the coveted article, the bird is also

caught by the foot or sometimes by the
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neck. In this position it

soon expires, perhaps

within sight of its own nest,

either from exhaustion and
lack of food or from stran-

gulation.

A pitiful case of a slow

and torturous bird death is

shown in the illustration of

the purple gracklc who
caught its foot in the string

of a kite, which in its de-

scent had unfortunately

landed within a few inches

of the bird's nest. Perhaps
on coming to its home
among the branches, the

unsuspecting grackle

placed its foot upon the

fateful cord which became
looped about its leg un-
noticed by the bird. Ter-
rified out of its senses at

finding itself in the grip of

some unknown, invisible

power, the bird was soon
overcome by exhaustion
from its frantic struggles for freedom.
Hanging thus in a helpless position, the

poor grackle was turned round and
round by the wind, each circuit binding
its toes more firmly together, and each

turn wrenching harder upon the vic-

tim's muscles until finally its leg was
torn, flesh and bone, from the strained

and battered socket. Once a shining,

glossy blackbird, but now a twitching

mass of clotted blood and feathers, it

hung, still alive and writhing ; perhaps
for days, hidden from us only by the

"peaceful" foliage of the countryside in

May!
Small birds who occasionally vary

their insect diet by eating a certain

amount of grain are not infrequently

choked to death in attempting to swallow
morsels too large for their throats. A
starling killed in this manner came to

my notice one autumn not many years

ago. The bird was found suspended by
the neck in a large sycamore, from a

crotch some forty feet above the ground.
From all appearances, the slight resist-

ance on the part of the bird would have
set it free as the neck was not firmly

wedged into the crotch and for this

reason it did not seem probable that the

A Myrtlk Warblkr Spiked on a Laurel Twig.
The work of the butcher bird.

bird could have perished simply from
hanging. However, other causes for its

death were sought in vain until as a

final effort to clear up the mystery, the

bird was recovered and dissected. Upon
opening the throat, two large kernels

of corn were found, lodged in such a

manner as to have shut off the entire

air supply to the lungs. After attempt-

ing to swallow the corn, the bird may
have flown to any branch in the tree,

then in its death fall, it might have
been caught in a hundred different ways.
In this case, only the neck became
wedged, giving it the appearance of hav-
ing been caught and killed in this manner.

Hundreds of thousands of birds lose

their lives when the first warm days of

spring send theiu hurrying homeward
from the Southland, when the "Storm
of Wings" is at its height. For our
own safety at least, we have dotted our
coast lines and river mouths with tall

stone towers and in the top of each

we have placed a light which sends its

blinding rays, friendly to mankind, but

hostile to the bird world, in great sweep-
ing gestures into the night. During
migrations, birds follow the coast, com-
mencing their inland journeys from the
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The Fate of a Starling, Choked to Death by Field Corn

mouths of tlie larger river valleys, and as

they travel for the most part by night,

these land marks are reached only at

times when the light-houses are sending

their warning beacons to sea. These
vivid flashes have an irresistible attrac-

tion for the feathered travelers of the

air. Following up the rays of light they

go crashing headlong into the walls of

stone. With skulls crushed and bones

broken they flutter down, either to the

kindly water which soon ends their luis-

ery,or to the land where they fall perhaps

upon the tortured victims of another hour.

Here they lie, these innocent birds,

maimed and wounded in pitiful little

heaps, gazing at you from their big

clear eyes, seldom uttering a cry ; never

giving up ; but hoping, always hoping,

perhaps to be back in their old haunts

among the trees and meadows which

they will never see again.

Always must birds be
on the alert, for danger is

ever hovering near. Their
lives are filled with horrors
which we cannot realize.

In spring and summer there
are a thousand enemies to

be reckoned with. Snakes
and animals prey upon their

eggs and young, cattle

trample upon their nests,

men destroy their chosen
liaunts, and even the ele-

ments play their part in

bird destruction, when
heavy rains flood the fields

and swamps in which so

many build their homes.
The dangers which win-

ter brings are few, but the

deaths that occur at this

season are merciless. De-
cember brings the murder-
ous butcher-bird from the

north to spend a part of his

worthless life in killing and
feeding upon other winter
birds. An hour of sunsnme
after a night of snow
firings the partridge from
his shelter among the

cedars. Off he starts to

search for food, leaving the

sheltering trees far behind
and paying little heed to

the fresh snow clouds which are moving
rapidly towards the sun. Soon the sky

is grey again, the branches sway angrily

as if startled by the suddenness of the

wind ; sleet begins to fall and the part-

ridge is now in danger. Driven by in-

stinct of ages he burrows deep into the

snow for shelter. All day and all night

the storm rages through the whining
trees, twigs and bark come rattling down,
then a large dead branch unable to stand

the strain any longer, snaps at its base.

As it hurtles to earth it blocks the en-

trance of the partridge's burrow. By
morning the bird is trapped : the sleet

has frozen and upon the surface of the

sheltering snow a hard crust has formed.
If a south wind should come bearing a

long melting rain, perhaps all would be

well, but seldom docs a thing come when
most needed and the partridge dies a

lingering death.



TRACING THE CANCER GERM
By

RENE BACHE

A T all events, it is the germ of

/\ plant cancer. So much is ab-

/ \ solutely certain, and the <lis-

/ \ covery is of great scientific

^ Jl and practical value. l!ut the

chief importance of the "find" lies in the

hope that it will point the way to a solu-

tion of the dreadful problem of cancer in

human beings.

Plant cancer is the di.sease commonly
known as "root tumor," "black knot," or

"crown gall"—the last of these names
referring to the fact that the morbid
growths concerned often appear at the

top, or crown, of the root. But they

frequently occur on the stems, above

ground, or even on the leaves.

The malady attacks many kinds of

plants. It does a great deal of damage
to fruits and vegetables, and has long

been known to be highly infectious—so

much so, indeed, as to be readily com-
municable to a healthy plant by the sim-

ple process of binding a scrap of tumor
tissue upon a fresh wound. Hence it

was to be inferred that a specific germ
must be accountable for the mischief.

But, if so, what kind of germ? That
was the puzzle. For a long time all

efforts to discover the organism were
unsuccessful, and . the experts almost

made up their minds that none such

existed.

This was the state of afifairs when,

in February, 1904, a New Jersey florist,

engaged in growing daisies on a large

scale, sent to the Department of Agri-

culture, for e.xamination, a number of

plants of hothouse daisies, both yellow

and white varieties. All of them bore

^; •
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The Hothouse Daisy. Which Gave the First
Clue tu the Plant Cancer Mystery.

tumor-like growths on one part or an-

other of the stems and leaves. The
smaller tumors were green in color,

rather smooth, and soft and spongy in

texture. As they became older and

bigger, they darkened to brown, and

grew hard, rough, and corky.

Some of the plants, at the Department,

were set out in the "pathologic hot-

house"—a sort of vegetable hospital, in

which the potted patients are inoculated

with various diseases and watched for

.symptoms—and, while under observa-

tion, many new tumors appeared on

them. It was decided that the morbid
growths could not be due to injury by

insects; and there was no sign of any

fungus enemy. It seemed reasonable,

then, to infer that some kind of bac-

terial germ was responsible for the

trouble.

Accordingly, in the hope of finding

such an organism, fresh daisy tumors
were crushed in beef broth, and small

quantities of the latter were used for

making gelatin "cultures." The gelatin

(poured into glass saucers) afforded a

suitable food for bacteria to grow upon,

and, as a result, colonies of four differ-

ent species developed. Three of these

were yellow in color, and one was white.

The next thing to find out was whether
one of these was the tumor-making
microbe.

To decide this all-important point,

healthy daisy plants were separately in-

oculated with each one of the four kinds

of bacteria. In each case part of the

stem was first sterilized (i. e., made
germ-free) by washing it with a mild

solution of corrosive sublimate. Then
the tumor-germ stuflf was smeared upon

it with a sterile platinum needle, and

was thereupon pricked into the tissues

with a sterile sew'ing needle. As a result,

nothing happened to any of the plants

Two iNFECTiriNS OF ClOSH IDENTITY.

. occurs in hothouses, supposed, at first, to be crown-
gall: 2. crown-Ball infection of young rose.



One Form of Daisy
Canckr Germ.

^ ^.&

Another Form of the Daisv
Cancer Germ.

inoculated from the yellow-

colonies, but those treated

with the white culture

promptly showed signs of

infection. In less than three weeks
knotty growths appeared at every point

where a white-culture puncture had
been made.
Thus it was that the discovery of the

germ of the disease which causes tumors
in plants was finally made. It was after-

wards confirmed by a long series of

experiments, the results of which will be

summed up later on. Incidentally it was
proved that the organism in question

—

called by the finders. Dr. Erwin F. Smith
and Dr. C. O. Townsend, Bacterium
tumefaciens—is the same for all plants

which the malady attacks. But, in the

meantime, it is appropriate to ask why
the tumors are called cancers, and what
relation they have to the malignant
growths so designated in human beings

and the lower animals.

Well, in the first place, the plant

tumor is in structure so like a cancer

Cultures of the Cancer Germ.
A. on daisy four days old; b. on daisy eicht days old

c. pcach-Rall: d. hard-pall of apple at end of five days, after

beins used for inoculation; e. same as a; f. daisy organism
after a number of days; s. old tube of sterile milk; h. sim-
ilar tube inoculated for two months with the daisy cancer.

that there is really not very much differ-

ence between the two. In both cases

there is the same enormous proliferation

of cellular tissue, often forming nest-

like masses. Under nortnal conditions,

in plant or animal, cells of each class

have their own particular work to do

—

the making of secretions, or what not

—

but in a cancer, or a plant tumor, they

are no longer attending to their business,

and seem actually to have gone crazy.

Even when viewed under the microscope,

the structure of a plant tumor is found

to differ in no important respect from
cancer in a human being.

Just as the tumor disease attacks

plants of many species, so does cancer

?97



SUGAR BEETS INOCULATED WITH DAISY CANCER.
Time, four months.

assail all kinds of animals—even fishes, human beings, some of which develop
Some plants are exceptionally liable to cases of cancer generation after genera-
the malady—the beets, for instance

—

tion.

while others, such as the onion, appear Plant tumors, after being removed by
to be immune. It is the same way with excision, have a marked tendency to

animals, and even with families of return. So likewise have cancers in

CANCER CULTURE FROM THE HOP ON SUGAR BEETS.
Time, two mooths.
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human beings, when they have been cut

out. Another, and even more striking,

phenomenon is the appearance of later

and secondary tumors in plants, some
distance away from the first seat of in-

fection—such secondary growths being
produced seemingly by the migration of
cells from the part originally diseased to

other portions of the structure. They
are probably carried by the water cur-
rent flowing through the tissues of the

plant. In the same way, cancer cells

in man travel through the blood vessels

and lymph channels, and start fresh

growths in the vital organs—this being
the last, and soon fatal, stage of the

malady.

In either case the trouble is a malig-
nant overgrowth, due to a vastly rapid
multiplication of cells. This growth, in

the plant, proliferates indefinitely, and,
assuming a parasitic character—just as

in man—becomes a wasting disease. It

does not seem to be able to obtain

enough water and nourishment to carry

it beyond a certain stage of development,
and portions of the morbid tissue soon
slough off, necrosis—death of the part
afifected—following.

The knowledge, gained as long ago as

1900, that healthy plants could be inocu-

lated with the tumor disease by grafting

Two Ex.^MPLF.s OF Transferred Culture.
1. daisy on sugar beet: time. 10 months. 2. peach on

sugar beet: time. 54 days.

Infection from Peach on Gfranum.
Time of development, three months.

tumor tissue upon them, placed the vege-
table pathologists ten years ago in

exactly the same position, in relation to
plant cancer, as the animal pathologists
find themselves in today with regard to

cancer of human beings and other ani-

mals. The animal pathologists are able,

at the present time, to produce cancer
artificially in mice and other animals by
introducing pieces of cancer tissue be-
neath the skin of healthy individuals.

But this is as far as they go ; they don't
know the reason why.

Less than ten years ago the vegetable
])athologists imagined that there was no
germ of plant cancer, because they could
not find it. Today most of the animal
pathologists assert that there is no
microbe of animal cancer, for exactly the
same reason. Yet, it is now known, at

last, that there is a specific germ of plant
cancer, and the responsible bacterium
itself is at this moment imprisoned in

bottles at the Department of Agriculture.
Does it not, then, seem likely that sooner
or later an organism responsible for

human cancer will be successfulh' iso-

lated and identified ?



PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF CROSS SECTION OF A DAISY STEM SHOWING
CANCEROUS GROWTH.

Taking- into view the extraordinary reasonably good evidence of the exist-

similarity between liuman cancer and cnce of an animal cancer organism, even

plant cancer, the proved discovery of a though sought, as yet, in vain,

microbe accountable for the latter is The germ of plant cancer escaped

PEACH CULTURE ON DAISY.
I. time of inoculation. 5 months. 12 days: 2. time of inoculation 4 months.

3»



A: Limb of Spitzenburg Apple from Oregon
Attacked by Hard Gall; B: Destructive

Galls on Blackberry.
X. y. blighting areas covered by the bacterial exudate.

Cancer by Needle Prick.
Willow pall was introduced into salix babylonica—at left-

by this method of transferring germs. Galled
quince stem at right.

recognition for so long because, as now
fully understood, it is not abundant, and
often even rare, in the affected tissues.

It is extremely minute, and always hard
to see. It multiplies only inside of liv-

ing cells, which are stimulated by its

presence to divide—thereby multiplying

—with great rapidity. When attempts

are made to breed it, on gelatin or in

some other culture medium, it is liable

to elude observation, owing to the fact

that other species of germs get ahead of

it in forming colonies, its own develop-

ment being remarkably slow.

The Bacterium tumefaciens, or mi-
crobe of plant cancer, is described by
Drs. Smith and Townsend as a small

rod-shaped organism which multiplies

by a process of dividing or splitting. By
reason of this latter habit, it is tech-

nically known as a "schizomycete." It

has power of movement, thanks to an
appendage called a "flagellum," which
it can wiggle.

Dr. Smith is inclined to think that

perhaps there may be several races of

the plant cancer germ, varying in viru-

lence and in adaptability to different

hosts. Sometimes it forms soft, rapidly-

developing, spongy excrescences ; in

other cases, hard and slow-growing
tumors. But, apparently, the organism
is always one and the same. The microbe
of daisy tumor is not different in species

from that which attacks the grape, the

rose, the carnation, or the carrot. By
inoculation with soft tumor of the peach.

Dr. Smith was able to produce hard

tumors on the apple.

In young, soft, and sensitive plant

tissues the effect of artificial infection

makes itself manifest almost immediately,

and can be seen as a slight swelling

about the punctures—made with the

inoculating needle—as early as the

fourth or fifth day. A few days later

small, but well developed, tumors are

recognizable.
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By the use of infection material from
the hothouse daisy, Dr. Smith in nearly

every instance produced tumors on the

field daisy, the tomato, the chrysanthe-

mum, the potato, the peach, the almond,
the oleander, the raspberry, the cabbage,

the carnation, the sugar beet, the hop,

the grape, clover, alfalfa, and tobacco.

Most important, however, were his

experiments of a mixed kind, to show
that the organism concerned was always
the same organism. This he proved by
using tumor cultures from all sorts of

plants for inoculating other plants with

the malady, indiscriminately, as it were.

Having infected the potato with cancer

from the daisy, he successfully employed
the resulting potato tumors to reproduce
the disease in healthy daisy plants. He
infected healthy grapevines from sick

grapevines, and utilized peach tumors
for inoculating the peach, the daisy, the

red raspberry, the black raspberry, the

sugar beet, the hop, and the rose. Again,

he inoculated healthy tomatoes from
afflicted hop vines, and, in like manner,
imposed the complaint of the rose upon
the daisy.

The losses caused by plant cancer are

in the aggregate very large. In Cali-

fornia, almond orchards are sometimes
ruined by the disease, and trees of the

so-called English walnut suffer severely.

It is also a deadly enemy of grapevines,

destroying many a vineyard. In Mis-
sissippi, Alabama, and Georgia it does

great damage to peaches. On roots of

roses grown in hothouses it is prevalent,

dwarfing the plants and reducing the

number of flowers borne. Beet tumors
are sometimes as big as the head of a

child, weighing as much as two or three

pounds.

Says Dr. Smith : "The best method
of dealing with the trouble is the old

one of strict inspection of nur.sery stock,

and condemnation of all trees and shrubs

found diseased. The nurseryman's rem-
edy lies in careful methods and the

prompt abandonment of infected soils."

This is merely the plant end of the

problem. But its human interest, ob-

viously, lies mainly in the prospect that

this new discovery may lead to a solu-

tion of the cancer mystery. Cancer, at

the present time, is the only disease that

is increasing. It is increasing not only

in this country, but all over the world,

at a rate which may well cause con-

sternation. After the age of thirty-five,

one man out of every seventeen, and one
woman out of nine, dies of this dreadful

malady, which, if no means be found to

check it, bids fair to wipe out those

human beings that tuberculosis and
pneumonia seem to have overlooked.

Observation seems to show, almost
unmistakably, that certain places are in-

fected with cancer. Certain districts,

such as the township of Brookfield, close

to the center of New York State, are

veritable hotbeds of the malady. Cer-
tain towns, such as Luckau, in Germany,
are similarly afflicted. Certain dwellings

have earned for themselves the name of

"cancer houses" because of the number
of cancer victims they have furnished.

These, as well as many other circum-
stances, point to the existence of a

specific cancer germ. If it does exist,

the finding of it is a life-and-death prob-

lem for humanity.
Most important light upon the matter

seems to be shed by the proved discov-

ery of the germ of plant cancer. So
much having been accomplished, it seems
to be a reasonable expectation that be-

fore very long the organism accountable

for cancer in men and animals will be

identified. Then the cure for this most
dreadful of human maladies will soon

arrive ; for, once secured, the abominable
microbe will surely he compelled,

through the employment of means al-

ready well understood by medical sci-

ence, to furnish an agent, in the shape
of a serum or a "vaccine," for its own
destruction.
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DUMPING THE PICKED-OVER DEBRIS OF A DIAMOND MINE.

PLANTED DIAMONDS
By

ROBERT FRANKLIN

I

N all the history of mining there has

been no attempt at "salting" so

bold, so ingenious, or so picturesque

as the celebrated diamond swindle

of 1872, which was exposed by the

late Clarence King, at that time in charge
of the great geological exploration

known as the Fortieth Parallel Survey.

Early in that year reports began to

get abroad in regard to a wondetful dis-

covery of diamonds and other precious

stones somewhere in the far West

—

public curiosity on the subject being
whetted by concealment of the precise

locality. It was understood, however, to

be in .Arizona. Considerable quantities

of the gems, already obtained from the

new "field," were exhibited, some of

them cut, and others in the rough, in

New York City, where certain capitalists

were induced to advance large sums of

money toward the purchase of the area

so rich in a glittering promise of wealth.

In order that every reasonable precau-

tion might be taken, the services of a

mining engineer of distinction and un-

doubted probity were engaged, to visit

the new diamond field and make a thor-

ough examination of it. His favorable

report, supplemented by the statements

of other less-qualified experts, all en-

dorsing the highest estimates of the
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values of the discovery, seemed to clinch

the matter.

Indeed, only the fixing of the exact

locality was needed to precipitate a rush

of prospectors and adventurers such as

might have been comparable to that of

the great gold excitement of California

in 1849 and 1850. Capital in unlimited

amounts was only too ready to embark
in so attractive an enterprise, which was
of such a character as to appeal strongly

to the imagination of the public at large.

Naturally, Mr. Clarence King was in

a better position than almost anybody
else to obtain definite information on the

subject, and it soon came to his knowl-
edge that the wonderful new gem-bear-
ing area was located not in Arizona at

all, but in Wyoming, at and about a

somewhat conspicuous blufif which, ap-

propriately enough, had been named the

Diamond Mesa.
This was within the limits of the

transcontinental belt covered by the

Fortieth Parallel Survey, which at that

time had been practically finished. Ac-
cordingly, Mr. King made up his mind
to look over the "diamond field"—not

with the slightest notion that there was
anything wrong about the business, but

simply with the idea that a discovery

likely to add so importantly to the na-

tional wealth was deserving of careful

study close at hand. Without delay

—

fortunately, as it afterward proved—he
took two or three of his assistants, and
started for the scene.

This was in October, 1872. He left

the Union Pacific Railroad at Bridger,

Wyoming, and started out on the trail

for Diamond Mesa. Arriving there on
the second day of November, he began
by making a superficial inspection, the

result of which was so favorable that

afterwards, in his report, he said, "Had
our critical work ended with the close of

this one day, we should have left the

ground confident believers in the genu-
ineness and value of the field." In

fact, he and his assistants picked up a

very considerable number of gems of

unquestionable genuineness, and at the

head of a water-worn channel, called

Ruby Gulch, which drained the blufT, he

gathered from one sieveful of gravel

no fewer than forty-two rubies.

On the second morning, however, lie

began to be suspicious—the circum-
stances most adversely suggestive being
that the diamonds and rubies were all

found on the surface of hard rock or

hard soil, none of them being procurable

from deeper sources. Wherever they

occurred in crevices, there seemed al-

ways to be signs of recent disturbance,

as if by human agency. The most pro-

ductive gem-bearing area was on and
about a place designated as Table Rock,
which was literally strewn with precious

stones, mostly small. A portion of this

area having been marked out, the surface

layer of gravel was carefully shoveled off

to the depth of an inch, and the material

beneath was examined by passing it

through sieves and washing it in pans,

down to bed rock. Thirty such tests were
made without bringing to light a single

ruby or diamond.
The head of Ruby Gulch, near Table

Rock, was extremely rich in rubies. It

was to be expected, then, that they

would occur in still greater numbers fur-

ther down ; but examination showed that

there were none at all. Four pits were
sunk down the gulch at intervals, a

couple of tons of material being exca-

vated, and not a diamond nor a ruby was
disclosed to view. In the crevices of

Table Rock rubies and small diamonds
were plentifully found, but invariably

with evidence of tampering. Apparently,

the gems had been sprinkled upon and
about the Rock, with a subsequent

smoothing over to disguise the artificial

treatment.

The attention of Mr. King was par-

ticularly called to certain ant-hills in the

ravines on the sides of the mesa, which,

interestingly enough, bore rubies. Holes,

which had seemingly been punched with

a small stick, penetrated these hills

—

easily distinguishable from the natural

avenues made by the insects—and near

the opening of each such hole were one
or more gems—in some cases diamonds.
This was quite remarkable ; but it was
noticefl that in the immediate neighbor-

hood of such ant-hills there were traces

of human footprints. There were many
other ant-liills which showed no foot-

prints, nor artificial holes, nor precious

stones.

On and about Table Rock Mr. King
found three small emeralds, four distinct
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types of diainonds, and quite a number
(if Oriental rubies, t^arnets, spinels, sap-

phires and amethysts
—

"an association of

minerals which"—he said in his sub-

sequent report
—

"I believe of impossible

occurrence in nature."

Having thus satisfied himself that

Table Rock and its vicinity had been

"salted"—a term familiar in the lexicon

of mining- frauds—the geologist pro-

ceeded to make a

series of outside pros-

pects, which were car-

ried out all over the

mesa and flanking

c a n 3' o n s. until the

absolute valuelessness

of the property was
finally demonstrated.

It was undoubtedly
the cleverest and most
elaborate swindle of

the kind ever at-

tempted. Mr. King,
in his report, said

:

"This was the work
of no common swind-
ler. The selection of

the geological situa-

tion was astonishingly

well considered, and
the 'salting' itself was
most cunning and
artful." Indeed, no
pains were spared by
the organizers of the

fraud to make it con-
vincing, and it must have cost them a

good many thousands of dollars. Evi-

dence afterwards obtained showed that

the diamonds, rubies, and other stones

used had been bought in large quantities

in London and Paris during the preced-

ing winter. The cheat all but proved an
immense success. Had it remained un-
discovered until- the following spring,

great sums would have been wasted in

the purchase of the supposed gem-
bearing field, and in fruitless prospecting

Clarence King, W
THE Most Sens

Swindles

by a small army of disappointed fortune-

hunters.

One of the cleverest features of the

whole affair was the successful deception

of the engineer already mentioned, Mr.
Henry Janin, who, by the adoption of

certain ingenious expedients, was pre-

vented, while on the ground, from car-

rying out his examination of the "dia-

mond field" with the thoroughness he de-

sired. Another man,
named Roberts, who
had much to do with
setting the fraudulent

enterprise on foot,

though hi m self
honestly persuaded of

its genuineness, was
an old and well-known
Californian, one of

the earliest gold seek-

ers, and a mining op-

erator of long experi-

ence. Curiously
enough, he, who blew
the bubble, and King,
who punctured it, died

on the same day and
at nearly the same
h o u r, twenty - nine

years later. Their
death announcements,
with obituary notices,

will be found side by
side, '11 parallel and
adjciriiug columns of

the New York Times
of Wednesday, Christmas Day, 1901.

The whole business reflected the great-

est credit u]3on Mr. King. Those who
engineered the swindle—their identity

was never positively ascertained—knew
his character too well to try to bribe

him. An agent of theirs, however, did

approach him with an offer of $1,000,000

to hold back his report on the subject

for two days—a proposition which,

needless to say, he indignantly re-

jected.

HO EXPOSEI/ UNE OF
ATioNAL Diamond
ON Record.



WASHING LAND TO
MARE NEW FARMS
By

LEONARD McKEE

T sounds queer to say that a drain-

age engineer is needed down in the

I
Southwest country of these United
States where they have to drink the

water from the cactus plants, but
there is where he is proving the most
useful.

These engineers were put on the gov-
ernment payroll along in 1901 when
Uncle Sam decided to drain the Florida

Everglades. Then Florida thought that

she could do the job herself and pro-

ceeded to hire about half of the govern-
ment engineers. About this time some-
body decided that a whole lot of land in

Arkansas would be good farming coun-
try if the water could be drained from
it, so the remaining engineers were sent

there. Then the irrigation farmers of

Colorado discovered that while a little

water is a blessing, too much is other-

wise, and in their enthusiasm they had
been a little lavish with their manufac-
tured rain, so an engineer was sent to

them. He made a discovery and several

more men were
sent to help him
experiment. T h e

discovery was sim-

ply this : That the

great river bottoms
and lowlands of

the West, which
had hitherto been

regarded as worth
less than nothing
on account of the

alkali in them could

be reclaimed, and
that by the very
simple process of

washing them. The
farmers, or ranch-

men, for any land

306

This Well Spouts Out 1.:

An cxcuUent source of supply

is a ranch West of the Colorado-Kansas
line, laughed and hooted at the idea of

ever farming these alkalied flats. They
would admit that a man could even farm
without water but for a man to try to

farm any of that salt-grass country

—

that was a joke. Nevertheless the engi-

neers persuaded some men at Fort Col-

lins, Colorado, to try it and the experi-

ment was successful. In two weeks the

land was washed clear of the deadly
white chemical and now raises its crops

the same as the land higher up.

The drainage engineer comes when he
is called and not before. If a district

sends for him he goes and gives his

advice and supervision freely, but he
does not go of his own free will and try

to induce men to use him. He is too

busy now. New Mexico and Arizona
are alkalied over practically their entire

area, but as there is water only in the

river bottoms and artesian belts, the

washing has progressed very slowly as

yet. The Rio Grande Valley has thou-

sands of acres of

land that was
farmed for hun-
dreds of years but
is now s n o w y
white w i t h the

alkali. The Pecos
\'alley. New Mex-
ico's great artesian

belt, has miles and
miles of alkali flats,

which until recent-

ly were fit only

for duck - hunting.

Much of the land

along the Rio
Grande is held by
big land grants but

the land on the
,500 Gallons a Minutk.
for washing alkali off laud.



Row OF Trees Dead from Alkali.
Tlie others art- healthy. A Paradise of Green Treis.

A few years ago this land was alkali flat.

Pecos is owned by individuals and is

therefore becoming rapidly developed, seel: tiie drainage engineer for advice.

There is a drainage engineer on the and he will get it. He will be told that

ground there and he is doing much to alkali may be calcium sulphate, calcium
aid in the development of this district, chloride—occasionally—and even i)Iain

A brief description of his work will be Epsom salts. It is taken from its native

of interest. state far down in the earth and carried

]\Iany men who have bought land in in solution by the water that passes over
the irrigated portions of the Southwest the deposit. In the dry parts of this

now wonder why their crops are dying country the water is being continually

where last year they grew nicely. In drawn toward the surface of the earth

desperation they water them, but the by the constant evaporation of the sur-

more water they get the faster they die. face water. Now when this alkaline

solution reaches the

surface of the earth

the water is carried off

by evaporation, leaving

the alkali in its raw
state as a crust on the

surface. As more water
comes up and is carried

off more of the white

crust is deposited until

there may be so much
of it that the land will

appear to be covered as

with snow. Then a

rain comes and dis-

solves a certain amount
of the chemical into

solution again. Part of

this solution is carried

away, by the natural

drainage facilities, to

the nearest stream and
so passes out of our
story. That which re-

mains sinks into the

earth temporarily but

In the middle of a

cornfield is a spot that

will not bear, yet the

land all around is heav-

ily cropped. One row
of trees in an orchard

may die for apparently

no reason while the

trees all about it are

perfectly healthy. One
side of an alfalfa field

may be scraggly and
poor while the other

bears a heavy stand.

It is alkali. In the

fall after the land has
been allowed to become
thoroughly dry, these

spots will be covered
with a fine white crust,

which will gradually
dry and distintegrate

and be blown here and
there by the wind.
About that time the

owner of the field will

Waiting for the Water to Drain Away.
A bad cave-in. one of the difficulties in

digging trenches for !and washing.

Jt/7
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Side View of the Ditcher at Work.

1
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traction engine carrying behind an arm,

from which is suspended a wheel. At-

taclied to this wheel are buckets. As the

wheel rotates, each bucket takes a little

earth from the ditch, and when the

bucket arrives at its highest point the

contents are deposited on a belt con-

veyor and carried to one side. Directly

behind the wheel and slightly under it is

the shoe in which the tilelayer stands at

his work. The machine will dig a ditch

eight feet deep at the rate of a thousand

feet an hour if everything runs smoothly.

On account of the nature of the ground
in which it generally works the machine

seldom makes over three thousand feet

a day. The tile is laid as the machine
progresses to prevent the delay that

would be occasioned by the continual

cave-ins in the wet ground. One or

more shovelers follow closely behind the

machine and keep the tile w-ell covered

so that if the sides of the ditch do cave

in the tile will not be displaced. In

ground where the constant water level

is very close to the surface the tile layer

will sometimes be forced to leave the

shoe because of the rapid rise of water

in it. Operations must then be suspended

until the surplus water is carried off by

the tile already laid. The total cost per

foot of laying tile with this machine is

from eighteen to twenty-five cents. The
cost of operating the machine is from
four to ten cents per linear foot. The
total cost of ditching a field amounts to

from six to ten dollars an acre as a rule,

although on some work it will run as

high as thirty and forty dollars per acre.

A few years ago a man bought a sec-

tion of salt-grass land on the Pecos

River. He ditched and tiled it by hand
and bored a shallow artesian well. People

called him foolish to try to do anything

with that land but he spent one summer
washing it and today has the most

beautiful place in the valley. The land

next adjoining his is a barren alkali flat

while his farm is a paradise of green

trees and alfalfa fields.

Another man, a land speculator,

bought eighty acres of creek bottom,

heavily alkalied and with the water level

but six inches from the surface. It re-

quired 8,500 feet of six and eight inch

tile to drain it and the ditching company
charged him twenty-five cents a foot for

"Like Digging in Soup."

Showing how the sides wii! cave in now and then.

. ^y -.-K.
^^'

:
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the work because of the treacherous

nature of the earth which caved in con-

tinually. It was like digging in thick

soup, and the tilelayer was forced from
the shoe many times a day while the

whole crew waited for the water to drain

away. The cost was over $2,500 but the

job was a success. The land cost the

speculator a little over a thousand dollars

and, planted to milo maize, it sold for

$LS,500.

As is usual with anything new, the

legitimate farmers who really need the

benefit of his knowledge seldom apply to

the engineer. The greater part of his

work has been done for men like this

speculator, who are harvesting the dol-

lars while they fnay. Now, however,
that some one else has shov\n the way,
the land owners are beginning to realize

what a big proposition they have. Their
alkalied flats and salt-grass bottoms are

likely to make them rich. At no cost to

the ranchman the government will show
him how to raise crops where he thought
crops would never grow, and more than

that the government will detail a com-
petent man to boss the job and see that

the washing is properly and thoroughly

done. And the ranchman forgets about

state's rights and public domain and
shouts for "new nationalism" and the

development of our natural resources.

His point of view is changed.

Poor Richard's Philosophy

Light Purse, Heavy Heart.

Ne'er take a wife till thou hast a house (and a fire) to put her in.

He's gone and forgot nothing but to say farewell to his creditors.

Great Talkers, Little Doers.

Fools make feasts, and wise men eat them.

To lengthen thy life, lessen thy meals.

Many estates are spent in the getting.

He that lieth down with dogs, shall nse up with fleas.

Tongue double, brings trouble.



MYSTERY OF THE GLACIER
By

EDWIN WALTERS

WHY is the glacier?

It is a question that

has been asked ever since

men first stood at the

face of one of the great

ice-fields, that claws its irresistible fur-

row across the earth's tortured surface,

and wondered. Most overwhelming of

the agents that change the face of

things terrestrial from age to age, it has

been least understood by humans because

its secrets have lain hidden beneath the

immensity of Nature's own endless

patience, and our observation has been
unable to grasp them from the century-

slow signs that have come to the surface.

A\'hat causes glacial epochs or ice

ages ? How often do they occur ? What
sets a glacier in motion ? What causes

a glacier to cease to move ? W'hat causes

a glacier to travel up an incline ? What
ate the relations of glaciers to ice-bergs

in a glaciated area ? \\'hat are the rela-

tions of glaciers to stationary ice-fields?

How is loess deposited } Why the irregu-

lar distribution of bowlders or "lost

rocks'? Why are these bowlders more
abundant along certain lines ?

These and scores of similar questions

occur to the inquiring mind. And the

answers to some of these questions are

not to be found in any text-book, en-

cyclopedia or other publication.

The writer has spent weeks on the

glaciers—and months in the ice-fields

—

of Alaska. Observations were made in

that country that will enable us to add a

few facts to the world's stock of infor-

mation on these and kindretl subjects.

The cause of glacial epochs is un-

doubtedly the change in the inclination

of the axis of the earth to the plane of

its ecliptic, or pathway through space.

At the end of an astronomical year the

AN ICEBERG IN TAKU INLET, ALASKAN WATERS.
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center of the earth is at the same point

in space that it occupied at the end of

each prece(Hng year. But the angle

described by the earth's axis and its

ecliptic has. increased in one hemisphere

and decreased in the other. This change
in the direction described by the earth's

axis brings one hemisphere towards the

sun, and gives it a warmer climate. This
change also turns the opposite hemis-

phere away from the sun, and causes it

to have a colder climate—to become
more or less glaciated. Thus one hemis-

phere is constantly passing through a

glacial epoch, or ice age. At the present

time the Southern
hemisphere is much
more highly gla-

ciated than is the

Northern h e m i s-

phere. But let it

be remembered
that there is always

at least some ice

near the poles—in-

side the Arctic and
Antarctic Circles.

D u r i n o' these diagram illustrating

, ,
'^

, . r The key to letters will be I
glacial epochs the

ice travels about

one-half of the way from the poles to

the equator—in some instances six-

tenths of the distance, or to the thirty-

sixth parallel of north and south latitude.

How often do glacial epochs occur?

Astronomers have calculated the an-

nual change of the inclination of the

earth's axis to be a little less than three-

tenths of one second, circular measure.

This change of inclination continues

until the described angle increases to

twenty-three and one-half degrees—or

to the Arctic and Antarctic Circles—and

then the change is in the opposite direc-

tion. Twenty-three and one-half de-

grees equal 84,600 seconds. And 84,600

divided by three-tenths equal 282,000.

The glacial epochs, on this hypothesis,

can not be closer together than 282,000

years. The last glacial epoch in the

Northern hemisphere commenced about

241,000 years ago—and ended about

80.000 vears ago, an estimated cycle of

about 321,000 years.

The change in this angle of inclina-

tion is sufficient to change the location

of the poles between thirty and thirty-

one feet in one year. There is a corre-

sponding change in the location of the

equator and the other great circles of

the earth.

What sets a glacier in motion?

Snow under pressure becomes ice.

A mountain of ice accumulates bulk and

height until the pressure at its bottom

generates heat. Calculating ice at eight-

tenths the weight of water, the pressures

at the bottoms of glaciers would be as

follows: a glacier 2,000 feet high, 695

pounds to the square inch; 3,000 feet

high, 1,043 pounds: 4,000 feet high,

1,390 pounds, and 5,000 feet high, 1,738

pounds to the
square inch.

Whenever a

mountain becomes
high enough, from
the accumulation

of snow on its top,

to cause the pres-

sure at its base to

generate heat suffi-

cient to raise the

temperature to the

melting point,

water then com-
mences to accumu-

Why Glaciers Move.
ound in the text, page 315.

late beneath the huge mass.

This water must escape—have vent.

How? Where? On the side next the

sun—for the opposite side is much
colder, and is closed by frosts.

A number of small streams originate

under an ice-mountain. But they grad-

ually merge, and form one large stream.

The erosion of the outflowing water on
the sunny side of an ice-mountain lowers

the surface of the earth on that side.

The mountain topples in that direction.

Naturally the melting on the sunny side

is much more rapid than on the opposite

side. So the melting assists in inclining

the mountain in that direction. Finally

it commences to move down this eroded

incline, and becomes an active glacier.

As soon as motion is set up the earth

on the sides bulges or buckles up, from
the immense pressure and momentum,
and forms lateral moraines, or longi-

tudinal ridges, that are outside of the

base of the glacier and that parallel its

axis. These lateral moraines form a

trough which confines the water under

the glacier in a continuous stream that



LOOKING ACROSS GLACIER BAY. ALASKA.
Muir Glacier in the distance.

flows in the direction towards which the

glacier travels.

Once in motion a glacier will continue

to travel until conditions change. Of
course if it travels down an incline, its

motion may be largely from force of

gravity. It is probable that all of the

glaciers of Europe, at the present time,

are gravity glaciers.

W'liat causes a glacier to cease its

motion ?

There are at least three causes:

(a) the underflowing stream may break

through a lateral moraine and escape at

one side instead of in front of the

glacier. This change in the underflowing

stream will leave the glacier "dead"

;

(b) the glacier may encounter a moun-
tain wall or other obstacle that it can

not surmount nor break down, or (c)

the immense weight of the glacier, with

the rapid lowering in front, as already

described, may cause its nose to plow

into the earth deep enough to prevent

motion. When this last cause operates,

motion is usually but temporarily ar-

rested ; for the underflowing stream may
erode the terminal, or front, moraine

until the glacier is enabled to pursue its

original course.

When the underflowing stream breaks

thrcjugh a lateral moraine, and the

glacier above ceases to move, the

erosion ceases in front and increases

under the body of the glacier. This

under erosion will finally cause the

glacier to break in two. By this time

the escaping stream has eroded an in-

cline on the side of the glacier down
which one piece, or section, of the

glacier may take motion at an angle of

from forty to ninety degrees from the

original line of motion.

What causes a glacier to move up an

incline ?

Glaciers have traveled from the far

North to near the thirty-sixth parallel of

North Latitude. They have crossed hills

—even mountains. Sometimes they have

plowed through mountain ranges, as has

the Muir glacier in Alaska. It has cut

through a mountain that is at least 3,000

feet high.

Leaving out of consideration a discus-

sion of the explanation of gravity, we
may regard the phenomenon from the

side of efifects only. And so far as

effects are concerned, the motion, or

cause of motion, of a gravity glacier is

easily understood. But what causes

operate to propel a glacier up an incline ?

When water is at a temperature of
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about thirty-nine degrees above zero, with great force—from beneath tlie

Fahrenheit, it is at 'its greatest density

—

glacier.

occupies the least space. The higher it is When the water rushes from beneath

heated the more it expands ; and a piece a glacier it encounters the detritus of ice

of ice is much larger at a temperature that has fallen from its front face. The
of 60 degrees below zero than is a piece pressure forces the water forward and
of the same weight at a temperature of

thirty degrees above zero.

The bases of all active glaciers have
a teniperature of about thirty-four de-

grees—or two degrees above the freez-

upward between the face of the glacier

and the detached pieces. Thus is the

lower front of the glacier altered by
three processes: by the attrition of the

outrushing water ; by inciting which is

ing point. This is why there is always caused by the higher temperature created

an underflowing stream. With a tern- by the water, and by the absorption of

perature of thirty-four degrees above water which raises the temperature, and
zero at the base and si.xty degrees below thus contracts the mass—reduces the

zero on top, there would be a difference size—of all the ice penetrated by this

in teniperature of ninety-four degrees—• extraneous moisture. So these three

sufficient to cause a top expansion of processes augment tlie force of expan-
fourteen per cent, or 280 feet in a sion in the work of causing the front

glacier 2,000 feet high; 420 feet in a face of a glacier to project forward,

glacier 3,000 feet high ; 560 in one 4,000 When a large section of ice falls for-

feet high, and 700 feet in a glacier 5,000 ward, as already described, it is quickly

feet high. It is evident that a face of submerged—or partly submerged—by
ice will not stand at this angle of pro- the outrushing water. The portion

jection ; so a large, prismatic, or rhom- under water rises in temperature while

boidal, section breaks off and falls for- the portion in the air remains much
ward. colder. This difference in temperature
The underflowing stream is confined causes a secondary breaking and falling

by the lateral moraines on the sides, by forward of pieces that constituted the

the glacier above and the earth beneath original, large detached section. These
it. When the rear end of the glacier is secondary fragments freeze together at,

higher than the front this stream works and immediately below, the water line,

under hydraulic pressure. Rut, at all So when a piece drops forward it draws
times, the action of hydrostatic pressure or drags the piece immediately behind

is persistently driving the water forward it until the frozen bond at the water line

is severed. This constant

dropping forward, and
dragging of pieces from
behind, enables a glacier to

move piecemeal up an in-

cline. As soon as a glacier,

that has thus reached a
summit, starts down an in-

cline again the inmiense
pressure from behind soon
unites the parts into a com-
paratively solid mass once
more.
Of course the element of

expansion is indirectly at-

tributable to the sun—the

source of all terrestrial

heat. But a second cause
of motion in glaciers is the

direct force of the sun.

Place a piece of ice on a
Wherh thk Prehistoric Glaciers Apparently bToppi-i),

i ^ » i . f i x
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A RECORD OP' THE COMING AND PASSING OF GLACIERS.
Scarboro Clirts. showing glacial and inter-glacial strata.

metal. The center of heat is the highest

point on the metal ; but free the ice and
it will start and travel to that high point.

Why? (a) The ice will melt much more
rapidly on the side next the center of

heat, and thus cause the ice to topple

in that direction, (b) There is a current

of air—a regular upward draft—from
the center of heat. The ste'^m generated

under the ice "kicks" backward beneath

the mass, rebounds against the colder

air, rises along the rear side of the ice

and immediately presses forward toward
the center of heat. This pressing for-

ward of the escaped steam assists in

propelling the pi^je of ice forward.

This first cul.sc—more rapid melting

on the sunny side—has a tendency to

topple and propel glaciers to that side.

.\nother cause of motion is capillary

attraction. The melting on the equa-
torial side frees much moisture. Capil-

lary attraction carries this moisture into

the body of the glacier. This raises the

temperature of the ice on that side, and
thus contracts all that portion of it

through which tlie moisture percolates.

This contraction on the side next the

sun also assists in toppling the glacier in

that direction.

Let the diagram represent the front

of a glacier. ABC will represent the

face. A H indicates the angle of expan-
sion—about fourteen per cent from a

vertical plane. B C represents the angle

caused by attrition, melting and absorp-

tion. Now a fracture occurs along the

vertical line C D, and the section A B
C D drops forward. After a time C D
is altered to D E F. Then comes a

break along the line F G, and D E F G
drops forward. So the succeeding sec-

tions are modified, broken loose and fall

forward.

What are the relations of glaciers to

ice-bergs in a glaciated area?

Sometimes glaciers are in series. The
first series moves toward the equator

in the manner already described. Some,
or all, of the causes herein mentioned
reduce these glaciers to stationary ice-

fields. A second series, hundreds or

thousands of years later, follow over the

same lines. Finally the secondaries plow
into the ice-fields—the remnants of the

first glaciers. Tliev cannot climb over

J«
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the ice because ice is not plastic enougli

to form moraines. So the immense
masses constituting these second glaciers

are added to the remnants of the first

ones. Now the ice-field is an immense
barrier or dam behind which water ac-

cumulates and forms a large lake or

inland sea. A third, fourth, or still later,

series starts for the equator. When
these reach the margin of the lake their

sections float in the water and become
newly-born ice-bergs. In the last glacial

epoch, or Ice Age, such a barrier seems

to have extended from somewhere in the

vicinity of Sioux Falls, South Dakota,

into south central Iowa : thence east

northeasterly to a point a few miles south

of Chicago, and thence to the Catskill

Mountains in New York.
North of this barrier floated thousands

of ice-bergs. Many of them ran aground.

When the water subsided the final rest-

ing place of each ice-berg became a

lake. It is a well-known fact that there

are hundreds of such lakes in Minnesota,

Wisconsin and northern Iowa. These
lakes have moraines around their mar-
gins except on the side where the ice-

berg plowed in—usually on the north-

west side.

Extending southward from this bar-

rier was, for thousands of years, an ice-

field which was formed from the rem-
nants of older glaciers— i. e., older than

those that formed the ice barrier.

The ]\lissouri River, from the mouth
of the Platte to the junction of the Mis-

souri and Mississippi rivers, ran under

the south edge of this ice-field.

There were numerous ice-streams on

this ice-field.

One very important stream seems to

have headed in the great inland sea back

of the barrier—probably near the loca-

tion of Indianola, Iowa. This stream

flowed southerly to a point near Kansas
City.

Along this latter stream were numer-
ous holes through the ice sheet into

which water poured. The water, falling

from such great heights, bored deep

holes in the earth below. One hole at

Chillicothe, Missouri, is more than 1,100

feet deep. It reaches from the middle

of carboniferous rocks, on the surface,

down through the lower carboniferous,

the Devonian and probably reaches the

Niagara limestone—a member of the

upper Silurian. This hole is, of course,

now filled with glacial materials. Deep
borings around the town prove that the

strata are elsewhere undisturbed.

Such holes are not uncommon in what
were once glaciated fields.

A stream of water falling through a

hole in a moving glacier cuts a slotted

or elongated hole, or pit, that may be

scores of miles long. But if the ice-

field is stationary the water will fall in

one spot and make a very deep hole in

the earth. I saw a stream that flowed

about 40,000 gallons per minute falling

through a hole in the Valdez glacier in

Alaska, where the ice is about 4,000 feet

FAIRWEATHER K.^NGE FROM GL.\CIER HAY. ALASKA.



THE FACE OF DAVIDSON GLACIEK. ALASKA.
This is really only a tongue of the Muir Glacier.

thick. This waterfall would generate

£ out 41,000 horse-power! And this

e .-rgy was expended on a few square

yards at the base of the glacier ! Would
it not bore a hole at a terrific rate?

How is loess or bluff formation

formed and deposited?

Probably you have seen the thick de-

posits of loess along the bluffs of the

upper Mississippi, the entire length of

the Ohio and Missouri rivers, as well as

in other parts of the United States north

of the thirty-eighth parallel of north

latitude. In Manchuria and other parts

of north China this formation is said to

be, in some localities, 2,000 feet thick

!

To the ordinary observer these de-

posits appear to be of sandy clay of a

yellowish or brownish yellow color. But

they are not of clay. A face or escarp-

ment of loess will stand for generations

at an angle of from five to eight degrees

from a vertical plane, while clay will

weather down to an angle of about sixty

degrees from that plane. Another pecu-

liarity of loess is its manner of weather-

ing. Its exposed faces weather into

semi-cylindrical buttresses that simulate

the pipes of an immense pipe organ.

These deposits in the United States vary

from a few feet to 300 or 400 feet in

thickness. It is well known that these

deposits were laid down at about the

close of the last Ice Age or Glacial

Epoch. But what are their relations to

glaciers ?

There has been much discussion on

the subject of loess. Some authors tell

us that loess deposits were formed by

the agency of wind—as are sand dunes.

But there' are several objections to the

wind theory. One is that shells, pieces

of wood, large fragments of rock and

other large substances are found in

them. These could not have been de-

posited by the wind. Another objection

is the manner in which the grains and

particles that compose loess are placed

—

laid down. The particles that compose

a wind deposit are arranged in vortices

—each large group forms a vortex or

spiral. Now the particles that compose

loess are not so arranged ; but their

large ends are usually all pointing in

one direction. This condition indicates

the agency of water. But the objections

to the water theory have been (a) that

they show no regular lines of deposition,

and (b) deposits in one place vary much
in elevation from other deposits in the

same vicinity. It is evident that loess

deposits were not laid down in water

exactly as were ordinary flood plains.

Loess forms at the mouths of streams

that flow across large glaciers or ice-

fields. Take the Valdez glacier in

Alaska. There are several streams on

top, and rushing down the sides of it.

As these streams pour off the sides of

the glacier they cut deep canyons in the

ice. At the mouth of each long stream

is a deposit of loess. Sometimes the
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mouths of these canyons and streams

vary several hundred feet m elevation.

This explains why loess is found at so

many different elevations in the same
vicinity. But in order to grind the ma-
terials—the earthy and organic matter

—

in an ice stream to a sufficient fineness

to form loess the stream must be long.

Short streams that flow down steep ice

canyons form deposits of gravel, sand

and bowlders—such as ,3je found
throughout the United States north of

the thirty-eighth parallel. The irregular

distribution of bowlders and otlier glacial

deposits is caused by the irregularity of

the occurrence of ice streams and crev-

asses that extended through the ice

sheets to the earth below them.

But why are bowlders sometimes more
abundant along certain lines? Let us

imagine an immense ice sheet scores or

hundreds of miles in extent. It is not

in motion : but it has an occasional

crevasse that reaches to the earth below.

It is melting on top— i. e., in the summer
seasons. Many streams flow across it

and carry bowlders, gravel, sand and
other detritus into the.se crevasses. When
these materials fall to the earth the

water beneath the ice carries all of the

precipitated matter away—all except the

heavy bowlders. If the ice above never

moves enough to disturb them, but

finally melts away, the bowlders will lie

on the surface in such lines, or zones, as

will describe the location of the crevasse

that once existed above them.

The Valdez glacier—near Cook's In-

let, Alaska—is probably the largest

glacier in the world. It is seventeen

miles wide, one mile high and of un-

known length.

The writer spent seventeen days at

one time, and four days at another, on

this glacier.

A study of the Valdez, Muir, Taku and
other glaciers affords data for the fol-

lowing conclusions, with reference to

formation, movement, etc.

:

1. A body of ice must be very thick

before it can become a glacier. It must
be so thick, or high, that the pressure at

the base of it will generate enough heat

to melt ice. Probably not less than 1,500

feet in height would be necessary to

create the required pressure.

2. When a glacier, from melting or

other cau.ses, becomes too thin to gen-

crate sufiicient heat at its base to melt

ice it ceases to move, and becomes a sta-

tionary ice-field.

3. A gravity glacier may be an excep-

tion to the two foregoing conclusions.

4. A stream of considerable length on
a glacier or ice-field, deposits earthy

matter at its mouth. If the earthy ma-
terials gathered by the stream are of

suitable composition, the matter de-

posited at the mouth of the stream will

be loess.

5. The elevation of a bed of loess cor-

responds to the elevation of the mouth
of the stream or canyon around which it

was deposited.



SAN PEDRO. DESPITE ITS HARBOR. DID NOT SECURE LOS ANGELES' LOW TERMINAL
RATES UNTIL THE TWO CITIES WERE CONSOLIDATED.

SQUEEZING THE LITTLE TOWNS
By

WALTER V. WOEHLRE

THE eating of an apple with-

out losing possession of the

fruit is said to be a very diffi-

cult feat. To enjoy the flavor

and taste of an apple which
the eater does not have at all seems to

be even more difficult, except under
hypnotic influence. That it can be done,
that a diet of non-existent apples can
increase the girth and cause the body to

grow mightily, was demonstrated by the
city of Los Angeles.

Until very recently Los Angeles
neither touched the ocean nor the bank
of a navigable stream. It was land-
locked, twentv miles from tidewater ; it

iiad no harbor, and yet it was given low
terminal rates on goods shipped from
Eastern manufacturing centers, building

up a thriving jobbing business by virtue

of these low freight rates. Los Angeles
was given terminal rates because San
Pedro, a little town on the ocean twenty
miles south, had a harbor and water
competition, but San Pedro did not enjoy

the benefit of its own harbor and had
to get along without terminal rates. Los
Angeles paid less freight on shipments

from the East than Tucson or Phoenix,

five hundred miles nearer Chicago, be-

cause of the water competition at San
Pedro, but San Pedro itself had to pay

319
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A Town That Got Justice.

But for a strong and active traffic bureau, Stockton could not have
usi-d its water competition to force a recluction of its freight

rates into the i>an Joaquin \'alley.

the full rate to Los Angeles plus the

high local rate from Los Angeles to San
Pedro. Big Los Angeles picked and ate

the fruit from San Pedro's tree, and
little San Pedro, unable to shin up, had
to be satisfied with a windfall now and
then. Not until San Pedro gave up its

individuality and became a part of the

larger city did Los Angeles step aside,

and allow San Pedro to taste of its own
fruit and obtain terminal rates.

"L^nto everyone which hath, shall be

given ; from him that hath not shall be

taken even that which he hath." Were
these words aimed at Vested Rights, at

the fate of the small towns and their

freight rates? Surely, they fit the con-

dition. Throughout the country the

largest centers of trade and manufac-
turing, made large by natural advantages

of location and artificially stimulated in

their growth by arbitrary concessions in

the toll levied upon freight going to or

coming from them, are preying inces-

santly upon the freight rates of their

smaller rivals. These secondary centers,

in turn, prey upon the still smaller ones,

the greatest gain accruing to those com-
munities which have equipped themselves

with traffic bureaus, with the weapons
necessary to defend and enlarge the

freight-rate advantages which lie at the

bottom of th^-ir prosperity.

Take the case of Los Angeles. When

the place ceased to be a
border cow town twenty-
five years ago and attracted

the hordes of climate-seek-

ers, jobbing houses started

up, but when they at-

tempted to make connection
with the trade in the

Southwest, they ran full

tilt into the ancient and
honorable rate advantages
eirjoyed by San Francisco.

Though Yuma, Phoenix,
Tucson and other places

were 500 miles nearer Los
Angeles, San Francisco
wholesalers paid no more
freight than the firms of

the smaller city and in

some cases even less, de-

spite a longer haid.

It is useless and of no
purpose to blame the rail-

roads for all the ills the human body,
physical and social, is heir of. Like the

shippers and the consumers, the rail-

roads are the victims of the radi-

cally individualistic, fiercely competitive

method by which the freight-rate struc-

ture of the country was built years ago.

Always the railroads tried to get as

much and the shippers to pay as little

as possible. Naturally the shipper with

the biggest tonnage, taking advantage
of competition among the carriers, was
able to get his particular rate down to

rock bottom and often below. Nowhere
else in the world do railroads undertake
to move bulk freight, coal, iron ore, pig

iron, cotton, lumber, as cheaply as do the

American lines. In fact, abroad it is

considered economic waste to move ore,

coal and other bulk freight by rail when
water will carry the burden at one-third

the cost. But the Trusts had the big

tonnage the railroads wanted, and to get

it the carriers had to pare the freight

rates down to the bone.

Like the big corporations, so the big

cities, having much freight to offer

competing lines, obtained for themselves

rate concessions that were denied the

smaller towns. The law of competition

ordained that always the big shipper and
the big center should get the first reduc-

tion, that the small shipper and the small

town, being the least able to resist,



TERMINAL CHARGES IN THE BIG CITIES ARE CCiSTLV.
Freight yards alonp the water front of Chicago, the railroad center

of America.

should be the first to see their rates go
up. For many years the big Trusts and
the trafiic associations of the big cities

Iiave been employing "rate-sharks,"

freight rate experts, to see that the rail-

roads came through with all the reduc-
tions lying around loose in the general

offices, but it is only within the last year
or two that the smaller towns have be-

gun to fight the devil of high freight

rates with the fire of expert advice. How
important this self-help is in the develop-

ment of any community was shown by
the long fight of the Los Angeles jobbers
through their traffic bureau for a share

of the San Joaquin Valley wholesale

trade, practically monopolized in San
Francisco's hands through lower freight

rates.

The San Joaquin Valley lies between
San Francisco and Los Angeles, the lat-

ter city maintaining that, on account of

a shorter haul, it was entitled to lower
rates than San Francisco into the valley's

southern end. But San Francisco claimed
the trade of the entire valley for its own
—and made good through lower freight

rates. From Los Angeles to Tulare, for

instance, the distance is 231 miles; from
San Francisco it is 240 miles. On a

ton of sugar to Tulare, Los Angeles had
to pay $12.80; San Francisco, with a

slightly longer haul, got off with a

charge of $11. Therefore it could under-

bid Los Angeles nearly two dollars a

ton. The same handicap against Los
Angeles prevailed right through the list,

from hats, shoes and clothing to hard-

ware and groceries, thus insuring San
Francisco's control of the valley's trade.

For ten years the traffic bureau of the

Los Angeles jobbers fought for an

equalization. In 1907 victory at last was
in sight. Like Barkis, the railroads were
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vvillin'. They made the changes, low-

ered the rates out of Los Angeles and
had the new tariffs printed when the

watchful traffic men of the San Fran-

cisco wholesalers got wind of the action.

Immediately they sounded the tocsin, the

shippers put the screws on the railroads,

protested vociferously, threatened re-

prisals and—presto, the railroads yielded

to the pressure and suspended the pro-

posed new tarilifs. San Francisco re-

mained master of the situation.

In 1910 the traffic bureau of the Los
Angeles jobbers brought suit before the

State Railroad Commission to force the

carriers to grant the desired reduction.

Despite San Francisco's desperate resist-

ance Los Angeles won out. Freight rates

into the valley were readjusted on a

mileage basis, giving Los Angeles an

advantage of forty cents on a ton of

sugar into Tulare, midway between the

warring cities, similar reductions apply-

ing to all other classes of freight to

points south of Tulare. Though the

reductions amounted to only a few cents

per hundred pounds, they were of suffi-

cient influence upon jobbers' profits to

make Los Angeles firms paramount in a

territory with a trade estimated at fifteen

millions a year.

In the great rate game Los Angeles,

like every up-start center eager for busi-

ness, had to fight its older and larger

rival for every inch of territory. In

turn, Los Angeles did its best to absorb

the wholesale trade of the smaller towns

in its vicinity by unobtrusive rate jug-

gling. One instance will be sufficient to

show the method of benevolently assimi-

lating smaller towns' trade, a metho'l :n

favor among large cities the country

over.

Since the days when the town was a

station on the overland stage line, San
Bernardino, sixty miles inland from Los
Angeles, had been doing a modest wi:ole-

sale business with the irrigated and min-

ing districts surrounding it. San Ber-

nardino had no terminal rates. It had to

pay the full transcontinental rate to Los
Angeles plus the local rate from Los
Angeles to San Bernardino. On iron

pipe, for example, Los Angeles paid 65

cents a hundred from Eastern mills.

San Bernardino, sixty miles nearer to the

mills but eighty miles from tidewater,

paid 85 cents, the Los Angeles rate plus

the local rate of 20 cents for the im-
aginary back-haul. Nevertheless, within

narrow limits San Bernardino could
compete with Los Angeles because it had
a local rate to nearby points 20 cents

cheaper than the rate out of Los Angeles
to these points.

A few years ago a fuel dealer who
had built up a nice little wholesale busi-

ness in blacksmith's coal with the mining
towns on the desert fifty to a hundred
and fifty miles east, suddenly saw the

trade slip from his fingers. No matter

how close to actual cost he offered his

coal, Los Angeles dealers always under-

bid him. Hunting for the cause of this

fierce and successful competition, the

dealer stumbled upon a new tariff' issued

by the railroads, and this tariff' fur-

nished the reason.

To Daggett, ninety miles from San
Bernardino, the dealer had been paying

57 cents a hmidred pounds on black-

smith's coal ; under the old tariff Los
Angeles had been paying 80 cents for a

haul sixty miles longer. The new tariff

"equalized" the two rivals by raising San
Bernardino's rate to the Los Angeles

charge, 80 cents. Outbound local rates

being equal, the San Bernardino dealer

was frozen out of the field by the in-

bound through-rate from the East, hav-

ing to pay $4.60 per ton more than his

Los Angeles competitors. Los Angeles,

its freight rate expert smiling content-

edly, fell heir to the small town's job-

bing trade, the "equalization" having
been general all along the line.

The sudden withdrawal of anything,

be if a baby's rattle, a chair about to be

occupied or a favorable freight rate, has

an irritating effect upon the temper of

the loser. Though it seems barely be-

lievable, the railroad men who make the

freight rates are almost human. Like

the general run of humanity, they resent

cussing and roasting if they can afford

resentment, and the harder the little

fellow's kicks, the less they feel inclined

to accede to the demands of the kicker.

The hotter the protests of the individual

San Bernardino merchants, the less

satisfaction they received. Finally they

turned to the State Railroad Commis-
sion for relief, but the Commission, find-

ing state and interstate matters mixed in
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the complaint, referred the plaintiffs

bactc to the railroads and advised them

to hire a rate expert to straighten ont

their troubles.

Never before had a small town of only

10.000 inhabitants attempted to maintain

a fully equipped traffic bureau, but the

San Bernardino Merchants' Protective

Association, seeing no other way out,

plunged boldly into the venture, hired

reduction of the fuel oil rate from $1.70

to 80 cents per ton. Redlands, ten miles

from San Bernardino, is still paying

$1.60 per ton on its fuel oil, not having

an expert traffic man to play in the rate

game.
The value of '.he freight-rate expert

to the larger cities is conceded. Few of

the big business centers get along with-

out a traffic organization and several of

SEATTLE IS .'\DV.'\NT.\GEOUSLY SITUATED FOR WORLD-WIDE COMMERCE.
Water competition ordinarily compels the railroads to give a city so located more favorable rates

an experienced traffic man of long rail-

road service and set him to work. The
maintenance of the traffic bureau cost

about $4,000 a year. Did it pay? In

less than a year the expert, without

costly law suits or expensive hearings

before the Commission, without threats

or bluster, had checkmated the aggres-

sion of Los Angeles, had regained and
in a few cases increased San Ber-

nardino's advantage over the larger city

in out-bound local class rates on all three

railroads, had obtained favorable read-

justment of a score of commodity rates

affecting the budding industries of the

town and had saved the fuel users of the

city $25,000 a year by bringing about a

them, like St. Louis, consider traffic

bureaus of such advantage that they

maintain two full-fledged ones. A traf-

fic bureau pays, in increased trade as well

as in increased harmony between the

railroads and the shippers. Having had
experience on both sides of the fence,

the rate expert acts as a buft'er between

the contending parties, moderating and

deflecting the shocks coming from either-

side. And if expert knowledge in traffic-

matters is of value to the favored large-

center, it is of still greater benefit to the-

aspiring small city. Being continually om
the defensive against the aggression of
its grown-up, greedy rivals, the smalll

city needs all the technical rate knowl-
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edge it can get to hold its own, to make
the most of its resources and opportuni-

ties.

It was a strong and active traffic

bureau that enabled Stockton, a city of

30,000 inhabitants seventy miles inland

of San Francisco on the San Joaquin
river, to take advantage of the opening
left by San Francisco and Los Angeles
in their squabble over the San Joaquin
\'alley trade. Stockton was nearer to the

valley than either of the contending
])arties. On the broad and deep San
Joaquin there was water competition,

but without a traffic bureau to play the

trumps in the hand of Stockton it would
have been left out in the cold while the

two big cities divided the spoils. By in-

tervening in the quarrel, by making its

voice heard and by cleverly leading its

high cards, Stockton pulled out an ad-

vantage, a differential over San Fran-
cisco that it could not have obtained had
it relied upon the individual jobbers to

take expensive action. In the meantime
the fight of the big cities—and the suc-

cess of the small ones in gaining rate

advantages—stimulated Fresno and Bak-
ersfield, the two largest towns in the val-

ley, into action. Both of them have or-

ganized traffic bureaus and are jireparing

to use the new weapon in carving out

a slice of the tra.de for themselves.

The railroad world is deeply troubled

these stirring days. Great, radical

changes are impending in the compli-

cated structure of the eighty billions of

separate rates that clutter the tariffs of

the carriers. During the past twenty
years the primary object of govern-
mental supervision has been the preven-

tion of discrimination between shippers,

an attempt to protect the small shipper

against deviations from the published

rates in favor of his more powerful com-
petitor. In a measure, this object has
been attained, at least so far as it is pos-

sible of accomplishment imder present

conditions. Just now a second era of

regulation is beginning, an attempt to

remedy some of the most glaring ex-

amples of discrimination between com-
munities rather than between individual

shippers.

-This new problem in regulation pre-

sents ten times the difficulties of the old

rebate question, but it must be solved.

Already the uprising of the communities
discriminated against is beginning, es-

pecially in the West, from the Canadian
line to Mexico. The traffic bureaus, all

of them organized but recently, of half a
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dozen inland cities, of Reno, Spokane,

Tucson, Phoenix, Boise, are busy follow-

ing up the advantage gained by the re-

duction of freight rates ordered by the

Interstate Commerce Commission in

favor of Spokane. All of these cities, all

the communities of the vast territory be-

tween the Rocky Mountains and the Pa-

cific, have to pay higher freight charges

for a shorter haul than the Coast cities

whose terminal rates are lowered by
water competition. The Coast cities, of

course, are fighting against the reduction

in favor of inland towns, fighting hard

on the side of the railroads. They are

fighting for their vested right, for a low
freight rate, long continued, becomes a

vested right. Upon it factories and
warehouses are built. Shift it to some
other point, and the factory or the ware-

house is badly crippled.

Upon the Pacific Coast a sharp strug-

gle between capital and labor is in prog-

ress, a struggle gaining in intensity and
spreading from Mexico to Canada. At
the bottom of this struggle lies the

freight rate, or rather the readjustment

of freight rates in favor of the smaller

inland cities of the West. So long as

the Coast cities enjoyed comparatively

low freight rates caused by nominal

water competition while the interior

points were smothered by back-haul dif-

ferentials, the Coast cities transacted a

vast and lucrative wholesale business in

goods manufactured in the East. Now
this rate supremacy is vanishing. They
begin to realize that a large share of the

distributing business is bound to go to

interior points, sooner or later, and they

are preparing to regain the lost ground
by shifting from the jobbing to the

manufacturing business.

Hitherto the West has been too busy
mining, grazing, felling timber, produc-

ing the raw material, to pay much atten-

tion to the manufacture of the goods, of

the finished products it consumes. The
market for these finished products is

growing rapidly and the wholesalers of

the Coast cities are preparing to supply

this market with goods made at home in-

stead of hauling the goods across the

continent. What raw material cannot

be had from the mountains, forests and
plains, the Panama canal will furnish at

low rates. But cheap raw material is

only one factor in manufacturing. To
compete successfully with goods sent

from the East via the canal, the labor

cost must be reduced. Through the Pan-
ama canal a flood of cheap European
labor is expected, but to be sure of taking

advantage of this flood, capital is en-

gaged in a struggle with labor to assert

its supremacy against the hour when ten

times the present supply of labor will be

needed.

It will be impossible to eradicate all

the flagrant discrimination in freight

rates between communities. An attempt

to introduce a tariff based solely upon
distances would ruin the industries of

New England and of Pittsburg, would
be a remedy worse than the evil it is to

cure. But a readjustment with'm cer-

tain limits is coming, and this readjust-

ment will be in favor of the smaller

towns. Already the Texas Railroad
Commission has been weeding out dis-

crimination against small towns when-
ever brought to its attention, and many
of the little Texas communities have
taken advantage of the opportunity to

attract new industries and enterprises.

In Kansas, likewise. Governor W. R.
Stubbs is championing the cause of the

small town. As population follows the

low freight rate, he is anxious to stimu-

late the growth of the commonwealth
evenly, as opposed to the development of

one or two large cities.

There is still another factor working
in favor of decentralization, in favor of

the smaller jobbing and manufacturing
centers. In the large centers land values

are increasing by leaps and bounds.

Every year more room for terminal fa-

cilities, both freight and passenger, is

needed, and every year it becomes more
costly and more difficult to provide this

additional room. The freight congestion

in the yards of Pittsburg and other cen-

ters during the height of prosperity in

1906 gave warning. Every year the ter-

minal charges at the big centers are

growing, are eating a larger hole into the

carriers' revenues. A point will be

reached—and in some cities has almost

been readied—where terminal costs will

become prohibitive, forcing the carriers

in self-defense to divert some of the busi-

ness to smaller places where terminal

charges are less expensive.
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A WIRELESS MESSAGE.

WORLD'S DEBT TO WIRELESS
By

CHARLES FREDERICK CARTER

BY
the law of the land no vessel

carrying fifty or more persons,

including passengers and crew,

may leave any port in the

United States on a voyage of

more than two hundred miles after July
1, unless it is equipped with wireless

telegraph apparatus capable of transmit-

ting and receiving messages over a dis-

tance of at least one hundred miles, day
or night, in charge of a competent op-

erator.

No sleek and stealthy lobby, dispens-

ing cigars, champagne and sophistries

with lavish hand, accelerated the passage

of this law. The statute was enacted be-

cause it provided a safeguard for trav-

326

elers by sea so efficient and so obviously

needed that even a congressman could

not fail to perceive the wisdom of voting

for it.

Even without the strong encourage-
ment of the law, without any influence

whatever beyond the cold logic of

achievement, the world's installation of

wireless telegraph apparatus had grown
to a grand total of 1,520 stations on ship

and shore, exclusive of foreign warships
and amateur outfits, up to October 1,

1910, according to a directory compiled

by the United States Navy Department.
Of this total, 821 stations were on steam-

ships, yachts and tugs throughout the

world. Of the shore stations the United
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States had 206, of which eighty-eight

were on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts,

forty-eight were on the Great Lakes,

fifty-one on the Pacific coast, sixteen in

Alaska, and three in the interior. The
L^nited States Navy had 344 ship and
forty-seven shore stations, the army
thirty shore and sixteen ship stations.

In 1909 the Marconi Company trans-

mitted between ship and shore messages
aggregating 519,000 words. The trans-

•Atlantic business ranges from 50.000 to

75,000 words a week. The British Post-

iiffice Department reported that in the

three montlis ending October 1, 1910,

twice as many wireless messages were
sent and received as in any other cor-

responding period. As the first step

toward establishing a ring of wireless

stations completely encir-

cling the L^nited Kingdom,
the government has pur-

chased the stations already

•in operation. The New
Zealand government re-

cently asked for bids for

erecting five wireless sta-

tions, while fifteen new
wireless stations now being

constructed along the Ama-
zon and Paraguay rivers

in Brazil will be in oper-

ation before the end of the

year.

This staid and perfunc-
tory catalogue by no means
includes all the activities of

the radio-telegraph. It is

now used for such strange
and widely different pur-
poses as keeping trawlers
in the North Sea posted on
the state of the fish market
and for giving the correct

time to vessels within three
thousand miles of the Eififel

Tower in Paris. On May
24, 1910, the French gov-
ernment began sending out
time signals at midnight, at

two minutes and again at

four minutes past the hour.
These time signals are ex-
pected to be of value to
navigators by enabling
them to correct daily any
possible variations in their

chronometers. A still more important
application of the radio-telegraph is

rendered possible by the Bellini-Tosi

wireless compass by means of which the

direction from which a wireless signal

comes and also the approximate distance

may be determined. This is a most valu-

able invention, for by this means a ves-

sel approaching land in a fog may be
directed so as to avoid danger of run-
ning ashore.

Yet it is only ten years since Marconi
installed the first wireless telegraph out-

fit on a merchant vessel for regular serv-

ice. Such a growth could hardly have
been attained in so short a time bv any
mere money-making device. Ihe wire-

less telegraph has progressed so swiftly

because to its solid commercial worth

Wireless Skhvice on an Express Train.

An experiment that was made on the Lake Shore Railway.
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\'alue
VESSEL OF Ship and Lives

Cargo Saved
Colorado $ SOO.UOO 100

City of Racine 750,000 200
Walcott 60,000 *10

South Haven 750,000 100

Hamilton 600,000 150

Slavonia 1.500,000 *500

Frederick 350,000 90
Mackinaw 600,000 200
Henry S. Crosley 125,000 *I5

The Helen 300,000 *70
Arapahoe 550,000 240
Carib 400,000 100

Antilles 1,000,000 165

City of Atlanta 250,000 *175

Zeaburg 290,000 *30

Iroquois 550,000 100

Excelsior 75,000 *30

Alsfonquin 650,000 *200

Arizona 300,000 40
Nueces 350,000 100

Puritan 500.000 150
Herida 750,000 150
Bertha 500,000 225
Scotland Lightship 75,000 25

VESSELS LOST.
Republic 1,650

Ohio 70

Ocean Queen 250
Crown 23
George L. Drake 7
Horatio Hall SO

Totals $11,775,000 5,215
*Estimated.

It may be that some folk whose knowl-

edge of the sea and its perils is limited

to what may be gleaned in the course of

an annual voyage to Europe on a big

modern liner may think shipwreck a rare

thing, and the foregoing estimates of the

service rendered by the radio-telegraph,

therefore, exaggerated. To such skeptics

it may be said that Lloyd's Register of

British and Foreign Shipping, an unim-
peachable authority, reports 557 steam
and sailing vessels of one hundred tons

or more totally lost during 1909. This
gives a wreck at an average interval of

fifteen hours and forty-three minutes

throughout the year. The aggregate ton-

nage of these vessels was 588,063 tons.

Valuations are not given in Lloyd's

Register, but it may be ascertained that

in 1909 contracts were taken by British

shipyards to build good sized, well fitted

tramp steamships at $24.58 per ton of

dead weight capacity. The value of the

Republic, lost in Jainiary of that year,

figures out at $100 a ton. A fair aver-

age for the miscellaneous lot of vessels

lost, therefore, would probably be $50 a

ton, which would give a total loss of

$29,403,000 for the ships exclusive of

A PORT.'\BLE STATION IN OPERATION NEAR BERLIN.
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cargo, and excluding vessels lost in the

Great Lakes. It may be seen, therefore,

that there is no lack of opportunities for

the radio-telegraph to avert or mitigate

disasters.

If it is not possible to quote authorita-

tive totals in appraising the benefits con-

ferred upon commerce by the radio-

telegraph there is no lack of individual

instances which may be cited to prove
its worth. Perhaps, after all, that may
be the better way of arriving at a true

conception of the service the wireless

telegraph has rendered to the world.

At the very outset of its career the

wireless telegraph demonstrated its use-

fulness. An experimental outfit placed

on the East Goodwin Lightship in the

English Channel in December, 1898, was
the means of saving several vessels and
a number of lives. In the case of one
steamer which went ashore on the Good-
win sands evidence introduced in an
Admiralty court proved that by means of

one short wireless message property

worth $260,000 was saved.

One of the earliest merchant ships to

be equipi^ed with the Marconi apparatus

was the Belgian Royal Mail steamship
Princess Clementine, plying between
Ostend and Dover, which received her

installation in November, 1900. At the

same time a land station was established

at La Panne, near Ostend. On New
Year's day, 1901, the Princess Clement-
ine discovered the bark Mcdora stranded

on the Ratel bank. A message was at

once sent to La Panne, and before pro-

ceeding the Princess Clementine was
able to tell the shipwrecked sailors that

help was on the way. On the same trip

the Roytengen Lightship, fifteen miles,

from Dunkirk, signalled the Princess

Clementine that the lighting apparatus

was out of order. A wireless message
from the Clementine to La Panne en-

abled the lighthouse department to send

out to the lightship and make repairs in

time to have the lights in service that

night.

From this promising beginning a

steadily growing record of practical use-

fulness led up to a spectacular climax

at 4 o'clock on the morning of January
23, 1909, when the Italian .Steamship

Florida, blundering through the fog

sixty-five miles southeast of Nantucket.

crashed into the White Star liner Re-
public. In a few minutes Operator Jack
Binns had sent out from the Republic
the "C. Q. D." call which has attracted

more attention from the general public

than all the other thrilling incidents in

the history of the wireless telegraph
combined. What was more to the pur-

pose, it also attracted the attention of
no fewer than five big liners within a

comparatively short distance, not to men-
tion two revenue cutters, all of which
hastened to the rescue, arriving in time
to take ofif the passengers and crew of

the Republic and the passengers of the

Florida, aggregating 1,650 souls. In

this case the wireless telegraph not only

gave the alarm but it played a vital part

in guiding the rescuers through the fog,

which was so dense that the Baltic had
to grope about in circles for twelve
hours before the Republic was finally

reached. For thirty consecutive hours
Binns sat with the telephone receivers

which form ])art of the receiving ap-

paratus strapped to his ears, keeping up
communication with Siasconset Station

and with other ships almost up to the

time the Republic went down.
That was a fine exhibition of courage

and devotion to duty, but Jack Binns has

been surpassed in this respect by more
than one wireless operator on sinking

ships. When the steamer Ohio struck

on a submerged rock in that marine
graveyard off the Alaskan coast August
27, 1909, Operator George E. Eccles im-

mediately began sending out signals of

distress. He stuck to his key until the

ship went down and he was drowned,
though the steamships Humboldt and
Rupert City, responding to his calls ar-

rived in time to pick up the one hundred
and forty passengers and most of the

crew before the small boats were
swamped.

Another operator who stuck to his key

trying to hurry help to a sinking ship

until the waters closed over him was
S. C. Sczepanek, of Car Ferry No. 18.

This large steel transfer steamer be-

longing to the Flint and Pere Marquette
Railroad, was bound diagonally across

Lake Michigan from Ludington to Mil-

waukee on the night of September 9,

1910, when from some cause unknown
she foundered in mid-lake. The first
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intimation of trouble came at dawn in

this message from Sczepanek :

"S. O. S. 18 sinking off Sheboygan."
For the next ten minutes the message

was repeated together with more accu-

rate details of the vessel's location, then

all was silence. Two hours later when

flag at half mast were the details of the

tragedy known. The compression of the

air between decks when No. 18 went
down had blown oft' the hurricane deck,

the fragments of which had served to

keep thirty-three survivors afloat until

they could be picked up by No. 17.

Ml"\\/m

METHOD OF STRINGING WIRES FOR LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION.
The Italian battleship Carlo Alberto.

No. 17, a sister ship, reached the spot

from which these appeals had come, to

which she had hurried as fast as her
engines could drive her the moment the

first call was heard, her operator an-

nounced the fate of No. 18 in this laconic

message

:

"No. 18 gone."
Not until No. 17 steamed into Lud-

ington at 6 o'clock that evening with

Twenty-eight men, including all the

officers and Operator Sczepanek, went
down with the ship ; and all hands surely

would have perished had not help been
summoned by wireless, for the water was
icy cold.

The wireless telegraph is doing a great

deal to lessen the perils of the Great
Lakes. There was a fine chance for a

disaster when the cylinder heads on the
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steamer Arizona blew out while the

steamer was being crowded to make
speed in the teeth of a gale while bound
from Chicago to Muskegon January 7,

1909. The wireless operator, who was
asleep at the time, bounded out of bed

and as soon as he learned what was
wrong, sent out a call for help. Two
hours and a half later the steamer In-

diana was alongside. The City of South

Haven, with a hundred passengers on

board lost her rudder while crossing

Lake Michigan June 26, 1909, leaving

her floundering helplessly in the waves

with the passengers in a ])anic. A call

for help was sent out by wireless and

within ten minutes two tugs were on

their way from Chicago to the assistance

of the City of South "Haven. Two days

later the City of Racine, bound from

Chicago to Milwaukee in rough weather

lost her propeller. A call for help by

wireless brought two steamers to the

rescue, one of which took off the two

Appar.atus for Sknding—Kkproducing—Pkti'Kfs

The transmitting machine is at right, receiver

the inveotor. Hios Koudien,

hundred passengers while the other

towed the disabled vessel to port. The
wireless telegraph also brought help to

the steamer Georgia in time to save her

from going to the bottom when she lost

her propeller in a storm on Lake Michi-
gan on October 12, 1909.

It was a narrow escape that the pas-

sengers and crew of the Norwegian
steamship Oeean Queen had in the lonely

Pacific on September 16, 1909. Her en-

gines broke down while the Oeean Queen
was between Tahiti and Makatca. While
thus helpless she was driven on a reef.

The steamer Mariposa heard her call for

help and arrived just in time to take oflf

all hands before the Ocean Queen slid

off the rocks and sank immediately in

deep water.

The Princess Irene was one hundred
and eighty miles away when, on June 12,

1909, her operator heard a call for help

from the Slavonia which, with four hun-
dred passengers on board, had gone on

the rocks ofif Flores Island

in the Azores. Changing
her course immediately and
hurrying to the scene under
full steam the Princess

Irene arrived in time to

take off all hands in safety.

Seven men bound from
Seattle to Valdez, Alaska,

had the remarkable experi-

ence in December, 1910, of

being twice rescued from
sinking ships, through the

intervention of the radio-

telegraph, in ten days. They
sailed from Seattle Decem-
ber 1 on the steamer North-
li'estcrn which struck a

reef and sunk a few hours
later in False Bay. Steam-
ers summoned by wireless

conveyed them to Seattle

from whence they took pas-

sage on the steamer Olym-
pia. After calling at Cor-

dova the Olympia ran into

a fierce storm which drove

her on a reef at the south-

eastern end of Bligh Island,

four miles from shore.

After striking the rock the

Olympia slid down upon it

tearing a large hole in her

BY WlRl-LESS.

at left of
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side. The weather was in-

tensely cold and the sea,

driven by the terrific gale,

was so high that the offi-

cers dared not launch a

lifeboat. The sea battered

the steamer so violently

that it was feared she

would not hold to-

gether until help coulcS

come ; but Operator Hayes
managed to send out an
alarm before the engine
room was flooded, render-

ing the wireless useless.

Two steamers responded to

the call in time to take off

the one hundred and sev-

enty-seven passengers and
crew before the Olyiiipia went to pieces.

At any moment the call for help is

likely to come floating through the ether

to the ear of the operator who, in the

vernacular, is "listening on the job."

This call may be the "C. Q. D." made
famous by Jack Binns, an abbreviation

for "Come Quick, Danger," devised by
the Marconi Company but never offi-

cially recognized, or it may be "S. O. S."

—Stop Other Service—the signal of dis-

tress formally adopted by the Interna-

tional Wireless Convention at Berlin in

1906. The ship that first hears the ap-

peal may be too far away to be of any
assistance herself, unless, perhaps, to

pass the message along to some other

craft that can lend a hand, for it is a

curious thing, for which no satisfactory

explanation has yet been found, that a

ship may often be unable to communi-
cate with another near by, yet readily

keep in touch with distant stations.

Sometimes apparatus with a normal
range of two hundred miles is able to

commvmicate with stations twelve hun-
dred miles away. A notable instance of

this peculiarity was the experience of the

steamship Caronia in 1908. The Caronia

while off the coast of Sicily was totally

unable to pick up any of the Italian

stations, but had no difficulty in com-
municating with England and Holland.

The steamship Charles Nelson, of San
Francisco, which went ashore a few
miles north of Point Arena, California,

in a thick fog October 28, 1910, was a

sufferer from this eccentricity of the

Lee Deforest and His Wireless Phone.

wireless telegraph. Fortunately there

were enough other vessels at the proper
distances to pass her messages along like

a bucket brigade at a fire until she was
rescued from her predicament.
The first intimation that anything was

wrong came to Operator C. F. King, of

the steamship Carlos, who while stand-

ing in the door of the wireless room
with the receivers on his ears talking to

some passengers heard a station work-
ing. Suddenly King realized that the

stranger said something about a ship

being ashore. He listened for a mo-
ment after the message was finished,

but the government stations around
San Francisco were working and had
not heard the message.

"I immediately sent out a long gen-
eral call," said King, "and asked Alare

Island if he had heard the message of

distress, and told him to keep the sta-

tions in the vicinity of San Francisco

quiet. Mare Island had heard no mes-
sage, of distress, but told everybody else

to keep out. There was a short silence,

after which came a message saying

:

" 'Nelson ashore about fifteen miles

northwest Point Reyes. .Send help at

once. " 'Hanson.'

"I copied this message as did the

operator on the Farallone Islands and
the San Francisco operator also gave
his o. k. For quite awhile the Nelson
operator continued to send out his dis-

tress message, not knowing that it had
gone through. I gave him a number of

calls, telling Lim the message was in all
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right but could not make him hear me.
We started at once to look for the Nelson
but I was unable to make her operator

hear me although I called him a great

many times. About 8 :30 p. m. the

operator on the steamer Queen came on
duty, the Queen then being near Point

.'\rena, and much to my surprise made
the Nelson hear him right away."

Thereupon King gave the Queen a

message he had just received from San
Francisco for the Nelson. Thereafter
the Carlos took messages from San
Francisco which were passed on to the

Queen which in turn handed them on to

the Nelson and transmitted messages
from the latter to the Carlos, relayed

them to San Francisco until the dis-

tressed vessel was definitely located and
assured that help would reach her

promptly.

Not the least wonderful thing about

the radio-telegraph is the distance its

messages are conveyed. Last summer
the wireless station near Hamburg kept

up constant communication with a

steamer all the way from Hamburg to

Kamerun, German West Africa, a dis-

tance of four thousand miles. To reach

their destination the wireless waves had
to pass over the .-Mps, the Algerian table-

land and the Adamana mountains. An
exchange of messages between Key
West and Norfolk November 22, 1910,

was overheard at Mare Island Navy
Yard, near San Francisco, a distance of

3,889 miles. On the thirteenth of the

same month Marconi himself succeeded
in establishing communication between
Coltano, Italy, and Glace Bay, Nova
Scotia, 4,500 miles distant. Early in

October Marconi received messages at

the wireless station at Punta del Este,

near Buenos Ayres, from Glace Bay and
from Clifden, Ireland, distances of ap-

proximately 5,600 miles. These long
distance tests were preliminary to the

opening of the great wireless station at

Coltano, through which communication
is to be maintained with Buenos .Ayres,

a distance of more than si.x thousand
miles. This great distance has been
bridged at an outlay of $500,000 for two
wireless stations, which is but a fifth of

what a cable between the same points

would cost.

The usefulness of the wireless tele-

graph is still limited by some strange
idiosyncrasies. One of these is recog-

nized by the U. S. statute which requires

that wireless telegraph apparatus on
shipboard shall be capable of sending
and receiving messages over a distance

of at least a hundred miles by day as

well as by night, for the radio-telegraph

seems to be as fond of darkness as evil

deeds are alleged to be. Only half as

much power is required to send a mes-
sage on the Atlantic after dark as is

required during daylight hours, while

on the Pacific only a fourth as much
power is used in sending a night message
as is needed while the sun is shining.

This strange difference between atmos-
pheric conditions on the two oceans is

very marked, for it takes five kilowatts

to do on the Atlantic that for which two
kilowatts will suffice on the Pacific.

Morning and evening are times that try

the patience of the wireless operators,

for when darkness e.xtends only part way
across the ocean it is sometimes impos-
sible to get signals through at all.

Marconi explains the greater difficulty

of telegraphing in daylight by saying

that the electric waves are absorbed by
the ionization of the gaseous molecules

of the air by the ultra-violet rays which
emanate from the sun and which are

largely absorbed in the upper atmos-
phere. He thinks it probable that this

atmosphere, which is facing the sun, con-

tains more electrons than the portion in

the dark, and therefore the illumined

and ionized air absorbs some of the

energy of the electric waves. Apparently
the length of the waves and the ampli-

tude of the electric oscillations have
much to do with this phenomenon, long

waves and small amplitudes being less

influenced by daylight than short waves
and larger amplitudes. For compar-
atively short waves, such as are used for

ship telegraphs, clear sunlight and blue

skies act as a kind of fog to these electric

waves. Mountains are no impediment
to the radio-telegraph at night, but in

the day time they greatly reduce the

range of communication.
It is unfortunate that so valuable an

invention as the wireless telegraph

should be adopted by the unscrupulous
as a new lure in the world-old process

of sejiarating the fool and his money.
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At the end of 1909, there were no fewer

than thirty-six wireless telegraph com-
panies with the preposterous capitaliza-

tion of $132,560,000. The greater part

of this vast issue of stock, much of

which is worth no more than the pre-

vailing rate for waste paper, has been
exchanged for the hard earned savings

of small investors. So successful were
the operations of promoters of this kind

of stocks that the postoffice department
was obliged to interfere. One raid last

November was upon the offices of a

wireless combination capitalized at $14,-

000,000. The assets of the concern were
so trifling that the stock of one con-

stituent company was turned into the

treasury at 20 cents a share. Yet this

same stock was unloaded on the gullible

at $10 a share. Within a radius of five

hundred miles of Cincinnati half a mil-

lion dollars had been invested in this

kind of stock before the raid.

In this particular the w'ireless tele-

graph is but repeating the history of the

railroad. About seventy years ago, after

the railroad had given some indications

of its capacity for future usefulness,

England went stark, staring mad over
speculation in railroad shares. Hundreds
of wildly impracticable schemes together

with quite as many downright frauds,

were floated as fast as the printing

presses could turn out the stocks. It

seemed as if the savings of the entire

nation were poured into these schemes.
Certainly a great many million dollars

were thus thrown away. Then the bubble
burst and the ruined dupes went to work
again to earn more money for the next
plausible swindler that came along.

It is not likely that the operations of

the dishonest will do any more real harm
to the wireless telegraph than they did

to the railroad. But at least the ex-

posures of last summer should serve as

a warning to all who long for sudden
wealth to exercise self-denial in the pur-

chase of temptingly offered wireless

telegraph stock.

Song on May Morning

Now the bright morning star, day's harbinger,

Comes dancing from the East, and leads with her

The flowery May, who from her green lap throws

The yellow cowslip and the pale primrose.

Hail, bounteous May, that doth inspire

Mirth and youth and warm desire

;

Woods and groves are of thy dressing.

Hill and dale doth boast thy blessing ;

Thus we salute thee with our early song.

And welcome thee, and wish thee long.

—.Milton.



REBUILDING QUEBEC'S
FALLEN BRIDGE

By

CHESTER CARTON

CANADA is bent upon having
the world's biggest bridge,

no matter if it does come
high. The Quebec bridge

across the St. Lawrence,
which collapsed when half completed, on
August 28, 1907, carrying seventy-four
of the eighty-six men on it down to

death, cost the Dominion $7,154,987.

Just as soon as the weary round of of-

ficial investigations had been finished an
international board of engineers was as-

sembled and told to try to design a

bridge that could stand alone, to be
erected on the site of the failure. This
board, consisting of H. Vautelet, of

Montreal, Ralph Modjeski, of Chicago,

and Al. Fitzniaurice, of London, with
Alfred Noble, of New York, and H.
Holgate, of Montreal, as consulting en-

gineers to help untangle the knotty prob-

lems, advanced far enough with their

plans to allow preliminary work to be
commenced a year ago on a structure

which, when completed, is expected to

cost somewhere near eleven million dol-

lars, thus bringing the total outlay for a

means of getting the trains of the new
transcontinental railroad across the St.

Lawrence, up to eighteen million dollars.

Still, it will be worth the money; for

the Canadians will be able to boast the

possession of a bridge the main span of
which will be 48 feet longer than the»

^J
NIN'K THOUSAND TONS OF STEEL. BENT AND TWISTFD INTO INDESCRIBABLE CONFUSION,

WHICH HAD TO BE CLEARED AWAY.
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THE QUEBEC BRIDGE AS IT LOOKED A MONTH BEFORE IT FELL.

Th<* new bridgi! will be quite similar In appearance.

cantilever spans of the famous Firth of

Forth bridge, and 162 feet longer than
the Brooklyn bridge: Let them make
the most of it, for when New York gets

aroimd to bridging the Hudson the

Quebec affair will look like a mere cul-

vert by comparison. Indeed. New York
City already has bridges that cost a

great deal more than the Quebec struc-

ture, thanks to the highly developed
Tammany art of making three dollars

do the work of one. In mere height

above the water, too, the QueL-^c !;r:I^e

is far excelled by a number ot bridges

scattered over the world. One of these

is the St. Giustina bridge in the Tyrol,

which is 460 feet above the water : that

is, from the surface of the water to the

top of the rail, as compared with a beg-
garly 130 feet at Quebec. The Fades
bridge in France is 435 feet above the

water, the Garabit bridge in France 406
feet, the Zambesi bridge in South Africa
420 feet, not to mention a number of

others that are more than three hundred
feet high. Mere height above the water
and cost, or rather expenditure, how-
ever, do not count in bridges ; it is the

length of the span that confers distinc-

tion.

The new Quebec bridge is to be only
3,232 feet long over all as compared with
a total length of 8,296 feet of the Firth

of Forth bridge ; but its central cantilever

span is to be 1,758 feet long as compared
with 1,710 feet, the length of each of the
two cantilever spans of the Scotch
bridge. Lest the Canadians should be-
come unduly puffed up over this prodig-
ious span they should remember that

that is nothing at all to what the engi-
neers could do if they w'anted to, ac-

cording to their own story. A commis-
sion of army engineers appointed by the

Secretary of War in 1894 to investigate

the practicability of bridging the Hudson
at New York City with a span of 3,100
feet, reported that under certain condi-
tions the practicable limit of length in a

bridge sjjan was 4,335 feet. Not to be
outdone. Gustav Lindenthal, an Ameri-
can engineer who had not been consulted
about it, in commenting upon this report
declared in a magazine article, under his

own signature, his firm conviction that a
bridge with a span of 6,000 feet long
could be built on which trains could run
with safety at express speed. So far

no one has ventured to outtalk Mr. Lin-
denthal on bridge building.

However, the Quebec structure will

be a very fair sort of bridge, consider-

ing. The tops of the main posts will be
448 feet above the water as compared
with 361 feet in the Forth bridge. The
latter only carries two railroad tracks,

while the Quebec bridge will have two
railroad tracks, two street railway tracks,
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blUE VIEW OF THE BRIDGE THAT FELL. TAKEN FROM CHAUDIERE BRIDGE.

ONE MILE DISTANT.

two liorse and motor roadways and,

finally, two sidewalks.

The new Quebec bridge is propor-

tioned for a load twice as great as the

one which collapsed was designed to

carry, while its bottom chords will have
five times the strength of those in the

old one. Designed for a load 2.98 times

that of the Forth bridge, or 13,340

pounds per lineal foot as compared to

4,480 pounds, it will weigh 2.3 times as

much per lineal foot. The heaviest bot-

tom chord will weigh 160 tons, the

pedestals, upon which the main posts

will rest will be 19 feet high and weigh

500 tons each, while the posts themselves
will weigh 900 tons each. The total

weight of the britlge according to the

official plans, will be 145,000,000 pounds
as compared with the Forth bridge's

weight of 114.000,000 pounds.
One of the difficulties confronting the

board of engineers was that the actual

strength of steel members of great size

is unknown. Such definite knowledge of

steel as is available has been obtained by
testing small pieces. Calculations for

larger sections were based on these

known facts. But evidently there is a

big difference between the theoretical

DIAGRAM OF THE BRIDGE WHICH COLLAPSED AUG. 28. 1907.

DESIGN OF THE NEW QUEBEC BRIDGE.

JSf
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THE FIKR. AND A PORTION OF THE BRIDGE ON THE NORTH SHORE—OPPOSITE.
This was the bridge that fell.

and the actual strength of large mem-
bers, for otherwise the original structure

would not have collapsed.

In order to afford the engineers a

more substantial basis of facts upon
which to build their calculations Parlia-

ment appropriated $30,000 to pay for a

series of tests of models of columns and
girders. These models, some of which
weighed as much as 6,850 pounds, were
placed in a testing machine, having a ca-

pacity of 2,800,000 pounds, at Phoenix-
ville, Pennsylvania, in which they were
slowly crushed while a squad of engi-

neers looked on, took measurements and
made notes. Armed with the data thus

obtained the Board of Engineers worked
out its design with some assurance that

it would stand the test of time. The of-

ficial plans call for a cantilever struc-

ture ; but the contractors who submit
bids are invited to offer suggestions for

any changes they think will be improve-
ments. If they meet the approval of the

engineers the changes in the official plans

can be made, but the contractors must
take all the risks. Prospective bidders

were warned that they must clearly un-
derstand that they must be prepared to

undertake the entire responsibility, not

only for the materials and construction,

but also for the design, calculations,

plans and specifications and for the suf-

ficiency of the bridge for the loads speci-

fied.

It was a strange task which confronted

the contractor who undertook to remove
the wreckage of the collapsed bridge.

Nine thousand tons of steel, bent and
twisted into indescribable confusion, lay

between the shore and deep water.

There was no place to begin, for there

were no loose ends. So- well had the

steel makers done their work that but a

single eyebar was broken in the collapse.

Starting in January, 1910, the contractor

was allowed until May 1, 1911, a period

of less than si.xteen months, in which to

clear away the wreckage, including all

that showed in the river at low water.

Two months were spent in experi-

menting, trying to find a vulnerable spot

in the wreck and some efficient method of

cutting up the ponderous members of
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the bridge into bits that could be han-

dled. These experiments brought out

the fact that there were just two means
at hand, one being dynamite, the other

the oxy-acetylene flame. Each was
peculiarly adapted to certain conditions,

so that each supplemented the other.

Together they have performed feats not

matched in the annals of engineering.

Dynamite worked particularly well

under water. One stick of the explosive

would break a plate half an inch thick,

while to break a plate an inch thick two
sticks were required. In order to cut

one of the great girders, sticks of dyna-

mite were placed end to end across it,

usually tied to a .stick of wood or placed

in a piece of cheap rubber hose. If the

cut was to be done on the water the ex-

plosive was placed in position at low
tide. Then the workmen waited until

the tide rose, thus affording a water

tamping. Above high water the charge

was covered with a few inches of earth.

Extra precautions had to be taken in

seeking shelter when a charge was to be

fired, for pieces of steel were thrown
great distances. One piece was thrown
across the river. Twelve tons of dyna-

mite were used in breaking up the south

anchor arm.
Oxy-acetylene gave remarkable re-

sults. It was used to greatest advantage

in cutting the heavy chords and posts

into pieces. The flame cut very rapidly,

leaving a narrow, sharply defined slot

not wider than a saw would make. A
square inch of steel could be cut through
in 55's seconds with 0.4 of a foot of gas

costing 1.2 cents. An eyebar 2 inches

thick and 10 inches wide was cut through
in one minute and fifty seconds with the

flame. This method proved very con-

venient, for as the torch weighs but a

few pounds it could be carried around
anywhere. When ten of the sixteen

months had elapsed but half the wreck-

age had been removed. The contractor,

who gets $4.^000 and the scrap, doubt-

less feels that he is earning his money.

As the new bridge is to be wider,

shorter and heavier than the old, the

original piers could not be used, although

the masonry was unharmed. The foun-

dation of the old south main pier, how-
ever, was all right so far as it went. So
the masonry was stripped ofif down to

the caisson, a solid block of concrete 150
feet long, 49 feet wide and 25 feet deep.

This is to be pieced out by an L-shaped
extension to be formed of two caissons,

one 25 by 31 feet, the other 31 by 85
feet, which are to be sunk' to the same
depth as the old one this spring. On
top of the extended foundation a third

caisson 180 by 79 feet and 27 feet high,

to be of solid concrete strongly re-

inforced with steel, will be built, upon
which the masonry will be erected.

As the river span is to be shortened
forty-two feet, the north main pier will

be nearer the river and entirely clear of

the old. For the foundati(in of this pier

a caisson of unusual size was built. Some
idea of the magnitude of the undertaking
may be gathered from the fact that two
hundred thousand dollars were expended
on a plant for building the great caisson

and the smaller ones for the south pier.

The north caisson, 180 by 55 feet, was
built of timbers 12 inches square and
solidly braced by dividing the interior

into eighteen working chambers, each
20 by 2'i feet, with heavy timber walls.

By the time the outer walls had been
built up to a height of 21 feet 9 inches

and the total weight was 1.700 tons it

was deemed ready for launching. The
remainder of its 68 feet in height was
to be built up as sinking proceeded.

The launching took place July 7, 1910,

and the big box was towed three miles

up the river to the bridge site. Unfor-
tunately it sprung a leak after the work
of sinking had begun and the pumps
breaking down, it filled and sank on the

big boulders in the river bottom in such

a position that it was strained. So it had
to be laboriously floated and towed to a

dry dock for repairs. To gain time a hole

twenty feet deep was dredged on the

pier site, leaving just that much less

excavating to be done under compressed
air in the caisson. A boder plant of six

hundred horse-pow'er was required to

furnish steam to run the compressors
in sinking this caisson.

If everythmg goes as it has been
planned the masonry work on the piers

will be finished by November 1, so that

the erection of the superstructure may
begin as soon as the weather will permit

in the spring of 1912. By 1915 trains

will be crossing, it is hoped.
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Why He Stopped

They had been engaged only a week. He
had kissed her fully forty times that evening.

When he stopped the tears came into her

eyes, and she said

:

"Dearest, you have ceased to love me."
"No, I haven't," he replied, "but I must

breathe."

—

Ladies' Home Journal.

Of Such Stuff Are Heroes

"Now then, men," cried the gallant captain,

"fight like heroes till your powder is done,
then run for your lives. I'm a little lame, so
I'll start now."

—

U'as['.

Minute Specialization

A YOUNG medical student was being quizzed
by one of his teachers; "In wliat will you
specialize?" he was asked. "Diseases of the

nostril," replied the student. "Good," said the

professor, enthusiastically. "Which nostril?"—Success.

Up Against It

She—"Lizzie's bloke calls 'er 'is peach and
the apple of 'is eye. Why can't you call me
things like that ?"

He—"Yus, that's all very well ; but 'e's in the

vegetable business. I'm in the fish trade, re-

member."

—

Punch.

Domestic Wrappers

"Your friend is rather indelicate." remarked
Mrs. Wombat. "Says he gave her- husband
some panatellas for Christmas."
"What's wrong with that?"
"I wouldn't think of mentioning sleeping-

garments in public."

—

Louisville Courier-

Journal.

Not Boastful

"I WAS in a Missouri town two years ago,"

said a local dramatic producer, "trying to get

up a show. The landlord of the chief and
only hotel seemed half-way intelligent, and I

interviewed him, as a preliminary. 'Your
town boasts a band, does it not?' I asked.

'Well, no, stranger,' he responded. 'We've
got a band, but we don't boast of it. We jest

endure it.'
"

—

Boston Traveler.

A Crusher

Gerald—"My dog knows as much as I do."

Ger.\ldine—"Why don't you get an intelli-

gent dog?"

—

Chicago Record-Herald.

Fruitless Struggle

"I UNDERSTAND that, after waiting twenty
years, she married a struggling man."

"Yes, poor chap. He struggled the best he
knew how, but she landed him."

—

Brooklyn
Life.

S42
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Filling Her Program

"Ah say, Miz Maiidy, am yo' program
full?"

"Lordee, no, Mr. Lumley. It takes mo'
an a san'wich an' two olives to fill niah pro-
gram."— The Coyote.

His Object

"I NOTICE," said the young man's employer,
"that you are always ahout the first in the

office in the mornings."
"Thank you, sir."

"Why do you thank me ?"

"For noticing it."

Reassuring

Nervous Party—"The train seems to be
traveling at a fearful pace, ma'am."

Elderly Female—"Yus; ain't it? My
Bill's a-drivin' of the ingin, an' 'e can make 'er

go when 'e's got a drop o' drink in 'im."

—

Tit-

Bits.

A Wise One

"Do YOU think I am really your aftinity?"

asked Solomon's 985th wife, coquettishly.

"My dear," said the Wisest Guy, "you are
one in a thousand."
He got away with it, too.

—

Toledo Blade.

Rear Vie-vv Exhibit

Doctor—"You must put a porous plaster on
the small of your back."
Lady—"That's impossilile, doctor, I'm going

to the opera tonight—how would I look?"
—Milwaukee Nexvs.

Jt

A Literalist

She (as they encounter a vicious bulldog)—
"Go on, Percy, you know you said you would
face death for me."
He—"But he isn't dead."

—

Tatler.

^

One as Good as Another

Professor (returning home from visit)—
"Aha ! Your absent-minded husband didn't

forget to bring home his umbrella tliis time.

See!"
His Wife—"But, Henry, when you left home

you didn't take an umbrella."

—

Boston Trans-
cript.

Truth Will Out

The Candidate (having quoted the words
of an eminent statesman in support of an
argument)—".And, mind you, these are not my
words. This is not merely my opinion. These
are words of a man who knows what he's

talking about."

—

London Sketch.

Why He Mourned

O'Toole—".An' why are yez wearin' mourn-
in', Muldoon?"
MuLDOON—"Shure an' Oi hov t'. Th' iditor

ov a magazine Oi 've been takin' wrote me
yisterd'y an' sed thot me subscripshun hod
exphired."

—

Judge.

Desperate

"Father, do lawyers tell the truth ?"

"Yes, my boy," the father answered.
"Lawyers will do anything to win a case."—Washington Star.

Hair-Raising Performance

"The baby likes to play with my hair.'

"But aren't you afraid he'll muss it, dragging
it all over tlie floor?"

—

li'ashington Herald.



POPULAR SCIENCE
£o MECHANICS
(SUPPLEMENT

TO TEACH BOYS KNOTS
A XEW educational idea—teaching
'* boys to tie knots scientifically—has

been adopted in a Philadelphia school.

A case of specimen knots has been set

up in the classroom and the boys are

required to memorize the names of these

and then learn how to tie them. It is

not easy to learn how to tie a knot when
it is tied in a way that differs from the

twist we have been accustomed to give

our knots, but once learned it is never
forgotten. For that reason it will pay
one to study the knots illustrated on this

page and learn how they are manipulated,

fur in this art the landsman can learn

much from the sailor.

THE KNOT CLASS IN SESSION.

H4



Acrobat Thomik Drop-
ping FROM A HOT-AlR

Balloon.

For Hanging" Nkrvous
Patients.

Apparatus in use at Na-
tional Hospital. Blooms-
bury. England. The pa-
tients are "hanRed" for a
few seconds each day.

. Armored Autos in the Austrian Army.
They are equipped with rapid fire ijuns.

UP IN A HOT-AIR BALLOON
nPHE photograph at the left shows acro-

bat Thomik of Berhn, rising in the air

in a hot-air balloon. He arose to a height

of approximately two thousand feet and
fortunately dropped safely to the ground
in a parachute.

Almost every other day the news-
papers call our attention to some remark-
able feat of daring, performed by some
person either for money, notoriety or the

mere hazard of the thing.

Most of us are astounded at the risk

these persons take and while, if we get

the opportunity, there is a certain fas-

cination in watching, we usually conclude
that it is very foolish.

A LESSON IN TREE CLIMBING
YY/IIENEVER it becomes necessary to

trim the foliage from the "living

flag pole" in Los Angeles, a linesman is

sent up, scaling the slender sixty-foot

trunk without any difficulty by means of

Iiis climbing spurs. The main difficulty

would appear to be in keeping the sway-
ing stem erect and steady enough to bear

his weight, for anyone seeing the tree as

it sways in the wind would as soon think

of climbing a fish pole, as to tackle it.

As the picture shows, however, the

feat can be accomplished and a secret is

very simple when you know how. As
the linesman ascends the smooth and pol-

'A Living Flag Polk.'

The darinp climber has
a novel method of

ascent.

i-AolK^l W.AR \t.bSEL IN THE WORLD.
The destroyer Pauldmg. United States Navy: speed. 34.85 knots an hour.
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STAMPS BY THE ROLL.
A clever device of the English postal authorities.

ished stem, he pushes ahead of him a

small hoop or ring which encircles the

trunk and to which are attached four

long wires. These lengths of wire are

paid out by four men, who steady the

tree in four directions, so that the man
with the ]iruiiing knife can go clear to

the topmost tuft of foliage without dan-
ger.

The tree is a twelve-year-old specimen
of Eucalyptus Citriodora, which is grow-
ing in the center of Los Angeles and is

used as a flagpole on holidays and similar

occasions.

STAMPS BY THE ROLL
IT is not often that the English postal

authorities are guilty of innovations

but recently the postmaster general has

concerned himself in popularizing the

postal service throughout the United
Kingdom. The little novelty seen here

is a case in point. Any one who desires

to buy five shillings worth—$1.20—of

penny—two-cent—stamps may now pur-

chase them in the very neat contrivance

shown in our picture which holds exactly

sixty stamps, each one of which may be

easily detached in the manner shown.
Apart from the cost of the stamps there

is of course no charge made for the roll

carrier. The device really appears su-

perior to the stamp books in use in the

United States.

M6
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WORLD'S BIGGEST BALLOON
SHELTER

AT Konigsberg-, Germany, there has
**• been erected a big building capable

of accommodating two airships of such

gigantic proportions as Count Zeppelin's.

It is 540 feet long, 180 feet wide, and

120 feet high. The entire building is

rendered fireproof by a covering of as-

bestos.

To admit light, there are windows in

the side, front and roof, of twenty-five

square yards each. The doors are almost

incredibly heavy atTairs, each weighing

50 tons, with dimensions of 90 by 120

feet. They open and shut by means of

wheels which roll on iron rails.

The structure is built on so substantial

a basis to protect against three things

:

fire, wind and predatory persons. Where
hundreds of thousands of dollars are in-

vested in a single balloon, it is well worth

while, the Germans think, to protect

adequately so big an investment,

TRAINING A STIFF-NECKED
HORSE

"TTIE accompanying photograph shows
*• a real "cow-puncher" subduing a

real bronco according to a well known
method on the range. The horse had
just been broken to the saddle but he

was self-willed and refused to answer to

the bridle, or as the cowboys express it,

"he was stiff-necked."

Breaking a Horse to Answer to the Bridle.

In order to correct that the rider first

constructed a rope bridle known as a

"hackamore," which exerts a painful

pressure on the horse's nose and when
even this failed to produce the desired

effect he took a lariat and a short length

of rope and effected a cure in this way

:

the short piece of rope was fastened in

the hair of the horse's tail so as to form
a loop and the end of the riata was at-

tached to the bridle and the other end

passed through the loop so that when
the free end of the lariat was pulled the

horse's head and tail would be drawn
together. Naturally the bronco resented

this, but as the cowboy was at the other

end of the forty-foot rope his kicking

ARCHITECTURE KEEPS PACE WITH AERONAUTICS.
Huge building of special design to accommodate German dirigible balloons.
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Aeroplane Propeller on a Sled.

An ice-vehicie driven by a motor.

Practice Target in the British Navy.
The plates, of thin steel, easily replaced, may be pene-

trated without injuring the general structure.

The Most Northern Tramway in the World,
In the Spitzbergen Isles, oil Norway, withii) the

Arctic Circle.

and pawing did little good. When the

bronco began to quiet down he tried to

ease the strain on the neck by turning
round and round slowly, and the horse

breaker allowed him to do this, merely
fli])ping the rope over his back so that

he would not get tangled in it.

This was exhausting work for the

bronco, and sweat began pouring from
him but his master was not satisfied until

the operation had been repeated, turning

his head the other way. After about an
hour of this treatment the bronco was
thoroughly tired out and the muscles of

his neck were so painful that he was
willing to obey the slightest pull of the

bridle. It was a lesson that did not have

to be repeated, and while it was unpleas-

ant for the animal did not injure it in the

least.

CARNIVAL PAGEANT AT PHILADELPHIA.
It took twelve months to nmlce this hiL'tilv embroidered robe to be worn by the chief mummer.
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A "Jug" in Name and Fact.

This city jail—of concrete—at Mansfield. Mo„ is. however
seldom used.

Analyzes Oil in Minutes. Not Hours.
Motor-drivcD device supersedes gravity test.

QUICK OIL TESTER
A WESTERN firm has recently per-
^^ fected a centrifuge for testing oil,

which will be of great value to producers

as it will determine the proportion of

sediment, water and oil within a few
minutes instead of the forty-eight hours

or so required by the gravity test. The
new device may be briefly described as

follows : four glass flasks are set in

aluminum cases which are adjusted about

a vertical shaft in such a manner that

they revolve with it. the centrifugal

force, causing the flasks to stand out in

a horizontal position and rapidly pre-

cipitating those elements which arc

heavier than oil. The improved t\'pe is

driven by a motor.

This centrifuge is now being modified

for the use of mining men for the testing

of slimes.

Life HAVING Helmet for Use of Crews in
British Submarines.

Escape is made from the sunken vessel—as shown—by
coming: up through the conning tower.

C.'VSTING A T.ATTERED BATTLE FL.^G IN BRONZE.
One of the most difScult feats in the work of making statuary.

Sf9



KOLLING DAM IN MEXICO. ONE STEEL CYLINDER LOWERED. THE OTHER RAISED.

DAMS OF STEEL
IN the irrigated Laguna district of the

Nazas River valley of Mexico, steel

cylinders are being used for dams where
the construction of water storage reser-

voirs and the control of the flood of water

in the large irrigation canals are neces-

sary. This type of dam is said to be

FoK Cutting Met.alwith Gas.

A tine spray o( nxvKt^n cuts like a knife throui.'h the

heated substance—an English invention.

specially adapted for use in streams
which are given to sudden rises, as the

cylinders may be raised and lowered.

The first of these rolling dams, as

they are called, to be erected in Mexico
was located on the San Marcos planta-

tion, near Torreon. The dam is com-
posed of two cylinders, each sixty feet

long and eight feet in diameter. The
cylinders form a water-tight reservoir

when in place.

A second dam of larger size, the cyl-

inder being ninety feet long and twelve

feet in diameter, has been constructed

in the same district, at a cost of about

$250,000. The cylinders are easily oper-

ated by electric power. They are raised

or lowered on heavy racks, set in ma-
sonry abutments. Each cylinder is op-

erated as an independent dam. The
power equipment is placed on a masonry
pier in the center of river or canal.

I

COACH— ITSELF INTACT-SPLITS ANOTHER IN TWAIN.
A must extraordinary railroad wreck that occurred at Clayton. Kansas,
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A MODEL TOY MOTOR BOAT AS IT TOOK PART IN A "REGATTA" IN VICTORIA PARK, LONDON.

MOVING TRUNKS BY
ELECTRICITY

A NYONE who has watched the bag-
^*' gage men at our railway stations

tugging the great truck load of

trunks about can not help feeling that a

partial relief 'at least from their strenu-

ous labor i^ due them if some invention

will make it possible.

That this feeling has been shared by
railroad officials is demonstrated by the

development of a motor driven baggage
truck shown in the illustration.

Two styles have been designed, one
much resembling the flat truck we are

accustomed to seeing on station plat-

forms, the other having a drop frame
as shown in the picture.

The latter style is for use at stations

where the platforms are on a level with

the steps of the coaches, the other where
the platform is on a level with the track.

Both styles are arranged to be driven

from either end, thus saving the necessity

of turning. All the wheels are connected
with the steering gear so that the truck

An Electric Baggage Truck.

UNUSUAL TYPE OF BORING MACHINE IN USE IN SOUTH AFRICA.
The machine is compact and comparatively small, and yet has tremendous power.

SSI



A New Mountain Gun in Our Army.

It is light and compact.

is extremely sensitive to every touch of

the steering lever, making it possible to

handle it well in congested surroundings.

The capacity of the drop frame truck

is slightly more than that of the other,

being from 20 to 28 trunks, the weight

The Equipment for this Gun Can Be Carried
ON A Horse.

likewise also being somewhat greater.

All bearings run on balls or rollers

and the wheels are equipped with solid

rubber tires.

The battery equipment consists of 12

cells and is so attached to the truck that

it can be instantly removed and a freshly

charged set attached.

The truck can be run at a speed of

six miles an hour and is also supplied

with a pedal brake at each end capable

of stopping it in one-half its length when
running at full speed.

Siamese Actress of the Better Class.

Her costume is studded with precious stones.

Nelson's Flagship Victory, in Portsmouth Harbor.
England, on a Gala Day.
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Device for Tej^ting thk Hkat of Flame.

HOW HOT IS FIRE?

LlOW hot is fire may at first sound like
* •* one of the old catch questions such
as, how cold is twice zero? and similar

conundrums. As a matter of fact, how-
ever, this particular question is not asked
merely to exercise the mental faculties,

but because it is a serious scientific idea,

the solution of which has been most
practical in certain manufacturing indus-

tries.

In the manufacture of iron and steel as

The Nfw French Vedoveij.i Multiplant.
Its pilot is protected against wind and rain by a closed

hood of mica.

well as in the chemical processes re-

quiring great heat, it is often necessary to

ascertain the exact temperature of the

product within the furnace. No ordinary
instrument can be used for this purpose.
Other devices have also been used but
with only fairly accurate results, until the

Monument to Bismarck in the Town of Bismarck-
It is the custom in Germany to name small cities

after famous GermaDS.

New Radium Institute of London.
This is the world's center of scientific research regarding

the properties of this wonderful mineral.
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ROLI.KK SKATE RACE Fuk IHE CHAMPIONSHIP OF BERLIN.
The winner—No. 1—"running the round of honor."

invention of what is called the radiation

pyrometer, an instrument which meas-

ures, with the greatest accuracy possible,

the temperature of the interior of a fur-

nace, although located on the outside and

at a distance of several feet from the

source of the heat. If two different

metals are joined together and their

junction heated, there will be an electric

current developed which will flow in a

circuit, if one is provided- The more the

point of junction is heated, the more
current is produced. When we introduce

into this circuit an instrument for meas-

uring the amount of electricity generated,

and instead of marking the scale to read

in volts or amperes, we arrange it to in-

dicate degrees of heat, then we have a

heat measuring instrument which may be

near or far from the heat source, and yet

secure the same accurate result. With
the instrument shown in the illustration,

p. 249, the temperature of a stream of

molten iron is being taken, although the

instrument is some distance from the fur-

nace. In like manner the temperature of

a steel billet may be taken as it passes

between the rolls which form it into a rail.

lIMirlHTflf Tl'lil IIJIJIT rilirjrVKTrltOlTrfirii.niKiii

.

A FLORAL SUNDIAL. CHEAPLY AND EASILY MADE.
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MuLF. That Lost His Head.

SUDDEN DEATH FOR THE MULE
'\TOT long ago there was a mule at the
^^ Arsenal Barracks in Washington
which had survived the period of its use-

fulness. In its day it was a pretty good
mule, but it had become superannuated.

The question was, what to do with it.

Something sudden and merciful seemed
desirable.

A young lieutenant suggested dyna-

mite, of which there was plenty on hand.

It was quicker, he said, than gunpowder.
The idea seemed a good one, and a stick

of giant powder with a fuse was attached

about the neck of the mule, who indiffer-

ently awaited his fate, with all the calm-

ness of a veteran.

It certainly was very sudden. A snap-

shot photograph taken of the animal

when the dynamite went off showed it

still standing on its four legs, but lacking

a head. What became of the head no-

body ever found out ; but this much was
tolerably certain : the mule was no longer

alive.

A TEST THAT TESTS

THE manufacturers of an improved

steel window sash have devised a

unique test to show the strength of the

ventilator frame.

The combined weight of eight men
was placed upon the frame, as shown in

the illustration, in such a manner as to

balance each other. In spite of this un-

usual strain the frame showed no ten-

dency to break nor was it even sprung
sufficiently to crack any of the panes of

glass.

This unusual strength is due, it is

claimed, to the method of construction,

the frames being formed from heavy

sheet steel by means of dies under tre-

mendous pressure. The glass is held in

place by small steel clips and a very small

amount of putty. This method of glaz-

ing requires less time and trouble than

the use of iron pins, ordinarily used in

such frames, and fifty per cent, less

putty.

It is also claimed that in case of break-

age, glass can be replaced without the

removal of putty from the surrounding

lights as is required when iron pins are

used to hold the glass in place.

The ventilator has a peculiarly de-

signed outside frame at top and bottom,

insuring an absolute weatherproof con-

dition when Ciosed.

.'\ Window Frame That's Keallv Strong.
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NovHL Diversion for Athletic Club Members.

Mission Style Car on a Californh Tourist
KAILROAL).

Boy Fills Sack as Easily as a Man.

SHOOT-THE- CHUTES IN A
CLUB HOUSE

A THLETIC clubs are up to the minute
^*' of progress in the installation of

modern appliances and novelties for the

physical well-being and entertainment of

their members.
A famous athletic club of California

recently installed in their tank in the

gymnasium a shoot-the-chutes, which is

a long track-like affair extending from
the ceiling into the tank. It takes three

seconds to make the trip down the slide,

and a considerable bump has been erected

in the center, which increases the pleas-

ure and the speed during the second part

of the slide.

SACK THAT'S PLAY TO FILL

<<CO easy that a child can work it" is

•^ more often than not the inisleading

description applied to certain inventions

which from time to time find their way
on the market, but in the case of a new
type of sack loader and lifter recently

patented in England by a Salisbury agri-

cultural engineer, the description would
appear to be fully justified. Tests have
shown that one man or a fairly strong

boy can raise sacks of corn, grain,

manure, coke, etc.. into wagons with

ease, thus doing the work of three men
and often saving the necessity of having
to stop the lifting machine usually em-
ployed and all hands each time the

wagon is to be loaded. The Andrews'
patent sack elevator, as it is called, has

a unique method of gearing and this

reduces the expenditure of energy re-

quired to a minimum. The sacks are

lifted by means of endless chains, with

the result that the carriers do not have
to return for the next sack, either one

of the steel carriers taking hold of the

sacks as they come around. The sacks

are securely gripped and cannot possibly

slip off in transit ; the apparatus is never-

theless free from danger by the use of

hooks, etc. The accompanying illustra-

tion shows a lad of nine years loading

a wagon by means of the Andrews ele-

vator. In this instance he loaded five

sacks in two minutes. The elevator is

strongly made of pitch pine, steel, malle-

able iron and endless chain belting.
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LAND AND SEA AUTO
'T'HE amphibious boat herewith shown
*• is owned by Rear Admiral Howell

and he has developed a second model

which he has been testing with a twenty-

horse power marine motor. This remark-

able boat after finishing its cruise on the

water propelled itself with neatness and

despatch up on the beach at Atlantic

City, N. J., as easily as an automobile

would travel upon the sand.

^"^

A'jTu That Travels Over Both Land and Sea,

A GIANT CACTUS
T'HE cactus known as "bisnaga—the
* water barrel—of the desert," is be-

lieved by the Indians of the Mexican
plains to be the gift of the rain gods.

Within its huge hollow cylindrical fronds

the rain water collects and remains there

fresh for weeks. Another water-contain-

ing cactus has its giant fronds shaped like

a huge candelabrum. This cactus also

bears an edible fruit much the color of

th pomegranate. The natives often

make a preserve of it, which looks like

raspberry jam. Other cactus fruits are

eaten raw or boiled like vegetables.

The photograph is of a giant cactus

growing near Lake Chapala—the highest

navigable body of water on our continent

—in the State of Jalisco, Mexico. This

cactus growth is upwards of sixty-five

feet in height and over one hundred in

girth. It is of the variety known as the

organ cactus because of the resemblance

of its columnar-like fronds to the pipes

of an organ.

QUEER KOREAN GAME
"THE Koreans prefer stone fighting or
* throwing to any other game. Trav-
elers soon learn of the art acquired by
stone fighters, though there is but one

day in the year given over to it. If any
one oiifend a Korean, he answers with a

stone. During the war between China
and Japan, the latter found their greatest

difficulty in dodging missiles from roof

tops and trees. .\11 classes indulge in the

habit. It is said of a Korean woman she

never fails to throw a stone straight.

Within bounds she is as expert as a man.
On stone-throwmg day, however, mere

woman is restricted to curfew time for

A Gift of thf. (jods.

So seems this water-bearing cactus to the thirsty lodian.

Koreans Preparing for Their N.^tional Stone
Throwing Game.



A NEW STYLE OF MERRY-GO-ROUND. AS SEEN IN BERLIN.
The people sitting on the turntable are fuTnishcd with aeroplane wings, which they wave in a uniform direction until the

table begins to turn slowly. As soon as it has started, it is easy to make it revolve
quickly by waving the wings rapidly.

her pleasure as upon other ilays. In the

Land of the Morning Cahu women are

allowed on the streets only during cur-

few time, between twilight and early

forenoon. During the day they are in

seclusion.

In preparing for the fete, towns and
villages put aside a goodly sum of money
for the wounded, and to buy prizes for

the champions. Queer bands, composed
of strange instruments, mostly drums and
moon fiddles, announce the opening of

the festival. The participants are drawn
up in two sides like an armv in battle.

At the signal, stone throwing begins, and
soon the rules are laid aside, and the

game becomes hot and furious. Game
is called by some member of the squire-

noble class, a village elder or a court

official.

Playing Dubolo with a Human Being.

Mme. Kenie Furie. a young Parisian woman, nightly draws
a large audience at the Nouveau Cirtiue. The spool

in which she is carried, rolls along the wire

cable, and finally lands in the net.

Downy Nestlings of the Fish Heron.
These little fellows might, at first glance, be taken for

some weird little monsters, 'fhey certainly bear
very slight resemblance to their long-limbed.

long-billed, long-necked parents.
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COiMBINATION HOSE AND CHEMICAL AUTO USED BY THE SPRINGFIELD. MASS..
FIRE DEPARTMENT.

AN ELECTRIC FIRE
DEPARTMENT

OPRIXGFIELD, Mass., has the first

^ complete electric fire department in

the United States. While gasoline elec-

tric fire fighting equipment is used in

many places in the country the manu-
facture of efficient electric propelled

vehicles for such work was not possible

until recent improvements were made in

the storage battery. Electricity is much
more dependable than gasoline and as the

storage batteries are constantly connected
to the charging mains while the appa-
ratus is in the engine house there is no
danger of the cells being discharged, as

they have a capacity of about forty miles,

which could hardly be exceeded on any

one trip, unless there was a call for as-

sistance from afar.

Two pieces of the new electrical fire

apparatus are in use at the present time,

one a hook and ladder truck having a
maximum speed of twenty miles an
hour and eighty cells of battery, and the

A Common Spectacle in Lapland,
Thu deer is used as we employ the horse, in the snowy

country of the far North.

Picking Up thk Mail.

An apparatus for use on e.xpress trains that do not stop at
small towns. It is the invention of a Swedish engineer.

A"?
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A New Aeroplane Sleigh.

This is the invention of a German. The sleigh is driven
over the snow, as an aeroplane is through the

atmosphere, bv means of the propeller.

Other a combination hose wagon and
chemical engine, having a ma-ximum
speed of thirty miles per hour and the

same number of storage cells. In the ac-

companying photograph the wheels look

peculiar to anyone accustomed to see the

open spoked wheels usually employed on
such fire apparatus. The wheels are

simply electric motors with the tires

placed on the rim over the field magnets
and the armature serving as the axle.

This does away with all gearing, differ-

entials, etc., usually employed on auto-

mobiles, and applies the power directly,

without any transmission loss,'' to the

ground where it is wanted.

.,t

ENORMOUS YIELD OF GRAIN
DEMARKABLE results in the way of
^ enormous yields of Egyptian wheat
have been obtained in the lower Rio
Grande Valley, on the American side,

according to authorized statements made
by the Texas state department of agri-

culture. This grain belongs to the same
family as kaffir corn and milo maize.

LTpon the rich lands of the valley of the

Rio Grande it is grown by means of irri-

gation, and produces two to three crops

per year upon the same land from one
planting of the seed. The second and
third crops spring up from the stubble

and give yields equally as abundant as

the first crop. In several instances these

yields amounted to 100 bushels of grain

for each crop, or a total of 300 bushels

per acre for the three crops, all harvested

within a period of nine months. The
grain is used chiefly for feed for live

stock, although a wholesome flour may
be made from it and used for bread. The
stalks and foliage of this Egyptian wheat
are more delicate than that of either

kaffir corn or milo maize and the yield

per acre of this forage is very large.

Such a heavy yield of grain is, of

course, one of the most remarkable ever

recorded.

A Rattlesnake's Business Tooi„s.

These fangs show, hy front and side view, the form of these
poison injecting weapons. The poison is S(juee2cd

through the slit in the fangs.

Thikp Crop hf Egyptian Wheat from One
Planting.

Th<.' total yield on this Texan land was 500 bushels
to the acre.
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CRANE LAYS RAILROAD
TRACK

"PHIS picture shows a novel method of
* taking up or relaying railroad track

with a regular wrecking crane.

This was done in connection with the

building of the second main track and

grade revision of the present main line

on the Northern Pacific Railway between

Staples and Philbrook, Minnesota, in

1910. The track on the left is the second

main and on the right the present main

line, the grade of which is to be

raised. The track in the center is the

contractor's narrow gauge road used fur

hauling material into the fill.

The sections of track were laid tem-

porarily on the left shoulder of the fill

and later were relaid to proper align-

ment when the right side was built up to

erade. About one mile of track was....
raised in this manner ni six working

hours.

SETTING NATURE RIGHT
IN an attempt to rectify a mistake of

Nature a unique experiment is being

tried at the Cincinnati Zoological Gar-

den upon a two months old baby llama.

The little fellow was born knock-kneed

and to save the career of the valuable

animal a set of unusual braces were made
to straighten the crooked forelimbs.

Various experiments were tried to rectify

the mistake but not until the braces were

secured was success apparently assured.

Trying to Straighti-n the Lfgs i'F a Liiiik
Knock-Kneed Ll.«ia.

The little fellow was born at the Cincinnati Zoological
Gardens.

Wearing his steel supports, the little

valuable animal is able to walk around
without his weak knees bothering him.

This is the first time .such an experi-

ment was ever attempted upon a wild

animal, and it is to be hoped it will prove

a success, to offset the shabby trick

that Nature has so unkindly played

him.

Taking Up a Section of Railroad Track with
Wrecking Crane.

Ingenious civil engineers often create unusual and
unexpected short-cuts.

Not the Model of a Gigantic Foot. But a Net
for Warri-ng on Mosquitoes.

They are fighting the dreaded malaria in the Island of

Mauritius, by thus trapping the winged pests.



A FRENCH AEROPLANE THAT (JAN FLV IN THE AIR AND RUN OVER LAND OR WATER,
When travfling" along the ground or through the water, the planes are detached.

"TEAMING" A BOILER

'X'HE difficulties of lieavy freighting in

the Southwest are indicated in this

photograph which was taken in the

mountains of southern Arizona near the

Mexican boundary. Sixteen draft horses

are required to haul the boiler over the

steep grades to a mine. One of the

great difficulties lay in the fact that there

were a number of "hairpin" and "horse-

shoe" bends in the road. Along a good
part of the way the cliffs dropped
straight down for two hundred feet or

so below the road, so that any fright on

the part of the horses or lack of control

by the teamsters would have caused very
serious results.

Even these hardships are slight com-
pared with the conditions of two years

ago when pack burrows were used, as

there were no roads at that time. It was
then necessary to take all machinery
apart so that each piece could be hauled

by one or two burros. A bed plate which
was too heavy to transport otherwise was
sawed in two, hung on an axle between
two wheels and worked after prolonged
exertion by a gang of Mexicans over the

mountains.

TRANSPORTING A BOILER THROUGH
THE ARIZONA MOUNTAINS,

The difficulty of the- task was incrpnsed Irtr tln^ six-

teen liorsi'S and their drivers by the nuiny
duulile bends or '"hair-pin" curves

intheroad. This boiler was
installed for use at

a mine.

S^



GAS WELL ON FIRE NEAR HAMBURG. GERMANY.
The outburst could not be checked, and had to be fired to purify the atmosphere.

REMARKABLE OUTBURST OF
UNDERGROUND GAS

VY/ HILE workmen were boring for
""

water during the beginning of last

November near Hamburg, gas suddenly

came out of the boring pipes, expending
itself as three gigantic flames. The bore

hole was 600 feet deep. There was an
enormous heat, the engine in front of the

fire getting red hot. Owing to the gas
coming out of the narrow pipes with such

pressure, however, so much heat was
absorbed that the top hole was temporar-
ily covered and finally entirely shut up by
ice.

No use has yet been made of the gas.

but in the beginning of December it was
extinguished and covered with a huge
iron bell. The gas escaping, however,
poisoned the air, so that it had to be
lighted again and was burning with a

bigger blaze than ever at the end of De-
cember. This phenomenon attracted

huge crowds of people from all direc-

tions. On a bank holiday about 120,000
people went to the place, sixty special

trains running from Hamburg and five

special trains from Berlin, which is about
200 miles away. Along the road from
the railway station to the blaze there were
hundreds of tents for beer and sausages,

and roundabouts. Good business was
done bv men selling balls of cotton wool

3bS



A Bold Woman Moun-
tain Climeeu.

On till- Scheaporn peak, in

the Swiss Alps.

A Clfvkr Invention of a Clever .American.
A. L. W'ilanian and his auto-sk-d.

to be put into the ears as the noise caused
by the exploding gas was tremendous.

COMMEMORATES BALLOON
FALL

A 1)OUT four miles from Ware, in

•^^ Herefordshire, England, may be

seen a stone, depicted here, marking the

spot where the first English balloon fell

<ir landed.

It bears the following odd inscription

:

Let Posterity Know And Knowing be

/Vstonished That On the 15th Day of

September 1784 \'incent Lunardi of

Lucca in Tuscanny The 1st Aerial Trav-
eller in Britain Mounting From the Ar-
tillery Ground in London and Traversini;

the Regions of the Air For Two Hour-^

And Fifteen Minutes In this spot Revis

ited the Earth On this Rude Alonumeni
I 'or Ages be Recorded That Wonderou-
Enterprise Successfully Achieved B\

power of Chemistry And the Fortitude

of Man That Improvement in Science

Whith The Great Author of all Knowl-
edge Patronizing by His Providence The
Invention of Mankind Hath Graciously

Permitted To Their lienedit And To Hi
Own Eternal Glory."

A Believer in Feminine
Dress Reform.

A familiar figure on the
Paris boulevards.

A Sled Similm; to a
Bicycle.

It is propelled by a rod
near the center.

J6¥

Where thf. First English Balloon Fell,

The Strange Way in
Which Cocoa Pods
Grow on the

Tree.
They project from the

trunk in odd pro-
tuberances.



An Oil Derrick of New
Dfsign in Use in
Pfnnsylvania.

A German Novhltv
THE Etrich Mon
PLANE IN Flight.

NEW TYPE OIL DERRICK
/^X this page is shuvvn a photograph
^'^ of a new type of oil derrick recently

pnt into use in some of the oil fields of

the eastern states. This rig is found to

be fully as serviceable as the old standard
plank rig and can be built at a fraction

of the cost of the old style derrick. In

fact to the scarcity and high price of

lumber is due the introduction of thi^

modern type of rig. The derrick shown
in the picture is in operation in the Penn-
sylvania oil fields and is 61 feet high.

The legs, spliced near the center, are

held together by clamps, having been put

together on the ground and raised with
the drilling machine.

ELECTRIC RECORDING COM-
PASS

'T'HROUGH the agency of delicate

contacts on a compass, and the com-
munication of the corresponding electric

currents to a recording stylus controlled

by two magnets, an electric recording

compass has been perfected by a Western
inventor which promises to become in-

dispensable to the mariner. The com-
pass proper makes the observations au-

tomatically and communicates them
through two conductors to the recording

mechanism enclosed in a cabinet in the

pilot house or elsewhere. The device is

A Ram with Four Horns
FROM THE CkD.-^R

Mountains in South
Africa.

A curiosity that aroused
interest in Capetown.

'^

Church Bell-^ on a
Tree.

This was a scone in San-
tiago after the American
bombardment. The
church being destroyed,
the undaunted priest
found a place for his bells.

The Etrich Monoplane on the Earth.
It seems to rest like a huge bird.

Electric Compass with
Recorder. Connected

for Use.

J6S
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The Negro as He Is Today.

as Nature only can. An ingenious

feature of the instrument is the circuit

changer, which automatically throws the

instrument on a set of batteries if the

dynamo current for any reason should
give out, and again switches the dynamo
current in when it is again in operation.

Each chart lasts 31 days and the time
and date is printed thereon, the time
being graduated to five minute spaces, so

that it is the easiest thing in the world
for any one acquainted with the work
to ascertain whenever it may be so de-

sired, the time down to the fraction of a

minute.

so designed as to produce a continuous

record of the direction of the ship with

relation to time ; so that the direction in

which a ship was moving at any hour and
minute can be determined at a glance by
the officers in charge at any time there-

after from an inspection of the records

produced.
The clock movement which controls the

chart in the recording mechanism allows

it to pass by the recording point 2^
inches every hour. The clock is wound
by electricity automatically and requires

no attention whatever on the part of any
human being, the mechanical laws of

Nature carrying out the essential work The Southern Negro in Ante-Bellum Days.

THE MATERIAL EVOLUTION OF THI'. NEGRO RACE.
Models madi; by a well-known sculptor who keeps his identity secret. This photo shows the landing: in America

oi the first negro slaves.
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•NO WONDER THE WEALTH OF THE NATION CENTERED IN THE CITIES 1"

—"From Farm to Tabic
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FROM FARM TO TABLE — THE
ROAD OF A HUNDRED PROFITS

By

AGNES C. LAUT
There is a national pickpocket who snatches 75 per cent, of the farmer's profit and 80 per cent of the city

man's income. He exacts a toll both going and coming, and his operations furnish one cogent reason why men
are driven from farm to factory and country to counting house, and why the country man cannot make and the

town man cannot save. This article suggests a remedy for the national pest.

A MAN and his wife had tjiven up

/\ farming' in one of the best

/ \ fruit regions of New York
/ \ State for what they thought a

JL ^ more lucrative position in

town. As they were taking the train

away, chiklren came selling grapes

around the station at 2 cents a box.

"Don't let us open the suit case ! We
can buy these grapes just as well in New
York," demurred the man.

"But the express charges," suggested

his wife.

"Won't be more than a cent a box for

those! I should know! I've shipped

enoug'h of them."
But on arrival in the city, what was

the man's amazement to find he could not

buy that 2-cent box of grapes un<lcr 40
cents.

Forty cents ! The ex-fruit farmer
rublied his eyes. That was an advance
of 2,000 per cent, on the price the buyers

used to pay him. How in the world was
the price made up ? Express was only

1 cent. That brought the cost to 3 cents

as the box reached New York. Allow 1

cent more for risk and handling : 4 cents.

Now 20 to 40 per cent, advance is a high
profit for a wholesaler: at mo.st, so far

only 6 cents. Add the retailer's profit

Copyright, 1911. by Technical World Company.

of another 20 to 40 per cent. At most,

the grapes should not be marked to

exceed 10 cents. What unseen hand had
juggled prices up to 40 cents—75 per

cent, too high for the man who eats

;

2,000 per cent, too low for the man who
grows ?

The city man had not added 1 cent to

the value of the grapes. lie had not

paid for the labor and the forethought

and the care and the first outlay of grow-
ing them. x'Ml that had to come out of

the 2 cents paid the grower. Give the

wholesaler and retailer each a profit of

100 per cent. That would bring the grapes

to only 16 cents, not 40. Was it a skin

game both going and coming? Did it

skin the man who produced the food

;

and then skin the man who consumed
the food ?

And who got the big increment ? That
was the question. If the grapes had jiaid

the grower a flat 10 cents, he could have

niade his fortune on the farm and put

away 80 per cent, profit on investment.

All these farm-improvement evangelists

—railroad men, chambers of commerce,
pink - gloved professors — could stop

shouting tliemselves black in the face

preaching "back-to-the-land." If farmers

could put away 80 per cent, profit a year,
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IN THE COMMISSION MARKETS. WHERE THE PRICES OF FARM COMMODITIES BEGIN
TO SHOOT SKYWARD.

chains and wild horses and re.c;iments of

rifles could not keep them off the land.

If the farmers were putting away 80 per

cent, of the first cost of their land a year,

there would be such a rush from factory

back to farm as would outsprint speed

laws. If farmers could earn even 50 per

cent, on cajiital invested, there would
not be a banker in the United States,

from Hetty Greene to I'ierpont ]\I()rgan,

who would not turn farmer quicker than

a motor car turns turtle. And after all,

aren"t the farmers the bank of the na-

tion ? And what per cent, do they make
on their investment? This man knew
when he had to let grapes rot, or sell for

2 cents, he was not making 1 per cent,

on his investment. He was not breaking

even. He had to quit.

Why. he could have afforded to pay
the freight, to pay the New York end of

the handling, to pay a man to look after

the sales, and still have put away SO per

cent, profit on his grapes. Then, he

wanted to knock his head against some-
thing ; for wasn't that exactly what he

had been doing, though he did not know
it ? Paving for the freight—that is, his

price had been knocked down so buyers
could pay for the freight out of what
should have been his profits, leaving their

own profits intact. Paying for the New
York end of the handling—that is,

knocking his prices so low it left them
margin to pay that handling. Paying the

risk whether there was loss or not. Pay-
ing the wages of the salesman out of

what should have been the farmer's mar-
gin. Paying the New York extortionate

ground-tioor rents—the big grocery,

where the ex-farmer made his first in-

quiry, was on Broadway and paid a rental

of $12,000 a year. And then over and
beyond these preliminary charges against

the grapes, paying a clear dividend of

about 500 per cent, each to commission
man, wholesaler, retailer.

No wonder the wealth of the nation

centered in the cities! No wonder the

boys and girls broke away from the farm
to pursue that wealth ! This sort of game
made the farmer's nine-billion-a-year

crop a sort of sluice box for depositing

gold in city vaults. When the farmer,

however, wanted a loan, he had to come
on his knees to tliosc bank vaults for it.

sio
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They might yell "stop—stop"

till they were hoarse, that farm-

improvement crowd, at the ex-

odus from country to city. If

they really wanted to turn back

the human flood, they would

have to turn back some portion

of the big money sluicing into

those city vaults. Long as the

gold flowed to town, so would

the boys and girls ; though you

might preach your head off at

the folly.

But, perhaps the grapes

were an exception owing to

their perishable nature. Your
ex-farmer continued his first-

hand investigations of the

things he used to grow for the

city man to eat. The more he

investigated the hotter he

grew. This is the record his

accounts showed at the end of

a month

:

Potatoes, price paid the

farmer 35c ; cost to the city

man $L50 : advance 300 per

cent., of which only 30 per cent,

went for freight and handling

in the case he investigated.

Asparagus, price paid the

farmer 8c ; cost to the city man

If THt F.iKMFR Thinks He Gkts a Good Price for Eggs, He
bHOULD bEE THE HOUSEWIFE'S BlLL.
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On the Tables of Hotels. Strawberries Retailed at Twknty-five
Cents a Dish, or One Dollar a Quart—

30c to 4Uc : a neat little advance of 400
per cent.

Milk, price paid the farmer 4c : cost to

the city man 8c ; advance 100 per cent.

Pork, price paid the farmer 4c to 6c

;

cost to the city man 20c to 30c ; advance

500 per cent.

ll'ood, $3 a cord ; city price $8 ; cost of

cuttintj $2 ; advance 100 per cent.

Strawberries, 10c a quart or 2c for a

quarter dish ; cost in city hotels 25c a

dish or $1 a quart—an advance of 1,000

per cent. No wonder there were million-

dollar eating-places and twelve-million-

dollar hotels.

Eggs, country price 20c
to 48c a dozen, or 2c to 4c
an egg ; cost in hotels 30c
for two or 15c an egg; ad-

vance 400 to 800 per cent.

Apples, price paid
grower $2 for a 10-dozen
box, best grade, or 20c a

dozen : cost to city man $1
to $1.50 a dozen; advance
500 to 700 per cent.

Oats, price paid farmer
Ic a pound; cost of oat-

meal 7c to 10c ; advance
700 to 1,000 per cent.

Cabbage, price paid

farmer $1 ])er 50 cabbages, or 2c each

;

cost to city man 10c each; advance 500
per cent.

Tomatoes, $2 for 24-pound crate, or

8c per pound ; cost in town 25c per

pound : advance 300 per cent.

Beef, per steer $50 to $60 to the

farmer ; cost to city man figured out on
the basis of prices paid in the Senate
Restaurant $2,000; advance 3,000 per

cent.

Wheat, $1 per 60 pounds; breakfast

cereal 15c a pound, or $9 per 60 pounds.
Bread. 8c to 10c per pound ; advance

800 to 2,000 per cent.

WHILE THE F.ARMEK WAS V.WU BUT TEN CENTS A UUAKT.



WHATS THE REASON FOR THIS? THE FARMER GOT THIRTY FIVE CENTS A BUSHEL
FOR POTATOES—

Now our farmer-man hail not gone
far in liis investigations before he became
convincetl of several things. Railway
charges did not account for the differ-

ence between the price on the field and
the price on the city market. The farmer
alone created the wealth ; but he didn't

create it for himself ; and he didn't create

it for the consumer. He created it for

the man who came between the producer
and the consumer ; in a word, the mid-
dleman. A sort of colossus, or giant,

that middleman appeared, as you thought
about him, with one hand picking the

farmer's pocket and the other hand dig-

ging into the city man's coat tails ; with

one foot out on the farmer's back and
the other foot solidly planted on the con-

sumer's stomach. But as our farmer-

man was not a Sir Galahad to knock his

head against stone walls or a Don
Quixote to tilt wind-mill theories, he
accepted the gospel of things-as-they-

are, and came to a still more pertinent

and personal conclusion. The town was
the place to make big money. The town
was the place to come to ; and so the

farmer comes and comes and comes in

spite of the cry "back-to-the-land"

;

comes with Dick Whittington's hopes in

his heart to make good, and save money,
and get in on this game that skins both

going and coming ; or know the reason

why.

Before many weeks passed, he knows
the reason why making good as a city

man is still harder than making good as

a country man. It is that matter of
scn'iiig before you can get in on the game.
Your farmer-man does not begrudge the

railway its freight—even for dividends

on watered stock. He does not begrudge
the wholesaler and retailer their 20 or

40 per cent. ; or the milk peoj^le their

$8,000,000 surplus ; or the pork packers

their 500 per cent. ; or the mill men their

1,000 per cent. He would make all that

for himself, if he could. It is, that hav-
ing been skinned off the land and forced

to come to town, the high cost of living

now skins him out of that margin he was
going to save. The town salary that

looked so big when he was out on the

But the City Consumer Paid One Dollar Fifty a
Bushel.
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KoK Whkat. the Farmfr Got One Dollar kok
Sixty Pounds—

farm has a

nothing at

bills are paid

ducer. He is

sur])rising way of melting to

the end of the week when
He is no longer a pro-

a consumer. He is the

man who is paying 75 per cent, too much

for those grapes that ought not to have

cost more than 10 cents.

If those potatoes could have been sold

direct from the farmer to the city man
for 75 cents, it would have netted the

farmer 100 per cent, profit and saved the

city man 100 per cent. cost.

If that asparagus could have gone

straight from the producer to the con-

sumer at 15 cents, it would have netted

the farmer 100 per cent, profit and saved

the citv man 100 per cent. cost.

If that milk could go direct from farm

to table, at the present cost of producing

milk, the farmer could make 66 per cent,

profit and the city man save 33 per cent.

Pork at 12 cents to the farmer would

give him 200 per cent, profit and save

the city man 100 per cent. cost.

And so on down the list as supply and

demand determined natural values, with

the undue depression of the middleman's

foot removed from the farmer's back and

from the consumer's stomach.

If this farmer-man were a story-book

hero, he would rise from his figures fired

with a great purpose to bring producer

and consumer together ; but he isn't a

story-book hero. He is just a plain ordi-

nary person, one of the million and

million who have gone from country to

town to find the same insidious and un-

seen hand picking the same old stupid

pocket.

If you want to know whether his

figures are based on fact or fiction, just

consider a few well-known cases that are

on record.

A farmer in New Jersey sold two hogs
on the local meat market at the current

prices for live squealers. Before going

liome. he asked the butcher to keep a

couple of hams for him. A week later,

he came around for the hams and asked

for the balance of the money coming to

him. The meat man presented him with

a bill for $2.85 over and above the credit

due for the live hogs. A like ca;se is on

record of a similar dicker in lamb. Why
did the farmer sell at the low price of

4 to 6 cents, and buy at the high price of

25 cents? Because your middlemen are

so leagued together, the prices are—one

cannot say "fixed"—but uniform : and

the dealer breaking those uniform prices

will have to look out for independent

means to supply himself with meat.

There was a great scarcity of turkeys

one Thanksgiving. Vermont farmers

supplying the Boston market could not

understand why in a scarce year prices

ruled uniformly 12 cents a pound lower

than beef or bacon. A written agreement
in restraint of prices would, of course,

have been unlawful : but the fact re-

mained, not a commission agent offered

prices above 12 cents. The Vermont
farmers picked and dressed their turkeys.

i

.\NLi Bread Sold .-^t Eight to Ten Cents a Pound.
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Between the Field and the Table. Tomatoes Managed to
Advance Three Hundred Per Cent.

Then they

pushed a

tiny letter

inside those

t u r k e y s

,

amidships,
telhng' the

u n k n o w ii

city buyer
what price

was paid in

V e r m o n t

and asking

him to write

back from
Boston and
report what
price was charged there. The letters

came back. Boston had paid 36 cents a

poinid for its turkey—an advance of 300
per cent.

Or go West ! A rancher in Washing-
ton found it hard to make ends meet.

He could not sell wood at any price. His
beef brought o;ily 4 cents, his pork 8
cents. He went in one winter to Spokane.
Wood was selling at $8 a cord, beef at

30 cents, ham at 35 cents.

A Michigan fruit man sent a specially

fine lot of grapes by water-freight to

Detroit. He realized only 10 cents a

basket. He traced up that fruit. It had
sold for 20 cents to the city people. One
of the big potato growers of i\Iaine sent

a car load to a Massachusetts city. The
commission agent credited him at 35
cents a bushel. Deductions of freight

and commission left only 19 cents a
bushel. Those potatoes sold in Spring-
field at $1. Another J\laine man sold his

at 36 cents. Thev sold in Boston at

$1.15. A North Carolina trucker sent a

half barrel of beans to New York. De-
ducting express and commission, they

netted him onlv 78 cents. They sold in

New York at $4.

Secretary Wilson says the farmer gets

but 55 per cent, of the consumer's price.

Mr. Yoakum says the middleman gets 60
per cent, of the city man's price : and
whichever is right, the fact remains that

the farmer is not getting market value

for what he sells, and the city man is

not getting farm value for what he buys.

The same unseen hand is guilty of the

underpay on one side and the overcharge
on the other. And the hand that picks

the
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matter, witliout blinking or sitle-step-

ping?
In one state alone. New York, 400,000

people have deserted the farm for the

city. Why ? In another state—Vermont
—rural population has gone back in

many places 10 per cent, in ten years.

Last year, the Russell Sage Foundation

experts investigated what it cost in New
York and Pittsburg at the lowest possible

figure to sustain a family of five. Twist

figures which way they might, those

experts could not force the total lower

than $600 for a year. Now the average

wages of the average luiskilled worker

in the United States are not $600 a year.

They are under $500. What is the re-

sult? Did men sell themselves to pay

their debts? Not at all! The experts

found whenever the price of meat went

up, these people did without it. As the

prices of food mounted the ascending

scale of the last five years, the number

of people renting dark inside windowlcss

tenements increased. That is the way
the game that skins at both ends works

when you follow it off the market into

the homes of the poor.

There is no use shouting vaguely in

the air against "trust-trusts." If you

bring a bill of indictment against the

trusts, they are going to say "prove it."

And there's less use telling men living

is high because lots of gold is coming
down from Alaska. More gold has gone

to England from South Africa than has

come to the United States from Alaska

;

and prices have not gone up correspond-

ingly in England. American meat sells

cheaper in England than in the United

States ; and last year eggs were being

imported to the LTnited States from Eng-
land because the price was cheaper. It

is not convincing to tell a man hard up
from high prices that his pocket book is

empty because there is a lot of gold. He
wants to know where that lot of gold

goes.

And there is no use lecturing the

farmer about his duties to stay on the

land and feed the city. He is going to

answer "show me" : and if you can show
him more profit on the farm than in the

factory, chains won't keep him in town.

Nor is it logical to scold at the middle-

man ! He sees his chance for 500 per

cent, profit, and he takes it. just as you

or I would take it in similar circum-

stances. If you accuse him of high prices,

he goes into elaborate explanations of

risk and loss on perishable products and

the e.xpense of big storage plants in con-

gested centers, though that hardly ex-

plains why it paid the cokl-storage men
this last year to dump millions of dozens

of eggs in the sea rather than break 50

cent prices. While eggs were costing

4 and 5 cents each in New York and

Chicago last winter, and were being im-

ported in shiploads from Europe and

Asia, cold-storage men were talking

scarcity ; but no sooner did half a dozen

states prepare to pass laws forbidding

the storage of food products for longer

than a year, than those same cold-storage

men who had talked scarcity began

dumping old eggs by millions of dozens

into the sea. Prices dropped from 50 and

60 cents a dozen to 8 cents ; and the

stored eggs could not find purchasers.

The storage men explained the eggs had
been dumped into the sea because they

had spoiled. The public that had been

paying 60 cents a dozen wanted to know
why those eggs had been held so long

they had spoiled. Butter tumbled from
40 cents to 30, the lowest in ten years,

though the number of cows had not in-

creased ; neither had the butter eaters

decreased. And the drop in perishable

foods within a week reacted on canned

goods because people stopped buying

canned vegetables when they could buy
the fresh cheaper. In fact, for a family

of three, the differences in prices from
the time cold-storage laws forbade long-

time keeping of food would run from 25

cents to $1 a day in food purchases.

But this sudden glut of the market
from .sudden release of stored foods can

hardly prove other than temporary, like

the drop in Wall Street values when cer-

tain court decisions have compelled

speculators to sell. Long as the middle-

luan plies his shuttle-like trade between
producer and consumer, he will regulate

prices. And can government regulations

put him out of business? ^^'ould Supreme
Court decisions sustain such regulations ?

It is so easy to hoist on the shoulders of

government the duty that each man can

and ought to do at fir.st hand. The fir.st

people in the United States to wipe out

the luiddlcman have been the irrigation
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farmers of the

West.
How ? By get-

ting together.

Why ? Because
the excessive cost

of irrigation com-
pelled the farmers
to work together

and pull in the

same direction.

When a valley of,

say 20,000 people,

all dip into the

same well for

water, all draw prosperity or failure

from the same ditch—there has to

be harmony. In the East, each man
is still tlipping in his own little in-

dividual mud puddle. While Abram's
herders quarreled with Lot's, the bandits

stampeded the profits—same old problem
as in scriptural days, isn't it? If irriga-

,
tion never accomplished anything more
than compelling co-operation, than point-

ing the way to elimination of the mid-
dleman, it would mark a new era in

national life. Ii> teaching communities
how to use the same water ; how to fight

frosts and insects together ; how to in-

corporate so they can borrow at lowest

rates—2 per cent, instead of 6 per cent.

;

how to buy all supplies wholesale : how
to keep their own agents on the big

world's markets ; how to provide cold-

storage warehouses and cars fur tiieir

own perishable pro-

duce — irrigation

has pointed to the

one and only effect-

ive way to elimi-

nate the middle-

man, a way that

avoids costly long-

drawn-out appeals

to the Supreme
Court.

You may think

the remedy sounds
too easy to be true.

Don't flatter your-
self ! Try it, if

you think it easy

!

Last year, when
city people on sal-

aries were feeling

the increased cost

Thk F.^rmf.r Sells His Pork at from Four to Six
Cents a Pound—

When L.'iiD on the Con.sumer's Table in the
Form of Chops, It H.as Gone Up Five

Hundred Per Cent.

of living almost
unendurable, a

group of railroad

men in a Pennsyl-
vania city arranged
to send one of

their number to the

country to buy di-

rect fro m t h c

farmer and save
the swindle that

cut the farmer 50
per cent, and
jacked the buyer's

price up 50 per
cent. The office man hired a rig and
drove out. At the first farm where he
stopped he found the farmer busy in the
barn.

"Good day," saluted Mr. Office Man.
Mr. Farmer returned a gruff grunt

with the cordiality ordinarily accorded a
burglar. Undaunted, the city man
launched his evangel. The farmer
straightened up and listened. Wheat was
selling at 60 cents in the country, buner
at 22 cents, apples at $1 a barrel, etc.

The city people purposed paying an ad-
vance of 20 to 40 per cent, on these
prices if they could induce "the farmers
to guarantee definite supplies for the
year.

"But tlie prices might go higher."
"But we are guaranteeing you 20 per

cent, higher than you have ever got."
The farmer hummed and liawed and

rolled the sug-
gestion backward
and forward for an
hour looking sus-

piciously for some
graft. Then he
found a loop-hole

of escape from the

convictions that
had been forced on
him. "It was like

this, you see. His
three boys were not

home—c o u 1 d n't

induce them to stay

on the farm. Queer
—wasn't it ? One
was getting $40 a

month as a street

car conductor, an-

other $30 in a fac-
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Two Cents a Head on the Farm—

tory ; and so on. Who was ^oing to tlo

the extra hauHng? He hadn't time."

In vain, the city man pointed out that

when city people sold goods, they also

delivered them. Well. Mr. Farmer was
not going to, so there—He didn't think

mucli of the idea anyway. That office

man went back without any supplies. If

Mr. r'armer had had an annual water tax

of from $1 to $6 an acre, and would have

had his water shut ofif if he didn't pay.

Ten Cents a Head in the City.

And the farmer doesn't yet the profit.

it is a safe wager he would have given

dififerent consideration to that plan of

co-operation.

But all efforts to wipe out the middle-
man have not failed in the East. Wher-
ever the compulsion has been acute

enough to compel union, the middleman
has had to go.

In Erie, Pennsylvania, in December,
1899, si.xty dairy men decided that milk

rates did not yield a living wage. For
each dairy man to become an independent
])cddler would send prices still lower by
competition. The sixty men signed a

five years' contract to do no individual

peddling but to act only as members of

the Erie County Association. Ter
wagons were cut down to two. A three-

story cold-storage milk plant was put up
at a cost of $26,000, with $13,000 equip-

ment, the expense being met by the mem-
bers buying shares, though they paid

only a percentage down for the shares,

paying the balance in their milk deliv-

eries. All milk was certified sanitary.

All unsold product was utilized in ice

cream, etc. Today, that dairy association

has fifty-five employees, twenty-three

drivers, twenty-two office men. The
first year, returns amounted to $100,000.

In 1909, sales totaled $223,000. Deduct-

ing wages, the net returns can be esti-

mated. Of course, it was not all easy.

Independents, big and little, fought them
bitterly for two years, and caused dimin-

ished returns. The milk was delivered to

the factory on a contract of under 4 cents

a quart, or about the same price paid by

the big companies ; but in

this case, the profits went
to the farmer, not to city

shareholders. It is impos-

sible to put the returns in

terms of net profits to the

farmer ; for in each case,

the profit would depend on

the quality and cost of the

cow.
The point is—by co-op-

eration, the farmers got all

the returns the big buyers

would have paid them, plus

their share of profits, which
would otherwise have gone
to the middleman. This
scheme is practicable only

in proximity to a city;
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Bossy Doesn't Know How Highly Her Product Is Valued—

but it is worth noting that seventeen

counties in the Eastern States have
dairymen's leagues aiming at such eUmi-
nation of tlie middleman.
Over in Long Island, farming has be-

• come trucking for city supplies ; and the

Farmers' Exchange of Riverhead with
a capital of $12,460 has done in 1910 a

business of almost half a million. Each
member's fee amounts to about $20 a

year. The shares to make up the original

capital were valued at $5. If you divide

the gfross returns by the number of share-

holders—600—you can figure out that

the members of the Farmers'
E.xchange reaped ample return

for the annual fee of $20.

Produce is shipped by boat. The
salaried manager resides in

New York and liandles the stuff

e.xactly as a commission agent,

only the commission goes back
to the farmer ; and the full city

]3rice goes to the farmer instead

of a dozen city middlemen.
In Eastern Long Island, a

Potato Exchange was organ-
ized by the growers. This e.x-

change performs the same
functions as the fruit associa-

tions of the West. Only the

best seed is bought, never culls,

and it is planted by machines.
By wholesale purchase, the Ex-
change saves its members 8
cents a pound on insecticides

and $2 a ton on fertilizer. The
saving on fertilizer was $20,000
in a single year. In prices, the

Exchange has realized 10 cents

higher a bushel than by the

former haphazard sales. Profits

for two seasons amounted to

$200,000—profits not for the

middleman but back to the

farmer.

In Monmouth, New Jersey,

the farmers of a co-operative

association made 29 per cent

profit in one year on a million-

dollar business. Truck and
fruit were shipped to one-hun-
dred-and-thirty-si.x cities and
twenty-three states. Fertilizer

and seed were sold at whole-
sale to 800 members.

In Norfolk, Virginia, is a

union of 400 truckers who have made
100 per cent on their capital stock, and
saved ten times over the face value of

their stock in wholesale purchase of seed

and fertilizer.

In Mercer County, New Jersey, owing
to a slack market, farmers found they

were losing on small vegetables. Torna-
tops rotted before they could be sold. In

1892, a canning factory was organized in

a town of a thousanel. Stock was sold

at $50 a share. The plant put up cost

almost $6,000. Land here yields 6 tons

of tomatoes an acre, for which the fac-

The Dairyman Delivers His Milk at Four, the Middleman
AT Eight Ce:nts.
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Thh Farmer Sells Wood at Five Dollars a Cord-
It custs two dollars to cut It.

Thk CoNst;MER Must Pay Eight Doll.ars a Cord.

tory pays its shareholders $9 a ton. In

adthtion, all profits from factory go to

the farmers who are sharchoklers. Up
in Living-stone County—the most pros-

perous county in New York—the farm-
ers have organized weekly exchanges
where produce can be sold as on a city

grain exchange.
Down in Berkeley County, West Vir-

ginia, the fruit growers not only have an
association similar to those in the West,
but they are holding apple shows, apple
carnivals, and festivals to promote the

spirit of union and progress. "Pshaw,"
says your practical man, "I'll take all this

sentiment in cash." All right, here is the

way their sentiment cashed down. When
the middlemen came buying apples in

Berkeley County, they couldn't possibly

offer higher than $2.50 a barrel. The
growers had had "a gentlemaidv under-
standing." They got $3 for lOOiOOO liar-

rels inside of forty-eight hours: $50,000
extra cash for tlieir spirit of union.

But how is your isolated

up-state farmer, living

amid such non-progressives
as sent the office man home
unsupplied—how is he to

wipe out the middleman
and remedy conditions?
Vnr him, there is only one
way, l)y hook or crook, by
some such ingenuity as the

\'ermont turkey raisers

tried, to get in direct touch
with the city buyer. Up in

Alainc, a farmer and his

wife excelled in fancy
cheese ; but how to get a
price for it ? They began
exhibiting at county and
town fairs with name, ad-
dress and price displayed.

It took just five years to

work up more orders than
they could fill.

In Denmark, 162,000 co-

operative farmers sell $78,-

000,000 of dairy produce a
year, an average of more
than $1,000 a member. In

Russia are 800 co-operative

milk factories using the
product of 700,000 cows.
In Germany, there are

19,000 similar societies.

Why does .'\merica lag at the foot of the

list in her farmers' co-operative societies?

But all this, you say, remedies matters
only for the coiuitry man. How about
the town buyer? Wouldn't the truly co-

operative association embrace consumer
as well as producer ? I am not advocat-
ing socialism. I never read a book on
socialism or attended a meeting on it in

my life. The point is to get that middle-
man's heavy foot ofif the city man's
stomach : to keep that unseen hand of

higher cost of living from picking your
pockets and mine.

As long as the consumer does nothing
but grumble, he will continue to have
his pockets picked ; and the middleman
may sleep easy. For the consumer, there

is only one way out, and it is the way that

irrigation has taught—buyers must get

tiigcther. That is what the consiuners'

co-operative leagues of England have
done. They buy direct from the pro-

ducer. Only 2 per cent, covers the ex-
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pense of distribution. Compare that

with the 2,000 per cent extortion on the

basket of grapes. And the co-oi)erative

leagnes of England yearly feed 8,000.000

people. That is a cutting out of middle-

men, isn't it? Feeding twice as many
people as live in New York! England's

co-operative leagues began sixty-five

years ago among some twenty-eight

poor weavers who succeeded in saving

$5 each in one year, pooled their capita!

and did a total business of $3,.t50 the

first year. The second year they made
profits equal to their original capital.

Today, those leagues employ 18,000 peo-

ple, have 150 telegraphic addresses on
their books, sell to members close on to

six-hundred-million dollars' worth of

produce, and pay back to their sharehold-

ers not the extortionate 2,000 per cent,

but something over three million dollars,

less than half of one per cent, on business

done. This, of course, does not sliow t!ie

.saving in price to the purchaser.

Mr. Wilson says there will be no bridg-

ing of the chasm between grower and
eater, producer and consumer, till starva-

tion drives men back to the land. Mr.
Hill's prophetic vision foresees only one

door of hope—also starvation, com-
pelling higher yields on the land. Many
tliinkers agree with botli big men. Are
tliey right? Will America wait for star-

vation ? She never has yet. She has taken

time by the forelock always, and averted

the evil. Will she do it in this case?

Will some great co-operative organiza-

tion bridge the chasm between producer

and consumer ? Reciprocity may bring

an era of lower prices ; but so long as

farmers are flocking from tlie farm, the

relief can be only temporary. Seven

million people—Canada's population

—

cannot make material difference in the

cost of feeding 100,000,000 people. Is

the giant to be left standing with one

foot on the city man's stomach and one

foot' on the farmer's back, filcliing from

liotli sides : his warehouses literal'y

l)ursting with food stored and held back

to force prices yet higher ; stored and

held back till it rots and has to be

dumped into the sea? It is for the peo-

ple to give the answer.

CHAMPION MARBLE PLAYERS

DLUE SPRINGS, Mo., boasts of pos-

sessing the world's cliampion marble
players. For nearly three years it has

been the fad there for the men to play

marbles in spare time instead of croquet

or horseshoe quoits. The result is an

accuracy in shooting that is as marvel-

ous as the shots of an expert billiard

player. Withal. Blue Springs doesn't

take the game too seriously. The joke

is told that the town has men so good
that they can't defeat one another ; and
a favorite story relates that Uncle Dan
Stanley, who is seventy-four years old,

and Uncle Tom Halloway, who is ,

seventy-five, "lagged from taw for two
days" without either contestant winning
the advantage of a sixteenth of an inch

in the struggle to gain the privilege of

claiming the first shot, so the contest had
to be declared a draw even before it

began.

In this photograph four champions ap-

pear : Uncle Dan Stanley, with the gray

beard ; at his left, with the derby. Cap-
tain George Webb, the undertaker;

George Binger, farmer-champion, is

shooting : next on the right is Lynn
Pryor. the blacksmith, whose shop is

hea<k|uarters and clubrooms for the

world's champions.

I ,

Thh Champions in a Competition.



ACCORD-
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I X G to

Charlton • Lawrence Edholm

the C a 1 i-

fornia state

board of for-

estry tliere

were seven

hundred and
twenty fires

in tliat state

last season

and they
burned over one-half million acres of

land—nearly half of which was timber

land—and destroyed two hundred and
forty million feet of timber.

This represents a loss to the owners
of the timber, assuming an average
stvmipage value of two and one-half dol-

lars per thousand, of about six hundred

Tpapping

Fore st~^

Fire Bud.

thousand dol-

lars. The loss

to the public,

however, is

much greater

for the
reason that if

this timber,

instead of

being de-

stroyed, had
been manu-

factured it would put nearly two and
one-half million dollars into circulation.

The direct loss, therefore, to the citizens

of California was something over three

million dollars, to say nothing of the loss

due to destruction to watershed cover.

The average fire covered 703 acres and
took sixty men ten hours to extinguish it.

ABOUT TO DYNAMITE A BURNING "SNAG.'
United States regulars fighting a forest fire.

jtj?
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As a rule, forest fires arc-

caused by gross careless-

ness : a Alexican will throw

away his half-burned ciga-

rette into the tindcr-like

grass; a camjier will neg-

lect to extinguish the fire

over which he broils his

bacon, or will foolishly build

it against a fallen trunk,

rotten to the core, which

may smoulder for weeks,

like punk, and then start a

blaze. Sometimes the

fires are caused by sparks

from engines used in log-

ging camps or from a pass-

ing locomotive, and cases

have been recorded where
a fragment of a whiskey
flask thrown along the trail

has acted as a burning lens,

starting destructive grass

fires.

It is comparatively sel-

dom that these forest antl

brush fires are wilfully ig-

nited, yet there are people

who are so shortsighted

and selfish or so crinlinally

inclined that they will turn

a fire demon loose upon the ^"' '

country, which may de-

stroy much property and many human
lives before it can be checked.

This is a true story of one such "fire

bug," a man who displayed remarkable
cleverness in violating the law, but was
finally met by the superior cleverness of

the men who protect society from his

sort.

The forest rangers in San Diego
County, California, had long been per-

plexed by a series of fires of mysterious

origin. The country thereabouts is well

.settled and the Forest Reserves consist

mainly of hills covered with brush, of no
value for timber but very valuable for

conserving the rainfall.

Now some of the ranchers in that vi-

cinity did not understand how the brushy

growth could be of anv use to anyone at

all ; it sheltered the rabbits and quail that

preyed upon their crops, a nuisance and

source of loss, and inasmuch as fresh

feed would spring up on the burned-over

fields to the advantage of their flocks and

I i,].S.M.Ni,> 11 A l_iJ.NFL.^GRATION IN THE BkUSH.

herds, they showed no great enthusiasm

in co-operating with the fire wardens.

Of course, when summoned to help fight

a fire they would pitch in and work hard

with shovels and axes—at the rate of

twenty-five cents an hour—but when it

came to helping the forest rangers by

taking out the necessary permits w'hen-

ever they burned off their own land, or

being willing to testify against those who
were careless with fire, they showed
themselves indifferent if not hostile to the

Forest Service.

.'\mong the most persistent of these

offenders was a young rancher who ap-

pears to have been the victim of what
Kipling calls "an exaggerated ego," or

as they express it in the Southwest, he

was one of those fellows that you can't

tell anything. The fact that a regulation

existed irritated him so that he would

go out of his way to defy it. Several

times he had been reprimanded for fail-

ure to observe the simple precautions
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LHNS, or "BURN'ING GLASS." FoCUSKD OVHK MATCHKS.

required by law when burning the brush

on his place, and his answers had always

been defiant.

Webster—his name was not Daniel

Webster, but it will serve excellently to

identify him—was finally threatened with

prosecution by the forest supervisor, but

he did not cease violating the regulations.

These were so simple and easily followed

that there seemed no excuse for his ignor-

ing them. He was required to get a per-

mit from the fire warden to burn off his

land at a certain time and a few men must
be on hand to see that the fire was kept

under control. Instead of having four

men to look after one fire, it was re-

ported that \\'ebster had sometimes had
as many as fnur fires burning on his

]ilace with only one man, himself, to

keep them from spreading. He was cor-

nered once and asked why he ran the

risk of getting into trouble with the au-

thorities in such a foolish manner.
"Oh, I'll take the chances," he said,

"they won't fine me more than $30 if they

do catch me, and the feetl is worth more
than that. Besides I am not going to pay
a lot of men to stand around like fence

posts and watch a fire !" Which trend

of thought showed that Webster consid-

ered this Western country the land of

the free in its broadest and most unre-

stricted sense.

However, when the threats of prose-

cution reached him from headquarters,

he apparently ceased his depredations.

True, the fires continued in the neigh-

borhood of Janiul Post Offtce and the

fire wardens were kept busy. One con-

flagration injured a neighbor's olive

orchard and another got loose on the

forest reserve and burned over one thou-

sand acres of land before checked by the

rangers. But by the time the authorities

began to watch him, Daniel Webster was
invariably ready to prove an alibi that

covered each lire. He would be seen

riding across the country on his grey

stallion or at work some miles from the

origin of the blaze at the time it started,

and could bring witnesses to prove it.

Sometimes he would be among his

friends at the store when attention would
be called to a little puff of smoke that

meant the beginning of more trouble for

the rangers. His alibi was perfect, yet

from his previous reputation the fire

wardens believed that Webster had some-
thing to do with these conflagrations.

One trifling misdemeanor he did ad-

mit, not to the authorities but to his

neighbor, an old man by the name of

Dale, who woke up one morning to

find his fence posts blazing from a grass

fire. Webster was trying to beat the

flames out and when the two of them
finally succeeded, the young man said he

was sorry the fire had got out of his

control and offered to replace the burnt

posts.

.•\ few days after that, Forest Ranger
John B. Simmons was riding in the

neighborhood of Jamul Post Office, and

This Is One of the Photos That Convicted
THE Firebug.

Note thL- twistfd wires, lens, and burnt matches.
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looking' across the country

a mile or so saw a small

fire on the Curtiss ranch

leased by \\'ebster, and

rode over to investigate and

help put it out. Nobody
seemed to know how it had

started and after the ranch-

ers had gone Ranger Sim-
mons carefully went over

the burned area but found

notiiing more suspicious

than tlie prints of a horse's

hoofs in an out-of-the-way

place. These were not old

prints but had evidently

been made before the fire,

as burned grass filled the

depressions. The keen eye

of the ranger noted a

slight malformation, a nick,

in one of the hoof prints, and he made a

mental note of it.

The next day. the nineteenth of Oc-
tober, 1909, Ranger Simmons once more
saw smoke in the same neighborhood just

about noon and again rode over in that

direction, but was met by Fire Warden
Steinmeyer who said there was no hurry
as the fire was already under control,

being handled by Daniel Webster,
Ranger Sears and a couple of ranchers.

It seems that Ranger Sears had seen

the fire first and immediately rode out

with Fire Warden Steinmever to get a

This Is What Warden Steinmeyer. Who Trapped
THE Firebug. First S.wv.

Campers .^re Not .\lways Careful .^eout Putting Out Their Fires.

force of men to fight ic. They went first

to Webster's ranch house and found him
busily digging and apparently unaware
of the cloud of smoke just over the ridge

behind him. He expressed great sur-

prise but said he was ready to help and

mounted his grey stallion to ride over,

first taking a pair of pliers out of his

hip pocket and throwing them on the

ground. Steinmeyer and Webster then

hurried toward the fire while Sears rode

over to get help from the Strong broth-

ers who lived near by. After summon-
ing them he took a short cut across the

ridge and presently saw Steinmeyer and
Webster ahead of him, the latter lagging

behind and afoot, as he had tied the stal-

lion in a safe place. Evidently Webster

was not expecting any observation from

tlie rear, for while he kept his eye on

Warden Steinmeyer he would occasion-

ally stop, .strike a match and start a

small blaze in the dry grass as he walked

along.

Sears put his horse to the gallop and

took the "fire bug" by surprise, but the

voung man had a ready excuse ; he said

iie was starting back fires. As the fire

had passed on a full half mile to the

east, however, and there was a westerly

wind blowing, this seemed a rather flimsy

pretext to the ranger and he decided to

kee]) a strict watch on the incendiary.

Presently the fire was under control

and Steinmeyer rode back and met

Ranger Simmons near tlie point where
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Webster had tied

his mount. The
two men discussed

the problem of

how the blaze had
started and the

mystery surround-
ing^ the recent out-

breaks and the too

perfect alibi
brought up by
Webster in each
instance. As this

was near the point

where the fire on
the previous day
had orio-inated,

Ranger Simmons,
thought it would
be a good idea to

make a thorough
examination. H e

spoke of having
gone over the

ground and finding

the hoof prints,

those of an luishod

horse with a pecul-

iar nick in its right

fore foot. Then
he noticed the stal-

lion near by, which
he knew to be
Webster's, and the two men went over,

raised the stallion's hoofs and found that

they corresponded with the prints, being

unshod and having the peculiar nick in

one hoof. This looked suspicious but it

was not evidence. The men went over

the" ground on their hands and knees and

presently Steinmeyer sang out excitedly,

"Look here wdiat I've found
!"

It was a find indeed. It consisted of

a piece of ordinary double strand fence

wire, about a foot long, twisted together.

One end was spread, forming a two-

tined fork which held the lens of a pair

of spectacles. The lower end was
stuck firmly into the ground and just

where the lens would focus the sun's

rays upon them, were the half-charred

stumps of several parlor matches. The
device was a striking example of ]5er-

verted ingenuity, and the two men could

see at a glance how easy it would be to

set this inconspicuous object in an ob-

scure ]>lace among the grass and weeds,

Hunters Sometimfs Start Fires to Drive Out
THE G.AME.

Note the bear on the hillside.

Steinmeyer decided

along a trail, first

experimenting and
adjusting the lens

so that at high
noon precisely, the

plane of the lens

being at right

angles to the south,

the focus would be

upon the matches.

Then the addition

of a little dry grass

and leaves would
be sufficient to

start a destructive

blaze. At the hour
set for the infernal

machine to ignite,

the man who made
it could be miles

and miles away. In

fact by setting the

device on a certain

day after the sui

had passed the me-
ridian, by even a

few minutes, it

would be ignited

on the following

day almost a full

twenty- four hours

later.

S im m o n s an d

to leave the little

device where thev had found it and tr)-

to entrap the guilty man.
As they were about to leave, they

found a couple of short lengths of

twisted wire which had been cut with

a pair of pliers, and tie noticeable point

was that the cut had not been made at

one stroke, but each u'ire had been cut

separately. Now, there are various kinds

of pliers, some of which would sever the

two strands at one stroke and others

which are so small that they would re-

(luire tw'o cuts, as in this case, and the

men stored up the facts in their minds
for future reference.

They rode back to the fire fighters,

found that the blaze was coni])letely ex-

tinguished, and the whole party returned

along the trail by w'hich they had come.
Simmons made a sign to the other two
forest officers to let Webster take the

lead, and the rest followed in Indian file at

his heels. Presently Webster started off
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the trail to make a detour through the

burned brush, but the others did not fol-

low as he had hoped. Instead of that,

Simmons called him back. "Why are

you going that roundabout way?" he

asked. Webster made some non-com-
mittal reply, and Simmons pointed to

the bit of wire and lens on the other

side of the trail.

"Dan," he said, "what do you suppose

that thing is?"

The young man immediately stooped

and brushed aside the stump of matches
and uprooted the twisted wire. "The
fellow that put that there was on to his

job all right," he chuckled. "He was as

clever as the chap that put candle and
matches in the rat's nest."

Xo one had suggested to him that this

inconspicuous bit of baling wire and its

fragment of glass was a firebug's device,

and the fact that he grasped the signifi-

cance of it at once had its weight with

the jury later on at the trial.

Webster saw his mistake and tried to

divert suspicion by calling attention to a

speck on the lens. "This has been here

so long that it is fly-specked," he re-

marked, casually. Then he added, "I

guess I'll just keep this as a souvenir,"

and tried to slip the glass into his pocket

;

but Ranger Simmons was collecting sou-

venirs himself at that time, and the bits

of wire, burnt matches and lens were
turned over to Forest Supervisor Mar-
shall, who had seen the fire from his

office in San Diego, nineteen miles away,
and hastened out, arriving that evening.

Now, the Forest Supervisor at San
Diego is a man who has a genius for

details, and his preparation of the case,

built up on circumstantial evidence, was
a matter of trifling details skilfully pieced

together.

He adroitly questioned Webster before

witnesses, and one of the first things he

did was to destroy that gentleman's repu-

tation for veracity in an apparently off-

hand manner.
"How about that grass fire the other

day," he asked, "the one that burned
Mr. Dale's fence posts? Have you any
idea who started that little blaze?"

"No, indeed," answered Webster, "I

couldn't say who started it, but I was
one of the men who helped put it out,

SAPLINGS GROWING ON A FIRE-DEVASTATED AREA.
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and if it hadn't been for ine, Mr. Dale
woidd have lost all his fence."

Then Rancher Dale was called in and
questioned. "Have yovi any idea, Mr.
Dale, who started tliat fire which burned
your fence posts?"

"I certainly have," replied Dale.

"Daniel Webster started it ; he told me
.so himself and offered to pay for the

Inu'ned posts."

Then Webster was suddenly asked
what he had been dointj in that dis-

tant pRTt of the ranch the day before the

fire broke out. He denied having been
in that vicinity for weeks, and when con-

fronted with the evidence of the nick in

the fresh hoof prints tliat corresponded

with that of his grey stallion, he relajised

into mere defiance and suggested that

the forest supervisor might ask the horse

if he wanted to know anything further.

Finally, the slight incident of the

rancher throwing away a pair of pliers

before starting to the fire was brought
up and the tool was produced. It was
found that these pliers were of the type

that would require two strokes to sever

the twisted strands of wire, just as the

pieces of the "internal machine" had
been severed.

Such was the evidence that went be-

fore the jury in the Federal court when
the case came to trial. On careful search

of the ground where the fire had origi-

nated, a second igniting device was
found about four hundred feet from the

first, and this exactly corresponded with
it. This was photographed just as it

stood and enlargements to natural size

were made and placed before the jury,

with a speedy conviction as a result.

The sentence was comparatively light,

only four months in jail, but the legal

expenses practically strijiped the ingen-

ious Mr. Webster so that in the long run
he would probably have found it more
economical to have secured a burning
permit and hired three or four men to

watch the fire.

Much credit is due the forest offi-

cials who prosecuted this case in the face

of adverse criticism by the very persons

STOCK MEN BURN THK BRUSH TO "IMPROVE THE RANGE."
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who had the best reason for co-operating

to punish the incendiary, the ranchers in

that vicinity. In forest fire cases it is

exceedingly difficult to secure convic-

tions, as the trouble usually starts in

thinly-settled parts of the country, and
moreover, the rangers and fire wardens
who see a blaze cannot stop to gather

evidence ; their main business is to put

out the fire. Hence, out of 307 fires

suspected of being set in violation of the

laws in California during the year 1909

only eighteen convictions resulted, and
fines amounting to $383.00 were distrib-

uted among seventeen offenders, while

one of these enemies of society got a

ninety-day sentence.

Such leniency causes trouble for the

fire fighters, as even a careless or malic-

ious man would hesitate to violate the

law if he were sure of speedy punish-

ment.

Campers seem to be the worst offend-

ers, and this includes sportsmen, pros-

pectors and travelers. In the California

Forest Fire report of 1909 they are

blamed for one hundred and fourteen

fires. Hunters, who intentionally set

fires to drive out game, are made respon-

sible for twenty-one such conflagrations.

The report sums up the attitude of most
of these people with the following pat

remark: "Most of them would call

themselves nature lovers, but their love

of nature is not strong enough to prompt
them to be sure that their camp-fires are

out, or to be careful of their matches and
tobacco."

D C 3 D
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^e WO'RKERS
:^ By Margaret Ashmun ^

Some speak today of labor as it were

A grievous wrong, mysteriously sent.

Whereby mankind must suffer; they would stir

In honest hearts, dissensions, discontent.

Wrath, quick and fierce, destroying where it may.

And rash rebellion, envious to slay.

O brothers! toilers with the hand and brain.

To scorn your task will make you men distraught!

Wherefore your strength, if not for greater gain

Of all your race, through what your strength has wrought ?

Though mean your might or pitiful your wage.

You are the chosen servants of the age.

So much the world has need of, it were meet

That every man should count himself a part

Of all that lifts and labors, deeming sweet

His right to yield of muscle, mind, and heart

His manly share, nor let his gift be small—
For life is stern and all are kin to all.

Then curse not work. It is and still must be

The gracious way that each free soul must find

Who lives not to himself: and bless'd is he

Whose days are spent for profit of his kind.

O brothers! toilers! spare not of your worth.

But serve the world in gladness and in mirth.

I
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THE SIMPLEST MOTION PICTURE SYSTEM
But throe photos produc*.- the desired effect.

Motion Pictures,

for Stereopticons ^

by Robert H.Moulton

TEX years ago the highest de-

velopment of the "magic lan-

tern," or stereopticon slide

was the photographic trans-

parency—usually plain black

and white, but sometimes tinted to show
the natural colors of the object repre-

sented. When a lecturer could show a

series of such colored views of unusual
subjects, he had reached the then exist-

ing limit in the field of projected pic-

tures. Then came the moving picture

machine, with its long roll of revolving
film impressions, by means of which peo-
ple, animals and other objects in motion
could be reproduced with wonderful
fidelity to nature. Since that time numer-
ous inventors have exercised their in-

genuity to perfect a device that would
enable one to reproduce the same efi^ect

of motion with a single stationary slide.

A recent invention called the srcnre

motion slide seems destined to fulfill the

demand for such an article. In particu-

lar it will be welcomed by the many
amateur owners of stereopticons who
finfl the expensive moving picture films

beyond their reach, while as a means for

advertising it will no doubt prove as

valuable as the moving electric sign. Not
only is this slide cheaper for the average
user than the film rolls, but it also costs

the maker considerably less, inasmuch as

it does away with the necessity of em-
ploying a large company of people to act

out before the camera scenes and plays

such as are commonly shown at the mov-
ing picture theaters.

The public has become so educated to

the moving picture idea that the motion-

less views of a few years ago now create

but little interest. Since it has been

shown that people can be made to pass in

review before us on a screen and do

391
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and while the new sUde offers oppor-

tunity for further improvement, it is al-

ready sufficiently developed to meet all

ordinary requirements.

Tiie common form of lantern slide,

which shows a single picture of an ob-

ject, consists of a glass plate on whicli

is printed a photographic positive. In

the case of a building or landscape only

one view, of course, is necessary. But to

show the successive attitudes accompany-
ing the movements of a man or an animal

it is necessary that a series of pictures be

taken, the dift'erent exposures on the re-

volving film occupying less than a thou-

sandth part of a

second each. It is

manifestly impos-

sible that the im-

pressions of all

t li e s e negatives

could be printed in

the ordinary way
on a single plate

and show anything
else than a dreadful

tangle of lines and
curves. The result

of doing so would
be like a photogra-
pher's "double ex-

])osure." only very inuch worse. The
only way to show separately each of the

individual pictures printed on such a

plate would be to blot out all save one

at a time. And this is exactly what the

new motion slide does. The secret, of

course, lies in the manner of printing.

Three negatives are first made, but in-

stead of printing from them in the or-

dinary way, each one is first ruled with a

series of very fine vertical lines. A com-
posite plate is then made from the ruled

negatives. This plate somewhat resembles

a mosaic in appearance, only instead of

being broken up into small irregular par-

ticles it is composed of even and parallel

sections. A second perfectly plain plate

is then ruled like the composite plate,

the lines being placed at such a distance

apart that they will cover at one time

tzvo of the sections of the latter, leaving

the third section visible. By moving the

second plate from one side to the other,

first one then another of the pictures on

the composite plate is revealed, and if

this is done quickly the subject is given

The C.'^RRiER IS Fitted with an Eccentric.

By means of this, tliu ruled plate is moved to rifrht

and left.

a perfectly lifelike appearance of motion.

Of course, the number of postures of

a subject that may be shown on one of

these slides is limited. No effort has yet

been made to combine more than three,

but it is not too much to expect that a

way will yet be found to do .so. Three
positions, however, if judiciously selected

will impart to the picture the same nat-

ural movements that occur in the long

rolls of revolving film. The only differ-

ence is that the motions are repeated in

the case of the slide. For instance, the

|)icture of a baby can be made to smile,

laugh and cry by turns, one expression

changing to an-

other with perfect

naturalness;
a small boy is

s h o w n going
through a series of

gymnastics, p 1 a y-

ing at marbles, or

representing
George Washing-
ton in his immortal

act of cutting down
the cherry tree

;

and the antics of a

clown at the circus

are reproduced ac-

curately. In fact, any subject that lends

itself to the moving picture films may be

shown on the motion slides.

Another feature of these slides that

will commend itself is the fact that the

pictures used on them do not necessarily

call for the services of living models, but

may be made from a series of drawings
in which the subject is represented in

various attitudes. The effect is just as

natural, and may be made even more
amusing than where living subjects are

employed. To see a Teddy bear turning

cart wheels, or a monkey engaged in the

act of pulling a suft'ering lion's tooth is

something that no moving picture ma-
chine could ever reproduce. But on the

motion slide such scenes are limited only

by the artist's imagination.

The only thing necessary to show the

motion slides in an ordinary lantern is a

special carrier. This is fitted with an

attachment in the shape of a small eccen-

tric which is used to move the plainly

ruled plate evenly and with the required

degree of speed.



KNOWLEDGE IS "'RUN HERE ON BUSINESS PRINCIPLES.
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$25,000,000 BRIBE
FOR NATURE'S SECRETS

By

CHARLES FREDERICK CARTER

struggle for existence

HOW does a young loggerhead
turtle, thrown upon its own
resources in a selfish world
from the moment it leaves the

egg-shell, know where to go
to take up the

with any prospect of success?

Davenport Hooker has found out the

answer to this conundrum. Equipped
with a quantity of glass of different

colors he went to the Dry Tortugas
where he put in a lot of time placing the

glass in front of young turtles. When
they saw the ocean through red, yellow

or green glass they would not move
toward the water ; but when they saw it

through blue glass, or when they saw the

blue glass or even blue paper, they

crawled toward it with evident excite-

ment. Hence, Mr. Hooker concludes, the

turtle's sense of color guides it to its

natural element. Imagine the predica-

ment of a color-blind turtle !

On these islets in the Gulf of Mexico,
about seventy miles from Key West,
where the United States Government
entertained a large party of Southern
gentlemen nearly fifty years ago, the

Carnegie Institution of Washington now
keeps open house for scientific gentlemen
from various parts of the world. Here
the scientists eat canned goods while they

study original problems in marine biol-

ogy, or else they study marine biology

while they eat canned goods, I have for-

gotten which. Anyhow, it is one way or

the other.

Many sensational disclosures have
emanated from those glistening white
sands since the biological station was
established. It is now known that not

only are loggerhead turtles possessed of

J9^
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a sense of color but that the ^ray sna]3per

is similarly e(iui])ped. The scientific scjuad

played a mean trick on the gray snap-

pers which the Society for the Preven-

tion of Cruelty to Animals would do well

to look into. The snappers were tempted

into developing a taste for sardines dyed

red. When this had been accomplished

some sardines were loaded by placing

tentacles of the medusa in their mouths.

"Stung again," exclaimed the snap-

pers as they dropped the loaded sardines.

Thereafter the snappers would not touch

a red sardine, no matter how hungry they

were, thus showing that they knew a

thing or two.

On the other hand, all colors look alike

to the ghost crab, though it readily per-

ceives moving objects and is sensitive to

large differences in the intensity of light.

But it is deaf as a post, its so-called

"auditory organs" being in reality organs

of equilibration. In spite of its hantlicaps

the ghost crab has memory and, like the

gray snapper, can profit by experience,

which is more than some people can do.

Prof. John B. Watson, making his

headquarters at the marine biological

station, was able to pry into the domestic

affairs of the noddy and sooty tern on

Bird Key. He reared the young birds

and found that they could learn to find

their way through a maze to their food.

The adults could also learn to overcome
obstacles in seeking to sit upon the egg.

The noddy builds its nest in bushes, and

in doing so is quite shy ; but if an egg
be placed in the nest it loses all shyness

and sits upon the egg as if it were its

own. Both male and female build the

nest, but the male alone procures food

for both during this period, the female

constantly guarding the nest. After the

egg is laid male and female fly away to

fisli, taking their turns at brooding the

egg at intervals of about two hours. The
egg hatches after thirty-two to thirty-five

days of incubation. The noddy does not

recognize its own egg but will cheerfully

incubate anything that looks somewhat
like an egg. It recognizes the locality of

its nest and returns to the old locality if

the nest be moved, but it will accept an

artificial nest placed in the old locality

without hesitation. The sooty tern nests

upon the ground and recognizes the

e.xact locality of its nest ; if the nest be

raised vertically, the bird readily alights

upon it : then if, after an interval, the

nest is lowered the bird attempts to

alight in the air in the place where the

nest was formerly. A slight horizontal

movement of the nest causes great con-

fusion to the bird.

Birds taken from Bird Key to Cape
Hatteras, eight hundred and fifty miles

AT THIS PL.XCE W..\S .ANSWERED THE QUESTION; "HOW DOES A NEWBORN TURTLE
KNOW WHERE TO GO.'"

Laboratory of the Department of Marine Biology, ToTtugas. Horida.
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away, and liberated, returned in five days,

although it is believed that .they flew

along shore and not by an air line, which
would make the distance at least a thou-

sand and eighty-one miles.

A number of other sojourners at Tor-
tugas station have found out various

things which they have set forth at

length in the publications of the Carnegie
Lislitution, not one of which has yet ap-

peared in the list of the six best sellers.

However, what the publications of the

Carnegie Institution lack in popularity

they more than make up in quantity.

Although the Institution was organized
only nine years ago its publications in

book form alreacly aggregate 167 vol-

umes, having more than forty thousand
pages, or upwards of twenty million

words of printed matter, while twenty-

five volumes more are alread)' in press,

not to mention some twelve hundred
articles a year contributed to scientific

periodicals.

In the presence of such an inky deluge

it does seem as if the wilderness of

interrogation marks in which mankind
has been wandering since the other del-

uge must inevitably be swept away. No

doubt it will be, unless the truth itself

should also be submerged.
lUit anyhow the spectacular quest of

knowledge so prodigally endowed by
Andrew Carnegie is worth the watching,
for there was never anything like it in

the history of the world. Until la.st

January when the founder added $10,-

000,000 to his previous endowment of

$15,000,000 the Carnegie Institution had
an income of more than six hundred
thousand dollars a year. Its permanent
plant already includes a handsome ad-

ministration building in Washington and
fifty-eight other buildings, including two
astronomical observatories and five lab-

oratories, thirteen parcels of land and a

fleet of ten vessels. Upwards of twelve

hundred individuals have contributed in

one way or another to the promotion of

the researches and the publications un-

dertaken by the Institution, while during
each of the past five years about five

hundred individuals have thus collab-

orated. With such an outfit and such an
army of workers investigations have
been carried on during the past year in

more than thirty different fields of re-

.search, extending to more than fortv dif-

.\ sinr BUILT w rriiQUT a single scr.\p ok ikon.
The Camc&ie. used in the magnetic survey. Copper and brass were the only metals employed in her construction.
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Dr. Hale, the director o( this observatory. lias found ways to reveal ()O.U*JO new worlds.

ferent countries scattered over every

continent, not to mention the oceans and
interstellar space.

Ten independent departments of re-

search, together with divisions of admin-
i.stration and pubhcation, each with its

staff and assistants, have been organized
and estabhshed within the Institution

itself. In addition to these larger de-

partments of work, numerous special

researches, in aid of which upwards of

seven hundred grants of money have
been made, have been carried on by re-

search associates and other individual

investigators.

It is not to be understood from the

foregoing that the Carnegie Institution

is in a hurry to find out all there is to

know ; for President Woodward has sug-

gested that in estimating the work of

departments the decade instead of the

vear should be the unit of time. Indeed,

the peculiar worth of the Institution lies

in its ability to pursue with absolute thor-

oughness, regardless of time or expense,

whatever it undertakes. Yet while work-
ing for posterity quite as much as for the

present generation the Carnegie Institu-

tion is accomplishing practical results of

immediate importance.

For example, the Department of Ter-

restrial Magnetism was organized to
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Massachusetts.

find, if possible, the

answer to tlie ques-

tions, what is mag-
netism, and why is

the earth mag-
netic ? This is a

pretty big contract,

for the carrying

out of which the

largest, most com-
prehensive, and
perhaps most ex-
pensive investiga-

tion ever under-
taken in the name
of science was be-

gun. Tlie first step

was to organize a

magnetic survey of

t!ie whole world,

by sea and by land.

This survey has

been going on ever

since 1905. While
its ultimate object

is the solution of a

scientific problem
the practical bene-

fits of which can
li e 1 1 e r be deter-

mined after it has
been accomplished, results of the utmost
immediate importance are being achieved

while the work goes on.

Frequent magnetic surveys are neces-

sary to keep tab on the compass, which
is the main reliance of the navigator.

The compass is popularly supposed to

])oint straight to the place where Dr. Cook
didn't go, with an unfaltering fidelity that

has become proverbial ; but as a matter
of fact the compass is as flighty and
uncertain as a girl with two beaux. For
instance, the compass on a liner leaving

New York for Europe points ten de-

grees west of north : in mid-ocean the

needle yaws thirty degrees west of where
it should be, while at Southampton it is

only seventeen degrees west of its proper
place.

The north magnetic pole, by the way,
is a different thing from the geographic
north pole, for it is situated in latitude

seventy degrees north an<l longitude

ninety-seven degrees west, while the

south magnetic pole is approximately in

latitude seventy-three degrees south ami

In This Building Scientists .^re Trying to Find
Out How the Wdrld W.as Made.

Geophysiciil Laboratory. Washington. D. C.

longitude 156 de-

grees east. A
straight line drawn
through the earth

from one magnetic
pole to the other

would pass about
seven hundred and
fifty miles to one
side of the center.

It would be bad
enough if the com-
pass varied from
])lace to place ; but,

not satisfied with
that, it must also

vary from time to

time. Just when
you think you have
the compass it is

most likely that

you haven't, as

many an unfortu-

nate mariner has

found too late to

keep his ship off

the rocks. In order

to make such an
eccentric instru-

ment available for

navigation it is

necessary that the amount of variation

at any given point should be known so

that any given compass reading may
be corrected to give the true direction.

Compass variations are checked up from
time to time by magnetic survej's made
by various governments, the results of

which are plotted on charts for tlie guid-

ance of the navigator.

The Carnegie Institution began its

magnetic survey of the Pacific Ocean in

August, 1905, with the Galilee, a wooden
brigantine of si.x hundred tons, from
which as much iron and steel as possible

had been removed to render the vessel

as nearly non-magnetic as practicable.

The Galilee covered sixty-five thousand
miles of salt water in a course which,
as plotted on the chart, looks as if it

might have been laid out by a beetle with

the blind staggers, for the Galilee crossed

her own trail whenever practicable to

check up observations. The results were
important, for errors of one to three

degrees were found on existing charts

between San Francisco and Honolulu
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and errors of from three to five des^rees

elsewhere.

In order to attain a still greater de-

gree of accuracy a noii-niagnctic ship

which was christened the Carnegie was
launched in June, 1909, at a cost of

$115,000, to be used in the magnetic
survey. On the very first voyage from
Long Island Sound by way of St. Johns
to Falmouth, England, errors of im-
portance to navigators were found. In

one instance the amoimt of compass
variation at a certain spot in the ocean
was given differently by each of the three

standard charts published by the British

Admiralty, the German Admiralty and
the United States Hydrographic Office,

and the Carnegie proved that all of them
were wrong. Along the track followed

by the Atlantic liners from England to a

point of? Newfoundland the present mag-
netic charts show too large a westerly

declination by nearly a degree. From
there to Long Island the charts give too

small a westerly declination by about a

degree and a half. The eflfect of these

errors is always to set a vessel toward
Sable Island or Newfoundland, where
the facilities for a first-class shipwreck

are unequaled. Cruising around the

Azores the Carnegie gathered proof that

the Slafonia, which was wrecked on a

reef in 1909, though the four hundred
jjcrsons on board were rescued through
the help of the wireless telegraph, was
in her proper course according to the

Admiralty charts, but that there was an
error in the charts of between two and
three degrees or about a hundred and
fifty miles.

The Carnegie is now at sea on a three

years' cruise that will take her around the

world. While the ocean survey is going
on, field parties are busy witli the mag-
netic survey in British North America,
Central America, West Indies, Colombia,

Ecuador, British, French, and Dutch
Guiana, Africa, Persia, Turkey, Asia

Minor, Southern Asiatic Russia, and
China. All these parties send their ob-

servations to headquarters at Washing-
ton where they are reduced and prepared
for publication.

No Chicago packer works up his by-
products more carefully than the Car-
negie Institution. The main purpose of

the Department of Terrestrial Magnet-
ism, as already indicated, is a magnetic
survey of the earth. But it has been
found that with a very small additiimal

WINGLESS CHICKENS HAVE BEEN PRODUCED HERE.
This is not done as a pastime, but as n most st-rious effort to peep into tlie mysteries of the Darwinian tfieory.

Station for Experimental Evolution, Cold Spring Harbor. New Yorli.
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A STATION FOR PLANT STUDY IN THE DESERT.
Dcpartim/nt of Botanical Kobcarcli. at Tucson. Arizona,

expenditure of effort a by-product in-

vestigation of the relation between solar

and terrestrial magnetism can be prose-

cuted. It has already been found that

an increase in solar activity is apparently

associated with an effect on the earth's

magnetism equivalent to a decrease in

the mean intensity of magnetism. To
reduce this discovery to every-day terms
it means that having learned how the

activity of sun-spots, which are great

electric vortices sweeping across the face

of the sun, affect the earth's atmosphere,
present theories may be so revised as to

make weather predictions an exact

science.

Two separate departments are study-

ing the heavens. One of these, the De-
])artment of Meridian Astrometry, is

established in observatories at Albany,
N. Y., and San Luis, Argentina, on the

eastern plateau of the Andes. The ob-

servers at .San Luis are hard at work
making accurate measurements of the

])Osition of the fixed stars visible in the

southern hemisphere to be compared
with corresponding measurements in the

northern hemisphere, in the preparation

of a complete catalogue of precision of

all stars from the highest down to those

of the seventh magnitude, inclusive, for

the entire celestial sphere. The .San Luis
observatory is breaking all records in

stellar studies, having attained a score

of fifty-si.x thousand observations in a

year.

The .solar observatory on the summit
of Mount Wilson, near Pasadena, Cali-

fornia, has a most elaborate equipment
for studying the sun. This includes the

Snow horizontal reflecting telescope pur-

chased from the Yerkes observatory, a

tower vertical telescope one hundred and
fifty feet high, and another sixty feet

high, and a reflecting telescope sixty

inches in diameter mounted equatorially.

These telesco]X"s are supplied with vari-

ous s])ectographic, photographic and
other devices for studying the sun and
stars. In Dr. George EUery Hale, Di-

rector of the Observatory, the Institution

has found one of the geniuses it was
created to discover. By introducing en-

tirely new processes in photography and
in other details Dr. Hale has been able

to reveal sixty thousand new worlds,

never before seen by man, some of which
are ten times as large as our sun. Mo.st

of the work, though, consists in studying

the sun, photos of which are made every

clear day, and the spectra of the stars,

the results being added to those accom-
plished by other observatories in workmg
out various problems.

liut to get Ijack to earth again: the

Geophysical Laboratory, which is lo-

400
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catctl in the outskirts of Washiiii^ton, has
undertaken a novel line of research, fur

it is trying- to lind out how the world
was made by mauufacluring rocks ex-
perimentally out of the raw material by
imitatins,^ the processes of Nature as

closely as i)ossible in everything- except
length of time required. While at the

present writing there seems little hopi'

that the information thus obtained can
be utilized in the creation of a new earth

in case we should all be driven off the

present one by the ever-increasing cost

of living, the investigation is. neverthe-
less, interesting.

Exi)eriments in the creation of rocks
are conducted by placing the raw ma-
terials in steel bombs capable of with-
standing pressures of seventeen thousand
atmospheres, which are then placed in

electric furnaces where they can be sub-

jected to the action of intense heat for

weeks and even months. Temjx'ratures
as high as two thousand one hundred
degrees, centigrade, or more than three

hundred degrees above the melting point

of i^latinum. have been attained in these

furnaces.

It seems to be generally agreed that

diamonds are produced by extreme heat

at enormous pressure in the earth. The
Carnegie Institution is better equipped
for experimenting in the manufacture of

diamonds than any one else ever has
been ; but instead of undertaking to find

a way to place diamond necklaces within

the reach of all it has elected to devote

its time to such commonplace things as

calcium oxide and silica, two constituents

most frequently found in rock, which also

happen to be the essential materials in

Portland cement. The Geophysical Lab-
oratory has demonstrated that these two
things could combine only in certain ways
and in certain proportions, and not in the

way assumed by cement manufacturers.
This being understood, the cement maker
now has a scientific basis upon which to

prepare his product instead of following

a rule of thumb. Now that the formula
has been discovered it is possible to pro-

duce cement anywhere that the necessary

elements are to be found instead of in

certain rare spots where deposits of ma-
terials in the right proportions exist. As
enormous quantities of cement are used

annually this di.scoverv is of great im-

portance.

The Geophysical Laboratory is also

engaged in the study of ore dejjosits.

Once the fundamental conditions under
which ores are formed are understood,
the range of practical geology will be

w iilely extended and the quantity of ores

available will be increased.

Some strange things are being learned

about animals, birds, fish, insects, and
])lants by the Department of Experi-
mental Evolution, all of which are td be

applied for the practical benefit of man-
kind. Since Darwin's day the problem of

the origin of species has taken on an
entirely new form. It is now recognized
that the whole problem of evolution lies

in the origin, nature, and relations of

characteristics. The jiroduction of a new
"species" is the development of a new
characteristic not necessarily new to

nature, but in a new combinatiun. Since

the Department got its hand in. it has
been able to produce some curious varia-

tions on stock of well known pedigree,

such as poultry with short mandibles,
with no comb, with one toe missing on
each foot, with an extra toenail to each
toe. with one wing missing, and with both
wings missing. It is hard for an un-
scientific mind to understand why the

Institution should fritter away its time
on wingless chickens when any boarding-
house landlady could have told it that if

it really desired to fill a want long felt

at economical tables it should try to pro-

duce a chicken composed exclusively of

wings. Professor Tower, an associate of

the Department, has been very successful

in controlling new characteristics in the

Colorado potato beetle, varying the

colors and increasing the number of gen-
erations in the reproduction cycle. No
farmer's boy who has had to break his

back throughout a long, hot summer day
"buggin" pertaters" will thank Professor

Tower for that, though. Colorado potato

beetles came along quite fast enough
under the old schedule.
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HE American ostrich farmer,

Hke his neighbor the alhgator

farmer, is distinctly a new
species. A few years ago he

coaxeil an exotic business into

yard and set about quietly to

it with its new environments,

industry took readily to its

which resembled its native

habitat, flourished from the outset, and

—

as they say in Arizona, referring to the

time when hut and edifice alike were of

earth construction—soon outgrew the

cramped quarters of its adobe days.

Less than fifteen summers old, it now
ranges freely over thousands of the

Lord's fenced acres.

The ostrich, taken at a commercial

rating, is the biggest dividend-producer

in the kingdom of birds. Ap-
praised from any angle, he yields

to none save the emblematic

stork. His earning capacity,

aided and abetted by feminine

inclination to self-adornment,

has become so marked that

today, after having been perse-

cuted for his plumage from the

dawn of history, he finds him-

self pampered, made much of,

and scientifically propagated

—

still for his plumage.
The crux of the movement to

make the ostrich over is that

her every wisli must be gratified.

without thought of cost or reckoning.

And she, ably attended by the handmaid
of fashion, reigns in every clime and
zone. So it has come about that be-

cause her imperious tastes have decreed
ostrich plumes a prime necessity rather
than a rare luxury in her millinery ward-
robe, she has stimulated a drooping occu-
pation in the Eastern hemisphere and
founded a new industry in the W'est-

ern.

Ostriches have been captured for their

feathers since earliest antiquity. The
fleet bird, which "scorneth the horse
and his rider," was lured into snare
or ])itfan. This mode of obtaining
])lumes was in vogue for centuries,

and until ostrich farming was started.

After the bird was captured, the feathers

were either plucked or the skin

and feathers were removed to-

rgether and used in making robes.

Ranking close to the first sar-

torial incident of Eden is the

theory of ]ihilosophers that mod-
ern dress had its genesis in the

habit of certain ancient gentle-

men, who lived, laughed, and
loved before the sphinxes were
built, of dazzling pretty maidens
by sticking ostrich plumes in

their hair and parading them-
selves before their admirers.

Scientists hold to the belief

that these capering persons,
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in tlicir affaires d'amour. were simply

carrying out the natural law which

says the male shall be more showily

equipped for his life bluff than his

mate.

However that may be, certain it is

that the whims of civilization recognize

no such rule. Instance is witnessed in

the change modern enlightenment has

wrought in the primitive custom of the

ancient peoples. The twentieth century

citizen, whose tastes are simple, not only

neglects to adorn his locks with feathers,

but what is quite the opposite, leads

chivalrous chase after ostrich plumes to

the end that her newest headgear may be

ornately decorated a la mode.
In response to his thought—and iiers

—for her attractiveness, ostrich farming
has been established in the United States.

The industry is carried on to a limited

extent in Florida and Arkansas, more ex-

tensively in Southern California, and on

a still broader scale in the Salt River

Valley, in Arizona.

As regards size and scientific propaga-

tion, the flower of the industry are the

farms of Arizona ; and, unlike those of

Elorida, Arkansas, and some of the Cali-

fornia aviaries, they are conducted rather

for the revenues from the sale of feathers

than for show purposes. There are

twelve farms in the Salt River \'alley.

The Pan-American ranch, located thir-

teen miles west of Phoenix, is the largest

ostrich farm in the world under an inclos-

ure, not excepting the farms of Cape Col-

ony. It is now stocked with 3,200 birds,

or three-fifths of the ostriches raised in

the valley, and has an area of 1,100

acres.

This part of the Southwest, though
one of the oldest sections of the United

States, having been trod by the Spanish

padres from Mexico as early as the mid-
dle of the sixteenth century, has been

slow of development owing to its aridity

and isolation ; and while ostriches have
been raised with indifferent success in

the United States for nearly forty

years, the industry was not es-

tablished in Arizona until the late nine-

ties.

The climatic conditions here are very

similar to those of Southern Asia and
Africa—the native home of the ostrich.

It is claimed, for instance, that the cruci-

fixion flower is found nowhere outside

of the Holy Land except in Arizona. On
account of the dryness of the atmos-

phere, the scant rainfall, and the absence

of fog, this is believed to be the best

adapted region in the Western hemi-
sphere for the propagation of the majes-

tic birds of the desert.

The importance of the industry to the

world's wealth and commerce is reflected

in' the jealous way in which England

A CROWD .ALWAYS ASSEMBLES AT FEEDING TIME.
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guards her ostrich possessions in South
Africa. Ostriches have been tamed for

centuries, yet it is only since the early

sixties that an organized effort has been

made to domesticate them with the idea

of supplying the world's demand for

feathers. In 1900 it was estimated there

were between 350,000 and 400,000

ostriches in captivity in Cape Colony.

England, foreseeing the golden future of

ostrich breeding and desiring to corral

the industry in her own possessions, saw
to it that laws were passed absolutely

prohibiting the exportation of either

birds or eggs and imposing drastic pun-

ishment, in the form of fine and impris-

onment, upon any person convicted of

violating the statute. The prohibition

now applies to all British colonies in

Africa.

But far-sighted Yankees had stolen a

march on the British government before

its fences were completed. -\s early as

1882 a shipment of ostriches to the

United States from South Africa Iiad

been made. Four years

later the shipment from
which fully 80 per cent

of the birds in .America

are descended, consist-

ing of about fifty os-

triches, was negotiated

by j\lr. Edwin Cawston,
of Pasadena, Cal., after

he had overcome many
difficulties, not the least

of which was the opposition manifested

by the South .African government. The
last ostriches imported came from Nubia
for the Pan-American e.xposition at

Bufi^alo in 1901. The Nubians of today
have come largely from this shipment.

The progenitors of most of the

ostriches in America are still to be seen

at the Cawston Ostrich farm, at South
Pasadena, near Los .Angeles. This is the

best equipped farm in the LInited States,

with its rare plants, cobblestone ditches

and paths, and beautiful terraces, and is

visited annually by thousands of tourists,

who delight in observing the interesting

habits of the ostriches. The climatic con-

ditions here are congenial, but it is

claimed that the drier climate of Arizona
is better suited to the raising of these

alien birds.

The American farmer has approached
the ostrich from the angle of science, and
therein lies the basis of the revolutionized

industry. Though scientific methods of

hatching, fecfling and breeding have
been in use only three or four years, the

results have been little short of astonish-

ing. Evidence of this is seen in the fact

that .Arizona culturists are able to raise

to maturity 75 per cent of their hatch,

as against an average of 15 per cent

which stands to the credit of African
ostrich raisers.

The problem of feeding at first gave
them no little concern. Originally the

ostriches were allowed to bring forth

in their own sweet way. Of recent years,

however, incubation on the most progres-

sive farms has been done by artificial

means. The eggs, each weighing be-

tween three and four pounds, and of suf-

ficient size to afiford a meal for six hungry
men, are turned in the incubators twice

a day until at the end of six weeks the

young chicks are hatched. The Pan-
American farm alone has incubation fa-

cilities for 1,800 eggs—a sizable "clutch"

indeed—and could hatch 7,000 or 8,000

birds a year.

After the chicks are released from the

shells they receive the fostering care of

experienced ostrich men until they are

large enough to fend for themselves. A
prominent .Arizona farmer explained that

they "require as much attention as

babes." Alen unfold their cots in the

fields and spend the nights with the
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chicks, giving- them such attention as

occasion demands. As each chick is es-

timated to be worth twenty-five dollars,

the reason for the special privileges ac-

corded it is obvious.

The question of the best food for ,the

ostrich, which baffled the farmers for a

time, has been effectually solved. A
balanced ration, consisting of chopped

alfalfa and wheat, supplemented by a

digestive diet of broken quartz, ground
bone and other solid material, meets the

food requirements of the birds. Alfalfa

is grown on irrigated land in the valley

the year round. Initially the birds were
])ermitted to graze, but now they run at

large in bare fields and are fed from
wagons, each consuming from six to ten

pounds of alfalfa per day.

Most important, and most complex, is

the problem of inbreeding and cross-

breeding. The solution of this problem
has not been reached. But such prog-

ress has been made in the past three

years that the farmers are sanguine of

getting the results they desire through

careful miscegenation of species.

Success has attended the experiments

in crossing the South African and Nubian
species, both of which are raised in the

United States. The resultant bird not

only is larger and more hardy, but its

feathers are of a better quality than those

of either parent. The plumes of the

South African bird are typically long

and broad. Those of the Nubians arc

heavier, finer and glossier. The feathers of

the mixed ostrich possess the distinguish-

ing characteristics of both species, and
neither loses by the process of crossing.

But the application of Burbank meth-
ods to ostrich life is not to end here. A
hope cherished by the scientific ostrich

raiser is to be able to produce a white

ostrich. Here is a parallel with the

paradox of the white blackbird. Ostrich

breeders believe it would be easier to

hatch a white ostrich than a white black-

bird, and that the problem is merely one
of selective breeding. Greater wonders
have been wTOught—but then the ostrich

growers consider this not a wonder but

a scientific possibility.

The object? It is this—a higher
standard of graded stock. Until they are
a year old all ostriches, both male and
female, are identical in color—a dull

brownish gray—and are hardly distin-

guishable one from the other. The color

of the female does not change, but after

twelve months the plumage of the male

turns black, and black and white. But
the main layer of feathers on the wings

of both sexes is white. This is the most
valuable row, and is cut, not plucked,

from the bfrd, being used chiefly in the

manufacture of willow plumes. If the

Arizona farmers succeed in producing a

white ostrich, clearly the color line will

not be drawn in the grading process.

The values of the individual birds vary

according to the stock. Yearlings as a

rule sell for about $150 each; two-year-

olds from $200 to $250, and three-year-

olds from $300 to $350. Breeders are

sold frequently for $1,000 a pair. Still

more giddy heights are reached, as is

shown by the statement of Mr. William
Cross, manager of the Pan-American
farm and a "progressive," that "ten thou-

sand dollars wouldn't begin to touch that

bird"—meaning "Doc. Cook," a fine speci-

men of Nubian cock

w e i g h i n g about 375

pounds—and that "no
amount of money could

buy him if he couldn't

be replaced by a similar

bird."

The ostriches are clas-

sified according to age,

caste and relative earn-

'^S ing capacity. The advis-
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ability of plucking the breeders, which as

a rule command the highest prices, is a

question upon which the ostrich men are

not agreed ; but it is conceded by all that

the feathers of the family birds are not

of so high a quality as are those of birds

untroubled by household cares. Some of

the farmers "unfeather" the parent

ostriches, while others do not.

The value of the annual yield of

feathers per bird ranges from $30 to $75.

The ostrich generally advances to a ripe

old age, often passing the three-score-

and-ten mark. Its plumage does not

begin to deteriorate until it is about fifty

years old. As it yields its first ])lucking

at the age of six months and is dejjrived

of its feathers every eight months there-

after, meanwhile eating only about one-

fourth as much as the average steer, little

wonder that it sometimes—using a

phrase that trips easily—is worth almost

its weiglit in gold.

What is the future of the industry?

—

is a (juestion that naturally confronts the

ostrich farmer. In order that the testi-

mony may not seem ex parte it is only

fair to state that the grower has certain

problems to deal with more elementary

than those of scientific breeding.

m

Perhaps that of raising the chicks

presents the biggest obstacle. In spite

of the precautions that are taken, about

25 per cent of the young birds die ; and,

as has been stated, this rate of mortality

is considered abnormally low. The adult

ostriches run at large, yet if the best

results are obtained they must be given

close attention. Then there is the danger
of the bird's impairing the value of its

feathers through accident—though, of

course, this danger is somewhat remote.

Or, as is sometimes the case, the bird, no
matter how valuable, may die in its

prime. And the greater its value the

greater the loss to the owner.
On the other hand, the owner of any

kind of livestock runs risks essentially

the same as those just recounted. The
fact is, as has been pointed out, the

ostrich as a revenue producer holds de-

cided advantages over the ordinary live-

stock, especially in the issue of food and
repeated returns. Moreover, on the point

of sustained attention, the same may be

said of any animal on hoofs : and so far

as the question of the bird's meeting an

untimely end is concerned, this—when I

visited the Pan-American farm, contain-

ing 3,200 birds, less than a dozen were



THE OSTRICH. NO LONGER HUNTED DOWN AND SHOT. HAS EXCHANGED LIBERTY
FOR SAFETY.

confined in "hospital" pens for sickness

or injury by accident.

The Arizona ostrich farmer, tliough

conservative in his statements, sees a

vista filled with potential opportunities.

The farms' are growing in number and

the herds are increasing. At present

practically all the feathers are shipped to

New York factories, but

the tendency is toward
"home industry." The Ari-

zona and the Salt River

\'alley Ostrich Companies
maintain small factories of

their own, and the Pan-
American Company is pre-

paring to make an addi-

tional investment of $200,-

000 on its farm, notably in

the erection of a modern
factory.

Certain it is that the in-

dustry is a likely "infant,"

full of promise in the

health - giving climate of

Arizona. When it is con-

sidered that there are hun-
dreds of thousands of arid

acres suited to ostrich rais-

ing, and that there is im-

ported into this country
annuallv in the neighbor-
hood of $4,000,000 \vorth
of feathers produced in

Africa, the future of the

ostrich business in the

United States seems as-

sured. For her demand
for ostrich plumes where-
with to decorate her hat

and fan and stole is not

creasing demand for all sorts of luxuries

—it is constantly nKJunting higher.

The ostrich ought to feel highly in-

debted to the fair sex of our land, whose
demands have stimulated the enterprising

ostrich farmers to bring these huge birds

to the United States. As a result, he is

no longer hunted down on horseback, or

diminishing, with the in-
A Single Bird Yihlds from Thirty to Skventy-five Dollars'

Worth of Feathers a Year.

m



ARIZONA OSTRICH FARMERS ARE ABLE TO RAISE SEVENTV-FIVE PER CENT OF THEIR HATCH.
African (growers rear only fifteen per cent.

shot from ambush ; though, in excliange,

he has bartered his hberty for his safety.

The great disadvantage of liis com-
fortable captivity is the rather painful

indignity to which he is submitted every

eight months, of having his sight blinded the women

with a hood and his body stripped of his

feathers. But everyone that enjoys the

benefits of civilization must pay a price

for it. and why should an exception be

made of the ostrich? Besides, think of

MENACE OF THE MONGOOSE

'T'HERE is just one animal of which
•*• Uncle Sam is afraid. It is the mon-
goose—a small mammal native to south-

ern Asia, which is especially famous as

a snake-killer. Also, it is death on rats.

Because of this latter fact it was im-

ported into Jamaica thirty odd years

ago. ' But, unfortunately, the rats took

to the trees, and the mongooses pro-

ceeded to feed upon other kinds of game
—particularly chickens. They have also

killed nearly all of the ground-nesting

wild birds on the island, and sucking

pigs are not disdained by them.

Many attempts have been made to in-

troduce it into the United States, but un-

successfully as yet, because the govern-

ment authorities are always on the watch,

and anxiously exclude any specimens

that arrive at our seaports on shipboard.

The mongoose multiplies at a fabulous

rate, and, if it once established itself in

this country, it might easily do $50,000,-

000 worth of damage per annum.

40S



CHEAPEST WAY TO REMOVE STUMPS
By

H. S. GRAY

OX tliousands of ranches in

iinr once wooded west the

I iwners have cleared only

ten or twenty acres out of

one hundred and sixty dur-

ing a lung period of ownership ; where
the stand of timber was heavy and the

stumps are three to six feet in diameter,

only four or five acres ; and development
has been retarded. Pulling a big molar,

whether dental or terrestrial, is usuall}' a

painful and difficult ordeal—and that is

the difficulty. The stump is the thing

!

The char-pit process, a new adaptation

of an old principle in removing stumps,

is at present attracting great attention in

Oregon and Washington, where thou-

sands of acres of logged-off lands have
for years lain idle because the task of

clearing them has heretofore been so

formidable both physically and finan-

cially. Prof. H. W. Spark's of the State

Agricultural College at Pullman. Wash-
ington, about a year and a half ago began
to experiment with a new burning

process. Since then he has been em-
ployed to teach the method at farm insti-

tutes and elsewhere in the Xorthwest.

I recently attended a stump burning

demonstration at \'ancouver, Washing-
ton, when the Development League of

southwestern Washington held a conven-
tion there. Professor Sparks first re-

moved the bark all around for about

THE OPER.ATIO.V OF STUMP-BURNING C.\N BE PERFOR.MED INTELLIGENTLY BV BOVS.

-109



SMALL ONES MAY BE TORN OUT WITH HORSE AND CAPSTAN,
The ciibli; is wtiund till uitlK-r stump or capstan must yield, and usually it's tht- stump that yiulds

twelve or fifteen inches up from the

ground. This is absohitely necessary, as

bark is porous and a non-conductor of

heat. If the stump is green, chop through

the sapwood at that point where the fire

is to be hghted. As it was rainy weather

and he wanted to make sure the fire

would burn, he dug a little trench around

When the Smoke Is White. You Know That the Stump
Is Burning as It Should.

the tree and put some sawdust in the

trench to absorb the oil he afterwards

applied. Then he put on kindling wood.
Over this he poured several quarts of

fuel oil. Then he put on wood. Both
wood and kindling he obtained from ma-
terial lying around on the ground near

the stump. The fuel extended to a height

of twelve to fifteen inches.

At the top of the bank of

earth close against the

stump he laid bits of rotten

wood and bark to keep dirt

from sifting down between
the fire and the stump.

With a soil that does not

break up much, this would
not be necessar}'. Then"with

a s])ade he laid clods of soil

on the fuel all around the

stump, making a covering

about three or four inches

thick, leaving an opening to

start the fire nn that side

exposed to the wind. He
laid each spadeful on care-

fully. If the covering is

unifiirm, it settles down
iniiformly as the fire eats

into the stump. After the

fire was lighted, within fif-

teen minutes or a half hour
it had got a good start and

4t0
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he covered over with clods the opening

he had left.

This method has been tried on various

kinds of soils. The soil that is the most
porous is the best non-conductor of heat

and reflects the heat back on the stump.

Sand is a conductor of heat. With sandy

soil, an artificial covering of clay as a

binder or coal cinders can be used.

By the color of the smoke one can tell

clear across a field which stumps need
immediate attention. \\'hite smoke indi-

cates that the fire is burning as it should.

Blue smoke usually means that the fire

needs more covering. If the fire is kept

burning fast enough by allowing enough
air to reach it. there will be

no large quantity of char-

coal left ; nearly all of it wil.l

be consumed. Close cover-

ing means less air and
slower burning and there-

fore more charcoal. If

covered too much, the fire

will be smothered.

It is not necessary to use
oil in dry weather. If it is

used, the kind used on loco-

motives and steamboats
can be obtained at the rate

of ninety cents per barrel,

if bought in large quanti-

ties by a grange or com-
mercial club. Kerosene oil

should not be used, as it

burns too rapidly.

Fire burns out the stump
for the .same reason that

air circulates through a
tunnel. If the air outside

is cooler than in the tunnel,

it goes in at the bottom and
circulates through it. In

burning stumps the air en-

ters at the bottom. When
heated, it rises and filters

out at the top through the

covering.

Chehalis reports stumps
eighteen to forty - eight

inches in diameter de-
stroyed in from five to fif-

teen days. One man, with
the help of two boys, in

nine weeks took out 603
stumps that averaged not

less than two feet in diameter, from si.x-

teen acres and did his farm work be-

sides. Large numbers of small stumps
less than twelve to fifteen inches in diam-
eter can be removed more quickly with

horse and capstan. In the worst red sand
soil, with two assistants and a team. Pro-
fessor Sparks fired eighteen stvunps in

one day. Of these eighteen fifteen were
burning the next morning. The others

had been put out by a heavy rain. Of
one hundred he fired in September in

shot clay soil in dry weather, only three

had to be refired.

lie attended to one hundred stumps in

half an hour, after they had been fired.

The Fuel ]n Place. Ready for Firing.
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So one person could attend to several

hundred or more in a day. Stumps should

be fired in the morning. They should be

inspected twice a day, morning and even-

ing, and the covering replenished when
necessary. In direct contact with the air,

the coals soon break into flame and a

large amount of heat is lost. The tops

of the stumps finally fall over and are

then gathered into heaps and burned.

The attendant mu^t keep putting earth

around the tops so that when they fall

over, the fire will not be exposed. Roots
that are above ground must also be cov-

ered to a depth of several inches. The
fire will follow along them underground
way below plowing depth and destroy

them.

Two a<lvantages this method has over

other methods: there is no big hole left

to be filled up nor remnants of roots to

be grubbed out, as is the case when
powder is used : and the char-pit process

fertilizes the soil. The places where
stumps formerly stood are indicated in

a field of grass or grain by a heavier

yield that is apparent at a glance.

Near Chehalis Professor Sparks and
an assistant took out one hundred stumps
that averaged forty-si.x inches in diam-
eter for something like forty cents apiece.

They kept account of the time they spent

at the work and charged twenty-five

cents an hour. Mr. Yount at Wood-
land took out some of average size for

thirty-five cents apiece with the same
charge of twenty-five cents an hour made
for his time. In one case at Woodland
where the prevailing wind favored the

work a man removed the stumps from a

field at a cost of twenty-five cents apiece.

Mr. J. W. McCutcheon, at Adna, near
Chehalis, paid two dollars a day for labor

and removed two hundred stumps at a

cost of thirty-five cents apiece.

Where stumps are numerous and of
average size, it has heretofore in the

Northwest cost $100 to $125 per acre to

clear the land, and, where the stumps are

three and one-half to six feet in diameter,
even more. To remove stumps of aver-

age size by the char-pit method costs

$14 to $20 an acre and occasionally even
less.

CONCRETE VIADUCT FOR EIGHTY DOLLARS

A CREEK on a farm at Lawn Ridge,
'**

111., was a constant source of

trouble and expense. Wooden bridges

were all the time rotting out, so the

owner decided to put in one of concrete.

He could get gravel for nothing by haul-

ing it six miles, and did so, paying for

CoNCRFTE ViAiiui 1 IJuu.r uv En 1 ij;ri;i.-iNG Farmer
.\T Lawn Kidge. Illinois.

the hauling. The arch for the water to

pass through is 4 feet 2 inches in the

clear in width and 5 feet 4 inches high,

12 inches thick, and rests on a solid base

of concrete 6 feet 6 inches wdde and 18

inches deep, all below the bed of the

stream. The wings extend straight to

the banks at right angles with the arch,

making a roadway 14 feet wide, on a

level with the stream's banks. The wings
are 8 inches thick and are 32 feet long

at the top, sloping in somewhat as they

reach the level of the base, and go down
to the level of the bottom of the base.

The space between, and covering, the

arch is filled with dirt, well surfaced

with a coat of fine gravel. Thirty-four
tons of gravel were used and mixed with
it were 66 sacks of cement of 100 pounds
each. A machine mixer for two days

with two hands cost $16,00. Other help

cost ,$18.00; damage to lumber used, $5.

The total cost was $80.



GREENHOUSE AND OTHER BUILDINGS HEATED AND LIGHTED WITH STEAM AND
ELECTRICITV GENERATED FROM THE BURNING OF GARBAGE.

SOLVING THE GARBAGE NUISANCE
By

KATHERINE LOUISE SMITH

M INNEAPOLIS is blazing a

new trail. She has found
out that no city that wants
to be a clean city can neglect

its garbage handling, and
she has gone to work to set a pace for

the rest of us. The real beauty of it, too,

is that she has solved the garbage prob-
lem—or more nearly solved it than has
anybody else, up to date. She may be
said to stand first in the list of cities in

America in the solution of the sanitary
disposal of refuse and other towns are
sending delegations to inspect this gar-
bage system. Winnipeg has already pat-

terned after it.

The present method of collecting and
disposing of garbage is due to the efiforts

of Dr. P. M. Hall, Commissioner of
Health. Dr. Hall realized that popular
methods in vogue in various places, such
as dumping in land or water, pig feeding,

and even incineration, did not entirely

solve the problem of a clean garbage can
or the utilifetion of the product. The
handling of garbage should be a sanitary

operation through its various transfers

from the dining room table to the kitchen

sink and the garbage can and incinerator.

Minneapolis thinks it has solved this

problem in part by adopting a way so

that the can in the alley will for once fail

the fly as a free lunch counter, and it has
also planned up-to-date measures in the

final disposal of waste matter.

Nearly four years ago this campaign
to handle garbage without nuisance was
started and today it is pronounced an
tmqualified success. No more are there

foul, maggoty garbage cans and all be-

cause a city ordinance provides that

every housewife shall drain the garbage
of all moisture and wrap it in a paper
before putting it in the can. This not

only insures a clean can but the spaces

between the paper allow the air to cir-

culate and keep the garbage from freez-

ing and adhering to the can in cold sea-

sons. In other words, heat, moisture, and
the fly are all eliminated. Any kind of

paper can be used but as a rule there is

plenty of wrapping paper that comes
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around packajjes from the

grocer and butcher, as well

as old newspapers, that the

housewife is glad to get rid

of. That all this may be

done properly the Board of

Health issues a printed

card of directions for the

housewife and advises that

it be hung in her kitclien.

But this is only an im-
portant introduction to the

story of the garbage system
which is being adopted by
a large city as a unit. When
the garbage man comes
around to collect his quota
he finds a clean can, he is not faced with

wet and dripping refuse, and in cold

weather he does not take a pick and bat-

ter the can in order to lift the frozen ma-
terial. He merely loads the prepared gar-

bage into a large steel box, somewhat re-

sembling a bath tub, and which has one
hundred feet capacity. He hauls this to a

central transfer station, where the tanks

are lifted off the wagon truck bv means

'
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The Incinerators That Kkckivk the Fuel to Ck
Turned Later Into Electric Power

The Crematory Building and Steel Runway for Bringing Up
THE Garbage

of an electric hoist and placed upon flat

cars which convey them to the crematory
or disposal plant. A train of several cars

soon reaches the crematory just outside

the city, where the boxes are lifted from
the cars by an electric hoist and dumped
directly into the fire. In other words,
from the time the garbage is rolled in

paper by the housewife until the ashes

are taken from the fire of the disposal

plant there is no necessity for the refuse

to be liandled by hand. As the paper
used to wrap the packages is, as a rule,

waste material, this, too, is disposed of

and the sanitary condition of the cans
and reduction in bulk of the waste, be-

cause drained, make the necessity for

collection less frequent—a saving in

money to the city.

Of course all ashes and rubbish that

will not burn are placed in another can
or barrel, and this with the garbage can
takes care of all the waste material of

the average household. But the package
system is only a part of the garbage solu-

tion, for through the burning of this

refuse enough steam is generated to

operate all the machinery, and to heat

and light the group of workhouse build-

ings, the superintendent's home, a tuber-

culosis hospital and two greenhouses.
This service of heat and light is fur-

nished to the city at a cost of eight mills

per horse-power—equivalent to thirty

pounds of water evaporated—for heat,

and three cents per kilowatt for light.

The cost of collection and disposal has
been low, averaging less than twenty
cents per capita to each cftizen. Tiiis

includes cost of collecting and handling
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000°°°'^°° Ooo,

Dynamo for Generating Electricity from Garbage,

ashes and represents the gross cost with-

out deducting anything for heat and
light. It is the intention of the city to

put near the crematory all hospitals for

infectious diseases—one has already been

started—that they may be heated and
lighted in this way. The time will soon

come when with additional equipment
part of the street lighting will be done
with the same plant.

In fact, the approved methods for col-

lecting garbage in Minneapolis are no
longer looked upon as a fad and house-

wives as a rule adhere

faithfully to the first three

of the following which
have been prepared by Dr.

Hy.ll

:

T H E T E N Command-
ments for handling
Garbage Without
Nuisance.

Drain Out Moisture

:

Use detachable sink-

strainer.

Wrap in Paper : Keeps
garbage from heat and
flies, prevents freezing and
sticking to cans in winter.

Use Metallic Cans : Non-
corrosive metal, over-lap

self-locking cover, and free

from holes.

Use Painted Steel

Wagon Boxes : Construct-

ed water-tight and to be
mechanically dumped.
No Dumping on Floors

:

Box mechanically elevated,

and contents emptied into incinerator

hopper without nuisance.

In-Draught at Hopper: Prevents
escaping smoke and odors.

Mechanically Charged Incinerators

:

Eliminates the nuisance of e.x])osed gar-
bage and the emanation of foul odors.

Good Draught : Creates rapid combus-
tion and high temperature, burning
everything of obno.xious nature.

No Residue Left Over : Nothing to

make a nuisance around the plant

—

nothin<r left but ashes.

HOPEWELL TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITAL. HEATED AND LIGHTED BV THE CREM.^TOKV PLANT,



CENTRAL TRANSFER STATION FOR GARBAGE. WHERE THE STEEL WAGON-BOXES ARE LH^TED
FROM WAGON TRUCKS.

An electric huist is used for this purpose, which loads the boxes into fiat cars, to be hauled to the incinerating' plant.

Generate Steam: For .self-operation

and .sell surplus heat, light and power to

make plant self-sustaining'.

So in earnest is the Health Department
that if a collector finds garbage not prop-

erly drained and wrapped in paper, he

can refuse further service until the rule

is complied with, and if this is not sufifi-

cicnt the householder can be brought into

court and fined. It has been demon-
strated that a twenty gallon can will

suffice for the average household, and
this size is easily handled by the col-

lector. Of cour.se it is essential that all

cans "must be water tight and some have

an appliance on the cover which makes
them self locking. This is quite a con-

sideration when there are dogs in the

neighborhood. No obligatory rules are

laid down as to the location of the can.

By this system the back yard can be

made to look as clean as the front, and

the saving in cost to the city can be

largely diminished. Offensive odors are

416

avoided and waste is turned into pro-

ductive energy. The same package sys-

tem can be employed by housewives in

small towns where there is no collection

of garbage, for in such places there is

usually a coal stove which can be used

to burn the drained and rolled garbage.

It took some time to educate the house-

wives of Minneapolis so that they saw
the benefits to be derived from this plan.

We talk yiuch of late about the fly as

a disease carrier, but so far as known,
never before has there been a systematic

attempt to prepare garbage so it will not

act as a fly breeder. In letters received

from hundreds of cities in the United
States and Canada, the questions of

receptacles—whether covered or handled
—size, material, location and frequency
of collection were dilated u])on, but not

one city seemed to tliink of the part the

housewife can play in preparing the

refuse from her table so it will be sani-

tary before reaching the caiL



ROUTING
tRe HOP
PICKERS'
ARMY
by WalterVWoehIke

PLICE allee same?"
A deeply - wrinkled, sly,

brown face appeared in the
half-open door. Upon noise-

less felt soles the Chinaman
stole into the aromatic office, pnngent
with the odor of fresh hops.
The man at the desk did not look

around.

"Give you si.xteen and a quarter,
John." He flung- the answer carelessly
over his shoulder. Keeping close to the

wall and chuckling without a sound, the

Chinaman pattered to the bulletin board,
attentively scanning the inarket quota-
tions and the weather and crop reports

from the European hop districts. With
another inaudible, half-malicious chuckle
directed at the hop buyer's broad back
he sidled back to the door. Feet and
body vanished out of the room, but the

wrinkled face stayed.

"Me got t'lee bundled bales. Me takee

eighteen."

4n



A BATTERY OF HOP PICKING MACHINES

"Come around again when you're

willing to sell for sixteen and a half,

John. By-by, bless your yellow soul."

The hop dealer swung around as the

soft footsteps died away.
"They're wise ones, these Chinks are,"

he grumbled. "Day before yesterday I

could 've had the old devil's three hun-

dred bales for fifteen, but like a fool I

didn't take 'em. He knows I got to have

his hops to fill my contracts, and he'll

squeeze me for eighteen, at least."

A bale of hops contains approximately

two hundred pounds. By matching his

knowledge of the hop market against the

guessing ability of the white trader, this

Chinese hop grower of Salem, the po-

litical and hop capital of Oregon, profited

to the extent of three cents a pound or

eighteen hundred dollars in a few days.

A few months after this episode, not at

all uncommon in the hop districts, one of

the largest hop firms in the Pacific

Northwest, driven into a corner by the

rampant hop bulls, was squeezed bodily

through the wall into the hands of a re-

THE ARMY THAT MACHINERY HAS ROUTED.
An cncaiiipriK-nt of hop pickers.

41S



ON A RANCH Al' WHEATLAND. CALHaJKNIA.

ceiver. This firm had expected to see the

usual skimp in hop prices and had agreed

to deliver 4,000 bales at about fifteen

cents a pound, without, however, having

the hops to fulfill the contracts. When
delivery time came around, a flood de-

stroyed a portion of the firm's storage,

and the end came when it was discovered

that only 1,700 bales of hops were left

in the growers' hands on the Pacific

Coast, whereupon the owners put the

])ricc out of sight.

In the fall of 1909 the man who would
be the hop king of Oregon fell into a

similar trap of his own digging. Relying
upon his knowledge of market con-

ditions, he bought 1,200 bales around 25

cents, expecting to imload at 30 or 35

cents a pound. Unfortunately the hop
price took one of its sudden tumbles,

sagged to fifteen cents, and the would-be
hop king wound up with debts aggregat-

ing $90',000.

Growing hops is like a poker game.
The hope of a big killing keeps the pro-

ducer at it through the numerous years

of low prices, and all the while, high
prices or low, the kitty, in this instance

the cost of picking the crop, takes its

fixed rake-oiT. Whether the market price

be five or twenty-five cents a pound, the

cost of producing, picking, and curing the

crop of the Pacific Coast never varies

from nine or ten cents a pound. Should
the price go too high, many brewers turn

from the expensive natural ingredient of

beer to cheap chemical substitutes

—

"dope," the growers say—and at all

times the brewmasters, the rotund beer

experts of German extraction, are will-

ing to pay, for some occult reason, three

times the prevailing price of Pacific

Coast hops for the imported product of

the Fatherland.

With all these factors gnawing greed-
ily at their pocketbooks, the Pacific Coast
growers producing annually 90,000 bales

of hops have been trying for years to

reduce the cost, especially the expense of

picking. Hops must be picked in a

hurry, as soon as the crop reaches ma-
turity. If the crop is allowed to stay on
the vines too long, it loses in flavor and
value. Late in the summer, when the

call for harvest hands is loud and insist-

ent everywhere, the country is scoured
for hop pickers. Armies of them are

needed. The railroads put on special

trains to move the regiments from the

big cities into the hop yards, vast en-

campments spring up, camps filled with
men, women and children who receive a

cent a pound for the green hops picked

by them off the thorny vines. Since

everybody having two hands with which
to pick is pressed into service, the effi-

ciency of the average picker is low. Now
and then an industrious schoolmarm runs

up to four and five dollars a day, but the

average daily output does not go far

above a hundred pounds, to the dismay
of the grower who would rather see his

crop harvested in half the time.

For years attempts were made to find

a substitute for the army of pickers, to

use mechanical appliances in garner-

ing the crop, but all attempts failed be-

cause the hop growers insisted upon an

419



IN CALIFORNIA THE HOP VINES GROW ALMOST AS TALL AS TREES.

apparatus that could lie takeu into the

fields. Only when E. Clemens Horst,

the largest hop grower in the world,

owning some ten thousand acres in hops

along the Pacific Coast, decided to follow

Mahomet's example and go to the moun-
tain, did success reward the efforts. The
prohlem of mechanical hnj) picking was
solved hv taking the hop-laden vines to

the machine instead of trying to work the

machine hetween the rows of tall vines.

L'nder the old system hundreds of

pickers invaded the hop yards, swarming
among the vines in each other's way until

the stalks were bare. Under the new
system three men cut off the vines close

to the ground, load them upon wagons
and take them to the batterv of machines

^^a



CARTING THE HAR\'F.STF.D \"INES TO THE I'ICKIXt; MACHINES.

erected close to the dry-kiln and storage

houses. The vines are placed upon car-

riers which run them between revolving

drums studded with V-shaped projec-

tions or picking fingers which tear the

hops and many leaves of¥ the vines, drop-

ping them upon a conveyor which de-

posits them in a revolving cylinder.

Through numerous small openings the

hops and small leaves fall upon a belt

traveling upward at an angle of but four

or five degrees. The light leaves travel

up with the belt, but the heavier hops
roll down the slight incline, thus sepa-

rating themselves from all trash.

According to Dr. W. W. Stockberger,

the hop authority of the Bureau of Plant

Industry, the machine-picked hops are

cleaner even than the product of trained

pickers employed by the day in order to

pick exceptionally clean hops for experi-

mental purposes. These trained pickers

will average 200 pounds a day. With
the aid of a machine five or six men pick

a minimum of 20.000 pounds a day, and
the quality is higher than the product of

the best hand pickers.

Twenty-four machines have been built

and successfully operated upon the 10,-

000 acres of the Horst Company scat-

tered through California, Oregon, Wash-
ington and British Columbia. At the

\\'heatland ranch, in California, one hun-
dred men, with the aid of the machines, in

the fall of 1910 gathered the crop of an

area which in former years reqiiired the

services of an army of two thousand

hop pickers. By concentrating the ma-
chines upon the districts farthest south

and moving them north with the matur-
ing crops, the grower is enabled to get

the hops off the vines at the precise mo-
ment when they are ripe. By reducing

the time and the cost of harvesting and

by enhancing the quality of the product,

the mechanical hop picker should prove

of very great benefit to all hop growers
throughout the world.

f2/



AN ENTERPRISING BOY'S FIRST GREENHOUSE AND HIS

The new buildins is 140 fc-L-t long.

SECOND.

BOY WITH A PAYING IDEA
By

CHARLES DILLON

THIS is the story of a boy with

a $2,000 idea—and perhaps
more. He was seventeen and
just out of the Manual Train-
ing High School in Kansas

City when the great thought came to

him.

There was no especial necessity for

his going to work immediately ; he might
have gone on with his studies, or found
a place in someone's store, or he might
have loitered around home for a year or

two. His father didn't care to force him
into any set plan at the time. But S.

Bryson Ayres had his mind fairly well

made up ^bout the future when he left

school ; and the influence that created

this condition was peculiar. Bryson had
noticed that the florists evidently made
money rapidly. He reached this opinion
after buying flowers for a few select

young friends. The experience gave him
the idea.

422

"I sliall grow sweet peas for the city

florists," he told his astonished parents,

"there's money in that business."

Happily for Bryson's idea his father

owned several acres of unused land ten

miles from the city and in close touch

with rapid transportation. Bryson bor-

rowed about 100 feet of it, got enough
money from the bank—backed by his

father—to build the necessary green-

house so that winter should not interfere

with his work, and buy seed and tools.

This seed he bought from the best florists

in California. He did most of the work
himself because, you see. he had learned

carpentry in the manual training school

;

and he studied at night every catalogue

and all the botanical books he could get.

It took some nerve at this period to go
ahead because the boy's school friends

and a few of the neighbors laughed at

his project. When they learned that he

had cleared $100 and had paid back some

J
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of his borrowed capital they quit lauijh-

ing.

One hundred dollars was a mighty ]>ilc

in llrysou's opinion, that fall. He liad

learned something valuable about the

dignity of labor and also he had a few
pertinent ideas about money. He learned

that with a good reputation one had good
credit and with credit he could do many
things. Therefore he rented more land

from his father, borrowed a little more
money, signed up a few more customers

and went to work more eagerly than

ever. At the end of the year—the second

—he had paid his last note and had $400
to his own account. By this time he had

two people working for him. Incidentally,

Bryson's father was willing by this time

to back him in anything. The bov cleared

$800 the third year.

A year ago last spring the \'onng florist

rented more land—two acres in all—from
his father, enlarged his greenhouses and
made them thoroughly modern, employed
more help and bought a large delivery

wagon and a first class pair of horses.

This boy, now twenty-one, has not

given all his time to sweet peas, but

these were his principal product. He

grew violets and lilies-of-the-valley also,

but sweet peas were by far the most suc-

cessful flowers on the little ])lace. He
sold and still sells his products almost
exclusively to city dealers in wholesale

lots. He received prices ranging from
$25 a thousand at Christmas to $5 a thou-

sand for his sweet peas in the summer
midseason. Early in the sjjring, before

the snows' had gone, he got $7.50 to $10
a thousand and sold from five to ten

thousand a day. The sweet peas were
arranged twenty-five to the bunch.
ISryson has from ten to fifteen girls for

the picking and employs six or .seven

laborers and gardeners for the setting

out and care of beds.

It wasn't boy's play, this sweet pea
idea. It required something more than
front yard cultivation. The seed had to

be right : the largest blooms had to be
saved to reproduce and the earth hafl to

be fertilized properly and brought to a

rich, loamy condition. The peas were
planted in rows four feet apart and brush
was plentifully used to "stick" the plants

after they were a foot and a half high.

Wood, he learned, did not heat the

tendrils as wire had done.

HOT SPRING MAKES LAND VALUABLE

QUESTION has arisen as to the title

to a barren island in the Rio Grande,
situated about forty miles south of

Sierra Blanca, Texas. Whether the little

isolated, rocky possession belongs to

Mexico or is a part of the public domain
of the state of Texas is yet to be deter-

mined. The island's only claim to value

and distinction is that there is located

thereon a famous hot spring which is

said to have remarkable medicinal prop-

erties for the cure of certain kinds of

disease. The hot water flows in a bold

.stream from the spring, and, notwith-

standing the long and rough overland
road that must be traveled to reach the

spot it is patronized by throngs of

health-seekers. These pilgrims live in

tents or sleep upon the bare ground with

the broad canopy of heaven for a cover-

ing. The fact that title to the island and

s]jring is uncertain has prevented any
attempt being made for the accommoda-
tion of the people who visit the spot. At
this particular time the main channel of

the international boundary stream is on
the Mexican side of the island, but any
big rise in the river may shift the chan-
nel to the American side.

Is This Texan or Mexican SoilP



SUSIE OPENS THE LIDS OF BOXES OF VARIOUS COLORS. SELECTING THOSE
DR. GARNER NAMES.

EDUCATING A CHIMPANZEE
By

J. PRESTON

YOU haven't forgotten Susie,

the Httle Chimpanzee that

Professor Garner brought
from Africa with tlie avowed
jnirpose of endeavoring to

niai\e tlie httle lady as accomplished as

any child of the same age ! Well, Susie's

education has been going on steadily at

the University of Pennsylvania, where
she has a room to herself and everv at-

tention and it is time now to report

progress,

42-/

Susie now wears rompers. As she
romps every moment of her waking time,

when not busy with her studies, it is

appropriate that she should wear romp-
ers, but it was not without patient per-

sistence that this first step in her educa-
tion was accomplished. Susie objected

strenuously to the rompers. Now she not

only wears them from the time she gets

up in the morning until she retires to her
own special little couch at night, but she

insists on wearing them and puts them
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A-- nHi^:crK^ by Her Master. She Will Hand a
Cube or a Ball to the Visitor.

on and takes them oi? herself Hke any
other well regulated little girl of her
mature age.

Susie was rather a wild little girl when
she first came to the university. Now
she sits in a chair and eats her dinner
with a fork, opens and closes doors when
she walks around her little domain, says

good-bye with a shake of her little paw
in the conventional child way and ad-
vances to greet visitors with her hand
extended in the most lady like manner
imaginable. Susie is now over thirteen

months old, with the intelligence, alert-

ness and sense of a child of twice that

age. The monkey in comparison with
man develops fast.

The sense of color distinction of the

little chimpanzee has improved with her
education, so that now she never makes
a mistake when told to open the red, the

blue or the white lid of a row of vari-

colored boxes. She will hand with un-
erring accuracy a cube, a ball or a square
to the visitor, when told to by her owner.
She will take the lid otif her little box of

"jacks," spread these out before her and
select one, two or three, and gravely
hand them over as told to.

The favored children of the neighbor-
hood who have been permitted to come
in and play with Susie are delighted with

her and Susie is no less delighted with
them. She plays their games with won-
derful intelligence. Hide and seek came
naturally to Susie. She plays this game
with perfect regard for the rules and
will play it tirelessly as long as a child

remains with her. She will chase them
round and round, run and dare them to

follow and in a word has every attribute

of the "kid" in her antics and her man-
nerisms. Only one thing seems to puzzle

Susie. She cannot understand why the

children are unable to climb the posts up
which she darts, to slide quickly to the

bottom. She tries to pull a playmate by
the hand and when she has got the child

near the posts endeavors to drag him or

her up by main force. Then she will

climb rapidly to the top, slide down, re-

peat the operation a few times and again

try to drag the child playmate up the

post. She evidently thinks the young-
sters clumsy rompers, far inferior to a

chimpanzee in athletic accomplishments.

NEW WEALTH FROM WASTE

IN California, "pressed wood" is a new
* fuel that is rapidly becoming popular.

Fuel for domestic purposes has always
commanded exorbitant prices in south-

ern California, bituminous coal selling at

retail at from twelve to fourteen dollars

per ton, and wood cut to stove lengths

at about the same figures per cord. In

the high price of fuel, some one per-

ceived the opportunity to win wealth

from waste by utilizing a part of the

enormous quantity of shavings and saw-
dust that is annually wasted, or at best

used to poor advantage, in sawmills,

planing mills and similar establishments.

So he patented a machine for pressing

shavings, and sawdust into molds. A
string through the center of the mold
helps hold the material together, and the

heavy pressure to which it is subjected

is all that is necessary to accomplish the

rest.



TO FREEZE BOILING WATER
By

BENJAMIN H. BROWN

WHEN steam i> pouring nut

uf the spout of a tea-

kettle of laoiling: water, it

may be noticed that for an

inch or two beyond the

opening of the spout, the steam is in-

visible. The reason for this is that, in

the invisible portion, the water has been
scattered by the heat into such very
small particles that the individual pieces

cannot be seen. \\'hen the steam has
become slightly cooled, by coming into

contact with the air. the particles begin
to gather together again and form drops
large enough to be visible.

A drop of water consists of a great

number of these tiny particles, called

"molecules," which have an attraction for

one another. These molecules of water
are always in rajaid motion, vibrating like

little bells, only many times more rapidly

than sound bells, and each one probably
hits its neighbors many millions of times

every second. There is a great contest

going on all the time among the- mole-
cules, the attractive forces tending to

draw them together, and their motions
tending to carry them further apart.

When water is being heated, the mole-
cules are being made to move faster and
faster. If, under ordinary conditions,

the molecules are heated to a tempera-
ture of about 212 degrees, by the kitchen

thermometer, they will be moving rapidly

about and bumping one another with
such force that their attractions can no
longer hold them together, and some of

them will fly off out of the tea-kettle as

invisible steam.

\\'ater is made to boil because the hot-

test molecules, going awa\- in such, hurry,

cause a big commotion among those left

behind, and sometimes they even push
some of the slower ones out of the kettle,

i. e., the kettle boils over. It is not the

boiling of the water that makes the
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Steam, but rather it is the escaping steam
that causes the water to boil.

The water molecules are bumping one
another promiscuously on all sides and it

must happen that sometimes a molecule
will be struck by several others in suc-

cession in such a manner that it will

move faster than any of its neighbors.

This molecule will be hotter than the

others, and while the water as a whole
is still cool enough to quietly remain in

the kettle, this particularly active one
may be able to pull away from the others

and go off into the air by itself. This is

exactly what happens on every dry day
when water stands in a vessel which is

open to the air. The hottest molecules

are getting away at the rate of many
millions every second from each square

inch of water surface. The water would
evaporate more rapidly still were it not

for the fact that the air presses down
upon the water and helps the attractions

to hold the molecules together. Thus,
there are two forces holding the water
together, the natural attractions of the

molecules, and the air pressure. It is

impossible to interfere with the attrac-

tions, but it is comparativelv easy to

remove the air pressure from the water.

The fourteen pounds per square inch of

air pressure has much to do in keeping
the general balance of things on the

earth, and it will be interesting to note

what happens when water is relieved

from this weight. We will now under-
take the experiment.

Take a glass vessel shaped like that in

the illustration. Fill the top bulb half

full of water, connect the tube with an
air inimp, see that all the joints are air-

tight, and start the pump. As the pump
removes the air, the air presses less and
less upon the water. The hottest mole-

cules, that is, those that have the greatest

motion, begin to force themselves out of
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the mass of the water in .greater and

greater numbers, and so the water evap-

orates faster and faster till the vacant

spaces of the vessel contain multitudes

of water molecules flying about with tre-

mendous velocities.

If this were all, the evaporation would

soon cease, for the evaporated molecules

would become so numerous that, moving
about as they are with great speed and

knocking one another in every direction,

they would push down on the water with

sufficient force to hold in the remainder

of the water, just as the air did at the

beginning of the experiment. If a few

more molecules should happen to get free

from the rest of the water, they would

force some of those already out back into

the water and the process of evaporation

would be again brought to a standstill.

But, happily, by some forethought the

lower bulb has been filled with sulphuric

acid which will absorb the water as fast

as it may come down into the bulb and

strike the surface of the acid, and so in

the presence of this acid evaporation may
continue for some time, or until the acid

has all the water it can readily hold.

By the time that the air is about 99j-j

per cent removed, there are a great num-
ber of molecules scattered throughout the

water which are active enough to tear

themselves awav from their neighbors

and the water is so agitated by the escap-

ing molecules tliat it "boils." The acid

receivmg the hot molecules becomes
warmed, and the water, always losing its

hottest molecules, becomes, on the aver-

age, cooler with the loss of each one. As
the boiling proceeds, the water grows
cooler and cooler until it reaches the

freezing point and begins to turn to ice.

Often, as the ice is forming, the water

boils so violently that great drops of the

liquid and small pieces of ice are scat-

tered all over the inside of the vessel by
the miniature but savage explosions.

And thus water may be made to boil and

DiAGR.^M Illustrating How Water May Freeze
AKV Boil .at the Same Time.

The text cxpl.iins the drawiriK.

freeze at the same time and in the same
dish, simply by relieving it of the pres-

sure of the air.

The molecules of the ice, though

locked tightly in the crystals of the solid

ice, are still in very rapid motion, and
some of them are able to break away
from the solid mass, even at a tempera-

ture far below zero. Under these circum-

stances, when the pressure of the air and

of the vapor of the water is maintained

sufficiently light, the solid ice evaporates

rapidly, the ice changing to vapor with-

out stopping to be liquid water at all.

The equipment, as described, is really an

ice manufacturing plant on a small scale.

n c 3 D



HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICITY METER
By

JOSEPH B. BAKER

THE private consumer of elec-

tricity often feels at a loss to

kndw how much "juice" his

lamps or motors or electric

heatiny; devices are taking. He
does not know how to read the meter

which records it, and the bill that comes
in at the end of the month seems to him
like an arbitrary tax, variable but always

high, levied by the electric light company
without any understanding of it on his

part.

If he complains that his bills are e.x-

orbitant the company will ()l)ligingly send

and test his meter and then give him an

imposing official report on its accuracy ;

but he finds little satisfaction in being

convinced against his will that his liouse-

hold or his office or factory really did

The Hoi'SFHOLD Elfctricity Meti-ii. Which Registers
Electricity Consumed.

This is done by the rise of a column of mercury in a t,'r,iduatid ylass lube

The meter is ordinarily sealed, and read through the glass.

consume so many dollars' and cents'

worth of electricity during the month last

past. The company assures him that the

energy was delivered and used, and he is

not in a position to gainsay it. If he
could only have some means of checking,

at the time, the amount taken by a too-

lavish illumination, or due to the careless

waste of light by members of his family

or his employees, he would have the same
"line" on this item of consumption that

he has on his milk or coal in the home
or raw material at the factory.

The little device shown in the accom-
])anying illustrations Js a recent English

invention designed to suppl)' this genuine
need, by registering the ([uantity of elec-

tricity taken during any interval of time

as plainly as an ordinary thermometer
shows the temperature of

the room in which it hangs.

Indeed, the household elec-

tricity meter looks like a

thermometer— or perhaps
still more like the electric

thermostats that are in-

stalled in modern buildings

to regulate the heating. It

consists of a little glass

reservoir of mercury and a

chemical solution, forming
an electrolytic cell, con-

nected in the electric wir-

ing.

In operation, it is simple

and ingenious. When a

single lamp is turned on,

for example, the current

passing through deposits a

little of the mercury con-

stituting one electrode of

the cell, on the other elec-

trode, a platinum wire.

l!ut mercury will not amal-
gamate with platinum, so

the deposit as it takes place

J
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docs not "stick," but falls—by infin-

itesimal globules—into the bulbed lower

end of a graduated glass tube or column.

If two lamps are turned on, this deposit

of mercury takes place twice as fast, for

bv the law of electrolysis the amount of

a metal thus transferred is strictly pro-

portional to the quantity of electricity

passing. The mercury representing the

flow of current thus accumulates in the

graduated column, its level rising gradu-

ally in proportion to the number of lamps

turned on and the length of time they

are left burning : so that a glance at the

column at any time shows how much
electricity has been consumed.
We will suppose the electricity meter

to be installed in an apartment, where the

head of the family pays for his electric

light separately from the rent just as he

does for gas used in cooking. Wishing
to keep tab on the current consumption
day by day, he consults the meter every

morning before going to his business,

afterward re-setting it for another

twenty-four hours' use. The height of

the column of mercury, on its scale of

lamp-hours, tells at a glance whether
there has been any waste. For instance,

if the mercury stood at thirty-six lamp-
hours, notwithstanding that the family

had been out all the evening before, he

could .safely surmise that the servants

had kept the two lamps in the kitchen

and the four in the dining-room—or their

equivalent elsewhere in the house—burn-

ing for six hours. Thus by daily obser-

vations he could get at the facts, and be

able not only to call a 'lalt on waste "but

check his bill from the electric light com-
pany when it came in.

The re-setting of the electricity meter
is as simple as reading it. The mercury
reservoir, w^ith the graduated column and
the bulb below, are mounted on a vertical

plate which is hinged at the top. Ry
unlatching the plate at the bottom it may
be tipped upside down so that the mer-
cury which has accumulated in the col-

umn will run back into the reservoir. The
latter is formed like the well-known
"non-spillable" inkstand's, that is with an
annular cavity into which the mercury
runs when the column is tipped up but
from which it cannot run back when the

latter is low-ered into place. It is a mo-
ment's work, after reading the meter, to



EGGS— 15.S35 OF THEM BY ACTUAL COUNT — ALL LAID
BY ONE TOAD.

TOADS AS INSECT DESTROYERS
By

RENE BACHE

SCIENCE offers a new solution

for the bug problem. It is to

employ, in its professional ca-

pacity, so to speak, the toad

—

the ordinary hoptoad of the

field and garden—as an insect fighter.

In this business the humble batrachian

is unequalled b}' any other living animal.

He is the greatest bug fighter in the

world. It is entirely practicable to utilize

his services on an extensive scale, em-
ploying him systematicalh' as an ally, to

keep in check the insects which lew an
annual tax of over $800,000,000 upon
our agricultural resources.

With this idea in view. Dr. Newton
Miller, of Clark University, comes for-

ward with the suggestion that toads be
regularly bred for the purpose in ques-

tion. He thinks it would pay to establish

130

toad-hatching plants, somewhat on the

pattern of the government fish hatch-

eries, and possibly in connection with the

latter. Nothing could be easier, inas-

much as toads can be bred as readily as

any kind of fish.

There is no reason, however, why the

farmers of the country should not hatch
and rear their own supply of toads, for

local service. With a pond, or even a

small pool insured against drying up
during late spring, the creatures will

breed of their own accord in any desired

ninnbers, up to the limit of the food sup-

ply available in the shape of insects. But
one thing absolutely essential is that they
.shall be protected against their natural

enemies—on which point something will

be said more definitely later on.

Dr. Miller says that probably there is
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not a farm in all the United States which,

though suffering from insect pests,

mal'Ces any provision for the breeding of

toads—even to the extent of encouraging

their natural propagation by forbearing,

with this end in view, to drain the ponds

to which they resort at mating time. In

fact, reports on the subject from various

districts in the ^liddle \\'est seem to indi-

cate that this part of the country is al-

most entirely destitute of toads.

To meet requirements satisfactorily as

an ally of the farmer in the bug fighting

business, an animal should be one which
man can breed in any desired numbers,

and which, when it is desired to check

a sudden plague of insects, can be multi-

plied with great rapidity. It must also

be one which, no matter how large its

numbers, is absolutely harmless. These
specifications are perfectly met by the

toad, which, while an active and even
voracious feeder in times of abundance,
is a patient faster during periods of

scarcity. Anything it comes across in

the shape of bug, worm, or slug suits its

appetite.

It is estimated that an average toad is

worth to the farmer five dollars a year

for the cutworms alone which it destroys.

But this is only one item. The amount a

toad will eat is astonishing. A large

specimen has been known to devour 100

rose beetles at a single meal. In the

stomach of one toad seventy-seven

myriapods^—the common household "cen-

tipede"—were found : in another, fifty-

five army worms ; and in yet another,

si.xty-five gypsy-moth caterpillars. A
post-mortem in still another instance

- . ^
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Toad Watching at an Ani' Hole.

Ho snnps up every ant as it comes out.

huniblc batrachian is a land animal, but

the female must lay her eggs in

water, because her offspring during

the early days of their existence are

aquatic—tadpoles, in short, much re-

sembling those of frogs. At the same
time, and again unluckily, the towns de-

stroy immense numbers of toads, though
accidentally, by trajjping them in sewers.

Sewer-cleaners, in the regular course of

their business, collect dead ones by the

bushel, especially in fall and spring, and
an examination of the manholes in Wor-
cester (Mass.), by Dr. Miller, in the

month of May, showed an average of

four toads in each. At this rate, 24.000

had been caught. Dr. Miller says that,

in a city, more toads are killed by this

means than by all others combined.

During the summer the toad leads a

solitary life, and in the daytime seeks

concealment in damp and sheltered

places. At night, and on rainy days, he

comes out and forages. Every few days

he changes his clothes, being a cleanly

animal by instinct, and takes off his skin

as if it were a shirt, over his head. No
wash-basket being conveniently at hand,

he swallows the cast-off garment. The
whole performance is accomplished in

a couple of minutes. But, when winter

arrives, he digs a hole in the ground,

and buries himself below frost-line,

where the cold cannot get at him.

The first warm days of spring bring

out the toads from their winter quarters,

and soon a peculiar trilling sound is

heard from the near-by ponds. It is the

song of the males, which are summoning
the females to attend to the most im-

portant business of life—that is to say,

the reproduction and perpetuation of

their species. Toads, as will presently be

seen, are no advocates of race suicide.

The females soon respond, and before

long spawning begins, the eggs being

laid when practicable in a place well out

in the pond, where dead grass or weeds
come to within three or four inches of the

surface of the water, forming a sort of

overflowed bed of vegetation suitable for

the reception of the ova.

Only the males trill, by the way, or

make any kind of sound audible to the

human ear. Dr. Miller says that the

he-toad, while trilling, keeps his mouth
and nostrils tightly closed, but the pouch
under his throat is much inflated. The
note he utter.s—that of the spring love-

song—is high-pitched and tremulous.

All of us have heard it many a time,

though not knowing whence it came.

The female lays her eggs in long

strings. If there be no place available

such as that above described, a shallow

spot near the edge of the pond will serve

—the important point being that there

shall be weeds or grass, overflowed by

water not more than four inches deep.

The eggs are encased in a continuous,

cylindrical, gelatinous strand—the jelly-

like covering being added while they are

passing through the o\'i(luct in the proc-

CDUmiBY Dfl

Tadpoi.fs Fekiung on a Piece of Meat.
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ess of laying. This

is for protection.

Tlie gelatinous sub-

stance, absorbing

water, swells great-

ly, and thus the

string of eggs will

weigh perhaps five

times as much as

the toad which laid

them.

Such a string
may contain any-

where from 4.000

to more- than 15,-

000 eggs, and may
be as much as 124

feet in length. They develop rapidly, and
the tadpoles emerge from them in from
two to six days, depending upon the tem-

perature of the water. Odd creatures they

are at this stage of their being, without a

mouth, but having on the under side of

the head two small sucking disks, by
which they attach themselves to objects.

The mouth appears within three to seven

days, and they begin to feed voraciously

—largely upon the slime (containing a

good deal of organic matter ) on the bot-

tom of the pond and on the surface of

sticks and plants. Meat,
fresh or putrid, if it

happens to be supplied,

they eagerly devour.

When the tadpoles are

about twenty days old,

their legs—which are to

be—begin to appear as

small knobs or buds.

Both pairs are fully

formed in ten days.

Meanwhile the tail has
shrunk to almost noth-

ing ; the eyes have be-

come enlarged ; the mouth broadens : the

"gill-slits" close, and the lungs mature.

The creature is metamorphosed from the

likeness of a fish into an air-breathing

terrestrial quadruped. It has become, in

a word, a toad, the whole process of

change, from the egg to the finished

batrachian, occupying about thirty-two

days.

One thing the baby toads cannot en-

dure is hot sunshine. After emerging

Maturh Femalk Toad.

from the pond, and
before taking up
tlie duties of life as

full-fledged toads,

so to sjjeak, they

are obliged to re-

main in damp and
sheltered places for

a few days-—among
grass or u n d e r

stones. Thus it

comes about that

at night, or on
clciud}- days, while

completing their
transformation, the

vicinity of ponds is

with young toads

water. Dr. Miller

VouNG Toad. Two Days Out of the
W.^THR.

often fairly alive

migrating from the

says that such migrations at rainy

periods have given rise to the widespread
]3opular belief in the notion that toads,

at times, "rain down" from the skies.

When any kind of animal under nor-
mal conditions produces great numbers
of young, one may take it for granted
that it has many natural enemies—this

being Nature's method of providing for

the perpetuation of the species, despite

obstacles. It might be assumed, then,

that toads have numer-
ous foes ; and such, when
the matter is investi-

gated, is found to be the

case.

From the m o m e n t

when the little tadpoles

wriggle out of the pro-

tective gelatinous sheath,

they are a prey to fishes,

newts, crayfish, and the

aquatic larvae of certain

insects, such as the

dragonfly. Chickens,
ducks, and various wild birds pick them
up greedily. Crows are extremely fond
of young toads. Hawks eat the adults

;

so likewise do skunks and raccoons.

Many snakes, including garter snakes
and the common water snakes, gobble the

toads and tadpoles. And by no means
least destructive of the many enemies of

these valuable batrachians are small boys,

who, as a matter of mere habit, slay

toads whenever they get a chance.



A VINK WHICH PRODUCES TEN TONS OF GRAPES ANNUALLY.

LONGEVITY OF THE GRAPEVINE
By

H. F. S T O L L

A LTHOUGH the people of the Pa-
/\ cific slope began the planting

/ % of grapes hundreds and hun-
/ \ dreds of years after the vine

^ i. had been brought to a high
state of cultivation in foreign lands,

California lays claim not only to as fine

a quality of grapes as are produced in

otlier countries, but to the most remark-
able individual vines in the world.

In Carpinteria \'alley. about ten miles

south of Santa Barbara, is "La \'ina

Grande," a viticultural marvel that

stands in a class by itself. Its location

is somewhat secluded and as a result,

the exact whereabouts of the largest

grapevine in the world is known to but

few outside of the residents in the

4Sf

vicinity. The massive trunk of the vine

is nine feet seven inches in circumference
and suggests an oak rather than a grape-
vine. Its branches, some of which meas-
ure four feet in circumference, are

trained over a ponderous frame covering
a space of ten thousand square feet. It

is still in a good, healthy condition and
would undoubtedly attain much greater

dimensions if it were not cut back every
year. The frame over which the vine is

spread is very strongly built, as it is

required to support the tremendous
weight of grapes which La Vina Grande
annually yields. Sixty strong posts up-
hold tlie frame which supports the fruit-

laden branches. In 1895, out of sheer

curiosity, a record was kept of the
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amount of g^rapes yielded by this wide-

spreading vine and it was a real surprise

to find that the grand total was a frac-

tion over ten tons. This did not include

almost innumerable clusters carried away
by sightseers and neighbors. The esti-

mate of the whole crop was about

twelve tons.

This remarkable Carpinteria grape-

bearer is of the Mission variety and is

twice as large as the famous vine in the

conservatory at Hampton Court, Eng-
land, which has been regarded as one of

the horticultural wonders of the world
and is claimed by many to be the largest

in existence. During the World's Eair

Exposition, at Chicago, a large sum was
offered for La \'ina Grande and an offer

of $1,000 from the San Francisco Mid-
Winter Fair was also received, but both

were declined.

In 1842, seven years before the dis-

covery of gold brought people from every

section of the globe to California, the

vine was planted by a Spanish woman
named Joaquina Lugodi Ayala. Under
her care the little Mission grape cutting

flourished and grew to unusual propor-

tions, although it was cut back year after

year. She retained ownership until 1877,

when she sold it. Joaquina Lugodi Ayala
died at the age of eighty-four years and
to the last took great interest in La Vina
Grande.

Beneath the heavy branches of this

wonderful vine, seven or eight hundred
persons can gather and find protection

from the sun's heat. Picnic parties make
this their place of rendezvous and eat

lunch under the welcome shade. Years
ago it was used for public meetings and
on several occasions served as an election

booth. In fact, it is claimed, the first

election in Santa Barbara County was
held beneath its ripening fruit. A jour-

ney to La Vina Grande during the sum-
mer months, when it is covered with

leaves and fruit, will repay any one, for

A VINE OVER A CENTURY OLD.
Photo taken in the sprinji, just as vino was getting its leaves.
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its present owner, J. R. Peterson, takes

a special pride in pointing out the unique

points of his monstrous vine to visitors.

In the patio of an adobe hotel, near

the San Gabriel IMission, is another re-

markable vine, considerably older than

La \'ina Grande. It covers nearly five

thousand square feet, is over five feet in

circumference and its roots extend more
than two hundred feet in every direction.

It is composed of one stalk and three

branches, and was in early days known
as "El Paron de la Trinity"—Trinity

\'ine. It never received irrigation or

cultivation. Owing to these facts and
its dense foliage, the grapes are small,

but the crop is abundant. The leaves,

some of which measure twelve inches,

are used by natives for fevers and head-

aches. It was said by Senor Pico, father

of Don Pio Pico, the last governor of

California under Mexican rule, to have
been an exceedingly large vine as far

back as 1800. Trinity \'ine is only a few
minutes' car ride from Los .'Angeles and
is visited by thousands of tourists an-

nually.

San llernardino County, the cradle of

the viticultural industry of the Pacific

Slope, boasts of one of the oldest bearing

wine-grape vineyards in California. At
Cucamonga, there is a stretch of Mission
vines that were planted more than three

generations ago. These sturdy veterans

still yield valuable crops each year. The
trunks will reach the chin of the average
man and are at least three feet in cir-

cumference.
Despite the fact that the vineyards in

Central and Northern California have
been sadly ravaged by the destructive

phyllo.xera, there are many vineyards
that have escaped the dreaded scourge.

In Sonoma County, where the greatest

difficulties have been encountered, there

is a fifty-year-old vineyard owned by
Marcelin Gaye, which is a marvel of

beauty in the summer months when the

lu.xuriant vines are covered with a wealth
of dense foliage and luscious berries.

These old-timers are of the Mission
and Rose of Peru varieties, some of

them being twelve inches in diameter
and standing four and a half feet high.

r

ONE OF M.AKCELIN G.WE'S GI.ANT NI.NES .AT SEB.ASTOPOL. C.ALIFOKNI.A.
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They are planted from ten to twelve feet

apart, in sandy land with a clay sub-

soil, are today free from phylloxera or

other diseases, and promise to live long

after we have passed away.
The hill at Sebastopol, on which these

aged vines are growing, commands an
entrancing view of the beautiful Sonoma
\'alley. Looking northeast for a distance

of about twenty-five miles, one's eyes rest

on majestic ]\It. St. Helena, in Xapa
County, which, before the advent of the

phylloxera, was surrounded by thriving

vineyards which contained thousands of

these Giant Mission vines. They were
introduced into California by the Fran-
ciscan Fathers, who established the first

civilization on the Pacific Coast in 1769.

The origin of the variety of grapes
planted by the padres of old around their

adobe houses of worship, which has
since come to be known as the Mission
Grape, has been lost, but it is supposed
to have come from Spain.

It is difficult to estimate accurately the

age of vines by the usual method of
counting the rings, because the yearly

growth is not distinctly marked. Some
authors state that the vine equals, and
even surpasses, the oak in point of age.

Pliny mentions a vine six hundred years

old. Miller tells us that some of the vine-

yards of Italy held good three hundred
years, and that vines one hundred years

old were accounted as young. Professor

Bose states that some of the vines of

Burgundy were four hundred years old

and more. The famous Hampton Court
vine is nearing the century and a half

mark and Lord Breaddalbane's immense
vine in Scotland is over seventy years

old.

In America we have been unable to

ascertain the age that planted vines will

attain and the time that has elapsed since

the coming of Christopher Columbus
would not be sufficient had the experi-

ment been begun the day he landed, in

1492. There is a wild grapevine upon
the shores of ]\Iobile Bay, about one mile

north of Daphne, Alabama, that is com-
monly known as the "General Jackson
Vine," from the fact that General Jack-
son pitched his tent under it during his

campaign against the hostile Seminole
Iifdians. This vine in June, 1897, was
reported to have a circumference of six

feet one inch at its base. Its age was
estimated at that time to exceed one
hundred years.
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A MODEL-MAKER'S BIT UF CLEVER ART.

NEW ART OF M O D E L - M A K I N G

By

HENRY R. JEVONS

HAVING discovered models at

last, America is taking very

kindly to them. In view of

their usefulness, the popu-
larity of models is not sur-

prising, but considering their expensive-

ness it is. for a fine model may cost as

much as a comfortable house. Perhaps
the most astonishing thing about the

matter is our tardiness in adopting an

idea the value of which was demonstrated
in Europe long ago, for it is only in the

last few years that they have been used

here at all.

"Model" being a word comprehending
such a great variety of things, it should

be explained that the particular kinds of

models herein referred to are the repro-

ductions in miniature of structures de-

signed by architects of both tlie land-

lubber and the marine varieties. In any

case these scale models, so-called from

their being proportioned in some e:sact

ratio to the real structure, serve the same
purpose that the sculptor's clay study

does ; that is, they embody ideas in con-

crete form, thus revealing faults which

may the more readily be corrected before

43S

work on the actual structure is under-

taken.

iMudel-making for the marine architect

and for his land-going colleague are

handicrafts as widely different as are the

elt-ments on which ships and houses rest.

The marine model-maker works in wood
and metal, while the architectural model-

maker employs such mussy materials as

clay, plaster, and gelatine. Both require

an equally high degree of skill, delicacy

of touch, and minute accuracy, but

neither could do the work of the other.

Of architectural models there are two
kinds : the scale models in which a build-

ing or any part thereof is reproduced on

a small scale, and the full-sized models
made for the guidance of the stone-cutter

or the wood-carver in work of the higher

grade. Both are made of the same ma-
terial, plaster of Paris, direct from the

architect's" drawings.

The biggest job of architectural mod-
eling on record was that in connection

witii the building of the Xew York Pub-
lic Library, now approaching completion.

Modelers have been at work on this great

task most of the time for the last eleven



years, while at some periods as many as

twenty of them have been engaged at

once. Altogether $125,000 was spent on

models for this ten-million-dollar struc-

ture. First of all, a model of the entire

building on a scale of one-eighth of an
inch to the foot was made by three men
who worked four months to do it. Next
a larger model on a scale of three-fourths

of an inch to the foot was made. After
the outer shell had been disposed of each

detail of the interior was worked out in

a small scale model. When it had been
developed to the satisfaction of the

architects, Carrere and Hastings, a full-

sized model of each panel or capital or

whatever it was, had to be made for the

stone- or wood-carvers.

In planning the New
Theater in New York.
Carrere and Hastings
called in Neuman and
Even, a firm of famous
modelers, to construct the

interior of the proposed
theater in miniature. In

this model, which is about
three feet in diameter, the

stage was amputated just

back of the proscenium
arch leaving an opening
the full size of the curtain

through which the observer
could look into the audi-

torium, every detail of

TYPES OF MOTOR BOAT MODELS.

which was carefully wrought out to

exact scale. Another view could be ob-

tained through a glass panel in the ceil-

ing and still another by lifting up the

entire top. by which means the beauti-

fully wrought ceiling could be seen to

better advantage.

This toy theater cost the very respecta-

ble sum of $2,000 to produce, but it was
put out of the way at no expense what-
ever. Being requested to exhibit the

model in Boston, the makers borrowed it

from the architects and shipped it, care-

fully packed, by express. \Vhen it was
unpacked it was found to be reduced to

powder. As the express company mod-
estly declined to foot the bill, the model-
makers had to do the costly job all over
again. Fortunately they had saved the

molds, so the labor was not so great as

upon the original.

iHK Perfect House Model.

The roof lifts off to stiow cacll floor separately. Every part is complete to

tlie smallest detail of ligliting and plumbing.
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EXPOSITION

The model of the New Tlieater was
made for the enUghtenment of a building

committee quite as much as for the con-

venience of the architects. Indeed, ten

minutes with a model will explain more
to a client than ten days of oratory over

a set of drawings, for the non-profes-

sional eye can get but little satisfaction

from an architect's drawings. In an
undertaking of sufficient importance to

warrant the expense, therefore, a model
is useful to all concerned.

In order to make clear the arrange-

ment of the grand stairway in the Edwin
Gould mansion, just completed on Fifth

Avenue, New York, Carrere and Hast-

ings had a model of a section of the in-

terior, including the stairs, made. It not

only served the purpose of enlightening

the client, but it also gave two young
Italians, the Menconi Brothers, a start.

The twobrothers worked together on the

model in a tumble-down shed on \\'est

CURVING A Model for an Arch to SKRVk .*t King George Vs
CORON.\T10N.

Twenty-fourth street. They did their

work so well that it brought them more
orders. Now they have spread their

workshops out through three buildings

and employ thirty skilled workmen.
Other models of notable buildings

made in New York were those of the

Brooklyn Institute, of which McKim,
Mead and White were the architects, and
the Connecticut State Library by Donn
Barber. It is hardly worth while to

model a sky-scraper, for the principal

thing required in erecting such a building

is a hoisting engine powerful enough to

transport material to the top ; but in the

case of important public buildings or the

more elaborate bank structures, where
the directors are anxious to get rid of

some of the surplus, a model is necessary.

The model of the Toronto bank, which
was about three feet by two feet, cost

$1,000. The Cleveland Trust Company's
new building was another of the few-

business structures consid-

ered of sufficient impor-

tance to be reproduced in

miniature.

The architectural model-
maker first works out the

architect's idea in clay,

using his fingers to daub so

much of the clay as he can-

not contrive to smear on
his clothes or drop on the

floor, upon a board. By
patting, pinching and pull-

ing he works the clay into

shape, occasionally using a

few carving tools or a loop

of wire to finish off with.

Usually his instructions are

to make a rather free inter-

pretation of the ornamental

*f0
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featiires. and even of some other details,

for the orii^inal drawings are likely to be

more suggestive than specific. To a lim-

ited extent, therefore, the modeler does

creative work. Indeed, the higher class

modelers regard themselves as artists

rather than craftsmen. The heads of the

firm make annual trips to Europe to brush

up their artistic ideas and they are very

particular about those from whom they

accept orders. Some of them will tell you

that there are only about fifteen archi-

tects in New York for whom they care

to work. One architect with a big con-

tract on his hands wanted some scale

models made, but when the firm to which
he applied had seen his plans he was
invited to go elsewdiere as the modelers

did not care to do that grade of work.
After the clay study has been approved

by the architect it is treated to a coat of

shellac, then to a light coat of grease. It

is then encased in a rough plaster form
so that a melted preparation of gelatine,

or "glue" as the modelers call it, may
be poured upon the face. When cold

this glue is as elastic as rubber, so that it

may be pulled from the irregular face of

the model without injury. After being

face-hardened with alum this glue im-

pression serves as a mold into which
plaster of Paris mixed to a thin paste is

poured. Burlap or jute fiber is scattered

over the wet plaster to hold the brittle

stuff together, after which another coat-

ing of plaster is poured on. In making
scale models wires or strips of metal may
be used as reenforcement. Whenever a

detail, such as a column, or a capital or

a window or a decorative detail is re-

peated the modeler makes a mold for a

single unit and then casts as many pieces

as are required. These are then assem-
bled and cemented in place with fresh

This Model Is Displ-ayed in a Window as a Busi-
ness Firm's Way of Advertising Its

New Structure.

plaster. The sections are then assem-
bled and the model is finished by "point-

ing up," or dressing down the rough
parts and filling up imperfections.

Architectural model-makers are among
the highest paid of craftsmen for they get

$50 or $60 a week. They have things

pretty much their own way, for there are

barely two hundred of them in America,

nearly all being in New York City.

In the art of making marine models we
are as far ahead of England as that na-

tion is ahead of us in building full-grown

ships. In mere quantity of outinit, to be

sure, England is as far in the lead as in

turning out real ships. One reason is

that marine model-making has become
such an extensive industry over there

that some concerns make a specialty of

A PORTION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN CAMPUS.
The smooth surface at the richt is water.



MODEL OF THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARV.
Altogether $125,000 was spent on models for this SIO.OOO.IXK) structure.

turnincT out parts for models, which are

assembled by the various makers. This
use of stock parts is deceptive, for they

often differ from the originals they are

supposed to represent. In Great Britain,

too, model-making is a mere trade in

which one man generally makes the com-
plete model from beginning to end, ex-
cept for the stock parts which he buys
ready made. Thus the work is slow and

costly and when it is done is not always
a faithful reproduction of the original.

But in America, on the other hand,
model-making has become an art in

which brains, machinery and specialists

are all employed to produce a mathemat-
ically exact copy in every detail of the

original at reduced cost. A striking ex-

ample of this difference is afforded by
the model of the White Star Liner Olvm-

EXACT MODEL OF THE CURTISS AEROPLANE— SIX FEET ACROSS.

«(?



MINIATURE REPRODUCTION OF THE SEVERN. THE SCHOOLSHIP FOR
UNITED STATES NAVAL CADETS.

pic, now on exhibition in New York.

This, the largest model ever built, is

eighteen feet six inches long and cost

$12,500 in England. The foremost

American maker of marine models of-

fered to build a model of the same ship

of the same size for three-fourths of this

sum. Some idea of the character of

such an undertaking may be gathered

from the American's estimate that it

would take twenty men six months to

build a miniature Olympic.

Lest anyone should underestimate the

importance of the marine model it should

be explained that they perform many
useful services. For one thing marine

models have played an important part in

making England mistress of the seas.

Marine museums, the principal features

of which are models of ships, are nu-
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merous in England Landlubbers there

have abundant opportunities to become
familiar with the appearance of vessels

of all kinds before they ever smell salt

water, and this familiarity inspires a de-

termination to follow the sea for a live-

lihood. America, on the other hand,

has no marine museums. The nearest

we ever came to having one was three

years ago when Senator Heyburn intro-

duced a bill to present a model of each

ship in the United States navy named
after a city or a state to such cities and

states. But the bill was quietly smoth-

ered in committee and our first marine

museum is yet to be established. Ameri-

can boys who might grow up into sea-

faring men and do their share in rehabili-

tating our merchant marine are thus

cheated out of their careers, since they

never have an opportunity of seeing

what a ship looks like. Still, we can

boast that the finest collection of marine

models in the world, that of the New

'J HIS CONCRFTK HoUSE MaV BE CLEANED BY SlMPLV
ON THE Hose.

York Yacht Club, is to be found on
x\merican soil, even if it isn't open to the

public.

Models are, also often useful to the

man who has decided to build a ship or a

yacht but is not sure about the details.

To the unpracticed eye the blue prints of

the naval architect convey but little

meaning. In such a case the model-

maker is called in to construct the vessel

in miniature from the architect's draw-
ings. Then the prospective owner can

see his future craft just as it would look

if viewed through a reducing glass.

With the concrete object before his eyes

he can have changes made to suit his

ideas, thus making sure that he will not

be disappointed in the vessel itself.

Models, too, play an important part in

admiralty suits sometimes, though this

happens oftener in England than in

America. Alodels of the splendid new
trans-Atlantic liners also do effective

work in ilrumming up trade for the

steamship companies. The
White Star Line and the

Cunard Line have each

more than a hundred thou-

sand dollars invested in

models of their crack ships,

which are kept going the

rounfls of the more im-

portant cities. They wear
out in the course of their

dry land voyages and have

to go into dry dock just

like their full-grown coun-

terparts, particularly if they

happen to be English built.

Lastly, marine models

make attractive collections

for those in search of nov-

elty. Henry --\. ^lorss, a

Boston yachtsman, has rec-

ognized the opportunity by
gathering a fine private

collection.

A marine model may be

of any dimensions required

from life-size down. Visit-

ors at the Chicago World's

Fair in 1893 will recall the

life-sized model of the bat-

tleship Illinois, done in

wood and staff, in one of

the lagoons in Jackson

Park. \\t the St. LouisJ'lRNlNG
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World's Fair in 1904, a life-

sized model of the forward third

of a typical cruiser was con-

structed in the Government
building-. This full-sized

model was surrounded by a

most interesting- collection

of warship models of con-

ventional size from the

Xavy Department, that is,

a quarter of an inch to the

foot. The entire collec-

tion, including the full-

sized model, was the work
of H. E. Boucher, of New
York, the world's foremost

marine model-maker.
!^.Ir. Boucher was em-

ployed as a naval architect

at the Brooklyn Navy Yard
for a number of years.

Barnum and Bailey, the circus

men who had secured permission

from the Government to make
models of eleven warships for

exhibition, engaged Mr. Boucher
to superintend the construction

of the models after hours. The
models were so fine that they

won the admiration of Naval
Constructor Bowles, who se-

cured the transfer of Mr. Boucher to

the Navy Department's model shop at

Washington. Boucher reorganized the

shop, put it on an efficient basis and re-

duced the cost of model-making one-

third.

When the time came he was assigned

to the task of building the big model at

the St. Louis Exposition. At the Seattle

Exposition in 1909, he built for the War
Department a model to show harbor de-

fense by submarine mines. In a little

bay filled with real water and com-
manded by fortifications complete in

every detail, were a number of submarine
mines so disposed as to protect the

entrance. A tiny ship steaming about

the harbor came in contact with one of

the mines at regular intervals, causing

a light to glow in the mine to attract the

A

spectators attention,

stant there was an
panied by a puff of

Then the unfortunate

meet her doom again.

One notable piece

At the same in-

explosion accom-
property smoke.
ship sailed on to

of work by Mr.

.Model of an .An'Cient Chin'kse Music Barge.

Boucher was to epitomize the history of

the United States Navy in a series of

twenty half models for the New York
Yacht Club. The series began with

Paul Jones' ship, the famous Bonhomme
Richard, and included the Constitution,

the Poivhattan, the first sidewheel man
of war, the corvette Kearsarge, the

Maine and the Oregon, and concluded

with the Connecticut. As all were on

the same scale the increase in size as -well

as progress in other features could be

comjirehended at a glance. The collec-

tion was regarded as so important that

the maker was requested to duplicate it

for the Navy Department. Six years ago
Mr. Boucher resigned from the Navy
Department and set up business for him-

self as a model-maker in a little shop in

Maiden Lane, New York, with two as-

sistants. Soon he was obliged to move
to larger quarters. Now he employs
thirty-two expert mechanics and is look-

ing for still larger shop space.

Some of the most interesting marine

models turned out by Mr. Boucher are



UNITED STATES NAVY DEPARTMENT'S
MINIATURE OF FORWARD PART

OF A BATTLESHIP.

A ^rni'> K.NdiM-. KiioM IN 111 r\ii~A\ i:x(;i:llknt i'ikck ny EXCiNicKKiNt: work.
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those showing;' interiors of vessels. A
model of the transport Sherman seen

from one side shows the ordinary ex-

terior view. The other side shows the

interior on the center line of the ship.

Every detail is there and everything is

carefully made to scale, from the chart

room and the cabins to the bunks for the

troops, the coal in the bunkers, the ma-
chinery, cargo, and the quarters of beef

in the cold storage room.
Models of the lohmda, Mortimer F.

Plant's yacht, and the Vanadis, owned
by C. K. G. Billings, show the exterior

on the port side, while on the starboard

side tlie shell plating is removed to

show the interior, from the luxurious

furnishings in the cabin to the boilers and
engines. The quadruple expansion en-

not to be had whenever needed ; they

have to be trained to the work. As the

demand for models fluctuates and as it

would not do to lay ofif these trained

specialists lest they might not be found
when needed, general machine work of

the higher grade is taken in to keep the

plant going.

Unless it is desired to show the details

of its construction the hull of the marine
model is carved out of a solid mass of

wood. This is not one piece as it grew
in the tree, for that would warp and check
and be utterly worthless, but a built-

up block of one-inch or half-inch boards
accurately fitted and glued together.

The exterior is first shaped up to the

proper lines, then the interior is hollowed
out as much as may be required. P'inally

SHOWING THE CAPITALIST FARMER HOW TO LAY OUT HIS ACRES.

gines of the J'aiiadis, which, of course,

are accurately built to scale, are five

inches long by four inches high. Every
bolt head, oil cup and other detail is

there in its proper proportions and the

whole is beautifully finished. It took

one man six weeks to build the engines.

Some of the details of a marine model
are very small. Just to give an idea of

them it may be said that they include

turnbuckles with right and left hand
threads that work just as well as the full-

sized ones, yet are only half an inch long

over all. Cleats three-eighths of an inch

long and blocks one-sixteenth of an inch

long may be found. For cordage
Japanese grass line, which is not only ex-

tremely strong but is twisted in e.xact

imitation of ordinary rope, is used.

Watchmaker's work seems crude when
compared with the delicate nicety of skill

required in the model-maker. Men com-
petent to build the tiny engines and do the

other metal work get from $4.50 to $4.75

a day, while ordinary machinists are

glad to get $3 a day. The woodworkers
are equally well paid. Model-makers are

the superstructure and top hamper are

put on. For the superstructure, the Eng-
lish model-makers use thin strijis from a

single board. This material will not stand

rough usage nor changes of climate but

soon warps and splits so that the models
find their way to Mr. Boucher's dry docks

where the worthless material is replaced

by sheets of wood built up by gluing

half-inch strips together. This built-up

lumber never warps nor checks and it

will stand remarkably rough usage for

such frail material.

\\'hen the model is intended to show
the structure of the hull a section, usually

amidship, will generally suffice. In this

case bits of metal and wood finished ex-

actly to scale are put together precisely

as the larger pieces go in the full-sized

ship. The work is done directly from
the naval architect's drawings, which are

on a scale of a quarter of an inch to the

foot. If a craft is already in existence

a model may be made from photographs
of it. The scale is obtained from the

photographs by laying a number of rods

divided into inches alternately black and
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A DAINTY STRUCTURE IN PLASTER WITH A FRONTAGE OF SIX FEET.
Modfl rif tlu- Clfvcland Trust Cotiipniiy's nrw buildinj,^ at CK-vuland. Ohio.
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white, wherever measurements are re-

quired. No matter how the camera may
be placed the correct measures sliow in

the photograph.
Marine models are costly luxuries. A

model of a fifty-foot sloop, if made to the

conventional scale, would cost $300. The
model of the folaiicla. seven feet long,

cost $5,000.

Mr. Boucher has views on the subject

of models and education that are worth

hearing. "My bent for model-making,"

said he. "may be due in some degree to

the fact that my father never would give

me any toys. But as he willingly .sup-

plied me with tools and materials I never

lacked playthings. I have often thought

it would be a great blessing if other boys

were treated the same way. Girls are

well provided for. They are given toy

houses, all sorts of toy furniture, dolls,

4fS

dolls' clothing, needles and thread and
everything else that will familiarize them
with housework from their earliest in-

fancy. But the poor boy is given a ball

and bat and turned out into the street.

Balls and bats may be very well in their

way, but they certainly are not prolific in

ideas. Boys should be taught to shift

for themselves in the matter of amuse-
ment as soon as they are able to handle

tools.

"We need a nautical museum, or

rather a good many of them. We used

to be considered a maritime nation.

Whether we ever were or not, we have
gotten bravely over it now. The greater

]3art of our poinilaticm is too far from salt

water to know anything about maritime
commerce, and not knowing, they care

nothing about it. They never can be

educated up to a iluc a])preciation of our



marine interests and opportunities

through the newspapers nor by pictures.

They must see the ships, either liy

journeying to the ocean, or by sending

the ships in miniature to them. A good
model discounts everything else as a

means of instruction."

Ahhough architects on land and sea

are the principal users of models they by
no means exhaust the list. A recently

developed use for models, which is rap-

idly extending, is in selling goods. Some
manufacturers of special machinery em-
ploy no salesmen. When an inquiry for

a machine is received a working model
is sent. This tells its own story more
convincingly than the most eloquent

words. The inquirer returns the model
with his order, whereupon it goes to the

next prospective customer. Express
charges on the "silent salesman" are

cheaper than railroad fares for the more
loquacious kind, and there are no hotel

bills to pay.

Often, though, the silent salesman
goes along with the ordinary kind to help

him out. The salesmen's models cover

a curiously wide range. Perhaps the

model may be nothing more than the

working part of a rock crusher about the

size of an ordinary fruit cake cut in half

to show some special feature, which can

be carried in a grip or a sample case.

Or it may be a working sectional model

of a valve movement the size of a postal

card and a quarter of an inch thick, in-

cluding the glass cover, which can be

carried in the pocket. Mr. Boucher has
made several working models of boilers

of glass with alcohol lamps in the fur-

naces, in which the whole process of gen-
erating steam may be seen. These glass

boilers will safely carry a pressure of
twenty pounds to the square inch.

Real estate salesmen in England not

infrequently use models of properties to

effect sales. This is too expensive a

method, though, except in the case of

costly mansions. But one instance is

known in which an American real estate

man used a model. In this case the in-

terior as well as the exterior was shown,
the top being removable. Enterprising
manufacturers who support city sales-

rooms sometimes have models of their

plants made for exhibition in the show
windows. This class of models, together
with relief maps such as are shown at

expositions, is regarded as "cheap work"
and as such is rather looked down upon
by the leading modelers.

Models of street corners, roadways,
bridges, buildings and the like are often

used in litigation in English courts, for

they make clear to a jury as nothing else

can the locale of an accident or a crime.

But in American courts models have
rarely been used.
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ONE OF THE COUNTRY RESIDENCES OF GENERAI, LUIS -TERRAZAS.

WEALTHIEST MAN IN MEXICO
By

W. D. HORNADAY

GENERAL LUIS TER-
RAZAS, who is said to be

. the wealthiest man in Mex-
ico, rules over a princely

domain. While his land and
livestock interests form a considerable

part of his fortune he also possesses

much other property. His wealth has

been estimated as li'igh as $150,000,000

gold, but it is probably very much less

than that sum. He owns many millions

of acres of land in the state of Chihua-
hua, upon which almost countless num-
bers of cattle, horses, sheep and other

livestock contentedly graze. His sev-

eral ranches are cut u]) into large pas-

tures some of which arc of themselves

from one hundred thousand to two hun-

dred thousand acres in area. It has been

stated that General Terrazas owns two-

thirds of the buildings in the city of Clii-

liuahua. He has enormous investments

in banks, in railroads, in manufacturing
establishments and various other profit-

making industries.

While General Terrazas' business in-

terests are varied and widely scattered

they are all under his personal control, in

spite of the fact that he is eighty years

old. He takes the keenest pleasure in

looking after his ranches and farms.

For many years he has been the fore-

most man in Mexico in improving the

breed of his cattle and other livestock.

He has imported many thoroughbred ani-

mals from the United States and placed

them upon his ranches. Of late years he

has also given considerable attention to

scientific farming. His ranches are situ-

ated in an arid part of the country and
irrigation is necessary in order to raise

crops with much degree of success.

This remarkable man is essentially

self-made. He was born in the city of

Chihuahua where he has made his home
during his whole lifetime. In spite of

his childhood poverty and disadvantages

he managed to obtain a fair education.

From the early days of his youth he has

held to the belief that education was the

great uplifting power of the people of

Mexico. So strouglv was he imbued

4S0
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with this idea that he devoted his spare

time when a young- man to teaching night

school in his native city in order that

the poor youths might be given a start

towards bettering their condition.

In the days of General Terrazas'

young manhood and up to tlie time that

General Porfirio Diaz ascended to the

presidency and established permanent
peace. Mexico was the scene of wars and

disorders. \\'hile General Terrazas en-

tered upon a mercantile career he found

it necessary to frequently respond to the

military call of duty. On one occasion

the city of Chihuahua was captured by a

force of several hundred bandits. The
governor fled to Juarez. Terrazas or-

ganized a volunteer force of men and
recaptured the city of wliich he was at

that time the jefe politico or mayor. In

recognition of this service he was made
governor of the state. He served several

terms in that capacity and when he

finally decided to retire to private life

the reins of government were turned

over to his son-in-law. Enrique C. Creel,

who afterwards became Mexican ambas-
sador to the United States and is now
minister of foreign affairs of Mexico.

General Terrazas lives in unpreten-

tious style. He has a large and comfort-

able residence upon one of his ranches

where he spends part of his time. He
has traveled extensively in the United

States and Mexico. He has always been

active in the development of the natural

resources of his native state and wel-

comed the advent of American capital.

Mexico's Wealthiest Citizen.

General Luis Terrazas. who owns vast estates in our
turbulent neighboring republic.

It was largely through his efforts that

the educational system of the state was
placed upon a high plane. Strict saloon

regulations and anti-gambling measures
are also in effect.

FACE PAINT FOR THE COMPLEXION

nPHE native women of the Portuguese
*• province of Mozambique, in Africa,

paint their faces with a peculiar paste,

made by grinding a certain kind of wood
on a wetted stone. It is most refreshing,

according to the account of those who
use this odd cosmetic, and greatly im-

proves the complexion, removing wrink-

les, and keeping the skin free from
eruptive blemishes. When dry it turns

a dazzling white, so as to give to a

woman decorated with it the effect of

wearing a ghastly mask.

Some of the wood from which the

paste is made has been sent by our con-

sul at Mozambique
to the Bureau of

l\Ianuf actures at

Washington, which
will furnish sam-
ples of it gratis to

any chemist wish-

ing to investigate

its properties.

Such a material

placed on the
American market
might be popular

as a wrinkle-re-

mover onlv. A M.ASK OF White P.aint.



AN UNATTENDED LIGHTHOUSE
By

F. A. A. TALBOT

A
NOVEL and interesting light-

house, the main feature of

which is that it requires no
manual attention, has re-

cently been completed in the

English Channel. The situation is off

the coast of Guernsey, Channel Islands,

and some sort of warning has long been
considered necessary by shipping circles.

These islands are very rockbound, and
scattered submerged reefs and masses of

rocks extend for some distance from the

mainland. Under these circumstances
the entrance to St. Peter Port, which has
only one navigable channel, and thai

somewhat narrow, is extremely difficult

in rough and foggy weather, and numer-
ous disasters have occurred in the vicin-

ity of the entrance.

The problem, however, offered tre-

mendous difficulties. The only possible

situation for a lighthouse was an isolated

detached rock known as the Platte

Fougere, about a mile seawards, which
marks the entrance to the channel, but
the prevailing conditions were such that

a lighthouse of the conventional type

at this point rendered it impossible

for lighthouse-keepers to live in the

tower. Nor could an automatic beacon

Thk DrpLiCATE Siren on thk Shore Station. One Milk from the
Unattended Lighthouse.
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or whistling buoy meet the requirements,
for the site is very exposed and subjected
to the full fury of the Atlantic. To assist

in their task of solving the problem, the

authorities sought the assistance and ex-

perience of Messrs. D. and C. Stevenson,

the well-known lighthouse engineers of

Edinburgh, who have been associated

with many of the most important light-

houses on the exposed parts of the Scot-

tish coast. These consulting engineers

as a result of their surveys proposed the

novel structure which is illustrated

herewith.

The lighthouse erected on the rock

comprises a tower, carrying a light, and
a powerful siren for use in foggy
weather. The siren is driven by com-
pressed air, and the electrical power is

transmitted from a station on the main-
land. So far as marine requirements are

concerned the siren for foggy weather
was most particularly desired by captains

so as to enable them to pick up the en-

trance to the narrow channel which leads

to St. Peter Port, and under these cir-

cumstances the light is in reality a sec-

ondary consideration, though it has,

since it was inaugurated, proved highly

serviceable to navigation.

The rock selected is one
of a large scattered group
and is particularly danger-
ous for the reason that it

lies very low in the water,

and is completely sub-

merged at high tide.

U n d e r these circum-
stances the engineers
evolved the novel solution

illustrated herewith, which
is probably the only light-

house installation of its

tyjie that has yet been
carried out. It was found
that a tower of small di-
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atneter would have to be erected, and

under these circumstances an irregular

i)Ctai,'-onal structure to conform with the

foundation surface available had to be

built. The lowest portion is of Portland

cement jilaced inside of wroug;ht-iron

molds. The tower is fixed to the rock by

heavy iron bars driven into the y;ranite to

secure a firm foundation, and steel beams

are built in at frequent points to consoli-

date the structure and to secure gfeater

rigidity where tension is most likely to

be imposed upon the fabric. The upper

part of the tower is wrought in concrete.

At the height of 46 feet above low

water the tower is entered by a door. Up
to this level the structure is solid, and the

entrance is gained by a ladder u]) the

side of which the cable is carried. The UxATThNriFij Ligh i h».>l ?if ai Low \S'ater.

SPIDERS THAT FLY
By

DR. W. H. ALBRIGHT

F
^ LYING spiders is the name

given to a number of species

of spiders that use their web
as an aerovehicle to convey
them to other feeding grounds.

Their webs are seen during the warm
autumn days floating in countless num-
bers through the air, and even then we see

but a small per cent of the real number
as those we see represent only the fail-

ures of attempts to get into the air, the

webs having caught on some obstruction.

It is estimated that on imcul-

tivated grass land there are

upwards of fifty million of

these spiders to the square

mile, and they represent nine-

tenths of all the spiders found

in the temperate zone.

There are many varieties of

spiders, but their numbers are

few compared with the num-
bers of flying spiders.

I have studied the habits of

these spiders for upwards of

twenty years and the accom-
panying photo silhouettes rep-

resent, as far as I have been able to de-

termine, nearly all the spiders that mi-

grate, and only three of these are espe-

cially good fliers ; the other one, a "Lyco-

sid" or "wolf" spider—the largest of the

four—enjoys a trip occasionally but is

not in it with the other three.

The family of "Thomisid" or "crab"

is an ugly specimen looking as much like

a louse or tick as a spider. It can travel

backward, sidewise, or diagonally with

equal facility, which is decidedly snail-

like : but he is a good aviator

and I have seen full-size

spiders of this variety take

flight with apparent ease. It

is understood that, as a rule,

only the smallest of spiders,

seldom larger than a pin,

are fliers, and to see these

fat, ugly gourmands enjoy

such a sport makes us think

that we as beings of super in-

telligence, are unquestionably

slow.

Tibellus oblongus, and Par-

dosa, are found in nearly
' FuUiND FKOM Maine to

THE Rockies."
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The Wolf Spider.

equal numbers from Maine to the Rock-

ies. They are both very active and ex-

cellent fliers even to the youngest speci-

mens. Full-grown ones, however, are

seldom, if ever, found in flight.

When we know that, were it not for

spiders, hardly a blade of grass or a tree

leaf could survive the onslaught of the

larval horde that would sweep over the

earth, it should be the aim of agricultur-

ists to handle their work in a manner to

preserve these creatures. We believe

that subsoiling and surface work could

take the place of deep plowing with bet-

ter results both in crops and in the de-

struction of pests. It is found that many
crops like onions are grown more suc-

cessfully without the annual plowing,

and as we cannot domesticate spiders

and raise them in hatcheries we should

make some provision for allowing them
to escape the plow. We know that a

large part of the L'nited States is now
under the plow and that there are com-

"An Ugly Specimen."

paratively few spiders found on culti-

vated soil ; the plow, no doubt, has a

great deal to do with this by covering

the young so deeply that they cannot

liberate themselves.

Remembering that these photos are

greatly magnified, if the reader will con-

sider that the Pardosa is smaller than the

head of a pin, that he is bright, active, and
wary, that his airship might land him on
the ocean 300 miles from land, as he has

been found, the interest in him will be

specially keen.



OLD METHon OF TK ANSI'l )K TINC; COAL— RV CAMLL.
Picturcstiui-, but slow ;ind expensive.

REMARKABLE CHINESE CABLEWAY
By

DR. ALFRED GRADENWITZ

TO the west of Pekin there

extends for some distance a

mountain range rising to ever

greater heights, and which in

the Liao-ou-tai Chan reaches

to approximately 10,000 feet.

In these mountains are found many
ancient monuments and temples, as well

as Imperial castles inhabited only in sum-
mer, and these heights afford a welcome
refuge to European residents of Pekin,

anxious to escape the heat and dust of

the plains in order to enjoy some fresh

air, at least in the evenings. The Pekin-

Han-Kevu Railway, with a branch line

to To-li at the foot of the mountains and
on the banks of the Liou-Ii-Ho, leads in

this direction. The Liou-Ii-Ho comes
from the western part of these moun-
tains traversing a valley full of the most
variegated landscapes, cut deeply into the

high mountain range. This valley is

worth coming far to see.

The horseman proceeding uphill will

meet on his way thousands of camels,

mules and donkeys carrying heavy loads

of coal sacks from the coal mines to the

railway station of To-li. The narrow
path is taken up by an endless file of

beasts of burden among which the camels

stalking majestically behind one another

produce an especially odd impression.

Each camel driver guides six to ten cam-
els, the front one being connected for

simplicity's sake by ropes with the noses

of those following behind so that the

driver may confine his attention to the

first camel. This in conjunction with the

mud and dust, and the swarms of flies

attracted by the enormous heat, makes
the transport of coal a torture to those

poor beasts.

THE NEW METHOD OF TRANSPORTING COAL.
Cable-way through thu Chang-Fan Chan Mountains. China.
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This pitiable state of affairs will, how-
ever, soon disappear, as the Chinese coal

miners and merchants have united with

a view to increasing their production and
sales at Pekin by the aid of improved
means of transport, and the cableway re-

cently constructed will do away with all

previous drawbacks. As the narrow
valley with its many sinuosities did not

allow of the installation of any ordinary

railway, a cableway freely suspended
above valleys and heights obviously was
the only solution of the problem.

About six hours' ride up the moun-
tains commences the coal district, where
many villages are spread over the more
or less precipitous valleys. The coal

mining is carried out on a system quite

novel to western travelers. Whereas in

Western countries large mining com-
panies are formed which, in order to get

at the veins, have to sink expensive shafts

hundreds of feet deep, keeping an army
of miners at work below ground, the

anthracite in the rocky valley of the

Liou-li-Hij comes to the surface, so that

each peasant is able to carry on his min-
ing .separately with the assistance of his

sons, by furrowing tiny mole-like gal-

leries into the mountains. The coal is

mined in a most primitive manner with-
out any working funds or machinery,
being taken to the surface on sledges

with wooden runners. As a rule, four to

eight men are found working alternately

in the same gallery, the coal being ac-

cumulated in large heaps, whence for-

nierl}' were loaded the camels and mules
transporting it to the railway station.

Mere now begins the cableway which ex-

tends down to the valley city.

While the means of transport have
now become thoroughly modernized it

will be long before any up-to-date

methods may be introduced into the ex-

ploitation of these coal mines as foreign-

ers are not so far allowed any share in

the mining business of the interior of
China. The fact that European engineers
have at last, for the first time, been ad-
mitted into these secluded districts is

significant of the new spirit in China.

!W4. 1,1. ^. I . .
i^^'^y

-l 1 llv\ i--lXI, THK CONSTRLt 1 kiN dl- THK C'ABLKWAV.
'J'Ih- arrival at Nantziou.
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LOCUSTS AND THEIR PUPA SHELLS.

Sevenleen rear^ar Lgcu^

D
BacKAgain

URING the coming
summer the At-

lantic seaboard,
from Connecticut

to North Caro-
lina, will suffer from the visi-

tation of the seventeen-year

locust. In countless millions

the cicada will sing their shrill song and
devour young fruit trees. The locust

swarms, though appearing at happily

long intervals, may be depended upon to

arrive on schedule time. In Connecticut

they have been regularly reported every

seventeen years since 1724, and in New
Jersey since 1775. The last appearance

was in the vear 1894, when scientists

made careful studies of the

Ellline'tt"^\ insect.

Ci^ll \ The appearance of the

^^P*^^**-
I

cicada in great numbers nat-

f][gJJ" /~) j urally causes considerable

\.^_^y alarm for the safety of shade

trees and orchards. The ac-

tual damage done in the past,

however, has been comparatively slight,

except in the case of young orchards,

and even then, by vigorous pruning

after the insects have disappeared, much
of the injury caused by the egg punc-

tures can be obviated.

Ordinary repellent substances, such as

kerosene emulsion or carbolic acid solu-

tions, seem to have little effect in pre-
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venting the oviposition of these insects.

Recent experiences seem to indicate that

trees thoroug"hly sprayed with Bordeaux
mixture or hme wash are apt to be

avoided by the cicada, especially if there

are other trees in the neighborhood on
wliich they can oviposit. The best

method of protecting nurseries and
young orchards is to collect the insects

in bags in early morning and late even-
ing, when they are somewhat torpid.

Such collections should begin with the.

appearance of the locust and continue
until the swarms have disappeared.

CUBA'S FRENZIED GAMBLING GAME. JAI ALAI

J
AI ALAI, the great gambling game of

Cuba, is unique among all other

gambling contests in, that it calls for as

high a degree of bodily skill as mental.

One who has seen the game describes it

as "a superb display of human agility

and high training." The successful Jai

Alai contestant must accustom himself to

sustain a strain of continuous violent

exercise. "The Jai .\lai player," says

the same authdrity quntcd above, "dies

young."
In Havana, the contests are sched-

uled for every Tuesday and Thursday
nights and Sunday afternoons. Thou-
sands of spectators, the most of whom
are there to gamble, often witness the

game at one time. The prices of admit-

tance range from $2.50, each person,

down to $1.00, according to the fame of

the contestants. High walls of stone

enclose the Jai Alai court on three sides

;

the floor also being paved with stone.

Metal markers against the wall designate

the limits within which the ball must
strike. The ball used is one of India

rubber covered with leather, and weighs

about one-quarter of a pound. The ball

is thrown to the wall from a small curved
basket attached to the wrist of the player,

and is caught again in the rebound by
means of the basket. A failure to catch

the ball on the rebound, or the throwing
of it outside the proscribed limits is

counted a miss, and scores one for the

opposing side. The scores, as fast as

made, are registered in sight of the spec-

tators. The score runs to thirty. When
it is nearing completion, the spectators

go into a frenzy of excitement. Some
have gone insane on the spot from
losses ; others have committed suicide.

It is now played under police restric-

tions, but still many scenes of horror
occur. The more morally inclined Cu-
bans have made frequent attempts to

have the game suppressed by law. In

a speech in the Cuban Senate some time
ago. Senator Sanguilly scathingly pro-

nounced Jai Alai "a social cancer, whose
results are the ruin of many persons, the

cause of commercial failures, and of the

suicides of fathers of families and of

)'()uths of brilliant promise."

4SS



THE BROOKE MOTOR FITTED WITH A I'KurELLER FOR DRIVING AN AEROPLANE.

TO STOP AEROPLANE
AND AUTO ACCIDENTS

By

HENRY M. HYDE

WHAT makes an automobile

skid ? What is the cause

of the terrible accidents to

machines running at high

speed, occurring chiefly

on the curves of race tracks ?

Why is it that most of the fatal acci-

dents in aeronautics have occurred just

as the aeroplanes were turned into the

horizontal plane, after a long sweep
down from the heights on a sharply in-

clined plane?

In all these cases the accidents are

most frequent and most dangerous just

-tso
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at the moment when the direction

is suddenly changed. What is the

nature and the cause of the force

which tends so strongly to resist this

change of direction that, often, the whole
fabric is upset or even torn to pieces in

the conflict?

Studying this problem, Thomas Pres-

ton Brooke, the well-known musician and
band-master, has been led to certain

radical conclusions. In defense of these

conclusions Mr. Brooke has prepared
certain experimental apparatus which
seems to demonstrate the truth of his

contentions. He has also invented and
built an eighty horse-power motor, for

use in automobiles and aeroplanes, in

which the danger of such accidents is

—

in the opinion of the inventor, at least

—

entirely eliminated.

In brief, then, Mr. Brooke claims that

a majority of automobile and aeroplane

accidents of the destructive type are due
to the gyroscopic force exerted by the

revolving fly-wheels and clutches of their

motors. \Mien. in obedience to the steer-

ing wheel, the direction of a fast-moving

car or flying machine is suddenly altered,

the gyroscopic force of the fly-wheels

and clutches continues to be exerted in

the old direction. Hence the whole ma-
chine skids or even turns a somersault.

For the purpose of demonstration, Mr.
Brooke has mounted a couple of gyro-

scopic tops on a small-wheeled frame-

work, which may represent the chassis

of an automobile. The two tops are set

to spinning on their axles in a plane at

right angles to the direction of the little

car. The slightest attempt to change the

direction of the car invariably results in

its rearing up on its hind wheels like a

bucking broncho. So strong is the force

exerted by this upward leap that it takes

a pressure of twelve or fifteen pounds to

put the front wheels back on the ground.

i Iiiw, Mr. Brooke asked himself, would
it be possible to neutralize this destruct-

ive force of the necessary fly-wheel and
clutches ?

In the course of his experiments he

one day set the two tops mounted on

their small framework spinning in op-

posite directions—one from right to left,

the other in the opposite direction. To
his surprise the problem—from an ex-

perimental standpoint, at least—seemed

to be thus simply solved. With the tops

spinning in opposition it became at once
possible to alter the direction of the

machine as suddenly as one wished with-

out developing the slightest inclination to

skid or somersault. The gyroscopic force

exerted by each of the spinning tops was
exactly balanced by that of the other.

In his effort to prove the practical

force of this discovery Mr. Brooke made
many experiments and built a large num-
ber of models. He has finally con-

structed a large motor on this principle,

which develops about eighty horse-power
and which, in actual operation, seems to

give the final proof of the correctness of

his theory.

In the Brooke "non-gyro" motor there

are ten cylinders. They are mounted in

sets of five on two circular bases, which
revolve in opposite directions when the

motor is in operation. The essential point

in this motor, wherein it differs from all

other revolving cylinder motors, is the

fact that the bases carrying the cylin-

ders revolve in opposite directions, the

gyroscopic force developed by each being

thus exactly neutralized by that of the

other. In this way, while the fly-wheel

of the ordinary motor is entirely elim-

inated and all the advantages of the

revolving cylinder type retained, there is

absolutely no danger from what Brooke
calls the destructive action of gyroscopic

force.

The Brooke motor, which is now ap-

parently perfected, develops about eighty

horse-power when all the ten cylinders

are in operation. But, at the will of the

operator, either half—containing five

cylinders—may be disconnected, the re-

maining section developing forty horse-

])ower, which is quite sufficient for the

ordinary aeroplane or motor car. It is

to be noted that when the gasoline is cut

off from one section it still continues to

revolve, thus still serving to neutralize

the gyroscopic force of the other. At the

same time the disused section is being

thoroughly cooled, thus eliminating the

danger of overheating and furnishing a

motor which should be almost ideal for

long-distance flights or runs.

As an engine for airships, especially,

Air. Brooke makes many other important

claims for his new motor. It is said to

be the lightest motor ever constructed in
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proportion to the horse-power developed

and to be stronger, at the same time, than

any of its rivals. It is also fitted with

new devices for delivering gasoline under
an absolutely constant pressure and
through a straining mechanism which
insures the perfect cleanliness of the

fluid. The carburetor, electric and lubri-

cation systems also contain many novel

features, as was recognized by the Patent

Office at Washington, when twenty-two

broad claims were allowed to go to

patent, without a single existing patent

being cited against them.

Mr. Brooke's career has been pic-

turesque and interesting. When a boy
he ran away from home and joined a

circus. Connected with the show was
one of the old-fashioned aeronauts, who
after ascending to a considerable height

in a balloon, daily thrilled the natives by
cutting loose from his support and drop-

ping back to earth with the aid of a

parachute. Being of a daring and reck-

less disposition Mr. Brooke occasionally

took the place of the aeronaut and did

the parachute leap on his own account.

Thus early did he get an interest and
some practical experience in the problems
of aeronautics.

In later years he turned his attention to

music and for fifteen years he was the

conductor of a well known band and
orchestra in Chicago. During this period,

also, he composed the music of a couple

of comic operas and more than a hun-
dred quick-steps and waltzes. But all

the time he retained his interest in me-
chanics as applied to rapid transporta-

tion. When the internal-combustion en-

gine was invented, bringing in its train

the aeroplane and automobile, more and
more of his attention was given to the

resulting problems. Finally, with a num-
ber of profitable contracts in sight, he

deliberately gave up his career as a band
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conductor and has since then spent every

energy in the perfecting of his "non-

gyro" motor.

Mr. Brooke's theories and discoveries

as to the dangers of gyroscopic force in

aeroplanes and automobiles do not con-

flict at all with the views held by Bren-
nan, inventor of the famous mono-rail
gyroscopic railroad system. Mr. Brooke
points out that there is a great difference

between a vehicle running free in the

air or on the road and in one which is

anchored in one ]3lane by the grip of its

wheels on the rail.

That there has been a widespread
popular delusion about the almost mirac-

ulous effect of the gyroscope as a safety

appliance in vehicles of all descriptions

there can be no doubt. Mr. Brooke's
views as to the dangers of this popular

superstition have recently received high
endorsement by M. Bouchaud-Praecig,
an eminent French engineer, who in

recent lectures and magazine articles has

taken exactly the same position.

Mr. Brooke has invented and is now
completing the construction of a new
aeroplane, which will be fitted with his

"non-gyro" engine and in which he hopes
and, in fact, expects, to full)- demonstrate
the correctness of his radical views in

mechanics.

TELESCOPE BUILT BY PRINTER

A M.KTEUR astronomers thrive in
^*' Pasadena, Cal. Inspired in most
cases by the new five-foot reflecting

telescope of the Carnegie Solar Ob-
servatory on Mt. Wilson, which was con-

structed in the observatory office in

AND His InSTRLIMI'.NT.
\S I Ri >Ni iMI- l-'S

Pasadena, a number of Pasadenans have
made eight-inch replicas of the great

sky searchers, and with them are doing
much research work. An organization

with a membership of about a dozen has

been formed.
E. H. Morse, a linotype operator,

whose telescope is pictured herewith,

made a complete set of machinery, with
the aid of which his eight-inch mirror
was ground to a degree of perfection in

a few months. His experience seemed
to disprove the contention of a colleague,

Wendell P. Hoge, a railroad man, that

it is impossible to construct a machine
which will not, in the course of grinding

a mirror, repeat the same motions at in-

tervals, thus working the inch-thick plate

of glass into zones which would destroy

the efficiency of the mirror. Air. Hoge
began his mirror a dozen years ago in

the East and completed it entirely by
hand, placing the glass on an upturned
barrel and walking around and around
it as he rubbed the glass with fine emery
and jeweler's rouge, to secure the desired

])arabolic surface.

Other small telescopic mirrors are now
in process of construction, while Prof.

G. W. Ritchey, expert of the solar ob-

servatory, who directed work on the five-

foot mirror from which results were se-

cured, said by scientists to be the best yet

recorded, has made a nine-inch reflecting

tt'lescope for the students of the Pasadena
i ligh School.



Thk 'Natukk Man" CuLTivAxiNrt thk
CocoANUT Palm.

Thk "Naturk Man" (i.iMBiNt; a Papaw.

THE NATURE MAN IN TAHITI

SAN
FRANXISCO and Los An-

geles still remember vividly the

physiognomy and prophetic

pose of W. Ernest Darling, the

little-clad advocate of the sim-

plest life, uncooked food and most
simplified spelling, whom unceasing

troubles with the police courts forced to

leave the continent in search of a more
suiting climate and less sophisticated en-

vironments. But the same prejudice

which Darling found in his own home,
in the university he attended for a time,

and in the communities where he

preached his "sermons on the Mount,"
awaited him in Hawaii and gave him in

the end the choice of a jail sentence in

Honolulu or of leaving the islands of his

own "free will." The Nature Man took

the offer of a leave, and crossed the line

in his search of Eden, finding it in Tahiti,

the main island of the Society Group,

near the capital of French Oceania,

Papeete. The booklets of the steamship

companies abound, to be sure, with pic-

tures of almost nude natives ; but Dar-
ling found, to his sorrow, that even if

there are people still to be seen in Tahiti,

clad only in "parens," Papeete's decorum
requires as rigorously the antiquated

pants as the old-fashioned shirt. After

a short stand, the Nature Man had to

give in ; and so, on his way from the

plantation to the town, he is wont to

gradually acquire such articles of attire

as the law imposes on him. He has his

pants-limit, his shirt-limit, his bicycle sta-

tion ; and the said articles are deposited,

in the reverse order, on the same places

whenever he is returning, the bicycle

having served only as a beast of burden

for his bananas and mummy apples.

High above civilization, out of the sight

of the curious, on his premises, the

Nature Man comes to his own and dis-

embarrasses himself of all, if he is alone,

and keeps the native pareu around his

loins, if he happens to have visitors.
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BLOWIN

Prompt Action

Marie—"When you spoke to papa did you
tell him you had $500 in the hank:'"

Tom—"I did."

Marie—"And what did he say?"
Tom—"He borrowed it."

^

Foolishness

Conductor to Pa;-si.xgkr—"We ran over a

cat down the line."

Passenger—"Was the cat on the line?"

Conductor—"Why, of course not. We
chased up an alley after her."

—

Chicago Daily
Socialist.

Taking No Cliances

"If you were to live abroad, where would
you settle?"

"In Sicily, on account of the nice people

there."

"Wliat makes you think there are only nice

people in Sicily ?"

"The other sort have all emigrated to

America."

—

Toledo Blade.

A Mining Fraud

"I THINK you said, "Rastus. that you had a

brother in the mining business in the West?"
"Veh, boss, that's riglit."

"What kind of mining—gold mining, silver

mining, copper mining?"
"No, sah, none o' those; kalsominiiig."

—

Ev-
erybody's Magazine.

4M

Righteous Indignation

".So vou want a divorce, do you?" said the

lawyer, peering over his glasses at the worried
little man in front of him.

"Yes, sir. I've stood just about all I can.

My wife's turned suffragette and she is never
at home."

"It is a pretty serious thing to break up a
family, you know. Don't you think you had
better try to make the best of it for a while?
Perhaps it is only a passing fad."

"That's what I have been doing, but there

are some things a man can't stand. I don't

mind the cooking and I haven't kicked on
washing the dishes, but I do draw the line

at running pink ribbons in my nightshirt to

try to fool the children."

—

Success.

..«

Poor Papa

"And what did papa say when you asked

him for my hand?"
"I'd gladly tell you. but I'm afraid you'd

never respect his opinion any more."

—

Cleve-

land Plain Dealer.

Like all of Us

HiGGS—"Are you not indulging in a good
many luxuries for one in your position, old

man?"
Biggs—"Yes. but. Great Scott ! the necessi-

ties are all so thundering high."

A Mean Reply

"Talk about man!" exclaimed the suffrag-

ist. "What has man ever done for woman?"
"He's furnished her with a model she's

trying durned hard to imitate," came a voice

from the rear of the hall.

—

Boston Transcript.
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T'wo Souls With But a Single Income

"I'm thinking of getting married."
"Then you will be. Congratulations."
"But how much will it cost us to live?"

"That's simple. Add about $5 a week to

what you get."

—

Cleveland Leader.

Jt

If Wishings Were Havings

Shop Assist.^nt (to purchaser of widow's
bonnet)—-"Would you like to try it on before
the glass, madam ?"

Custom F.R
—"No. thank you, miss; it ain't for

mc. I wish it was."

—

Stray Stories.

Her Bashful Beau

An intensely bashful young man was driv-

ing one evening with a young lady whom he
had been calling on for some time previous.

The stillness of the evening and the beauty
of the scene around him inspired his courage,

and, sitting stiffly erect and with his face

forward, he asked suddenly, "May I kiss

you ?"

"Surcl)'," she coyly replied.

".\w." he said, his face scarlet, and larrup-

ing his horses to a run
—

"aw, I was only
foolin'."

—

Lippincott's.

Unanimous
Modest Suitor—"I am going to marry your

sister, Jimmy, but I know I am not good
enough for her."

CANDID Little Brother—"That's what Sis
says, but ma's been telling her she can't do
any better."

—

Baltimore .4inerieaii.

Jt

His Training

"My husband is just awful when he wants
to find anything. You never saw a man
throw clothes around the way he does."
"Where did he learn to be so untidy?"
"Why, he was in the New York custom

house for four years."

—

Cleveland Plain
Dealer.

A Connoisseur in Guile

Mr. Blinks (in art museum)—"I didn't
know you were such an admirer of curios,
Mrs. Bhmderby."
Mrs. Blunderby—"Oh, yes, indeed. I just

delight in iniquities."

—

Boston Transcript.

Explicit

At the Brooklyn Bridge—"Madam, do you
want to go to Brooklyn ?"

"No. I have to."

—

Life.

The Top of the Medical Ladder

"H.\s the doctor a large practice?"
"So large that when people have nothing

the matter with them he tells them so."

—

Ptttshur« Post.

^

Utterly Useless

"Pa, what is a futile remark?"
"The one a man makes for the purpose of

changing the subject when his wife complains
because he has forgotten their wedding anni-
versary."

—

Clueago Reeord-Herald.

Would Be Reported As It Was
"Officer," demanded the horrified lady, on

beholding a curious mob following up a pretty
girl, "if you don't arrest that woman m tliat

disgraceful harem skirt I'll report you at

headquarters
!"

"Begorry, Oi'll be reported as it is," replied

the gaping olificer, abruptly turning back. "Be
following wid th' crowd, Oi've strayed five

blocks away from me beat."

—

The IVidozv.



POPULAR SCIENCE
£o MECHANICS
(3UPPLEMENT

MACHINE MEASURES
INTELLIGENCE

IWIOST of the methods of measuring
'^^ intelligence at present in vogue are

personal estimates by teachers or others

who are acquainted by long experience

with the mental character of the person

to be tested. Tliese methods have been
found to be only very rough approxima-
tions, as there is by no means good
agreement between the results obtained

by different observers.

Mr. John Gray of the Anthropometric
Bureau, London, has recently invented a

remarkable a]iparatus which is capable

Mkasuring Intelligence by a Succession of
Flashes of Colored Light.

of measuring the value of the human
brain in an interesting manner by
means of a rapid succession of flashes of

colored light before the eye.

This persistence of a color sensation

after the stimulus has stopped is

identical, or very closely related to, a

quality of mind which the psychologists

call perseveration. The amount of this

perseveration is probably inherited from
our ancestors. The growth of the mental

character of an individual as he passes

from childhood to maturity is greatly

influenced by the amount of his persev-

eration. Persons therefore with high
perseveration would form new associa-

tions with great difliculty, and persons
with low perseveration would form them
with great ease and rapidity.

At the center of the scale we have the

average amount of perseveration, which
is associated with the practical common
sense of the average man. When the

perseveration is below the average the

speed with which ideas flow through the

mind is quickened, and the readiness

with which the mind receives external

impressions is also increased. The first

category below the average, therefore,

contains persons with witty, brilliant, and
suggestive minds, persons of great tact,

presence of mind, and daring; all of

which imply quick response to external

influences. To this class would belong
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REMARKABLE GYMNAST WHO IS ASTONISHING GERMANY.
Bcrhardt Mohr jumping over a row of twenty soldiers.

the majority of persons who are popu- quite unusual, also, because of the fact

larly considered to be geniuses. that the wliite on the calf forms an al-

most [jerfect map of the United States.

MARK TWAIN CALF
r\N April 21, 1910, at practically the
^^ identical moment when Mark Twain
died at Redding, Conn., there was born,

on the farm of W. F. Walker near Al-

burtis, Penn., an Alderney-Holstein calf

on whose side there appears the profile

bust of the great humorist. The color

of the calf is snow white and medium
dark brown. As the months have passed

the Twain bust has become more and
more distinct, until today it stands out

so plainly that the most casual, fleeting

glance reveals it beyond all doubt of

identification. Because of the striking

resemblance the calf—now a cow—was
named Mark Twain. The marking is

The Profilh ut .Mapk J wain, on ifii Whitk
BArKGROUXD. Is PLAINLY VISIBLE.
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A MONUMENT TO THE TROPIC OF CANCER.
This is tlif "visible" !iiu- of di'markation bi-twi-m thi.- Tompcratu and Torrid zoiu-s, on the plains of Mexico.

THE TROPIC OF CANCER
IN our study of Geography most of us
* have learned that the Tropic of Cancer
is an imaginary hne that makes a busi-

ness of running round and round the

earth 23 J < degrees north of the equator.

It may, therefore, be considerable of a

surprise for travelers speeding down
through Mexico to come unexpectedly

upon an imposing monument labeled

"Tropic of Cancer" rising in the midst

of a dreary treeless plain,

as shown in this

The engine

What a Hat for thk
Matinee I

.'\ snapshot of Bridifrt.

daught'T of Lady Dorothy
D'Oyly Carte uf Entjland.

picture is in the North Temperate zone

while the rear coach is still partly in the

tropics—an unusual experience for the

tra\'eler.

BURRO'S QUEER LOAD

THE overloaded and cruelly abused
ittle burro is still one of the common

sights of the streets of Mexican towns.

He is not only the one freighter of the

poorer class, but many of the building

firms are yet making use of the donkey in

preference to regular teams for the trans-

porting of their building supplies. Sure-

footed, patient, of a dogged perseverance,

he can bear his burden to points wholly

inaccessible to a wheeled conveyance.

Tricycle Usfd
Tropics.

It has a tflit-likc

proti-ct tho rider
the sun's rays.

cover to
against

THE MEXICAN BURRO IS M.^DE TO C.^RRV E\ KKYTHl.NG.
It is not often, however, that he is seen burdened thus.
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TWO CHAIRS IN ONE

SoMKTHlNG Nkw FOR THE
Baby— Two Chairs

IN One.

A Chinese Printing
Office.

Chint-so script iscompli-
catfd and consists of l.OOO.-

000 different characters.

A CHICAGO inventor has perfected
'^ novelty in the form of a doubl

a

?hy in the form of a double

chair which will serve grown-ups and

children ecjually well, and can be changed
into a child's high chair, or z'icc z'crsa, in

a moment.
The seat, which is hinged, is so con-

structed that when lifted it rises from its

base on a pair of "lazytongs" and folds

against the back of the chair, at the same
time bringing with it a secondary seat,

which is fastened on a transverse bar

supported by the lazytongs. Above the

secondary seat is a tray similar to that

found on the ordinary baby high chair.

The chief advantage of this article,

outside of the fact that it can be used

either by adults or children, is that as a

high chair the tongs form a barrier over

which a child cannot pass and at the same
time they have enough spring in them to

absorb small shocks such as would over-

turn the ordinary high chair.

BERLIN BOYS' MARINE
SCHOOL

|\ /I OST marine schools take their exer-
^^ *• cise in oar and sailing boats on
water, but the boys of the BerJin public

schools have erected a large man-of-war,
with rigged masts, with battery, etc.,

on the land and they have messes for the

officers and the crew, with compasses,

with cutters and, in short, with all the

im

Reefing in the Sails.

Part of thf drill of Marine
bchool ior boys.

GERMAN BOY SAILORS MARCHING BEFORE A "HIGHER OFFICER."
The Teutons, with cliaractttnstic thorouirhnuss. hnvi- taken to drilling thu boys in the art of naval warfare,

not have in mind thuir neighbors across the North Sea?
May they
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ckuWING CAMFHUk PLANTS IN TEXAS.
The annual profits of the industry are said to range from $300 to $450 an acre.

arransfemcnts of a true man-of-war. At
present there are in Berlin three .such

immovable men-of-war and our pictures

show the exercise of the garrison of the

Berlin litis, which consists

of 120 boys and their officers.

On several days of the week,
exercises are held, which con-

sist of maneuvers w-ith sails

and cannons, drills, etc. The
captain and warrant officers

liave attractive uniforms
which are like those of the

real German marine-officers and the crew
have sailor garments and caps bearing

the name of

litis is IvinE

the ship. Although the

at some distance from
Berlin, between the villas

of the Gruncwald there

are many spectators at the

regular exercises. His Ex-
cellency, Herr Knorr, and
many other important

German marine officers

attend these exercises

from time to time.

fi^^

LARGEST LEATHER-BACK T'URTLE IN
THE WORLD.

It weitjhs I.OOO pounds and is six feet and one-
half lunu. from tip of beak to tip of tail. It was
captured off the coast of Block Island by a fish-

ing schooner. .As no net could hold the immense
form, he was harpooned. .A striking idea of (he
monster's size may be imak'ined from the phote
graph showing t\vo little girls snugly seated en
one side of the animal's back. The hugerri:i
ture has just been mounted at the Museum ut

Natural History. New York.
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MONOPLANE USED TO UUTFLV AND HUNT IJUW N UUCKS IN MIUAIK.

HUNTING BY
AERO

A NEW pace has
**• been set by

the starthng feat

of Hubert Latham
in shooting wild

ducks in flight

from his m o n o-

plane. In response

to the invitation of

the Bolsa Chica
Club members, Latham took his gun with

him in his Antoinette monoplane. In a

few minutes he was flying over the game
preserves when he sighted a flook of

ducks about a mile over the ocean. In-

stantly he turned his air craft seaward
and started in pursuit. The ducks flew

their best, the flock dividing into two
parts. Latham, however, was able to out-

fly them, to fly all around them in fact,

and succeeded in bringing down one of

the birds. The remarkable part of this

feat is that the airship had to be guided
without hands for the moment necessary

to aim and fire. It

is claimed that the

Antoinette is the

only airship which
can be left without

control of the avi-

ator's hands for

that purpose.

AUTO CLIPS
Hubert Latham Starting on His ;\f.rial Hunt. HORSE

"THE application of the power of a
* motor car to horse-clipping is one of

the unusual uses to which this pleasure

vehicle has been put at Portland, Ore-

gon.

The quadruped was clipped in a very

short time and in a most satisfactory

manner. The motive power of this same

automobile has been utilized to advantage

for sawing wood and other similar serv-

ice.

The horse apparently shows no resent-

ment at the familiarity of his successor

in thus trimming his hair.

CLIPPED BY HIS RIVAL-THE CROWNING INDIGNITY FOR THE HORSE.
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MECHANICAL STREET-PAVING PILE-DRIVER—THE NEWEST INVENTION FOR THE ROAD.
This device docs five times the work of a hand pile-driver.

\]^i

i

I.ijlAL H.i SIX 'i'EAM^ OF IIuk^I:S.

Automobik- which proved its efficiency by excavatinc for a 5.()(X) i,'allon gasohne tank,
the uses to which this pleasure machine may be put.

There seems to he end to

English Gkotto Lined with Sea .^i.. . , ,

Supposed to have been the tomb of one ui the Nortliern
sea kings. The work was evidently laid out and

executed with the most painstaking can*.

The work is artistic enough to serve
as a chamber for a hving. in-

stead of a prave for a dead,
monarch.

GROTTO ADORNED WITH SEA
SHELLS

J
L'ST beyond the popular English
watering resort of Margate there is a

cave, the walls of the inner chambers of

which are adorned with thousands upon
thousands of sea shells. This grotto or

cave w-as discovered a few years ago by
accident and it is clear that access was
gained to it from the sea shore. The
bhells are arranged in beautiful patterns.

No one knows who carried them there

or the artists who worked them into such

artistic designs. Some have declared it

is the work of the ancient Druids, while

others arc of the opinion that the cave

is the resting place of some old hero of

the Xorthcrn Sea Kings.
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AUTO JACK FOR ROAD
SERVICE

AX auto jack has been devised which
^^ ap])cals to the overland driver who
has been sunk in the mud or sand and
has worked under an automobile with

an ordinary jack to raise and plank under
a wheel. The legs of the jack are adjust-

able as to length and the device may be

used under the axle to change a tire on a

pavement or good road if desired by
dropping the lower leg and removing the

hub band, the operation being the same
as with an ordinary jack.

New Way to Get Autos Out of the Mun.
A friend indued to the touring autoist.

HOW THE GERMANS MAP PARKS.
The array of little buildings, appearing, on first si^ht. like some child's wooden play-village, is that of Max A. Brun-

ner. the civil engineer of Berlin, whose project for the future King's Square at Berlin, so shown, has just been accepted.

COTTON MILLS AT ORIZABA. MEXICO-AMONG THE LARGEST IN THE WORLD.
About 140.000 bales of cotton are used annually for manufacturing purposes throughout Mexico.



CHRISTMAS AND CHAKITV STAMPS TAKEN FROM A COLLECTION MADE UP EXCLUSIVELY
OF THIS SORT.

The legs of this jack may be extended

to any length desired within their limits,

and the car easily raised.

OuNT Squid in the Smithsonian Institution.
Washington.

This monster sometimes attains a length o( 100 feet. When
swimming it proceeds backwards.

414

CURIOUS STAMP COLLECTION
"PHE most curious collection of stamps
* in the world is in the possession of a

Philadelphian. Percy McGraw Mann, of

170S 8th Street. It is made up entirely

of Christmas and charity stamps. They
make one of the prettiest as well as the

most interesting collections of the kind

in existence, as a glance at the accom-
panying photograph will show. In the

collection are stamps bearing inscriptions

in many foreign languages, all with a

history that associates them with a ])hil-

anthropic effort to raise money. The
most expensive stamp is the one sold at

Strat ford-on-Avon to provide funds for

the care of the birthplace of Shakespeare.
This stamp sells for one shilling or about

23 cents. Every stamp in this collection

has a story.
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VESSEL ALL STERN AND BOW
prOREIGX ship iiiainifacturers are get-
* ting the hurry-up idea in building for

their trade. One of the most curious of

recent constructions is the ferry-boat,

Skyros, now in dock at Breslau, Ger-

many. This craft has neither bow nor

stern, or it may be said to be all bow
and stern. As a matter of fact it has a

propeller at each end, so that all neces-

sity of turning the ship about is obviated.

The craft will be used at some Turkish

port.

FOR CIGARETTE SMOKERS
A N enterprising tobacco merchant in
**• the West End of London has hit

upon a decided novelty for the cigarette

smoker. This is a cigarette which can

be lit upon the box much in the same
manner as an ordinary match. The box
is provided with a strip of the necessary

material for producing the light when it

comes in contact with the prepared end

Boat That Has Propeller at Each End.

of the cigarette. The preparation in no
way impairs the delicacy of tiie tobacco.

The idea is one that has commended itself

to motorists, aviators and the like and
the jeuncsse doree of London to a man
have adopted the new idea in odd and
"correct" smoking material.

CIGARETTE THAT STRIKES UPON THE BOX LIKE A MATCH.
A curious London novelty.



How They Clean the Sewers of Paris.

Letting down a hollow ball, six fc-L-t in diameter, which
is sent through the sewers to keep the sarbaRc in motion
and remove any obstacles that may have lodged.

Putting Together the Hollow Wooden Ball for
Cleaning Paris' Sewers.

Silent Caller for a "'Taxi,'

Remains of Iceberg, off the Norwegian Coast.
That Took the Form of a Pair of

Beautiful White Lilifs.

CAB CALL THAT'S NOISELESS

A LTHOUGH London boasts of being
^^ the quietest city in the world, such

is of course far from being the truth.

There are many anti-street noise societies

who try to make it so and one of the

latest ideas is the sign which has just

been erected by the Carlton Hotel. In-

stead of hailing visitors" cabs with a shrill

blast on a whistle as is usually the case

an electrical device now shows "H" if a

hansom is required, "T" a taxicab and
"F" for a "four-wheeler." The expectant

cabby has his eye on the sign and directly

his initial is displayed he races to the

hotel for his fare.

It is a neat idea that does away not

only with noise, but with much confusion

as well.
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Taking .-\pakt the Folding Boat,

BOAT THAT FITS INTO VALISE

LIERE is a boat, the invention of a
* * Frenchman, that every traveler on
the water, especially if he can not swim,

should carry with him. It is one of the

most ingenious contrivances in the

nautical line that has ever been devised.

The idea is based on the pneumatic prin-

ciple. The chief parts are a pair of

cigar-shaped air containers, and a very

light, but stout wooden frame. The air

containers, when collapsed, of course

take up very little room, and are easily

stored away with the rest of the neces-

sary apparatus in a valise or suit case.

Two air containers are used in order that

the boat may be in equilibrium. The air

compartments are pumped up through a

valve in the middle of each. An ordinary

automobile pneumatic pump is used for

the purpose. The wdiole affair may be

put together or taken apart in a very

How's This for a Valve ?

Said to bo tiio hugcst of electric valves—manufactured at
Springfield, Massachusetts.

Nf.w York .Apartment Building for 175 F.amilies.

Each flat contains from nine to twelve rooms. It is con-
sidered the iartrest structure of its kind in the world.

It is also unusual in the fact that it has play
grounds for children. The total cost

was $3,000,000.
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I'HOTO OF Huge Electric Spark.

This was formed by the discharge of 325. (-UI volrs.

apart, .set up Ijetween tlie electrodes on a

polished plate of ebonite. It is interest-

ing- that most of the discharge passed
down the surfaces of one of the glass

sheets, around the bottom edges, and up
the outside faces of the opposite sheet,

although a part of the discharge doubled
around the right-hand side of the plates.

The lines of contact with the surface of

the ebonite plate at the bottom can be
seen in faint reflections. This spark was
of almost blinding brilliancy, and crack-

led like- a discharge of musketry.

FASHION'S LATEST FREAK
VY/T^.ARIXG a watch on the ankle is

'^' the latest fad among fashionable

women in London and the smart set in

the English provinces, a style far more
striking than most of the importations

from Paris. The watch on the wrist, as

a bracelet, has been in use for some time

but some society leader with an excep-

tionally slim ankle evidently thought that

a time piece encircling it would attract

still more attention and the photograph
shows the result.

few minutes. The entire equipment, in-

cluding ]:)addles and seat, all find some
place in the valise. Such a device as

this would be invaluable in saving lives

on a steamer that was sinking in a calm

sea, or on a river craft im])eriied through

fire.

GIGANTIC ELECTRIC VOLT
'X'HE curious photograjih printed here-

•*• with has puzzled many expert elec-

tricians. Few have correctly guessed

what it represents. It is not a snapshot

of freak lightnings nor is it part of a

Chinese tree. It is the image of one of

the greatest electric sparks ever gener-

ated, formed by discharge of 325,000

volts at Schenectady, New York.

This remarkable discharge was ob-

tained by connecting in series two high-

potential alternating-current transform-

ers giving 60 alternations ])er second, the

photograph having been taken with an

exposure of one-ninetieth of a second.

The electrodes were placed 19 inches

apart, with two half-inch sheets of plate

glass, 36 inches square and two inches
Wati H FOR THE .\NKLE.

A new way to ktM'p tab on time.
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THE FARE-HEIGHT MARK
LIERETOFORE the wisdom of Solo-
^ * men was required of all street car

conductors many times a day when the

question of a child's age arose. If the

child in question was under five it was
supposed to ride free, otherwise the con-

ductor was required to collect regular

fare. But who was to decide the ques-

ti(.)n of age? If the fond mamma stated

that a big husky youngster who looked

to be seven was really only four years

and eleven months old, what proof could*

the harassed conductor produce ? This

delicate problem has just been solvetl by
the Cincinnati Car Company in a manner
that would make the author of the Book
of Proverbs look to his laurels as a

shrewd judge. By careful computation

it was ascertained that the average height

of five-year-olds is 41 inches and accord-

ingly a mark was painted at that height

from the floor in their cars. Hereafter

there can be no insinuations regarding
the veracity of parents who desire to save

that nickel. If dispute arises, the young-
ster is marched up to the fare-height

mark and the answer is obvious.

How High If the Child ?

A new way to prevent feminine equivocation, and. inci-

dentally, trouble for the car conductor.

Electric Light for Every OccAsum.
A simple method of reiruiatint: thi- length of the cord.

THE TAPE MEASURE LIGHT
nPHIS new extension electric light is

* very much on the principle of a car-

penter's tape line.

A cord fifteen feet long is contained

in the case, having a mechanism for re-

winding on one side and an incandescent

lamp socket upon the other. When light

is desired at some distance from the

regular fixtures, a plug on the end of

the cord is screwed into the regular

-ocket and the cord drawn out to the

required distance. A catch holds the

cord from unwinding at any desired

point, so that the lamp may be suspended

a few inches below the fixture if one de-

sires. It is also provided with a leather

strap by which it may be hung up.

Many uses for such an extension light

are easily found. If carried as a part of

the traveling equipment it is not neces-

sary to carry a lamp, as the socket and
plug are of standard size and will fit any
fixtures in common use.
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Egg of thk Kxtim t Mua. Liiam am..xl, biun?

IT-

BIGGEST BIRD THAT EVER
LIVED

TTIE moa, a species peculiar to New
Zealand, is supposed to have been

the biggest bird that ever lived on the

earth. Probably it was no taller than
the giant ostrich of Madagascar (the

original of the fabled "roc"), but it was
much heavier, a full-grown specimen
weighing as much as 1,000 pounds.
The moa w'as extremel}- stupid, and

very slow and clumsy in its movements,
its legs being enormously heavy and
Ijulky. Not only was it incapable of

tlight, but it could not even run fast.

Apparently, the species was wholly

wiped out, about 500 years ago, by an
extraordinarily cold winter. The birds

gathered about hot springs in flocks, for

warmth, but perished in great numbers

—

the result being, that at the present time,

their bones are dug up by the ton in

some places, particularly swamps.
A few of the eggs of this remarkable

bird—not more than half-a-dozen

—

exist today. One of them, in the Mu-
seum of Natural History in New York,
actually contains the bones of an un-

hatched moa. It is as big as six ostrich

eggs, and a silk hat would just about

make a suitable egg-cup to hold its con-

tents.

Bo.AT That Rolls Over the Water — a Curious
Craft at Sioux City. Iowa,

The Engine That Stop.s and Starts in >hD-.\iR
—THE InVE.VTION OF A RESIDENT

OF Los Angeles.
California.

STARTS MOTOR IN MID -AIR
A RESIDENT of Los Angeles, Cal.,
^"^

is the inventor of a new style of

engine for aeroplanes. The engine is a

true rotary. In the case of the Gnome

—

French—engine, generally known as a

rotary, the cylinders simply revolve

around the shaft. In this new invention

the engine including the shaft, revolves.

Also the cylinders, instead of being

placed at right angles are parallel to the

shaft : therefore, the centrifugal motion

tends to distribute the lubricant, rather

than to concentrate it in the end of the

cylinder where the explosion will cry.s-

tallize and foul the plugs.

Another innovation is a variable

'cngth of stroke, giving variable com-
pression. This feature makes it possible

for the operator to stop and start his

motor in mid air.
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MORNING GLORIES COVER A
HOUSE

A DWELLING so completely covered
*~^ by a morning glory vine as to be

entirely hidden, stands as a demonstra-

tion of what California vegetation will do

if it is given a chance.

The morning glories were planted by

previous occupants of the property, pre-

sumably to give a touch of color to the

bare walls, but as the growth was not

checked they rapidly spread until the

walls and even the roof were enveloped

in a mass of foliage and flowers. Before

the tenants moved out, enough pruning

was done to keep the place looking like

a house but after they abandoned it, the

morning glories had things their own
way until even the outlines as well as the

doors and windows have disappeared.

NEW INSTRUMENT FOR
LOCATING STARS

A FEW years ago Claude and Drien-
^*' court invented a prismatic altitude

and azimuth instrument, to which some
improvements have now been added by

its constructor, Jobin. This instrument

is employed in connection with a chro-

nometer, for observing the instant at

which the apparent altitude of a star at-

tains a fixed value, approximately equal

to 60 degrees. From such observations

it is possible to determine the momentary
position of the zenith and the celestial

sphere, by reference to the positions of

stars whose co-ordinates are known, or

conversely, to determine the position of

an unknown star from the known posi-

tion of the zenith. In the former case,

the observation gives the sidereal time

and the latitude of the place ; in the lat-

ter, they furnish data from which the

right ascension and declination of the

star can be computed. The instrument

is designed especially for observation of

equal altitudes of tlie same star, east and
west of the meridian, from which it is

possible to deduce (according to the

known data) the time of meridian pas-

sage, the error of the clock, the geo-

graphical position of the local meridian,

etc.. and for observations of the equal

altitudes of three accurately known stars,

HousK Converted Into Morning Glory Bower
Long Be.\ch. Califoknu.

The Spine of a Whale.
The remnants of an unfortunate cast up on tfle

coast of Norway.

ImpKOVEU APPAKAILIS FOK MARKING I'o.sirioNS
OF THE Stars.

The New .Astronomical Instrument in Use.
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VVatek Tower of Con-
crete. SlNGEN-HoH-
ENTWEEL. Germany.

Giant Fish That Be-
came Stone.

Curious monument at

Fisclibach. Germany.

from which the latitude of the place, the

time, or the error of the clock, and the

precise value of the constant altitude em-
ployed can be calculated by methods
which cannot be explained here. The
construction and operation of the pris-

matic instrument are greatly facilitated

by making this constant altitude equal to

sixty degrees.
j«

REINFORCED CONCRETE
WATER TOWER

T^llE illustration at the left shows an
unusual form of water tower of re-

inforced concrete construction as in-

stalled at a food products works at

Sin<j;-en-Hohentweel, Germany. This

tower is movmted on reinforced concrete

rectangular U])rights with four landings

and a spiral stairway. The total height

is about 148 feet. The reservoir has a

capacity of about 9,000 cubic feet. It

is surmounted by a dome and surrounded

by a gallery. While the whole tower is

plain it is artistic in design and con-

struction.

FIREMEN'S CLIMBING
CONTEST

"PHE one thing, next to implicit obedi-
* ence, that a French municipal fire-

man must learn is to climb—and not only

to climb by ladder, but by rope, timber,

pipe, or any other thing that will aid him
in swarming upward. Indeed, a part of

the equipment of most stations is a tower

devised for this very purpose, where fre-

quent drills are held. Quite a bit of

rivalry is stirred u]).

The illustration shows one of these

drills in operation. It is an unusual oc-

casion, for no less a personag'e than the

Mayor of \'ienna. on a visit to the

French capital, is being entertained and
instructed, by witnessing a climbing race.

Each man must look out for himself. No
aid is given to their less fortunate com-
rades by those who, more active or

stronger, are the first to achieve the top-

most porch. Such a drill has a double

advantage: it keeps the firemen in ex-

cellent practice for their work, and it

also maintains the.i in good physical con-

dition, which is JL'.st as important.

Were the Norsemen in
Minnesota ?

Stone with ancient Scan-
dinavian writini: discovered
by a farmer near Kensing-
ton. Minnesota.

How French Firemen
Drill.
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Tower Takes Place of
Soi-AR Eclipse.

A nt-'V/ way to photograph
sun spots.

Water Finder on a
Scientific B.asis.

This supplants the hazc-I

twig.

THE SOLAR TOWER
IN connection with the observatory on
^ Mount Wilson, CaHfornia, a one hun-

tlrcd and fifty foot tower has been erected

which is of great interest to astronomers.

It is to be used with the spectro-helio-

graph, to photograph sun spots without

waiting for an ecHpse. WHien it is in-

stalled at the base of the 130- foot tower

on Mount Wilson the sun will be photo-

graphed by means of reflections from the

top of the tower.

"The elements of light reflected into

the spectrograph are diffused through

prisms. A spectrum of the sun's spots is

taken and the plates are compared to as-

certain by scientific means the relative

amount of gases or other substances con-

tained in the elements photographed.

Each streak or spot on the plate, accord-

ing to its prominence, furnishes data for

scientific deductions according to known
formulas."

AUTOMATIC WATER FINDER
"T^HE hazel twig as a water finder has
* been supplanted by a remarkable in-

vention consisting of a simple apparatus.

The principle on which the instrument

works is the measuring of the strength of

the air currents which flow between the

earth and the atmosphere. These are

always strongest in the vicinity of

subterranean water courses, the flow-

ing waters of which are charged with

electricity to a certain degree. The ap-

paratus takes the form of a box-shaped

instrument fixed on a tripod, with a dial

on which a needle is used to indicate

the presence of water. If the needle

remains stationary it may be taken for

granted that no subterranean spring ex-

ists ; the spot wdiere the greatest move-
ment of the needle is obtained is that

where well-boring operations should be

made. The water finder is an English

invention and is manufactured in Liv-

erpool.

SAFETY BALANCE FOR AEROS
'T'HE many accidents to aeroplanes

•'• have pointed to the fact that the

safety problem will have to be attacked

No Nhfd to Go Homf.
IN THE Dark.

Germany's small cities

are not illuminated, but
electric light may be se-.

cured from point tcpoint by
dropping 5- pfennig pieces
in slots provided for the
purpose.

A Large and Small
Bladf of the Safety

Balance.
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from entirely new lines, and at present,

the "gyropter," the invention of Mr.
Davidson, an Englishman, is nearing

completion. This new flying machine

has two gyropters which are declared

to secure absolute safety in balance,

and the complete machine will excel in

speed the present system of aviation.

One was tried in America, with a di-

ameter of 27 feet, to lift 3 tons at 55

revolutions p^r minute. It worked quite

successfully.

The gyropter now nearing completion

is worked by a Stanley engine. On
either side of the engine room is a

gyropter—wheel—containing 60 large

blades—10 feet long—and 60 small

blades—5 feet long—and each gyropter

will make 60 revolutions per minute and

the ends of the blades are held together

bv a kind of band—which is braced into

position. -r

The machine, when completed, will

weigh 6 tons with a lifting capacity of

10 tons. The siied in which the new
flying machine is buiUHng is arranged, in

halves. When the machine is finished

for trial, the two halves of the shed,

being on wheels can travel apart and the

machine, which is of large dimensions,

can then be taken in and out quite easily.

If Air. Davidson's device should work
successfully it would be of the greatest

service in the field of aeronautics, obviat-

ing the majority, if not all, of fatal acci-

dents of the sort that stirred the world
the past year.

Making a "Gyropter." or Safety Balance
FOR AeKOPLANKS.

Privatk Car for Aeroplanes.
Flying machines art- t-xclusive; they require special

quarters of their own for transport—a car
used in Germany.

PUTTING IN THE 120 BL.^DES OF THE "GYKOPTER."
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K<'\^J1N(. i.i.)}']'I-.K nKi: n\ \ <,I(iA\Hr SCALE AT JEROME. ARIZONA.

ROASTING COPPER ORE
'X'HE burning mountain sliown in this

^ photograph is tlie outdoor "roaster"

at Jerome, Arizona, where one of the

world's largest copper mines is operated.

The ores contain a great excess of sul-

phur and before they can be economically

smelted it is necessary to burn out the

greater part of the sulphur. This is

called heap roasting, the ore being heaped
with cord wood and allowed to burn from
five to nine weeks. About 500 tons of

ore form a heap, .so thai the enormous
quantity shown in the photograph may
be estimated. The ore for roasting is

trammed through a tunnel 1,300 feet in

length, which leads from the 500 foot

level of tlie shaft, and when roasted and

ready for the smelter it is sent back into

the mine and hoisted to the mouth of the

shaft, as the country is so rugged that

there is no other way of reaching the

smelter.

Owing to the exceeding richness of

sulphur, 15 to 32 per cent., there is great

dana^er of mine fires from soontaneous
combustion. One very serious fire was

checked by means of carbonic acid gas
w iiich was made on the surface by com-
Ijining sulphuric acid and crushed lime-

stone, then the gas was conveyed to the

mouth of the shaft where its own weight
caused it to sink and displace the air in

the mine, thus extinguishing the fire.

This Clevhr Bit of C.-m^ving Is from a Pihce of
Wood .\ LiTTi.E L.arger than a Broom-

stick IN ClKCUMFKRENCE

465



THIS PHOTO WAS TAKEN BY THE RAYS OF AN INTERURBAN ELECTRIC CAR LIGHT

The arc iZ I about fifteen inche. in dia-neter and n.ne Inches in depth. It .Uutninates for five hundred yards.

THE LATEST SL'KI'KISE IN BERLIN-THE FRUIT PEDDLER USING AN AUTO.

ISO



CATS AS ACROBATS.
Cats arc i-xceedingrly difficult to train, having- an unusually developed aversion to doing; thingrs they don't like, yet

here is a photofjraph of thri-e of thi^m doinff "stunts" on a horizontal bar. These pets are owned and trained by a Cali-

fornia photographer who finds much aniusumunt and some profit also in taking their pictures in strange poses.

Huge Pulley Makes
Man a Pigmy.

An odd comparison of

tiny man and his

creation.

THE GIANT OF EUROPE
'T'HE giant floating steam crane which
•* is shown is the identical crane which
was used a httle time ago in the salving

operations on the submarine U ^, which
sank near Keil. The German nation

boasts of some of the most remarkable
floating cranes in the world, and the one
shown here is probably the most power-
ful in Europe. The gigantic size of the

hooks and pulleys—capable of receiving

200 tons—shown in one of the illustra-

tions, may be realized by comparing
them with- the man at their side. The
arm of the crane is pivoted on its base,

and the counter-balance weights are con-

trolled by machinery. A monster of such

power may well be regarrled as one of

the modern wonders of the mechanical

world.

The Crane on the
Water.

This monster is capable of

lifting two hundred
tons.

«S7
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VANADIUM IN STEEL

WANADIUAI, first discovered in 1801,
"

is a mineral which in late years has

been applied with remarkable results in

the steel industry. The reason it was
not used sooner in the manufacturing

arts was because of its scarcity. Large
and exceptionally rich deposits of

vanadium ores were discovered in the

Peruvian Andes several years ago. It is

to this source that vanadium steels hold

their present commercial status.

Scientists in the employ of the French
government first settled the question,

"Does vanadium improve the quality of

steel?" They proved that the addition

of a small percentage of vanadium

—

never above three-quarters of one per

cent—gives to steel a remarkable in-

crease in strength without impairing its

ductility—a result that cannot be secured

from any other element used in the com-
position of steel. Carbon, for example,

increases the strength up to a certain

point but causes brittleness, and even

fails to strengthen when employed in

large amounts, the result of further ad-

ditions producing ordinary pig iron.

Pittsburg manufacturers who have

used vanadium in their steel products

report extraordinary results. It is

claimed that a two years' test of

vanadium against ordinary steel shows
an actual saving of $761.59 on a single

item—a flue cutter weighing three

ounces. In one year, 1,049 carbon steel

cutters were used to cut 145,444 flues.

In the next year 60 vanadium steel cut-

ters cut 152,578 flues. The average num-
ber of tubes cut with the carbon steel tool

was 139; the average for the vanadium
steel, 2,244. The cost of the carbon steel

cutter per hundred flues was $.54 com-
pared with one and six-tenths cents per

hundred, with the vanadium steel tool.

THE GIKLS' BOBSLED CKEW.
Winter sport at Huntington. Long Island.

m
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AGRICULTURAL HIGHWAYMEN
By

HARRY F. ROHR

A N Iowa farm of something- more
/\ than eighty acres passed into

/ \ tiie hands of a city man on a

/ \ mortgage. He rented it and,

^ A. for the first two or three years,

the returns were satisfactory. Then he

found the dwelhngs and outbuildings

needed repairs which took back some of

the profit. He hekl the land nine years

and in that time had six tenants, the last

of which harvested a crop of corn that

barely was enough to feed his team and

pay his own family expenses for the

year.

The land was in a community where
values ranged around $125 an acre but

it cost the owner only about $6,000 under

the mortgage. As near as he could esti-

mate his income from the land for the

nine years was about $4,000, from which

was deducted repairs, taxes, new fencing

and other incidentals aggregating about

$1,200. This left him a net income of

about $2,800. Then he tried to sell the

land. Many buyers looked but none
bought. They wanted no "corned out"

land, they said. Finally along came a

voung farmer who took it off his hands

for $4,000. That left the first man a net

income of $800 on his $6,000 investment

for nine years.

.\ northeast Kansas farm was home-
steaded forty-six years ago and worked

Copyright. 1911. by Tec

by the original owner for thirty-four

years, until he died. His son rented the

land to two brothers. They planted wheat
for seven years until the yield became
too small to be profitable. In the next

vear another tenant planted corn and he

"corned" the land for five years. No
record was kept of the wheat yields, but

the corn yields averaged only twenty-

eight bushels an acre, the first crop being

thirty-five bushels and the last crop

twenty-three, an average value on the

farm of eleven dollars an acre. His

ninety acres of corn netted him $445.

The owner got the same and his profit

was appro.ximately seven per cent. The
first year of his tenancy the tenant's

return was about $525, while the land-

lord made about eight per cent. The
latter rate has been about the average

profit, not deducting for deterioration of

farm plant and soil. Increasing land

values, however, have compensated for

that.

In an eastern Missouri county, the

Canadian fever and the Texas fever

struck the farmers in one section about

the same time. As a result pretty nearly

three whole townships were depopulated.

The land largely passed into the hands

of city investors and then into the hands

of tenants. Among the farms in that

section was one of 220 acres operated

hnical World Company. #9/



HIS FENCES FALLING DOWN.
Tht' roads gd uiin'pain-d in tin* ti-nant farnifr's country.

by a fatlicr and two sons. The sons took

the CanacUan fever, anil with them went
so many of his neiglibors that the

father became (Hscoiiraged and decided

to rent his farm and move to St. Louis.

It was the average type of good Mis-

souri farm with comfortable dwell-

ings, good barns, modern machinery
always, kept in good repair, the crops

being rotated and the soil kept up. Plant

and laiid, estimating by other neighbor-

hood sales, easily were worth $30,000.

Of the first tenants, one remained three

years, two others remained two years

and one is still there. Last fall the two
sons tired of Canada, sold their lioldings

and went back to the old farm. Most

of the machinery recjuired extensive re-

pairs, the buildings were in bad repair

and the land had been skinned, with the

exception of that still held by the tenant.

This tenant was a young man, a graduate

of the Missouri Agricultural College, and

he faithfully carried out his contract. He
had taken the 63-acre tract previously

held by the tenant who farmed it three

years. He planted only corn last year

but. by proper seed selection, raised, in

spite of the three years of skinning that-

the land had been subjected to, a larger

crop than had ever been raised upon it.

By hauling manure from other nearby
farms he got enough to cover the field

thoroughly with manure last fall. This

year he will begin on a crop rotation

program, having pleased the owner so

well with his results last year that he

was given a five-year lease with option

of renewal.

In previous years this farm had paid

a net profit of about 6 per cent, on

$30,000. Balancing the receipts for four

years against interest on the investment

and the estimated cost of restoring the

land and plant to its original condition

the net profit was about 1.4 per cent, on
a valuation of $30,000. But that is not

all. Peopled largely now by a shifting

population of tenant farmers the old

community spirit has died out, the roads

have deteriorated, the bank deposits in

the county seat town have decreased and

land values in the whole section are esti-

mated to have decreased ten per cent, in

the last four years.

The greatest agricultural evil of. the

/•>?
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present day is the tenant farmer. This
statement is made by President Henry

J. Waters of the Kansas State Agricul-

tural College. The tenant farmer, he
declares, is the highwayman of the soil

;

collectively, a vandal horde that has
marched from Maine to the Missouri,
laying waste an agricultural empire with
the fire of its greed and the sword of its

ignorance. His advance guard already
is thrown beyond the liig IVIuddy. Give
him time and he will overwhelm the

West as he has the East.

The tenant fanner, President Waters
says, is the ruination of the country and
the menace of the city. He has left in

his wake impoverished land, abandoned
farms and a train of economic evils that

must soon be remedied or grave conse-

quences will follow. The tenant farmer
is the man who is chiefly responsible for

the increased cost of living, he is the man
who has caused American exports to fall

of¥ 200 million dollars in three years. He
is the man who has reduced our farming
area, forced the price of productive land
to an abnormal height, and sent droves
of sturdy young farmers beyond our
borders to the north.

President \\'atcrs has been investigat-

ing the tenant farmer for a long time and
he knows his subject but nothing good
of him. He speaks now of the tenant
who doesn't farm but merely skins the

soil, not the real tenant farmer—the

small ten per cent or so of hustling,

ambitious young men, long on industry

Orchards Go Untrimmed and Weeds Spring Up.

and short on cash, who rent only until

they have saved enough to buy a farm
of their own. He speaks of the other
ninety per cent., the migratory agricul-
tural vagabonds who follow in the wake
of the homeseeker and the homemaker,
leaving blight and desolation wherever
they tarry.

The nation's greatest source of wealth
is in its land, and its farms should be

JUST .'\S THE LAST TENANT LEFT IT.
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able for many years to supply yon and
me with all we need and leave enough
over to sell to the fellow across the water

who produces things that we do not. The
extent of land area now under cultivation

in the United States is easily capable of

producing twice the quantity of food-

stuffs that is now gathered. In Germany,
where conditions are more nearly similar

to that of the United States than any
other European country, the yield per

acre of wheat is more than twice that

of the LTnited States, the yield of rye

nearly twice as large, and barley and oats

one-third larger. Germany's lands have
been farmed for a thousand years, most
of ours less than a hundred and millions

of acres less than fifty years. There is

no reason why our yield per acre should

not exceed Germany's, but

it is not likely to vmtil we
rid the farms of shiftless,

land-skinning tenants.

The welfare of the nation

requires the scientific and-

effective usage of the soil,

the rotation of crops and
fertilization. It is only by

such methods that its en-

during productivity can be

maintained. Rut the tenant

farmer neither fertilizes

nor rotates. He is an ex-

])loiter. He sows the same
crops year after year, tak-

ing always but giving noth-

ing in return. He squeezes

the fertility from the soil

and robs it of its power to

produce. For every $25
Calls the Tenant Fakmei
HlGHW.AYMAN OF THE SolL,

worth of grain that he grows lue

takes from the soil a measure of fer-

tility that would cost $12 to replace in)

the form of commercial fertilizer. Aver-
age land will .stand such treatment about

ten years. Ten years and the tenant

farmer has made a portion of the na-

tion's agriculture area a barren waste

!

One doesn't need to go into the field

of higher mathematics or perform any
extraordinary feats of mental gymnastics

to trace the increased cost of living to

such conditions. The farm no longer

contributes its share to the nation's

supply of beef, pork, mutton, butter,

milk, cream and breadstuff's. Every acre

of land laid waste adds an artificial value

to land that is still productive, lessens the

productive area and consequently com-
pels—both by the law of

supply and demand and the

necessity for an adequate

return from the land that

still produces— a higher

price for food products.

The law of supply is as im-

mutable as the law of gravi-

tation. When supply does

not meet demand prices

rise.

Farming as an occupa-

tion is steadily growing
more profitable, because the

number of consumers of

foodstuff's and the rate of

consumption per capita are

increasing more rapidly

than production. Right here

let it be understood that

this does not mean that

.\I.\CHINEKV 0.\ .\ TEN.ANT F.\K>! LEFT IN THE OPEN TO RUST FOR THE WINTER



BUT THERE ARE WELL MANAGED TENANT FARMS. AND THIS IS ONE OF THEM.

there i.s a call to the city man to go
back to the farm. There are enough
farmers already. The call is for better

farmers and better farming. For sev-

eral years past the yield per acre

of agricultural products in this country

has remained practically stationary,

whereas with the revolutionary improve-

ments in farming machinery and farming
methods and the wider dissemination of

agricultural knowledge, our yield per

acre should have increased at least fifteen

per cent. That the average yield per

acre has not shown an actual decline, is

due to the fact that much worn out land

has been abandoned while vast areas of

virgin land have been opened in the West
and Northwest, and great areas and
swamp and timber lands in the East have

been drained or cleared oflf and planted.

But we are approaching closely now
the limit of our cultivable land. When
we reach that limit—and the day is not

many years away—either farming meth-

ods must undergo a radical change or

our yield per acre gradually will decline.

If we are to preserve the fertility of the

land, the land skinner must be put out

of business.

As a nation we are still the greatest

meat eaters in the world, but year by
year our per capita consumption of meat
lessens while the per capita consumption

of grain and vegetables grows. The per

capita of wheat consumption in the

United States in 1885 was four and two-

thirds bushels, while in 1909 it had risen

to five and one-half bushels. The exports

of breadstuffs, meats, live stock and

dairy products fell from 413 million

dollars in 1907 to 213 million dollars in

1910. The average farm price of wheat

from 1896 to 1900 was 66.4 cents a

bushel and from 1906 to 1909 it was 86.5

cents. Corn showed a similar advance.

When exports fall off and prices rise at

home in the face of a total production of

farm crops never exceeded in our his-

tory, there can be only one conclusion

—

that the demand is growing at home
faster than the supply. The natural result

is that the cost of living goes up.

"It was," as Prof. W. J. Spillman of

the Department of Agriculture stated in
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Tenant Farm in New York That Is Properly Looked After

Abandoned Fakm Buildings in New York.

The Average Farm Tenant Makes No Repairs.

a huIlL'tiii on soil conservation, "the abun-

dance and cheapness of food that made
possible the marvelous progress in this

country in the last centuiy. The produc-

tion of abundant crops was accomplished

at little expense and with a little knowl-

edge of the principles of the conservation

of soil fertility. This period of exploit-

ive farming is past. Whether the era of

coniparativelv cheap and abundant food

is past depends upon our ability as a

people to develop cheaper and better

means of production than now prevail.

Future increase in production must come

from better methods of farming.

Whether we, as a nation shall attain

these improved methods after a long

period of depression, accompanied by

slow adjustment to new
conditions, as has been the

case in older countries,"

depends, he says, on how
soon we supplant the land-

skinning tenant and the

ignorant, shiftless owner
with efficient farmers.

It is a grave economic
problem with which the

tenant farmer has brought
us face to face through his

robbery of the soil, and it

was tersely stated in a re-

cent speech of Senator

Elihu Root of New York,
discussing the ship subsidy

bill in the Senate. He said

:

"We have reached a

point in our development
where we can see the time

when we cannot maintain

our balance of trade by ex-

porting food products. We
will soon consume all the

food products we produce.

Where then shall we turn

to pay for our purchases

abroad? By exporting our
own manufactured articles?

But where shall we sell,

them ?"

We may or may not

agree with Senator Root's

stand on the ship subsidy

bill but we cannot ignore

the fact that unless the land

is made to produce as it

should produce and is cap-

able of producing, we must become
a manufacturing nation in order to

keep our balance of trade. Our manu-
facturers must compete with the

manufacturers of the world, our work-
men must compete with the cheap labor

of the world. Can we maintain against

that cheap labor our present standard of

wages and living? Or must we come
down to the level of our competitors?

If our population goes on increasing, as

it undoubtedly will, while our food pro-

duction remains stationary, it will not be

many years until, of necessity, we must
begin to import foodstuflfs to meet the

increasing demand. To pay for our

foodstuffs imported we must then export

manufactures. Is there anv reason to
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believe that when we arrive at the neces-

sity for importing- food that the cost of

Hving will not further increase while to

meet the competition of cheap labor

abroad there must be a decrease in manu-
facturing' cost-wages, in other words?
Not any. It is up to us to rid our agri-

cultural system of the tenant farming
evil, the tenant farmer if we can, and
along with him the shiftless, ignorant
farm owner.

It lias been ascertained by exhaustive
incjuiry that more than four of every ten

farms in the United States are occupied
by tenant farmers. As a rule tenant

farms are smaller than farms tilled by
the owner, but it probably is safe to say

that one-third the cultivated area is occu-

pied by tenants. The greater part of.

this tenant cultivated area is east of the

Mississippi River, but the corn belt of

the Middle West is feeling him as a

growing affliction and he is beginning to

obtain a foothold in the wheat country.

Oklahoma, the Ozark regions of Mis-
souri and Arkansas. Northern and West-
ern Texas and the more western states

are a little too new for him yet, but

ultimately he will invade them. West of

the Mississippi he is most numerous in

Iowa, where he numbers about forty per

cent, of the farmers and in Missouri
where he numbers thirty per cent. In

Illinois he numbers forty-one per cent.

In Kansas and Nebraska the tenants

make up from ten to forty-six per cent,

of the farmers, a general average of

thirty-six per cent, in the former state

and in both the ]3ercentage is growing.
In the more eastern states the percentage
jumjis from thirty per cent, in Missouri
and forty-one per cent, in Illinois, to fifty

and, in some sections as high as seventy-
five per cent, in Indiana, Ohio, and the

states south of the Ohio River.

In a recent bulletin of the Department
of Agriculture it was stated that the list

of tenants in one county in Ohio who
were moving in the spring from one
farm to another filled a newspaper page
in small type. The paper said it was the

custom in that county for renters to
remain only one year on a farm. Just
recently a daily paper, recording the fact

that nearly every voter in Adams County,
Ohio, had been disfranchised for selling

votes in elections said

:

"It is a county of tenant farmers * *

* * a county of rutty, unkempt roads,

ramshackle farm buildings and corrupt
people."

In the Eastern and New England states

the tenant population drops as low as

ten per cent, in some sections, where the

tenant has long since skimmed the cream
of the soil and moved to greener fields,

leaving behind him a worn-out, crop-

weary earth which must .lie fallow for

many years until Nature's laboratory re-

stores again some measure of its fer-

tility. Between 1880 and 1890 the im-
proved farm area of the New England
state decreased 38.1 per cent. As he has
done in New England, the tenant farmer
is doing in Ohio, in Michigan, in Indiana

and in Illinois, so will he do in Minne-
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Nothing Much to

sola, Iowa, Missouri. Kansas, Nebraska,
and the Dakotas. He farms for today,

tomorrow is the landlord's risk. It is, as

in law, caveat emptor,—let the owner
look out for himself. That's what the

tenant farmer is doingf.

Every spring' the devastating army of

tenants prepares to descend upon new
fields. The great moving day in the

country is March 1, the day on which
the tenant
farmer in-

vades the
farm he is

to ravish for

the season.

Nine times

out of ten

he finds the

land just as

it was when
the previous
tenant har-

vested his
crops—the ground unbroken, not an
ounce of fertilizer applied, the dwelling
and outhouses in need of repairs, the

fences falling to pieces. In a word the

whole plant is run down. Sometimes the
tenant pays a cash rent, so much per
acre. If he works on shares he pays
from one-third to one-half the crop, ac-

cording to what goes with the land.

Either system is an evil and between the

two there doesn't appear to be much
choice. Some owners prefer the cash
rent system as the surest in the long run.

Other landowners prefer the crop-shar-

ing plan as bringing the largest returns.

Either way the landlord usually gets a

better return on his investment than the

tenant gets for his labor and investment.

At least ninety per cent of the tenant

leases are for a year, and from that very

fact the tenant system has grown to be

the evil it is. The tenant has no assur-

ance that he will be permitted to occupy
the place the next year and, naturally, he

has no interest in the farm other than

to get all he can out of it. Why should

he spend any time maintaining the fer-

tility of the soil or making repairs for

the benefit of the landlord and the ne.xt

tenant? He does just as his predecessor

did. He gets all he can while the getting

is good.

Three causes contribute largely to the

Look at—The Kind of Tenant Home Thev
Show Vou in Missouri.

tenant evil. One is the purchase by city

men of farm land as an investment. An-
other is the death of the farmer and the
descent of property to heirs who live in

town or to widows who cannot or will

not carry on the business. A third cause
is the desire of farmers who have made
comfortable fortunes at farming and who
wish to retire and yet hold their land as

an investment. The city offers him ease

and amuse-
ment or less

arduous
business
cares or
duties for
his old age

!

He consid-

ers increas-

i n g land
values so
much money
earned and
he fancies

that the value will go on increasing with
the years so he doesn't worry if the

old place runs down a little and his

share of the crops is not as large as it

might be.

A large number of the farms in the

Middle West that are passing into the

hands of tenants have been stock farms
or dairy farms or both—farms where
practically all of the crops were fed at

home and in due course returned to the

soil in the form of manure. The tenant

farmer is not going to raise stock. First

.of all he has not the capital and secondly

he isn't temperamentally equipped for

the work—in other words he is too shift-

less. The third reason is that, properly

to raise stock he must be assured of a

longer lease than one year. Therefore he
])roduces only the crops easiest of culti-

vation and surest of ready sale—^^which

always happen to be the crops that take

most fertility from the soil. He tries no
experiments. He adds nothing to the

smn of agricultural knowledge except the

lesson to beware of him. He burns his

straw and his soil—renewing manure
rots against the side of his barn. The
fruit trees and the hedge go xmt rimmed,
the weeds run riot and the farm imple-

ments rust in the spot where the last

job was finished. He is too busy skin-

ning the soil to re[)air the house, the barn
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or the fences, llis live stock is nonde-
script stuff out of which he gets the

maximum of work at the minimum of

cost.

He has no community interests. He
is here today and there tomorrow. He
has nothing- in common with his neigh-

bors. Home is where he hangs his hat.

The farm is both a factory and a home
and it has a vahie pecuHar to each. Wlien,

as the temporary abiding place of the

tenant farmer it ceases to be a home it

has lost part of its value and it lowers

the value of its particular neighborhood

at the same time. Mississippi, Georgia,

Alabama and Louisiana lands, far richer

than lands in Kansas, Nebraska, Mis-

souri or Iowa, sell for $25 an acre. From
58 to 62 per cent, of the farmers in these

states are tenants, a large proportion

negroes. Farmed bv white owners these

lands would be wortli $100 to $200 an
acre. That is the value of comnumity
interest.

Conditions in the .South, are. of course,

extreme, but look about you in the north-

ern states and you will find that land in

the districts largely farmed by tenants

is disproportionately lower in the value

than in districts where the owners till

their land. The lesser value is not wholly
traceable to the difference in the usage
of the soil. Part of it is due to the lack

of community spirit, the smaller part, of

course. The larger percentage of differ-

ence in value is due to the fact that the

tenant is robbing the soil that he works
while the owning farmer is continually

doctoring his land to keep it at the high-

est stage of fertility.

Now the question is : What's to be

done about it?

The prices of- all farm products are

going up, exports are falling off and
home consumption is approaching peril-

ously close to our production. It is a
situation that will give economists plenty

to think about in the next few years.

One-third of our agricultural area is

being cropped into barrenness by tenants.

"In most parts of the country," a De-
partment of Agriculture report says, "the

land has been farmed so long without

attention to fertility that it will no longer

produce crops by the slipshod methods
formerly in vogue."

But the tenant alone is not to blame.

He shares the responsibility with two
other classes—the landlord and the shift-

less land-owning farmer. The same
department bulletin says

:

"Many ex])erienced farmers today are

not making a good living for the simple

reason that they do not possess the

knowledge of the principles involved in

their business, and unfortunately only

A COUNTRY RO.'^D IN THE L.'\ND OF THE RENTERS.
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too often the farmer is not aware of his

lack of knowledge."
It is doubtful whether tenant farming

can be done away with entirely. Prac-

tically all of the arable government land

is taken up and the tendency now is to-

ward tlie enlargement of indiviilual

holdings rather than toward the division

of holdings into smaller bodies, which

would be far the most desirable conditinn

from an economic standpoint. Land
values continually are rising so that the

tenant's chances for becoming a land-

owner are growing more remote. Take
Illinois and Missouri as typical states.

The last census gives the average value

of farm land in 1910 in Illinois as $94.90

an acre against $46.17 in 1900: in Mis-

souri as $49.56 an acre in 1910 as against

$24.82 in 1900, an increase in each state

of more than 100 per cent. The average

farm area in Illinois is 129 acres as

against 124 acres in 1900, and in Mis-

souri it is 125 acres against 119 in 1900.

It is an unwritten law in most farming

communities in the Middle West that

when a farmer desires to sell out he must
first offer to his neighbors, the result

being to keep out strangers, and enlarge

the average farm area, as well as to cut

down the rural population. An exhaust-

ive investigation showed that this "un-

written law" was largelv responsible for

Missouri's loss in population outside of

its large cities.

Getting down to the solving of the

tenant problem, the ideal solution of

course, would be to turn the tenant into

an owner. Possession stimulates pride.

Make the tenant an owner and, where he

is not entirely shiftless he begins to take

pride in his ownership and starts off on

the road to regeneration. No man with

a modicum of sense is going to rob him-

self if he knows it, or rob the land that

he owns.

But the chances for the tenant becom-

ing a landlord are growing more remote.

Next to ownership, undoubtedly the best

solution of the tenant problem would be

the indeterminate lease system, assuring

the tenant possession so long as his

behavior and usage of the land warrants

it. The tenant, under such conditions,

has an interest in keeping up the fertility

of the soil—in fact, that should be one

of the conditions of his lease—and he

willingly will learn how he may do better

than he has done.

But the real foundation of any remedy
for the tenant problem, says President

Waters, is education. Governor Eber-
hardt of Minnesota, who also has been
studying the question, says the same
thing.

"In Minnesota,"' Governor Eberhardt
said, "many farmers have been mining
the soil instead of tilling it. The presence

or the prospect of the abandoned farm
is a subject of interest in almost every

state. We must get the soil back to

where it was, for it should yield from
fifty to 100 per cent, more than it does.

We must educate the farmers and we
must begin at the beginning—the chil-

dren. In Minnesota we are doing this by

building up consolidated schools where
the vocational and industrial training so

freely offered in the cities is brought

within the reach of the farm child. We
teach in the consolidated schools practical

agriculture, manual training and home
economics, and we bring to them the

elders of the community for their co-

operative meetings, lectures on agricul-

tural topics and social purposes. Ulti-

mately we shall accomplish much in

stopping the reckless waste of our fer-

tility and in increasing our production."

"Eilucate both the tenant and the land-

lord," President Waters says. "The
landlord is, unconsciously, the tenant's

accomplice. We must educate him to the

evils of the short lease system and we
must educate him to give closer attention

both to his tenant and to his land. So
long as the system of short leases pre-

vails and the tenant is allowed to skin

the land the faults of tenant farming will

not decrease.

"Next we must take the tenant by the

neck, if necessary, and force into him a

little knowledge of real farming. First

we must assure him long tenancy, con-

ditioned, of course, upon good behavior.

We must teach him soil conservation to

maintain the productivity of his land, we
nuist teach him seed selection to increase

his yield, we must teach him diversified

farming to lessen the chance of loss, we
must teach him the value of good roads

and we must pump into him a sense of

pride in appearance and achievement and

top it off by inculcating a little public
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spirit. The first thing we
know we will have a land

owner who will always be

referred to as 'So and So,

a prosperous farmer of the

High Creek neighbor-
hood.'

"

Europe has tackled the

tenant farmer problem with

success. Denmark not
many years ago was tenant

ridden to such an extent

that the government finally

was compelled to act. Ag-
ricultural schools were es-

tablishetl, jiublic funds were
used to exproj)riate lands
and sell them to the tenants on easy
terms. Sixty-five per cent, of the popu-
lation lived on farms and a large majority
of them were tenants. Now only one farm
in ten is rented and every acre of land
under cultivation produces an annual sur-
plus of products worth $9. There are
twenty-nine agricultural colleges and
6,000 students. Ireland is undergoing
the same transformation through the ex-
propriation of large estate and the sale of
the land to the tenants on easy terms.
Great Britain and Germany, France and
other countries are struggling with the

problem.

"Denmark," President Waters said,

"is becoming the most prosperous coun-
try in Europe, and that is due to the

work of its agricultural colleges. The
value of the work our own agricultural

colleges are doing is incalculable, but we

xc

^^^f^^i^i:

In K.ansas, Where the Tenant Has Not Vet .Vrrived.

We Must Kducate the Farmer and We Must Begin at the
BkGINNINI; — THE CHU.nREN."

do not yet cover the field. Our seed and
soil trains, our dairy trains, our 'pork

chop specials,' our farmers' institutes and
our extension lectures are bringing fine

results but they do not go deep enough.
They do not reach the men we most de-

sire to reach—the tenant farmer and the

shiftless farmer. The tenant farmer
feels himself more or less of an outlander
in the community or he is prejudiced
against new fangled notions, as are a

large proportion of the "shiftless" farm-
ers. We must get into his home, we must
educate his wife and children. He must
be taught his part of the work, the wife
hers. We must teach her domestic econ-

omy, sewing, cooking', hygiene and the

proper rearing of the children. The
children are the hope of the farm and
the farmer is the foundation of all our
prosperity.

"It must be remembered
that the majority of farm
children never get as far as

the college, many never
pass the high school and
some never reach beyond
the rudiments of education.

I'-specially is this true of the

tenant farmer's children,

many of whom, under the

conditions as they now ex-

ist, will become tenant

farmers in their turn. We
nuist begin with these chil-

dren in the primary grades
to teach them that there is

something more to agri-

culture than scratching of

the soil."

nx

nx



A FENDER THAT FENDS
By

M. M. HUNTING

Ml
'R. A. D. McWHORTER,

tlie inventor of a street-car

fender having a record of

saving the hves of fifty-seven

.people in the four years of

its existence, refuses to take out a patent

upon his invention, preferring to let

humanity reap the benefit.

The fender was first adopted by the

Memphis Street Railway Company after

nearly every other form of fender upon
the market hatl been tried and in most
cases found wanting in certain important

details. It consists of a cradle-like

arrangement underneath the car in front

of its wheels. This in turn is connected

to a trigger-like attachment located

directly underneath the front end of the

car.

Any object eight inches or more in

height and causing a pressure of five

pounds upon the trigger will trip the

cradle, allowing it to be dropped upon
the rails and to pick up whatever is

before it. In one case two persons were
picked up at the same time, without in-

jury, except for a few bruises of no
importance.

So successful has the fender proved
as a life-saver that a number of other
Southern cities have adopted it and it is

now being tested with a view to adop-
tion by the New York Street Railway
systems.

Xo royalty is asked by the inventor if

a city desires to equip its cars with his

fender. In order to protect the inven-

tion, however, from falling into un-
scrupulous hands the Memphis Street

Railway Company have taken a patent

upon the device but will cheerfully fur-

nish plans and specifications to any other

roads wishing to adopt it.

The annual death harvest of persons

caught beneath the wheels of street cars

is too large not to receive the most
earnest attention on the part of the au-

thorities.

Fender in Normal Position.

SB

Fender in Position to Pick Up a Pfrson.



SEATTLE'S HARBOR AT SUNDOWN.
In the foreg^round is a suction of thi- frontnjjc owned by private corporations.

TO GRAB THE TRADE
THROUGH PANAMA

By

FRANK C. DOIG

WE want the trade through
Panama

!"

It is almost a slogan of

the ports on the Pacific

Coast. But how much
they mean of what they say is shown in

the figures on the records of capital-

ization back of the new engineering
enterprises they are pushing to make
their port facilities adequate to take

care of big slices of the expected
business. Los Angeles is planning to

spend ten millions of cold, hard dollars

on its port—San Pedro. She has already
voted a bond issue of three millions, and
Uncle Sam has spent three millions more
in building a record breaking breakwater
for her. Oakland has two and a half

millions ready to put into wharves and
docks and dredging, and has more than
ten times that amount to spend when her
plans are ripe. San Francisco has taken
the limit off—or hasn't put one on, her
appropriations and is spending millions

503



HOW PUGET SOUND LUMBER IS LOADED ABOARD SAILING VESSELS FOR ALL PARTS OF
THE WORLD.

and getting more ready to spend at a Every harbor on the Pacific Coast is

rapid rate. Portland and Seattle are the largest in the world and has more
making no noise about what they intend miles of water frontage than any other,

to do but they, too, have plans—and big if the assertions of the folks in each

ones. seaport are taken at their face value.

sot
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Millions on millions of dol-

lars have been appropriated

for commercial shelters and

yet these westerners are not

satisfied. Now they see the

Panama Canal opening and
its w^ealth of commerce
ebbing and flowing from
one ocean to another and
they are ])lanning to accom-
modate it and incidently

grab their share of the

benefits. There isn't a sea-

port on the western coast

that is not preparing to

handle the shipping of the

world within its harbor as

soon as the big ditch is

completed.

True some of these har-

bors need little fixing so

far as natural advantages
are concerned, but vast

sums of money must be
spent in docking and hand-
ling facilities. In all, it is

estimated that at least one
hundred millions of dollars

will be spent on Pacific

Coast harbors before the

canal is ready for ships.

The greater part of this

amount is available already
voted in bond issues. So

Grain Ships Along Tacoma's Water Front.
Tacoma's harbor is so deep that the docks at" built parallel v/ith

the shore line.

enornious

having been

great is the

western enthusiasm over the future that

as soon as the money now ready is s'.ient,

other sums likely will be raised for more
improvements.

Instead of leaving the important ques-

tion of water frontage to private con-

cerns, the cities and states have taken a
hand in the game and although corpora-
tions have made, and are making, ex-
tensive improvements, the majority of

the undertakings are backed by the

public's money and controlled by public

officials. The cities have seen the folly

of allowing their natural resources to

fall into the hands of the corporations,

and municipal docks and warehouses are

the big issues in almost every political

campaign.
Railroads have spent fortunes in at-

tempting to stem this tide of western
enthusiasm for municipally owned ship-

ping facilities but without avail. You
can't tell the westerner anything about

water frontage. He's an expert on this

subject and the railroads are not going
to have his pet scliemes in their grip if

he can help it. Besides the railroads are

not enthusiastic over the Panama Canal
opening, as it means competition and
cheaper freight rates. But that's just

what the westerner has been fighting for,

for years, and now is his chance to get

even. And he's going to do it with a

vengeance. He's tired of having his cost

of living boosted for the benefit of the

eastern corporations. He's going to show
Wall Street just how well and how thor-

oughly he can whip rt if he tries.

The westerner sees in the Panama
Canal a means by which he can throw
off the yoke of railroad control and be-

sides become a factor in the commerce
of the world. In the words of one of

these western enthusiasts:

"With the opening of the Panama
Canal the history of man passes to its

final phase. The Occidental half of the

world meets in the Pacific Ocean the

other, and hitherto ignored half—the



SAN FRANCISCO'S HARBOR IS IN CONTRSL OF A STATE BOARD.
This hody is constructintj concrete and steel piers and a sea wall, in preparation for handling the Panama business

when the canal is opened.

Orient. That is the supreme meaning of

the event."

That's the way they talk about it out

on the western coast Hne. The canal is

expected to open new trade routes and
steamers will be compelled to call at

ports now enjoying little commerce. So
the westerners have resolved to get their

share of the Oriental trade as well as to

hit the railroads a mighty swat and

reduce the cost of living. The railroads,

liowever, are not sleeping and at every

Pacific Coa.st seaport they are making
preparations to handle greatly increased

business when the canal is opened.

If you haven't a harbor of your own.
reach out and get one, that's the policy

of these progressive westerners. The
thriving city of Los Angeles found it

had built up a great center of trade in

spite of the fact that it was not a sea-

port. But not satisfied with this it cast

longing eyes toward the Pacific, fourteen

miles to the westward. So what does it

do but annex this strip of land—includ-

ing several thrifty little towns—to the

sea coast. Now Los Angeles has a har-

bor that it claims is one of the best on
the western coast, at what formerly was
San Pedro.
At a conservative estimate ten millions

of dollars will have been spent on this

harbor when the plans now contem-
plated are carried out. The city itself

has just voted a bond issue of $3,000,000
for municipal wharves and fills. The
Federal government has spent $3,000,000
more in building one of the longest

breakwaters in the country to protect

what is known as the outer harbor.

This breakwater has been the making
of San Pedro harbor. It is 9,250 feet

in length and on the outer end a light-

house shows the mariner the way to

refuge. lietween the concrete wall and
the shore is a trestle LSOO feet long and
this space will be filled for docking pur-

poses. With this protective wall a har-

bor of 375 acres has been made. \\^ith

the channels and the inner harbor 200

OAKLAND HARBOR, RF.CK.NTLV WRF,STED FROM CORPORATE CONTROL.
The city will spend $25.(XX),000 in improving this.

see
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acres more of harbor space has been

made available with a depth at low water

of thirty feet.

With these improvements the Los
• Angeles harbor will have twenty miles

of water front, which can be doubled by

the construction of piers without dis-

turbing the present harbor system.

In addition to the public improvements
on the Los Angeles harbor the great

private corporations are preparing to

increase their facilities for handling the

Panama Canal trade. About 230 acres

of land will be made by filling at a cost

of $3,000,000 by private concerns. The
Southern Pacific railroad has completed

what is claimed to be the longest slip in

the United States. It is 2.100 feet long

and 250 feet wide.

As for Los Angeles' grip on the

Panama business, the southern Califor-

nians figure this way: As for an entrance

into a harbor what better could be asked

than a space 4,000 feet wide with a depth

of from thirty-eight to forty-eight feet

and no rocks or sandbars? But the most

important of all is the fact that Los
Angeles is seventy miles from the great

circle route between Panama and the

Orient. By going a little more than one

hundred miles out of their course, the

vessels traveling between Atlantic ports

and the Far East can deliver and receive

freight in the richest section of the

south.

The Los Angel* people say there are

two benefits their city should derive from

these facts. First, the direct all-water

connection between the Pacific and At-

lantic seaboards, in which all ports on

the Pacific Coast should participate, but

Los Angeles most of all. Second, Los
Angeles should be the port of call of all

vessels coming through the canal and
crossing the Pacific.

Then as to the swat that these west-

erners expect to take at the railroads.

Los Angeles is taken as an example of

how it is figured on the Pacific Coast that

the Overland transportation lines will be

hit. It is expected that goods may be sent

from New York to the Pacific Coast for

$6 a ton by way of the canal. The pres-

ent rail rate on oranges for instance from
Los Angeles to New York is $23 a ton.

Therefore products may be shipped by

water at about one-fourth the present

tariflf. Freight also may be sent to

Europe at correspondingly lower rates.

According to the figures of the sea-

port cities, the inland region should be

able to take advantage of the all-water

route. Salt Lake, for instance, should

be able to transport freight, via Los
iVngeles and the canal to New York at

a saving of $14 a ton on the present

schedule. Parts of Arizona could save

$19 a ton.

But as said before Los Angeles is not

the only Pacific Coast seaport that ex-

pects to benefit by the Panama Canal.

After a fight against the Southern
Pacific railroad for the control of its

water front, which has been waged for

more than thirty years, Oakland has won
and now is preparing to spend millions

of dollars in the establishment of mu-
nicipal docks and terminals to equip

properly this port for handling ocean

commerce now existing and the great

trade expected to develop with the open-

ing of the canal.

The people of Oakland recently voted

$2,500,000 in bonds to begin the work,

but the plans of the harbor commission
call for an ultimate expenditure of

$25,000,000. For years it has been the

chief ambition of the Oakland people to

<iwn their own wharves and control their

shipping facilities. This has been the

])olitical issue on which elections have
been won and lost. And it was the power
of the Southern Pacific against which
the people had to battle.

All this muss was caused by the little

hamlet of Oakland giving Horace W.
Carpentier a fifty-year grant to the

water front in exchange for a frame

schoolhouse twenty by thirty feet. Car-

pentier sold this grant to the Central

Pacific Railroad and its allied corpora-

tions and from that day until the grant

expired, recently, the water front of

Oakland has been in the control of the

Southern Pacific.

But now Oakland is free. It has

thrown off the yoke of the corporation

and is prepared to hit back with a ven-

geance. When the Southern Pacific was
compelled to accept a franchise, last

October, permitting the corporation to

use a portion of the water front for

wharves, docks and other terminal facil-

ities, the long battle had at last been
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ended witii the city of Oakland the

victor.

In the inner harbor of Oakland, for

Ihe dredging of which the Federal gov-

ernment recently appropriated an addi-

tional million and a half dollars, the tirst

big municipal work is to be done. A
concrete quay 2,900 feet long will be

built along the north shore and the space

between this and beach will be filled. On
this fill warehouses will be constructed

and a belt line railroad will be operated

on the edge of the quay.

Along this quay the city will expend
almost the entire $2,500,000. The only

other work to be undertaken with this

appropriation will be on wdiat is known
as the Key Route basin and the south-

west front, between the Southern Pacific

and Western Pacific railroad moles. A
bulkhead will be constructed on the Key
Route basin and the land behind this

filled, giving 300 acres of land available

for warehouses, streets and terminal

facilities. The land will be made by the

silt taken up by the dredger in front of

the bulkhead in order to make the deep

water channel in which wharves can be

constructed.

When the present ])lans of the city

have been finished, there will be in use

along the Oakland water front proper,

eight and one-half miles of wharves.
And even then. Oakland has not ex-

hausted its resources and many more
miles of water front can be made available

for handling commerce. In all, the Oak-
landers declare they will have twenty-six

miles of water frontage when the plans

are carried out.

Oaklandcrs, like all good Pacific

Coasters, are exceedingly sensitive on all

matters pertaining to their harbor. The
statement by the commissioner, of cor-

porations in his report to the secretary

of commerce and labor, "that the three

transcontinental railroads will have vir-

tual control of all practical water front

except that owned by individuals."

stirred up a hornets' nest in the Cali-

fornia city. The statement was chal-

lenged immediately and figures submit-

ted to show the commissioner did not

know what he was talking about. And
this is the way the Oaklandcrs figured

out their control of the water front

;

railroads and jirivately owned frontage.

9,750 feet; municipally owned, 21,730
feet ; disputed, but likely to go to the

city, 8,000 feet.

But even with the Oakland city gov-
ernment building munici])al wharves and
shipping facilities, the railroads also are

preparing for the Panama Canal trade.

The Western Pacific is under contract to

expend five millions of dollars ; the Key
Route railroad and the big wharf and
dock concern of which F. M. Smith, the

"borax king" is the head, will spend five

millions more, each ; and the Southern
[Pacific will spend $4,000,000 to $5,000,-

000 on improvements to its already big

docking facilities.

With the amounts shipyard concerns

and others are spending it is estimated

fifty millions of dollars will be expended
in Oakland harbor in the next five years.

The municipal wharves will be equipped

with the latest improvements for hand-
ling freight, including electric cranes.

And this feature is one of the strong

arguments to be advanced by Oaklandcrs
in favor of their harbor. They declare

that even though rival ports charge less

for docking facilities, the Oakland
wharves will be the cheapest in the end
for vessels because of the speed and
chea])ness with which cargoes may be

handled.

Across the bay from Oakland, the big

city of San Francisco is preparing to

retain its hold on the Oriental commerce
and also is .getting ready to bid for its

share of the Panama Canal trade.

.\lready a bond appropriation of two
million dollars has been expended. No
sooner did the people of the bay city

find that this money had gone into dock-

ing facilities than another appropriation

of nine millions of dollars was voted.

This is the fund with which the work
will be continued.

The improvements in San Franci.sco"s

liarljor consist in building a concrete sea-

wall parallel with the shore line and
filling in the space between, making a

large area of seawall lots. From the sea-

wall, piers have been built and others are

being constructed, at right angles to the

wall. These piers are the most modern
known to engineers. They are con-

structed of concrete and steel. Not even

wooden piling is used, but steel cylinders

are sunk and the cement placed in them.



LOS ANGELES CLAIMS Uu BKOM, ol- J IIE GREATEST, LIIMBEK KECEIVLXG FORTS IN THE
WORLD.

\'icw looking seaward toward thu outer harbor.

A belt line railroad is operated in con-
nection with these other facilities. All

these are under the supervision of fhe

state board of harbor commissioners.
The warehouses, piers, belt line rail-

road, etc., are the property of the state

and are operated by the state board so'

as to return a profit on the investment.

The water front line under jurisdiction

of the state board at present is eight

miles long and five miles of berth space
is available. WHien the plans now con-

templated are carried out with piers 250
feet wide and 800 feet long, the contour
will be more than thirty-six miles in

length.

At Portland, the metropolis of Ore-
gon, elaborate preparations are under

way for the increase of trade expected
when the Panama Canal is opened. Port-
landers consider their city to be a sea-

port and practically speaking it is, but
theoretically it is a river port. But not-

withstanding the fact that it is located

far up the Columbia and Willamette
rivers, it bids for a big share of the

western slope trade. Portland's chief

claim on commerce is through its im-
mense grain and lumber traile. At Port-
land's doors the railroads dump their

loads of grain from the interior and
Portland has ships waiting to receive the

cargoes.

Portlanders expect when the canal

opens that they will get a large slice of
the trade from the eastern coast for dis-

LOS ANGELES' BREAKWATER. WHICH COST S^.OOO.OnO TO BUILD.
It is over 9.0(X) leet long, with open trestle 1.800 feet lent;.

S09
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GRAIN VESSELS WAITING, OFF PORTLAND. FOR CARGOES OF WHEAT,

tribution. That's the reason they voted
to expend two and one-half niilHons of

dollars in harbor improvements imme-
diately. They also have passed an ordi-

nance that places all wharves and dock-
ing facilities within the city limits under
supervision of the city government.
Private corporations also plan to expend
something more than two millions in

reclaiming land along the river front at

Portland.

Farther north on the shores of Puget
Sound, the young commercial giant of

the Northwest, Seattle, is struggling to

free itself from the galling yoke of the

corporations. To strike tlie railroads a

mighty blow and also to reach out for

its share of the Panama Canal trade is

the ambition of Seattle. And when this

ambition is realized Seattle will have the

most unique harbor in the world.

Seattleites have found that the narrow
strip of level land along their water
front, facing the Sound, has been gob-
bled up by the railroads and other cor-

porations. So what do these Seattleites

do but decide to make a great fresh

water harbor in the very heart of the city

and leave the salt water to the private

concerns, at least for a while.

The Lake Washington Canal project

510

is the weapon with which Seattle will

hit the railroads and bid for the com-
merce of the world. The Federal gov-
ernment has been coa.xed into appro-
priating a couple of million dollars to

construct the locks necessary and the

local government has enough money
available to do its share of the digging.

The plan is to dig a waterway from
Salmon Bay—which is a long arm reach-

ing landward from Puget Sound—to

Lake Ihiion and then to connect Lake
L^nion with Lake Washington. These
two lakes are separated by a narrow strip

of land, or were until recently when the

last mud barrier was blasted away and
the two bodies of water vmited.

At a recent election Seattle voted a

bond issue of $L730,000 for the im-
provements to its harbor, including the

Lake Washington Canal project. When
the canal is completed, which will be in

less than three years, Seattle's present

water frontage of ten miles will be in-

creased to luore than one hundred miles

of available space fronting on deep,

navigable water.

Another project that will be under-
taken with the bonds is that of filling in

more tide flats and dredging the Duwam-
isli waterway, which empties into the
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southern end of the salt water harbor.

This will add another twenty-four miles

to Seattle's water frontage.

But this isn't all that Seattle proposes

to do to the corporations. It is proposed

to bring- the entire harbor under the con-

trol of a harbor commission, consisting

of perhaps three members. This board

will be a government within itself and
will have absolute charge of the water

frontage, docks, warehouses and every-

thing that is connected with the com-
merce of the port. Ultimately it is jjro-

posed to establish a belt line railroad

under control of this harbor board. At
this time Seattle has no municipal or

state piers or docking facilities.

No true Seattleite admits that his har-

bor will not be the largest and best in

the world when completed. If you ask

a Seattle man how he figures his port

will capture the lion's share of the

< )riental commerce, he immediately will

lead you to a globe. He cannot figure

out his arguments on a flat map of the

world's surface. After carefully leading

you up to the globe he will prove to you
that as the earth is smaller around as

you go north, the path across the north-

ern Pacific Ocean from Puget Sound to

the Japanese ports is at least 1.000 miles

shorter than it is from California. He
also will tell you that boats sailing to

the Orient from the southern part of the

coast go almost directly north until about
opposite Puget Sound and then take a

westerly course out past the end of the

Aleutian Islands. A thousand miles is

some trip for a big vessel, he will tell

you and therefore, the future trade of

the Orient will be handled through the

port of Seattle.

As to the Panama Canal trade he will

point out arguments similar to those of

other cities, with the additional point in

Seattle's favor of a fresh water harbor
and closeness to the markets of the

Pacific northwest.

To the landlubber the real value of a

fresh water harbor is not apparent. One
advantage is that salt water animal life

cannot live in fresh water. An example
of what this means to shipping is shown
by the fact that six hundred tons of

barnacles were scraped from the bottom
of the armored cruiser South Dakota
before it made a recent voyage to the

Orient. It is necessary to dock and scrape

ocean going vessels at frequent periods

in order that the sea growth and foul-

ness may be removed. By entering fresh

water this growth is removed without
the aid of man. With a fresh water
harbor thousands of dollars would be
saved annually, by the shipping interests

of the Pacific.

Tacoma, on Puget Sound, has voted a

bond issue of half a million for a mu-
nicipal pier and harbor improvements
and is preparing to take the first step in

throwing off the yoke of the railroads.

This port with its closeness to the grain

growing regions is one of the big wheat
handling ports of the coast and expects

to participate in the benefits of the

Panama Canal. Tacoma harlior has

SE.^TTLE'S S.\LT WATERFRONT. NOW IN THE H.\NDS OF PRIV.ATE C0RPUR.\TIONb.



HUW SKATTLK IS STRIKING AT THE RAILROADS FOR OCEAN TRADE.
Tin' corporations liiiviiiK yobbk-d up tin- salt wati-r {rontanc. Soattli? is putting through a frcsb watirr canal. Lakt-s

Washington and Union arc links in this canal.

plenty of deep water, but its citizens feel

they must be up and doing in order to

handle the increased shipping expected.

To the ordinary individual the gigantic

proportions of the Panama trade are not

apparent. But when it is known that

eighty-two million dollars' worth of

merchandise, originating in the United
States crossed the Isthmuses of Panama
and Tehuantepec last year, some idea of

the enormous trade that will be opened
by the canal may be gained. Most of

this merchandise was moved across the

istlnnuses for the mere jnirpose of trans-

ferring it from one section of the United
States to another ; from the eastern to

the western coast or from the western
coast and Pacific islands to the Atlantic

.seaboard. Fifty million dollars' worth
of this total originated on the eastern

coast and moved westwardly across the

isthmuses, four-fifths of it then passing

northward to the Pacific Coast of the

United States, the other fifth being dis-

tributed along the coast of Mexico, Cen-
tral and South America.

Thirty-two million dollars' worth of

goods went eastwardly, two-thirds of it

originating in Hawaii and the remainder
along the western coast of the United
States. The Hawaiian sugar which for-

merly went around the Horn, now passes

over the isthmus by railroad and is trans-

ferred to boats and taken to the refineries

of Philadelphia and New York. The

SI2

returning steamships carry merchandise
for the western coast.

Figuring even on the present com-
mercial conditions of the section of coun-
try surrounding Los Angeles only, $20,-

000,000 in freight rates on non-perish-

able goods alone will be saved in a year
when the canal is completed. It is esti-

mated conservatively tliat a million tons

of non-perishable freight moves between
the eastern states and the Los Angeles
territory. The present rate is $26 a ton,

while the all-water route will make the

rate less than $6, thus effecting the enor-

mous saving. A saving of $6,000,000

to the orange growers of southern Cali-

fornia will be made.
When the canal is finished Pacific

ports will be within twelve to fourteen
days of New York in eighteen-knot ves-

sels. This is figuring that it takes twelve
hours to get through the canal. Between
the Pacific Coast and European ports

the trip should be made in three weeks
in eighteen-knot ships. This is a com-
paratively short trip for the modern
vessel. So the Pacific Coast folks do not

feel that they will be extravagant in

spending one hundred millions of dollars

in improving their harbors. They figure

that with the canal trade in full swing
the hundred million could be saved in a

year or so, in the reduction of freight

rates. Besides, it's worth it to get this

hearty swipe at the railroads.
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RALPH BERGENGREN

IX
the basement of a large stone build-

ing at Forest Hills, Massachusetts,

there are several thousand mice and
rats. Fortunately for the other oc-

cupants of the building they are all

in wire cages. Unlike ordinary rats and
mice in ordinary basements, they are

cheerfully fed and nicely taken care of.

.\nd to complete this extraordinary situ-

ation the same basement contains several

Inmdred rabbits and guinea pigs.

Tlie stone building is the Bussey In-

stitution, the headquarters of the agri-

cultural department of Harvard Univer-
sity, and the basement is occupied by the

animals used by Dr. William Ernest

Castle, of the Harvard Zoological De-
partment, as material for a continuous

series of important scientific experiments.

Without going so far as to consider this

bust of guinea pigs, rabbits, rats, and
mice literal representatives of the human
race they nevertheless pass their lives in

affording material for the study of phe-

nomena upon which the continuance of

the human race, at its progressively

highest level, is obviously dependent.

The problems in which they are the living

factors in the equation are those of

heredity—the transmission of traits from
parents to offspring and the possibility

of determining in advance the character-

istics that will appear from the mating
of individuals with whose own character-

istics the investigator is already familiar.

Despite the occasional startling an-

nouncements of sensational journalism,

however, men of science generally admit
that human beings are more complicated

than guinea pigs : and students of hered-

ity in the lower animals turn their prac-

tical attention rather to improving live

stock than to improving its owners.
Granting all this, and at the same time

remembering Mr. Gilbert Chesterton's

remark that the first thing the perfect

race of men produced by scientific mar-
riage would do would be to smash the

system of scientific marriage, it is fair to

argue that the fundamental principles of

heredity reveated in the color of a flower

or of a guinea pig exist also in the more
complicated cases of human inheritance,

n study of guinea pigs can throw light

on human inheritance, knowledge of the

mysterious world we live in is advanced
in proportion. The "reversion to type,"

for example, that every now and then

produces a human being surprisingly un-

like either of his parents has its analogy
when a yellow rabbit is mated with a

black rabbit and the result is just such a

little gray rabbit as runs wild in the

woods. Black rabbit or yellow, each par-

ent contained a different element of the

ancestral gray condition from which they

had descended. And the combination of

these two elements reproduced the gray
color of the little rabbit, just as oxygen
and hydrogen when brought together

produce water. And this, moreover.

hap])ened in accordance with a well-

established law of heredity. The law
was discovered fifty years ago by an
.\ustrian monk studying the flowers in

his cloister garden ; and it has been
])roved just as true of animals as of

plants by such experiments as those of

Dr. Castle with his scientific menagerie
in the Russey Institute basement.

Mendel's Law of Heredity, as this

principle is known to scientists, was the

result of a series of experiments in the

cultivation of garden flowers. The good
monk, Gregor Mendel, having leisure,

curiosity, and a scientific mind, crossed

different varieties of ordinary garden
])eas and carefully noted what happened.
Long continued experiment showed that

under certain conditions certain results

would follow with sufficient uniformity

to establish a law. If a pea with yellow

513



Black Femalk Guinea
Her di-scL-ndants wo

Albino Female Guinea Pig Whose Descendants
Would Normally Be White.

The ovaries of the black
guinea pit' wen* trans-
planted into the body

of the albino.

cotyledons—as bot-

anists call the seed

leaves of young
peas—was crossed

with one having
green cotyledons

all the peas that

grew from this

crossing would
have yellow coty-

1 e d o n s. Appar-
ently what had happened was the ex-

tinction of the green characteristic, and
if these peas were crossed with other

peas that had yellow seed leaves, yellow

was still the characteristic seed leaf color

in the immediate descendants. But if the

peas descended from the first crossing

were self-pollinated, or crossed with each

other, the result was an average of one
green seeded pea for every three yellow

ones ; and if these green seeded peas

were separated and self-pollinated the

resulting peas were all green seeded.

In other words, each of these little peas

had inherited a characteristic—the green

color of the seed leaf—from the first

Pig Three Weeks Old.
uld normally be black.

Albino Male Guinea Pig with Whom the
Albino Guinea Pig Was Mated.

crossing, but this

color characteristic

did not become vis-

il.)le until two of

the peas in which
it was latent were
brought together

;

and in every four

descendants from
this second cross-

ing only one indi-

vidual showed the

inherited green
seed leaf color.

Yellow, in short, was dominant, in that

it was most likely to perpetuate itself and
green was recessive because it could be
expected to appear visibly only in a mi-
nority of the peas that inherited it. But
when it tlid appear visibly, the result of

a union between two of these peas was
a continuation of the characteristic green
color in the whole family of descend-

ants.

Mendel's Law of Heredity divides

transmissible characteristics into these

two kinds—dominant and recessive. A
recessive characteristic will be invisible

in all descendants of the first generation,

but will reappear, usually in the propor-

THE DESCENDANTS OF THE TWO ALBINO GUINEA PIGS.

The black color of these- little pies shows that black was tlie dominant color characteristic and was contributed by

the transplanted ovaries of the black guinea piu. In ottler words, althouk'b born of albino guinea pit' No. 2. tllese

little- Kuinea piKS are apparently the descendants ol black pit' No. 1 and albino pig No. 3.

5N
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tion of one to three, when-
ever the offsprino;' of this

first generation are mated
together ; and the recessive

characteristic will then

breed true or perpetuate

only itself. The definite

proportion of one to three

is said by those scientists

who devote themselves to

heredity to be "as fvmda-
mental to a right under-
standing of heredity as the

law of definite proportions

in chemistry." It applies

to guinea pigs, mice, rats,

and rabbits as uniformly as

it applies to the garden
flowers. And one of the

results of scientific obser-

vation of the development
of hereditary traits in these

little animals points to an

explanation which would
undoubtedly have deeply
interested the Austrian
pioneer in his flower gar-
den. The characteristic of

color, green or yellow, in

the peas with which he was
experimenting was resident

not in the flowers them-
selves but in the germinal
material which formed the

seed leaves of these

flowers : and the germinal
material of a yellow seed

leaf, could it have been
transplanted into- the body
of a flower whose seed
leaves were normally green,

might have gone on protlucing yellow
seed leaves in its descendants just as if it

had never been transplanted. In the

case of the animals at the Bussey Insti-

tute it has been shown that a surgical

operation can make a white guinea pig
capable of bearing black offspring.

To say that science watches and re-

cords the development of hereditary

peculiarities in these lower animals has
perhaps already set the reader wonder-
ing how these characteristics can be de-
tected. To most of us one guinea pig or

rabbit looks very much like another, and
one mouse or rat very much like another
mouse or rat. Fortunately for science,

Size usually
characteristics.
l.-ft. The skull;

niiddlc.

Skulls of Three Rabbits.

expressL'S itself as a blendinff of maternal and paternal
The maternal skulls are on the rii^ht: tile paternal en the
of the descendants are tlii- intermediate ones, in the

there are a considerable number of useful

ilifferences. There are albino guinea
pigs : black guinea pigs

;
guinea pigs that

are only part albino
;
guinea pigs with

long hair like an angora kitten ; and yet

other guinea pigs that are "resetted"—

a

word that describes them when their hair

grows in such fashion that they look as

if they were always out in windy weather
and the wind blowing from every ptjint

of the compass. Rabbits have been so

long bred as pets that the fanciers have
developed many characteristics that are

immediately useful in tracing heredity.

Rats and mice in bewildering variety

have also been produced by tlie hit-or-
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Black Female Guinea Pig and Her Young.

miss methods of fancy breeding, and
England has "mice clubs" whose mem-
bers, just for the fun of it, have long

been interested in obtaining fancy house
mice with pink eyes and variously col-

ored overcoats instead of the uniform
gray costume of the usual victim of the

domestic mouse trap.

All these diiTerences, secured appar-

ently by chance but really, it now ap-

pears, in obedience to a law of heredity,

are of direct value in still further testing

the uniformity of the law and in getting

new lines on the problems of inheritance.

In this scientific menagerie the guinea
pigs, rabbits, rats, and mice include speci-

mens of practically all the varieties yet

produced by experimental breeding.

Each has a pedigree, so far back as it

can be traced, neatly recorded in a card

catalogue, and, as the experiments in-

spire no fear or distrust of their keepers,

they are most of them tame and easy to

handle. The rabbits in particular behave
very much like those that inhabit little

Johnny's coop in a suburban back yard.

A typical working out of the Men-
delian law of heredity may be seen in the

mating of an albino and a black guinea

pig". If a pure bred black guinea pig is

mated with a white one all the young
guinea pigs in the first litter are black.

These baby pigs are apparently the off-

spring of black ]Xirents, although, as a

matter of fact, the white ]3arent has con-

tributed something of her own color

characteristic and the contribution is

unseen because the black color character-

istic is dominant and conceals it. Ac-
cording to the Mendelian law the white

color characteristic, being recessive, can

appear visibly only from the union of

two germ cells in both of which this

characteristic predominates—and that is

exactly what hajjpens when the black

children of this black guinea pig with an

albino partner are in turn mated. Two
black guinea pigs are presumably as sur-

prised as a hen that has hatched duck-
lings by the appearance of one white
guinea pig for about every three black

ones in the family circle. The original

cross had brought together two charac-

teristics, B (black) and W (white), to

make a single individual, B W, which
showed only the dominant' black char-

acteristic. When these individual B Ws
formed germ cells for the continuation

of their species there was a return to orig-

inal conditions ; B became the sole char-
acteristic of some of these germ cells and
W the sole characteristic of others.

When these germ cells vmited to create a
new individual there were necessarily

three possible combinations—B B, B W,
and WW, the combination BW evidently

occurring twice as often as either of the

.Albino Father of Black Guinea Pigs.

The younRStLTs arc black because this is the dominant
color characteristic, contributed by the luother.

In the first feneration all the little pigs
show this color.

others. And, as any individual contain-

ing the dominant characteristic B would
be black in color it follows that the com-
bination W W would alone produce a

white individual and would be likely to

occur on an average of about once in

four offspring. Evidently, too, in the

case of individuals represented by B B
and W W one characteristic had been

doubled and the other eliminated.

By applying the jMendelian law in sci-

entific breeding new combinations of in-

dividuals or races can be obtained in the

course of a few generations. Thus when
a guinea pig with a dark and smooth
coat is mated with one whose coat is

smooth and white, the young will exhibit

a wholly new combination, dark and
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Two oi' THE Grown Up Descendants of the Black
Mother Huinea Pig ani> the Ai.hino Father.

roug:h : and if these dark and ruiiLjli

i^uiiiea ]Mg"s are bred together a fourth

combination will appear in the grand-

children of the original couple. Some of

these grandchildren will be white and

smooth while others will represent the

combinations seen respectively in the

parents and grandparents. By proper

selection of parents any one of these

combinations may be established as a

pure race of guinea pigs in which the

children will invariably resemble their

father and mother. Often also a new
combination of characteristics obtained

through experimental crosses will coin-

cide with some long lost racial combina-

tion. The yellow rabbit mated with a

black one may produce a certain propor-

tion of little rabbits with the character-

istic gray color of the wild progenitors

of both father and mother. In the same
w-ay occur presumably those occasional

surprising cases in human families when
a son or daughter developes racial pecu-

liarities not visible in either parent. If

their genealogies could be carried back

far enough each parent would probably

be found to possess an ancestor of the

race to which the child had reverted

—

so, at any rate, we may deduce from the

guinea pig.

A case of such reversion, for examj^le,

has resulted in Dr. Castle's laboratory in

the evolution of a race of four-toed

guinea pigs. The laboratory some years

ago came into possession of a male

guinea pig whose four-toed feet made
him unique among all the guinea pigs in

the collection. There was no other like

him. And yet the four-toed guinea pig

one day surprised observers by becom-

ing the father of a four-toed descendant.

The mother was apparently normal. The
only explanation, therefore, was that she

had inherited what might be called the

four-toed tendency from some distant

ancestor ; that this tendency was reces-

sive: and that it could only be perpetu-

ated by union with another recessive ten-

dency of the same kind, supplied in this

case by the visibly four-toed father. Se-

lective breeding among the descendants

has since "fixed" the type so that it

breeds true and adds yet another striking

characteristic for the study of inheri-

tance.

There are some characteristics, how-
ever, in which so far the Mcndclian law
does not altogether coincide with the ob-

served results of scientific breeding, al-

though it is now believed that further in-

vestigation will discover another applica-

tion of the same principle. Size is the

most important of these exceptions.

Whereas color characteristics have been

l^roved to vary with predicable uniform-

ity, size is apparently a permanent blend

Produced by Mating Descendants of Black and
Albino Pigs.

In their second neneration the white color characteristic
contributed by crandfather pie appears in the

estimated proportion.

of inheritances. In a typical rabbit fam-

ilv the size of the offspring is intermedi-

ate between that of the parents and none
of the descendants revert to the extreme
proportions of either grandparent. The
])ractical result of this condition is that

scientific breeding may produce at will a

race of rabbits of any desired size be-

tween the known limits of size in rabbits,

and with any conceivable combination of

color characteristics. The variation in

size is apparently continuous and depends
upon blending or striking a compromise
between the sizes of the parent rabbits.

The variation in color depends upon the

scientific selection of parent rabbits in

which the desired color characteristic is

not counteracted by any other.

These transmitted characteristics, it
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will be seen, arc invarialjly associated

with the parent at birth and are never
"acquired" by the necessities of indi-

vidual existence and then transmitted to

offspring. Dr. Castle's experiments, like

those of many modern students of biol-

ogy, tend to disprove the theory that ac-

quired characteristics can be transmitted.

Rather they confirm the conclusions of

Weissmann, wliich for twenty years have
l)cen the battle ground of biological opin-

ion, that the germ plasm, or reproductive

cells on which the continuity of all or-*

ganic life depends, is independent of the

body containing it, and that it is not influ-

enced by the characteristics acquired by
that body during the space of a single life-

time. This theory of inheritance casts an

interesting and hopeful light on the sta-

tistics that are every now and then pub-
lished to show that the physical condition

of the average city-bred individual of

today is inferior to that of his immediate
ancestors. It would seem to indicate that

such retrogression is not the result of in-

heritance but of environment, and that

healthier living conditions in the large

cities, together with a wider distribution

of population back to the country, would
counteract the tendency and produce a

corresponding physical improvement.
But it is also true, judging by these

lower animals, that the statistics indicate

breeding from inferior family and racial

stocks as a serious factor in the retro-

gression of a startling number of indi-

viduals.

It is still a far jiiurncv from guinea

pig, mouse, rat or rabbit tn a human

being, and the thoughtful observer
naturally wonders about subtler inherit-

ances than those of size and color. There
is the question of inherited intelligence

and disposition—and this, in fact, is the

next step in the study of the lower ani-

mals. Work is now in progress in Dr.
Castle's laboratory to investigate the ef-

fects of a union between wild and tame
animals ; the wild rat, for example,
mated with a rat that has been domesti-
cated by several generations of captiv-

ity. These experiments are recent, but,

so far as they have gone, they seem to

indicate that the strength and ferocity of

the wild creature is the dominant char-
acteristic according to the Mendelian
law. The offspring of the wild and the

tame rat are in the first generation all

apparently as wild as if they had been
born of two wild parents, but when the

offspring are mated the characteristics of

the wild rat appear in modified form in

some of the descendants while others

seem to lack it entirely. These qualities

are readily recognizable and the work of

the psychologists with the various kinds

of apparatus they have invented for the

study of intelligence in the lower ani-

mals fortunately offers a means of ex-

amination for mental characteristics that

are more difficult to determine. The
psychological study of individual animals
and the psychological examination of

their offspring and descendants for in-

herited traits of intelligence is the next
step to be taken by these trained search-

ers in the investigation of heredity by
scientific breeding.



An Apricot as Smooth as a K?:ctarine from Gkok-Tepk. Turkestan.
While smooth apricots are not entirely unknown, this, the "slew-abrikose,"

is believed to have superior Qualities.

PLANT HUNTER IN THE WILDS
By

EDWARD B. CLARK

CAPTAIN MAYNE REID,
whose books have made nat-

uraHsts of more than one
American boy, once wrote a

story called, "The Plant

Hunters." Its title was not jiarticularly

alluring to the lads of the generation who
looked to their favorite for tales of pure
adventure, but before they had read long

they knew that they were to get excite-

ment with their botany.

The heroes, there were three of them
in the Captain's book, if memory's long

shadow does not obscure the facts, were
on a plant hunting expedition in a valley

of the Himalaya ^Mountains. The scene

of action was laid largely in wild places

virtually geographically iilentical with

those which are being searched today for

species of plant life by Frank N. Meyer,
an American field explorer working
under commission of the Bureau of Plant

Industry of the Department of Agricul-

ture. Some of Mr. Meyer's experiences

are akin to those of the three hunter
naturalists whom Captain Reid repre-

sented as having been sent out on like

errand by the authorities of the Kew
Gardens of London.
The adventurous botanists of the old

tale were seeking specimens to be dried

and preserved for museum purposes.

The adventurous botanist of the present

tale cares nothing for the cut and dried.

His is what David Fairchild of Wash-
ington, the Agricultural Explorer in

Charge of Foreign Seed and Plant In-

troduction, calls "a living work."
It is the duty of the man now in a

great desert of the Himalayan region to

secure seeds or cuttings of plants, shrubs

and trees which he considers worthy of

introduction into the United States, and
to get them quickly to Washington where
the work of propagation almost instantly

is started.

519
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Highly Recommended as a Shade Tree in the Arid Regions of
Our Western States.

A drought-resistant species of poplar in Krasnawodsk. Turkestan.

Explorer Meyer is today in a lonely

land and before his mission is ended he

will pass through still lonelier lands. His

collecting journey began at St. Peters-

burg and it will end at some sea coast

port of Eastern China. His trip already

has been successful enough to make it

worth much more than the money it has

cost. He has frozen and melted alter-

nately as the altitudes have

changed : he has encoun-

tered wild beasts and men
nearly as wild ; he has

scaled glaciers and crossed

chasms of dizzying depths :

he has been the subject of

the always alert suspicions

of government officials and

of strange peoples jealous

of intrusions into their

land—but he has found

what he was sent for.

A plant hunter! Ofificial

and peasant are accus-

tomed to the coming of

liunters of wild beasts.

They understand the lust

of killing and the desire

for danger which make
men take long journeys

into strange places. But a

plant hunter !—It seems to

them the thinnest pretense

to hide some design on the
peace of tlie government or
the community. The speci-

men bag must hold some
strange instrument of de-

struction, the more deadly
because it is unknown. The
experiences of botanists in

the Eastern mountains,
though w^ith an added ele-

ment of real danger, are

like those of the peaceful

opera glass ornithologist

whose sanity is doubted
and whose arrest is threat-

ened by the country folk

because he prefers to study

the living bird rather than

to kill it^ fill it with cottnn

and arsenic, and to pierce

it with wires for mounting
in painful and grotesque
attitude.

Admittedly the expres-

sion falls within the limits of what the

objectors call the bromides, but it is the

desire of David Fairchild, the Agricul-

tural Explorer in Charge, and of his

fellow lalDorers in field and Capital, to

make such deserts as the United States

has to blossom like the rose or, if not the

rose, the pear, the apple, the orange, tlie

pomegranate or the olive. The nature

.Jf''
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"'^
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A Will, liRASS al'parently a species of kvk. in thk mount.\ins
Near Bacharden. Turkestan.
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of much of the land which is under
search today for plant treasures is stony

and forbiddingf, places apparently for tin.-

thistle and the thorn, and it would ap]:)ear

that he who looks for fruitasje there must
be one who thinks "yea" the answer to

the question of Scripture, and that grapes
may be gathered of thorns and figs of

thistles.

The explorer now in the Himalaya
Mountains carries in his head a botanical

chart of the United States. He finds a

species of plant useful or ornamental, or

a variety of a species, and by reference

to the mental map he knows instantly in

what part of the United States it has a
chance to flourish and to prove a bless-

ing. He gathers with full knowledge of
the locality in which one day Americans
may sit under the shade of a Himalaya
tree or gather fruit from a Himalayan
vine.

In the plant hunter's head there is also

a weather map. He knows the sections

of the United States where long periods

of drought would wither quickly any
form of introduced vegetation whose life

is moisture. He knows the places where
the rainfall is apt to be excessive and he
knows where there are shadow and sun-

shine in about equal parts. His is a work
of selection, and it can be said that in

As Avenue of the Karakatch Tree, a Species <

Eminontly fitted as a shade tree for the hot and arid, but irr

of the United States.

Frank M. Meyer, the Explorer, in the Himal.w.^
mount.ains.

large part the ju<lgment of the plant

finder has been justified by results.

.\mericans in the dry country of the

.Southwest before long may pick from the

dooryard trees cherries whose flavor and
juiciness will make them
forget the yearnings wiiich

they have had in the June
time for the fruit of the

tree which shadowed the

New England home. Ex-
plorer Meyer found a wild
species of cherry (Prunus
microcorpa) growing and
thriving on the dry moun-
tain sides of Southern
Chinese Turkestan. Per-
haps in truth it must be

called a bush rather than a

tree for it is bush shaped
and its height is not over
ten feet. This cherry soon
will be introduced into

America.

In passing through the

villages along the line of

his journey it is Mr.
Meyer's habit to visit the

fruit and vegetable stalls of

the market places. While

F Elm.
gated sections
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A SpKCiES OF Wild Chkkhv—Pr;(«;<j w/troror/j—Capable of Resist-
ing Great Drought.

in Geok-Tepe, Turkestan, he fnund a

smooth skinned a])ricot on sale. It is as

smooth as the nectarine and its color is a

pale yellow. It is a juicy, delicious fruit

• known locally as the Slew-abrikose.

Smooth apricots from the American
grower's point of view, are things much
to be desiretl, and this particular fruit

the explorer found to possess superior

qualities of flavor. He found out where
it grew and today under care of the ex-

perts in Washington the ajiricot is under

"process of propagation" and ultimately

it will be sent to the American apricot

lands where the hope is it will flourish

and yield abundantly.

The history of the introduction of new
kinds of alfalfa into the United States

with a view to proper selection and dis-

tribution, so that the proverbial bene-

faction of making two blades of grass

grow where one grew before may be out-

(ione, has been written again and again

in agricultural history, but the search is

never over. Explorer Meyer is looking

for new kinds of alfalfa, kinds which

may prove to be better adapted to the

soil of some parts of the United States

than those which already have been tried.

No grass and no grain is too humble
to escape the plant hunter's attention. To
Washington from the mountains near

I'.achardcn, Turkestan, has been sent a

wild grass, apparently a

species of wild rye, and
when under the gentle min-
istrations—plant lovers are

always gentle handed and
gentle hearted— of the

Capital botanists the prom-
ise of the rye reaches ful-

fillment the work of dis-

tribution will be begun, and
it may be that through it

some of the country's

waste places will come to a

green redemption.

Travelers agree, Mr.
Fairchild says, that the

most beautiful tree in Tur-
kestan and perhaps one of

the luost beautiful in the

world is the Karakatch. It

is a species of elm, the

Ulmus campestris umbra-
culifera, the shade bearer.

Word has come from Mr.
Meyer that this tree eminently is fitted

for ])lanting in large nvunbers in the hot,

irrigated sections of the United States.

This introduction will be pushed in

regions where trees of adequate shade

are desired, but where experiment has

shown in the past that many species have
failed to respond to irrigation.

From the foothills of the Himalayas
has come a drought resisting species of

poplar. In the arid and semi-arid regions

of the western states where irrigation is

not possible, or as yet has not been ac-

complished, there is a demand for shade
trees for home yards and parks. At-
tempts have been made frequently to find

a promising subject. Explorer Meyer
thinks that in this poplar, the Populus
pruinosa, he has found something which
will grow and give grateful shade to the

families living in dry regions where the

cold of winter is not too severe.

Seeds and cuttings of scores of species

of plant life have come out of the coun-
try already traversed by the American
plant explorer. Perhaps if one in twenty
of the discoveries upon introduction mto
this country proves to be of lasting value

the results will be worth the labor, the

disregard of danger, the personal devo-
tion to duty of the hunter, and the money
spent by the government which commis-
sioned liim to the search.
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Tlie explorer of

the deserts must he

a botanist, but he

must do much more
than is done by the

onhnary botanist of

the field. He must
know what many
men who are bot-

anists only do not

know, how to get

his material with

the germ of life

still active
across deserts,
countries, conti-

nents and oceans.

He cannot be sure

always that his col-

lectiorls will stand

the long- journey to

Washington from
the point of gath-
ering. In this case

frequently he
must send them
ahead of him to

the coast town
from which ulti-

mately he intends

to take his depart-

ure, there to be
planted and to

grow until he can
regather them from
the soil to make
them his jealously

watched compan-

DaVID P-AIRCHILD. THE AGRICULTURAL EXPLORER IN
Charge of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduc-

tion, Bureau oe Plant Industry.

this country from
the A n (1 e s, the

I I i 111 a lay as, the
Liubi Desert and
from Australia, in

all perhaps seventy-
five kinds. Experi-
ments in inter-

breeding have been
successful and the

American alfalfa

range rapidly is

being extended.
Erom Southern

California and
from Arizona re-

cently there have
been sent to mar-
ket five tons of
dates, the fruit of
palms introduced
and grown success-
fully by the explor-
ing scientists. In
I'lorida the mango
industry is today
ii|)on a commercial
footing. Explorer
Meyer now in the
Himalaya Moun-
tains, some years
ago found in China
a puckerless and
seedless persim-
mon. He sent cut-

tings to Washing-
ton w here they
were grown suc-

ions on the last stage of his journey. cessfully. Then they were shipped to

As soon as consignments of cuttings places in the Southern United States

or seeds are received in Washington by where it was believed they could be cul-

David Fairchild they are turned over to tivated. Today ten acres of puckerless,

the entomologist who examines them seedless persimmons are under cultiva-

carefully for insect pests. Then quickly tion in Georgia by one of the largest

they are given to a pathologist who ex- fruit growers in America, a man who
amines them for diseases and then if all has faith in the word of the plant finders,

is well with the importations they are Out of China recently the govern-
put into alien but kindly soil "and started ment's explorers brought a new cherry,
to growing." which was sent to Southern California

The lUireau of Plant Industry for sev- where it took kindly to soil and climate
eral years has been at work introducing and gave return for the work expended
new and promising species of vegetation by a crop of fine, marketable fruit which
into the L^nited States. What has it was ready for the picking two weeks in

done? Improved alfalfa, thick growing, advance of any species of cherry known
and enriching fields to which the plant to the state. A red currant, the Ribes

was a stranger, are one answer to the petraeum, brought from the Altai Moun-
question. Alfalfas have been brought to tains has proved in St. Petersburg to be
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a thrifty grower, and a producer holding

promise of a successful American future.

Cuttings of ten forms of olives of the

hardiest kind known, have been sent

from the far east to the gardens of the

American Capital. It has been proved
that these olive trees will stand a tem-

perature of —2° Fahrenheit which kills

American olives down to the ground.
Apples, pomegranates, wild peas and
hardy oranges are other introductions,

some of them already acclimated, bear-

ing juicy fruit, fine flavored and grate-

ful to the eyes of the market man and the

buyer.

Disappointment comes frequently and
always painfully to the men of the Ex-
plorer's Division of the Bureau of Plant

Industry. Time after time attempts to

bring to this country living seeds and
living shoots from places far distant

have failed, but the death of the plant

does not bring death of hope. Five

times attempts were made to secure from

Chili the seeds of a plant relative of the

Alligator pear with the germ of life still

in them, and five times failure came.
Finally the explorer has planned to

swing a cradle of moss underneath the

fruit of the tree to catch it as .it falls

ripened from the stem, knowing that in

this way he can be certain of an abso-

lutely fresh seed supply.

The work of David Fairchild and his

fellow scientists is one of propagation
and distribution. The aim is to put new
forms of plant life into the hands of the

agriculturists of the country. It is the

development of a new type of field work.
It is experimental of course, but no
experiment is tried without previous

study to make certain that kindred con-

ditions of soil and climate exist between
the place of the species' origin and the

place where it is to start life anew in an

environment which, the anxious plant

lover's constant prayer is, it will not find

uncongenial.

LIGHT-PRODUCING ALLOYS

I ONG before the modern process of
'—' using chemical preparations, fire was
kindled by the use of flint stones which

by concussion emit sparks.

This method of lighting inflammable

materials has been restored by the use

of other metals producing, under the ac-

tion of a shock, sparks hotter than those

obtained with the ordinary steel and
flint. Metallic uranium will ignite a

mixture of air and fire-dam]i ; scientists

have discovered that this mixture must
remain a certain length of time in contact

with the uranium before igniting. The
phenomenon is its delay to take fire ; this

delay of 10 seconds at the temperature of

650 degrees, diminishes in proportion as

the temperature increases, for a delay of

only one second the temperature must be

increased to 1,000 degrees.

The tem]3erature of the sparks from
uranium is then above 1,000 degrees.

Sparks forced from iron whether by
an ordinary steel and flint or by the

stroke of a miner's tool will not ignite the

mixture of air and fire-damp.

Sparks from uranium readily ignite

cotton wicks saturated with alcohol or

benzine. It was decided that this metal

could be utilized for making very simple

lighters, by placing a piece of uranium
in a movable support pressed by a spring

against a steel surface covered with
points arranged in such a way that the

sparks produced would be projected into

the gas jet or on the wick to be lighted.

This very ingenious idea which was
not applied because of the high price of

uranium is now going to be realized be-

cause of the recent utilizing of the sub-

stance cerium.

In 1906 Dr. Auer of I'>ance attracted

attention to cerium by a patent concern-
ing an alloy of cerique metals with iron

;

by this alloy small pyro])horic sticks

under slight shocks will emit very hot

sparks.

A new alloy, the Kunheim alloy, is

composed of cerif|ue metals with the ad-

dition of iron and magnesia. It ignites

more readily than the preceding alloy,

and may be utilized for lighting gas jets,

while the Auer metal is especially

adapted to pocket lighters.



SUBSTITUTE FOR SHORTHAND
By

ROBERT H. MOULTON

A
FEW years ago an important
law-suit was being tried in

a court of one of our large

cities. A dozen witnesses,

representing each side of the

case, had been heard and their testimony

duly recorded. The most important wit-

ness, however, and the one upon whom
the defense chiefly relied to support its

contentions, was reserved until the last.

When he finally took the stand, judge,

lawyers and the other court attaches

leaned eagerly forward in order not to

miss a word of what might be said, and
the official court stenographer prepared
to take down his testimony. The ex-
amination began, and the witness proved
to be such a rapid talker that the stenog-

rapher, one of the most expert in his

line, was forced to exert himself to the

utmost to keep pace with the questions

and answers that were plied back and
forth.

When the examination finally was
concluded, the stenographer leaned back
with a sigh and congratulated himself

that he had made a record for speed and
—accuracy? Well, he had passed suc-

cessfully through
similar experiences

before and there

was no reason why
he should feel that

he had made any
errors in this in-

stance, or doubt his

ability to correctly

transcribe the

queer assortment

of hieroglyphics
that covered page
after page of his

note book. Besides,

if there was any
doubt in his mind,
1 „ .11 „ „ „ : 1 ,. The Machine Which Does
he could easily rapher's pad

communicate his perplexity to the judge,
who would re-examine the witness and
—but just then a dramatic incident oc-

curred. The witness was seen to sway
in the chair and then topple forward,
dead—a victim of heart failure.

This incident so unnerved the stenog-

rapher that when he set to work a few
hours later to transcribe his notes he
found more than the usual difficulty in

deciphering them. Still he finished his

work with the consciousness that he had
performed his task well. The half dozen
or so of w-ords about which he had been
in doubt could not affect the result of the

trial materially anyway—at least that is

what the stenographer thought. But
when a few weeks later the case was de-

cided by the judge, it went, very much
to the surprise of all concerned, against

the defense. In reading his decision the

judge dwelt with some emphasis upon
certain words in the testimony of the

chief witness and which, he declared,

had led him to arrive at his conclusions.

The stenographer recognized in these

particular words the very ones about
which he was in doubt when transcrib-

ing his notes, and
he was troubled. If

he had been abso-
lutely sure of him-
self, might not the

whole case have
been decided dififer-

ently ? But now it

was too late to do
anything in the

matter.

This is only one
of many instances

wherein the inabil-

ity of stenogra-

phers to read their

shorthand notes
correctly has re-

Awav with the Stenog-
AND Pencil.

S2S
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The New Stenographic Code and Its Key.
EU equals I: PH equals M (initial): VB equals N (final):

BG equals K (final): final T equals T or D (context invariably
distinguishes): S equals Is or As—in phrases initial or final):

TPH equals N (initial): TP equals F (initial). The followinK
letters, when appearinpon the same line with asterisk, become
fiRures instead, as: S with thi- asterisk equals 1: T with the a.s-

terisk equals 2: P with the asterisk eciuals ?i: H with the asterisk
e(iuals4: E with the asterisk equals.S: Fwith the asterisk equals
(t: P with the asterisk equals 7; L with the asterisk equals 8; T
Willi the asterisk equals 9; O with the asterisk etjuals 0.

suited in much trouble and con-
fusion. This defect in a marvelous
system of taking down the words
of a speaker verbatim is one which
numerous inventors have labored to

correct. Mechanical aid of some
sort seemed the only solution of the

problem, because there are limits

beyond which even the swiftest

hand and the keenest and most ac-

curate mind cannot go. So these

inventors set to work to perfect a

device that would replace short-

hand. But none of the many ma-
chines on which patents were
claimed seemed capable of fulfilling

all the requirements that woidd be

exacted of them.

There has recently been put upon
the market, however, a dictating

machine, called the Stenotype,

which its inventor claims will do
for shorthand what the typewriter

has done for longhand. It is not

intended to replace the typewriter,

but to be a companion machine to

it. It is said to eliminate the

greater part of brain work in taking

dictation, and to make this work a

matter of practice rather than men-
tal strain. This claim certainly

makes it look rosy for those who
have heretofore found the steno-

graphic pace too fast. Instead of

learning stenography the student

will only need to learn to operate

the dictating machine.

Shorthand is difficult to master
and many students of it never be-

come proficient, while those who
may be termed experts are com-
paratively few. This is proved by
the number of those who fail in

taking the Civil Service examina-
tions for Uncle Sam. The speed

required to pass is only eighty

words per minute, which probably

defines the speed limit of the av-

erage experienced stenographer.

The trouble is that in shorthand

there are too many mental oper-

ations to be performed—si.x for

every word, in fact. It is claimed

th;;t the dictating machine will cut

this in two.

The training and practice neces-

sary to be able to make all the
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cliaractcrs in any system of shorthand

—

the dots and dashes, bit;" and little circles,

long and short characters, the cnrved
and straight lines, and the light and
shaded lines—accurately and while going
at any speed requires months and often

years. And then there is the serious

question, already referred to, of legibil-

ity in transcribing these characters after

they are once made ; for often the same
character will mean different things

when above, below or on a line, dilTerent

things when shaded, and still other

things when lengthened or shortened.

The dictating machine is said to do
away with this question of legibility en-

tirely, since it writes in plain type-letters,

so that no matter how fast one writes the

letters are always properly executed.

l"(ir this reason one person can read

what another has written just as easily

as he can his own work, a thing which is

practically impossible in shorthand. It

also leaves a permanent record, which
can be transcribed at any time ; and this

is another advantage over shorthand, for

every stenographer knows that the

longer the time that elapses between the

taking of shorthand dictation and its

transcription, the more difficult the task

becomes.
It is possible for an expert user of the

typewriter to take slow dictation directly

on the machine, the average s])eed in this

connection being about sixty words per

minute, which means that the typewriter

is given about four hundred strokes, in-

cluding spacing, in this length of time.

As the new dictating machine is designed

to write over a word a stroke, the spac-

ing being done automatically, it will be

.seen that even if it is struck only half

the number of times that is required in

ordinary use on the typewriter, it will

The Ribbon Rewinder.

The Copy Holder, from Which the Typist Reads
Her Machine-Made Notes.

Still be writing almost four times as

many words as the latter, and more than
twice as many as the average stenog-

rapher can take down in shorthand in

the same length of time.

The most remarkable feature of this

machine is the keyboard, which contains

onlv twenty keys. All of the missing
letters on the keyboard are secured by
combining certain other letters. These
combinations form what is called a code,

and it comprises the entire brain work
in connection with the machine. The
code is so small—there are only eight

combinations for letters and ten for

figures—that it can be memorized in a

couple of hours. It has been figured,,

however, that the average boy or girl,

just out of school, can memorize it and
read fluently in a week or two any mat-

ter that may be written on the machine.

The keys are built to fit the fingers,

and as each finger has but two keys to

operate, the keyboard is always under
immediate control. At the top of the

machine is a bar, which may be struck

in conjunction with the top row of letters

and with any finger. This is called the

figure bar and prints an a.sterisk in the

centre of the piece of paper on which

the writing is done. The code tells that

whenever any of the top row of letters
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are printed on the same line with the

asterisk, they become figures instead of

letters.

Another interesting feature of the ma-
chine is the rewinder, which automatic-

ally rewinds the paper as fast as it leaves

the keys. The power generated by strik-

ing the keys, or any set of keys, is also

the power that operates the rewinder.

The paper is wound upon a spool, which

is removable for the purpose of placing

on :the copy holder. The copy holder

is a separate contrivance designed to

facilitate the transcription of notes. By
pressing a key on one side of the copy

holder the paper is fed forward page

by page, so to speak, as fast as may be

desired.

In business offices where speed is an

essential factor the dictating machine

should result in a great saving of time.

One person can transcribe while another

is taking dictation, thus having mail

ready for the dictator to sign almost as

fast as the dictation is finished. It has

been figured that four operators on the

dictating machine can do the work of

five in shorthand—a clear saving of

twenty per cent. And time is money.
Consider what this would mean in offices

where from twenty to a hundred, and
sometimes even as many as three hun-

dred stenographers are employed.

The dictating machine should also be

the means of reducing the cost of tuition

to students of shorthand very materially.

Probably a quarter of a million of new
students are turned out by the shorthand

schools of this country each year. As
the time required to learn to use the

dictating machine should not exceed two
weeks, while a course in shorthand may
run anywhere from as many months to

a year—well, figure it out for yourself.

MOVING-PICTURE PEOPLE TO TALK

HEREAFTER the phonographic discs ture upon the screen. The latter is a

of popular songs will be accom- hoop of about 16-inch diameter over

panied by picture-discs to illustrate them, which a piece of thin, white cloth is

when the device of a California inventor drawn taut. It is attached to the flare

is placed on the market. The song illus- of the horn by an adjustable bracket so

trator is a very ingenious device which that the screen hangs in front of the

can be attached to an ordinary talking

machine and its principles may be briefly

explained as follows: a disc about the

size of a song record contains sixteen

lantern slides which are set in small cir-

cular openings near the circumference.

large opening.

The machine shown in the accompany-
ing illustration is equipped with a 16

candle-power electric light and is de-

signed for parlor entertainment, but by

using a more powerful light the pictures

This picture-disc is adjusted so that the can be projected on a much larger screen

motor of the phonograph causes it to at a distance, thus serving for use in a

revolve, a couple of

inches or so at a

time, stopping for

a brief interval as

each p i c t 11 r c is

brought before the

lens. T he lens
and light which are

designed on the

princijile of the

stereopticon, c a n

be adjusted to the

ordinary type of

h'lrn, and electric-

ity, gas or kero-

sene may be used

to ])roject the pic-
Talking Machinr Which Will Accompanti-

Moving Pictures.

hall or auditorium.

By using a larger

song-disc, fifty or

more slides can be

set at the circum-

f e r e n c e, and it

would serve for ad-

vertising purposes.

This ingenious de-

vice is the inven-

tion of a clerk in

a Los Angeles
music store, Mr.
Harry Clubb, who
has spent two years

in perfecting his in-

vention.



AUTO COMPETES WITH RAILROAD
By

LEONARD McKEE

THE W'est is supposed to look

to the East for new ideas, but

occasionally the coldly prac-

tical minds of Westerners
evolve an idea far ahead of

what is considered within the range of

possibilities to the Eastern minds. For
instance, five years agx), the East diil

not consider the automobile a practical

utility, yet away down in th<; Southwest
a little, grey-eyed man sank all of his

available funds in machines and estab-

lished an auto route to compete with one
of the greatest railroad systems on earth.

His line was a success and now he not

only carries passengers but holds the

mail contract as well.

It was in the summer of 1905 when a

doctor brought the first auto into the

Pecos \'alley. At Roswell, a hotel man,

J. W. Stockard, became interested in the

possibilities of the machines and bought
one. After running it aroimd some, he
conceived the idea of an auto line be-

tween Roswell and Tor-
rance, New Mexico. At
that time, in order to get

from Albuquerque to Ros-
well, you had to go north

to Trinidad, Colorado, then

to Amarilla, Texas, and
there you could get a train

into Roswell. But by driv-

ing overland to Torrance, a

l^undred and five miles, you
could mahe far better con-

nections. Stockard figured

he could make money with

a regular auto between the

two points, Roswell and
Torrance. Instead of tak-

ing the regular wagon road
he set out one day with a

compass and a camping
outfit and staked a new
path across the rollin?

prairie. Along this path he scraped two
bare streaks, and that completed his

road.

From the beginning the line was a

success. Traveling people saved both
money and time as well as having one
of the oddest trips to be had in this

country. Nine hours were consumed in

making the hundred mile run and the

machines never broke down. Finally an
agitation was started for the route to

carry the mail. It took as long for a

letter to go to Kansas City as for one
to go to Albuquerque, and the daily

papers were two days coming through.

The railroad naturally opposed the move,
but in the fall of 1905 the mail contract

was taken from the Santa Fe and given

to the Roswell Auto Company. As the

line connected at Torrance with the

Rock Island and the Santa Fe Central

this brought the mail from the East as

well as from the West.
In July, 1910, the Santa Fe finished

At the H.\lfw.aa' House. Where New Drivfr and Car Enter for
THE Race .^gainst Steam.
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their great lielen Cutoff Ijctwecn Belen

and Clovis, and to facilitate handling

mail the route was changed to Vaughn
where the Santa Fe crosses the Rock
Island. The distance was about the

same but Stockard had to build an en-

tirely new road. This was easy, for by
this time his inventive mind had evolved

a patent road drag which broke,

smooth e d and
riilled a new mail

all in one opcr-

atiiin.

The cars which
were bought when
the line started
were two-cylinder

chain-drive cars of

about twenty hurse

power, and were
tisetl continuously

on the line till this

fall when three

new cars of the

same make but far

more powerful,

four cylinder, and
carrying seven pas-

s e n g e r s were
bought and put
into operation. The
old cars had each run a little over 130,-

000 miles on the line, and are still in

use around Roswell. one being the "am-
bulance" car at the garage.

\\'ith the change to Vaughn came an

increase in the amount of mail, in fact

so great a quantity had to be carried as

to necessitate the use of an extra car on
many occasions. When no extra was
run there was no room for passengers.

So Stockard retired to think and in due
course the "dingle" wagon was built.

This is a little rubber-tired canvas cov-

ered wagon which is hitched to the

back of the motor car with a patent

connection (to make it track) and in

which the mail and baggage is carried.

The big machines have no trouble

hauling this car when it carries up
to a thousand pounds oi mail, and
can easily make the whole trip on llu'

high gear.

As there is something like $9,000.00 a

year paid for the hauling of the mail,

the railroad again tried to get the con-

tract which expired a short while back.

One of the Special .Auto Bridges in the Desert

They can make the trip between Vaughn
and Roswell in nine hours if necessary,

and said so. Stockard said he could beat

nine hours so the Government did a

little figuring and called on him to make
the trip in five hours flat, if he wanted
the new contract. He ran one of the

cars through and set four and a half

hours as the new schedule time. This
means an average
of between twenty-
five and thirty
miles an h o u r,

cmmting out the

time necessarily

consumed in the

slow driving in

town and on bad
places. However,
the cars have no
trouble making it

though it is hard
on the drivers as

the strain is so con-

stant. The auto-

mail driver cannot
loll back occasion-

ally as can his

brother in the en-

gine-cab, for one
second's relaxation

might mean a bad "smash." So the

drivers and cars are changed at a lonely

ranch in the middle of the desert, thus

each driver makes the round trip every

three days. This plan too, prevents any
possibility of a passenger having to "lay

out" all night in case of accident for if

a car becomes overdue at any point on
the line the reserve car goes out to get

it. No passenger has ever had to lay

out, but there have been occasions when
the mail could not get through on ac-

count of the deep snow. A storm which

ties up the auto line also blocks the rail-

road and often a storm which blocks the

railroad does not bother the autos mu9h
for cars are running back and forth all

the time and the road is kept fairly clear.

In the narrow washes or "arroyos"
the snow will occasionally pile up and
then a big home made car called the

"Yellow Kid" is used to buck the drifts

till a way is broken through. Last win-
ter one of the drivers rammed the Kid
intii a drift and it took two weeks to pull

it nut.



HOW THK CONCRETE IS SET.
The south entrance to the divcrsiun tunnel of the yreat irrigation project in southern Idaho.

IDAHO'S HUGE •'MAGIC DAM"
By

DAY ALLEN WILLEY

PAST volcanic eruptions have
resulted in a very large area of

southern Idaho being covered
with a deposit of what is

known as volcanic ash. This
material is known for its richness when
properly irrigated, as is shown in the

Hood River valley in Oregon, lying be-

tween the extinct volcanoes of Mount
Baker and Mount Hood. Here orchards
produce some of the finest fruit grown in

America, especially apples.

The portion of Idaho covered with
volcanic ash caused plans to be consid-

ered with a view to irrigating a part of
it from what are known as the Bigwood
River and Littlewood River which rise

in the ranges of the Smoke and Saw-
tooth Mountains. The water shed serv-

ing these rivers is estimated as sufficient

to irrigate fully 150,000 acres which are

located in four sections of the state, the

largest tract aggregating 55,000 acres.

To conserve the water necessary to

insure permanent and adequate irriga-

tion it was necessary to form a barrier

across a gorge through which the main
river flows. The formation at this point

is of such a character that it would be

impossible to erect a masonry dam. The
distance from the nearest railway trans-

portation, twenty-five miles, also entered

into the problem. The natural course of

the river is over a bottom which is com-
posed of sand, some clay and strewn

with holders and rock fragments which
have fallen from the canyon sides, and
have been washed down by flood cur-

rents. The depth of this material has

been found to be as great as sixty feet

lying above the foundation of hard rock.

On each side of the canyon the forma-

S31



A PORTION OF THE EMBANKMENT.
The fill and the intake tower serving the diversion canal are here shown.

tions are largely granite, but on the west

side this deposit is covered with a mass
of loose material, such as volcanic ash,

to varying depths. By damming the

gorge, this would be under water.

An examination of the proposed site

and surroundings convinced the engi-

neers that the only practical method of

creating a reservoir was to make an

earth fill embankment protected at each

end with a reinforcement of rock, also

auxiliary work to prevent leakage or un-

dermining at the bottom or where the

ends of the embankment were set into

the canyon sides. The varying volume
of water in the river and the great dif-

ference in the current at flood height

were factors in the problem. One of the

mountain water courses ha'.'fng a channel

of rapid descent, and as stated carrying

down yearly much debris in the flood

season, the flow of the Bigwood as meas-

GENERAL VIEW OF THE BIGWOOD EMBANKMENT, LOOKING UPSTREAM.
The south and the north enclosures, the earth and rock formation, the rockfilled toes, and the enormous area filled

with earth are shown. At the left can be seen the rock deposits used in making a part of the fill.
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ured for a series of years at the site of

the (.lam ranges from two hundred cubic

feet per second in the dry season to 6,000

cubic feet in May and June, when it is

filled with the waters from the melting

snow of the mountains. The work must
be strong enough to resist the enormous
force of the flood currents also planned

to divert the surplus water in an emer-
gency and thus aid in relieving the pres-

sure.

This is why the embankment forming
the reservoir, when completed will be by
far the largest yet planned in this coun-

try and the greatest in the world for re-

straining and conserving a river. The
figures give an idea of its dimensions.

At the center it is no less than 789 feet

in thickness, rising to a maximum height

of 140 feet above the natural bottom of

the .river, while the length of the main
dam is 623 feet. To this, however, is

added an earth dike 2119 feet long- ex-

tending' from the west side, forming- a

barrier to hold back the overflow of the

flood where it has but little current.

Simply speaking, the work is an enor-

mous fill. Compared with the great

Roosevelt dam its base is nearly five

times as great in width. It has what might

be called a "back bone" of steel but this

is the oidy material in it that is not rock,

sand, gravel and ordinary earth.

In creating the "Magic Dam," as it has
been called, some very interesting pre-

liminary work had to be performed. The
engineers found they could economize
time, labor and material by first prepar-
ing the sides of the gorge where they
joined the barrier. Chambers were dug
into each side to a distance of forty feet,

all of the loose material such as sand,

loose stone and fissured rock being
cleared away, so that the ends of the

dam would rest against the solid rock.

A curious feature of this work was that

the material removed was used for

building up the "toes" of the two barriers

which inclose the embankment—known
as the up stream and down stream dams.
Much of the composition of these dams
was taken from the excavation in the

canyon sides and the balance needed
from quarries. The type of the dams is

the rock fill and they were constructed

from each side by dumping the rock and
finer '"spoil" from cars on tram roads
reaching to the excavations. Portable

derricks placed in position the larger

rocks. By the plan an opening was left
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THE EXCAVATION WORK IN THE HILLSIDE. WHERE. LATER. ROCK WAS SET INTO ROCK.
View of the gorge at the dam site.
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THE CONCRETE APPROACHES TO THE NORTH PORTAL OF THE DIVERSION TUNNEL. UNDER
CONSTRUCTION.

for the river cliannel anrl tlic work was
but slightly interfered with during- high
water. In July, 1909, the dams were so

far advanced that advantage was taken

of the low stage of the river to close

them.

The first work done on the project,

however, was the building of the diver-

sion tminel, cut through the west wall

of the gorge, a distance of 591 feet, and
lined with concrete. This tunnel is large

enough to convey half of the river flow

at flood and was built first in order to

divert the river current at high water
and minimize the pressure on the uncom-
pleted works. It will be utilized per-

manently to serve the irrigating systein.

The method of receiving and distriljuting

the water is by means of an intake tower.

This is composed of concrete, is one hun-
dred and thirty-seven feet above the

foundation of the dam, and is designed
in octagon form, to ofifer the least re-

sistance to water pressure. The water
from the reservoir enters the tower
through several openings to minimize
the pressure within, and is thus carried

into the tunnel. The water reaches the

tunnel through two water gates, five feet

in diameter, which are operated by hand.

Tliis unique water distribution is con-

nected with the embankment by a steel

bridge of two spans each one hundred

and fifty-three feet in length. \Micn the

engineers were ready to close the dams,

this tunnel carried away most of the

S3f

river flow and the Bigwood was barred
in July, 1909, as stated.

With the ends of the embankment
completed the river channel between
them became a pond which drained
under the down stream barrier as an

aperture had been made for letting it

escape. 0])erations were now begun in

building the "back bone" already re-

ferred to. A trench thirty feet wide and
ten feet deep was dug along the a.xis of

the embankment connecting with the ex-

cavations made in the side walls of the

gorge. Into the trench for its entire

length, was driven a row of steel sheet

piling, down to solid rock, the top of the

piling extending to a height of several

feet above the top of the trench and ten

feet upstream from the axis. This work
was done to prevent any possible seep-

age of water through the emliankments

and is also intended as a reinforcement

to the earth work.
The system employed is notable for its

economy, and capacity, contrasted with

what it accomplisiies. The material is

readily taken out by steam shovels mov-
ing on tracks. Such is their capacity

that the shovels excavate 90,000 cubic

yards a month with their autoiuatic fill-

ing and emptying buckets. The spoil is

dumped by the buckets into tram cars on

railway tracks running to the material

I)its, tlien hauled to the edge of the fill

where it is to be deposited or at some
point up stream from the place it is to fill.
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Then it is forced into the embankment
by hydrauHc jets—Hterally washed into

position as the gold of the placer mines is

extracted by the stream of water. One
advantage of this method is that the

filling is done more compactly and firmly

than it could be formed by throwing in

the material and grading it with the

shovel or otherwise. As fast as the dump
cars are emptied through their hopper
bottoms, a stream of water is turned on
the pile from the nearest pipe connection

thus forcing it into the fill without the

necessity of any human labor in grading
or distribution. The drainage is such

that the water leaves the newly made
formation in a few hours.

As to the formation of the dams or

borders of the work, the down stream
structure was composed of large rock on
the face, its inner slope being of smaller

material worked into the crevices be-

tween the rock. In making the upstream
face the finer filling material forms the

exterior, the rock work thus being pro-

tected from the eddies and currents, and
not directly exposed to the river. Thus
in flood season the currents and eddies

cannot work into the filling between the

rocks beneath. In addition to the diver-

sion mentioned, further protection

against flood currents is an emergency
spillway on the embankment. This is to

be four hundred feet long and extend to

a depth of four feet below the crest. A
concrete weir has also been constructed,

1,600 feet in length to carry away sur-

plus water. These works were only built

after studying the river stages for a

period of years and getting the depth of

In Flood Time.
Looking northward, toward ttie dam. showing the rock-

filled toes.

Beginning of Work Upon the Tower for Receiv-
ing AND Distributing the Contents of

THE Reservoir.

the river at the highest point recorded by
instruments. In all about six hundred
miles of distributing canal reaching the

part of Idaho described, will be served

l3y this reservoir which will cover an
area of 3,300 acres.



INVENTOR FAWKES WITH HIS FAMILY IN THE 'AERIAL TROLLEY.

AN AERIAL TROLLEY
By

CHARLES ELDERS

AN aerial trolley car, driven by a

/\ propeller and with a carrying

/ \ capacity of tifty-six passen-

/ % S'ers, is in actual operation on

^ ^ a short stretch of track in one
of the suburbs of Los Angeles. Cali-

fornia. It is the invention of J. W.
Fawkes, who has made a fortune from
various patents.

The car has a length of fifty feet, is

six feet wide and seven-and-a-half feet

high. It is of a torpedo or cigar shape,

with a propeller at one end, and is built

of angle steel and aluminum.
It is suspended on an overhead rail of

iron, three-and-a-half inches broad, and
this is scientifically trussed with iron

rods which are kept taut by a system of

turn buckles. Trolleys above and below

hold the car firmly to the rail. The track

is sus])ended from twelve-inch wooden
posts with iron bars, and these posts rest

iS6

on a firm foundation in the earth and are

securely braced.

It is proposed to construct a double
track system, one on each side of the

central poles, so as to equalize the pull

in botli directions.

Probably the most remarkable feature

of this aerial trolley is the propeller

which drives it along the track. It is a

radical departure from the type of pro-

peller in use on aeroplanes, having two
huge fan-shaped blades, which, the in-

ventor claims, add greatly to the force of

the thrust. The construction of the fan-

shaped blades is unique. They are of

sheet iron, sujjported by frame work of

seamless steel tubing. Each of these

tubes is welded into a disk of aluminum,
an inch in thickness and si.x inches m di-

ameter, and the driving shaft runs

through this series of fifteen aluminum
disks like a core.



A FULL-LENGTH VIEW OF THE CAR.

The propeller has a diameter of six

feet and is driven by a twenty-six horse-

power automobile engine. It is esti-

mated that the engine can drive the pro-

peller at the rate of 1,500 revolutions per
minute and by actual test it has produced
one thousand revolutions a minute. Al-

though the one-hundred-and-fifty-foot

track has made it impossible to test the

car for speed, it is believed it will be

capable of one hundred miles an hour
and as work is progressing on a large

circular track the speed capacity of the

new invention will soon be known.
By an ingenious device for raising and

lowering the car, the inventor expects
to take on passengers or freight from
any level, thus doing away with the

necessity of elevated stations. He
claims that there are many advantages in

this system of transportation. It would
do away with grade crossings, as the

cars could run through the country fif-

teen or twenty feet above tlie ground. I f

used in the cities, it would not disfigure

the streets as does an ordinary elevated

road ; in fact, its appearance would not

difi'er greatly from the ordinary trolley

poles and wires and would not shut out

sunlight nor drop oil or clinkers on the

street, as do elevated steam roads.

The danger from collisions would be
minimized, and yet it would be possible

to attain greater speed than on an or-

dinary surface road. As the inventor's

theory is, that the great momentum
would lessen the weight of the car as
it flew through space, a system of tilting

planes under the car is arranged for.

These planes would be adjusted by the

engineer so as to get the benefit of the

lifting power of the atmosphere, like

the planes of an air craft.

It is estimated that this system can
be operated very economically and that

its construction cost would be low, about
S2,000 per mile to build while the cars

could be built for about $1,500 each.

When completed, the car will have a

propeller at each end and will be fur-

nished with a removable cover or sheaf
of aluminum, with celluloid windows.
In experimental runs, about forty people
have been carried at one time without
any accident. The carrying capacity is

estimated at ten tons.

It has been suggested that the aerial

trolley be thoroughly tried out at some
pleasure resort, and with the practical

knowledge thus gained, it could be per-

fected for transportation purposes on an
extensive scale.

.\ Vitw OF THE Propeller in Det.'Ml.

5J?



THK <,KKAr dim- CKCHARD AT SYLMAR. CALIFORNIA.
Over 15(.).0(J(1 trees grow on 2.000 acres.

WORLD'S LARGEST OLIVE ORCHARD
By

J. MAYNE BALTIMORE

CALIFORNIA boasts of pos-

sessing the largest olive

groves in all the world, and
this immense property be-

longs to the Los Angeles
Olive Growers' Association whose head-

quarters are located in Los Angeles.

One so associates the growth of the

olive with the south of Europe and Ori-

ental lands, that it comes as a curious

surprise to find the greatest olive grove

in the world is located at Sylmar in the

Golden State.

Out in the San Fernando \'alley,

twenty-three miles north from Los An-
geles, stretching over a broad expanse at

the base of the towering Sierra Madre

Mountains, is the famous Sylmar Olive

Ranch, comj^rising 2,000 acres, planted

to over 150,000 trees. This beautiful

little valley is sheltered by the lofty

range—serving as a climate barrier, and
also as a picturesque background.
The Sicily olive trees obtain the height

that elms usually do in England, and
there are many quite one hundred feet

high, and measuring twenty feet in cir-

cumference at the base. However, the

trees at the Sylmar grove do not present

such formidable dimensions and the vast

groves of the Los Angeles Olive Grow-
ers' Association, through scientific ]jrun-

ing and careful cultivation, are of the

convenient and uniform height of about

SiS
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twenty feet. 'I'lnis science makes con-

venient the harvesting- of the oHves.

The olives are pkicked at the Sylniar

groves late in the summer and early in

the fall months—weeks being required to

complete the work of harvesting. The
gathering is done in a very systematic

manner—the many gangs of pickers

being under the personal supervision of

bosses—antl so the work progresses rap-

idly.

Much care is observed in gathering

the fruit from which the oil is to be ex-

tracted. A canvas is placed beneath a

tree and with tw'o pickers to a tree, one
mounted on a ladder, and one standing

on the ground, the fruit is stripped from
the branches, being alloweil to drop from
the hands of the pickers to the canvas.

In boxes the olives are carried to the

factory, and, after being weighed and
run through a fanning machine, to free

them from leaves and dust that are al-

ways necessarily present, tliey are

dumped into crushers where huge wheels

(|uickly ri'duce the fruit to a ])urple

mass.

The pul]j thus obtained is next sub-

jected to the power of hydraulic presses.

Passing through the canvas-covered lay-

ers of pulj), the oil, mixed with the water
of the olives, runs down from the press

in dark-colored, sluggish streams ; the

water and sediment settle, leaving the

tvu'hid oil to be drawn off and filtered

through cotton and gravel, after which
it is turned into glass-lined cement tanks,

where it is left to settle and mature.

A final filtering leaves the oil clear and
brilliant for bottling. Within two months
from the time the olives are gathered, the

oil extracted therefrom is fit for table

use : however, the oil improves, like wine,

with age, and may be kept for almost any

reasonable length of time, if hermetically

sealed and stored in a very cool place.

From three hundred to five hundred
gallons of pure olive oil, per day, are

extracted at the great Sylmar Ranch
factory during the active harvest season.

INSIDE THE FACTORY WHERE THE OLIVE OIL IS MADE. SHOWING THE MACHINERY.
PRESSES. ETC.



jTiiLK \\i:\\ Ml- nil. L\io..i -r olive orchard in the woki.h.
The oil and prfsorviner factory may be seen in the distance.

As to irrigation, these immense San
Fernando \'alley groves receive no other

irrigation than the winter rains since they

were planted some years ago. The soil

of the ranch is composed of the wash of

the Sierra Madres, and is of exhaiistless

richness and fertility. Evidently the

Olive Trek Laden with Fruit. Showing a I'ickfr at Work

olive trees are not thirsty souls, as, dur-

ing some seasons, rains do not fall once

in three months. Yet the thrifty con-

dition of the trees and the yield of fruit

are not noticeably affected by dry

weather. The climatic and soil con-

ditions of San Fernando Valley are

peculiarly favorable to suc-

cess of the olive industry.

San Fernando is the cen-

ter of the great olive indus-

try of California, though
there are many large olive

orchards in other sections

of the state. There are the

oldest olive trees in Cali-

fornia, having been planted

by the Spanish padres more
than a century ago.

The olive industry has

been, and is constantly in-

creasing in California since

its first introduction by the

early Spanish mission

fathers ; and the olive cul-

ture can never be overdone
in tliat state since the olive

can be produced only in

central and southern Cali-

co
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fornia, New Mexico and Arizona, with

profitable success.

The oHve wood is also very highly

prized by cabinet workers as the grain is

exceedingly fine and hard and susceptible

of receiving an elegant finish.

Italian olive orchardists look upon an
olive ranch as a perpetual source of

wealth, as the older the trees grow, the

greater bearers they become. The trees

are supposed to attain a great age—as

high as 4,000 years. In the sacred

groves of the Mount oi Olives in the

Holy Land, near Jerusalem, there are

olive trees still flourishing that scientists

declare are not less than 3,000 years old.

The Los Angeles Olive Growers' As-
sociation have found their investment a

decidedly profitable one—constantly in-

creasing. The quality of the outinit of

the Sylmar groves are equal to any in

the Old World, and have won the grand
prizes at more than one world's exposi-

tion.

HOUSE MOVED IN TWO PIECES

oXE of the most singular ideas ever

involved in the moving of houses

was recently put into practice in West
Somerville, Massachusetts, where a large

three-story dwelling was cut in two and
moved from an eminence ten feet above
the street level and set up a mile distant

from its former resting place. It was
found impossible to move the house in its

entirety. The cut was made squarely

through the center and as the house was
built in a very symmetrical manner each

part was an exact counterpart of the

other.

After bracing the house, first one sec-

tion and then another was moved to the

new location with jackscrews and rollers.

On bringing the two reunited divorced

portions together they dovetailed into

such a perfect fit that the separating cut

was impossible to discern. As each of

the sections was 35 by 20 feet at the base

and almost forty feet in height, they were
liable to topple over. This was prevented
by tearing down the chimneys and foun-
dations and loading the first floor of each
section to a considerable depth with
brick.

Making Ready to Move the Last Section to the
New Location.

First Half of the "Sectional'
Being Moved.

House After



CHICKEN FARMING IN A NUTSHELL
•By

CHARLES DILLON

1 1 1 I S is the
story of a girl

w ho made
money from
hens. It is

nut an adver-

tising plot,
althongh the

girl's father

is in the
])(iultry bnsi-

iiess, but just

the facts
s h o w i n g

what she did. how she did it, and the

figures to prove the result. Not every

girl can do so well l)ut the example is

worth trying to emvdate and ought to

encourage some who have not been so

successful.

In Septemljer last Miss Grace Keller-

strasse of Kansas City chose thirty prize-

winning hens from her father's flocks

and put them in a wire netted yard forty

by twenty-four feet, in the rear of the

house. The yard was subdivided into

three pens of ten hens and one cock each,

the space allowed each family being

forty by eight feet. At the north end of

these yards, facing south, were the coops
built with every regard to economy. Any
man handy with tools could duplicate

them with a few boards, nails, tar paper
and muslin. The whole cost was less

ihan thirty dollars, and they were far

better at that than was required.

June twentieth was then fixed as the

limit of the test. The chickens were fed

three times a day on table scraps only,

with occasionally a little hot meal mash
in winter. In cold weather they had
warm water morning and night and
precautions were taken to see that this

water never froze over. This was re-

garded as an important point. The bot-

toms of the coops were kept filled with
clean straw or hay, a pretext for much
e.xercise on cold or stormy days.

A FINE BROOn TH.'VT KEEP CLEAN AND HEALTHV WITH SUNSHINE AND GRAVEL.

«?
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Miss Kellerstrass's principal idea was
to promote the laying of fertile eggs in

cold weather and this was accomplished
by means of the table scraps which con-

tained bits of meat, and the warmth of

the coops. In the summer chickens get

bugs and other insects which are a

stimulus to egg procluction, but in the

winter when this supply is cut off the

meat, raw or cooked, is the best possible

substitute.

Now for the figures: In the test term
Miss Kellerstrass's hens—thirty in num-
ber—laid 4,033 eggs, or about 140 eggs

to the bird. Of these 1,024 were sohl

in. settings. In addition, 418 chickens

were hatched from some remaining eggs
and sold. There were others but they

were used on the farm and were not in-

cluded in the record. Miss Kellerstrass

received a fancy price for her settings

—

thirty dollars, or about two dollars an

egg, with a total income from this source

of $2,048. The 418 chickens hatched

under the hens and sold brought an aver-

age of five dollars apiece as pullets and
cockerels. They were, of course, sold to

fanciers. This netted Miss Kellerstrass

another $2,090. The total income was,
therefore, $4,138. From this sum the

girl had to deduct roughly $518 for

coops, yards, grain feed, advertising,

shijiping charges, etc., leaving a profit of

$3,600 from thirty hens in ten months.
But, says the amateur—and Miss Kel-

lerstrass is an amateur, too—few could

do so well. Very good. Consider the eggs
in another way. If produced by ordinary
chickens in the fall, winter and spring

the 4,033 eggs would have brought an
average market price of thirty cents

a dozen. At that figure the 325,'4
dozens would have brought $100.57j4.
Suppose the producer had sold only one-

half his eggs, or fifty dollars' worth, and
had raised 500 chickens from the remain-
ing two thousand eggs. Even the green-

est chicken man ought to rear that many
to marketable age. If sold at only thirty

cents each—and you can't get them that

cheaply—tliese chickens would have net-

ted $150, making a total profit of $200
from chickens and eggs. And he would
still have his original thirty hens and
the surplus stock reserved from the

hatchings of late eggs. Also he would
have his coops and other fixings. Count-

CouNTiNG Chickens .'Kfter They'rh Hatched.

ing $50 off from the total receipts for

feed and deterioration the earning ca-

pacity of a hen would still remain at

about $5 for ten months.
Almost everyone who owns a home

with a back yard has the chicken fever

at one time or another, or his wife or

children have it. Many and many a

family has tried it only to fail, but in

every instance the failure has been
proved to have been the inevitable result

of no system or of carelessness, and
either will kill pretty nearly any business

adventure. To these two drawbacks
should be added ignorance. Two kinds

of persons fail in the chicken business

:

The man who buys a few chickens at

the corner grocery or gets a setting of

ordinary eggs from some nondescript

brood in the neighborhood ; and the city

man with a little money and a suburban
place. This last named man usually

goes into the chicken business on a grand
scale the first year, builds an expensive
plant from designs taken from someone's
manual, buys many expensive birds and
high-priced eggs and at the end of the

season has nothing except experience.

He failed because he knew nothing about

chickens. He would fail as quickly in

Wall Street if he knew as little about

stocks or bonds.

Another thing: The average amateur

doesn't know that fresh store eggs are
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A Common Sknsk, Sanitary, and Cheap Chicken House,

seldom good for hatching purposes.

People in the business of egg producing

for market do not keep roosters ; the

chanticler isn't needed in that hennery

;

just as many eggs are laid without his

presence and they are better eggs—for

market purposes.

It will pay, too, to remember that peo-

ple do not send hens to market nowadays
that are any good as layers ; so don't

buy such poultry expecting to start a

chicken ranch. If you feel that life will

be a blank unless you have hens and
raise chicks and good eggs and get into

the game generally put down these

fundamental rules

:

Clean out the old shed or barn and
make it vermin-proof with tin, stone or

cement.

Fence the yard with chicken netting.

It won't cost much to make
the yard tight and it will

save scenes with the neigh-

bors.

Be certain you know the

source of the eggs you buy.

Don't buy cheap eggs;
you'll regret it. Any good
setting will cost from five

dollars up to twenty or

thirty dollars—usually the

five dollar kind are good
enough ; buy a good brood
hen or a pen of the best

chickens you can afford.

Feed your chickens three

times a day, a well-ordered ration and
change it from time to time. Keep
clean, fresh water always at hand. Be
sure the food is clean. Keep the yard
dry and drained. Dampness causes nine-

ty-nine per cent of all chicken maladies.

Give your chickens a chance to dust

for mites and lice. Mix in a box about
one-half its capacity of road dust and
six ounces of powdered sulphur and six

ounces of naphthaline. If your chickens

are white substitute flour for road dust.

Keep this box where it will be dry and
where the chickens can always use it.

Give the chickens plenty of air and
exercise. Never shut them up in a tight

barn. Cut windows and cover them with

netting. Keep the chicks warm and
away from dampness. Make all chickens

scratch for their food.

VOU C.\N MOVE THIS V,\Kn KKOM I'L.ACF. TO PL.\CE.



ELECTRIC AUTO AS
WIRELESS STATION

By CHARLES GLEASON

A N interesting experiment in wire-

/\ less telegraphy was tried re-

/ \ cently in Los Angeles when an

/ \ electric automobile was usetl to

^ JL supply power for flashing mes-
sages from a portable wireless station.

The little car was run up the steep grade
of Lookout Mountain in the outskirts of

the city, and a thirty-foot steel mast was
speedily erected and rigged with the

necessary guys and wires. Then the op-

erator took his place at the keyboard and
sent out a call which brought responses

from amateur stations in various parts

of the city and from Point Loma station

more than one hundred miles away.
These answers were disregarded, how-
ever, as operator Ryan was trying for

the United Wireless station in the center

of the city, which answered within a

short time. Then the following message
directed to Mayor Alexander of Los
Angeles was flashed : "Have pleasure

of sending you the first message ever

transmitted by portable wireless station

using electric automobile via United
Wireless from Lookout Mountain."

This feat is of more than passing in-

terest as it demonstrated the possibility

of rapid communication by wireless from
an electric motor equipped with portable

mast, etc.

The experiment was planned and car-

ried out by Mr. W. B. Kerrick, an elec-

tric engineer, who wished to clinch his

argument that yoif could run most any-

where in an electric car and still keep in

touch with hoaie by wireless.

Sending the Mi-^ssage.

Getting thk Apparatus Ready, The Answer Received.

.Mi



TWO UNSPRAYED ELBERTA PEACHES AFFECTED WITH SCAB.
The black spots and cracks have been produced by the disease.

CURBING THE DREADED PEACH ROT
By

R. A. SANBORN

M R. J. H. HALE of Georgia
and Connecticut, the great-

est grower of peaches in

the world, commanding
over 1,000 acres of or-

chard, paid his respects to the brown-rot
in the following terms : "The brown-
rot is so great a factor for evil in the

raising of peaches for the market that in

a few years more it would have accom-
plished the complete failure of my
orchard plant in the state of Georgia.

W^e can master or control every other

enemy of the peach by up-to-date meth-
ods and precautions but until now we
have had no weapon that would touch

the brown-rot fungus." And then he
continued to say that. "The use of the

self-boiled lime-sulphur spray, as a foli-

age treatment for the peach-tree, recently

discovered by Air. W. M. Scott of the

U. S. Department of Agriculture, alone

would swing the future status of my
fortune from failure to success."

In the spring of 1909 Mr. Hale oiTered

the orchard of the Hale Georgia Orchard
Co. at Fort Valley, Ga., as a demon-
stration and proving ground of this spray

546

mixture of the usefulness of which Mr.
Scott was then pretty well convinced.

Experiments on small ])lats had been

made in 1907 and 1908. While the great

plant of the Hale company had had the

best of care and was otherwise in good
condition, it had in recent years become
so infected with brown-rot that in 1908
the crop was largely lost.

Two other enemies of the peach were
allied with the rot to encompass the ruin

of the orchard, namely, the scab and the

plum curculio. The former is also a

fungus but of not so malignant a type

as the brown-rot. It serves as an ac-

complice to the latter by cracking and
spotting the fruit thus giving the deadlier

fungus an easy entrance. The curculio

beetle damages the peach by puncturing

the fruit for the purpose of laying its

eggs within the skin. It is a troublesome
creature but its rate of speed as a worker
of destruction is to that of the brown-
rot as a slow-match to a ])rairie fire.

Its worst crime is in making the punct-

ures that give the rot free entree.

Mr. Scott and his chief assistant, Mr.
W'illard Ayres, conducted the spraying
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in larq'C Ijlocks of different varieties com-
prising over 5.000 trees, while Mr. Hale's

force sprayed about 7,000 trees in their

orchard under the supervision of the two
scientists. Plats of trees were selected,

trees counted and sprayed while next a

sprayed plat another was left unsprayed.

Two a])]:)lications of spray were made,

one about a month after the petals drop-

ped and again three weeks before the

fruit ripened. At picking time the entire

crop including dropped fruit was counted

on five average trees in each plat. On
the sprayed plat it was found that 17%'

was affected with brown-rot, and that in

93% of the rotting fruit infection had
been admitted by curculio punctures.

The scab was, from the commercial
point of view completely controlled. On
the unsprayed plat 49.5% of the fruit

was aft'ected with rot, and 91.5 with
scab. 81% of the rot infection had hap-
pened through curculio punctures. The
figures themselves were very satisfactory

to Mr. Hale but there was another cause
for gratification in the increased size and
color and generally better merchantable
condition of the s])rayed fruit. The com-
mercial results of the spraying were de-

termined by counting the marketable
fruit on 500 trees from each plat. ^The

.sprayed plat yielded 170 crates, tire un-
sprayed but 80. Thus was nearly a

quietus given to the brown-rot. The
curculio was the factor that held the door
open.

To oiifset curculio injury some experi-

ments were made in cooperation with
Mr. A. L. Quaintance of the Bureau of

Entomology of first spraying with

DIUl.KKNCl'. IN I;KUW.\ ROT IJKNELOI'EU IN SI'K.WED .\.\0 I'.N^l'K.WEIJ PEAI'llES.

six days in rufrigrrator car and a day in uxprcss car. The fruit on tliu left liad

been sprayed; tfiat on tfie right had not.

Two crates of Elberta peaches afte
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Gum Exudations on Young Peaches from Curcuuo
Punctures.

It is thfsc wounds that givo entrance to the brown-rot.

arsenate of lead just as tlie calyces were

sheciding, and again in about three weeks

with self-boiled lime-sulphur plus lead

arsenate. The success was brilliant.

Only 4.5% of the fruit showed brown-

rot, 6.5%' had slight traces of scab, and

about 27.5%. were curculio punctured.

On the unsprayed plat 63% was rotted.

99% scabby, and 97'/o was wormy from

curculio. The sprayed block yielded 327

crates of first class fruit while the tm-

sprayed block yielded but 33 crates, all

of which were poor in quality. In the

New York market the sprayed fruit

brought fifty cents more per crate than

the unsprayed, and all of it was sold

before the other, showing the impression

made upon the buyers by the ditTerence

in the appearance of the two classes.

The principal reason why, until Mr.

Scott's discovery, the disease had en-

joyed immunity was that, so far as was
known, there existed no spray" that could

be safely applied to the peach tree while

in full leaf. All the peach-grower could

do toward controlling the fungus was to

gather the drojjped infected fruit and

burn them. As it was quite impossible

to do this cleanly and as a few of these

"mummies" overlooked was enough to

infect an orchard, the laugh was gen-

erally with the "mummy."
The self-boiled lime sulphur spray in

which the mixture was Ijoiled by the

slaking of the lime was a discredited

spray for San Jose scale treatment. Mr.

Scott after trying about all the combina-

tions of lime and sulphur finally reached

the conclusion that the excess of the

caustic sulphids in the boiled mixture

caused the scalding of the peach leaf

and he turned as a last resort to the ex-

pedient of self-boiling as bringing into

solution a minimum percentage of sul-

phur.

The theory about the action of this

new spray is that the free lime serves

as a matrix to hold all the other ele-

ment,s together, that there are enough
of the sticky sulphides to bind the solid

materials to the fruit, branches and

leaves, and that the finely divided sul-

phur deals personally and correctively

with the bad fungus.

While brown-rot does its worst in

humid regions such as the early peach

belt of Georgia, it is to be feared in every

peach section of the country, with the

exception of the arid irrigated localities

of the west. As a general thing the dis-

ease does not fall to work until the fruit

is nearly mature.

A typical and singularly complete case

of rot destruction occurred near Dublin,

Georgia, a few years ago. It was the

year of the first full crop the orchard

had' borne and all went fairly until har-

vest time. Figuring on his masses of

large handsome fruit the owner ordered

crates for 40 carloads. Then came days

of muggy air and drizzling rain, and
with them a spontaneous combustion of

brown-rot. Out sprang the brown spots

wearing their beards of white spore-

bearing threads. The pickers were hur-

ried to cull the best of what was left but

it was too late. The disease continued

to develop in transit and an entire crop

.•\niJi.T Curculio Beetles on a Young Peach,
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that was easily wortli $20,000 was a tdlal

failure and the owner was in debt. The
career of tliis disease had practically

doomed the early peach belt of Georgia

to extinction when Mr. Scott intervened.

The annual loss to the peach crop due

to the ravasjes of brown-rot is estimated

at $5,000,000. The normal output of the

state of Georsjia is not less than 5.000

carloads, worth about $2,500,000. In

1000 the brown-rot burned up between

$500,000 and $700,000 of the peach
profits of that state. A conservative es-

timate of the annual damage in Georgia
in recent years is $1,000,000. It is good
to know that the peach grower now has

the whip-hand of so expensive a disease.
\'ouNG Plums Attacked by Curculio.

Showing cri'SCL-nt shaped cgg-layin}/ punctures

CHEMICAL WATCHMAN

T~'0 a bank cashier with a taste for
* chemistry is due the credit of a

simple yet highly efficient cash protector

and cracksman tamer. Several years ago
Cashier George Clark of the Corona

Safe that Blowi.rs Klku ekom in Tkkkuk.

State Bank, South Dakota, hit upon the

idea that if he could place a bottle of

some strong chemical between the outer
and inner doors of the vault its fumes
might retard the work of safe breakers
or perhaps frighten them away. A
quart bottle of formaldehyde was imme-
diately given a position as a silent night
watchman between the doors of the
vault.

For about five years the "yegg doctor"
kept unobtrusive guard. I-'inally early

in Xovember, 1910, the test came. A
couple of professional cracksmen entered
the town. Two charges of nitro-glycer-

ine were used on Cashier Clark's safe

tliat night. The first one did little dam-
age but the second wrecked both the
outer and inner doors, tore the latter

from their hinges and threw them out
into the vault and against the small safe

and safety deposit boxes. The "yegg-
men" did not wait to wreck the inner
safe, however, for at the same moment
the "yegg doctor" responded to a hurry
call and the fumes of a full quart of
formaldehyde filled the room. Choking
and gasping, with tears streaming from
their eyes, the criminals scrambled out
the way they had come in and left tracks
down the peaceful country highway that
fairly sizzled. For days after the ex-
plosion the fumes of formaldehyde were
so strong that a person could not breathe
in the vault.
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ARTIFICIAL SFRAY OF THE TULIP TREE.

PUTTING LANDSCAPES UNDER GLASS
By

WARREN H. MILLER

HOW do they reproduce the

plants, the tree leaves and
wild-flowers with such mar-
velous exactitude ?

We look at them in the

museum cases in wonder. Here are the

familiar fields brought to your eye just

as you recall them in life—myriads of

grasses, dozens of daisies ; every leaf,

every petal and stamen as perfect as if

living. One usually dismisses conjecture

with the thought that, no doubt, they

picked these things in the field, and pre-

served or petrified them just as they were
by some mysterious process.

Here is the case of the duck hawk or

peregrine falcon for instance. You. may
recall it—a section of rock cliff nearly

fills the case and sets off, as it were, the

habitat of the falcon. In a cleft of the

rock there is a tuft of grasses, and in

the midst of it grows a fairy-like colum-
bine in full blossom. How did they get
it there?

If they picked that delicate plant and
dipped it in a preservative that petrified

it just as it grew that would be wonder-
ful indeed. But the way they actually

do it is still more wonderful. Every one
of those flowers ; every leaf ; the stalk,

and its branches—is the work of man's
hand

!

Think of the skill, the close observa-

tion of Nature, required to do this and
yet not make an obvious imitation !

And yet, the basis of the process is

simple enough. It is all done from life

casts of the component parts. In the

laboratory you will find large tables cov-
ered with boxes of various green shades
of the finest thin sheet wa.x, rolls of fine

oiled muslin de sole, and short lengths of
cotton-wra]iped steel wire. The simplest

thing that the laboratory turns out is a
leaf. Suppose- that the group to be
mounted requires for one of the "acces-

sories" a branch of white oak. The first

thing done is to secure representative

specimens of white oak leaves of various
ages, including buds. These are picked
from the tree and brought into the

laboratory.

S5/
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The Curator's assistant takes model-
ing clay from a stand and makes an

slightlyoblong dish of it slightly larger than

the oak leaf. This he fills with wet
plaster of Paris and lays the leaf face

downward, stem and all, on the wet
plaster. It soon hardens and the leaf is

stripped off, leaving a perfect impression

on the plaster.

Now, a sheet of wax is selected,

matching perfectly the color of the leaf,

and is pressed down into the form. One,
two, or more strands of the covered wire
are then laid down the midrib and veins

of the leaf, and a piece of the oiled mus-
lin placed over it and kneaded down onto

the wax sheet in the form. A gentle

heat is next applied, which fuses the

whole together and makes the wax so

plastic that it takes the impressions of

every least vein and membrane of the

leaf. The edges are trimmed with scis-

sors and the axil of the stem moulded in

wax to lit the form. In the case of leaves

with serrate edges the mould itself is

trimmed away sharp from the edges with
a small gouge, so as to give a sharp, clear

outline to the wax leaf. The face side

only is cast, as the oiled silk imitate-; the

reverse of all leaves except a few requir-

ing treatment on the under side.

The leaf is now complete, and any
quantity of them can be turned out from
a single mould with great rapidity. If

the underside is downy or fuzzy, fine

chopped camel's hair is strewed on while
it is hot and sticky. If the face of the

leaf is glossy, a few drops of poppy oil

produce the desired effect. If dull, tal-

cum powder, of the pro])er shade of

color, is sprayed on.

The colored leaves of autumn require

a still further process. It would of course

be hopeless to reproduce the endless

shadings and coloring of Nature with

anything so gross and coarse as a lirush,

so a process was invented to match Na-
ture's.

A GROUP OF BE.AUTIKULLV MAOE ORCHIDS.
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Assuming that a silvc-r

maple leaf, of which the

prevaihng' autumn color is

yellow, is to be made, the

leaf is first cast in the

proper shade of yelU)w

wax. Then it goes to the

painting room, where the

delicate mottlings and col-

orings of the real leaf are

copied with marvelous
fidelity by what is known as

the air brush. This instru-

ment is essentially an atom-
izer, connected by hose to a

reservoir into which air is

pumped by a small, hand
air pump.
The cup of the atomizer

is filled with the color to

be used, and it is blown on
in a fine spray. This spray

can be modified from the

veriest breath of color to

heavy coarse stipplings, and
the wonderful colorings of

Nature are reproduced by
it with absolute accuracy
antl great speed.

The colors used are the

usual artists' tubes, diluted

so as to make them atom-
ize freely. All the artist's

old friends are there ex-

cepting that great mainstay, the fat tube

of cremnitz white.

This cannot be used as a dilutent and
general modifier because the leaf colors

must be transparent or clear. The addi-

tion of white immediately turns the mix-
ture into what is technically known as

"mud." All the lakes are barred for

the reason that they are not permanent
enough. Before a year passes, anything

colored with a lake is several shades off

the original hue. The madders are much
used. Also cobalt blue, emerald green
and many of the anilines.

Before leaving the subject of leaves,

another question comes up. How about

specimens picked on the Pacific Coast or

elsewhere, when several weeks are re-

quired for shipment to the Museum? Of
course, succulent plants must be cast

fresh on the spot, but the majority of

trees and shrub branches may be ex-

pressed east and put to soak in large

Branch of Safal. Used ix Kooshvflt Klk UruL'F.

tanks in the laboratory inimoiliateh' on
arrival. In a few hours the warm water
restores the leaves and twigs to their

original freshness and casts can be taken.

The making of flowers requires more
skill, but the method is the same. The
flower is dissected and casts taken of the

petals of both calyx and corolla. The
stamens are made from fine hairs dipped
in wa.x and the knobs formed on the end
by hand. The parts are assembled, after

coloring the petals, which are moulded
in white wax. Such a flower as the wild
rose is one of the easiest to assemble in

spite of its numerous stamens. A prac-

ticed hand can finish one in about twenty
minutes.

The columbine, mentioned before in

connection with the duck hawk group,
is one of the difficult flowers. The reader
will doubtless recall it as a dark-red, five-

lobed flower like a miniature king's

crown, hung inverted by the center from
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Marshmallow Made by Clever Hands.

a slender curved brown stalk. It looks

hopeless to attempt to reproduce this

delicate fairy thing with its five, incurv-

ing, red tines, each capped with a yellow

knob. If ca.st entire in a waxen bullet

it would be horrible, leaden. To make
it, each lobe, which is virtually a petal

tightly curled, is opened out flat, and a

cast taken of it. A thin white wax sheet

is now worked into the mould and cut a

sixteenth of an inch larger than size

along one edge. A steel rod is prepared

by pointing it to exactly fit inside one of

the tines and the wax petal is then curved

around it as a form. The extra six-

teenth-inch laps over and is burnished

down with a smooth, warmed rod. The
little knob at the end is worked up with

the fingers. The five lobes are colored

with the air brush, the stamens put in

and the flower assembled complete

around the stem. In most of the flowers

there are so many colors that white wax
is usually selected as the color to form
the parts with.

All the grasses, including the canes,

are simple and easy to mount. Most of

them are simply dried and then re-col-

ored with the air brush. If the leaf is

broad, like the cat-tail, it is cast and made
up from wax sheets. In large .stemmed

fleshy plants like the sagittaria water
lilies—the ones with the flowers in a close

blue spike and s])ear-head leaves—the

stems are cast from life and molten wax

poured around a stout steel wire. The
leaf is made separately as described be-

fore and secured to the stem.

The preparation of tree and plant

fruits presents a range of problems,
varying in difliculty from the easily re-

produced fruit of the pawpaw, to the

well-nigh impossible catkin of the white
willow. The laboratory is still wrestling
with this latter, after many flat failures.

Beginning with the large, smooth fruit

of the pawpaw—with which may also be
classed the persimmon and wild plum

—

the first step is to beat out a flat ribbon

of clay about an inch wide and mould it

edgewise around the fruit, resembling
the rings of Saturn. Thick plaster of

Paris is poured over the fruit, the ring
acting as a stop, and followed up with a

paste of the plaster, moulding it with the

hand a.s it sets. The clay is then peeled

oft', and any fins of plaster that mav have
crejjt up under it are trimmed with a

sharp knife.

This same process is repeated by divid-

ing the remaining half of the fruit into

two sections and plaster-moulding them
one at a time, the final result being a

three-piece mould around the fruit. It

is then drilled at one end and poured full

of wax, giving a cast of the pawpaw,
which is forthwith colored to life with
the air brush.

Any fruit treated this way must be
first coated with beeswax thinned out in

kerosene. While not thick enough to fill

any detail, it still is greasy enough to

part the plaster from the fruit.

A second method of preparing tree

fruits is to actually preserve them by
saturating with glycerine on the osmotic
principle. Acorns, winged.ash and maple
seeds, and the tinv green , flowerets that

Leaf and Fetal Casts for Marshmallow.
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are the blossoms of so many trees, arc

all treatctl in this way. Glycerine has a

very strono- atitinity for water, though it

must be first diluted with it to enter any

vegetable tissue. Besides this, the solu-

tion must be an insecticide and germ-
proof, so formaldehyde and arsenate are

added. The acorn or maple seed is

soaked in a bath of this solution. Gradu-
ally the fluid enters the pulpy interior,

forcing the water from the cells, entirely

replacing it with non-shrinkable, deli-

quescent glycerine. The seed will not

hold its color, turning brown in a few
months, so the air brush is used to color

it to match a green fruit.

Still another method, applicable to

hard dry seeds like the chestnut and
sweet-gum burrs, is to dry them out and

recolor with the air brush. Many of the

berries, such as the red sumach drujies,

are also treated this way.
Hardest of all are the catkins. Being

full of interstices, it is impossible to cast

them in wax, they are too perishable for

the glycerine process, and, unless accom-
modating enough to dry in shape like the

catkins of the birch family, the last resort

is usually to make them laboriously by

hand. And if, in addition to countless

tinv berries, the catkin further adorns

itself with fine downy fuzz, colored both

black and white, the ingenuity of the

curator is well-nigh overtaxed to repro-

duce Nature's handiwork.
To prevent branches and twigs from

shriveling, there are large vats of glycer-

ine and formaldehyde solution in the

laboratory, in which they are put to soak.

Heavy branches, and tree trunks with

smooth sappy bark, are simply painted

with the same solution, as it is only

Osage Orangk Cast in Mould Shown in ."Vnothkr
Photograph.

Orchid in Parts and .Assembled.

Six soparato casts wore required for this flower.

necessary to impregnate through the sap

wood.
The preparation of such a panorama

as that of the bird life of the Arizona

deserts, for instance, involves an im-

mense deal of close Nature observation,

study by life photographs, and skill in

moiuiting the birds and plants. The ex-

pedition sent out for this group consisted

of two curators, a museum artist, and
some helpers hired on the spot. Camp
was pitched near the Carnegie Labora-

tory, a short distance from Tucson, and
the work begun of collecting specimens

and photographing the birds in all con-

ceivable postures of life action. The
cameras were concealed in blinds near

nests, and thus characteristic postures

were photographed from wdiich the birds

would later be mounted. The scientists

then selected the most typical scene for

the proposed group, and decided what
must be included and what left out. A
strip of ground on which might be sev-

eral desirable bushes holding nests, w-as

marked off and plKitograjihed from dif-

ferent positions. Then every stick and

stone in the strip was gathered up and
color-sketches of all objects made on the

spot. If a characteristic bush or cactus

grew just outside the strip, but no good
specimen on it. it was taken in place of

non-essential plants. When the group

was finallv complete, every last foot of

it was packed up in sections and ex-

pressed in boxes to the Museum—
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ground, stones, sticks, plants, shruljs, and
trees.

The nests were tied in place and

packed tight with excelsior, and the trees

sawed up and marked branch by branch.

It made no difference which tree the nest

happened to be on ; that was the one the

bird chose ; that one must come up, root

and branch, and be shipped to the

Museum. iMnally, the artist sat him
down and painted the large canvas pano-
rama that forms the present background
of the group in the Museum.

Arrived at home the collection was
unpacked and made up according to the

photographs. The cacti all had to be cast

from plaster life moulds, first cutting off

the clusters of thorns. That big prickly

pear on the right of the group, for ex-

ample, has all the old wa.x drippings of

a generation of laboratory work in its

interior. The casts were then colored

with the air brush and the clusters of

thorns replaced. Some of the hard
thorny bushes gave worlds of trouble as

it was exceedingly difficult to drive out

their sap with glycerine. The bush in

the center of the group—the one with a

nest on it—is still alive today and grows
a few leaves every spring! This, though
the branches have been sawn in sections

fastened with iron dciwels. Its present

roots are also iron dowels, driven into a

block of wood in the bottom framing, but

the bush does not seem to mind the loss

of the real ones.

To secure a smooth curved surface for

the canvas background, a light stud

frame is first built, and on it wire mesh
is fastened for a furring. It is then plas-

tered with hair - felt

plaster b r) n d. upon
which is applied a

smooth finish coat,
much as in lath-and-

plaster work in house
building. On this sur-

face is sized canvas,

giving a horizon around

tlie scene, except at the

window, through which ^ ^ .„^ Mould of an
the observer looks. Averydifficu

It is astonishing how much the can-

vas has to be retouched to match the

actuality of the foreground. The effects

of lights and shades on objects, as the

artist sees them, are often glaringly at

variance with the appearance of the real

foreground, especially at the junction of

canvas with reality. Of course the paint-

ing has to be worked over until the most
fastidious eye can scarcely point out

where they shade into each other.

A still further matter niust be looked

to, to secure the wonderful reproduction

of the actual scene that these panoramas
give. It is the effect of shadows on the

groups. The real objects in the Tore-

ground must have cither no shadows at

all, or else they must agree with those

on the canvas. The former method has

proved the best. The light is thrown
directly down on the group by concealed

reflectors which receive their light from
the adjoining windows. In some cases

this is further reinforced by outside re-

flectors which throw in the light of the

zenith.

The Museum has at present twelve of

these panoramas on exhibition in the

Bird Hall. It is worthy of appreciative

consideration to reflect that each one cost

an expensive e}:pedition by scientists and
artists of the Rluseum Staff, months of

laboratory work in mounting the birds

from photographs and preparing the ac-

cessions, so as to reproduce the actual

plants and trees precisely as found. The
expense of this work is all borne by a

coterie of public-spirited private citizens

of New York. The result of it all. is to

take the observer into the heart of typical

American wild scenery

which he could never
otherwise see, ancf to

fill the study of wild
birds with interest and
instruction that never

by any possible circum-
^tance could be gotten

from the old-fashioned

stuft'ed bird on a var-

OSAGP, ORANGE. "'-^'^^'I WOOdcU pcdCS-

It one to niaki\ 131.
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LOGGED-OFF LAND IN THF; STATF: OF WASHINGTON.

WHAT SHALL WE DO
WITH STUMP LANDS?

By

FRED C. DAYTON

THE greatest problem that con-

fronts the people of the Pa-
cific Coast states, is what to

do with the vast areas of land

left barren by the woodsman's
ax and saw. Millions of acres of giant

timber have been cut-over and the great
stumps and tangles of underbrush left

to menace standing timber through fire

and to bar the way of the agriculturist.

In eighteen counties in the state of

Washington, west of the Cascade Moun-
tains there are 8,700,000 acres of assessed

land. Of this. 5,034.000 acres are covered
with merchantable timber : 429,000 acres

are under cultivation ; and 2,352.000 acres

have had the timber cut off and consist

of what is called "logged-off" land. In

Oregon the logged-off area is about
equal to that in Washington. In British

Columbia, on the Canadian side of the

line, another million acres of logged-off

land lie idle, of no use whatever to

mankind.
The big kniiber companies of the W^est

have hewed and slashed ruthlessly into

the virgin timber of the Northwest. The
standing trees are of such huge size, that

the average tree is cut ten or twelve
feet above the ground, leaving an enor-

mous stump from ten to sixteen feet in

diameter. Only the long straight knot-
less trunk of the tree is used and the

tangle of branches is left where it falls.

No attempt is made by the timber hew-
ers to remove anything from the land
except the choicest timber. In fact so

little do the lumber barons care for the

land after they get the timber off', that

in most cases they allow it to revert to

the county for taxes.

The survey made last summer by Pro-
fessor Landes, Dr. Benson, and Dr. Fry
of the Washington State University and



TANGLE OF BRUSH AND STUMPS LEFT BY THE LOGGERS.
It CL-rtainly is a puzzle to know what to do with this.

Prof. W. J. McGee, of the federal De-
partment of Agriculture was to de-

termine how best to utilize these vast

logged-off areas. One of the most im-
portant lessons growing out of this in-

vestigation was that the cut-over lanfls

should be protected from fire. It is mure
important, according to these men, tn

keep the fire out of these areas than out

of the standing timber.

On the logged-ofi^ lands the great ac-

cumulation of waste becomes dry and
highly inflammable. In addition, this

land is heavily covered with moss, which
by the exposure to the sun becomes like

tinder. This waste, including the pitch-

loaded stumps, burns freely and with

great heat. The thick moss quickly car-

ries the flames to the nearby timber, as

well as ignites the heavy rich nndch,

with which the soil is covered, beneath

the moss. This reduces the soil to a

barren wilderness. Thus all the con-

structive work of nature for ages reverts

to the desert.

One big lumber company in Washing-
ton has seen the folly of this enormous

S5S

waste and is now experimenting with a

view to converting it into dollars. The
spectacle of this concern taking up the

dairy business and the production of

prime beef is now engaging the attention

of AVestern economists. The members
of this company, on whom the final suc-

cess or failure of the conservation idea

is conceded to rest, announce that never
since the conservation policies were first

urged, has there been a departure of
such vital bearing on the immediate
future of the Pacific slope.

Two hundred and fifty acres of this

concern's logged-off land have been set

aside for the experiment. This land has
been seeded to orchid grass and clover.

Several carloads of young stock were
turned loose to graze as soon as the crop
was well rooted. In a few weeks ad-
ditional stock will be added. The ex-

periment so far is declared to be suc-

cessful and of far more value than the

timber wealth, will be the agriculture

worth after the woods have disap])eared.

The finest dairying country in the

world eventually will be found where the



CUTTING THE VIRGIN TIMBER.
Incalculable dainagL- to thu future for profit in tho present.

timber now stands. Anything that will

grow in the western climate will grow on
logged-off lands.

But the success of the conservation

movement depends largely on the own-
ers of the vast timber tracts. In the

last few years small land holders have
demonstrated the value of these lands for

agricultural purposes, but these few
pioneers ate scarcely a drop in the bucket
when the enormous area of land is con-

sidered.

Dr. Rudolph S. Hoague is preparing
to demonstrate the value of these lands

by establishing a colony in Washington.
Already the county in which this colony

will be formed, has shipped 350 carloads

of choice prunes this season. While not

all this land is suitable for general cul-

tivation, it is often ideal for fruit and
poultry. The stumps often are left in

the ground and only the underbrush
cleared away. In other cases the land

is cleared away and luxuriant growths
of clover and grasses provide forage for

cows to 'transform into milk. One man
on twenty acres last year sold $3,000
worth of products. He had si.x Jersey
cows, ten young cattle, forty chickens

and sold beef, veal, potatoes, apples, gar-

den truck, cherries, ])lums, butter, cream,
milk, eggs and poultry.

Thus it will be seen that the real con-
servation problem, in regard to the tim-

ber, does not rest entirely on leaving the

trees standing, but on the ultimate util-

ization of the land. In the place of vast

areas of blackened stumps, there should
be seen waving fields of grasses, blos-

soming orchards, lowing herds, and
flocks of well-kept poultry to delight the

eye.

D 3 D
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THE government reclamation

service is putting through a

very picturesque job by
rather novel means on the

Strawberry Valley Project, in

Utah. It is an engineering problem, the

most important feature of which is the

boring of a tunnel four miles in length
through a range of mountains, the bor-
ing being done with the help of electric-

ity generated for the purpose by a

stream.

In the Utah \'alley, sixty miles south

of Salt Lake City, are sixty thousand
acres of land which need water to make
them fruitful. This valley is separated
from the Strawberry \'alley by the lofty

\\'asatch Mountain range. On the other

side of that range, in the Strawberry
Valley, is the Strawberry River, which,

to furnish the requisite water, is to be
brought through the great rocky barrier

by the tunnel aforementioned.

The Strawberry River now flows into

the Colorado River, its waters thus find-

ing their wav eventuallv into the Gulf of

California. Rut, in obedience to the
mighty power of engineering, it will be
obliged in future to turn its current
through the four-mile tunnel into the

adjoining Utah \'alley, where it will be

diverted into canals for irrigating pur-
poses. By means of a dam forty-five

feet high, its waters will be impounded,
so as to form an immense lake for stor-

age.

Thus a very striking change will be
made in the physical geography of the

region. But the unique jiart of the busi-

ness, from an engineering standpoint, is

the taking of a small stream in the Utah
\'alley, diverting it by a dam into a

cemen.t-lined canal, passing it several

miles along the side of a liill, and drop-
ping its water through a pressure pipe

upon turbines in a power house, gener-
ating electric power which is transmitted

to the tunnel camp far up in the moun-
tains, where it is used in boring the

great hole.

This small stream is called Spanish
Fork. Its water, after being utilized for

iUl
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the iirodiiction of electric jjower in the

manner described, is turned into the

canals for irrigation, thus serving a

double purpose. Incidentally, the sur-

plus electricity has been leased to the

town of S])anish Fork—which claims

four thousand inhabitants—for illumina-

tion and other purposes.

The construction of the Strawberry
Tunnel, a mile and a half above sea level,

is perhaps the most beautiful piece of en-

gineering work the Reclamation Service

has ever undertaken. In magnitude it is

second only to the huge bore now com-
pleted, in Colorado, to carry the Gun-
nison River through a mountain range.

In summer time the work of digging the

tunnel is carried on without much dif-

ficulty, but in winter at that altitude the

storms are frightful, and snow accumu-
lates to almost unbelievable depth. Dur-
ing the winter of 1908 the snow-fall on

the watershed, as shown by the weather
bureau's snow-bo.xes, was nearly twenty-

three feet.

The tunnel is concrete-lined and about
si.xty square feet in area of section—that

is to say, six and a half feet high and
seven and a half feet wide, with arched
roof. It will carry five hundred cubic

feet a second. But it will not be finished

for about three years. The Utah \'alley

has no outlet to the sea, and the water
fetched through the mountains from the

Strawberry \'alley, after all of it is used
that can be used for irrigation, will

find its way into the Great Salt Lake.
The Utah \'alley is one of the oldest

settled parts of the West. Pioneer
farmers established themselves there as

early as 1850. Peaches, apples, cherries,

plums, alfalfa, all kinds of vegetables,

and likewise the cereals, grow there most
luxuriantly and profitably. There has
been irrigation from the first. But the

water supply is insufficient, and this is

why the government is going to bring

more water, and plenty of it, through
the heart of the mountains.
The Reclamation Service says that the

W.ATEK.MELONS .^ND C.ANT.ALOUP?:S GROWN IN THE bTR.VWBERRV V.ALLEV. UT.^H



THE UPPER PHOTO SHOWS WHERE THE WATERS OF SPANISH FORK FLOW DOWN THROUGH
A PIPE. TO FURNISH POWER. THE LOWER PHOTO SHOWS THIS POWER HOUSE.
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THE UPPER PHOTOS SHOW THE POWER CANAL AND TUNNEL WHICH CARRY THE WATERS
OF SPANISH FORK: THE LOWER, THE MOUNTAIN THROUGH WHICH THIS TUNNEL IS BORED.
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opportunities now offered to secure

valuable farms in the Utah Valley, at

merely nominal prices, are the most at-

tractive to be found anywhere in the

United States. Land at present obtain-

able there for a few dollars an acre is

quite as desirable in all respects as areas

in the Grand X'alley, of Colorado, which

have been sold for nearly $5,000 an acre

—the hitjhest price ever paid for agri-

cultural land. All it needs is water,

which will soon be supplied.

It is a beautiful country. The Utah
Valley is like a level floor, walled on
either side by ranges of gigantic moun-
tains. Nothing more picturesque can

be imagined. .'\ veritable paradise in the

midst of the desert.

WOMAN HAS FINEST ROOF-GARDEN

VT/HAT is declared to be the finest

" roof-garden in the world is that

owned and managed by a lady, Mrs.

Blackwell, of Seattle, Washington. It

occupies a space of twelve thousand

square feet, and, in addition to well-laid-

out grass lawns, flower-beds with beauti-

ful blooms, shrubs, trees, and climbing

vines, there is a charming tea-house and

a pagoda. The whole of the work in

this aerial garden is done by Mrs. Black-

well and her two daughters. In addition

to fruit trees, there are a number of ash

and birch trees, six holly bushes, four

hawthorns, a few evergreens, two la-

burnums, and several Arabia trees, to-

gether with one small apple tree, which
bears enormously large fruit. Besides

this there are large shrubs, like the lilac,

and quantities of roses, there being three

hundred or more bushes. The climbers,

which add softness and grace and give

the flowing lines needed to complete the

picture, are jasmine, Virginia creeper

grape, three varieties of clematis, wis-

taria, ivy and climbing roses. The photo-

graph herewith shown gives a good
idea of the beauty of this unique garden.

KEM.^KK.'\BLE KOOF-UAKDI- N iil- MK>. BLACKWKLL. OF
u occupies a space ol 12.(KJU square feet.
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DATES FROM OUR OWN DESERT
By

CHARLTON LAWRENCE EDHOLM

Ol'R Southwestern desert is

developing a new industry

which will add a delicious

fruit to our native food
supply, the fresh date of

high quality, which will replace the low
grade imported product, the sticky dried

dates from the Persian Gulf. The
Deglet Noor date grown in southern
California and Arizona is as much more
appetizing than the messy lump of

dried, crushed and unclean dates that the

grocer pries ofif the ordinary cube, as a

sound, sweet, rosy-cheeked apple is su-

perior to the leathery slice of the same
fruit which the

clerk scoops out

of the dried apple

barrel.

Within a few
years we may see

the Eastern mar-
ket supplied with
the fancy fresh

dates from our
own desert, for

already this de-

licious fruit is sold in Los Angeles,

though the output is quite limited.

For some years the U. S. Government
has conducted experiments in date grow-
ing with shoots brought from famous
orchards in Persia, Tunis and Egypt.

These tests and the results of planting

by ranchers in southern California and
Arizona have demonstrated that the date

can be profitably cultivated within our

own borders, and various companies are

now being formed to go into the busi-

ness on a large scale. Just what this

industry may mean in the Southwest can

only be guessed at but its possibilities

seem very great

for there is not

only the food

value of the fruit

to be considered

but also the vari-

ous by - products

of a date orchard
which make the

])alm in its native

land a S(^rt of uni-

Three Yfar Old Tref in the Cuaci ella
N'ali.ky.

Tkn-\'ear-Old
Date Palm

Ready foi* the
Harvest. Off- hoots Banked so as to Form

Independent Koois.



A PLANTATION OF VOL'NC DATE TREES AND UlF-^lIOuTb

The leaves furnish a long fibre which
is excellent for cordage, mats, baskets

and so forth. The pulpy part of the leaf

and stem can be made into paper which
is said to be of a superior quality ; while

sugar, alcohol, wax, starch and dyeing

material form other by-products of the

date palm, to say nothing of the wine
made from sap of the old trees. In its

African home the j^alm is also used for

building and furniture making and in

fact enough beautiful pieces of furniture

have been made by amateurs in this

country from the palm stems to suggest

another by-product. Thus in the culti-

vation of a desert plant w-e may find a

partial solution to the problem of re-

claiming our own arid wastes.

The conditions for successful date

growing are stated in the Arab proverb

Clustkrs of Golden Sweetness.

that "the palm should have its feet in

the water and its head in the fire." An
abundance of water at the roots, but the

least possible humidity in the atmosphere
are the chief requisites, and these are

found in various parts of Arizona and
southern California, notably the Salton

Hasin. Here the water is brought up
fnjm wells at a depth of about one hun-
dred feet, while artesian water is found
at about five hundred feet. The desert

heat is intensified in this basin by the

bare slopes of the mountains near by,

which throw back the rays of the sun
into the centre of the valley, producing
an exceedingly dry and hot atmosphere.

A large acreage has been set out in

date palms near Indio on the Salton

Basin and until these young trees are

producing there will be good profits

from raising alfalfa which is planted

between the trees, this doubling up of

the crops being advantageous to both.

Even more valuable than the alfalfa as

a secondary crop is the cotton which is

now being produced in the Coachella and
Imperial valleys and which ilourishes

linder like conditions with the date. This

can be planted between the thirty-foot

rows of trees without damage to either

crop. Experiments have shown that the

area adapted to date growing in Cali-

fornia is also suitable for the raising of

the long-fibred Egyptian cotton, an ex-

pensive variety which we import to the

extent of sixteen million dollars every

year. One of the companies which is

going into the date business extensively

has built a cotton gin and warehouse
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preparatory to raising these two crops

on the same ground.

The date pahns produce fruit in their

third year and bear generously from the

fifth year on and unhke most fruit trees

do not deteriorate with age. Some of

the historic palms in the Orient are said

to be a couple of thousand years old and
bear from 400 to 600 pounds per tree

every year.

A source of revenue aside from the

fruit is the sale of the ofT-shoots from
the mature trees which are banked up

so as to allow the shoot to form a root

of its own. These may be cut away and
used for extending the date orchard, or

they have a ready market. This method
of propagating by shoots is more satis-

factory than that of planting the seeds

even though the cost is greater, for the

date has its peculiarities, one of which
is that a seed of one variety may produce
a tree of an entirely different nature

and you never can tell whether you are

going to get a superior or an inferior

sort. Mr. W. F. Stevens, one of the

pioneer date growers of the Salton

Basin, states that one may expect at least

one hundred plants of the best quality

of dates from the one thousand seeds

planted to the acre.

After the young trees come to flower

it is possible to determine which are the

fruit-bearing, or female plants, and then

almost all of the male plants, perhaps
half of the total number of seedlings,

are taken up. But these are not a total

loss as there is a good market for them
in the cities for ornamental trees, and

Ripe Caljfuk.ni.-i Datks.
Compare tht-sc with tliu dirty, niussy "cornur tjroccry'

variety.

when the industry is conducted on a

larger scale such trees would have a

value as raw materials for cordage and
other manufacturing products.

On the other hand the propagation by
off-shoots seems to be a matter of cer-

tainty even though much more expensive,

as the female tree of a given high grade
date will produce nothing but female, or

fruit-bearing, off-shoots of the same
grade. Experiments show that on an
average the grower can take off one
shoot a year from a tree after its third

year up until its tenth year, although
cases have been known of off-shoots

being produced up to the twentieth year.

The method of jilanting seedlings is

to set the trees in rows thirty feet apart

DATE P.ALMS GROWING IN THE CALIFORNI.^ DESERT,
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ami nljoul tiijhtcen inches between seeds

in the Tow. In this way it is possible

to plant about one thousand seeds to an

acre. As the trees develop they are

thinned out until finally there is a space

of thirty feet between the trees in both

directions. In setting out shoots there

is the same space of thirty feet allowed

between the rows, of course, but the

shoots in the row are not placed so close

together. When the trees are mature
the long fronds will intertwine even at

that distance, forming vistas of graceful

arches and yielding a delightfully cool

shade for the desert dweller. There is

probably no tree in the world which is

more beautiful than the date palm with

its long curving leaves and its huge clus-

ters of golden fruit from eighty to one
hundred and thirty pounds to the tree.

A Department of Agriculture bulletin

gives this statement

:

"There exists already a large market
for a date of superior quality, suitable

for household uses, and for employment
in confectionery, while demand for the

finest grade of Saharan Deglet Noor
dates far exceeds the supply even when
they are sold for more than .selected

Smyrna figs. American orders for a

quarter million pounds have been refused

by the .Algerian producers because the

supply liarely sufficed the European
demand.

"It is clear from what has preceded
in this bulletin that the Salton Basin is

not only the most promising region in

the United States for the culture of the

best sort of dates, but it is actually better

adapted for the profitable culture than
those parts of the Saharan Desert where
the best export dates are produced.

"There can be no doubt that the Deglet

Noor date will ripen fully in the Salton

Basin, even when the season is excep-

tionally cool. The importance of this

demonstration can hardly be overesti-

mated, since it renders it possible to

establish in America the culture of this

choice date, the most expensive of dried

fruits, with certainty of success."

The foregoing bulletin states that at

a conservative estimate 4,500 pounds of

dates can be produced per acre.

This is not mere theory but conclu-

sions from actual tests in Arizona and
the Salton Basin, where the government
has an experimental fruit station with

ninety different kinds of date palms. In

addition U> this there are several ranch-

ers in the valley who are producing mar-
ketable fruit on a small scale.

The market price of these dates ranges

from thirty-five to fifty cents and even

to a dollar a ];ound for the fancy grades.

No expensive artificial process is re-

quired to prepare the date for shipment

:

its own sugar is a natural preservative.

xs



LANDING FOR SMALLER CRAFT AT TAMPICO, A SEAPORT ON THE PANUCO KI\'KK.

NAVIGABLE WATERWAYS OF MEXICO
By

W. D. HORNADAY

TllE Mexican n;-overninent be-

^,"^311 tlie development of the

inland waterways of that

country several years ago.

There are a number of nav-

igable rivers which have been cleared

of obstructions and opened for traffic,

and the work is still in progress on
some of the streams. Some of these

rivers reach far into the interior and are

the arteries of trade for large scopes of

territory. The Panuco River, which is

used as a deep water harbor at Tampico,
situated a few miles from its mouth, is

navigable for a distance of 160 miles for

boats of considerable size. Regular

lines of steamers and srnaller craft ply

up and down its course, bringing to the

market at Tampico for export and local

consum])tion enormous quantities of

products which are raised upon the

rich plantations that extend back from
its banks for many miles. The Soto la

Marina River which emjjties into the

Gulf of Mexico about 150 miles north

of Tampico, is broad and deep at its

mouth. It is navigable for river boats

for a distance of seventy-five miles. The
government recently awarded the con-

tract for removing the bar at the mouth
of this stream by means of dredging.

This is the first step towards the estab-

lishment of a new deep water port. The
town of Soto la Marina is situated about
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ON THE SHORES OF LAKE TAMIAHUA.
This is a lagoon, one hundred miles lonfr. immediately south of Tampico.

thirty-five miles up the stream, and it

will be made the future deep water port,

according to present plans. The Soto la

Marina, like most of the rivers of Mex-
ico, is short and deep. It carries a large

flow of water the year around, due to

the heavy rains in the mountains where
it has its source.

I 'M '. '! 1111 IJ' Ais That Ply the Waters of L.^ke Tamiahua

The Rio Grande, which forms the in-

ternational boundary line for more than

one thousand miles between Mexico and
the United States, empties into the gulf

about two hundred miles north of the

Soto la Marina. The two streams are

totally unlike in appearance. The Rio
Grande water is muddy at all times,

while the water of the

Soto la Marina as well as

the other streams of Mex-
ico is clear as the blue sky
which shines overhead.
Below Tampico a little

more than one hundred
miles is the Tuxpan River
which empties into the

gulf at the town of Tux-
I)an. It is also navigable

for a considerable dis-

tance, having a depth of

more than thirty feet. But
for the fact that the water
over the bar at its mouth
is only six and one-half

feet deep ocean-going ves-

sels would be able to tie

up at the wharves at Tux-
jian and it would become
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a decpwater liarljnr. The Papaloapan
River which empties into the Gulf of

Mexico, near Vera Cruz, has been

dredged and made navigable. Its prin-

cipal tributary, the Santo Domingo, has

been treated in a like manner. The
opening of these rivers for boat traffic

has proved of great benefit to the many
towns and ])Iantations which are situated

in the interior. A direct outlet for their

products is now afiforded. The Coatza-

coalcos River, on the isthmus of Tehuan-
tepec, is a stream of considerable im-

portance from a traffic standpoint.

Far down in the tropics and emptying

into the Gulf of Campeche at Erontera

is the Grijalva River. It is one of the

broadest and most imposing streams in

Mexico. Large boats ply regularly up
this stream to San Juan Bautista, a dis-

tance of about seventy-five miles. The
smaller boats go much farther, the boat

traffic extending into the mountains
where the stream has its source. The
Usimiacinta River is the principal tribu-

tary of the Grijalva. It is navigable far

beyond the Guatemala line in which
country it has its source.

On the Pacific side of Mexico are

several rivers which are of navigable

size. The Balsas is a large stream, but

rapids along its upper course interfere

with the operation of larger boats. The
Rio Grande de Santiago which em])ties

into the Pacific about midway between

SxRETrH OF HfAVY CONCRETE WoRK ON THE
Tampico-Tuxp.^n Canal.

the ports of Manzanillo and Mazatlan
is navigable for some distance from its

mouth and affords an outlet for an ex-
tensive territory that is without railroad

transjiortation facilities. The Mayo and
Yaqui rivers are navigable streams, but

U '
''

VIEW OF TA.MPICO FROM THE PANUCO FRONT.
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on account of the undeveloped state of

their rich vaUeys and tributary country

they are used but little by boats.

As an adjunct to the navigable streams

and deepwater ports of the eastern

region of Mexico the government is

building an intercoastal canal. This

waterway is of the same character that

is proposed along the gulf coast of

Louisiana and Mexic6 to connect with

the Mississippi and Rio Grande rivers,

the importance of an intercoastal canal

.system was recognized by the Mexican
government and the first step towards
constructing the waterway was taken ten

years ago. The canal now under con-

tract will be one hundred and four miles

long. It will connect the ports of

Tatiipico and Tuxpan. The first section

of sixty-six miles is finished and in

operation. The canal will not be finished

until about 1914. It took five years to

build the first sixty-six miles, and the

amount of dredging and excavation to

be done on the second section is greater

than on the portion already completed.

This intercoastal waterway has a width

of seventy-five feet and a uniform depth

of ten and one-half feet. It connects

with the Panuco River about four miles

below the city of Tampico. At the point

where it joins the Panuco the water in

the latter stream is fifty feet deep. On
the opposite bank of the river are gov-

ernment wharves and the docks of large

private concerns where the ocean-going

vessels load and discharge their cargoes.

The canal is of a width and depth suffi-

cient for the ordinary lake boats and

river craft. The natives use long and

narrow boats which are made with the

view of carrying the largest possible car-

goes. These boats are propelled by

means of long poles, unless the wind
should be favorable, in which case sails

are hoisted. The opening of the first

section of the canal quickly developed

a great traffic and hundreds of these

small boats are now constantly travers-

ing the new waterway, bringing the

products of the plantations and ranches

to market and taking back with them

supi)lies of various kinds.

A tri]5 l)y small boat between Tampico
and Tuxi)an by way of the gulf is dan-

gerous on account of the gales that frc-

(lUcntK' ci.inie ti]i unex]>ectedl_\'. The bar

at the mouth of the Tuxpan River
makes it impossible for the larger boats

to enter that port, and these adverse
conditions were a constant menace to

the traffic between the two ports. The
greatest incentive, how'ever, that led to

the determination on the part of the

government to build the intercoastal

canal was the fact that the country ex-

tending back from the coast is teeming
in natural richness and was only await-

ing an outlet for its product to start it

on the road to wonderful development.
Although the first section of si.xty-six

miles of the canal has been opened but
a short time an enormous traffic through
it has been developed and the tributary

country has taken on new life and is

pouring its tropical and other products
into the market at Tampico. A large

number of Americans have gone into the

region and have acquired plantations

which they are working by modern
methods with splendid results. Pine-
apples, bananas, coffee, corn, sugar cane
and many other products are grown with
wonderful success.

It is claimed that when the canal

reaches Tuxpan a country of still

greater richness and possibilities will be
opened up. The valley of the Tuxpan
River is one of the choicest agricultural

parts of Mexico. It has no railroad

outlet and the little traffic that is done is

through the undeveloped port of Tux-
pan. No market is available for the

tropical fruits which grow abundantly
there, and the territory with its great

natural resources is literall)' bottled up.

The intercoastal canal will remove the

barrier that has always existed to the

develojMiient of the region, and it is ex-

pected that a marvelous change will

quickly follow the completion of the

waterway. There are good indications

of oil at many places in the territory

adjacent to the route of the canal. One
.'\merican company has developed its oil

land holdings on a considerable scale,

having a number of producing wells and
an oil refinery which is in regular opera-

tion. Many hundreds of thousands of

acres of prospective oil land have been
acquired by Americans in that region and
])rospect wells are being bored at many
pi>ints. Several producing wells have
been brought in at I'urberci, fifty miles
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from Tuxpan. Oil has been struck in

])aying quantities at other places in that

territory.

No great engineering difficulties are

to be encountered in the building of the

Tampico - Tuxpan intercoastal canal.

Captain Charles Shillaber of Chicago has

been connected with the enterprise since

its inception. In fact, he suggested the

idea for building the waterway to the

government. This was in 1898. He
spent nearly five years in making surveys

and perfecting the plans for the work.
He was given the contract for the first

division of sixtv-six miles and bearan the

excavation work on the Tam])ico end
on March 12, 1903. He has the contract

for building the second division. A. B.

Hitchman is the chief engineer.

Lying about midway between Tampico
and Tuxpan is Lake Tamiahua. This
lake is seventy-nine miles long and from
five to twenty miles wide. It has a con-

nection with the Gulf of ]\Iexico through
the Tanguijo River which flows from its

extreme lower end and runs parallel with

the coast for about eighteen miles,

emptying into the gulf a few miles north
of Tuxpan. This is a sluggish stream,

and the salt water from the gulf enters

513



through it anil makes the water of the

lake or lagoon briny. The project of

damming this river at the point where
it leaves the lake is under consideration.

By doing this the current of the stream
would he thrown into the canal and
diverted into the Tuxpan River. The
lake is fed by five rivers which have
their source in the adjacent mountains.

There is a chain of small lakes or

lagoons connecting with Lake Tamiahua
on the north for several miles. The
water in Lake Tamiahua has a depth
ranging from three to fifteen feet. The
channel through the lake was opened by
means of dredges. The bottom of the

lake is a shell bank ami the hard material

when thrown ujion the sides of the

waterway rises above the surface of the

water in places. Wherever banks are

formed in this manner wild tule plants

have been set out and are growing
nicely. These aquatic plants make a

beautiful border to the canal. It is also

planned to line the banks of the water-

way with trees, and a start in this direc-

tion has been made already by the ])lant-

ing of young cork trees at regular in-

tervals along the banks of the canal.

The excavation on the upper end of

the canal was heavy. At one place,

known as Medano cut, the banks rise

fifteen or twenty feet above the surface

SM

of the water. The formation at this

point was rock and the material had to

be loosened by blasting. It is estimateil

that the removal of about 2,300,000 cubic

meters of material is involved in the

construction of the second division of

thirty-four miles. The hardest work will

be in solid sand and oyster shell reefs.

The canal will traverse the length of

Lake Tampamachoco, just to the north
of the Tuxpan River. This lake is

about three miles long and two miles

wide. It is only two and one-half to

three feet deep. To reach the Tuxpan
River from this lake a channel will have
to be cut through a strip of land about
one and one-half miles wide. The cut

through this strip will be from five to

fifteen feet above the water level.

The dredges used in the construction

of this canal were all built at Tampico
under the direction of Captain .Shillaber.

Four dredges are now in use. Three of

them are small orange-peel dipper ma-
chines, each having a capacity of 8.000

cubic meters of earth per month, includ-

ing hard and soft work. The average
cost of the work done by the small

dredges is about twenty cents, Mexican
money, per cubic yard, which is equiva-

lent to ten cents gold. The large dredge
now in use has a cajiacity of about 20,000

cubic meters cjf earth per month at the
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rate of fifteen hours per day. Tliis

dredge is used in the heaviest stretches

of work. It can handle any material

except the solid rock. The cost of ex-

cavation per cubic meter by this dredge
is much greater than by the smaller

dredges. Another large dredge is being

constructed for work on the lower end
of the canal.

It is estimated that the canal will have
cost when completed about $5,000,000
Mexican money, or $2,500,000 gold.

The completed portion of the canal has

had one beneficial effect which was not

expected when the plans for its con-

struction were under consideration. It

has served as a drainage way for a large

territory which was formerly covered
with a few inches of water, making the

land unavailable for agricultural pur-

poses. This land is now perfectly drained

and is being placed in' cultivation in

many places. It is believed that when
the canal is finished through to the Tux-
pan River it will serve to carry off the

surplus water from a still greater terri-

tory and that many thousands of acres

of land will be in this manner reclaimed.

There are many beautiful vistas along
the canal. The shores of the lagoons

and lakes are lined with plantations of

pineapples, bananas and other products.

Pretty homes, with expanse of verdant
lawns, slope down to the water's edge.

An endless stream of boats, each manned
with a picturesque crew, pass up and
down the canal. Whole families of

natives occupy some of these boats. They

carry their cooking utensils with them
and make their homes on board the frail

craft day and night. There are i)laces

where the shore is lined with tropical

forests, and in the waning hours of the

afternoon Hocks of brilliant-hued parrots

fiy from place to place and awaken the

echoes with their cries.

The building of this intercoastal canal

between Tampico and Tu.xpan will be

followed by the construction of a similar

waterway to connect Tampico with the

Rio Grande, where connection will also

be made with the proposed intercoastal

canal that the United States government
is to construct through the lagoons bor-

dering the Louisiana and Texas coasts.

The distance between Tampico and the

mouth of the Rio Grande is about three

hundred miles. A series of salf water
lagoons lie along the coast for a part of

the distance, but much more excavation

work will have to be done on the upper
canal than is encountered on the Tam-
pico-Tuxpan waterway. The territory

extending back from the coast for 150

miles, between Tampico and the Rio
Grande, is susceptible of high agricul-

tural develo])ment. Like the Tampico-
Tuxpan region it is attracting many
Americans who have purchased large

bodies of land and are doing a successful

business in farming and raising live

stock. They are handicapped, however,
by the lack of transportation facilities.

The building of the canal will secure

for them a direct outlet for their

products.

PEARL DIVING PROHIBITED

'T'HE steamship iMomposa, recently ar-
*• rived at San Francisco from the far

away island of Tahiti, under French do-

minion, in the South Pacific, brings the

first news that the French government
has lately prohibited the use of diving

apparatus in carrying on the valuable

pearl fishing industry.

This action was taken to save one of

the most profitable enterprises of the

colonies from destruction.

The commission which investigated the

matter, found that the native divers who
plied their trade without any diving ap-

paratus and gathered up these valuable

shells only as fast as they naturally in-

creased had been supplanted by Euro-
peans in diving gear who were in the

employ of large corporations, and who
gathered these shells in such quantities

that a great many of the pearl shell beds

had been exhausted.

To keep temptation out of the way of

the pearl hunters, all of the diving out-

fits, gear, etc., were gathered together by

the French authorities and shipped away
from Tahiti and the other islands.



A PRINT IN BLUE AND GREEN, MADE BV NATIVES OF JAVA.

CLEVER FINGERS MAKE
BEAUTIFUL FABRICS

By

J. HARTLEY KNIGHT AND
MABEL TUKE PRIESTMAN

T(
) the (left fingers of the dark-

eyed senoritas of the Canary
Lslands, off the northwest
corner of the African conti-

nent, is due a* very consider-

able share of tlie

]5rosperity of that

])ortion of the Kint;-

of Spain's domin-
ions. .-Mtogether,

some 12,000 wo-
men and girls are

engaged in the in-

dustry, for so it

can now be called,

t h e majority of

them residing at

'i'eneriffe— famous
the world over for

its w o n d e r f u 1
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Batik Hangings SutnvN
AT THE

mountain peak, a fascinating landmark
to those who "go down to the sea in

ships" between Europe and South Africa.

Calado is the local word for hand-

drawn threadwork. the great merit of

which lies in its

beauty of design

and simplicity of

execution. The
raw material con-

sists of linen,
which is imported
in large quantities

from Ireland,
which still holds

her own in the

linen industry, not-

withstanding the
fierce competition

AT Tni" .Arts Kxhibition r /^„ ,.. , 1

Hague. of Germany and
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other European countries. Calado
work is indigenous to the Canaries and
has been carried on there for local

use for generations. Its origin, how-
ever, is "wropt in mistry." It is sup-

posed that it was introduced by some
political refugees who settled in Tene-
riffc, but this is by no means certain.

Originally the work was of the poorest

description, so far as the pattern was
concerned and the materials employed.
Of late years—thanks to careful organi-

zation and the introduction of superior

qualities of linen—Calado work has vast-

ly improved and is now in great vogue,
whilst the peasant women engaged in it

have made great strides as regards skill

and manipulation. But not all the thread-

work produced in the Canary Islands

today is of uniform quality. Much of it

is, indeed, of a very shoddy character

—

the product of unskilful workers who are

only too ready to trade on the reputation

of their cleverer sisters. Not infrequently

visitors to these beautiful islands are

ofifered bad work which the would-be

sellers know only too well would not be
looked at by the regular exporters, and
thus the industry as such sufifers consid-

erable harm.
As an article of export the history of

Calado work is quite modern. Less than
twenty years ago an observant young
Englishman, Mr. J. Audley Sparrow,
went out to TenerilYe for the benefit of

his health and was so impressed by the

possibilities of the drawn-thread work
and the skill and industry of the workers
that he set to work to reorganize the

whole thing and put the product on a

business basis as an article of export. At
first he found tliat "the trade" in Eng-
land regarded the Calado work with no
very great favor. He worked to such

good purpose that he was ultimately able

to arrange for a regular export of Calado
goods to London and, subsequently, to

other parts of the continent and America.
i\Ir. Osbert Ward in his book on "The
\'ale of Orotava," relates in detail how
Mr. Sparrow was first attracted to

Calado work and foresaw its great possi-

.^^•,^ ^' .X.. ..'--, ,.'^i ^j^. -at^ --r.:- f^"-

^

^2l^^ 1-^
SPECIMEN OF C.^L.^DO WORK.
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bilities as a revenue protlucer. "He pro-

cured books of designs," says ]\Ir. Ward,
"of drawn work from other countries,

vigorously set to work and organized the

proper development of the industry."

Needless to say, Mr. Sparrow's ex-

ample was duly emulated, and today the

local Calado trade is in the liands of two
British and two German firms, the lion's

An .Art Nouvkau Settee Upholstered in Leather
AND Ornamented with Batik Decorations.

i7S

share, it is believed, falling to the former.

The TenerilTe peasants are adepts at

work of the kind—especially drawn-
thread work and cushion lace work. The
former is that open work embroidery in

which some of the threads of the linen

material are drawn out. the remaining
threads being stitched into lace patterns.

The resultant effects appear to be that

which is technically known as "an inser-

tion," but as a matter of fact the pattern

is an integral part of the material itself.

The lace work—rueda, as it is called

—

consists of wheels or .medallions, made
by winding thread round pins on a cush-

ion and then with a needle completing

the desired design by knotting and darn-

ing. Some of the Calado work is of

exquisite design and workmanship and
of considerable value. Especially was this

the case with the bed set of drawn-thread
and lace work which was specially made
by the loyal islanders and given as a wed-
ding present to King Alfonso of Spain

and his queen. X'ictoria. Even finer was
the christening robe presented as a gift on
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the occasion of the hirth of

the heir to the royal couple.

The robe was cut on the

latest Paris model and was
certainly one of the hand-
somest of the many su])erb

gifts presented to the proud
young Oueen of Spain.

Batik making is one of

the oldest arts in the world,

having been done by the

native Javanese women and
children for many gener-

ations. For some years

past several artists in Hol-
land have tried to follow

the Javanese methods in

ornamenting fabrics but the

honor of really developing
Batik making into a beau-
tiful craft is due to the en-

ergy of a woman. Mrs. Wegerif Grane-
stein has not confined her work to cotton

fabrics, like the Javanese, but has worked
on parchment, leather, silk, and velvet,

giving a wide and varied scope to the

uses of her craft. She has worked in con-

junction with well known architects, and
has introduced Batik into original dec-

orative schemes that have made her work
recognized in Europe. So successful has
she been, that many orders have come to

her, and she now employs thirty craft

workers in her studio who do this work
under her supervision. These beautiful

hangings can be seen at most of the

Arts and Crafts exhibitions in Europe
and within the last year the knowledge
of the work has spread to England and
beautiful hangings can now be obtained
from private studios in London.
As this has proved a lucrative employ-

ment to those who have taken it up, it is

to be hoped that we will not be behind-
hand in developing Batik to the best of
our abilitv.

The bold barbaric designs made by the
natives of Java have usually been ad-
hered to, but there is no reason why
other motifs should not be developed.
Mrs. Wegerif Granestein makes many of
her designs after the art nouveau, this

style being still so popular in some coun-
tries in Europe. In this country it would
.seem more appropriate to develop it

along Indian lines. The rather- crude
designs of the latter would lend them-

.A Family That. Working Outside the Factory, Ckkates Fabrics
AT Home.

selves well to the technique of this inter-

esting art.

The actual process of Batik making is

primitive in the extreme. It is merely
the protection of certain parts of the ma-
terial by the application of hot wax. The
material is emersed in dye which does
not color the parts protected by the wax.

In Java the batik makers do not draw
the design directly onto the material but
apply the wax by means of an instrument
called a tjanting onto the cloth. It is

not necessary to use a tjanting to get the

desired results, as this can be accom-

Chair Covered with Velour Designed in Batik
OF Dark Color.



Christening Robe of the Heir to the Spanish
Throne.

This was woven at Tencriffi- and prcsunted to the Royal
couple.

A Piece of B.-^tlk That Has a Place in One of
THE Famous Studios .at .^peldooin. Holland.

This bit of art work is highlv prized by
the Dutch.

plished by mean.s of a stencil, or by using

a confectioner's tool for covering cakes

with sugar. This enables batik to be

made without drawing it first, a plan to

be recommended when the worker is an

artist, but for a woman who is only

capable with her hands the stencil would
be much more practical. If the confec-

tioner's tool is used, however, tlie hot

wax is put in the reservoir, which is re-

filled from a pan of boiling wax as it

empties itself onto the material.

When the design is covered by the

wax, the material is dipped in a dye bath

which must not be above the heat of

sixty degrees or it will melt the wax,
and the batik will be spoiled. When
several colors are used repeated applica-

tions of wax and several dippings in the

dye are required to get the desired results.

As this is somewhat a tedious process

batik is usually done in one color, while

the natural color of the ground is left

to form the design.

When a dark design on a light ground
is planned the wax is applied on the

background and the design formed by
dyeing the uncovered parts. It is need-

less to say that this takes considerably

more time than tlie other. The wax
cracks when applied in large masses, and
fissures of color appear through the ma-
terial giving the appearance of veined

marble, and adds no little to the interest-

ing qualities of the work. It will be

noticed that most of our illustrations are

all done with a dark pattern on a light

ground. I have seen quite a number of

batiks with a light pattern on a dark
ground and they are just as beautiful as

those in the accompanying illustrations.

In cutting a stencil for a dark pattern

on a light ground it will be necessary to

cut out the background of the design.

Batik is particularly beautiful when
used for ornamenting leather. Crinkled
sheep skin is well ailapted to this inter-

esting form of decoration.

S80



FlGURK I. SPKAKINI; rilKc.n.H THI N KW WIRELESS FlGUUE 2. RfCKIVING THF. MkSS\GEUVER THE
ThLEPHUNE. WlRELKSS TELEPHONE.

WIRELESS TELEPHONY
BY LUMINOUS RAYS

'N wireless telegraphy either elec-

tricity or rays of light connect the

1
microphone of the transmitting sta

tion to the telephone of the receiving

station.

Ruhniiir invented wireless telephony

by luminous rays. At the focus of

a parabolic mirror installed at the

transmitting station he placed the posi-

tive carbon of an arc lamp, the lat-

ter forming part of the primary of a

transformator, the secondary of which
comprises a battery of accumulators and
the microphone. When one speaks before
the microphone the secondary current

varies in intensity and modifies by induc-

tion the primary current, consequently
the brilliancy of the arc lamp changes
every instant, and the luminous reflective

rays, varying in intensity, are concen-
trated at the focus of a parabolic mirror
placed at the receiving station. These
difi'erences of brilliancy modify the elec-

tric resistance of a conductor of selenium
which is connected with an accumulator
and a telephone reproducing the words
pronounced at the transmitting station.

The German inventor imprisoned the

cylinder in a glass bottle deprived of air.

as its electric resistance diminishes in the

open air.

Wireless telephonic machines recently

invented by L. Ancel work on the same
principle. At the transmitting post

shown by Fig. 1 a speaking trumpet
receives the sonorous vibrations and car-

ries them to the vibrating membrane of

a manometric capsule 80 millimeters in

diameter through which a stream of

acetylene flows. The movements of the

vibrating walls modify the rapidity of the

current of gas ; consequently the flame

of the acetylene burner, placed at a little

distance, presents variations of intensity

in harmony with the vibrations of the

voice. The parabolic mirror, at the

focus of which is placed the burner,

sends a ray of light parallel to the mirror
of the receiving station. At the receiv-

ing station this parabolic mirror like the

preceding one collects the luminous rays

rendered vibratory by the voice, concen-

trates them on a selenium cell placed at

its focus attached to an accumulator and
to a telephone. Thus the variations of

the luminous intensity of light is trans-

lated on the selenium receiver by corre-

sponding variations in the resistance of

the selenium cell, and in the current

which flows through the telephone.

Unfortunately even with these latest

improvements by M. Ancel, communica-
tions by wireless telephony can be made
only when the stations are visible the

one to the other. They will, however,
render useful services as models of

demonstration in the course of physics

in the laboratory.

SSI



Correct Usage

A TEACH F.R asked her scholars to give a sen-

tence nsing the word disarrange. An Italian

lioy snhmitted this: "My mudder she gotta da
cnal range. My fadder get up in da morning,
make da fire he say, 'Damma dis a range!'

"

Pretty Quick

He—"But couldn't you learn to love me,
Anna ?"

She—"I don't think I could. Harry."
He (reaching for his hat)

—
"It is as I

feared—you are too old to learn.

—

Harl>cr's

Bazar.

Reassuring

He—"Good-night, dear. We must not kiss

or you would take my cold."

She—"Never mind—I can pass it on."

—

Lvndun Ofinion.

S

The Greater Tragedy

The man uliose daughter had just been
united to the hushand of her choice looked a

little sad.

"I tell you, squire," he said to one of the

wedding guests, a man of his own age, anil

himself the father of a number of unmarried
girls, "I tell you, it is a solemn thing for us
wlien our daughters marry and go away."

The squire assented, not altogether heartily.
"1 suppose it is," he conceded: "but I tell

you. it is more solemn when they don't."

—

)'tiulh's Companion.

x:

Why Didn't He Say So?

The motorist emerged from beneath the car
and struggled for breath. His helpful friend,

holding the oil can, beamed upon him.
"I've just given the cylinder a thorough

oiling, Dick, old man," said the helpful friend.

"Cylinder I" said the motorist, heatedly,

"that wasn't the cylinder ; it was my ear
!"

All in One Class

Wife—"Can you rcmcmlier the first cigar

you ever smoked, John ?"

Husband—"Yes, love; also my first sea voy-

age and our wedding day."

For All Time

Mrs. High up—"The judge decreed that they

should be separated, never to see each other

again."

Mrs. Blase—"Are they?"
Mrs. Highup—"Yes. They are living next

door to each other in a New Y'ork apartment
h.ouse now."

—

Puck.

\^

A Good Name Forever

"We've just bought a Remlirandt." "How
many cylinders?"

—

Bos/on Transcript.

Could Locate the Fluid

"lldW do you find the chicken soup toniglit,

Mr. Newcomb?" inquired the boarding house
landlady.

"I have no difficulty in finding the soup, Mrs.
Hasher," he replied, "but I am inclined to

think the chicken will be alilc lo prove an
alibi."

w
I il
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Wonderfully Gallant

She—"Do you prefer an ugly woman with

brains or a pretty w-oman without brains?"

Hi-:—"Madame, 1 prefer present company to

either."

—

Si. Louis Mirror.

Even a Funeral

"How can you be so cold to me? I would

die for you," sobbed his wife.

"I know it," he answered cruelly. "You'd

do anything to put me to expense."

—

Life.

Circumstances Alter Cases

"Why, Tommy," exclaimed the Sunday
school teacher, "don't you say your prayers

every night before you go to bed?"

"Not any more," replied Tonnny ;
"1 uster

when I slept in a folding bed. though."

—

Phila-

delphia Record.

His New Pass-word

"T WANT to change my password," said the

man who had for two years rented a safety-

deposit box.

"Very well," replied the man in charge.

"What is the old one?"
"Gladys."
".\nd what do yon wish the new one to be?"

"Mabel. Gladys has gone to Reno."

—

Judge.

No Frenzied Financier

"Do you assimilate your food, aunty ?"

"No, I doesn't, sah. I buys it open an'

honest, sah."

—

Baltimore .-iiiierican.

A Bad Egg

"Hk always was a bad egg. but nobody
seemed to notice it while he was rich."

"Yes, he was all right until he was broke."

—

Sacred Heart Review.

Prodigious

"Patty," said Grandma. "1 think it about
time you stopped playing with boys. Little

girls ought not to care to play with boys, when
they're as large as you."
"Oh, that's all right, Grandma. Why, the

bigger we get, the Ijettcr we like 'em !"

—

Lil>-

pincotl's Magaciiie.

The Question

Drf.mer—"Did you ever think wliat you
would do if you had Rockefeller's income?"

Mur.LEY—"Yes: and I've often wondered
wdiat he'd do if lie had mine."

—

Catholic Stand-
ard and Times.

Caution

"A VERDICT for $10,000 isn't so bad," said the

junior partner. "How inuch shall we allow
our client ?"

"Oh, give him $50," answered the senior

partner.

"But hold!"
"Well?"
"Don't be hasty. Promise to give him $50."

—Louisville Courier-J ournat.

Not As Easy As He Thought

\ TRAMP went to a farmhouse, and sitting

down in the front yard began to eat the grass.

The housewife's heart went nut to him:
"Poor man, you must indeed lie hungry. Come
around to the back."

The tramp beamed and winked at the hired

man.
"There," said the housewife, when the

tramp hove in sight, pointing to a circle of

green grass, "try that : yon will hnd that grass

so much longer."

—

Everybody's.
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The Hint That Failed

Visitor (waiting an invitation to Innch)—
"Two o'clock ! I fear I'm keeping you from
your dinner."

HosTKSS—"No: Imt I fear we are keeping
you from yours!"

—

Mcggciidorfcr Blacttcr.

Ladies First

Two miners were returning from a lecture

at the village Institute, when one of them
after a thoughtful pause remarked:
"Say Bill, 1 don't see the necessity of hring-

ing chaps from the East to teach us about
manners in the home. We ain't so bad as

that fellow made out."

"Of course we ain't," replied Bill.

"Not by a long .shot," went on the fir.st. "I

never swears before my wife "

"No more do I," put in Bill. "I always says

'Ladies first'—that's me."

Another One on Mother

Tommy—"The doctor brought the baby."

Freddy—"It looks just like ma's been shop-

ping by telephone again."

A Cook in Need

HusB,\ND
—"Did the cook you hired show

up ?"

WiFE^"No. Wasn't it fortunate? An-
other one rang our bell by mistake looking for

Mrs. Gillet next door, and I've kept her in-

stead.

—

Ilarj^t-i's Bazar.

Not Unusual

"I w.AS surprised when I heard that Grab-
ro.x had joined the church." "I wasn't. I

Iiappened to be present when he and his busi-

ness partner shook dice to see which member
of the firm should join."

—

liidianafolis Journal.

Jt

Oh, I Say, Now
Si'iTOR

—
"I would like to see the photo of

the lady with the $500,000 dowry."
M.\TRiMONi,\L Agent— "We don't show

photos with the large dowries."

—

Fliegende
Blacttcr.

Looking Ahead

"Mv dear," says the husband, as his wife
comes to join him for a walk, attired in her
holilile skirt, basket hat, and other things of
the present mode, "I want you to come to the

photographer's and have your picture made
ju.st as you are."

"Why, do you like me so well in this cos-

tume ?" she beams.
"Well, my idea is that two years from now

I can show you the picture, and you will say
the things about it that I would like to say
about your appearance just now."

—

Life.

."*

She Knew '

Doctor—"Well, Mrs. Jones, did you test

your husband's temperature, as I told you?"

^

.^L

Mrs. Jones—"Yes, doctor. I put the ba-

rometer on his chest, and it went round to

'very dry,' so I gave him a pint of beer, and
he's been to work this morning."

Odds in Her Favor

Angry Mother.—"You've got an awful
nerve to ask me to give you back your ball

when you nearly killed one of my children

with it."

Boy—"Well, mum, you've got ten children,

and w'c've only got one ball."

—

Short Stories.
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Would Make Him Care

Juggins—"Wlio was it that said if he could

make the songs of the people he wouldn't care

who made the laws?"
MuGCiNS—"Don't know. But if he's the

chap wlio's making tlie songs of the people

nowadays I'd just like to have the making of

the laws a little while! That's all'!"—i^.'rf

Hen.

Room for More

"Come, Willie," said his mother, "don't be

so selfish. Let your little brother play with

your marbles a while."

"But," protested Willie, "he means to keep

them always."

"Oil. I guess not."

"I guess yes ! 'Cause he's swallowed two o'

them already."

—

Catholic Standard and Times.

His Money's Wortli

"SiXTANE shilluns a da' did they charrge me
for my room at the hotel in Lunnon !" roared

Sandy, indignantly, on his return to Croburgh
Burghs from a sight-seeing expedition.

"Ou, aye, it wasna cheap," agreed his father

;

"but ye must 'a' had a gey fine time seein' the

sichts."

"Sein' the sichts !" roared Sandy. "I didna

see a sicht a' the time I was in Lunnon. Mon,
mon, ye dinna suppose I was going to be stuck

that much for a room, an' then no get the

proper use o't
!"

—

Tit-Bils.

A Hint

He—"Do you tliink that your father would
offer me personal violence if I were to ask

him for you?"
She—"No, but I think he will if you don't

pretty soon."

—

The Watchman.

Imprudent

"Say, old man, did I ever tell you about the

awful fright I got on my wedding day?"
"S-s-s-h, no man should speak that way

about his wife."

She Was All Set

The minister was shaking hands with a new
member of his congregation, a girl fresh from
Sweden, and said, cordially: "I would like to

know your address, so I can call on you."

"Oh," said the girl, innocently, "I haf a

man."

Knew tlie Effect

Teacher—"Tommy, do you know, 'How
doth the little busy bee?'"
Tommy—"No; I only know he doth it!"

J*

A Noble Spirit

Husband— "You are quite cotnfortable,

dear?"
Wife—"Yes, love."

"The cushions are easy and soft?"

"Yes, darling."

"You don't feel any jolts?"

"No, sweetest."

"And there is no draft on luy lami), is

there?"
"No, my ownest own."
"Then change seats with me."

—

Ideas.

A Clever Ruse

Wife—"Please match this piece of silk for

me before you come home."
Husband—"At the counter where the sweet

little blonde works? The one with the soulful

eyes and
"

Wife—"No. Y'ou'rc too tired to shop for

me when your day's work is done, dear. On
second thought. I won't bother you."

—

Detroit



POPULAR SCIENCE
£o MECHANICS
(3UPPLEMENT

ONCE DEATH TO EAT THIS FISH goo^l to eat. It is called the "moa." So
great a delicacy is it. in truth, tliat in

A MOXG the reefs that skirt the shores earlier days the fish was declared
''* of tlie Hawaiian Islands are to be "tabu" to the commonalty, only tlie

found, at certain seasons, great numbers great chiefs being allowed to eat it, under

of a little white fish which is exceedingly penalty of death. But nowadays, hap-

CASTING THE NET FOR THE DELICIOUS HAWAIIAN MOA—A FOOD FOR KINGS.

SS6



Side \ ifw mi. Mor)Fi, of Nkw Iypf of Submarinf. Front \'ie\v. Showing thi- Phoffllers in thi-: Tukf;

pily, anybody is permitted to catch and
eat the "moa." which is taken by means
of a circular net twelve feet in diameter,

weighted around the circumference with

bits of lead, and thrown from the reef

in such a way as to fall upon a school of

the finny tidbits and enclose them

—

whereupon they are pulled ashore. The
manner of casting the net is rather strik-

ingly illustrated by the accompanying
photograph.

SUBMARINE OF A NEW TYPE
A SUB]\rARIXE craft which embodies
** new principles has been invented by

a Los Angeles man, and a ten foot model
of his device w-as recently given a test

in the waters of a small bay near that

city. The features which diflFerentiate

this model from all other submarine ves-

sels is the use of propellers near the prow
instead of at the stern, thus pulling the

boat through the water instead of driv-

ing it. These propellers are enclosed in

short tubes, or wells, and when the water
is forced through them by the rapidly

revolving blades the boat travels at re-

markable speed. On her experimental

trv-out the model almost ran away from
the launch which w^as following and
made a sjjeed that was estimated at more
than twenty knots. The lines of this new
model are very slender and graceful. At
the prow is an upright blade or nose

which cuts the water and has a tendency

to prevent rolling. From there the lines

taper gradually to the stern, where are

located the two sets of rudders, vertical

and horizontal, and' these resemble the

rudders of the Antoinette monoplane,

directing it right or left and up or down.

Power for this ten foot model was
supjjlied b_v a gasoline engine on the

launch, equipped with a generator, ami

transmitted by a length of cable to the

motor within the submarine. The rud-

ders were also operated from the boat,

the wires directing the steering gear

being bound together with the power
cable.

The operator was able to sink the

craft and raise it at will, either with the

rudders or by filling the ballast tanks

with water and emptying them by means
of compressed air. At all times she was
under perfect control and would jilnnge

into the deeps or rise to the surface with

a leap like a flying fish in obedience to

the guiding hand.

It is proposed to start work imme-
diately on a fifty foot boat of this type

and great things are expected of it. It

is claimed that the danger of running
submarines at a high speed is minimized
bv the device of placing the propellers in

front, as most of the accidents to these

craft have been the result of their diving

THF ^^LEMARINF COMING TO THE SURFACE.

Af7
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Last Aid Treatmfnt as in L'sf in a
London Hospital.

i''15SStff' *^t^®:^is"?3t£»l^*!^t'.-

-JS^

Flying Machinf Looks Likk a Bird.

California Rosf \ini-; Covkrs Housk.
"The' Mother Rose of thi' Santa Clara Valli-y." plaoti-d

fiUy years ago. towi-rs above two story dwelling.

at too abrupt an ang^le when trying to

make speed below the surface and thus
losinn- their balance and getting quite out
of control.

TO AID THE DYING
A ^lONG the few quite reliable devices
^^ for rendering last aid to the dying
is the instrument depicted in the accom-
panying photograph which is the out-

come of many years' close study and
observation on the part of the inventor,

Mr. Leonard Hill of the London Hos-
pital. Whitechapel. The device, as will

be seen, is very compact and easily

transportable. The tube containing the

vapor of oxygen is placed against an
upright standard, and a tap which is seen
Ijeing actuated by Mr. Hill regulates the

supply of oxygen into the small mixing
chamber seen on the right of the sup-

l)orting standard. In this chamber the

Mxygen is mixed automatically with

alcohol and water and this mixture is

conveyed in the connecting tube to the

frame of the device seen being held over
a patient's face. The mixture which is

released is breathed direct to the lungs

and heart and has proved to be of in-

calculable use in cases of drowning and
the like where the action of the heart

has practically ceased, or in other cases

where the patient is in most imminent
danger of death. The device is ecjuipped

with a partial head covering which ])re-

vents the escape of the gas during in-

halation.

J*

MONOPLANE LIRE HUGE BIRD
IX their search for a flying machine that
* combines stability, buoyancy, and ease

of guidance, aeroplanists are making
many departures from the type of ma-
chine with which the W^right brothers

have made us most familiar. At the

recent meet at Ivisy, France, the mono-
plane Dial^ason, piloted by M. Schreck,

was one of the novelties that attracted a

very general attention. Besides impart-

ing an unusual equilibrium to the ma-
chine, the peculiar structure adds a rig-

idity and strength far above the average.

M. Schreck declares himself as more
than satisfied with this departure from
the conventional type of monoplane.



ROSES TO HOLD SAND BANKS.
Hnrdy species along rnilrond track between New York and Boston to prevent the blowinjj about of the loose sand.

FUMIGATING BY AUTO
A N automobile, drawing a disinfecting
*^ box on wheels, is being used in the

various cities of France, by the health

officers, to ward off all possible results

from contagious diseases. It is espe-

cially important that bedding which the

patient has used should be thuroughly
fumigated. For this purpose vapors of

formic aldehyde are becoming recog-

nized as best. It is not required to de-

tach the box from the automobile for

using it, but it is run out upon rails and
rests upon a support. According to tiie

ideas of the inventor. Dr. Charles Ott,

the best way is not to introduce the

fumigating box into the contaminated
bed-room, as this would require a special

disinfection of the room itself, after the

box had been removed. Besides this,

people object to having materials

brought into their home from places

where other contagious maladies prevail.

The sanitary automobile is therefore sta-

tioned outside while the employes are

proceeding with their work inside the

building, the infected clothing, etc.,

being treated in the fumigating bo.x at

the same time.

NO TRACK; NO TROLLEY
'T'HE efficiency of the storage battery

street car is now fully recognized

by engineers throughout the world. It

is not surprising, therefore, that its in-

vention should be soon followed by a

new application in the form of a motor
buss or "a trackless, trolleyless " street

car.

A Trackless. Trolleyless" Street Car.

Disinfecting Box Used in France.
This shows the method of fumigatinK bedclothes, etc.

The omnibus, as shown in the illustra-

tion, has a seating capacity of 30 pas-

sengers and is built to operate within a
radius of 50 to 75 miles on a single

charging. It is 22 feet long, about seven
feet wide, and weighs four tons.

The car itself is of the lightest possible

construction consistent with adequate
strength. Twenty per cent of its total

weight is that of the storage cells. The
mechanical equipment consists of two
motors driving the rear wheels through
noiseless steel chain gearing,

SS9



HOMES KUINED BV A DESTRUCTIVE FLOOD IN THE VALLEV OF AOSTA. ITALY.

SAVES BOATS FROM SHOCKS

Wrestlers fr<.)m
Iceland.

Their style is catch as-catt h

can. but with a harness.

V^IIAT. in

" to be a

Ckude Methods of Hin-
du Carpkntbks.

5W

the illustration, appears

huge bale of wire is in

reality a bale of specially woven reed,

used as a buffer for boats at one of

Germany's sea ports. It is a great pro-

tection to the wharf, and a great im-

provement over those heretofore con-

structed of wood. Owing to the elastic-

ity of the reed, not only the dock is

safe from injury, but the boat is also

relieved of sudden shock from landing,

and this buffer might really be called a

shock-absorber.

Some idea of the massiveness of the

arrangement may be obtained from com-
parison in size between the man seated

upon it and the bale itself. Its length is

alDOUt eight feet, diameter six feet, and

weight something over 110 pounds. The
ordinary life of a buffer made from reed

is five or six years.

WHY INDIA DOES NOT
PROGRESS

T'llROUGIIOUT the provinces of In-

^ dia the laborer, be he agriculturist

nr otherwise, still clings to the ways and

customs of his forefathers. In our

])hotograph a native carpenter is seen

plying his trade. He uses a saw of

peculiar construction and his assistant,

as will be seen, helps the downward
stroke of this strange implement to give

it force.

Wkkstler Lifting His
ClppoNHNT nv Mfans
OF THK HaUNESS.

This CLTtaiiily is a distinct

UKvclty.

HuFFER OF Woven Reeds
FOR Vf:ssels.
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You Can't Fall Off
This Car.

The ifatc protects you.

PASSENGERS CANT FALL OFF
CTREET cars arranged with a separatu

entrance and exit do not always save

passengers from disastrous falls, no
matter how carefully' the street car com-
pany employes may guard against start-

ing the car too soon. A gate has re-

cently been brought out that affords the

most adequate protection possible. In

this device the human equation is prac-

tically eliminated, inasmuch as the gates

are open only when the car comes to a

stop. Hence no one can be injured

either by falling off or jumping from
the car. The mechanism is quite simple

in construction, cannot easily get out of

order, and is automatic in action.

^

Supplants thk Woods-
man WITH His Axk.

MACHINE SPLITS FIREWOOD
""FO split ordinary knotty and crooked

wood economically into chips by
machinery process was a problem which
bristled with difficulties, and the efficiency

of a new English machine used for this

])urpose is unc(uestionably very remark-
able, as knots several inches in length

can be cleanly cut into sticks, such as

must otherwise either be thrown aside

as unsuitable for splitting, or mashed up
and wasted by less efficient machinery.

There always has been a little difficulty

if the wood happened to be wider at one

end than the other or badly sawed, be-

Shooting Off thk Gun
Camera.

Can 111' si.-t to L-xposc from
I to 10 sfconds.

As Large as the Human Hand.
A cacao pod froiu which the* breakfaster gets his cocoa.

The oily kerni-ls arc roasted for this purpose.
The cacao also yields cacao butter.

The tn-e is native to

tropical America.

Photo Taken bv Gun Camera One Second After
Being Fired.

It IS caught in a net wlien it comes down.



AEROPLANE PROPELLER CARVED BV A PREACHER.
The bladi'. at li-ft. is finished; that at right, incomplete. It will be observi-d that several pieces of wood no into

a single propeller.

cause having to be fed by spiked rollers

at each end, if both rollers did not grip

the wood almost simultaneously, the end
gripped first would be fed forward first,

so that in the new splitting machine
special means were provided for counter-

acting these difficulties.

All such difficulties are now obviated,

as the wood, of whatever size or shape,

is carried along bodily in vertical posi-

tion, being supported both in front and
rear by other pieces of wood, so even
the smallest pieces of wood cannot now
fall over or be improperly cut by the

knives.

The photograph shows how readily

the metal box belt may be filled with

every variety and shape of wood.

^

PARSON MAKES PROPELLERS
A MINISTER in Philadelphia has
^^ taken up the making of propellers

for airships. The photo shows the Rev.
George S. Gassner of Philadelphia,

whittling out a model of a propeller, and
some of the propellers he has made, for

which he is becoming nationally famous.
These are not carved from one piece of

wood, as some may suppose, but are

made by carefully overlaying several

separate pieces of wood, carved scien-

tifically, as shown in the pictures of

finished propellers, in which the separate

portions of wood can be seen. It is not

likely that the wood for the propeller will

cost more than a few dollars, but so im-

portant is it that the propeller shall be

made as sound as art can make it that

as much as a hundred dollars is paid for

one of the kind that the Rev. Mr. Gass-

ner carves.

"The Whittling Parson"—Rkv. Gforge S. Gassner.
OF Philadelphia.

He is carving an aeroplane propeller.
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Waste Material Put to Good Use.
Boards being scarce, an enterprising Californian makes

dwelling out of odds and ends of tin.



BARGES AS BASIS FOR FACTORY SITE.

A string of worn-out craft that an entorprisinv: contractor is using:.

OLD BARGES MAKE NEW
LAND

A X original method of reclaiming land
•^^

is now being carried out on the

IIiuLson River where the inlet of Kings-

land Cove is being filled for use as a

factory site. A string of barges, twenty-

seven in all, will extend across the inlet

end to end and be held in place by piles.

The basin is now being filled and when
the work is completed the chain of

barges will form a bulwark which is said

to be unique.

MODEL HOME OF CONCRETE
IN arranging for the elimination of the

slum district in Los Angeles the "City
Planning Conference" recently held in

that city considered

the building of con-

crete houses for the

]50or, which are to

be sanitary, artistic

and so economical
in construction as

to rent for a low
price. In Los An-
geles the tenement
situation is quite

different from that

in Eastern cities, as

the poor are housed

Expert m Fire-Proof '^ courts rather
Construction. than in large StruC-

'^'""St^Io6^^!T" tures, which makes

it nnicli easier to do away with the insani-

tary and anticjuated frame buildings and
to put up model structures on their site.

Produces a Forty-C.ir Train-Lo.ad of Crushed
Rock Every Hour.

Giant stone-breaker at Biwabik. Minnesota.
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CONCRETE DWELLING FOR THE MAN OF SMALL MEANS.
An artistic modul that attracted attuntion at the Los Angules. California, "City Planning Conferrna-."

The small motlel shown in this illustra-

tion was designed by an architect and
former building inspector of the city,

Mr. Thomas Fellows, who is an expert

in cement and other fireproof construc-

tion and whose official advice on such

matters is sought far and wide. His
concrete house has added new laurels to

his professional reputation.

As the design shows, the appearance

Rations of a Jap Soldier in the Field.

Three little bags of rice, and a bunch of dried vepetables
form a day's food supply. Each soldier cooks his own food.

^4

of the house is artistic, being reminiscent

of the flat riDofed dwellings of Palestine.

It is also a matter of economy and health

to have a flat roof, available for sleeping

purposes in the warm weather and as a

play ground for the children. Mr. Fel-

lows' house is somewhat different from
the ordinary concrete structure in appear-
ance as the exterior of the house is

treated with a preparation which gives it

a very close resemblance to unpolished
granite.

The cost of building a four rooin

1 1welling on this model is estimated at

$7.^0. the house to contain toilet, bath

and combination wash basin and wash
tub. a gas heater for water, a small fire-

place and plenty of windows with a spe-

cially designed .system of ventilation.

The dimensions of the house are to he

twenty-four feet square and it is to be

absolutely fireproof.

Mr. Fellows' design has attracted

widespread attention. The combination

of modern conveniences with the extra-

ordinary low cost of construction has

thoroughly aroused the enthusiasm of

city planners.
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MACHINE PRINTS TICKETS

IN view of the ever increasing volume
•^ of railway traffic and the serious diffi-

culties experienced in a rapid dispatch-

ing of travelers at the ticket offices, espe-

cially those of the more important ter-

mini, attempts have been made from
time to time to design a machine, which,

by automatically printing all the various

sorts of tickets, would simplify to an

enormous extent the mechanism of such

offices. Apart from reducing to a mini-

minn the most troublesome accounting

work, the apparatus described in the fol-

lowing allows the sales to be checked
with absolute safety, thus protecting the

railway officials against any chance of

mistake or false suspicion.

The apparatus, a German invention,

shown herewith, enables tickets to be

printed with any text desired at a mo-
ment's notice and with a far less ex-

penditure of trouble, time and personnel

than according to the methods so far in

use in dealing with the traveling public.

-At the same time it prints checking tapes,

the number and value of which corre-

spond to the sales of tickets, so that a

surprisingly simple, rapid and reliable

checking and accounting are warranted.

Ticket Seller for a German Railroad Printing
His Own Pasteboards.

In commencing his duties the oper-

ator at first prints a checking ticket on
which his name as well as the date and
hour of commencing work are filled in.

This checking ticket is marked with a

current number—like the remaining

FIFTY CENTS FOR A THREE-HOURS' RIDE.
"Seeing the City." Victoria. B. C. An enjoyable and unique trip for the tourist. Stop-overs of twenty minutes are

made at "Various points of special interest.



5% TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINE

Looks Like a Chinese Invention. But It's One of
THE Late-st of French Aeropl.\nes.

"Exceeding the Steed Limit."

\uto for juveniles making fifteen miles an hour.

tickets to be printed—and is kept by the

official as proof of the tickets—from a

si^iven number—having been printed by
iiim.

THE NEW PAULHAN
AEROPLANE

A T the second salon of Aerial Locomo-
^^ tion in Paris the Paulhan machine
attracted considerable attention. It is a

biplane constructed of timber built wings
with rod ribs. It has superimposed sur-

faces joined by vertical bars. Two long

rigid beams, parallel, carry at the rear a

stabilizer and at the front an equilibrator.

The car with its motor occupies the

central part of this frame. The screw

propeller turns in the rear of the carry-

ing planes. The vertical rudder is in the

center of the stabilizer and carries a

cramp arm break. All rests on a com-
bination of two landing slides, each one

provided with two launching wheels.

One of the characteristics of the Paul-

han machine is the supple joining of all

tlie parts. A solid semi-metallic strap

(if leather which confines the heads of

the parts to be joined, renders wedging
and ruptures impossible.

The equilibrator is controlled by a

rigid connecting rod with a turning joint

which gives more security than the con-

trol by cables.-

The car. suspended by cables between

the two large planes, is covered with a

weatherboard of aluminum and canvas

terminating in a pointed arch, to make it

a shelter for the pilots. It has two seats

side by side.

One fly wheel controls the equilibrator,

the rudder and warping of the wings.

The Youngster is Proud of His Home-Made
Machine.

BOY'S HOME-MADE MOTOR
CAR

I TSING bicycle wheels and an air^ cooled motor for supplying the

necessary power, an ingenious youth has

constructed this juvenile automobile,

said to be able to travel at a speed of 15

to 20 miles per hour. The gasoline

engine has a rating of IJ^ horse power.

The enthusiastic contriver of this ma-
chine lives at Greenville, Ohio.
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ELECTRIC SCRUBBER AND
POLISHER

'X'HE accompanying illustration shows
an electric driven machine for scrub-

bing- and polishing hartlwood floors.

There have been many contrivances de-

vised from time to time for the purpose
of renovating floors by machinery, and
this device seems to be one of the most
efficacious. In large structures the build-

ing manager is well aware that a monthly
saving can be made if he can secure a

properly constructed machine for this

work.
This machine weighs less than fifty

pounds and can be attached to any elec-

tric light fixture. It is extremely simple

in construction. All the working parts are

packed in grease and enclosed within a

dust- and water-proof case.

There are no belts, no chains, no mov-
ing parts exposed to break furniture,

damage woodwork or maim the operator.

Owing to peculiarity of construction, it

will scrub the inequalities of the floor as

well as the high places. It is under ab-

solute control at all times.

For ordinary scrubbing of wood, mar-
ble or composition floors, a stiff scrub

brush is attached by a clamp to the re-

volving disk ; a bucket of hot water con-

taining soap powder is poured into the

tank. The water is fed through a hose

into a tube, which sprays it on the re-

volving brush. The handle is kept

slightly below the working position, al-

lowing the entire weight of the machine
to rest on its casters.

This machine is also a great labor-

saving device for removing varnish,

paint, stain, etc., by the use of a steel

brush and chemicals, and any unsightly

floor can be cleaned down to the white

wood, then sandpapered smooth for

finishing, and finally waxed and polished.

All of these operations may be accom-
plished with the same machine by apply-

ing the difterent brushes or disks.

LARGE AND SMALL
'X'HERE were on exhibition in a Berlin,
* Germany, museum recently twci

curios that have attracted a great deal

of attention, the largest and the smallest

man in the world.

Easy Work for thf. Maid and a Fine Polish
FOR THE Floor,

Giant of Uiants. and Fygmv uf Fvg.mies.

A Queer exhibit in a Berlin Museum.
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Wherk the Ten Commandments Were Given.

Stone chapel on Mount Sinai, said to mark the spot where
Moses saw the Glory of God pass by.

Joseph Dussorc, the giant, is a native

of France and is 26 years of age. His
height is 8 feet 5.6 inches, while his

weight is 348.3 pounds. He wears a

number 63 shoe and a number 16 glove.

To make him a suit of clothes his tailor

requires over 8 yards of material. He
is the oldest son of a family remarkable

for their stature, and who are all of a

powerful build. The youngest girl, a

child of but 12 years of age, has a height

of 5 feet 9 inches.

Joseph finds it a very difficult matter

to use any of the furniture in a room
furnished for people of the usual height.

When he travels a specially constructed

bed accoinpanies him which is 9 feet 10

inches in length. Before being exhibited

in the tlifterent museums of Europe, Mr.
Dussorc was engaged in tilling the soil.

"Prince Atom," the smallest man in

the world, travels with the giant. He is

16 years of age and weighs but 20.9

pounds, and has a height of but 2 feet

3.6 inches. His parents are of normal

stature and his three sisters are also of

about the usual height.
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Daring Sweep in Burmah's Famous Bridge.

At the curve is a silver bolt which was thu last bolt used in

thu work.

BURMAH'S FAMOUS BRIDGE
P\ISTAXT from Mandalay, Burmah,
^-^ 83 miles, stands one of the most re-

markable railway bridges in the world.

It is 2,260 feet in length and at the four-

teenth trestle has a height of 820 feet.

It was built by an American firm in

eighteen months, nearly 5,000 tons of

steel being employed in its construction.

Not only for its extreme height is it re-

markable, but also for its daring curve,

two distinct sharp bends being taken by
the rails as they cross the valley.

GAS WELL MAKES TROPICS IN
WINTER

prOURTEEN years ago a party of oil

diggers made a bore at Pelican, on

the Athabasca River, Canada. They
were working under the Geological Sur-

vey of Canada, and their instructions

were to find if the reported existence of

petroleum in the Western North was a

fact. An oil-boring outfit was an in-

Party of Belated Surveyors Who Slept, on a
Cold January Night, in* Comfort Close

TO Burning Gas Well.
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Band Stand on the Way to a Concert.
Minnt-apolis has solved the probtem of music in the

small parks.

It Does Not Take Long to Set in Place.
Costs but $300: answers the purpose of a $5,000

Odd Exprrimental Flying Machine, the Work of
A French Inventor.

The maker is striving for a semi-kite etiect.

novation in the wilderness, but it was
finally gotten in, set up, and started at

work. When the drill had reached a

depth of 820 feet it struck gas. There

was so much of it that an iron ball would

not go down the hole when the gas was
coming out, and the noise it made in

escaping could be heard three miles

away. The flow did not lessen any, and

after various attempts to renew work,

the men were at length compelled to

quit the job.

After thev went, some one came along

and lighted the jet, probably in a spirit

of mischief. It is still burning. Local

report has it that it has been burning
continuously since, but it is more than

likely to have been extinguished now and
then during the past fourteen years and
re-lighted by settlers and passers-by.

That the gas flow is undiminished, how-
ever, is quite certain, for the accompany-
ing photograph, on page 599, taken a

few months ago, shows a flame nearly

fifty feet high and of very substantial

circumference. In January a party of

returning surveyors camped, on a bit-

terly cold night, at the gas well, whose
cheerful flame so warmed the winter at-

mosphere for a radius of many yards

around that they slept in the open, after

the hardships of the day, as comfortably

as if they were in a well-heated hotel or

in their own home.

This Aeroplane Is Drawn Through the Air
BY Ropes.

A member of the San Francisco Aero Ciub in "towed
tlight," 200 feet above the ground.

6ffff



WHERE THREE TRAINS CRASHED INTO ONE ANOTHER.
Ruiiiarkabic tripK- wreck on a Frunch railroad.

TRIPLE RAILROAD WRECK
A RECENT railroad wreck in France
*^ was one of the most remarkable

that have ever occurred in that country

or elsewhere, for that matter. The
Paris to Brest express, while running at

a speed of fifty miles an hour, ran into

a waiting freight train at Courville. Just

as the two trains collided, a third train

—

a freight—pulling out from the station

of Courville, plunged into the mix-up.

The wreckage took fire, and when the

rescuers had completed their work, it

was found that ten persons were dead

and one hundred and fifty injured.

In spite of the greater number of pas-

sengers carried in the United States, ac-

cording to statistics recently issued, the

casualties in Europe are greater propor-

tionately, than in this country. This is

Where Skx Prevails Beyond the Grave.

In this Turkish ct-mrtcry the tombstone with turban topin
the foreground marks the burying? place of a man;

that in the background, of a woman.

One of the Last of the Wooden Trfstles.

I'his is over a small stream in California. Steel is rapidly
replacing such bridges as this.

said to be due to the difference in char-

acter of the coaches employed, those in

the United States being heavier and

more substantial, and hence affording

the passengers better protection in the

event of collision or derailment.

PASSING OF THE WOODEN
TRESTLE

/^UR photograph^ depicts the erection
^^ of a trestle bridge over Strawberry

Creek in California. It is over one hun-

dred feet from the ground and has a

length of 1,200 feet.
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l^RENCH Auto Used for Transporting Gun to Be
UsKD Against Airships.

A VoLi.KY OF Musketry. French Military Experi-
ments Show, Is More Effective Against

AN Aeroplane than a Field Gun.

Water Lilifs Growing in an Artificially Heated
Pond in Winter.

An experiment that a clever Swiss proved a success.
Heated pipes do the work.

Steel is now displacing timber because

tiie latter, although less costly at first, re-

quires frequent examination and renewal.

The first of the large metal trestle struc-

tures was built over thirty years ago, and
some of these have a height of 300 feet

above river-level and are made to carry

on one span the concentrated load of two
locomotives each of 130-ton weight. The
factor of safety is less than in the wooden
structure, but it is sufficient.

America is the home of the trestle

bridge. When a census was taken some
few years ago it was found that there

were 130,000 wooden trestle bridges ex-

tending in the aggregate to 2,400 miles

for single-line railroads. These had

730.000 spans. The average of such

bridges was 100 feet per mile of railroad.

But of the total spans 95 per cent were
of less than 50 feet, although 1.150 were
over 200 feet. Many of these trestle

bridges of wood were of great length

;

the longest over Lake Pontchartrain

measured twenty-two miles. In 1884

there was built the Intercolonial Rail-

road bridge at Halifax, 2,050 feet long

with trestle and a swing span over the

river. In the Selkirk range of the Rocky
Mountains the Canadian Pacific Railroad

was carried over Mountain Creek on a

trestle bridge 152 feet high, the longest

span being 149 feet and the total length

1,071 feet. Probably one of the highest

wooden trestles is on the St. Paul. Min-

neapolis and Manitoba ; it is 211 feet high.
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GUARDING A HALF BILLION

Vf/llEX congress passed the Aklrich-
** \'reeland currency bill in 1908 pro-

viding that the comptroller of the cur-

rency should have printed and cause to

be kept on hand at all times, 50'^// of the

total capital stock of the national banks

of the country, few had cause to reahze

what the passage of the bill meant more
than the Comptroller himself. Briefly, it

meant the printing and storing of half a

billion dollars of printed currency, aggre-

gating the designated fifty per cent of

the total resources of the seven thou-

sand national banks of the United States.

The new vaults have recently been

completed and the negotiable currency

contained therein amounts to slightly

over $510,000,000 at this writing, this

amount having been said to be the largest

amount of money ever kept in a single

vault in the United States. The burglar

protective system alone cost $9,000 and

A HALF-BILLION DOLL.AKS GOES INTO THIS V.AULT.
How the bi^' vault door looks from the inside. The glass door, swung aside, is tilled with electric wires in meshes as

an alarm in case a single wire is broken.



YOUTHFUL FRENCH BEAUTY AND OLD-FASHIONED AMERICA-A CONTRAST IN COSTUMES.
Miss Fowler—the lady at the right—of Vineland. New Jersey, has worn a costume of this sort for forty years, when

the bloomer movement first started. She would probably disapprove of the harem skirt as immodest.

in the system are 17 miles of wire. It is

tested every 15 minutes day and night,

by means of telegraph sounders.

NORDINI, THK Australian Athii- tk. Stopping the
Beating of His Heart.

MAN STOPS HIS OWN HEART
MORDINI, an Australian athlete who

recently gave public exhibitions in

London, England, has such extraordi-

nary C(introl of all the muscles of his

body, including those of the heart, that

he can stop the beating of the latter or-

gan for as long a period as twenty sec-

onds. Moreover he can retard or accel-

erate his pulse at will.

Many men have, by exercise, devel-

oped enormous mu.scles, but they have
always been visible and remained firm

to the touch, even when relaxed. Nor-
dini can relax his to such an extent that

by shaking his arm he can make the

triceps quiver like reeds shaken by the

wind, and, by a simple effort of will,

without even clenching his hand, can

make his upper arm as hard as iron

while the forearm remains perfectly soft.
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The Roosevhlt Hunting Trophies That Have
Been Mounted.

Though a number of men are engaeed. the work goes for-

ward slowly, owinn to the skill and care required.

TEACHING BOYS TO BUILD
AIR-SHIPS

A VIATION is bound to develop rap-
*^ idly as long- as it possesses its fas-

cination for boys and young men. Im-
agination is a quality of youth and when
applied to things mechanical it spells

progress. This was shown in a recent

air-ship contest at the Los Angeles
Manual Training school, where many
original models were shown, together

with others built upon well-known lines.

This helicopter with four circular planes

and twelve vanes, or propeller blades, is

operated by a spring mechanism. It was
designed by one of the students, who is

shown ready to launch it.

Thk Entrance to thk Private Domain of a
Former Mormon Chief.

GATEWAY TO A HAREM
'X'HE Eagle Gateway, which spans
*• State Street, Salt Lake City, was
built under the personal direction of

Brigham Young, and marks the entrance

to what was once the Prophet's private

domain. To the left of the gateway are

the Beehive and Lion Houses, the con-

nected residences where he lived with

several of his many wives and variously

assorted families. Across the street is

the Gardo House, formerly "Amelia Pal-

ace." It was built as a reception place.

It was never used for this but was given

as a residence to Young's favorite wife,

Amelia.
The Beehive House is now the office

of the First President, while the Lion
House is occupied by departments of the

Mormon University.

CURIOSITIES CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA.
Flyintj machine made by an en-

thusiastic manual training school
student under the direction of his
teacher.

These lambs, losini,' their mother,
the cow has kindly undertaken the
task of rearing the hapless little

orphans.

This little girl fell into a tub of wa-
ter. Her mother, beine too busy to
put her into other clothes, hung her
out on the clothes line to dry out.
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SPEAR HEAD EDGED WITH SHARK'S TEETH.
A wicked-looking weapon in use in Polynesia.

A Shark-Tuoth Stabbing Knife.

SHARK'STEETH FOR WEAPONS
CHARKS' teeth are largely used in
*^ Polynesia for the making of weapons.
Stabbing-knives edged with rows of them
are extremely formidable, while speart

heads similarly ornamented are capable

of inflicting dreadful wounds—the ob-

ject of this sort of contrivance being to

cut up the adversary as much as possible

at a single blow. Once thrust into the

flesh, such an instrument could hardly

be withdrawn except by cutting it out,

so jagged are the edges. It is certainly

a cruel weapon.

^^, ^'^

COLD AIR TREATMENT THAT REQUIRES A HARDY CONSTITUTION.
Takiny a snow lialli in Norway.
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Lighthouse on the West Coast of
Heligoland.

V'^lEW. FRf)M THE HEIGHTS. OF LOWKR HELIGOLAND
AND THE Dock.

GERMANY'S GIBRALTAR

"X'WENTY years ago Germany and
*• England made an exchange of Zanzi-

bar and Heligoland. Lord Salisbury

thought he had done very well in getting

rid of the little island in the North Sea.

At the time, the Kaiser was laughed at.

Heligoland was splitting up bodily. Great
scientists agreed that its doom was cer-

tain, and that it was not structurally

strong enough to stand the strain of

being fortified. But the German Em-
peror saw further than the British states-

men. "The island is destined to be a

bulwark toward the sea," he declared, "to

offer protection to German fisheries, or

support for German warships, a strong

place in the German Sea against every

enemy who may show himself there." So
the Kaiser began on a scheme of rebuild-

ing the little island. Since 1890 he has

practically reconstructed the island. He
has spent, on an average. $1,250,000 a

year in providing Heligoland with

granite buttresses on all sides, sixteen

feet thick and eighty yards and a half

high. The numberless cracks and fissures,

caused by each winter's frost in the

higher parts of the wasting cliffs, he has
filled up and bound together with thou-

sands of tons of ferro-concrete. Tire-

lessly by day and night, this work has
been going on for twenty years. At the

1
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A Poxy in a Drawinc: KtJOM.

to the open sea. Under pretense of erect-

ing breakwaters, to protect Heligoland
from erosion, he has spent large sums on
harbor construction on the north and
south sides of the island, in addition, the
east coast has a roadstead with forty-

eight fathoms of water. Here can be
accommodated the entire German fleet,

which is thus brought one hundred miles
nearer England. The Kaiser has spent
the cost of five or six super Dread-
noughts on Heligoland alone. It is the
key to a maneuvering base one hundred
miles in length, from any point on which
mosfjuito craft can dart between the

island fortresses. In naval circles it is

agreed that this long base doubles the

fighting value of the Germar fleet.

present day the island is wholly incased

with a cemented belt of armor three, miles

in circumference, which has cost $30,-

000,000. Thus strengthened, the island

has been fortified, at a further cost of

$7,500,000 during the last three years.

Heligoland is only twenty-six miles from
the mouths of the Eider, the Elbe and the

Weser, and it is a defense for all three

rivers. The Kaiser has also fortified the

chain of islands which lies to the north
and south of Heligoland. This chain of

forts has made it possible for the Kaiser

to transfer his naval base from the Baltic

WALTER WINANS AND HIS
PET PONY

/^I'R photo, taken at Surrenden Park,
^'^ Kent, England, Mr. Walter Winans'
beautiful Kentish home, shows this

famous sportsman with one of his "pet"

ponies, which is a diminutive little

quadruped, and which follows him about
like the domestic dog. It is seen in his

draw-ing-room being petted by his master
who has just given it a nibble of sugar
in order to tempt it to pose for the

photographer.

THE SORT OF AKMV CHINA COULD NOW CALL INTO THE FIELD.
Foreigu drill officers have accomplished wonders.



SENDING THE NON-SINKARLE LIFE-BOAT OUT THROUGH THE SURF.
It will hold eight passengers.

NEW TYPE OF LIFE CAR
D ECRXTLY there was received at the

Nahaiit, Mass., Hfe saving station

a new type of non-sinkable life car. It

is the only one on the entire Atlantic

Coast. It consists of an egg-shaped
boat built of steel, accommodating eight
people. The frame-work is of steel and
it is decked over so that the hatch

through which the rescued party enters

the boat can be battened down, after

which the boat is hauled ashore by the

life-savers. It is so light that it can be
hauled on a handcart, or carried on the

shoulders of four men, and it can be
launched by floating it out through the

surf. A line is attached to the ordinary
life line which is shot from a gun by the

life-savers over the rigging of the

MILITAKV Mu'KjK car lipLLUjIiS WITH A FREIGHT TRAIN.
After this curious mishap, which occurred in Germany, the auto was ahlo to continue its course

under its own power to the repair station.

609
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King and Queen of Spain Skating at Madrid
During the Past Winter.

This photo was taken i-arly in the year at their private
lake at La Casa de Campo.

wrecked vessel. It is then hauled out hy
the people aboard the vessel and then

hauled ashore by the life-savers by means
of another line attached to the shore end
of the car. After the hatches are bat-

tened down there is enough air to last

for several hours when the complement
of eight passengers are enclosed in it.

Its non-sinkable character is due to its

lightness of construction and shape.

When fully loaded it rides steadily, but
when less than four people are in it, it

has a tendency to bob about somewhat
like a fishing float or bob.

MONSTROUS MEXICAN TREE
/^NE of the largest trees in the world
^^ is found in the village of Tule in

southern Mexico. It is larger in cir-

cumference than the famous redwood
trees of California, but is not nearly so

high as those monsters of the forest. It

equals the largest reported specimen of

the gigantic baobabs of Africa which
have been regarded as the largest speci-

mens of trees existing anywhere. This
immense tree, which is of great antiquity

and still growing, is 154 feet in circum-
ference six feet above the ground.
Twenty-eight people with their hands
outstretched and touching their finger-

tips can just encircle it. The height is

about 160 feet and the diameter of the

sjjreading branches. 140 feet. It is

claimed that these spreading branches
once sheltered the army of Cortez while

he was subduing this region after the

conquest of the Valley of Mexico and.

on beholding the monster, one can credit

the statement.

"Best-Lighted Office Building in the World."
This is the claim made for Denver Gas and Electric

Cumpany's new Ijuiidinj;.

A Tree Larger Than the California Redwood.
Reputed to have sheltered the army of Cortez. nearly four

centuries ago.
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Electric Auto Hearse. Chicago.
Said to b«^ the first over turned out of an auto factory

in this country.

HOT-AIR AS MEDICINE
'T'HE machines now in use for produc-
*• ing hot air for the treatment of dis-

eases present many inconveniences. The
alcohol machines utilize the gas produced
hy the combustion of alcohol which is

impure air saturated with steam.

Hot air should be pure and dry, as

humid air prevents the cutaneous evapo-

ration, and electric machines unfor-

tunately do not admit of sufficient tem-

perature : besides they are difficult to

regulate.

There is a ijucstion then of finding an

alcohol macliine which admits of attain-

ing a high temperature that may be

regulated : also that it be portable and
capable of furnishing pure, dry air.

Two machines have recently been con-

structed which appear to realize this de-

sideratum. One serves for the applica-

tion of douches of hot air, the other for

local baths. The common principle of

these two machines is that they do not

employ air which has served for the

combustion. Our photograph gives a

view of the latter-named machine. The
alcohol flame of a Bunsen burner heats

with intensity a tube through which the

air passes. In the machine for douches,

the air is brought by a powerful hand
ventilator. In the one for local baths

the tube is fed with the exterior air,

and the draught is produced by the

difference of density between the ex-

terior air and the air heated by the ma-
chine.

Physician Giving Local Medical Treatment with
Hot Air—a French DFvrcF,

"QuEENiE," the Pet Tortoise of an English Lady.

This is the way her mistress takes the little creature
out for the daily "constitutional."

(,11



MODEL MOTOR BOAT REGATTA IN LONDON.
Participants, and their various craft, who took part in recent races of miniature vessels at \'ictoria Park,

inaugurating a new sport.

BABY ELEPHANT FEEDS FROM BOTTLE.
Scene in German East Africa. The elephant is a pet of an officer and has been "raised," so far, literally

on the buttle.

612



WHICH IS CHEAPER— HUKSK OR AUTO?
A scientific test seems to answer this question.

HORSE VS. MOTOR
A N interesting test of the comparative
•^^ cost of operating a four cylinder

automobile and driving a horse and
buggy has just been completed by a New
York manufacturer of motor cars, with

results tliat explode the old theory that

the automobile is a "rich man's toy"

while the horse is the poor man's friend.

A six-day test took the experimenters

over the average country roads as well

as through the congested parts of New
York City, and each day the exact cost

of up-keep was carefully noted. Allow-
ance was made for the wear and tear, and
the total cost of traveling by each con-

veyance was figured down to the mile.

The total number of miles covered by the

automobile was 457.9 at a total cost of

$6.20. There were no repair charges and
the gasoline and oil were purchased

THIS .^UTU KO.\D. NEAR ST. GIRONS. IN THE PYRENEES. FtiLLOWS A STRE.^M
THROUGH SOLID ROCK.

Tlu- whitr SQuart' is a placard warning motorists to go siow.

6/J
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A FrkNCH SCHOONHK I'RIVKN Cl-KAN AsHUKl' HV A
Gale on the Cornish Coast. England.

It is SL'ldoni a vcssol so wave- pounded holds to^rftluT.

aiong the way at the average retail

price, just as the feed for the horse was
purchased at livery stables eii route.

For depreciation an allowance was made
of $8.24, making a total cost of $14.44

or ])er passenger-mile an average of

$.0157.

The horse and buggy in the same time,

and under as nearly possible similar con-

ditions, made the following record : Tliey

covered 197.3 miles at a cost of $5.80

for the distance, no charge being made
for repairs. De])reciation was allowed for

at $1.47, making a total cost of $7.27, or

])cr passenger-mile a cost of $.0184.

Tlius it will be seen that the expense

of operating a runabout is a trifle less ].)er

mile than that of driving a horse anil

buggy, but as the test was for only six

days and as no charges for repairs occur

in the case of neither automobile nur

buggy, this item of up-keep remains tu l)e

compare<l if a fair estimate is to be

made.

The judges assumed that the cost of

shoeing, bedding and axle grease for the

horse and buggy will offset the omission

of grease charges in the operating cost

of the automobile. In order to get a

fair decision, disinterested observers

were appointed to keep the records of the

test and also, as a matter of fairness, the

automobile was kept locked up while not

in use so that no repairs could possibly

be made witliout their being cliarged up
against it.

Of course the fact that the automobile

covered three times the distance in a

given time should be taken into consid-

eration for, as the business man or the

traveling man on a salary knows quite

well, "time is money" in a very literal

sense indeed.

I'urtlier tests of a nature similar to

the (ine outlined will probably show like

residts.

1

Gag for Gossips.

A liridli- that effectually shut the mouth of a worn,
in tho good old days in Entrland.

in scnid

Bird's Nfst Which Is Used for Soup.

The nusts of the salaneani. in Java, are esteemed a great
dehcacy by Chinese. Japs, and French.
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EXPOSITION OF AERIAL
LOCOMOTION

A T the international aerial locomotion
** exposition in Paris, the biplane

Coanda was without doubt the principal

attraction. It is built of wood, including

the wings; the interior frame work is of

steel, two uprights only, uniting the

lower planes ; and passive resistance is

very greatly diminished. It seems by its

structure to be capable of greater speed

than the monoplane. The efforts in the

biplane are about the same from one
end of the wing to the other. The greater

part of the carrying surfaces are rein-

forced toward the forward part and taper

toward the rear. The slender end has

a certain suppleness, and consequently

under the effort of propulsion the ex-

tremity of the wing will inflect upward
like that of a bird's wing. This effect has

World's Largest and Most Powerful
Organ Keyboard.

Just installed in the new cathedral. St. John's the
Divine. New York—this instrument has 1(19 stops: thi-

ordinary orjjan has but 25. It cost $75. (KX).

.^

mm^

A i'Ll ET OF .^IR-ShII'? MANEUVERING.
Various types at the international exhibition, in Paris.

Testing an .Automatic Parachute for .'\vlators.
at vincennes. france.

.\ guinea pig is being tied to the model for an experiment
on a small scale.

been accentuated, in the Coanda biplane.

Tliis machine presents another remark-
able peculiarity : the screw propeller is

replaced by a turbine, drawing in the air

at the front and rejecting it at the rear.

When ready for flight the Coanda weighs
about 925 pounds.
The many improvements in the con-

struction of this biplane may very well

place it on an equality with its com-
petitors.

MULTIPLE TELEGRAPHY IN
ITALY

D ECENTLY a demonstration was
held at Florence, Italy, in the pres-

ence of scientific authorities, of a new ap-
paratus for multiple telegraphing. This
was invented by Cerrade Andrini. It

was given the finishing touches by the
engineer, Luis Maino, Chief of the

technical department of the Italian Gov-
ernment Telegraph Service.



LUIS MAINO CONSTRUCTOR, BUT NOT THE INVENTOR. OF THE MULTIPLE TELEGRAPH-
A REMARKABLE CONTRIBUTION TO COMMERCIAL SCIENCE.

Soaring Above the Audience SiispiiNDIT) from
A Wooden Eagle.

A (icrman artrcss amusing the crowd in ;i Berlin tlii-atcr.

bl6

-Tliis invention is used for tran.sniittino-

and receiving the Morse system. It can
send ten telegrams at the same time.

Each touch puts in movement a vibration

which sends over the hne ultimate cur-

rents of hig-h potentiality with unvarying
and established periods. These currents

are received at the station to which they

are sent by a special mechanism and
based on the different Morse Telegraph
apparatus.

With the Andrini system it is possible

to send from ten to fifteen telegrams at

the same time and on the same circuit.

This makes it possible to transmit from
300 to 600 telegrams an hour, the orig-

inal line being able to handle only from
v30 to 40. The invention needs only a

simple and inexpensive installation and
dues not interfere with, but rather -sup-

])lenients the telegraph system already in

use. The remarkable value of this is

easilv understood, especially with its re-

lation to the newspapers, etc.; which
above everything else require a ]irompt

transmission of long messages with tlie

least possible delay imaginable.
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REMARKABLE POWER OF
AUTOMOBILE

DROBABLY no more remarkable feat
*• has been recently performed by an

automobile than that shown in the ac-

companying illustration below. The local

agent of a well known car in Los Angeles,

Cal., gave a demonstration of the pulling

strength of his machine by attaching it,

by means of a rope running from the rear

axle of the car to the pilot of a 110-ton

locomotive, and drawing the locomotive

along the track.

The start was made from a dead stand-

still and it was at first thought impossi-

ble to move the great mass of iron and
steel as the wheels of the auto slipped

badly and the locomotive seemed to be

glued to the track. After weighting the

car with si.x good-sized men, however,
the tires took a firmer hold and after a

long, steady strain the wheels of the

engine began to slowly revolve.

The accomplishment of the task is tes-

tified to by a number of witnesses who at

first declared it impossible and looked
for the breaking of the rear axle or the

pulling out of the entire end of the car.

The engine was gotten under way, how-
ever, and drawn for some distance down
the track without injury to the automo-
bile in any way.

A Juvenile Seat for .\uTomG.

AUTOMOBILE SEAT FOR THE
CHILD

A CONVENIENT seat for a child can
^^ be adjusted in an automobile as

shown in this photograph, and it has the

advantage of being easily removable as

it rests upon an iron roil which is bolted

to the bed of the car. This small seat

is arranged so that it can revolve, making
it possible for the child to face either the

front or the rear of the car, and it has

this great advantage over the extra seat

placed behind, that the parents can watch
the little passenger and steady the child

at rough places in the road. This is an
inexpensive and convenient device which
will be appreciated by parents who are

fond of automobiling.

MOTOR CAR DRAWING UO-TON LOCOMOTIVE.
Thf start was inadL- fn t dead standstil



The Colt Rfvolver. The Steyr Revolver.

Ihk Mauskh Automatic. The Weblev Pistol.

NEW VARIETIES. AMERICAN AND FOREIGN. OF THE REVOLVER.

ENORMOUS BALL BEARINGS

'T'HE accompanying illustration shows
the construction of an enormous cen-

ter ball bearing made at Norfolk, Eng-
land, for the Breydon Swing Bridge, at

Yarmouth, for a railway.

As this bridge turns about 400 times
every month, after several years' service

the "V" grooves of the original bearing
were found to be much worn, mostlv due

to not having been properly hardened.
The original bearing consisted of two
rings having "V" grooves in which there

were 69 balls 2 inches in diameter, the

largest made at the time the bridge was
installed.

The new center ball bearings have a

diameter of 33^ inches. They are ar-

ranged to run in segmental grooves, the

radius of which is 2J4 inches. There
are 22 balls.

HUGE BALL BEARINGS MADE BY AN ENGLISH FIRM.

CIS



NEW VLHICLE KNOWN AS THK ML J.oMuiULE."
Freak device of an army officer for fuii-niakiiig at a carnival recently held at Manila.

CARNIVAL IN THE PHILIP-

PINES

TTHE Philippine carnival, originated by
* Americans in Manila, is one of the

biggest and most entertaining annual

shows in the Orient. Interesting exhibits

from all over the archipelago, from
China, Japan, Siam, Singapore, the Fed-

erated Malay States, the Straits Settle-

ments, and other surrounding countries,

are shown, while magnificent land and
water parades, athletic tournaments and
field sports, add to the amusement of the

visiting throngs. The accompanying
photos of certain features of the carnival

are typical of the islands' festival of fun.

The first shows Captain George T. Lang-
horne, U. S. A., one of the original pro-

moters of the carnival, in his ingeniously

contrived "mulomobile," where it can-

not be said the cart is before the

horse. The decorated, grotesque - ap-

pearing launch shown in the sec-

ond illustration is the creation of one

of the foreign colonies of Manila, and

was designed to take part in the water

parade, which was one of the striking

features of the carnival. The giant head

surmounting the boat's awning was

placed immediately over the smoke-stack,

the cap having an opening in the top for

the smoke to pass out. The effect was of

course very curious and the vessel quite

naturally attracted its full share of at-

tention as it took its part proudly in the

pompous pageant.

LAU.NCH OF THE GI.\NT S HEAD.
Odd decoration of a boat at the carnival held recently in the Philippine capital. The head is a colossal

imitation of the clown's and the top of its cap is the steamer s smokestack.

fjl9



A PRISON ON THE WATER.
Comfortable quartrrs for law-brcakL-rs at Hanovor. Gormany.

A FLOATING PRISON

AN object of curiosity to tourists who
*^ happen to visit Hanover, Germany,
is the floating prison "Leuneburg." This

boat resembles the freight boats used on

the Great Lakes in this country.

The prisoners are put to work on the

canal and other work of a like nature.

They seem to enjoy their detention.

There are twenty-six prisoners. The
cells are directly underneath the deck

and are unusually well ventilated.

INCUBATOR FOR OSTRICH
EGGS

A T Mr. Carl Hagenbeck's ostrich farm
•^^ at Hamburg, Germany, the most
northernly institution of its kind in the

world, ostrich eggs are now placed in

special incubators. The average period

of incubation is sixty days. So far over
sixty eggs have been hatched and ninety

per cent of the birds are alive and
healthy. The farm occupies nine acres

of ground and contains nearly 200 birds

YOUNG OSTRTCH JfST HATCllKI) IN AN IN( lliATOK.

ao



Kailkoad Train Coi.i.idinl; with an Auto.

The audience little suspects that such scenes are all in

miniature.

This Is thk Way the Burglar Climes Up thk Side
OF a House.

He is really crawling on a painted canvas, that looks like

a house, in a studio.

B.attle Betwekn m;,\ \N-n .\ir I-mrc i-:s.

Fortresses may be seen on either side, and the "aeroplane
—in the center—will drop bombs. The fan pro-

duces waves on the water.

The Way a Cup of Coffee "Pours Itself."

In the film, the man and the string are painted out. but
when the picture is thrown on the screen, it

looks as if magic had a part.

HOW MOVING PICTURE SCENES .ARE PRODUCED.

MAGNETISM AND SOLAR
SPOTS

D Y means of the spectroscope, spectro-
'-^ heliograph, polarizing and inagnetic

apparatus, it has been satisfactorily

proved that sun spots are clearly of a

cyclonic nature ; some photographs

taken in June, 1908. were particularly

convincing of this fact. At that time it

was observed that a great floculi of dark
hydrogen apparently advanced towards
the whirling mass in the spot at the av-

erage speed of 60 miles per second, as if

it were attracted by it. and being en-

gulfed in its center. This suggested to

6^/
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rHOTOS TAKEN OK JHE SUN SPOTS. WHICH PROVE THESE SPOTS ARE OF
CVCLONIC ORIGIN.

New \V.\y to Serve Lobster.
The photograph depicts a design recently executed by

an English chef who won a prize for his skill in creating
and e.vecuting this idea for serving lobster. The dish is

Homard a la Drcxel. the lettering of which is done with
the eggs from the lobster. Tln> creature is mounted on a
carriage, while the outspread wings give a distinct idea of

a flying machine. The idea created quite a sensation
when the hrst lobsters so decorated were first served at
a banquet. The effect is certainly very unusual.

02i

I'rof. Male, the director of the Alt. Wil-
si.in observatory, that solar cyclones cre-

ate magnetic fields, for if sufficient quan-
tity of electrified atoms were animated
with cyclonic movements in the spots a

magnetic space must result.

Ex])eriments have demonstrated that

the distance of two components is in pro-

portion to the intensity of the magnetic

field and to the square of the length of

wave. In fine, that which distinguishes

these duplicates from the double lines

produced by other known phenomena is.

that the lights from the components are

]iiilarized in a circle, but in an inverse

sense, consequently if we meet in the

spectrum of any substance, a duplicate

which appears to come from a magnetic

lield, this origin will be revealed by the

circular and inverse jxilarization.

These deductions a]ii>lied to the solar

s]jots have been cn)wne(l with success

and I'rof. Hale has proved that mag-
netic fields exist and are caused by ter-

rific whirling masses of electrified atoms.



Artificial Silk Sekn Undkr a Magnifying Glass

MAN-MADE SILKS

TTHERE is now being; manufactured in
* an artificial silk factory in the north

of France gauze or tulle which has the

remarkable brilliancy of synthetic silks.

But by careful examination with a mag-
nifying glass one can discern a singular

peculiarity of the material : it is found
to be composed of an even mass instead

of elementary intersecting fibers. .\t

each angle of the hexagonal meshes,
the threads composing the sections are

joined, forming a single thread, each one

of the same size. It is very evident

after such an examination that the prod-

uct is indeed an artificial fabric.

The net work which forms the gauze
is moulded by a metal'ic cylinder which
is finely engrossed with intersecting

lines. This roller turns parallel with the

receiver which contains the cellulosic

solution in such a way that the mould
engraved on the surface becomes filled

with the mixture, rollers and scrapers

clean perfectly the cylindrical surface, so

that the grooves alone retain the paste.

The cylinder-mould meets afterward a

sort of belt on the surface of which,

imder the influence of the pressure, a

transfer of the tracing is produced. The
net work of the cellulosic fibers is de-

tached from the principal cylinder and
adheres to the cloth. The phenomenon
is, however, quite difficult to obtain, the

nature of the receiving surface plays a

certain role and the mesh or net work

W'here thk Silk
Thuk.^ds Unitk.

They do not cross but
men,'!- into oiu' anothrr.

World's Largest Ditch
Digger.

In usL- in the Imperial Val-
loj'. Mexico.

Jaws of the Dinosaur
Tyrannosaurus Found
IN Montana.

This gieantic creature lived

2,000.000 years ago.

detached from the

auze is extremely

must be carefully

cylinder, as the

fragile. It is finally solidified by immers-
ing in a coagulating bath. However sat-

isfactory the results obtained may be, the

utility of these fabrics is very limited

and the usual processes of spinning and
weaving are therefore not seriously

menaced.
It would be practically impossible to

imitate a closely woven fabric by this

method.
The manufacture of artificial silks has

developed rapidly and possibly artificial

cloths may some time be successfully

produced by means of solidifiable solu-

tions without tissues. That day, how-
ever, is probably not close at hand.

Primitive Warriors of the Reindeer Tribes
OF Northeastern Siberia.

These nomadic people live bv breedinfr and selling the
reindeer. They fifjht hostile tribes with bow and arrows.
They use an arrow oi metal and a shield of walrus hide.

6;.S



A Warm Lunch for the Baby.
This peculiar feature of the electric heater oufiht to appeal

strongly to the enthusiastic yoiinp mother, for wliat
is of more importance than the baby?

The New Campanile of Venice.
The famous Square of St. Marks is begitininR to assume

Its wonted appearance after the collapse of
the old tower in 1902.

6^

Shaving Watfr in a Jiekv.

ELECTRIC HEATER AS FAMILY
FRIEND

A N electric heatinj;- device not much
^^ bigger than a tablespoon and easily

slipi^ed into the pocket or suit case,

might be termed the friend of the whole
family, as it will warm the baby's milk in

a jiffy, bring the big brother's shaving
water to the proper temperature while

he dresses, heat a bowl full of water for

sister's hair washing while she waits, is

ready for instant use in a sick room
where hot water is needed in a hurry
and (not forgetting father) will heat up
the cold coffee in the "dinner pail with

a cupola."

If father happens to be a doctor or

dentist, he will find it useful for steriliz-

ing his instruments. If a barber, it will

provide him with hot water without the

necessity of keeping the gas going undei

the boiler.

This handy little invention is only six

inches long and is supplied with a length

of wire and a plug which can be screwea
into any electric light socket. Then all

that is necessary is to put the heater into

any liquid that is to be heated and turn

on the switch. A glass of water or milk

is brought to the boiling point in a few
seconds and moreover, the glass will not

break from the heat.
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The Latkst Parisian Novelty—thk "Sfiukk
Web" Vkil.

SPIDER WEB VEIL

IT may be ihrouijh lack of charm, over-
^ weening vanity to display such charm
as she may possess, or only mere desire

for novelty and excitement that produces
the type of woman who parades in the

sheath gown, the harem skirt, or—as

shown in the illustration—the spider web
veil.. And like the other freak garbs just

referred to, this newest covering for the

face has its origin in the French caintal.

The sheath gown wasn't a "go" because
it attracted too much attention, its rather

daring wearers thought ; the harem
skirt, American fashionables declare,

makes one look old. What will be the

verdict for the spider web veil ?

In its way the veil is artistic—artistic

at least in the sense that it reproduces
faithfully the feeling of repulsion, tinged

with curiosity, that the real spider in

his web arouses in the normal observer.

The center of the web is placed across

the forehead, and the reproduction of a
spider rests on the cheek between eye
and ear. The effect at first glance is

distinctly startling, and may earn for

women of a certain type the appellation

"spider" instead of "cat" or "vampire."

PARACHUTE THAT MAN CAN
GUIDE

LIERE is a new type of parachute, the
^ -^ invention of a Frenchman, wliich

has a very distinct advantage over all

others. If obliged to make use of the

device to escape a downward plunge in

his disabled machine, the aeronaut may
guide this parachute in various direc-

tions by pulling on corresponding cords.

It thus overcomes the very serious objec-

tion to the average parachute that no
choice can be made as to the place of

descent, it being impossible to avoid

either church spire, or lake, should mis-

fortune so guide the ill-fated aeronaut.

The illustration shows a recent test of

the apparatus that was made from the

first floor platform of the lofty Eiffel

Tower. The parachute, which has its

trapeze directly in front of the aviator's

head, and which folds up like an um-
brella, can be easily released. The fall,

of course, was from a stationary body.

Just how effective any .parachute would
be if suddenly launched from an aero-

plane shooting through the air, remains

yet to be seen. In the test the parachute

descended at a moderate speed, and
under most satisfactory guidance of the

cords.

Leaping from the Eiffel Tower in a Parachute.



A HIPPOPOTAMUS. COSTING SJ.OOO. STAR BOARDER IN AN ELEPHANT HOUSE.
The new elephant house at the New York Zoological park, is the largest and finest building of its kind in the world.

It is hiiih. well lighted and is entered at the center of each side, instead of at each end. The main roof is of green tiles,

and has a lofty dome covered with glazed tiles laid in an elaborate color pattern of browns and greens.

H.\RRY De CoF, .^M.AZING THE BeRLINERS BY A
Very Unusual Balancing Feat.

Thi^ .Xmerican's extraordinary tricks have kept agape for

the lime being, the mouths of Kaiser
Wilhelm's subjects.

6X

AMERICAN'S EXTRAOR-
DINARY FEAT

II'' Ilerliners do not take kindly to
* American cocktails, they are neverthe-

less deeply interested in the extraordi-

nary feats of an American, Harry De
Coc, performed with the aid of a glass

and a bottle. The Germans do not, as a

rule, take up such unusual tricks for

public exhibition purposes, their genius

ap])arently not running in that <lirection,

leaving such work to their French
neighbors in particular. But Harry De
Coe's feats have seldom been equalled

even by the ubiquitous F"rench acrobats.

His performances at the Theatre Pasage,

which include the extraordinary act

—

that is shown in the illustration—have

attracted capacity houses nightly for the

Germans know when a ])erformance is

good and patronize it with enthusiasm

accordingly. Harry De Coe's name will

long be remembered in the German
capital.
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THE HIDDEN HANDICAP OF OUR SCHOOL CHILDREN.
About st'Vt^nty per cent in groups such as tliis were found to have inipt-rf 'Ct

tfctli. "The unfortunate result of lack of early treatment may
range all the way from digestive disorders to actual

malformation of the jaw."

"Free Dentistry for Poor Children,"—P. 664.
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REJUVENATING THE EAST
By

AGNES C. LAUT

SPITE of the cry "back-to-the-

land," the last census shows that

the trend is still from farm to

factory, from country to town.
In one section of New York

.State alone more than 400,000 people
have abandoned the country for city life.

Perhaps, that word "abandoned" is a
misleader. The farms are still owned,
but their owners are trying in vain to sell

them
; just as the farms were deserted in

the first place because the owners tried

in vain to make a living- from them.
If you gathered up all the untenanted

farms of the United States and laid them
in an oblong block, they would cover an
area twice the size of Massachusetts,
four times the size of Connecticut, fifteen

times bigger than Rhode Island, half as

large as the State of Ohio ; or if you
stretched them out on a straight line ten

miles broad, they would cover from
Maine to Florida—16,000 square miles

—

literally a world more tenantless than

when Christopher Columbus discovered

America ; for when Columbus came, at

least Indians were getting a living from
this wilderness of waste land.

What is the matter? Is it a case of

wanted -a-new-discoverer-of-Down-East ?

Look at the facts ; then look at them
again ! Where does the most of that

abandoned farm area lie? Within a hun-
dred mile radius of the biggest cities in

America. The two largest areas of un-
worked farms are in the southeast and in

New England—within coniniuting dis-

tance of the biggest markets in the

world. The city and commuting popula-

tion of New York is estimated at 6.800,-

000 : and one-third of the abandoned
farms in America lie within a hundred
mile radius of that market.
"You can today buy hundreds of

thousands of acres of land in Indiana,

and r)hio and Kentucky and Tennessee
and Pennsylvania for $10 an acre, which
twenty-five years ago brought prices of

$100 and $75 an acre." declared a soil

expert of the Mississippi \'alley. In one
section of New York—from Pennsyl-
vania northward—there is said to be a

section seventy miles wide where you
can practically buy a farm for nothing.

That is—you pay a bargain counter price

for the buildings, and get the land free.

What is the matter? Where is our
Christopher Columbus to explore a way
through this sea of waste?
When you come to examine the aver-

age yearly incomes in these "abandoned

farm areas, the thing is still more hope-
less. The average yearly income in the

abandoned farm area of the .South is not

$7.5 a year—a figure that would put a

Copyright. 1911. by Technical World Company. 629



JHK (IILORADU WAV (IF PICKING AND PACKING APPLES.
Till- East li.is liirii iililiuiJ tc. lutn tn W.-sl.rn ni.tliods.

peon of Mexico, or a sliephcnl of Egypt,
or a serf of Russia to the blush. Tlie

averas^e yearly income of the farmer in

the abandoned farm areas of New York
and Xew England runs from $300 to

S400 a year—less than half an Italian

ditch dig,q'er earns, about the same
amount as a little girl in one of the sweat-

.shop shirt factories can earn.

Again, what is the matter? Are we
land-sick, or man-sick, or gone to punky-
headedness from dry-rot in our meth-

ods? This does not mean that there are

not thousands of si^lendid modern paying
farms Down East. There are ; but they

are so far outnumbered by the degener-
ate farm that tiie averages are reduced

to these miserable figures.

It costs $1.^0 an acre to clear fruit

lands in Washimjton ; and when those

lands are set out in fruit, they earn ten

per cent, on a valuation of $.^00 an acre

—earn it easily. 1 know one fruit ranch

that yielded 200 per cent, on a valuation

of $.^00 an acre. You can buy fruit land

in the I--ast and Middle West for noth-

ing, with fine buildings thrown in at

about ten cents on the dollar, with old

orchards only waiting the pruning shears

and spray wagon to do their bestest, and
—take a breath and look at it—the own-
ers can't sell those lands at any price.

What is the matter?
You look wise and talk vaguely about

"the labor question." Prices for produce

have increased only twenty-five per cent.,

and the middleman gets most of that:

while the cost of labor has increased one-

bundred-and-fifty per cent. \ ery true;

but if that is not so much piflle, why
does it not apply to the West as well as

to the East? You have to pay $2 a day

for a good orchard man or wheat har-

vester in the \\'est : and love or money
cannot keep iiim longer than six months

;

for he is determined to own his own land

and hire his own labor. In the East, you

can get an orchard man or harvester for

$2.S, at most $40 a month ; and I give

you my word of honor from a variety of

experiences, his enterprising spirit will

never rise to the hei.ghts of owning his
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ELECTRIC RAILWAV BUILT BV THE ORCHARDISTS OF GRAND VALLEY, COLORADO. I

O

CARRY THEIR PRODUCE TO THE SHIPPING POINT.

own land and labor. The labor question

is a difficulty impartial as the dews of

heaven. It falls alike East and West

;

only in the West, you pay higher for the

difficulty.

Vou say the soil of these Eastern areas

is exhausted : but that is as vague an
explanation as the talk about labor. The
greatest soil expert in the world—Sir

John Lawe of England—declares that

when you come to analyze the chemical

constituents of soil, the difference in

farming areas is not so much in chemical

composition as condition of tilth—or how
the soil is kept ; and that brings you down
to the rock-bottom of your explanations

—methods. You talk of the great wheat
yield from the plains of the West ; but do
you know that the special wheat sections

of Massachusetts and New York can

raise wheat crops that make the thirtv

bushel yields of the West look small ? I

say

—

can raise, not do raise. That is—

a

few men raise them like a specialist, who
got up in the fifties and sixties per acre

in Massachusetts la^^t vear The re^^t

don't ; and again your explanation re-

solves itself not into soil, but the man
and his methods. Or take the apple soils

!

Apples don't want humus. They want
sandy loam and upland and light and
drainage and air. Haven't the hilly

plateaus of New England such uplands

good as Colorado's mesas? Yes—but

the orchards have too often been planted

down in the chill of the valley ; or else

like Topsy have "just grow'd," though
Eastern apples can boast a brilliant col-

oring and fine flavor not possible in

warm irrigated areas. Why hasn't New
England, then, such fabulous apple rec-

ords as Washington and Oregon and

Colorado ? Because orchard farming has

not been the custom ; and there your soil

explanation is, again, back to the rock-

bottom fact of man and methods.

When vou come to discuss market, the

advantages are all with the East. The
market is ])ractically at the liack door of

this whole abandoned farm area. Yet

the West is beating out the Ea^t in farm
value* and profits
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You .'.ay the East is a dairy country

;

and with the increased cost of labor on
one side and the city authorities forbid-

ding an increase in the price of milk

—

there is no longer any profit from a dairy

farm. You quote the story of that ap-

palling New Hampshire cow. Some
expert figured up the yearly average re-

turns from the dairies of New Hamp-
shire — t h ey

didn't exceed oh

$49 a year
for a cow

;

and it cost

$42 to keep

one — leav-

ing a margin
of $7 for la-

bor and prof-

it : but what
if the New
Hampshire
c o w vielded

.$6.^ or $85 as

many good
Guernsey and
Jersey and
Ayrshire
ladies tl o ?

There would
be money enough for labor and profit

;

and there you are again back to methods.
I admit when you come to compare

Eastern and Western country schools,

there is good ground for the complaint
that the Eastern school has been educat-

ing away from the farm to the city. The
high school is purely a feeder for the

universities : and the country school

—

the least said about the country school,

the better. Within an hour's drive of

where I sit writing, within commuting
distance from New York, are cross-road

back-line schools that would be a dis-

grace to a sod hen house. I can think of

a dozen in this county that you would
never take for anything but a shut up
hog house or the closed cabin of a wood
cutter. "Squabble Hole." one is called.

".Sin Palcli" another; and I think of a

third not far from the city of Pough-
keepsie that I had driven ])ast for six

years before I gucNsed it could be a

school—crowded lietween the bush and
the weed grown road, solid board shut-

ters always closed, a dirty floor littered

with old pajier, shut off from sunlight

This (ik.whl-Strfwn Land .\t ("an.^w.^ngus Sells
for from !fso to $125 an .^cre.

On it biy crops of wtiL-at. corn, beans, etc., can be raised.

by the mountains on both sides, and at

least a mile froin the nearest house, evi-

dently on the principle that land could
not be spared from the farm for the
school, so it was dumped in this back
water ditch with the result that a genera-
tion of such schooling produces such an
exodus to town that the schools can't

spare the youngsters any more for

i-|P the land. In
°" twenty years'

life in the

West— when
the West was
frontier— I

never saw
anything re-

motely equal

to the abso-

lute badness
pf the back-

road schools

of the East-

ern States.
Again, the
school argu-
ment brings

you back not

to the fault

of the land
but to the fault of the methods.

William Alien White once wakened a
.state by asking: "What's the matter with
Kansas?" We need a William .\llen

White with a trumpet loud as Gabriel's

to waken the Rip Van Winkles of Down
East with a similar slogan.

If any one wants proof that something
very deatlly vital is the matter, he has
only to begin farm hunting on the spot

in the East. Two years ago, I entered

on that joyous crusade of back to the

land by inserting an advertisement in a

big daily, and following up the leaders

that seemed to promise anything. I

think the answers came at the rate of

about eighty a day. It took a month to

sort out the impossibles—the stone piles

on top of mountains where you could sit

drinking in scenery at $30,000 a gulp;
ideal sites for "them millionaires" of

which the bred-out New Englander sits

dreaming till he stagnates of dry rot

with the effortless patience of a tomb-
stone and the big hopes of an Arizona
mining promoter looking for a sucker.



PEAtH TRKE HEADED LOW TO FACILITATE SFKA^IN(;
Orchard at (Irand \'allfv, Colorado.

AND PICKINC;.

It need not be explained here that "an connotates—abandoned by its owner and

abandoned farm" is not one on which for sale at pretty nearly any price,

any comer may squat and take posses- Here are some typical answers that

sion. It is just exactly what the word came to me. and on investigation proved

6Si



TOPICAL FAKM IN niSUSED" AREA. CLINTON COUNTY, NEW VOKK.
Nrw ywnurs in this ret^ion have proved that scanty crops in the past were due. not to poor land, iiut to improper

methods of cultivation.

exactly as they had been represented

:

400 acres upland meadow, 300
level as a floor, fenced in 40 acre

fiekls, five acre orchard in perfect

condition just coming on to bear,

125 acres heavy growth oak and
chestnut, two fairly good barns,

house gone to wreck from disuse,

eighty miles from New York, six

express trains a day, one mile and
a half to station. $5',000.

If that land had been in Colorado or

the Kootenay. it would be called a mesa.
The orchard part would be valued at

$500 an acre, the clear fields at $150, the

timber at not less than $40, in all $40,000.

160 acres. 60 acres timbered hill}-,

100 acres clear level meadow, fine

brick house, 800 apple trees, good
barns, brook, eight miles to train.

The agent apologized for the exor-

bitant asking price of $3,000.

This is in A'ermont : and \'ermont does

nut raise apples enough for home con-

sumption.

This land is located in a peculiarly

good orchard lielt Even eight mi1e<

iS4

from the railroad, in Washington, the

cleared land would command $150 an
acre, the timber $30, the apple orchard

$500 an acre, in all not less than $20,000.

200 acres, twenty miles south of

Albany, fine view of Hudson, mod-
ern house, barn burned, 60 acres

timber, 10 acres apples, 100 level,

fine tilth, one mile to railroad.

$2,000.

If this land were in the Canadian
Northwest, twenty miles from Winnipeg
or Calgary, it would command $40 an
acre; if in South Dakota $50 or %7S.

Two years ago I hunted for a ranch in

South Dakota. I^'orty miles from a rail-

road, semi-arid lands were commanding
$17 and $14 an acre without any house,

and judging from the parched appear-

ance of things at least forty miles on the

vertical from any water.

From New Hampshire, Massachusetts,

Connecticut and Maine came literally

myriads of answers, the average 260 acre

farm not more than three miles from the

railroad with good house and barns sel-

dom being listed higher than $4,500: and
outside the three mile radius from the

raihvav. wore hundred'^ at $2,000 and
$3,000



NEW YORK FKODUCES MAGNIFICENT CROPS OF CELEKV.

Wliat is the matter? Kismet! Is it the

will of God ? We have such a habit of

ascribingf the results of our own block-

headedness to the will of God ; but is it ?

"Tell you what it is," publicly declared

an Eastern farmer not long ago, "those

Western fellows have us beaten to a

frazzle the way they co-operate. They
have their own sellers. That wi])es out
the middleman. They have their own
freight agent. That gets pronipt atten-

tion from the railroads—best terms for

shipping. Then, they hang together and
pull together and boom and advertise for

all they are worth. We tried that in our
district ; but in three months thev had
raked up all the old family quarrels.

Aunt Sara's Uncle John's fourth nephew
by marriage and all that, till they had
busted our association. These folks

would rather lose a dollar than see an-
other man make two. W^e'd rather be
skinned alive by an outsider, than pull

together and see each other prosper."
And the very day I read that farmer's
explanation, came a letter to me from the

Fruit Growers' Association of Grand
\'alley, Colorado. On the letter head
was the motto—"All Together."

Is that motto the key that unlocks the

secret of the whole situation?

Did you ever know of the people of

an abandoned farm area getting together

to advertise
'^

Did you ever know of the people of an
abandoned farm area forming a co-

operative association to buy machinery
for common use, such as an orchard
sprayer or motor truck to carry produce
to market ?

Did you ever know of an abandoned
farm area appointing a head packer to

prevent cheating in the apple barrel

—

putting first gracles on top and cider culls

in the middle ? At one of the last apple

shows in Baltimore, New York apples

were ruled out because of dishonesty in

the packing, though on the authority of

President Brown of the New York Cen-
tral, three ship|)ing points of New York
State each ship more apples than Wash-
ington and Oregon an<l Colorado com-
bined.

Did you ever hear of an abandoned
farm area using oil heaters in spring to

prevent the frost killing of the early

bloom ; or of a whole Eastern citv going
out in wagon loads on a cold .spring night

to help keep the kerosene burners going
and to fight the frost, as they do in Colo-

rado and California?

I was once deluded into helping to

form a village improvement in a Down
East hamlet. I don't know yet whether
the experience is to be recorded as comic
opera or "bluggy" tragedy. ' It had ele-

ment-; of lv)tli Tt lri<tefl three months.



HERE IS AN ABANDONED FARM THAT ITS NEW CULTIVATOR MADE PAY FOR ITSELF IN

TWO YEARS.

1 ciidn't ! Having something else in life

to dii than chase over back-yard fences

trying to stoj) the spites and age-old

jealousies and family fends and brood of

lies of a century, 1 dropped it quicker

than I ever dropped measles or whoo])-

ing cough or any other form of spiritual

growing pains to help people who don't

want to be helped. They raised money,
raised it royally, most generously, and

had lights and sidewalks within those

three months ; but the dead scandal of

Aunt Sara's Uncle John's fourth nephew
by marriage was a simple rule of sub-

traction and multiplication—especially

multiplication—compared to the binomial

geometric ])rogression of all-fired cuss-

edness that flowed from that innocent

village improvement. "They ain't goin'

to run us!" "Them new-comers has jus'

come in here and stirred u]3 things and

made all this trouble!" "We always

have fit here, and I guess we always will

fit, it's been fittin' and fittin' always

here." "What's good enough for us all

these years, I guess is good enough for

anybody." So it i.s—far too good; but

that sjiit-cat policy of trying a claw on

evervthing new that comes your way, has

driven progress and prosperity just three

thousand miles from the degenerate sec-

tions of New England ; but as the East-

erner said : "We'd rather lie skinned

alive by the (lutsider, than ]iull tngethcr

and see (.•u'li nthcr pri)s])cr."

Of C(n^^e. it i-- (inl\- a matter of time

when degeneracy cures itself. The third

mortgage, like the curse to the third and
fciurth generation and other sick-unto-

death maladies, works its own most ex-

cellent and nndodgable cure : and that is

the door of hope for Down East today.

It recognizes its own condition. This

"what's-good-enough-for-us" policy has

somehow left its progress at the tail end

of tlie long procession. While other

communities have prospered, Down East

has grown poorer and poorer. When a

house that would have sold for $8,000 or

$10,000 twenty years ago now fails to

find a buyer at $1,000, or a farm drops

in value from $150 an acre to $10. the

owner feels as if he had butted his thick

head against a fairly hard fact. That is

the time he comes awake with a jounce

to feel how big the bum]) is. It is the

turning jjoint, and a mighty good place

to turn at.

Says the New York .\gricnltural

Society: "We have reached the turning

])oint." Says the New York State De-

partment of Agriculture: "We are

tloodeil with inquiries from the West for

land in the East." Don't smile, but these

Down East values that I have given are

one-third higher than they were eight

years ago when I came from the West.

I lived through that same period in the

West when having reached the col!a]ise

of the fir.st boom, the country gradually

righted itself and came up on the great

ground swell of the last ten years' pros-

])erity. It i^ ri->ky playing prophet: but



REJUX'ENATING THE EAST
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it is iwf prophecy if ynu

jnit your car to the i^rouml

and hear liie same i;r(ninil

swell coiiiiiiy" East.

"It cannot be denied."

declared Dr. Schurman to

the New York State Fruit

Growers, "farm orchards in

New England are melan-
choly testimony to decline.

^\'e have at our doors the

great markets. Why is it

we are stationary? Why is

the West forging ahead?
It is their optimism, their

enterprise, their confi-

dence : they e.xpect to suc-

ceed and they use the

means to succeed. The West is allt'ad of

us in methods."
Western methods—that is the slogan

for the new day Down East

!

Two years ago, not a single orchard
heater was used in the East to fight

spring frosts. Today, in the Southeast
alone at latest report 90,000 are in use

;

East and West, 3,000,000 are in use.

Two years ago, you could drive

through county after county of the ai>ple

growing sections of New England and
never encounter a spraying outfit at

work, unless some special pest happened
to have got to work first. Today, they

don't wait for the curse to come. They
avert it. They spray before bloom and
they spray after bloom and they spray

all through the summer—that is—the

few, who are beginning to adopt West-
ern methods so spray. I am sorry to

say you can still see hundreds of thou-

sands of wild blighted distorted orchards

where neither spraying nozzle nor prun-

ing shears have ever come. The most
successful orchard men are even begin-

ning to nip out the inferior fruit soon

S

^

^

"3e
One of the Unoccupied F.^rms.

Albany County. N. Y.

ORK Farm of the C.^tskill '.\E.AND<)NHrr' Area.
.Albany County.

ii-ntific cultivation reclaims such areas as this.

after bloom to permit the best to come
to perfection.

You hear in Kootenay and Washing-
ton of apples coming to bear four years
after planting. It is perfectly true. I

have eaten apples in Kootenay orchards
grown from the seed four years after

planting. Formerly, it was thought trees

must grow in the East for fifteen years

before bearing : but by following the

(|uick clean culture methods of the West
fruit is being brought to bear in New-
York State four and five years from
planting the whip tree. How? By culti-

vating and cultivating and yet cultivating

again—not permitting a blade of grass
or weed the size of a match to grow
under the trees, but keeping the soil har-

rowed and rolled soft as Hour. Any one
who wants details of such orchards can get

them from the Wadsworth P'ruit Farms.
Orchards are no longer being planted

in the chill wet valleys as a sort of

shaded hog run, but on the well drained
u]ilands. Low headed trees are used to

facilitate, spraying and avoid bruising the

fruit at picking time.

Perhaps the greatest reform reluc-

tantly adoj^ted from the West and hav-
ing to fight its way for adoption has
been in the matter of packing. It is to

the dishonest packer that the East chiefly

owes her maligned reputation as to fruit.

A bushel box of Colorado or Washing-
ton apples sells in New York for from
.1^3 to $5. A three bushel barrel of Down
East apples on the very same market
sells for the same or less. Why ?

Examine the differences. The box is
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graded and uniform, large size two and
a half inch apples, three or four layers

to a box, each apple wrapped in separate

paper, the name of the grower and num-
laer of apples stamped on the outside of

the box and on the wrapping paper. Not
a wormy apple in the box—every apple

without a flaw, and all so packed that by
opening either end the buyer can see the

quality of what he buys. You see that

])olicy what's-good-enough-for-us isn't

packed in a Western apple box. The
barrel, on the other hand, has grade one
apples packed three deep at each end.

Hetween the two good ends are cider

culls, worms and rots. Xor is this the

fault of the grower. The apples are

bought on the tree, grade one price for

grade one, cider cull ])rice of a few
cents a bushel for the fallen and bruised :

but the packer so manipulates his pack-
ing that he sells his whole barrel at grade
one price to the consumer : and as

neither name nor grade is guaranteed,
there is no redress.

When your Western co-o]jerative asso-

ciation finds one of its members has
slipped culls among the good ones, he
is fined and expelled. .\s a matter of

fact, dishonest packing is impossible

;

for the association does its own packing.

Likewise, in some of the Canadian apple

sections, misgrading lays the dealer open
to action in the courts. Lack of such
care was what ruled New York apples

out of the Baltimore show. When "Vir-

ginia began to work for orchard uplift

—

thousands of acres being set out to trees

—tine of the first moves was to send to

Oregor for a manager to oversee the

packing. Senator Lupton has been the

leader of this reform. His own a])ple

orchard is one oi three hundred and fift_\-

acres ; and there is one orchardist in the

East with an orchard of two thousand
acres, which yielded $45,000, apples sold

on the trees in 1910. Western grading
is done by means of a board with two
and a half inch holes through it. Apples
dropping through the holes do not class

first grade. I'rinting, paper, packing,

boxes—cost in all 18 cents a box and

work is paid b}' piece work, women and
girls doing fifty boxes each a day for

5 cents a box. "Small packages," de-

clares Dr. Schurman, "are the means to

prevent fraud "
It ina\- be ^aid that the

Niagara District of New York has just

declared publicly for the reform methods
of packing.

\Mien it comes to marketing, sales

agents, advertising and apple shows to

arouse public enthusiasm Down East has
not yet begun. Nor has the Central West.
What farmers' association do you

know east of the ]\Iississip])i that pays
its Eastern manager $5,000 a year to

camp on the market, keep tab of prices

and push prompt delivery ? Lntil the

big railway men and New York Cham-
ber of Commerce united in a farm im-
provement association, what farm or-

ganization of the East do you know that

knocked down cash payments for a cam-
])aign of public awakening? Sugar beet

men . in the West, apple men, citrus

growers, sheep men, cattle men, irriga-

tion farmers—all have their special

organization of propaganda, manage-
ment, marketing and new methods.

^^'hat groups do the same work in the

East ? I know of one dairy organization

that is calling and calling in vain for

union and work. I know of a grange
that meets annually and annually fights,

or as the lady in the village improve-
ment said "fits and fits." But I don't

hear of the Easterners getting anywdiere

with their organization.

I know of one Nova Scotian who not

only wiped out the middleman by doing
all the marketing himself, but accom-
panied his three hundred barrels to Lon-
don, England, and on this specially fine

lot netted $15 a barrel. Experts say

there is practically a difference in returns

of 90 per cent, for the farmer between

old style and new style methods of mar-
keting. Alone, the individual farmer is

helpless against middlemen and railroad

and market. I'nited in solid counties

and blocks of counties, he is absolute

dictator of the situation, commanding
favored terms from the railroad, giving

a cheaper product of better quality to the

consumer, and getting 60 per cent,

higher price for himself.

I personally visited the banner

orchard of Grand Valley, Colorado. It

is a twenty acre block of apples, ten acres

on each side of the entrance d'-ive. The
first year Mr. Hamilton ov ned this

orchard, he was unable to get labor to at-

tend scientificallv Iv both fields: so he
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left one to itself

alter ICasterii fash-

ion and concentrateil

his care on the other,

spraying almost

weekly, clipping; out

the culls before they

had robbed strength

by growth, keeping

the floor of the or-

chard clean of weeds
and grass. Results,

no returns from the

ten acres treated

Down East fashion,

for the association

would not pack such
culls : net profits

from the ten acres

treated scientifically

—two men at $60 a

month working con-

stantly—$7,500.
The game is worth

the candle—isn't it ?

Wherever similar

methods have been
used in the East,

similar rewards have
been won with the

advantage that the

Iv'ist does not ordi-

narily need to irri-

gate and can begin

by rejuvenating an
old orchard. If space

permitted dozens of

examples could be
given. There were
the fifty-four old

trees in a worn out

Alichigan orchard,

some of them half a

century old and fifty feet broad on a

sandy field of about an acre and a half.

The buyer in a spirit of pure dare set

out to see what he could do. He cut

back the wild horns 12 feet, the pruning
slanted to keep out wet. and every wound
paraffinerl or waxed. He sprayed and
sprayed and sprayed yet again, keeping
the floor a clean mulch. Results—$6,000
in ten years, from old trees, which,

please to note, is higher record per acre

tlian Colorado's banner orchard.

iruil. In no hue
(jf 1) o w n East
farm lift- is the

slogan niori.' needed
than in dairying.

"We have been tied

to a cow's tail for

forty years and it

has been the mis-

chief," said one of

the largest dairymen
of Duchess County
to me, who takes in

$6,000 a year but

])ays out $5,000 in

labor and feed and
depreciation. What
are $49 yearly aver-

age cows doing in

any w h i t e man's
herd? With profits

of $65 a cow, your
farmer can prosper.

With profits of only

$7, farm and farmer
are on a greased

plank slanted for a

sheriff sale. Your
Down East farmer
tells with i^ride of

his ton and a half an

acre of hay. If you
tell him of five tons

an acre from alfalfa,

he shakes his head
at the big Western
yarn. Five years

ago, they told you it

wouldn't grow Down
East. Today, they

show you specimens

that got in their

clover seed by mis-

take and refuted their inertness by com-
ing up persistent and strong. Ten years

ago, one North Carolina farmer was
getting five bushels of corn from an
acre. That did not pay horse hire, let

alone man help. That man was up
against a fact, and the bump awakened
him. He turned on the new methods

—

Iowa methods this time ; and today he

grows 226 bushels on that land. New
Hiethods have increased Pennsylvania

land values 20 per cent. New Jer.sey,

from its necessities for truck gardens,

Nor is the new evangel confined to was, perhaps, the first of the Eastern

Tw.

JJURRANK Plums—Rfsults of Western
Culture.

wix'ks aftiT bloom, the small and impcrfL-ct fruit

was clipped off.
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States to adopt the new intensive inetli-

i)(ls: and New Jersey has becnnie the

frnit garilen for New York.

As I said before, the East still lacks

co-operative organizations for marketing

and advertising: but the ground swell is

coming. The ne.xt boom is due not West
l)ut East. Ten years ago, we saw it

coming in the West ; and those who
trimmed their sails rode into port with

fortunes. Those, who didn't, who lield

back and yapped and guessed good-

enough was good-enough—are today

just where they were—stranded, stuck

in the mud, but—please to note—still

"Towling. And now the ground swell

is coming East I wonder if we shall be

ready for it ; or will we let tliose West-
erners head back East, and repeat their

success ? Colorado's motto is all to-

gether. Down East's motto should be

get together and do it quick ; or the third

mortgage, like the curse to the third gen-
eration, will work its remedy and wipe
you out. for other workers to come in

better worthy of your heritage. I write

this as a life-long Westerner now living

in the East, but as one whose ancestors

homesteaded and peopled one county of

New York's most hilly region, and
wrested fortune from those hills before

they joined the migration westward.

THh m i.;i:sT steamer in service, the clymfic. oe the white star line, being
ESCORTED BY TUG BOATS INTO NEW YORK HARBOR.

She sailfd from Southampton June 14. on her maiden voyaKc and reaciii-d New York June l\. This initial run was made
in about d days 20 hours. Temporary extensions had to be made to the piers to berth hi^r ienyth of S82 feet
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* Inside Fact^^
About Baseball
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By Barry Cornell

To the baseball

"f a n," the
"science of the game" is the

generalship exercised by team
captains, the strategy em-

ployed by players and the skill of the

individual in batting, fielding, ])itching

and catching. lie seldom recognizes

that the great national game has an
underlying foundation of exact science,

and that everything which happens upon
a ball field has an exact scientific

reason, or that, quite beside the excite-

ment of the play, or the tenseness inci-

dent to bases full, two men out in the

ninth inning, and two runs needed to tie

the scf)re, there is a deep interest attach-

ing to the mere physics of the ball, the

bat, the running man,
and to the mental
equipment and thought

processes of players

and managers.
Ask any "fan" how

fast an average
"grounder" travels dur-

ing its first hundred
feet from the bat, and
his answer will be any-

where from twenty to

two hundred miles an

hour. Split second

watches and careful

timing of many ground
balls have established

the fact that the aver-

age speed of ground
balls—that is, those

struck by the bat of the

batsman from a fair

pitched hall, which
strike the infield before

they land in a fielder's

hands—go at the rate

Hal Chasf. thk Marvelous Fieli)L\(;.
Left-Handed. First Basema.n' of

New Vokk Highlanders.
Till- photo shows him '"dumping" the ballfroni
his mitt to his left hand for a cross-diamond

throw.

of almost exactly sixty

miles an hour, faster

than the fastest mail trains.

Sixty miles an hour is eighty-eight

feet per second. The bases are ninety

feet apart. A man who can run a hun-
dred yards in eleven seconds, which is

fast running for any one. but particularly

so for a man witli baseliall shoes and
uniform on, can run ninety feet in 3.3

seconds. Is it any wonder that a ball

which is fielded in its first hundred feet

of travel usually reaches first base just

a fraction of a second before or after

the runner sets foot upon it?

Every fan knows that the many close

decisions at first base form one of the
fascinations of the game. The speed

of a batted ball, the

speed at which a fielder

can travel from his po-

sition to the point

where he can meet and
field the batted ball, the

-speed with which he
can stop the ball, pick

it up, set himself for

the throw, make the

throw, the speed of the

hall across the diamond
from his throw, and the

speed of the traveling

runner, are so nicely

balanced that it is al-

ways a question of

whether or not the run-

ner will get there in

time for the crowd to

see the umpire's hands
go down, or whether
he will face a thumb
over a shoulder indicat-

ing that he is out.

Ijaseball players all

<5^/
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recocftiizc certain spots on the playing

field as "grijoves," places wiiere batted

balls will, in all probability, go "safe"

and be recorded as "hits." Two of these

are narrow paths between the foul lines

and a space something less than two
feet wide just inside the foul lines at

the bases, two of these are spaces be-

DD

"'CoXMK Mack"—Cor NELRTs McGili.icuddv—the Caxxy Leader of
THE Philadelphia .Americans.

It was dui- tu his "basi-ball brains" that the ".\thletics" beat the greatist

'inside hall team" history has ever knt»\vn. the Chicago Cubs, out
of the world's championship, in 1910.

tween first and second baseman, and

short stop and third baseman, which rep-

resent territory to which neither fielder

can get fast enough to field a ball

batted in nr over them, and the fifth

"groove" in the infield is directly over

second base, representing uncovered ter-

ritory. Theory says the pitcher should

stop balls batted down this groove unless

they be over his head, and to his credit

be it said he not infrequently does put

out his hands and, at a distance of sixty

feet, stop a ball traveling more than a

mile a miiuilc and weighing five ounces,

but it is always at the risk (A certain

injury to his hands or bofly that he docs

so. The risk is imt in the speed of the

ball or the force in it. so much as in the

fact that, in the fraction of a second

between the crack of the bat and the

landing of the ball, the pitcher must
see the ball, calculate where
it will go, and get his hands
there. .\nd this brings the

reader right up against one

of the psychics of the

game — nervous reaction

time, of which more in a

moment.
I!ut to return to the in-

field grooves—the average
width of all the grooves is

approximately 2S feet.

There are 180 feet of terri-

tory to be defended. Logic

and science would argue
then that out of every 180

balls batted through the in-

field, 25 ought to be safe

hits. Records show that to

every 180 batted balls

through the infield, only

eleven and a quarter are

''hits." It is this fact which
i^ the despair of the scien-

tist when he applies rules

of mathematics to a game
like baseball. A team is

not a collection of automa-
tons. Opposed to the sci-

entist and his rules is a

thing called "inside base-

ball." It is the generalship

which places infielders in

certain positions with ref-

erence to certain batters

and certain pitched balls.

.\ man "at bat" who is known to hit nine

ballsdut of ten between first and second

base when the pitch is fair over the

center of the plate and waist high, will

find the third baseman playing shortstop,

the shortstop hovering over second base,

and second baseman crowding the guar-

dian of first base. There will be an "in-

field groove" forty feet wide between

third base and the nearest fielder—there

isn't an inch of unguarded territory for

him to iHit his hit through where lie

usually hits it. Uut just as he and yon
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and the scientist liave decided he must,

accordiiiijf to the laws of logic, be "out,"

the pitcher slijjs up on his delivery, the

ball '"tloats" ti) tlie jslate, the batter steps

around it and whangs it down thq third

base foul line for a home run.

.\sk anv hall player which ball he can

hit the hardest, a fast, straight pitch

trom the bat. You can argue that, were
the pitcher infinitely powerful, he could

pitch a ball the forward momentum of

which would equal the momentum of the

bat, and that, therefore, were the pitcher

]>i)wcrful enough, he could so grarluate

his delivery that the forward motion of

the ball, just ecjual to the motion of the

o
tfo

MUSCLES MUST RESPOND IN A FLASH.
In till- illustration to Ilio loft, the man wasn't quick enough to jump and the hall Hot hy. In

the other, the pl.Tyer's glove has not yet opened! ^"et he is making a catcli ol

a wild one. His brain must have ordered his muscles to
open that hand 1-lOth of a second before.

or a slow "floater," and he will tell you
the former. There are two lines of
argument you can employ on this ques-

tion, each seemingly incontrovertible.

\'ou can say that the force of the pitched
ball must be subtracted from the force

behind the bat, since the momentum of

the bat must first overcome the force of
the pitch, stop the ball dead and reverse

it ; hence, that the harder a ball is

pitched, the less distance it should travel

bat, would neutralize it, and the ball

drop "dead."

On the other hand, you can argue this

way. If you toss a baseball at a brick

wall, it rebounds. The harder you
throw it, the harder it rebounds. The
harder a ball is pitched to a batsman,

the further he can hit it. because the

force of the pitch acting in the rebound,

must be added to the force of momentum
in the bat.



A BALL THROWN ACROSS THE DIAMOND FROM FIRST TO THIRD BASE TRAVELS THE 120

FEET IN TWO SECONDS.
In this picture tlic ball lias a distance of one foot, or l-60th of a second, to go. Milan, outfielder of Wasliington. fias fiis

foot on tllo bag. Moriarty— Detroit— is running across the bag to make the catch. Milan is safe, of course, but
think of tile instant's judgment necessary to make the play, and for the umpire to decide it!

Tlie latter is tlie correct theory, evi-

dently, since it is a fact that the longest

hits are made oflf the swiftest pitching".

The fact that few long hits are made off

swift pitching is no argument, for all

such questions depend upon the con-

dition of the batter meeting the base-

ball fair, when, as a matter of fact, not

one baseball in a hundred is struck by

the bat "on the nose," but always a little

above or a little below the median line

of the sphere, therefore knocking it up
or down and not straight out. More-
• iver, the various peculiar curvatures and
"ium])s" which the pitcher puts upon a

ball have much to do with the length of

a fair hit.

What makes a ball curve? Revolution

of the ball. What makes a ball "jump"
in the air ? \Miat makes it drop and
wobble, and look big at one time and
small another? Why can't a batter hit

a slow easy ball the first time he .sees it

coming and knock it out of the lot it

the pitcher sends two "floaters" u]) to

the ])late in succession? Why does a

jiitcher iiitch an absolutely baffling de-

livery on one day. and the next day.

when the wialhcr is different, fail abso-

lutely to stop the batsmen ? You can
answer "revolution" to all those ques-

tions.

It is true that the revolution of the

ball about soiue one of its infinity of

axes is the cause of its curving in the

air. All thrown balls have a natural

curve, one imparted to them by the fin-

gers of the thrower. Take a baseball

in your hands and hold it as you would,
naturally, to throw it. You will see that

it will leave your finger tips last, which,

dragging against the cover, will impart

a motion to it which is. apjjroximately,

a motion of revolution from left to right,

\(iur left to your right. Such a ball will

curve slightly in its flight from your left

to your right, or "in" to a batter who
bats right handed. Development of the

])roper grip on the ball, ability to squeeze

the ball tightly at the instant of release,

and a jxnverful arm, enables pitchers to

increase this curve to such an extent that

a ball which a])]jears to the batter to be

sure to pass well outside of the plate,

will, just as it comes near him, make an

inward sweep and go over the ])late,

counting as a strike, to his disgust and
bewililerment. Remembering this, the

<jH



SHOWING HOW THE CATCHER HIDES HIS SIGNALS FROM EVERYONE BUT THE PITCHER.
For the batsman to learn whether he will be given a "curve." a "fast one." a "slow one" or a "spitter" is to increase his

chances of hittinji by fifty per cent.

next hall the hatter sees, which seems
coming directly towards him, he argues,

"This will break inward and hit me—

I

must steji hack." But the ball, instead

of breaking inward, breaks outward or

from the pitcher's right to the pitcher's

left, again goes over the plate, and the

umpire calls "Strike tub !" Ball number
three look.s good to the batter. He can
see the seams. -It has no revolution at

all, or, at most, but a slow one. It is

fast, too ; the batter saw the pitcher's

great effort in throwing. The batter

takes a step, grips his bat, gives a mighty
swing, and hits at the ball when the ball

is yet ten feet away from him. Why?
Because this ball was a "floater," a ball

pitched with the same motion as the fast

one, but released in a different manner,
held in the hand in a different manner,
and so controlled that it has no revolu-

tion at all. Remember, the batsman has

less than a second to judge the ball, make
up his mind what it is going to be, where
it is going to travel, and what he in-

tends to do. Seeing the motion for a

fast pitch, he calculates his swing. See-

ing the ball lo( ik large and watching the

seams, he knows it is coming straight.

But he cannot, looking at it coming
towards him, judge its speed. And, as

it happened to be a slow one, he struck

at it before it got there, and "yereoutbat-
teru]5" is all the comfort he gets from the

umpire.

The revolution of a ball makes it curve
in this way. All moving bodies tend to

move in a straight line. If a counter
force be exerted on a moving body, it

will strive to get away from that force,

or, in other words, take the jiath of least

resistance. The ball revolving in the air

masses a billow of air in front of it,

which retards its speed. If this air acted

on all parts of the ball at once, the ball

would sim]ily lose speed on both sides

at once and drop. But when a ball is

revolving in the air, say from left to

right, the friction is greater on the left

side of the ball, which is revolving to-

wards and into the billow of air raised

by the motion of the ball, and less on the

right side, where the ball is revolving

away from this billow of air. Hence the

ball travels towards the point of least

resistance and away from that of great-

est resistance, and a curve is the result.

The curve of a ball to right or left,

however, is but one manifestation of the

]ihysical laws governing a moving and
revolving ball in the air. A "straight

fast one," as pitchers call their speedy

Ms



THE SPEED OF A BATTED BALL MAY REACH MORE THAN A MILE A iUNUTE.
Hurt' the ball is about seventy feet from the bat and twenty in the air. Still the catcher lias not taken his hands apart

in trvinj,' to catch the ball which never i,'ot there.

"shoots," usually possesses a "jump."
That is, at some pciint between the

|iitclier and the batter, the massed i^illow

ijf air in front of the ball becomes solid

enough to offer material resistance. The
momentum of the ball will not be denied.

The ball, then, either climbs over nr

dro])s under the pillow of air, and, as a

result, "jum])s." It may be a chaiii^e

(if direction from its natural downward
course along a level for a few feet, which
is misnamed the "up" juiuji, nr it may lie

a sharper, downward shoot, in which, of

course, the "jump" is aided l)y gravity.

but it is (111 the "jump." and the effect nf

sjieed (111 the batter's eye and mind, that

the s]jeed ball pitchers depend f(ir their

success.

\'arious ways of htjlding the ball re>ult

in various curves and cumliinatidiis of

curves and slidnts. .Sometimes a phy-

sical peculiarity will aid in a ]ieculiar

"tlelivery," as in the case of Three-fin-

gered Brown, of the Chicago Cubs, whose
hook curve is largely the result of the

malformation of his pitching hand. Left

handed pitchers, of course, iiitch with

ease all those curves and shoots which

are liardest for the right bander, because

unnatural, and, jier Cdiitra. |iitcli all his

easilv hit balls with difticult\-.

f'atrons of ball parks must often note

that some small, light players frequently

make very long hits off certain pitchers,

which balls travel low and fast without

seeming' to droj) very much in the first

two hundred feet. It is, obviously, not

a matter of ])hysical strength, since much
bigger and stronger men only ])op up
little Hies or hit grounders off the same
pitcher's delivery.

The reason is found in the peculiar

combination of a certain pitch with a

certain style of batting.

Pitching a "dro|)" ball makes the ball

have a revolution from tlie ]}itcher to-

wards the batter, that is, the ball re-

volves in the direction in which it is

traveling. If the ball traveled in the re-

verse direction, back toward the pitcher,

with the same direction of rexulution. it

wdiild liax'c a tendencx' to climb n|) in

the air, instead of climbing down. This

f(.)rce is never enough to raise the ball,

but is enough to counteract, for a time,

the action of gravity. Now, certain bat-

ters are able to hit just enough "under

the jiitch" to drive the ball out, sliglitl\

up, without raising it into a lly. When
such a batter meets a drop pitch just

right, the revolution of the ball as it

comes from the pitcher is increased by

(rl6



THE VALUE OF ONE-TENTH OF A SECOND.
Davi^, of thi- Philadflphin Athletics, slidin^c into third base: Ctmroy. third basoiiiaii of Senators, also slidint,' into it

and toucfiiny Davis with the ball.

the bat. wbicli at the same time reverses

the ball's direction. The ball then re-

volves ra])i(lly away from its directinn of

motion, and "hangs in the air" while it

travels, the result being^ a "hot liner."

The study of the curves impartetl to

balls by various twists is much easier

made with a tennis ball and racket than

a baseball, because the tennis ball is

much lighter, has a surface which can

be gripped by the strings of the racket

to form a very wide curve, and does not

travel so hard nor so far. In the "cut

stroke" or "chop," one sees the ball just

described travel the whole length of the

court with hardly any drop and gradually

"fade" to the earth. In the Lawford
stroke, one finds a parallel to the pitcher's

drop, in which the ball, revolving with

its directitjn of motion, drops very rap-

idly after it crosses the net. striking well

inside the court, to the confusion of the

]>!ayer who had judged it "out." In the

right and left twist and reverse twist

service, the right and left revolutions of

the ball cause it to curve by many feet,

instead of inches, due to the revolution

of the ball in the air, and the great re-

sistance of the cloth covered sphere to

the air, coupled with its light weight and

consequent diminution of momentum.
The psychics of a game of baseball

are more curious than the physics, since

they -demand, for comprehension, a

knowledge of how a man thinks. An

incident will illustrate this better than
a theory. A reporter, anxious to know
how much guess work there was between
the batter who tries to outguess the

jiitcher. and the jiitcher, who tries to out-

guess the batters, instituted a game of

matching pennies on several teams. In-

variably, at the end of the game, the

best pitcher and the best batter on the

team, would be found fighting it out for

possession of the pennies. They were
better guessers tlian their companion.s

—

one reason why they were better pitch-

ers and batters.

An amusing exception was noted when
Tyrus Cobb, American League batting

champion, played the game. He lost

easily. When the idea was explained to

him. he said,

"I don't try to guess what the pitcher

is going to pitch to me—I depend on my
eye and quickness to hit it after it re-

veals itself."

Nevertheless, in most cases, the best

batter is not only he with the natural prow-
ess of arm. quickness of eye and ability to

think, to calculate what is going on in

the pitcher's mind and what is likely to

be pitched him next, from what has been
pitched him last, but also the man with
the quick nervous reaction time. This
expression indicates the interval between
thinking about doing anything and doing
it. ^'ou make up your mind to stretch

out your hand and open a door, but a

on
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IF VOL' HAD BEEN THE UMPIRE. WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE SAIDf
Fred Part-nt. d( Chicago White Sox. sliding into third base with Elberfeld of Washington trying to put him out. Silk

O'Loughlin called the runner safe.

distinct interval elapses between your
making up your mind to do this and your
doing it. When the stimulus for the

action comes from without, the time can

be measured ; thus, if at the instant

"Open the door" were shouted at you,

a chronograph was made to record the

command, and the instant your hanil

touched the handle, the chronograph re-

corded the touch, the interval between
the two touches woukl be a measure of

your nervous reaction time, and further

experiments would prove that this nerv-

ous reaction time was fairly constant for

you in responding to exterior stimuli,

regardless of how hard you tried to de-

crease the time. The same thing is true

of the batter, and accomits, in a large

measure, at least, for the success of some
batters against speeily jiitcliing where
nther batters fail in hitting this kind of

delivery. It does take a measurable in-

terval of time for a man to see a certain

pitched ball, and make up his mind to

hit it, and if he is a little slow in deter-

mining that it is a fast ball and making
up his mind to hit it, and his nervous
reaction time is not very small, he will

hit at tile ball after it has gone by—

a

thing commonly seen on the ball field.

The large number of foul balls made
from extremely swift deliveries are ac-

counted for in the same manner, a foul

ball being often made by the bat hitting

the ball too late, thus knocking it to one
side or the other instead of out straight.

In a very small degree, but still to

some extent, the pitcher can, in this way,
control a batter—if the "hit and run"
play is to be tried, for instance, and the

pitcher suspects it, and a man is at bat

who normally hits to right field—which
is the proper place to hit when the "hit

and run" is tried—he will very probably

find himself being served slow balls, in-

stead of swift ones, in order that, if he

hits at all, he will hit too soon, and
either foul to left or hit to left field, this

destroying the value of the play, 'which is

aimed to put a man on first base arovuid

to third base on a "single" hit, which can

hardly be accomplished if the ball is

fielded near third base.

The uncanny ability of the human
mind to judge the course of a fly ball,

is not to be explained in terms of dis-

tance, speed, height, revolution, wind,

drift and drop. The fielder in the far

distance sees the ball leave the bat and
mount high in air. From what he knows
of the wind and his experience, he runs

to the position to which the Ijall will fall,

and gets under it and catches it, but by

what mental process he does so, is one of

the mysteries of baseball, so common a

sight as to cause little comment, yet a

MS
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ILLUSTRATING SWIFT WORK NECESSARY ON PART OF THE CATCHER.
Stephens. St. Louis, just failiuK to set McBride. Washin«ton. in a drsperatL- slide for tiie plate.

wonderful example of the powers of

ratiocination possessed by the mind
without our conscious knowledge, never-
theless.

Still more wonderful is the action of a

pitcher or third baseman in running- to

the proper point, putting up his hands
and catching a ball hot from the bat,

traveling at sixty, seventy, at times

eighty miles an hour. Between the time

of the crack of the ball and the bat, and
the time of the catch, may elapse less

than three-fourths of a second, yet in

that time, the fielder has not only deter-

mined the course of the ball, its height,

direction and speed, but has made up his

mind what he will do with it when he
gets it, where he must throw it, and
already "set" his muscles for that par-

ticular turn and throw which may "pull

off" a double play.

Most mysterious of all in the psvchics

of baseball is the "jinx." that peculiar

"hoodoo" which affects, at times, a man,
at other times a whole team. Let a man
begin to think that there is a "jinx"
about, and he is done for for the time
being. If a pitcher "has it on" a liatter,

it means that that pitcher has always
been able to fool that batter, or nearly
always. The pitcher goes to the box
confident that he will fool the batter, the

batter goes to the box sure that he will

be fooled. The chances are he will be

fooled, too, although he may hit the

deliveries of other, similar pitchers, with
perfect ease. When a "jinx" hits a
whole team, and tiie wliole nine men
have a batting slump together, the reason
can only be looked for in that mysterious
region of the human mind which is so

little understood, since they are the same
men, hitting the same ball under the

same circumstances as they have done all

season. Yet, for a time, their "eyes" are
in eclipse — they cannot "see them
straight," and from eight, ten and
twelve hits a game, they drop to one
( ir twt). Some day, something happens, no
one knows what, and the "jinx" disap-

pears. All at once the whole team re-

gains its form, all the men begin to bat

uji to their normal averages as if nothing
had hap])ened, and the cloud passes

away. lUit what sent it, what made it

stay just so long, or wdiy it left, no one
lias ever been able to find out.

The effect of mind on mind in a ball

game is well exemplified in the fact that

certain pitchers do better work with cer-

tain catchers than with others, although
the favorite catcher may be much less

skillful than another. It is. apparentlv,
all a matter of confidence, yet how con-
fidence in the man who will catch the

balls you pitch can affect the accuracy
of your own delivery of a ball, is some-
thing no one can say.

6f!>



NKW LUCK. ON DAM IN MONONGAHFLA RIVER. PITTSBURG.
The government saved a small fortune by doing ihis work itself.

CHEAPER THAN CONTRACT WORK
By HARTLEY M. PHELPS

ATYPICAL illustration of what
L'ncle Sam can save when he

acts as his own contractor is

shown at Pittsburg', Pa.,

where the new Number One
lock and dam on the Mononqahela river,

one mile above its junction with the Ohio,

was recently built. The saving on the

two locks alone is $89,000. Uncle Sam is

ahead the neat sum of $176,000 for the

whole improvement, the official estimated

cost of which was put down at $491,437.

This saving is 28 per cent of the cost

f.gured on the contractor's basis. By
doing his own river and harbor work
LTncle Sam would save no less than

twenty-two million dollars on the eighty

millions set aside for such work by
Congress.

6S0

The old crib or "log-cabin" dam out

down in 1840 was used as the substruc-

ture for the concrete dam. This crib is

si.xty feet wide. The crest of the dam is

fifteen feet above the river-bed.

The two locks, 360 feet long and 56

and 34 feet wide, are of the most modern
design permitting tlie locking of a

steamer and four coal boats. The old

locks being much smaller, the breaking u]i

of "tows" of coal was therefore greater.

The "lift" at the dam varies from two to

ten feet : that is, the water must be raised

to that height in the lock chambers to

equal the river level above the dam. In

lieu of ojKMiing the lock gates by the old

method of hand-operated chains wounfl

on drums the new steel gates work by
compressed air.
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IF
you should happen to

run across a group of

men pointing- what appar-
ently is the nozzle of a

garden hose at the side of

a house, don't jump to the conclusion

that they are trying to put out a fire.

And if you fail to see any indi-

cations of smoke or flame, don't

imagine that they are simply direct-

ing a stream of water against the side of

the building in order to remove its coat-

ing" of dust and grime. By observing a

little closer you will notice that what
issues from the hose is not water at all,

but something more nearly resembling
whitewash—and as a rule buildings don't

need immunity baths. Then if you fol-

low with your eye the line of hose you
will discover that the other end is at-

tached, not to a iire-engine, but to some-
thing that looks like a combination of

locomotive and auto truck. Also, you
will see gathered about it another group
of men who are busily engaged with

shovels, as if feeding fuel to the engine.

Rut even at a distance you can tell that

the substance they are handling is not

coal. The mystery deepens. What in

the world can it be? The answer is—

a

cement gun.

As this may not make the matter much
clearer, it rriay be well to state at once

that the cement gun is an invention de-

signed to do away with the whitewash
and kalsomine brush, the cement and
plaster trowel and a few other things of

a similar nature. It is the very latest

method of applying coatings of cement,

lime, gypsum and other plastic materials

Moulton

coated

future

to structures in need of re-

])air, and of putting up the

original walls of such struc-

tures entire if need be. In

other words, the cement
or concrete house of the

seems destined to be liter-

ally "shot" from a gun. The idea

of shooting a house, not to pieces, but

together may sound absurd, but it is well

to remember that this is an age of scien-

tific miracles, which come almost as fast

and as thick as the flowers that spring-

up after an April shower, and we really

should not be surprised at anything that

happens.

A few years ago Thomas A. Edison
made public announcement of a plan
worked out in his factory to pour or cast

concrete houses, which, he believed, would
revolutionize the cost of building dwell-

ings. And not only the cost was to be
altected, but the tin-ie necessary to erect

such a dwelliiig reduced to a fraction of

what was formerly required. Mr. Edi-
son claimed that by his process the ex-
terior portions of a concrete house of

moderate size could be put up in forty-

eight hours. That, to use a popular
phrase, was certainly going some. Is it

too niuch to expect, then, that by the use
of the cement gun even this rapidity of
construction will be considerably in-

creased?

Reference is here made to concrete

construction in connection with the

cen-ient gun for the reason that concrete
is simply cement mixed with gravel,

stone, or some other coarse substance,

and what is applicable to the one prod-

6S/



Shouing How Improvement in Fence-Building
May Be Brought About by the Use

OF the Cement Gun.

Building Up a Section of Cement Pipe on a Wire
Mesh Skeleton or Reinforcement.

A coment-gun-made fence is shown in the background.

net may also be applied to the other, so

far as building matters are concerned.
It should also be noted that when speak-
ing of these two products as building
materials it is intended to refer to the
ap])lication of the pro<luct itself and not
to the erection of the framework or
skeleton of a building. In vertical con-
struction both cement and concrete must,
of course, have some sort of backing" or
mold to hold them together until they
set or harden.

In the case of the ]30ured concrete
house a single giant mold would be re-

quired, which is equivalent to the older
method of first building- forms of heavy
planks and then filling them with wet
concrete. A disadvantage of this

method, however, at least with our pres-
ent knowledge of concrete construction,

is, that if the concrete is made thin

enough to ])(iur, gravitation will carry all

the heavier matter to the bottom before
the mixture has time to set ; and if

not made thin it would not pro])crlv fill

all the spaces in the mold, which is neces-

sary in order to insure a smooth and re-

liable finish.

For years much time and money has
been spent in the attempt to devise ap-

paratus for the mechanical and pneu-
matic handling of cement and other plas-

tic mixtures, but with very little success

tmtil the development of the cement gun.
This method was first suggested by the

[Hieumatic vacuum cleaner. It was

652

argued that if a machine could be built

that would remove dust, dirt and even
heavier particles of matter by the power
of suction, it ought to be possible to

reverse this princijile and make it work
successfully in the ajiplication of cement.
The cement gun consists essentially of

a hopper into which the dry cement and
sand, or other materials, are placed, a
hose conntfcted to the bottom of the
hopper through which the dry mixture
is forced by air pressure, and a nozzle

at the other end of the hose to which
another hose supplying water is attached
for hydrating the cement. The hydra-
tion takes ])Iace while the materials are

all in motion, and, leaving the nozzle,

the mixture is "shot" upon surfaces, or
into interspaces of any aggregate. As
the combination of the elements neces-
sary to produce a plastic product takes
place in transit, it will be seen what an
advantage this is in connection with
quick-setting materials. It not only
obviates the use of a retardant, thereby
increasing the quality of the product, but
materially lessens its cost.

Heretofore the most serious criticism

that has been made concerning plastic

products has been their lack of uniform-
ity, due to the human element in mixing
them and in the methods of application.

It is a well-known engineering fact that

the instant moisture is brought into con-
tact with plastic materials the initial set,

or crystallization, begins, and that any



Before Application of Cement Sand
MORTAK.

subsequent manipulation or handling
tends to disturb this initial crystallization,

thereby weakening the entire product.

The only way by which this fault could

be corrected wovdd be to have the hydra-
tion take place in such a manner that

crystallization would begin only at the

moment of the actual emplacement of the

material on the place where it belongs.

This is what the cement gun actually

accomplishes.

Another advantage claimed for the

gun is that only the amount of water
actually necessary for hydration is used,

the materials being projected with suf-

ficient force to expel all surplus water
and air, and the resulting product is

denser, more homogeneous, and, conse-

quently, more water-proof than anything

yet attained by hand or machine proc-

esses. The labor involved is also said

to be considerably less, while the saving

in time is so great that the total cost of

making and applying any plastic mixture

Tm: SAMi: 1 ia:i: .\i- iKii liEixt;
'

Tukatkij" iiv Cement Ou.n.

The work was accomplished in a few minutes.

by means of the gun is reduced to a

minimum.
There would seem to be an almost un-

limited field for the practical use of the

cement gun. Foundation work and
waterproofing below grade should be

well adapted to this process. As a means
of coating steel to prevent rust and cor-

rosion it should prove superior to the or-

.\ S( 11 \ ! II li.Al lA' I'll 1.1 I"l 1:1., A!' I : IL I;l 1: MNL. I u
l-ii-TEEN Minutes. Had Nc) Effect Upon This
Structure Built with the Cement Gun.
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(liiiary method of

painting, for a

cement coating will

wear much better

than one of paint.

The pipe line of the

New York aque-
duct from the CatS-

kill mountains is

now being lined

with a two-inch

coating of cement
and sand in this

manner. The in-

side diameter of

the pipe is eight

feet, eleven inches,

so that a man can
easily walk through
it and perform the

spraying process.

Smaller pipes can
be similarly treated

in sections.

Suppose )• (I u
have old and crum-
bling walls, fences,

sidewalks or leaky

roofs that need re-

pairing, or a

wooden building

that you want
made fireproof in

anticipation of a

visit from the

fire insurance
examiner. There
will be no need of

having one's premises littered up for to make such
a week or more with a lot of mortar jirotect them

.Applying Cement Stucco TO .\N Old Building
Covering It with Wire Me.sh.

boards and mixers,
scaffoldings and
similar eye-sores,

as in times past.

\ ou simply send
out a hurry-up call

for the cement-gun
man, who comes
around with his

little renovator,'

and—presto, every-
thing is made spick

and span "while
you wait." It is

something like

sending o n e 's

clothes to the
cleaner, only in this

case the cleaner

comes to you.
It is probable

tliat a great many
people have noticed

small railroad sta-

tions which had
been sprinkled with
sand, while newly
painted, and then
given the matter
no further thought
except perhaps to

note that the build-

ings formed a con-
venient place upon
which to strike

,\fter matches. This is

an idea that has
long been employed

structures fire]iroof and to

from wear and tear. But

Pieces of Steel-Beams Co.\ted with Ckment-S.-vnd
MoRT.\R for Protection Against Kust

OR Corrosion.

What .M.w Be Done in Building Out with One
.Application of the Cement

Gun.



EXAMPLES OF TREE SL'ICIiEKW
Filling holes in trees with cement and mortar I'v means of tlie cemi;nt gun.

the process is slow and laborious. Im-
agine turning a garden hose on the same
building, and imagine further that in-

stead of water a stream of liquid cement
issues from it, and it will be seen how
quickly the same job might be finished.

Tree surgery is another thing that

seems destined to undergo a revolution

if all that is claimed for the cement gun
proves ]5ractical. Tliere are hundreds of

torn, cracked and decaying trees in the

private yards, on the streets, and in the

public parks of every city that could have

their years of usefulness and ornament
doubled if they were given proper atten-

tion. The trouble is that it doesn't pay
to go around and patch them up witli

liand-made cement or plaster, as it might

be termed. Besides, this is an instance

wherein it is especially necessary that the

plastic product should be applied with

the least possible delay after mixing on

account of its subsequent constant ex-

posure to the elements. With the cement

gun this work can be done so quickly

and cheapl}- that its use in this connec-
tion should become very general.

In the case of fences and other similar

structures, and the interior and exterior

walls of entire buildings, a special design

of frame work is required. This con-

sists of a wire mesh of the required size,

with a wooden backing. The cement is

shot upon this and after it has hardened
the wooden backing is removed, leaving

what is practically a reinforced .cement

wall. Such walls are claimed to be as

fire-proof as they can be made by any
known method.

In order to demonstrate this, a small

building of two-inch by four-inch wood
was constructed. Both the inside and
outside were covered with building paper
and over this was placed a wire mesh
reinforcement with one inch of cement-

sand stucco, leaving a four-inch air space

between the walls. A scientifically built

fire was then allowed to burn in it for

fifteen minutes, after which buckets of

water were thrown on the inside hot

(j55
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walls, with the result that only a little of

the surface scaled ofif and not a single

crack developed. The outer coating of

the rear wall was left ofi in order to

determine whether or not the wooden
studding would be affected by the heat,

and it was found to be not even charred.

A comparative test to determine the

respective breaking strengths of hand-

made and cement-gun made bricks, the

latter composed of one part cement to

three parts sand, was made after both

had been exposed to moist air for one

day and immersed in water for twelve

days. The hand-made brick broke at

303 pounds, and the ccment-gun-made
brick at 533 pounds.
The cement gun is, of course, not

adapted to the use of concrete or other
mixtures in which coarse gravel or stone
forms one of the ingredients. But a
solution of this problem may be found
in the construction of a "concrete can-
non," and future generations may wit-

ness the spectacle of whole towns being
literally "bombarded" into existence in

the same time that it now takes to erect

one building of moderate proportions.

For my part, people

who do anything finely

always inspire me to

try. I don't mean that

they make me believe

that I can do as well as

they . . . But they make
the things seem worthy

to be done. -George E/IoL



TROUT EGGS HATCHING.

THE STORY ON A FISH SCALE
By

RENE BACHE

D
R. HUGH M. SMITH,
biologist and Deputy Fish-

eries Commissioner, sat at

his desk in Washington,
holding in his hand a small

rectangular piece of glass, upon which
was fastened a single scale of one of this

year's run of Potomac shad. He was
examining it with a magnifying lens.

"From this .scale," he said, "I have
learned more in fifteen minutes about the

life history and habits of shad in general

than all that I previously knew on the

subject put together."

It seemed a remarkable statement. But
Dr. Smith went on to explain that back
of his remark there lay a most important

new discovery, in the light of which it

will lienceforth be possible to ascertain

with exactness and certainty the history

of any individual fish. For, as has now
come to be known, each fish carries on
its body the story of its life, told in

cipher, as one might say, and this story

is repeated word for word, so to speak,

on every one of its scales.

The language of the fish scale is

entirely new to science, but now that

biologists have found out how to read it,

there is no further difficulty, inasmuch
as it is practically the same for all kinds

of fishes. Revealing as it does the details

of the life history of various species, the

discovery has a most vital bearing upon
the interests of the commercial fisheries,

to which in the long run it will be worth
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Trout Scales Showing the "Winter
Rings" by Which the Number of

Years of the Fish's Life
Are Reckoned.

Scale of Salmon Showing "Winter
Kings."

Middle Part of the Same Scale (Greatly
Enlarged) Reprfjenting the First

Three Years of the Fish's
Life .and Growth.

untold million.s of dollars. Take the shad for

example. It has been known hitherto only as a

river fish. But, of course, it is really a sea fish,

merely running up the rivers to spawn. What
are its haunts, and what its wanderings, while in

the ocean? Science, on this subject, has been
obliged to confess an almost total ignorance.

Yet it is evident that a thorough acquaintance

with the marine haunts and migrations of the

shad would be of utmost practical value to the

fishery. And it is of special importance to find

out how fast they grow, how old they are when
of different sizes, at what age they spawn for the

first time, and how many batches of eggs the

average female lays during her lifetime.

All of these facts, and others in addition, are

ascertainable by a study of the scales of the

shad. And the language is so extremely simple

that anybody can learn to read it in a few minutes.

Inasmuch as the story for each individual fish is

repeated on every one of its scales, it is necessary

only to select a single scale for observation. The
scales all over the creature's body tell exactly the

same story, and there are no contradictions.

If a shad scale be examined under a magnify-
ing glass, it will be found to be covered with ever

so many ripple-like marks, arranged as if the

ripples all proceeded outward from a common
center—the latter, obviously, being the point

from which the scale originally began to develop.

What are these marks ? The answer is that they

merely represent successive stages in the progress

of growth. But their more important significance

lies in the fact that they mark equivalent stages

.in the development of the fish ; for, as the scale

grows, so does the fish itself.

A shad, like any other animal, or any plant,

does not develop steadily, but by a series of jumps
and pauses. Thus a boy, if measured at frequent

intervals, will be found to grow by jerks, as it

were, remaining at the same height for a while,

and then gaining half an inch in stature, perhaps,

within a few days. This is the secret of the

iip])le-marks on the fish scale, each one of which
represents a jump in the growth of the fish.

.'-io far, so good. liut this does not go on with
absolute regularity, for in the winter time the

shad becomes sluggish, and eats comparatively

little, so that its rate of growth is retarded.

Record of the fact, indeed, is made on its scales,

the growth-ripples being much closer together,

for the reason that the fish for the time being is

gaining size more slowly.

Hence it comes about that each winter of the

shad's life is clearly marked on every one of its

scales ; and thus, by examining a scale, it is easily

possible to find out the age of the fish. Let a



DRAWING A SEINE FOR SHAD.
An cxpurt. by examining the scales of any one of the catch, can toll its a^e and facts abnut its, life

shad be caught in the Delaware or the

Potomac tomorrow, and an expert, by
a mere glance at one of its scales.

with the help of a magnifying glass, can
tell just when the animal was hatched,

how many years it has spent in the sea,

and many other details of its life history

—all of which will presently be made
clear by further explanation. He can

even determine where the little fish first

saw the light, and, if a female, how many
times it spawned before being finally

captured in the fisherman's net.

Understaiifling clearly

that what is true of the

shad in this regard is

likewise true of all

other kinds of commer-
cial f i s h e s—the life

story of each one being

told by its scales—it

seems best, before

going further, to

explain that what
originally led up to

this new knowledge
was the discovery

bv a German scien- A Be.\m Tr.-vwl for T.\king Fi.^h.

tist. Dr. Reibisch, a few years ago, of the

fact that the ear-bones of the flounder

showed age-rings similar to those found
in the trunks of trees or the horns of cat-

tle. Thenceforth it was possible to tell cor-

rectly the age of any individual flounder.

Recently, however, it was ascertained

that exactly the same story was told by
the scales of any fish. For the scales, one
should realize, are a permanent part of

the body structure. They are a sort of
natural armor, for protective purposes,
arranged in a definite pattern, and remain

through life. Their
growth keeps pace with

that of the fish, and the

marks on them give, as

already explained, a

complete picture of the

creature's development.
Scales from the mid-

dle of the upper part of

the back are chosen
by preference for

examination be-

cause they are the

oldest, and, as a
preparation for

059
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study, they are carefully cleaneil with
alcohol. But—and here is a very interest-

ing addendum—the fact now comes to

light that the scale story is told in the

same language, and so as to be more
easily read, by the fish's cheek bones. Its

gills on either side are covered by a large

and flat bone, quite thin, which, when
the skin has been re-

moved from it. is found
to have exactly the

same markings as the

scales ; but the mark-
ings, being spread over

a much greater area,

are proportionately
more legible.

During the last few
years no fewer than ten

steamers, representing
as many countries—
Belgian, Danish, Dutch,
English, Finnish, Ger-
man. Norse, Russian,
Scotch and Swedish

—

have been engage<
with a large staff of

scientists, in a great

cooperative enterprise
of oceanic research
in the waters of

northern Europe.
In the interest of

the commercial
fisheries, they have
made voyages all

over those seas, from the Baltic to the

Arctic Ocean, and as far west as Ice-

land, for the purpose of studying the life

history of fishes, the minute organisms
on which they feed, the currents which
influence their distribution, and even the
chemical composition of the water at

various depths.

In this work the study of fish scales is

proving enormously helpful, enabling the

e.xperts not only to tell the age of every
cod, haddock, herring-, or sprat, but also

to ascertain many other details about
their life history as individuals. Thus,
for instance, it has been learned that the

female cod, as a rule, spawns for the first

time in her fourth year, and, if her
activities arc not cut short by capture,
may be expected to lay eggs eleven or
twelve times before she dies.

One of the most interesting studies has

An 1m i-i; \ 1

had reference to the salmon which run
up from the sea into the rivers of Nor-
way. It was supposed hitherto that the
young, after being hatched on the spawn-
ing grounds at the headwaters of those
streams, sought the ocean when they
were yearlings. But the scales of the

full-grown adults have shown, by the

"winter rings" on
them, that this species

spends the first three

years of its life in the

rivers, during which
period it grows very
slowly. Then, on going
to sea, it increases in

size with great rapidity.

Shown herewith is a

picture—from a photo-
graph, much enlarged
—of a scale of a Nor-
way salmon which was
taken in the river at

Kristianso, May 21,

1909. The date and
place of capture being
known, its story reads

as follows:

Hatched in March,
I'-iOO, and spent
three winters in the

river— the same
river, of course, be-

cause these fish al-

ways return to the

s t r e a m in which
they were hatched. The time spent in

the river, representing the slow-growing
youth of the salmon, is shown—under a
strong magnifier— by three "winter
rings" in the middle part of the scale,

where the rijiple-marks are very close

together.

This salmon left the river in the spring

of 1903, spent the next two winters in

the ocean, and in the siunmer of 1905
came back to the river to spawn. Mean-
while, as shown by the scale, it grew
with great rapidit}-. The fact of its

spawning is indicated by the raggedness
of the rijiple-marks corresponding to this

stage in its career. I'or, when the fish

runs up the river, it ceases to feed, and
there is an absorption of all of its tissues,

to furnish energy for the making of its

eggs—or milt, in the case of a male.

This alisor]5tion aft'ects even the scales,
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rciTlerincf their edges

ragged, and the scars

remain jiernianently.

This particular sal-

mon, after spawning-,

went back to the sea

in the spring of 1906.

spent one winter

there, and in the sum-
mer of 1907 returned

to spawn again. As
further indicated by
the record of the

scale, it again sought
the ocean in the
spring of 1908, and,

returning once more
in the summer of

1909, was caught.

Thus, one observes,

the complete story of

the life of this fish is ascertained by read-

ing one of its scales—the approximate
date when it was hatched, the stages of

its growth in detail, the time when it

made its first visit to the ocean, the

periods it spent there, the dates of its

successive returns to the river, the num-
ber and dates of its spawnings, and its

almost exact age when captured. Prac-

tically nothing is omitted.

Story Told by This Salmon Scale.

Hatcht'd. March. ISOO: left river in spring.
I'/B: spent two winters in sea; in 1905 came
hack to river to spawn: returned to sea in l^Oi;

spent one winter ttiere. and went back in l'X)7

to spawn again: returned to the ocean in 190S.

back in I9(fi. and was caught.

Nothing, that is to

say, except .some

rather desirable infor-

mation about what
I he fish was doing
while it was in the

sea. It is practically

certain, however, that

it did not go far from
the mouth of the river

i>f its b i r t ii—such

being the habit of

salmon. And, by the

way, our own Alaskan
salmon, which furnish

so important a com-
mercial fishery, are

believed to spend only

one year in fresli

water before seeking

the ocean. The gov-
ernment Fisheries Bureau proposes to

obtain exact information on the subject

by a study of their scales.

Much picturesqueness attaches to the

haunts and wanderings of the various

species of food fishes. Information on
this subject is also of utmost value to the

commercial fisheries. For example, it

would be worth millions to know what
has become of the mackerel.

Make the Best

that in you

Lies

Good Work 's

a thing that

never Dies.

A. H. McQuilkin.
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Said Uncle Sam, " I've got a job for some good man to do,"

And so he hired an engineer who'd done a thing or two;

He gave him money, tools and men and told him, " Go ahead

!

You cut the continent in two, that's all I ask," he said.

That engineer he fussed and fumed and finally he quit.

And then there came another man who took a whack at it;

But still the job was mighty slow—and slower every year.

Till Uncle Sam he went and got an Army Engineer.

Now he didn't start in crying

Of the handicaps he met.

He just set the dirt to flying

And the dirt is flying yet!

Handled money by the million

(But each dollar counted clear)

For he wasn't a civilian

But an Army Engineer

!

Said Uncle Sam. " I reckon that the boys I teach myself

Are something more than ornaments upon the parlor shelf.

They may be fond of uniforms when showing on parade

But when they've got a job to do they're worth the wages paid.

I show an army man the work and let it go at that

And when I think of it again the job is finished—pat!

He never asks me questions and he doesn't sniff and sneer

But he knows his business proper, does the Army Engineer
!

"

«;
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For he isn't playing double.

And he isn't full of tricks.

And he keeps himself from trouble

And from peanut politics!

There is neither man nor devil

That can throw him out of gear,

.He is strictly on the level

Is the Army Engineer!

Said Uncle Sam, " I reckon if I told him he should try

He would build a bridge of moonbeams from the ocean to the sky.

He would tie the worlds together in a harness made of light

And he wouldn't advertise it—but the job would be all right!

I don't want to be a boaster, but this army lad of mine

Is about the finest ever in his own peculiar line,'

He's the kind that you can swear by, he's the kind that you can cheer.

He's a quiet peacherino, is the Army Engineer!"

He is keen and he is canny

( Grafters call him quite a snob)

But there's no one's got his nanny

'Cause he's always on the job!

When the others, all defeated.

Say the thing's a failure sheer.

Why, we get the job completed

By the Army Engineer!



Free Dentistry

for Pc$)r Children

N
By Ralph

r)T long ago
there died

in Boston a gentleman who,
tlnring his last illness, needed
the services of a dentist and

learned in conversation that many of the

tr(.)iiljles with which humanity suffers

from its teeth would be obviated if the

teeth had been given proper scientific

attention during early youth. He learned

also that of the approximately two hun-
dred thousand children in the ])ublic

schools of Boston, seventy per cent

needed such treatment and fully fifty per
cent were children of parents who were
too poor to pay for it. He learned that

children of well-to-do parents are now-
adays more and more likely to be sent

early to the dentist, but that to the

parents of the great majority dentistry is

still a luxury and the first teeth generally

but wrongly considered too unimportant
to be given much attention. Actuallw
however, these first teeth determine the

character and condition of those that

Clime afterward. Thousands and thou-

sands of children therefore start life

handicapped by imperfect teeth, and the

unfortunate result of lack of early treat-

ment may range all the way from digest-

ive disorders that produce various forms
of illness to actual malformations of the

jaw that make the innocent victim look

like the possessor of criminal tendencies.

Nor was there any visible signs of an

improvement in this condition. Such
free clinics as those of the Harvard and
of the Tufts Dental Schools did indeed

take care of a small pro])ortion of chil-

dren, but the average child was neces-

sarily left uncared for.

The result of this knowledge, coming
to a sympathetic and wealthy man in

almost the last hour of his life, will soon

be seen in the actual erection of the first

(/A

Dergengren
building in the world
designed to provide

free dentistry for all the poor children

of a large city. Before he died Mr. James
Bennett Forsyth had worked out the

broad idea of the institution, and his two
surviving brothers, John Hamilton and
Thomas Alexander Forsyth, are giving

his last wishes tangible expression in a

beautiful structure which will soon stand

m the P>ack Bay region of Boston, con-

veniently accessible to the children of the

city, and provided with a- million dollar

endowment in order that its good work
may go on indefinitely. The Forsyth
Dental Infirmary for Children, recently

incorporated by special act of the Massa-
chusetts Legislature, will thus set an

example that other public-spirited men in

other cities will be almost certain sooner

or later to follow. Coming at almost the

moment when the attention of thoughtful

people was centered on the "Child

Welfare Exhibition" in New York, and
its appeal to the public to save the chil-

dren from the evils of heredity and en-

vironment to which they are necessarily

exposed in our congested cities, the

announcement of the first institution for

free dentistry for the children of the

poor seems like a practical answer to a

need that every student of modern
civilization is coming more and more to

realize.

This new foundation, moreover, is not

regarded by the founders in the light of

a charity. Consecrated to the memory
of two brothers, James Bennett and
George Henry Forsyth, the monumental
marble structure which will soon add a

new beauty to the architecture of Bos-

ton's famous Back Bay simply carries a

bit further the "right of every child to

develop mentally at the public ex-

pense." Granting the right of every
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Thos. a. Forsyth. John H. Forsyth.
Founders of tin- first institution in tlir world ostablisiii-d

to provide exclusively free dental treatment for children.
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Geo. H. FOR.SYTH. James B. Forsyth.
In whose memory the Forsyth Dental Infirmary for

children is being erected.

child to a public .school education, it is a

logical amendment to add that every

child has an equal right to be started in

life in proper physical condition. The
Forsyth Infirmary hopes not only to

relieve individual suffering- and prevent

future individual suft'ering, but it hopes

to exercise an important influence in

"making for a better looking, more per-

fectly developed human race." The
physical betterment of the individual

child, when such betterment is freely

offered to all the children of a large city,

must, in short, make for the social bet-

terment of the community. What the

child becomes is no less important to the

community than to the child himself,

and whatever removes the handicap of
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WHERE THE TEETH OF TEN THOUS.'\ND CHILDREN .'\RE TKE.'iTED yE.ARLV.
The free clinic of the Harvard Dental School. Thirty thousand patients are taken care of annually. In the Forsyth

Infirmary all the patients will be children.
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The Forsyth Dental Infirmary for Children.
Boston, as It Will Appear.

5 t c tJ r

This Plan Shows the M.'^in Oper.^ting Room with
THE ArR.\NGEMENT OF CH.MRS.

ill health from a great body of children

is held to be a public benefit more than

a private charity.

In appearance the Forsyth Dental
Infirmary for Children will be a three-

.story structure of white marble, built in

the Roman Classic style of architecture,

and further beautified by ornamental
fountains and a small park where in

])leasant weather the children may play

while awaiting treatment. It is significant

of the spirit in which the institution is

planned, and will be conducted, that it

combines every latest facility for the

scientific side of its work with every

possible consideration for the state of

mind of its juvenile patients. Some of

these patients, indeed, will be too young
to have any very definite state of mind as

regards dentistry. They will come in

perambulators, or in their mothers' arms,

long before they are old enough to go to

school, in order that their first teeth may
be examined and the development of
their little jaws started in the right way.
The older children, brought from the

public schools ' in charge of the school
nurses, will better appreciate Forsyth
park. With some 51,000 square feet of

land to stand on, the infirmary will be so

situated that excellent lighting from all

sides will be permanently ]5rovided for

the operators in the various departments,
and at the same time a considerable

amount of outdoor space reserved for

park purposes. Operations, however,
that are likely to inspire dread or ner-

vousness in other patients will be taken
care of in rooms apart from the great

main hall of the infirmary, and the chil-

dren who have been treated will then

leave the building without coming in

contact with any of the youngsters who
are still waiting to be examined. Most
of the cases are unlikely to be of this

painful nature, for the work of the insti-

tution will be largely along the lines of

prevention of future disorders by stop-

ping them in infancy. In the main hall

of the infirmary, where the great ma-
jority of the cases will come for treat-

ment, there will be sixty-four chairs

when the institution opens, and forty-

four chairs can be added without in any
way crowding the operators.

All this, of course, will require a large

infirmary stafl^, especially since dentistry,

as here considered, will include expert

treatiucnt of all incipient disorders of the

throat and nose as well as the teeth. The
institution will be under the guidance of

a consulting staiif of experts together

with a permanent stafif of dental grad-

uates who will devote their entire time

to the children. In addition there will be

a visiting staff of dentists who volunteer

their services, and the permanent oper-

ators will be aided by students of duly

authorized Dental Schools under the im-

mediate supervision of competent in-

structors. There will be provision for

post-graduate study as well as for the

special research and X-ray work with

which no dental institution of the first

rank is nowadays unprovided.



WHAT CHANCE
HAS THE
HORSET

9
A L'TOS ru>h in where
/\ horses fear to

/ \ tread," remarked a

/ \ New York busi-

^ \. ness man as he stood one
slippery morning in front of the Flat Iron
buikUng and watched one horse after an-

other fall heavily to the pavement while
on every side motor trucks and pleasure

cars rolled smoothly by. The toiling

teams that managed to keep their feet

tugged at their heavy loads and their

drivers looked after the passing trucks

with an expression of envy while the

business man turned slowly away pon-
dering the object lesson.

For a number of years it has been
apparent to thinking men who have made
a study of transportation methods that

horse drawn vehicles were totally inade-

quate as a medium of freight transporta-

tion and that its logical successor would
be the commercial car with its ability

to do more and better work for less

money. This fact, accepted at first only

by a few, has been forced upon the gen-
eral public so that today every up-to-

date business man admits that the com-
mercial car is here to stay.

Nothing could more strikingly dem-
onstrate the attitude of the business

world toward this innovation in our
methods of transportation than the fact

that practically within a period of five

years New York has acquired 2,000

auto trucks, Chicago 900, Boston 450,

Philadelphia 400 "and Pittsburg 300.

Other cities follow in proportion to the

number and importance of their industries.

ByMM
Huntind

Almost every branch of the

world's business that has here-

tofore used horses for hauling

is now represented by from
one to fifty trucks in the great procession

of commercial cars. One manufacturer

claims to have sold from five to forty

trucks to each of sixty-one different lines

of business while the number of small

delivery cars in use by city stores is

astonishing. A New York department
store recently purchased one hundred
light delivery cars in a single order, re-

placing their entire horse equipment.

That skepticism has been common
among business men as to the success of

the power wagon is not to be wondered
at for the salesman has had little but

theory to back his assertions until re-

cently. Only a few had faith enough in

its future to invest their money but for-

tunately today examples of the superior-

ity of the gasoline wagon to old Dobbin
are without number and are far more
interesting and convincing than any
amount of figures.

A well known safe manufacturer of

New York employing a .5 ton truck

made an interesting comparison recently.

A large safe was loaded upon a wagon
and delivered in the usual way by means
of horses. Another safe of equal size

and weight was hoisted upon a truck by
means of a windlass operated by the

truck's engine. The watch was held by
impartial judges and the result an-

nounced that the safe handled by the

truck was loaded, delivered and set up
in less than '4 the time required by the

667
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horse drawn wat^oii for the same op-

eration.

Another instance even more astonish-

ing is the performance of a gasohne car

employed by a stone quarry near
Ouincy, Mass. In one day of ten

hours the machine deHvered 12 loads of

stone aggregating 106.410 pounds. The
smallest load being 7,900 pounds, the

largest 11,000 pounds. Approximately
60 miles were traveled, part of the way
over rough and steep roads where at

least 8 horses would have been required

to haul the load and yet the expense of

the day's work including gasoline, lubri-

cating oil and driver's salary was but

$5.00. Lest these figures should com-
pletely discourage the competitive team-
ster the owners added $8.50 to cover
general depreciation and interest upon
the investment, but a tremendous bal-

ance in favor of the truck still remains.
An interesting example of speed and

economy is furnished in the case of the

family who engaged a motor truck to

transport their household goods from
Ypsilanti to Detroit. Mich., a distance

of 32 miles. The truck made the jour-

ney over sandy roads in 3 hours and 5

minutes, the total expense being $7.50
divided as follows : driver's salary,

$2.75 ; helper, $2.00 ; gasoline and lubri-

l-I\-E-TON TRUCK. LOADED TO CAPACITY. CLIMBING A KOCKY HILL NEAR
LEEDS. MISSOURI.
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catinq- oil, $1.25: depreciation and inter-

est upon the investment, $1.50. By team
it would have taken not less than two
(lays, and the expense would have been
three times as great. By freight the

cost would have been double, and would
have required from 5 to 6 days time,

not to mention the four handlings of the

goods.
In Kansas City, Mo., a motor wagon

recently delivered two loads of alfalfa

aggregating 11,240 pounds a distance of

21 miles, while a 4 horse team made a

trip of 10 miles with 7,700 pounds.
Trailers are sometimes attached to

motor trucks thus multiplying their ca-

pacity. .^ manufacturer in a Western
city recently hauled 17,214 pounds of

castings, the load being divided between
the truck and trailer. With this unusual
load a distance of 7 miles was covered
over city streets in 55 minutes.

Portland. Oregon, is taking hold of

the truck idea with enthusiasm far be-

yond that shown by many larger cities,

and several unusual tests have been made
within the past year. The local gas
company experimented witli a truck for

a period of 8 months keeping a care-

ful record of its performance during
that time. To their surprise they dis-

covered that this 2 ton car was hand-
ling double the load of their heaviest

wagon in half the time, thus exceeding

the capacity of the wagon four fold.

Forty-two horses and 20 wagons have

been banished in consequence and re-

placed by eight steel monsters that do
not tire out or have to take days off on
account of sickness.

An instance of quick delivery that is

enough to discourage any horse if he
were able to read it is the story told by
the President of a large packing house
of Portland. "Delay in the delivery of

our Portland car from our packing
house in North Portland necessitated

some quick work and we hired a big auto
truck to make a special trip for us. The
truck left Portland at 10 o'clock A. M.
covered 7 miles to the packing house,
took on 9,500 pounds of meat and had
the load back in Portland at 1 o'clock,

having covered 14 miles, loaded and un-
loaded 4'^'< tons in a period of 3 hours."
Compare this with what the best team
of draft horses could do and you will

readily understand why this company
has decided to adopt gasoline instead of
horse flesh in the future.

As an example of what may be accom-
plished with the light delivery car such
as can be used by almost any retail store,

the experience of a milling concern in the

East is interesting. A record was kept
of the performance of one car and a

horse and wagon used side by side for

eighteen days, the truck made 418 de-

liveries in 114 hours, 560 miles, at a cost

of $8.76 cents or an average of 2 cents

per delivery : the horse made the sad
showing of 132 deliveries in 133 hours.

Uj9
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hi fniir trips to till-' di'iint. this vi-liicic carries daily 11.200 tiuarts.

Cdveriiifj 110 miles at a cost of $7.49 or

nearly 6 cents per delivery. This is a

demonstration of superiority and econ-

omy in light delivery trucks that admits
of no argument, and shows that even our
corner grocery can dispense with the

services of its horse and wagon with

profit.

It is plain that almost any auto truck

can do the work of 2 or 3 wagons and
there are many cases on record as some
of the foregoing anecdotes demonstrate

where they have done much more, but

resorting to figures for a moment let

us see what the actual cost of the motor
truck is.

It is obvious, in order to give the

truck a fair showing, we mu.st assume
that the entire delivery equipment is

composed of motor vehicles as any item

entering into the total expense must be

considered. If, therefore, any part of

the equipment is composed of horse-

drawn vehicles the truck's record must
suffer in consequence.

\'ery carefully compiled figures show
that 10 gasoline trucks taken as an

average equipment all covering 40 miles

])er day and operating 300 days each

year can be maintained at a cost for

each machine of $9.75. The items con-

tributing- to this average are as fol-

lows :

FIXED CHARGES PER YE.\R ON ONE TRUCK.

Interest at 6% on $3,000.00
cost price $ 180.00

Depreciation at 20%- 600.00
Insurance, at y2% 15.00

Storage, 200 square feet, at 50

cts 100.00

$ 895.00
Add 20% for two sj^are ma-

chines 179.00

Total $1,074.00

Dividing by 300 the number of work-
ing days in the year, this gives $3.58
per day.

Rl'NNING EXPENSES PER D.W FOR TEN
TRUCKS.

Wages of 10 drivers, at $2.50 for

tell hours $25.00
Wages of repairman, hel|ief and

washer 7.00

Gasoline. 80 gallons at 12 cts. . . . 9.60

Lubricants, at 1 cent per mile. . . . 4.00

Maintenance, at 10% a year 10.00

Superintendence 3.20

Incidentals. light, heat, tools.

waste, etc 2.87

$61.67
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Averag^e runiiiniL;- expense per

truck $ 6.17

Fixed charges per truck per day. . 3.5S

Total maintenance and oper-

ating cost $ 9.75

As compared with this it is claimed

that the electric truck of practically the

same capacity may be operated at a cost

of $8.76 per day. the items entering into

the cost being the same as that of the

gasoline truck except of course that

storage batteries are considered instead

of gasoline and a somewhat smaller con-

sumption of lubricating oil. Tiiis com-
parison favors the electric truck but it

would be unjust to state positively that

either is the most efficient, as the results

depend upon local conditions largely

such as facilities for charging the stor-

age batteries of the electric vehicles, the

cliaracter of the work to which the

trucks are subjected and the quality of

•the road over which they have to travel.

Probably the most marked improve-

ment in service as well as the greatest

saving to the public has been affected by

the adoption of motor fire apparatus,

and the fact of its being largely adopted

proves tiiat its advantages liave not been
overlooked.

It is estimated by the National Boartl
of Fire Underwriters, that our yearly
loss by fire amounts to half a billion dol-

lars. The same source of information
is responsible for tlie statement that this

would lie reduced 4/5 could the extin-

guishing apparatus reach the conflagra-
tion in half the time usually required.

Since this sum, $400,000,000, amounts to

$3.00 for each man, woman and child in

the Ignited States any statement regard-
ing the value of seconds in getting action

on the flames is likelv to be too conserva-
tive.

The ability of the motor fire depart-
ment to start quickly and maintain their

speed indefinitely is a point of superior-

ity which cannot be overestimated. Thev
travel at nearly tlie same speed in ail

kinds of weather and require practically

no more care than the common appa-
ratus, while the space to house them is

considerably less.

It is interesting to note the varied uses
of the motor truck, and one is often sur-

prised if not almost shocked, at times
to see to what extent the horse has been
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thrust aside to let in his modern rival.

The motor ]iatrol and ambulance are now
common, but think of a motor street

cleaner, a motor sprinkling wagon, a
motor oil tank, and even a motor scissor

grinder's outfit.

If the horse is capable of embarrass-
ment he surely must be nearl_v overcome
when after falling upon the pavement
and receiving a serious injury he is car-

ried away in a motor ambulance for dis-

abled animals. Such is the practice in'

New York.
Those of us who are accustomed to

seeing the dignified black team drawing
the hearse e.\|)erience a peculiar sensa-

tion as the motor hearse rolls by, yet in

spite of prejudice Eastern undertakers
are ra]ii(ll_v adopting it.

The saving in dollars very naturally

appeals most strongly to the commercial
world but there are other advantages in

dispensing with the services of our com-
mon beast of burden of equal if not
greater importance. He is a spreader of

disease. The presence of the stable, es-

pecially in the city, is one of the most
prolific sources of infection. Fully 90
per cent of the flies that infest our homes
are bred there and carry thousands of

germs upon their bodies to be deposited

upon everything with wdiich they come
in contact. If in banishing the horse we
can also dispose of this pest and spreader

of disease, the automobile will have ac-

complished a great mission even if it

proves no more efficient than its flesh

and blood rival.

THE AUTO EIRE DEPARTMENT.
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Er FrCTETTCY
ON ThE

® FARM 9

B>> F.cij.Moorhead

WHEN Da-
vid Ran-
kin, the world's largest

farmer, was asked to tell

the secret of his success

(he began by borrowing $6 and died

worth $5,000,000, all made in farming)
he answered promptly: "Success in

farming consists in making every min-

ute, every cent and every seed count. A
good workman is cheap at most any
price and a shiftless, careless man is

dear if he works for nothing."

Not long before he died Mr. Rankin
amplified his views. "To make a profit

the farmer, just as any other manufac-
turer, must reduce the cost of produc-
tion," he said. "I saw this long ago and
when I saved a hand's wages by the use

of a new piece of machinery I felt pretty

good : that was making money for me.
We farmers must not only keep eter-

nally at reducing the cost of production

but plan a way to get the most out of our
])roduct. Use your head as well as your
hands, for it is the little savings that

make up the profits at the end of the

year. It takes sharpening of wits all

the time."

Mr. Rankin's life was a constant prac-

ticing of what he preached. Almost
sixty years ago he conceived the idea of

putting together two of his double shove!

plows so as to plow on both sides of the

row at once. He explained his ideas to

the village blacksmith and it was not

long before he was using a straddle-row

cultivator, the first one so far as any
records go. That day he did away with

one hired man. He was
learning to make every

efifort count. "Whenever 1 can buy an
implement that will reduce the labor or

perform the work better than the old

style machine, it pays me to throw the

old one away and get the new one," he

explained. "Let me prove this to you.

Now, a good steel plow will turn two to

three acres of sod per day. Say you use

it only thirty days in tl?e year and it lasts

fifteen years, then it has turned 1 ,350

acres and cost about $13.50, which was
about one cent per acre. A stalk cutter

will cut ten to twelve acres of stalks per

day and while it costs about $30, still

you wouldn't try the job nowadays with

a hoe. I use three and four row stalk

cutters, also stalkbreaks thirty-two feet

long. A self binder will handle from
twelve to fifteen acres of grain in a day
and reciuires an outlay of about ten to

fifteen cents per acre, still how much
would it require in additional labor to

handle the crop? With the single shovel,

a man could do a fair piece of scratch-

ing and cover about four acres per day,

while with the common single row culti-

vator he can do a much better job and do
eight acres and with the modern two-

row cultivator he can as easily do four-

teen to sixteen acres. I am telling you
this to impress you with the fact that the

cost of machinery doesn't amount to any-

thing. The two-row cultivator will do
better work and cut the cost, too, by

lessening the amount of labor, of both

men and horses."

It may be urged, however, that Mr.
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Rankin farmed on a whole-
sale plan, he was indeed a

manufacturer; how is it

possible for the average
farmer, the man with a

quarter section or less, to

do away with useless labor

and dispense with unneces-
sary hantls : in other words,
to reduce the cost of pro-
duction and increase the

output? Listen to the tes-

timony of an Illinois farm-
er—one of the ordinary,

garden - variety sort of

ever)--day farmers— who
quickly learned that one of

the first things to do was to

abamlon the ways of his

father, install labor-saving
machinery and let George,
in the form of a gasoline
engine, do it.

"My father used to feed

cattle and he always shelled

all the corn he fed, using self-feeders

for the cattle. The cobs were used for

fuel and they were very nice to start

fires with. He flsed a two-hole corn
sheller and an old eight-horse power,
but used only two and four horses on it.

On account of oKl age and not longer
being able to run the farm, he retired

from farm life and moved to town. The
corn sheller and power were left on the

old homestead, and I moved onto it and
used them. Often when I wished to shell

corn the track would be very muddy for

the horses and the old power would run
hard, as it was getting all out of line,

and I decided to investigate gasoline

engines.

"I was expecting to get about a three

or four-horse power, but I secured prices

on different sizes and ordered a seven-

horse power. The factory sent a man
to install and start it. I have been run-

ning the engine ever since, and have
never had an expert or anyone else to

examine it and it runs just fine. I run

a four-hole corn sheller, feed grinder

and two pumps ; one is sixty rods and the

other is 150 feet from the engine, and I

can have water for my stock whenever
I want it, wind or no wind. I grind a

great deal of chicken feed in the spring

for my neighbors and at the same time

Thk Dairymaid Did All the Milking Yesterday.

pump water for the stock, and what I

charge for grinding helps pay for the

gasoline, and a very small quantity of

gasoline is required to do all the work.
I would not do without the engine for

almost any price if I could not get an-

other.

"In 1905 I had a room built near the

dwelling, secured a small two-horse

power engine, and this runs the churn,

washing machine, and the house pump
from the well, which is forty-four feet

deep, while I have a double-cylinder

force pump and have hose handy, which
in case of fire can be attached to the

engine. l\Iy two smaller girls, eight and
fourteen 3'ears of age, can start the en-

gine, and i\Ionday morning, while the

engine is running the washing machine,

my wife can sit and talk over the tele-

phone, or in the rocking chair and read

the news."

What this man accomplished with his

gasoline engine, thousands upon thou-

sands of other farmers are duplicating.

The gasoline engine has proved itself

one of the greatest factors in making
every penny and minute and stroke

count. Nor is it a hired man who eats

his head oiT, for the fuel cost of running

one is small, being only about one and

nne-half cents ]ier horse power per hour.
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when gasoline is bought for fifteen cents

a gallon.

The gasoline engine has proved its

utility; tomorrow .bids fair to see the

electric motor the farmer's best hired

man. Already it is being hitched to a

vast number of farm machines, such as

feed grinders, root cutters, fodder cut-

ters, fanning mills, grindstones, circular

saws, corn shcUers, drill presses, silage

cutters and elevators, horse clippers,

milking machines, grain separators,

churns, vacuum cleaners, ice cream
freezers, dough mixers, feed mixers and
chicken hatchers.

A good idea of the amount of work a

small motor will do on the farm is

gained from the following: Six horse-

pow(^ will drive a grain separator and
thresh 2.500 bushels of oats in ten hours.

Three horse-power furnishes all power
needed to make 6,000 pounds of milk

into cheese in one day. Six horse-power
will run a feed mill grinding twenty
bushels of corn an hour. Five horse-

power grinds twenty-five to forty bushels

of feed, or ten to twelve bushels of ear

corn an hour. Seven horse-power drives

an 18-inch separator, burr mill and corn

cob crusher and corn sheller, grinding

from twelve to fifteen bushels of good
fine meal. Six horse-power will drive

a 30-inch circular saw, sawing from
fifty to seventy-five cords of stove wood
from hard oak in ten hours. Six horse-

power saws all the wood four men can
pile in cords. Twelve horse-power will

run a 16-inch cutter and blower, and
elevate the ensilage into silo thirty feet

high at the rate of seven tons per hour.
One horse-power will pump water from
a well of ordinary depth in sufficient

quantity to supply an ordinary farmhouse
and all the buildings with water for all

the ordinary uses.

But the highest efficiency on the farm
neither begins nor ends with the gasoline

engine or the electric motor. There is

also the spreader which takes the refuse

of the barnyard out to the fields and scat-

ters it about like so many gold dollars.

The fertilizer problem is one of the most
serious confronting the farmer today.

Shall he open up his fields to the com-
mercial article or shall he husband his

own resources and maintain the fertil-

ity of the soil by returning to it the ele-

ments of which it was robbed in produc-
ing a crop ? The answer is simple. A
ton of average fresh manure contains ten

pounds of nitrogen, five pounds of phos-

phoric acid, and ten pounds of potash.

At the prices which these elements of

plant food would cost in commercial fer-

015
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tilizers the value of manure would be

$2.50 a ton. This does not take into

account the value of the organic matter
furnished, which may be greater than
that of the plant food. That this theo-

retical valuation is very conservative is

shown by the result of many field experi-

ments, by various experiment stations

and by practical farmers. The value as

shown by the increased crops has equaled
and often exceeded this theoretical valu-

ation.

The Pennsylvania station conducted a

series of experiments with manure for

twenty-five years. A four year rotation

of corn, oats, wheat and clover was used
and manure ajiplied at the rate of six

tons an acre every two years. Its value

in the increased yield was $2.50 a ton.

The Illinois station found the value of

manure applied six tons to the acre once
in a three year rotation of corn, oats and
clover to be $2.70 a ton. The Ohio
station in a series of experiments extend-
ing over thirteen years found the value

of manure tn be from $v3 to $4 a ton.

\ alues, of course, as every one under-

610

stands, vary with the character of the

soil.

None of these experiments mentioned,

however, indicate the full value of the

manure since they do not take into con-

sideration its cumulative effect. The im-

portance of this is shown by experiments
at the Rothemstead Station in England.
At this station one plot was given regu-

lar application of manure for twenty
years and then the manuring discontin-

ued for an equal length of time. At the

end of the time the plot still gave nearly

double the yields obtained from another

plot similar in every way except that it

had never been manured.
An experiment conducted in Jasper

county, Missouri, resulted in an acre

which had been treated with eight tons

of manure yielding sixty-five bushels of

corn, while an acre immediately adjoin-

ing—which had not been treated with

natural fertilizer—yielding only twenty-

nine and a half bushels. Experiments
conducted at Columbia, in the same state,

resulted as follows: A tract on which
corn had been grown continuously for
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t\vcnt_v years yielded only three bushels

to the aere. Iminediately adjoining, a

tract planted to corn for twenty years,

but which had been liberally manured,
yielded thirty bushels to the acre. An-
other tract, likewise adjoining, on which
corn had been rotated with oats and
clover yielded forty-nine bushels to the

acre. Still a fourth tract, immediately

adjoining, on which scientific manage-
ment had been practiced to the extent of

soil continuously than you can take

money out of a bank without making
deposits."

The farmer who makes use of the

barnyard manure must learn first of all

to use this fertilizer when it is of the

greatest value. Manure exposed for

three months in an open barnyard dur-

ing the winter and early spring loses

nearly one-third of its fertilizing value.

Such manure in field e.xperiments pro-

duced increase to the value

of $2.15 a ton on a ten-year

average, while the fresh

manure gave an average in-

crease of $2.96 for the same
period, showing a loss in

effectiveness of 81 cents per

ton or 27 per cent. There
are seasons of the year,

however, when it is impos-

Fertilizek Is Spread with Improved Machinery.

both rotating crops and manuring the

field, yielded si.xty bushels to the acre.

Even mcjre striking proof of the value

of fertilizers and rotation of crops comes
from Illinois. Sixty years ago a man
bought a farm of 120 acres in that state.

It has remained in his possession con-

tinuously. I le has farmed it without

plan or purpose other than to eke out a

precarious livelihood. The land for-

merly yielded thirty-five bushels of wheat
to the acre. It has been planted to wheat,

year after year, for half a century. Last

year it yielded two bushels to the acre.

The last corn crop on that land ran ten

bushels to the acre, while in the neigh-

bor's field the yield averaged forty bush-

els to tlie acre. That Illinois farmer is

a pitiable reminder of the days when
farming was not a science, but was
simply an "In God we trust" way of

getting from the cradle to the grave.

That man never heard or heeded the

doctrine preached by James J. Hill

:

"You can no more take wheat from the

No More of This.

sible or impractical to haul direct to the

field. In such times it is the farmer
who most effectively conserves this im-
portant fertilizer who finds his income-
and net profits the largest. A Nebraska
farmer thus tells how he proceeds: "I

have on my farm a building especially

constructed for the storing of manure
during the winter when I am compelled
to hold it for some months. This build-

ing is large enough to hold the accumu-
lations for several months, which
amount to several tons. It is built a

reasonable distance from the barn, so

as not to be unhandy. I haul manure to
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the field where I think it is most needed
until the ground gets soft, so I am bound
to stop, and then I have a carrier track

running from the barn to my manure
house, to save the labor of handling. I

rim the manure every few days from the

stables to the storage house, which is

covered with a good roof to keep the rain

and snow out. In hauling direct from
the barn I also mix some other fertilizing

material, such as rich dirt, hen manure
or anything I can gather tip around my
farm, so as to have a well balanced fer-

tilizer for all crops. I have the storage

house built on a slightly rolling place

with a reservoir dug in the ground on

the lower side to catch all the liquid

manure that runs out, to keep it from
being wasted in washing away. This
liquid .is pumped directly back into the

heap, thus keeping the heap moist, and
in case the liquid is not sufficient to keep
the heap moist, I sprinkle a little water
on to keep it so. It is very important

that this manure be kept packed firmly

all of the time to excluile the air, and in

order to do this I have it so arranged
that I can turn a bunch of heavy hogs in

when I so desire, to gather up any waste

grains that may be in the manure and
in so doing they pack it very firmly and
nicely."

CIS

Such labor and thoroughness pay well.

Take the state of Iowa, for instance, with

its annual approximate production of

340.000.000 bushels of corn, 140.000.000

bushels of oats and 6,000,000 bushels of

wheat. Until the past few years the Iowa
farmer did not stop to consider that in

the production of these crops the soil

had given up approximately 650,000,000

pounds of nitrogen, 10,000.000 pounds
of phosphorus and 343,000,000 pounds
of potassium, which if purchased in the

commercial form at the current prices

would cost about $130,000,000, or in

other words practically the annual value

of tlie entire crop of the state. It is

since the Iowa farmer has figured this

out—sometimes, it must be admitted,

after a personal loss—^that he has taken

more extensively to live stock farming,

rather than grain farming, and the silo

has come to dot the hills and valleys.

"If I had to take my choice between a

corn crib, a barn or a silo and could

have only the one, I would choose the

silo," preached the experts on the dairy

trains which traversed Iowa and the Mis-

souri Ozarks last spring. \\'hen they

went on to show that to husk corn and

bring it into the crib results in only

sixty per cent of the feeding value of the

corn being secured, leaving forty per
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cent in the field, while using ensilage

saves all the feeding value, their logic

Ix'came plain. As a result of those trips

thousands of silos are being built. .

There is every bit as important a les-

son in the proper disposition of space so

as to insure the maximum of crops at the

minimum of labor and expense. It was
to teach this lesson that a model farm
was exhibited last fall at the Missouri
land congress at Springfield, the Mis-
souri state fair at Sedalia and the Indus-
trial land congress at Little Rock, Arkan-
sas. This model was constructed on a

scale of three feet to the inch and was
Ijuilt on a table ten feet wide and twenty
feet long. It was inspected by thousands
of farmers who learned from it the les-

son of conserving space and making
every stroke count by minimizing waste
of time in moving from one field to an-

other.

On display, the model had a south

front and the house was located to rep-

resent eight feet from the front and
ninety feet from the east line ; the barn
one hvmdred feet from the front and on
a line seventy-five feet west of the house.

The drive was located to begin forty

feet from the east line and was laid on
easy curves, passing by the house and
leading to the barn, a clump of lilacs in

the center of the driveway
a n s w e r i n g for a turn
aroiuid. The drive and the

road in front were made of

crushed limestone with a

sifted dust finish, suggest-
ing good roads and the im-
portance of a driveway,
which, by the way, should
be the foundation of any
lawn. The driveway con-
nected with the steps from
the front porch and also the

side porch, the barn and the
sheds, cellar door and en-

gine house, suggesting con-

venience for chores and the

saving of time and steps in

the day's round on the

farm.

In the vegetable garden
south of the barn were
located the hot-bed and
cold frame ; west of the

barn, the barn lot with
water trough and north of the barn the

pig pen and the pig trough. Both poul-
try yard and pig pen connected with the

barn lot and the pasture. North of the

pasture and extending across the farm
was a field, suggesting a combination of
field crops, planting first corn with cow-
peas in the middle of corn rows when
the corn is laid by and after cutting the

corn, the cowpeas to be pulled or used as

pasture. East of the pasture and next

to this field was located the apple orchard
and a patch of alfalfa. The peach or-

chard was placed north of the poultry

yard, and on the east side of the apple

orchard were placed consecutively the

blackberries, raspberries, Irish potatoes

and sweet corn, sweet potatoes, water-
melons, strawberries and asparagus,

then blending the horse-radish with
peonies, german iris, phlox, hollyhocks,

etc., locating the currants and goose-

Ix-rries in the border of the shrubs orna-
menting the lawn.

. Taken as a whole the model suggested
to the farmer the importance of a plan
for making his fields dovetail together.

It was a vivid reminder to him that

houses are too often merely stuck here
and there and that other buildings are

located more often than otherwise by
chance or guesswork. It illustrated the
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advantage of using every

foot of space to produce
something for tlie comfort,

convenience, and profit of

the owners. The cherry

and apricot trees on the

lawn, plum trees in the

poultry yard, pear trees at

the end of the truck rows,

horse-radish in a corner, a

clump of sage tucked in

here, a little bunch of mint
there, dewberries along the

fence, all of these features

combined to impress the

fact that it is not so much
the size of the farm which
counts at the end of the

season as the proper culti-

vation of the land itself.

Second only to the im-
portance of arranging the

crops so as to minimize labor is the im-

portance of securing the most efficient

labor and getting ma.ximum results. In

many respects, the labor problem is the

most serious one confronting the farmer
today. The unemployed drift in large

numbers to the harvest fields but few
have the adajitability or the experience
to make good farm hands. The task is

to find men who will not merely do but

who will prove efficient workers and will

remain on the farm. Good wages are

paid, varying according to the sections of

the country. But even then the farmers
are not getting the worth of their money.
One of the largest grain growers of the

Northwest, Mr. J. H. McCroskey, who
has 2,000 acres of Palouse Valley land

in wheat, has found this out by experi-

ence. His observations are well worth
hearing:

"System is the secret of success and
of a balance in black ink instead of red,"

says Mr. McCroskey. "It's the little

things saved that make the big amounts
earned. Just for example. When using

a number of binders, it is better to keep

all of them at work together in the same
field, as one man can oversee it all. The
same applies to plowing or other farm
operations. When a binder is stopped

for repairs, even if only for five minutes,

it is better to take it to one side and let

the others go on with their work. It may
be only five minutes' stop for the disabled

ThKSK HAPPV-Cio-LUCKY FLOWING D.WS .\RE NO MoRE.

macliine, but it is a loss of fifty minutes
if the other nine operating are kept wait-

ing. Moreover, the binder which has

been stopped for a few minutes can gen-

erally catch up with the others.

"It is better to have a head binder who
has the best team and the best machine.

This foreman may not be on his own
machine more than half the time. He is

looking after the others, and if any hitch

occurs with some of the other binders,

he changes places until things are work-
ing smoothly again. In the same way a

head shocker will keep a lookout over the

field generally, seeing that the teams of

three men are lined up and work well

together.

"During threshing time, the grower
should watch the work. This applies to

the quarter section farmer as well as to

the bonanza rancher. In this way he can

look after and frequently check wastes in

the field and at the machine and judge
the quality of work. Poor threshing may
reduce the price of grain from one to

two cents a bushel.

"It is of as much importance as any
other thing that the farmer should do
his work at the right time, and hire addi-

tional horses when needed. It costs but
little more to hire than to own, but it

does make a big difference in the crops

if they are not put in. harvested and
cared for at the right time."

Mr. McCroskey is a firm believer in
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Plowing Is Now a Science.

I)aying good wages and keeping tlie same
LTang of men year after year. He is

making a striking success of his wheat
land, which yields him an annual return

of 10.6 per cent on a valuation of

$170,000.

Having arranged his land to the best

advantage, seen that it is fertilized and
cultivated so that the largest possible

crops will result and having harvested
these crops in the most thorough man-
ner, the problem confronting the farmer
is that of marketing. Alone among the

leading workers of the world he has no
permanent, effective organization. He
sells his goods at the prices made by the

buyer. And yet this need not be, although
most of the plans to prevent it have
failed. There is no disputing that the

farmer is not receiving his just share of

the price which the ultimate consumer
pays. This was strikingly illustrated by
Mr. B. F. Yoakum, chairman of the

Frisco railroad .system, in

his address at the 1910
meeting of the Farmers
Union in St. Louis, when
he said : ''The Florida

farmer receives $2.50 for a

bushel of green beans, the

railroad gets fifty cents for

the 800-mile haul to New
York and the consumer
pays $6.40 for this same
bushel of beans. There is

thirty-five per cent for the

grower, eight per cent for

the carrier and fifty-seven

per cent for the dealer. This
is not a fair division. Thirty

cents a dozen was the aver-

age price of eggs in New
York last year, while the

farmers of Arkansas and
Missouri received fifteen

cents. The freight was two
cents a dozen. The men
who receive the eggs at a

freight station in New York
and deliver them to the con-

sumer take fifteen cents a

dozen profit. The rice

farmer of Te.xas, Louisiana

and Arkansas gets two and
one-half cents a pound for

the grain, and the consumer
in New York pays ten cents

a pound for this rice. The freight is

one and one-half cents a pound. If the

rice farmer were paid three and one-

half cents—one cent more than he is now
getting—and the dealer took one cent

])rofit—which is twenty-five per cent

—

the New York consumer would get

twenty pounds of rice for $1, instead of

ten pounds, as now."
On the platform at that conventiim

was a chart showing the division of

profits on a five cent loaf of bread.

According to this chart the wheat grower
receives one and one-half cents out of

each nickel, the baker two cents and the

retail dealer one cent. Now what must
the farmer do to make his receipts more
nearly commensurate with his invest-

ment, his work and his risk? Up to date

the most satisfactory plan has been co-

operation. Yet the absolutely successful

co-operative plan has never yet been

worked out. The reason is found in the
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The Successful Farmer Lives in a Modekn. "City-Looking"
Dwelling.

Such Farm Homes as This Are Comparatively Rare Nowaday'S

frailty of human nature. One of the

most practical addresses delivered before

the St. Louis convention of the Farmers
Union was that of John A. jMiller, presi-

dent of the Missouri State Union, who
narrated his experiences in organizing

the farmers of his community. He stated

that when corn was .selling on the St.

Louis market at fifty-two cents per

bushel, the commission men in his home
town offered but forty-three cents per

bushel. Mr. Miller be'lieved that if the

farmers would co-operate, they could

name their own price and materially

benefit themselves. To this end he

secured the agreement of half a dozen

farmers to withhold from the market

10,000 bushels of corn until the local

commission men paid ap-

pro.ximately the St. Louis
market price. Two days
after this agreement was
entered into, the commis-
sion men raised their offer

from forty-three to fifty

cents per bushel, within two
cents of the St. Louis price,

and Mr. Miller and his

associates accepted the offer

and disposed of their 10,000

bushels at an increase of

$700 for this one instance

of the organization.

Mr. Miller confessed,

however, that his tentative

efforts to better the farmers"

condition and to raise the

price of corn fell flat be-

cause of the farmers with-

drawing from their agree-

ment. It had been decided
to pool their corn again and
15,000 bushels were put
into the pool. Before
a price for the entire

lot could be arranged,

however, several of the

farmers who had agreed to

stand together individually

sold their corn for fifty and
o n e - q u a r t e r cents per

bushel, making an increased

profit of only twenty-five

cents per hundred b\ishels

and disarranging the pool

and violating their agree-

ment. Mr. Miller admitted
that all efforts to organize and co-operate

would fail as this plan failed if the farm-
ers would not resolve to stand by their

contracts and to sink or swim together.

All these things, and more, too, are

necessary if the highest efficiency pos-

sible on the farm is to be achieved. The
farmer who fails to realize that he must
discard the ways of his fathers, study

day and night and adopt every system
and scheme for making every penny,

every stroke and every seed count is

dropping behind in the procession. Alark

Twain once declared that he was the

only farmer in Connecticut who could

make two blades of grass grow where
Over against

nm IS the efficient farmer who is mak-
tliree had grown before.



TEACHING THE LESSON OF OBSERVING SPACE AND SYSTEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF CROPS.
A model larm exhibited at the Missouri state fair.

\ng three blades of grass, three ears of

corn, grow where but one had grown
before. Efficiency is the thing that is

making the farmer the autombile buyer,

modernizing his farm home, sending his

son and daughter to college and increas-

ing his bank account. Men may come
and men mav gc) but the efficient system

will go on forever. David Rankin passed

away, but other men are making fortunes

carrying out his plans. These men are

the prophets of agricultural efficiency

whose works are opening the eyes of the

world, with the result that system is sup-

planting luck and continued prosperity is

taking the place of haphazard livelihood.

Dinner Pail Philosophy

^ He means well— is an obituary.

^ Greed is the mother of credulity.

^ Timidity saves a lot of reputations.

^ Most of what passes for morality is hypocrisy.

^ No really honest man is vain about his honesty.

^ Some friends are a lot harder to stand than prosperity.

^ Nothing else inspires so much confidence as inde-

pendence.

a.f



NEW PICK-UP FOR MAIL POUCHES
By H. M. MERTON

IF

you have ever watched the process

of catching the mail by the present

method at a station in a smaU town
you have probably noticed that the

mail clerk on the train has an irun

hook fastened to the side of the car with

which he grasps tne pouch in passing.

If the hook fails to catch the pouch, as

it often does, the pouch is ground to

pieces beneath the wheels of the train.

A traveling salesman by the name of

Albert Hupp has found a better way.
He was quite incredulous when the gov-
ernment officials told him that improve-

Thi-: Kkckivinc. Arm TAKiNt; the Pouches from
Till-; CUA.NKS.

ment was impossible, and has now dem-
onstrated to their satisfaction that his

mail exchange system is a success.

The following parts comprise the com-
plete .system : Two receiving arms, one
on either side of the mail car attached

to the side of the door through which
the mail is received : a truck for carrying

the mail, operating between the car

doors, so as to deliver its contents on
either side of the track ; three tripping

devices, which start the mechanism as

the train approaches the station and
leaves it : and station cranes provided
with spring clamp arms to hold the

pouches.

.\t the point where the mail is to be

delivered a guard rail twelve inches high

is placed along the track to prevent

pouches, once dropped, being drawn by
suction beneath the wheels of passing

trains.

The mechanism upon the car operates

as follows : A worm gear attached to

the middle of the axle of the mail car

runs a driving shaft which operates a

counter shaft provided with a clutch.

This clutch throws the mechanism into

gear when the car comes into contact

with (ine of the trips located at the track

side. The mechanism makes one revo-

lution and then throws itself out of gear
automatically. The first quarter turn

rings a gong in the car to notify the mail

clerks that the exchange is about to be

made, and opens the car door ; the second

luiarter turn pushes out the delivery

truck until it dum])s the mail and opens

the receiving arm : the third quarter

holds the truck in position, while it dumps,
and the receiving arm in position until

the station cranes are passed and the

mail upon them conducted into the car

;

the fourth quarter jnills the delivery

truck back into the. car, folds the receiv-

ing arms, and closes the door. This com-

pletes the operation and the mechanism
remains out of gear until tripped at an-

other station.

6S4



WINTER CAMP OF THE PIPE BUILDERS. SHOWING TUNNEL ENTRANCE.

THE STRONGEST PIPE
IN THE WORLD

By

GLENN M ARSTON

IF
you ever go to Colorado Springs

to see Pike's Peak, you will notice

a long yellow scar running from top

to bottom of one of the foot hills,

and if you have any curiosity as to

its cause, you will be told that it contains

the strongest steel pipe ever made for the

daily conveyance of water. Further in-

quiry will develop the information that

this pipe contains city water for Colorado
Springs, and that the water is used to light

the city, operate the street railways,

print the newspapers, and perform a

hundred other duties before it is finally

used to quench the thirst of tourists and
common people.

This piece of pipe holds more world's

records than any other pipe in the world,

and is the property of the Pike's Peak
Hydro Electric Company. It shows not

(.inly the great benefits which result from
the development of a water power but

also the dangers which attend such an
undertaking. The history of the under-
taking is a succession of misfortunes
which were overcome only by endless

perseverance and unlimited confidence

in the final success of the enterprise on
tiie part of George W. TafF, organizer
of the company.
The project was conceived in failure

and carried out only after overcoming
uncounted legal and engineering ob-

stacles. The fight made for its existence,

the attempts to invalidate the franchise,

the ludicrous effort on the part of Colo-

rado Springs to force the company to

replace its street lamps with obsolete arcs

because the franchise specified the old

style lamp—these are interesting phases

&S5
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of the company's development, but they

pale into insignificance in comparison
with the endless fight against Nature
which demanded every resource of the

most ingenious engineers of the country.

In the beginning—some eleven or

twelve years ago—there was no thought

of turning the water which tumbled
down the sides of Pike's Peak into

]jower. At that time Colorado Springs
found its water supply—fed from the

melting snows of the mountains—grow-
ing short. The water laws of Colorado
are peculiar and are based on the theory

of "first come, first served." For ex-

ample, the great Roby Ranch, just below
Colorado Springs, has the oldest water
rights in the state, and has a right to its

sixty cubic feet a second before the city

can touch the water.

All the water rights on the east slope

of the mountains were taken up, but on
the west side untold quantities were
going to waste. The city secured rights

for this water, and then was confronted

with the problem of getting it across the

Peak. A tunnel had to be dug through
the Peak, and the contract was let to

George \V. Jackson and associates, of

Chicago.

Then trouble began. Famous the world
over as a tunnel builder, Jackson had

Enginkkrs and Some of the Workmen Who Were Instrumentai
IN Constructing the "Strongest Pipe."

not had his mettle tried as in this job.

No tunnel had ever been built under
such circumstances, and it is not sur-

prising that the contract price failed to

cover the cost of construction. Long
before the tunnel was completed the

money for the purpose was used up.

Jackson could have thrown up his con-

tract, and ended this story right here had
he wished. But he was a man to see

money in impossibilities. It seemed
visionary, it might never amount to any-
thing—the chances were that way, and
he looked down upon a railroad right of

way along the foothills which had never
seen a rail, and never would, on account
of over ambitious dreaming—but he
agreed to complete the tunnel if the city

would give him the right to use the

water which came through the tunnel

for the purpose of generating pow-er.

There was much haggling, and the

council dreamed impossibilities too, but

finally gave Jackson the right for twenty-
five years provided there should be no
pollution or waste of water, the city to

be the sole judge of both. And so the

tunnel was finished.

Starting almost two and a half miles

above sea level, the tunnel burrowed a

mile and a third through solid granite.

There were no roads, so roads—or more
properly trails, for there

was no room for roads

—

were built. The only means
of transportation was by
burro-back. A camp had
to be established on the

mountain top. The work-
men had to be bundled up
in fur lined clothes and ear

muffs, and their labor there-

by delayed. The average
temperature was four de-

grees above zero. Water
dripped from the tunnel

roof and froze on the work-
men's clothes. The alterna-

tion of hard and soft spots

in the granite was to be ex-

pected and the broken drills

and wrecked compressors

which resulted were merely
a ])art of the day's work.

Then Jackson began to

])lan for the big power
project he had in mind.



ONE OF THE CAMPS OF THE PIPE LAYERS.

He went to the hankers. "Show us" was
all they said. He went back to his figur-

ing. Pipe of sufficient strength could

be manufactured, but could it be put up?
The whole .scheme was theoretically pos-

sible, but was it practical? Time went
on, and Jackson g-ot nowhere with his

power scheme. "Let somebody else try

it," said the bankers. And so the fran-

chise was sold to the Pikes Peak Hydro-
Elcctric Com])any, of which George W.
Taff was President and Engineer.

Taf¥ went through, the same heart-

breaking e.xperiences which had been

suffered by Jackson. But he planned his

project to the minutest detail. Pie began
where Jackson stopped. Jackson had
brought the water through the mountain.

(jS7
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Taff's task was to get it

down the mountain—to get

it down harnessed and
ready for work. Between
Jackson's tunnel and Taft's

pipe line were reservoirs

with a capacity of twenty-

three and a half billion

gallons. Taff's problem
was to drop this a straight

half mile and not let it get

away from him at the

bottom.

He started at the top antl

worked down, contrary to

the usual custom of the

successful man. But Taff
came so close to being un-
successful so many times

that his inverted plan of

action may be forgiven. He
devised a method of erect-

ing his pipe line without
roads or trails—by using
the air instead. He put
hand rails and cables where they could

be grasped by workmen who could

not find a footing on the precipitous

mountain side. He showed how a pipe

could be constructed that would not fail

under twice the pressure to be put upon
it, and designed relief valves which
would open at 11,000, 12,000, and 13,000

pounds respectively. He planned a

cushion against which this tremendous
force could beat itself impotently and
inexpensively when it was not needed to

turn his wheels. .After he had done all

this, he went to the bankers again—and

^S^i^^^'^^ f'"^-^ P^'^^

C.^OSS SlCT/0,t ffSJfSj-

Topograph
This tuiiru'l

ic.AL Map of Pike's Peak and the Strickler Tunnel.
odstructi'd for Colorado Springs, is fi.400 foi-t in linwtli. It

was driven Ihrouuli clost-^rrainud jiranitf rock.

got the money. Si.x years after the

franchise was granted, the power was
turned on—one year of labor, five years

of brains.

The principal interest in the plant

of the Pikes Peak Hydro-Electric Com-
pany centers around the high pressure

pipe which conducts the water from the

mountain top to the wheels below. The
water which flows through this pipe was
formerly of no use. Before the con-

struction of the high level tunnel this

water simply ran down the western slope

of Pike's Peak and was of no benefit to

man except the small portion which was
utilized for irrigation. Today it is

bringing an income of thousands of dol-

lars to its promoters besides saving an

TK.'iNSPOKTlNG ENGINEERING Sl'FPI.IES BY BI'KKO UP PIKE'S PE.AK.



PIKE'S PEAK. FROM WHICH COLORADO SPRINGS DRAWS ITS WATER SUPPLY.

even qreater ."^iim to the users of elec-

tricity in Colorado Spring's.

As before stated, the project came into

being through the excessive cost of the

tunnel, but the difficulties of boring the

tunnel were only a beginning. The
water in the pressure pipe has a head
of 2,417 feet at the wheels, giving a pres-

sure of 940 pounds to the square inch.

Some idea of the tremendous force of

this str^m may be gained when it is

borne in mind that the ordinary pressure

in tire hose is around fifty pounds. A
fire hose would easily knock a man down,
but not so a stream from this pipe. It

wouldn't stop for that. It would simply

cut a hole through him. He wouldn't

have time to fall down.
The pipe itself is 4,775 feet long and

21 inches in diameter, giving an effective

diameter of about twenty inches after

making deductions for the retardation

caused by rivet heads. It is constructed

of ^ inch plates of steel, rolled into

tubular form. Each section of pipe was
tested to a pressure of 2.000 pounds to

the inch before it left the factory. The
rivets were driven by a 100 ton hydraulic

press.

One of the greatest difficulties en-

countered in manufacturing the pipe was
that of preventing leaky joints. The
pressure is so great that a pin hole leak

would soon wear avi^ay the edges of the

break and wreck the pipe. It was neces-

sary, therefore, to pack the joints so that

leakage could not occur. It was orig-

inally intended to make the gaskets of

lead, but it was found that the pressure

was too great, the lead pressing out to

a thin film which was of no value what-

ever. After weeks of experimentation

an alloy of lead and tin was found which
served the purpose.

But the factory problems did not end
the company's troubles. The pipe had
to be laid up a rough mountain side so

steep that workmen could not stand on
the slope without holding to something,

while there was no road or other means
of transporting the heavy sections of

pi]K' to their final position. It was first
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necessary to prepare a bed for the pipe,

which was done by smoothing the sur-

face of the mountain side, removing ob-

structing bouklers, and digging trenches

through the more prominent ridges.

An aerial cableway was constructed

along the right of way and section after

section of the pipe carried through the

air to their proper resting places. Not
only were the sections of pipe carried

upon this tramway but also the work-
men themselves. Where the trench for

the pipe was cut through rock it was
imbedded in concrete made from the de-

composed granite taken out of the exca-

vations. Where the pipe is exposed on

the mountain side it is guyed to adjacent

boulders or rock formations.

Scarcely less interesting than the pipe

line is the power house at its foot.

Snuggling in a cleft hewn out of solid

rock stands a little one story building

which looks for all the world like a

garage, save that the entrance is a foot

or two above ground level. Within you
will see three iron shells and hear a roar-

ing and splashing under foot. At one
side there is a switchboard on which the

attendant occasionally pulls some handle

or turns a button. It is the quietest,

most peaceful place imaginable, yet you
are watching the creation of three thou-

sand horsepower every instant you stand

there. Each of the three shapeless

heaps on the floor, which look like auto-

mobile wheels caked solid with mud rep-

resents a thousand horsepower.

The water wheels are of the well-

known Pelton type, which some tourist

said looked like a platter garnished with

oyster shells. The "oyster shells" are

set at right angles to the disc of the

wheel. The water, at 940 pounds pres-

sure, leaps from a nozzle and strikes the

oyster shell with tremendous force,

which is turned into electricity by a di-

rect connected generator. Here again

the builders were confronted with a new
problem, that of contriilling this rush of

water so that the wheels would be kept

constantly at 450 revolutions per minute.

In the old forms of impulse water wheels
the nozzles were provided with needles

which regulated the flow of water.

No such method could be used here,

for if the load on the generator were
suddenly reduced and the flow of water
cut off to equalize the lessened power
demanded, the shock would burst the

pipe line and wreck the whole plant.

It is true, the nozzles are fitted with

needles, but they are so governed that a

nozzle cannot be shut off in less than
twenty-five minutes, this reduction

l)eing so gradual that it has no serious

eft'ect on the ])ipe line.

But it would be impossible to allow

twenty-five minutes to care for the usual

fluctuations in electrical load. The
solution was absurdly simple. The noz-

zles themselves were so made that they

could be moved up and down. If the

load was heavy they were raised so that

the full force of the jet was exerted on
the "oyster shells," or buckets, on the

circumference of the wheel. When the

load lightens the nozzle drops so that

only a part of the jet strikes the buckets,

the remainder passing on unused.

And then came the problem of stop-

jjing, or "baffling" the gigantic force of

the jets. Ordinary masonry or iron

would wear out in almost no time. The
jets discharge, therefore, into a tank
where they strike a water cushion of

over forty feet before reaching the spe-

cially designed baffles on which their

energy is finally expended. The baf-

fles are made of cast iron, having a

.sharp edge which splits the jet and
curves each half around so that its final

energy is expended on the water in the

tank again. Even with the resistance

l)rovided by the forty feet of water the

baffles wear out frequently and have to

be replaced. The jets plow great fur-

rows in the surface of the water which
gradually grow deeper until they col-

la]ise and a new furrow is started. This
cycle goes on continuously.

D C D D
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A MOUNTAIN TOP SMASHKO TO FRAGMENTS BY MANV STROKES OF LIGHTNING,

WATCHING FOR MOUNTAIN FIRES
By

ROBERT FRANKLIN

IN
the vast forest reserves of Montana

and Other parts of the Rocky Moun-
tains, the most important (hity of

the Ranger is to watch for fires. Not
very far from his cabin—where, very

hkely, he has a wife and children, with

a stream close by to furnish water—there

is a lofty eyrie, from which he is able to

survey the country in all directions for

hundreds of miles.

In that region fierce thunderstorms
are frequent. They sweep over the

mountains with great fuss and fury, dis-

charging volleys of thunderbolts, which
often set the woods in a flame. In fact,

it is in this way that a great majority of

the forest fires are started. Major Fenn.

Supervisor of the Clearwater National

Reserve, in eastern Idaho, while cam])ing

on a trail not many months ago. got up
one morning after a storm, and saw five

fires in as many dilferent directions,

which had been set by lightning. He
escaped with his life only by riding as

he says he never rode before, nor expects

to ride again.

It is a very dry country, and the woods
are like so much tinder, which a spark

may ignite. The Ranger, from his post

of outlook, on the top of a mountain
that may be two miles high, locates the

fires with the help of a field-glass, and
"plots" them on a sketch chart of the

surrounding region. Then, descending
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Thi: RanGKK on (iuARD.

to his calain, or to some other station of

coninuiiiication, lie telephones to other

guards of the forest—it may be over <Hs-

tances of fifty miles or more—and gives

them warning of what he has observed.

Of course, they likewise have been on
the watch, and by such means the -entire

forest is covered by a complete fire alarm
system.

The nerves of this intelligence system
are the tele]ihone wires which run in all

directions through the forest—instru-

ments, simply attached to trees, being so

distributed that a Ranger can always ])ut

himself at brief notice in communication
with other guards, to give information

or to call for help. It is a matter of no
little difficult}' to keep the service always
in first-rate running order, because fall-

ing trees, blown down by storms, arc

liable at any time to dis-

lodge or break the wires.

When a fire has been
located, the first thing
requisite is to get as many
men as possible to the spot,

to fight it. P)Ut they must
have food and other sup-
plies, of course, which have
to be fetched long distances
over difficult trails. For-
merly this was a very ardu-
ous matter, involving long
delays, because a week
might easily be consumed
in transporting the provi-
sions, etc., from the nearest
source of supply to the

scene of active operations
;

an<l meanwhile the fire

burns on. The obstacle has
been overcome to a great
extent, however, by estab-
lishing, in various parts of

the forest, depots, which
are drawn upon in any
emergency.

The method adopted in

fighting a fire is usually not
to attack it from the front,

Init to go at it from both
ends, gradually narrowing
in this way the width of its

path until finally it is extin-

guished. For this purpose
tile most effective tool em-

ployed is the spade, by the help of which
the flames, running through dry leaves

and underbrush, are smothered to death.

Sometimes the burning trees are felled.

In a serious case, when practicable,

resort is had to the expedient of "back-
firing"—that is to say, starting a fire to

burning in the direction of the conflagra-

tion that is already raging, and thus

clearing a strip over which the flames

are unable to pass. Rut it happens occa-

sionally, when the thing is unskillfully

done, that back-fires themselves spread

with <lisastrous cnnsec|uences.

The Forest Ranger who knows his

business is a man of many aptitudes. He
must be, to begin wath, an experienced

mountaineer and woodsman. It is a part

of his work to control all grazing on the

reservation, and so it is necessary that
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he shall he well acquainted

with cattle and sheep, and
also with forage plants. He
must understand lumbering,

and must be able to recog-

nize the different species of

trees. No tree is allowe<l

to be cut until, with his axe,

he has put his brand on it,

below the point at which it

is to be separated from the

stump. The Umiber buyer
who, by accident or other-

wise, cuts a tree that does
not bear this brand, is

obliged to pay double price

for 'it.

Immense quantities of

lumber are sold annually

from the national forests.

Thus, for instance, a com-
pany may obtain permission

to cut 50.000.000 board
feet on one of the reserves.

It is necessary that the cut-

ting shall be done in such a

way as to do no permanent
harm to the forest. So many trees must
be left for seed ; young trees must not

be touched ; and enough large trees must
be left to protect the smaller ones against

destruction by wind. These and other

matters must be considered by the

Ranger when he marks the trees, and
upon his skill and carefulness in this

work depends the future of the forest

—

that is to say, the prospect of its repro-

ducing and replacing what has been cut.

The forest trails were originally game
trails. Naturally, these followed the

•ZTZTZri'

Thk Kanger Keeps in Touch with Headquarters hy Means i

THE Forest 'Ihlephone.

lines of least resistance, avoiding the

more inaccessible places, and the Indians
of earlier days used them in lieu of

roads, traveling in single file. They are

still utilized for the same purpose by the

guards of the forest—commonly running
along the tops of mountains. lUit it is

a part of the business of the Ranger to

make other and better trails, in order
that all parts of the forest may be easily

reached, and in this laborious duty he is

often obliged to employ the services of

that formidable agent dvnamite.
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NEW AID TO SAVE THE DYING
By

M. H. HUNGER

F
^DR the resuscitation of persons

overcome by the inhalation of

gases, drowning, or electric

shock a device called the pul-

motor, which enforces the act

of breathing, has recently been invented.

A cylinder containing oxygen under a

pressure of 125 atmospheres, a blowing
and suction valve actuated by two accor-

dion bellows, and a face mask, connected
with the valve by rubber tubes, compose
the apparatus.

When the mask is made air-tight tin

the face, and the oxygen turned on the

apparatus works automatically. Oxygen
is forced into the lungs until a pressure

of four inches, water gauge, is reached,

which pressure is in connection with one
of the accordion bellows, and, owing to

its elongation, the pressure valve is

turned and the oxygen in the lungs

released. The suction valve immediately
exhausts the lungs until a vacuum of four

inches of water gauge is reached. This

action elongates the second accordion

bellows changing the position of the

valve and allowing the o.wgen again to

be forced into the lungs. A lever is also

provided to carry on this o])eration inde-

pendently of the automatic device.

In the api)lication of the pulmotor, the

patient is placed upon his back and as

the tongue naturally falls and with the

soft i^alate closing the back of the throat

it is necessary to grasp and hold the

tongue forward with a pair of forceps in

order to raise the soft -palate and open
the larynx.

As soon as the patient has sufficiently

recovered to carry on breathing naturally

an inhalation device is substituted for the

mask and pulmotor. This contains about

two liters of oxygen and is operated by

hand.

The suction valve is so arranged that

it indicates whether inhalation or exhala-

tion is taking place, and a rubber bag

may be attached which is filled or

cm]itied according as the patient is in-

haling or exhaling.

This apparatus is being used in con-

nection with the mine rescue cars re-

cently ])iaced in service 1)\' the b'ederal

ijiivernment.
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DETAILS OF A HEART STATION. SHOWING GALVANOMETER
ELECTROCARDIAGRAMS.

AM) AHI'ARATL'S FOR MAKING

FINDING DISEASES BY TELEPHONE
By

HENRY HALE

OUR hearts are the most vital

portions of our bodies

—

that is why any suspicion

that this organ is aihng
causes more alarm than

trouble with any other organ. Disease
of the heart has so often caused death
that this is why we fear any quickening
or weakening of the pulse which is

caused by the heart action literally pump-
ing the blood through the tiny canals in

the body called the arteries.

The physician examines the heart of a

patient more often and more carefully

than any other part of the body because

he wants to make sure if it is healthy or

diseased. Usuallv he makes his "diag-

nosis." as it is called in medical terms,

by holding his ear closely to the part of

the chest over the heart and listening to

the heart action while he feels it. An
instrument called a stethoscope is also

used. It has an opening somewhat like

a mouth piece of the telephone which is

placed firmly upon the chest. From the

upper end or neck of the mouthpiece

extend two insulated rubber tubes which

the doctor pushes into his ears. In this

way he can get a better idea of heart

condition as the movements are noted

more plainly than by the ear unaided.

But an invention has at last been per-

fected by which the ear is no longer

needed. This mechanism is so wonder-

0.5
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Detailed \'ie\\" of the (jAlvanometrr.
In the center space is suspended the dehcate string or wire which oscil-

lates by means of the current from tlie body. Projecting from the sal-

vanoraeter is a powerful lens which transmits tht

to the camera film, which revolves in a box to th<

photograph.

vibrations of the strinK
rifjht—not sliown in the

Ilia}'

of a

fully accurate that a physician

clearly hear the heart pulsations

patient though he may be in the hospital

ward or in a sick room a mile away.

These "heart stations" are now in opera-

tion in two cities of the United States

—

New York and Baltimore. The instru-

ments at Johns Hopkins Hospital in

Baltimore are of the very latest design

and differ in several features from the

New York installation. Such thorough
tests have been made of the.se "heart

stations" that it is believed they will

revolutionize the ordinary methods of

examining patients to learn the condition

of the heart. The system is far more
thorough and gives extremely accurate

results as compared with the tests of the

human ear unaided or aided only by

the instrument in common
n>e—the stethoscope.

The perfection of the
"heart station" is clearly

shown by the methods em-
jjloyed. The electric cur-

rent—animal as well as

artificial—comes into use in

diagnosing and determining
diseases in unseen organs
and especially the heart.

Credit should be given Ein-
thoven, the noted Dutch
physiologist who in 1903 at

his Leyden laboratory de-

vised the "string" galva-

nometer which is the most
notable of the instruments
installed, in the latest type
of this instrument that has
been placed in the Balti-

more station. In most gal-

vanometers the magnet is

the movable part and the

current to be measured
passes through the station-

ary coils. In Einthoven's

instrument an opposite ar-

rangement has been made

;

the magnet is stationary

and the current swings
through a tiny thread or

string— really fine wire.

This movable conductor of

the current is so minute
that it is only 1/1250 of an
inch in thickness. Two
kinds of threads are used

—

either one of quartz, strange to say,

coated with silver to make it conductive,

or one of platinum. Through his micro-
.scopic lens the physician can actually see

with the naked eye the oscillations which
the thread receives from the heart of the

patient actuated by the electric current

generated in the human body. The
rapidity of the string or thread move-
ments and their extent as well as regu-

larity or irregularity reveal the muscular
action of the heart, although the patient

as stated may be in a distant room.
Such is merely one of many scien-

tific achievements of the heart station.

But the manner in which pidsations are

verified and recorded is as remarkable.

When the string is oscillating to the cur-

rents of the human heart, only the larger



View of Apparatus of Heart Sta-
tion—on THE Rear Table.

oscillations are discernable

to the naked eye even in

the magnified projected

image. In order to make
ont the smaller movements
and to obtain permanent
records, the photographic
camera is used, making a

moving picture. The magnified image
of the string is jjrojected by means of a

powerful electric light u]ion a slit in a
dark box which contains a moving photo-
graphic film. The slit opens and shuts

when required by electric signal, and the

movement of the film can be begun or

stopped at will. Ordinarily a film half

the length of an ordinary kodak film will

suffice for one observation, but a record-

ing apparatus which will permit a photo-

graph 250 feet in length to be taken

without intermission, may be installed.

Smaller portions of this long film may
be used and clipped off for development

if desired. On this film is actually a

picture of the movement by a line that

extends across it in a zigzag direction.

It is like the series of the letter "M"
made in angular form. This means that

by the galvanometer and its auxiliaries,

the heart conditions can be investigated

in three different ways—by the eye, the

ear, by the moving camera film, which
makes an exact image of the motions, yet

as stated the patient may be at a distance.

In the examinations thus made the elec-

tricity in the body of a patient actually

three miles away has revealed his condi-

tion to the physicians. These pictures

are called by the scientist

'"electrocardiagrams."

In operation, the con-

nection of the patient with

the heart station is natur-

ally of much importance so

that the current he gener-

ates from the heart move-
ment may be transmitted

without loss if possible.

The patient places left arm,
left foot and right arm in

three electrodes, which con-

sist of zinc pans filled with

How THE Patie.\t Is Connected with the Heart Station. normal salt solution eight

01
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^'

-v"^ ^''^ ^'^N^x^V^V
Diagram Showing Disease of the Ventkkle uf

THE Heart.

kl^^A^.A^/^A^A^yi

Curve with the Patient at Rest

Heart Pulsations of a Patient Suffering from
Tachycardia.

Elkctrocardiagram Taken of a Patient During
an Attack of Dyspnoea—Difficulty

IN Breathing.

grams to liter. From each of these,

wires are conducted to three switches,

by means of which any two of the elec-

trodes can be connected to the main cir-

cuit. They are connected with a wire

which is attached to the station galva-

nometer.

As to the distance that heart observa-

tions may be taken, at the present time

it can be calculated but such is the deli-

cacy of the apjjaratus that eventually a

patient twentv miles or more away ma\'

thus be e.xamined by the physician. This

is not considered impossible by the

experts. Here is where more advantages
of the system are to be noted. Many
patients are too ill to be removed from a

liospital ward to the heart station Again
in many instances apparatus can be set

up in a physiological laboratory when
one is not available in a hospital in the

same town. To meet these requirements

wires may be laid connecting various

wards of the hospital with the heart

station which is situated either in the

hos]iital itself or in a physiological lab-

oratory in the same town. Einthoven

laid wires between the Leyden Hospital

and his laboratory, a distance of one and

a half miles, and took tracings in his

laboratory from patients in the hospital

wards. The main difficulty lies in the

prevention of induced currents en route,

but that such telecardiagrams—lieart

])ulsation pictures—are feasible has been

fullv demonstrated.

What this instrumental investigation

signifies in not only discovering disease

but in determining the nature of the dis-

ease, is of the utmost importance as an

aid to the medical profession. While the

galvanometer, the photographic recorder

and the auxiliary instruments in this

country have given much information in

connection with animals as well as

human beings, the work in Germany has

been far more extensive since more sta-

tions have been established. But the

film, in America, has revealed the exist-

ence of such diseases as neurasthenia,

tachycardia, hemorrhage, poisoning by

such compounds as digital, strophantine,

even the toxin which is a symptom of

diphtheria. These are merely some of

the causes which affect the heart current,

each producing a different movement
depicted on the film, has given a visible

proof of disease, possibly unknown be-

fore. By filing the electrocardiagrams

made of each patient also of animals

which have been utilized for experiment,

as comparison of the shapes of the zigzag-

lines or waves produced by the heart

electric current has resulted in the dis-

covery made that certain diseases pro-

duce certain heart pulsations. Thus a

new way of locating and correctly defin-

ing physical ailment is opened by these

mechanical recorders of the human
body.



TWELNE .\CKEt^ PEK DAY HARVESTED AT A COST OF LESS THAN ONE DOLLAR AN ACRE.

THE NEW IDAHO HARVESTER
By

J. W. LIEU ALLEN

WHEN it is remembered
that there are inillions of

acres of grain harvested

each year throughout the

world' and that it costs

from four to six dollars an acre to har-

vest it with binders, headers and thresh-

ers, it is at once apparent what an enor-

mous saving there would be to the grain

growing countries of the world, if this

cost was reduced to less than one dollar

an acre.

Out in Idaho a new machine has been
invented for which is claimed the power
to accomplish this wonderful revolution.

It is neither a binder nor a header, nor
a combination of header and threshing
machine, but it is distinctly a new har-

vester, invented and built on principles

which have not heretofore been applied,

but which are now protected by patents.

The inventors. Cornelius Quesnell. a

blacksmith, and Andrew M. Anderson,
a wagon maker of AIoscow, Idaho,

within the past five years have perfected

eleven distinct inventions which are com-
bined in the construction of this wonder-
ful machine called the "Idaho Har-
vester." the patents for which are owned
by the manufacturing company.

This machine enables a farmer to take

si.x horses and his sixteen-year-old son

into his field and with one operation cut.

thresh and sack his grain, with no more
expense than it has ordinarily cost here-

tofore for binder twine, under the old

methods of harvesting.

The inventors had the same experience

099



THE NEW HARVESTER AT WORK ON A HILLSIDE.
OriL- ol thi- wonders of this machinu is that it doos as perfect worlc on slanting as on level around.

that many other inventors of great iin-

provenients liave had to interest people.

When their resources became exhausted

in building models for experiiuental

work, they interested Gainford P. Mix, a

young farmer who had just graduated

from the University of Idaho and who
is the present manager of the manufac-
turing company. State Senator Jerome

J. Day, a millionaire and one of the own-
ers of the famous Hercules mine in the

Coeur d'Alenes of Idaho and who owns
extensive tracts of wheat lands in the

Palouse country, also devoted much time

and money to the perfecting of the Idaho

Harvester.

Last year twenty-five machines were
used all season and were distributed

throughout Idaho, Oregon and Wash-
ington, for testing under most trying

conditions, with the result that the most

skeptical experts pronounced them to be

a success in every way.

The Agriculture College Department

of the University of Idaho gave the

"Idaho Harvester" a trvout last fall for

not only threshing wheat, oats and barley

but also for threshing field peas and
beans and pronounced it a success.

The scarcity and high price of labor

at harvest time has always been a serious

matter in the great grain producing sec-

tions of the West. Much of the trouble

about help in harvest time and the enor-

mous expense of threshing crews, twine

bills, threshing bills, and the worry over

many other expensive things are done
away with by the use of the new ma-
chine.

The farmer will be as independent in

harvest time as at any other period

because he can reap what he sows with

no increase of his usual force, saving, on

an average, four dollars an acre in the

cost of harvesting.

A farmer who has six head of horses

with which to do his plowing, seeding

and other farm work, can afterwards put

his grain in the sack with the same help,

and no more, unless perhaps an extra

boy to sew the sacks as they are filled.

One man and a boy can go into the field

w
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witli an "Idaho" and cut.

thresh and sack twelve to

sixteen acres per day.

Numerous . farmers who
used an "Idaho"' for the

season 1910, say they saved

the cost of a machine in the

harvesting of two hundred
and fifty acres of wheat,
figuring- forty bushels to

the acre. Besides this they
claim to have saved from
two to four bushels more
grain per acre than it has
been possible for them to

save by the methods com-
monly employed.

It will be observed also

that, in a cost of from
seventy-five cents to one dollar per acre

to put grain in the sack with an "Idaho."
are figured good harvest wa,ges for man,
boy and six head of horses ; otherwise

all expense would be for oil and occa-

sional repairs.

The aggregate of the possible saving.

at an average of $5 per acre each year

throughout the grain growing countries

of the world, will amount to many mil-

lions of dollars.

The machine in action weighs 3,200

pounds and is constructed almost entirely

of steel and iron castings with ball and
roller bearings throughout.

The most important of the eleven pat-

ented devices, essential to the "Idaho"
are : the "bull-wheel," the cylinder and
concave, the corrugated teeth, the corru-

FKt:)Nr \'iF.\v OF the New Harvester.
The reel, sickle, sicklc-drive. bull wheel, the elevator which carries the

grain to the re-cleaner over the bull wheel, and the sack-sewer's platform
to the riyht of the bull wheel and discharge pipes are shown.

gated device preventing grain settling to

one side of separator on hill sides, the

automatic leveling device of the sickle

bar and reel and the sickle drive. The
bull-wheel is stoutly built of angle iron

with open face, about five feet and ten

inches in diameter and 18 inches across

the face. It has iron rod spokes bolted

into a heavy cast hub, on which is also

bolted a large sprocket wheel, the chain
on which operates the entire machinery
for cutting and cleaning the grain. The
outer rim of the bull-wheel has the angle
turned outward so as to cut into the

ground and prevent slipping on hill-

sides. The climbing bars of angle iron

are bolted across the face of the wheel
from rim to rim about ten inches apart.

These cut into the ground and prevent

l9
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The Open "Bull Wheel" of the Harvester.

slipping but do not injure the ground
by packing as some other heavy soHd

surface wheels do.

The cylinder and concave are the full

length of the sickle bar—a feature never

before patented. The cylinder is about

nine inches in diameter, because of the

corrugated teeth, with which it is

studded. It does good threshing at si.x

hundred revolutions and when run at

twelve hundred does not crack the grain,

making it more desirable for milling pur-

poses as the flour is whiter.

The corrugated teeth are considered

indispensable because they enable thresh-

ing to be successfully done whether the

cylinder is geared to a high or low speed,

so that the operation of the entire ma-
chine produces the same result at all

times. These teeth in the cylinder have

four corrugations on each side, giving

somewhat the appearance of a wash-

board, except that the corrugations are

deeper than in the humble household

device. There are three corrugations

on each tooth in the concave.

The grain pan and sieve are each cor-

rugated like a washboard which prevents

the grain from going to the lower side

when operating on steep hillsides. The
rattle-rake drags down over the pan and
delivers the grain equally on the sieve.

The sieve being also corrugated the

grain is carried straight back, there being

no chance for it to flush sidewise. The
machine does excellent work on one-

fourth pitch.

The sickle bar is always level, due to

a patent device which operates autoniat-

icall}' when the same is raised or lowered

according to the height of the grain

being cut. This is done with one move-
ment of a lever by the driver without

stopping the machine. The reel at all

times is kept in its same relative position

with the sickle bar. whether cutting high

or low grain. Every head of grain too

short to be bound with ordinary binders

is saved by the "Idaho," even if the cut-

ting apparatus has to be tipped down to

the ground. The sickle bar remains

level and no grain can drop off in front

after being cut.

The sickle drive device is a walking-

beam operated from an off center

sprocket-wheel. It is so arranged that

there is produced a steady pull both

View oe the W.^lking Be.a.m Sickle-Drive— in Low-
er Left-H.and Corner.
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'J'hc huildines arc of concrete, stone and jflass.

MAMEACTL'RED.

ways on the sickle A Iiall-and-socket

connection of the walking-beam and the

driving-shaft operates to let the sickle

bar be raised or lowered automatically.

This machine has a seven foot sickle.

a seven foot cylinder and concave, a

seven foot rattle-rake and a seven foot

sieve. This being the width of the har-

vester. From sickle to cylinder is four

feet six inches ; from cylinder to rear

of rattle-rake is also four feet and six

inches. There are twelve and one-fourth
square feet of sieve in the separator.

The grain is then carried up to the re-

cleaner where it passes through two
sieves twenty by tw-enty-four inches

each, making six and two-thirds square
feet more of sieve, which gives a total

of eighteen and eleven-twelfths square
feet of sieve surface in the machine.

The discharge pipe from which the grain

runs into the sack hangs on the platform

beside the separator where the sack-

sewer sits. When one sack is filled the

spout is automatically moved to another
sack which fills while the first one is

being sewed and rolled oft the platform

where it is out of the wav of the ma-
chine.

Engineers have figured out that, with
one revolution of the cylinder in the
"Idaho," there are eight times as many
threshing surfaces as in one revolution
of the spiked tooth cylinder in an ordi-

nary threshing machine and hence suc-

cessful threshing at lower speed. The
narrow surfaces of the corrugated teeth

secure more efifective threshing without
the necessity of cracking grains as the

flat sides of an ordinary spike tooth.

As the grain is cut it falls back onto
the draper and is carried back to the
cylinder just as evenly as it grows upon
the ground. The cylinder being the same
length as the sickle, the threshing is ac-

complished with but slight additional

power over what it takes to operate the
machine without the grain passing
through it. A very different rule ob-
tains in other styles of machines where
large quantities of grain and straw must
be fed through short cylinders which
have to be keyed to high speed to sepa-

rate the grain from the straw.

ws



LOWERING A CONCRETE GIRDER.
A slip in work of this sort may precipitatf the tin-at wi-jjrht upon pi-di-strians in tin- stn-r-t below.

WRECKING A MODERN BUILDING
By

JOSEPH A. MASSAL

UN A B L E to withstand the

merciless blows of irresist-

ible pneumatic hammers and
il rills and powerfully wielded

sledges, the old home of The
Maltinuire News, a modern fireproof

structure, built entirely of steel and con-

crete, recently crumbled and was demol-
ished. (Jut of the ruins will rise a fine

ciffice building twenty stories high.

The destruction of the old home of

The News was of great significance to

the engineering and architectural world,

because of its being the first building of

concrete and steel to be torn down since

the present-day methods of construction

104

were adopted. Experts have watched
closely the wrecking process, antl obser-

vations were taken constantly upon the

progress of the work.
The solid concrete parts, reinforced

with steel and structural iron were cut

by pneumatic drills as easily as though
they were made of papier mache, and
derricks lifted the huge crumbled and
twisted ])ortions of iron and concrete and
lowered them to wagons which rapidly

hauled them away to the scrapheap. For
several weeks during the demolition of

The News' old home thousands of inter-

ested spectators lined tlu' sidewalks on

News Square, and so congested the
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streets that time and again all traffic had
'to be abandoned. They gathered there

to watch the wreckers—veritable dare-

devils—and marvel at the ingenuity dis-

played in rendering into junk what ap-

peared to be an invulnerable structure.

And, had ordinary methods been em-
ployed to destroy it, it would have been

invulnerable, for the walls, columns and
girders were as if carved from solid rock.

The whole mass was filled, too, with

great sinews of steel—heavy rods

linked by apparently inseparable bonds.

E.xperts as well as novices who learned

that the structure was to be destroyed

scouted the idea that it would be leveled

to the ground within weeks.

The pneumatic drill and the blowpipe

were called into service, and it was these

that triumphed over the intermingled

concrete and steel, and attracted the at-

tention and wonder of the big crowds
that gathered in the streets below and
gazed up at the workers as they steadily

mastered the tough old building.

The contract allowed ninety days for

the work but after sixty days' work the

big job was completed. Between seventy-

five and one hundred men were engaged
in tearing down the structure. Every
day it was jjossible for greater speed to

be made, although the beams and sup-

ports of the lower floors were heavier

than those near the top. Closer to the

ground the men relaxed the rigid pre-

cautions necessary near the top, where
the slip of a rope or a misstep would
have meant death or serious injury.

Although everyone in the building trade

recognizes that wrecking work is much
more hazardous than even the highest

kind of building construction, the work
progressed without a single accident.

The new building is actually growing
up under the wreck of the old. As a

matter of fact the most interesting part

of the work was the construction of the

new building's foundation piers under
the old building's foundation grill, which
was partly removed by dynamite blasts.

CUTTING A GIRDER IN TWO WITH A BLOW PIPE.

The workman has a most limited space for footing.
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Sk^:leton of the Olti Nkws Building. Baltimore.
This photo was taken ton days after tho work o( domo-

lition was boguM. Tho roinforcud yirdc-rs. uprights and
noors can bo cloarly seen.

The new foundations will be distinct

from tho.se of the old building and will

go much deeper. Tons and tons of steel

and concrete base were blasted out.

Many men worked all day long prepar-
ing for the blasting, which was done
between five and seven o'clock in the
morning, and between the same hours in

the evening. The old building extended
two floors underground, with fountla-

tions going down still further. The low-
est sub-basement of the new building
will be thirty-six feet below, the super-
structure twenty stories above, the street.

Many things were going on at once
above ground. Every now and then a
huge 2,000-pound pile driver was lifted

six feet by the derrick and by means of
a "snare"' in the cable was dropped, with
a sound like the crack of doom, on the

concrete floors. When it struck it gave
the whole building a jolt and made more
noise than the dynamite. It was lifted

again and again, smashing the crust of
the floor at every drop.

A grating of iron reinforcing bars
held together the floors that were broken
up by the pile driver. Men then got at

them with hammers and chisels and

smashed the concrete through, leaving
only the iron grating. Other methods
were used in dealing with the heavy rein-
forced upright supports and horizontal
beams. These were marked off into
sections as big as the wagons could carry,
and cut up.

A compressed air drill battered away
the concrete, leaving the beams to rest

on the iron reinforcing bars. Two elec-

tric air compressors were kept at work
all the time supplying the air-power for
these drills. After the concrete had been
drilled away, men with "fire machines"
got to work on the iron bars. To do this

there was brought into operation the
blowpipe, a highly developed form of the
sometimes crude aflfair of the same name
that youths become acquainted with in

the high school laboratories. The wreck-
ers' type of the blowpipe consists of a
rather ordinary looking ])ipc connected
by tubes with tanks of coal gas and
oxygen. The gas is constantly flowing
from the mouth of the pipe, and, being
ignited, the flame, fanned by a high
pressure of air, generates an intense heat.

First a part of the iron bar is heated
with the coal-gas blast, and then, when
the rod reaches the red heat stage the
operator presses a button and, presto!

there pours through the pipe and again.st

the heated steel a strong current of
oxygen. The effect of oxygen upon red-

hot metal is to instantaneously burn it,

and in almost the twinkling of an eye
the stubborn metallic rod that would
have defied almost any other means of
destruction is worn clear through.

Two huge derricks were at work all

the time, one in the corridor of the new
building and one in the basement of the

old building. The engineer never sees

the movements of the derricks. All com-
munication with him is by means of bells

of two tones and by five different rings

on each bell. In other words, he can be

told several different things—start, stop,

faster, slower, a little faster, a little

slower, on each bell. These derricks

have lifted as much as twenty-five tons.

It is tremendously important to place a

burden of this magnitude in the right

place. Mixing signals might land twenty-

five tons in the bed of a street with force

enough to grind uj) the car tracks or

anything else that might be hit.
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SECTIONAL \IK\V OK THK NEW GRAND CENTRAL TERMINAL STATION. NEW YORK CITV.

STATION WITHOUT STAIRWAYS
By

RICHARD H. MORRISON

IN
buildingf its new terminal station,

which is to be the largest in the

world, the New York Central Rail-

road is spending millions of dollars

to save minutes of time for travelers

moving to and from its trains. It is to

be a station without stairways—the first

building of its kind ever erected. In

place of stairways there will be "ramps"
—broad, gently sloping ways along
which the rivers of human traffic will

flow quickly and safely. These ramps
were decided upon after moi;ths of study

and the most severely practical tests, in

which scores of experimental inclines

were built and torn down, and in which
all sorts of people, fat and lean, tall and
short, old and young, all carrying a

maximum of hand baggage, participated.

The reports gathered from these experi-

ments showed that a grade of eight feet

in every hundred was scarcely noticeable.

Whenever possible the grades are to be

only three or four feet. When the new
station is completed a passenger can get

off a train at the lowest level and reach

the street without mounting a single

step.

The new terminal will have four levels

where the old one had one. The gallery

(in the grade of Forty-second Street will

be the top level. The next will be a

concourse, which is on the level of the

forty-two tracks that will handle the

through trains. This will connect with

the subway lines. On the third level will

be the twenty-five tracks for the sub-

urban trains, and underneath these will

be subways for handling the inbound
and outbound baggage. The terminal,

which is to cover seventy acres, will be

able to take care of 70,000 people in an
hour, and will have a capacity of 1,150

cars. If necessary, as many as 200 trains

707
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an hour, all handled hy electricity, can be

sent out. The station building proper

will be 600 feet on the street level, 300
feet wide and 105 feet high. Below the

street level it will be 745 feet long, 480
feet wide and 45 feet deep.

The station will possess many other

novel features never before incorporated

in a building of this kind. For instance,

there will be a great many small rooms,

to be rented for a nominal sum, in which

a man can change his clothes without

hiring a room in a hotel. For women the

same facilities are to be offered. Pas-

sengers will never need to go to the

baggage rooms. When a person buys

his ticket he passes on to the ne.xt

counter, from which check and tickets

are sent by pneumatic tube to the bag-

gage room and returned, after checking,

by the same means. Anotlier innovation

will be the "kissing gallery," a balcony

in the incoming station, specially ar-

ranged for people who come to meet
friends or relatives. It will have a suffi-

cient elevation to give a jierfect view of

the doors through which travelers arrive.

There are to be separate waiting rooms,

ticket offices, entrances and exits for sub-

urban and long-distance passengers so

that they need never see each other or

mix in coming and going. When trains

come in and discharge their passengers,

they will not back out, as they do now,
but after being emptied will continue on
around a loop and run over to the yards
at one side below the street level, where
they will be made ready for another trip.

Thus all of the main tracks will be given

over entirely to incoming and outgoing
trains filled with passengers.

Instead of a single structure this new
gateway to New York will be a group
of magnificent builrlings, for it is pro-

posed to improve all of the space now
occupied by the road's open yards. The
cost of these improvements will approx-
imate $180,000,000. All the machinery
of the terminal, the signals, tracks and
hundreds of trains, will never be seen

from the streets. Perhaps the most won-
derful thing about all this is that this

work is being carried on without stop-

ping or delaying for a moment the move-
ment of nearly 2,000,000 passengers a

montli.

Ode to the Fly

Most injurious typhoid fly.

Drink with you no more will I.

When you settle on my cup,

I perchance bacteria sup;

After what I've seen today.

I would have you chased away.

I dislike those feet of thine.

What they've touched I shall decline.

Carrier of germ and spore.

Get thee hence ! Return no more

!

Spreader of disease, begone

!

Kindly leave my food alone.



SHIP GAME FOR HOME PLAY
By

P. J. PRESTON

DECK BILLIARDS" is a

game that has been pecuhar
ti) ocean travel, but it may
be made a diversion on land

also.

The game can be played by two or
more persons and is very simple to learn.

The players take their stand at either

end of a course, which can be the length

of any space that is suitable for the pur-
pose. At sea the available deck space
usually settles the question of the length

of the course.

The "court," at either end, is marked
in squares, the squares being numbered
from one to ten, with four spaces for

ciphers. The game is played with flat

wooden disks and the "cues" are used to

push these disks along the course, the

object being to place them on the high-
est numbers, carefully avoiding the

spaces marked with the ciphers. If one
player has left his disk snugly ensconced
on a high number the opposing player

who follows him tries so to shoot as to

knock the preceding player's disk from

COUNTING THE SCORE.
Thu outconn- of the Kamc is computed from tlie figures on whicli tlie disks rest.

W
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"Shooting" a Djsk in a Home Game of Deck Bili.iakds.

the space, at the same time doing it so

skillfully as to leave his own disk in its

place.

It will be found very easy to make the

entire outfit for this game and the

course can be marked out on any level

place, a side path of the house, provided

the path is paved, or a room that is

long enough to give room for a satis-

factory shot. The wooden disks, two
for each player, can be made from the

lumber of a soap box, or can be cut from
any piece of wood that is smooth and
firm enough to serve the purpose. It

should not be too light or it will not

"carry" when shot down the course, and
the disks must be of about the same size

and weight to make the contest fair to

all the players. If no better tools are

available the disks can be fashioned by

drawing a circle with a pair of com-

passes and cutting out the

circle with' a small saw.
After it has been cut to

shape, the disk should be
sandpapered perfectly

smooth on both sides so

that it will slide easily and
any rough edges left by the

saw should be smoothed
out by the same means, so

that on sides and edge the

disk is quite smooth to the

tiiuch.

When the disks are fin-

ished the "cues" must be

fashioned. They are made
in various ways. The han-

dle is a long pole which is

taken in both hands, or in

one, as the player prefers,

and used to shoot the

wooden disk along the

course.

It is easy to make a set

of "cues." The handles

can be fashioned from old

brooms, and if the forked

ends are too complicated a piece of car-

pentry for the novice the forks can be

omitted altogether and the wooden block

that engages the disk when making a

shot can be fastened to the handle by

boring a hole and fitting the two to-

gether, as the handle of a hammer is

fastened to the head.

It will probably be found just as much
trouble to do this, however, as to make
a forked end to the broom handle by nail-

ing two pieces of wood to the end and

fastening the wooden block between the

forked ends. It can be seen from the

l_ihotographs what a very simple matter

the outfit is.

There is a deal of exercise in this

game, the bending and shoulder move-
ments necessary to the shooting being

most beneficial, and as both sexes can

play "deck billiards" it will be found

A
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well worth tlie trouble of making an
outfit and marking out a course.

The player's disk in the game of deck
l)illiards is placed on a line three feet

from the figure squares, and inside these,

as shown in the photos where the player

is about to "shoot."

The game can be played by four per-

.sons or two. When four are playing

two are partners, opposing the other

two. The partners do not take their

places side by side at opposite ends, but

one at either end, facing each other, so

that opposing players shoot from the

same side alternately until all the disks

have been shot over the course. The
opposing players at the other end then

count the disks for their own partners

and announce the result to the other side,

it not being possible to tell accurately

where the disks have landed when look-

ing at them from the side from which
they were shot.

When the count has been made and
announced the disks are removed from
the squares and the same disks returned

to the opposite side by the shooting

process. The number of disks used is

eight, four to each of the two players

who do the shooting. The first man to

shoot sends one of his four disks over

the course. Then the opponent who, as

explained, is playing at the same end,

sends his disk along, striving to knock
the other man's disk off if it has been

placed on a high number. The first

player then shoots again and again his

competitor, by his side, tries his luck and

so on until all the eight disks have been

sent over the course.

The partners uf the two jilayers, at the

other end, watch the progress of the

disks and count the total score, announc-
ing it to the others. Then they gather

up the disks and repeat the shooting

from the opposite direction. The side

first scoring fifty points wins the game.
There is no penalty if the disks are

driven out of bounds. On shipboard the

penalty is sometimes the loss of the disk,

for the reason that a disk will occasion-

ally turn on its side, assume the shape
of a wheel and climb over the rail into

the ocean. On land such a thing would
not be possible and a bad shot simply

brings its own penalty of no score.

There is nothing to correspond to

"putting" on the golf green. The width
of the course is the width of the check-

ered board on which the scoring figures

are placed. If the disks are not kept

within this space they will of course fail

to score. The disks must be shot so as

to stop on one of the figures. If they

are shot so as to overshoot the figures

or are sent wide so as not to pass over

the scoring squares at all, obviously it

is a bad shot and does not score.

An interesting complication is intro-

duced into the game by the marking of

one of the squares ten plus and the other

ten minus. As both these squares are

in line the player who tries to get on the

coveted ten plus, which adds ten to the

score is rnore than likely to shoot short

and have his disk stop on ten minus,

which causes him to lose ten from the

score already made ; so that when the

total score is almost reached the player

who accidentally gets on the ten minus
s(|uare may be put back so far the other

side wins.



ONE HUNDRED MILLIONS
FOR CITY ROADS

By

ARTHUR JOHNSON

THE vast problem of dealing

with the ever growing traffic

of London—the need of great

transverse and circular arter-

ies, the demand for access to

existing and future "garden suburbs,"

the changes due to the motor vehicle and
the tramway—is at last receiving the

attention of the London Board of Trade
authorities.

Sir Herbert Jekyll, Assistant Secre-

tary of the Board, has prepared remark-
able records and plans, which show that

the demand for traveling facilities will

sooner or later overtake the supply. Ac-
cordingly, it is urged, now is the time

to start a great scheme of road improve-

ment in and near London, so that town-
planning schemes may be allied with it

and the whole work be unified.

It is proposed to at once proceed with

Proposed Nf.w Ro.ads Which Will Relieve the He.\rt of London
OK Its Co.NGESTlON.

the building of over 100 miles of new
roads, and also to improve over twenty-

five miles of existing thoroughfares. In

speaking of the expense. Sir Herbert

Jekyll says: "It is difficult to see how
the cost can be avoided if congestion is

to be relieved and proper provision made
for the future. Large as the expense

may be, the cost of inaction is also heavy.

The time lost daily by millions of people

through insufficient road accommodation
is alone equivalent to a very large loss

of money.
"Every million spent at the present

time would be a good investment." In

fact, the report goes on to set forth in

emphatic language how the cost, if the

]3lan is put off for eight years, will be

]3robably double what it is now. It is

suggested that a central authority will

have to be empowered to carry out the

scheme.

There is a covert but

powerful appeal to London
patriotism. The example of

Liverpool, London's great-

est rival, is quoted to show
both what a great city has

done in the way of new
roads and how the taxpay-

ers have profited by fore-

thought and central control.

The report anticipates

that the great new roads

will have a double track of

tramway, and that there

must be room for three

lines of moving traffic on

either side of the tramway,
with further room for

.standing vehicles if there

are shops in the road.

Therefore, main arterial

roads must be from 100 to

112



WHAT THE NEW CIRCULAR BOUNDARV-OR 'RING" ROAD-VVUULD BE LIKE.

125 feet wide, first-class county roads 75

to 100, and second-class 50 to 75. It rec-

ommends, too, ornamental planting along

parts of the roads and the selection of

good sites for public monuments.
On the whole, the report shows con-

clusively that London is now tackling

her traffic problems, so far as convey-

ances go. with energy and good sense.

Twentv-three .nain roads radiate from

Greater London into the surrounding

C(.iuntry, including the Dover, the Brigh-

ton, the Bath, and the Great North roads.

The scheme would provide means for

making direct-approach roads into Lon-
don, besides linking up the main routes,

both old and new, with subsidiary ones.

At the same time there is an official sug-

gestion of a great circular road around
London, a quarter of a mile in width and
a ten-mile radius from Charing Cross,

which would link up these radial roads.

7/J



GASOLINE FROM NATURAL GAS
By

F. M. LESTER

in cold weather.

ANEW method of producin^Lj

gasoline has been perfected

with results that promise

to increase greatly the supply

of that indispensable fluid in

this automobile age. The process in-

volves the production of gasoline from
natural gas. The list of valuable com-
modities that were discovered by accident

is a long one and to it must be added this

kind of gasoline, for the possibilities of

natural gas in this direction were learned

by chance.

Two or three years ago it began to be

noticed that mysterious explosions oc-

curred in ranges and stoves fed by nat-

ural gas, particularly

It was conjectured

that the cause was
due to some rapid

chemical change in

the water often in

the line. One day
an inquisitive
pumper in blowing
ofif a Pennsylvania
gas line noticed that

the fluid blown out

did not look exactly

like water. He
managed to gather
some of it and dis-

covered that it was
a high-grade gaso-

line.

News of this in-

teresting discovery

in two or three

days reached the

headquarters of
natural gas sharps
in Pittsburg and
gas chemists were
sent to the scene to

investigate. They
found that the

regular attendant on the lease had be-

come ill suddenly and departed leaving

a couple of high pressure wells flowing

into the line. It in turn was cut oiif from
the trunk line by a valve a mile further.

The weather had been bitterly cold for

a week. The gas line ran part of the

way through a marsh, the water in which
was frozen, so the line was incased in

ice. Here then was gas confined under
heavy pressure in a low temperature and
these the experts saw were the only con-

ditions nature required to turn out with
great rapidity gasoline of a higher grade
than is distilled off in the ordinary refin-

ing process.

Natural gas is known in oil country
vernacular as "dry"
gas and "c a s i n g
h e a d" gas. The
first means gas
from a well that

])roduces no oil and
it is this kind of

natural gas that
supplies fuel to

hundreds of cities

and towns. Nearly
all oil wells produce
gas in association

with nil. Such of it

as is necessary is

used to operate gas
engines for pump-
ing or to furnish

fuel for the boiler.

The re.st is allowed

to escape through
the casing heads of

the wells. In some
cases this waste is

very large. As be-

fore intimated news
travels fast in the

oil country. With-
in two months after

A Gas Wf.li, Before Being Shut in.

where the flow is very stroriK. the ana usually yields

hut little gasoline.

"//
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that Pciin-

s y 1 V a n i a

pumper blew
off his gaso-

line, oil op-

erators from
P e n II s y I-

vania to Ok-
I a h I) 111 a

knew that
the gas tiicy

were tlirow-

iiig ill the

air was cap-
able of be-

ing turned into gasoline and money.
Several of the larger niaiuifacturing

companies that build niachinery for the

oil fiekls took up the subject. They de-

vised apparatus to produce the low tem-
perature, high pressure and confinement
that nature demanded for her condensing
process. In the first plants the gas was
run from the well through a compressor
which contributed the necessary pres-

sure, into a coil of pipe in a tank of cold

water where the other conditions were
realized. That With a few frills was
about all. The early plants have been
improved on but the principle remains
the same and so much simplicity has been
introduced that an ordinary pumper can

operate tlie ordinary plant in addition to

his regular work.
These little gasoline plants are going

up in all the oil fields. They involve the

investment of a few thousand dollars

only and for the most part are of the

capacity of a few barrels of gasoline

daily. But some are of pretentious size

and more are being added to this list.

In the Oklahoma field a few weeks ago
a company heavily backed by wealthy

men was formed to thus utilize waste

gas and in

the s a m e

field the
, ^^.=*^i^«

special proc- ' m^^^wl /
ess man has ^ <s»<^
m a d e his
appearance.
The char-

acteristics of

two wells on
the same
farm are
often entire-

jAiK L'sKiJ IN Pumping Oil from a Well.
> I<»nK<-st hracfs u( the j;uk ttTiniiiatf at tin- rasiiiK ln-ad. tlir-'Mi:ll

lii»k-s ill which Has travt-lini.' vipward hi-twci-n thi- luljiny
and casing is allowed to uscapo.

iy dillcrcnt.

In fact there

is as much
i] issimilarity

between oil

and gas
wells as
there is be-

tween imli-

viduals and
this makes
it necessary

fi ir a lease

I) w n e r to

have his gas
tested before putting in a gasoline plant

because its content in gasoline may be
less or more than that of gas produced
from wells a comparatively short dis-

tance away. At the beginning of this

industry just how to test a volatile in-

visible fluid on a farm without elabo-

rate scientific apparatus was consider-
able of a problem. But the old text

books of the preparatory schools pro-
vided the manufacturing companies a
way to do it and they now send out direc-

tions to any lease owner telling him how
to collect samples of gas for testing.

The operation is a simple one but very
interesting. .\n empty quart bottle is

secured and a piece of rubber tubing
with a suitable reducing attachment to

be fitted on the source of the gas to be
tested. Then the bottle is filled with
water and immersed neck downward in

a pail of water. The rubber tubing is

inserted in the neck of the bottle. Im-
mediately the gas forces the water out
of it. A cork is put in and, after dip])ing

it in liquid paraffine, the bottle of gas is

ready for shipment to a laboratory.

Hundreds of bottles are received weekly
in the testing rooms around Pittsburg

and the
cliemists are

able to tell

exactly just

what (|uaii-

titv of gaso-

1 i 11 e per
thousand
feet a par-

ticular gas
will jjroduce.

It is found
that dry gas

Obtaining a Sample of Gas.

Gas displacing water in hottle. Gas blown from bottlf before corking.
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yields little or no gasoline but that casing

liead gas coming from oil saturated

sands carries a content of from two to

two and one-half gallons per thousand
feet of gas. This means that a great many
lease owners are garnering very hand-
some profits. The oil papers which per-

haps of all trade papers follow their sub-

ject closest, report numerous little i)lants

that bring the own-
ers as h i g h as

$.S0.00 a day clear

profit from a prod-

uct that for years

has been allowed to

mix with the at-

mosphere.
The "gasoline

scheme" as oil men
call it has already

advanced sufficient-

ly to develop prnb-

lems of transjKirta-

tiiin and storage.

( )f course, gaso-

line cannot be ke]it

in the ordinary
wooden tank. Nor
will the customary
iron tank hold the

volatile lluid. .\

specially built steel

tank is recjuired.

For shipment it

has been found
necessary to use
steel drums. There
is really no diffi-

culty yet in finding

((uick markets for the demand for gaso-
line is worldwide and immense.

Last year the production of oil in the

United States reached the stu]iendous

figures of 213.000,000 barrels—the larg-

est in the history of the industry. This
means that every day 600.000 barrels of

that fluid came out of the ground.
Though exact statistics are lacking it is

known that the ])roduction of the Asiatic

and Eastern European fields was also

enormous although, of course, nothing
like th.-it cif the Tnited .St.ites, which

Blkm.n,, - W ] i.l. w I

Pl.<il,,ur;ipli

maintains, without danger of loss, the
supremacy it assumed fifty years ago.
The prodigious production of nil has

developed a peculiar conditinn in the
market for oil products. There is ])rac-

lically no end to the consumption of the
lubricating oils |)roduce(l from jietroleum
;incl, assaid, gasoline moves out as rapidly
as it is made. These two products rep-

resent the two ex-
tremes of crude oil,

and the space be-
tween is made up
of l)urning oils

which, owing to

the great pro-
duction, have accu-
mulated enormous-
ly. It is this fact

which has enabled
the Standard to

attack successfully
II n their n w n

grnniid the luu'n-

)iean manufactur-
ers, fur the latter

cannot sell kerosene
at the ])rice made
by the Standard. A
vast proportion of

American p e t r o-.

leum does not yield

much gasoline.
This is the fact as

to the California

oils and also as to

the oil of the Gulf
Coast. Every ounce
of gasoline that the

other oils can lie made to yield is .secured

in the refining process.

The manufacturing comjianies most
Cducerned concede that trans|)ortation

]iroblems will increase as the business in-

creases, lint they lielieve these will

solve themselves. They examine in

their laboratories thousands of samples

of gas from the diiterent fields and ex-

jjress their belief that these are the early

stages of an industry which bids fair to

])ecome second in im]iortance to the pro-

duction of crude jietrnlenni.

Ill 1 i.AMi ilr> 1' 1-1 r Hll.H.

liiki-li ;it lllullt.

3 a



UP THE ALPS RY AERIAL TROLLE^'.
A iii-w uiiv to ;isci-nd the Aiyuillu du Midi, a in-ak >A iln- Muiil BI.iiil KdiiiiL-.

AERIAL RAILWAY
TO MONT BLANC RANGE

By

DR. ALFRED GRADENWITZ

WR are fast approaching a

time when ail local ijb-

stacles having- been re-

moved, even tlie remotest

places will have been
brought within the reach of modern
civilization. In fact, man in his strug-

gle with natural drawbacks has long-

been intent on encircling the wdiole sur-

face of the earth in a continuous net-

work of railways and steamship lines,

thus reducing distance to ever n-iore

subordinate importance. The last refuge

left to lovers of solitude was on the

snow-clad peaks of the Alps, which
could be conquered only by the chosen

few able to vanquish their terrors. How-
ever, the iron horse is now invading even

these last rai-nparts of virgin nature,

spreading everywhere on its way, the

hustle of modern life.

It is true that from a less selfish point

of view this triumph of human skill is to

be welcon-ied. Though the noisy prod-

ucts of civilization necessarily impair to

some extent the beauty of Alpine scen-

ery, it is doubtless a boon to humanity
that common n-iortals should have been

allowed their share in so many unknown
treasures. Moreover, the very advance
of engineering allows these means of

Conveyance to be designed on lines more
and n-iore ii-i keeping with the majesty of

Alpine scenery. The noisy stean-| engine

with its clouds of sn-ioke has already

been superseded by silent and snug elec-

tric locomotives and the latest progress

in this direction is the advent of sus-

j)ended cableways. aerial railways as it

were, which convey their passengers

with the smoothness almost of air travel

and hardly any earthly contact, up to the

most giddy heights.

This novel n-ieans of conveyance, after

a few short lines of minor in-iportance,

has been put to an interesting applica-

7/7
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Thk Zest of Aerial, with the Safety of
Land. Travel.

Swinuinc :i carlo:id of passt-ngrrs to .Mpiiu' hriijhts.

tion in connecting the Aiguille du Midi,
a peak of the Mont Blanc range, witii the
world-renowned village of Chamonix
.'-ituated at its foot. In describing this

remarkable installation, it should be un-
derstood that the suspended railway is

identical in principle with the cable-way
employed from times immemorial in

mines and elsewhere for the transport

of coal, ore, timber, etc., and that such
cableways seem to have been known in

China for thousands of years.

All the latest advances of modern
engineering had to be resorted to in sub-
stituting for the tiny trucks used in the

trans])ort of goods, comfortable passen-

ger cars propelled at a convenient speed.

Moreover, in case of rupture of a cable

or other disturbances, a safety at least

equivalent to that of ordinary railways

had to be warranted.
Being more independent of the con-

figuration of the soil and adapting them-
selves more easily than ordinary railways

to any caprices of the ground, these

cableways show obvious advantages over
track railways, the more so as they are

incomparably cheaper in installation.

MEASURING THE SNOWFALL
By

ARTHUR CHAPMAN
NE of the most interestint

lines of work taken up byoX M years is the measurement
V.___^^ of the snow-fall in tlie

Rocky Mountains. It is the intention of

the weather bureau, with the co-oper-

ation of the forestry service, to establish

snow boxes and gauges at innumerable
l)oints on the Great Divide. Weather
bureau em])loyes, and forest rangers,

will visit these stations as often as con-

ditions will permit, and will file daily or

monthly reports showing the amount of

snowfall on the great watershed of the

LTnited States—reports that will be most
valuable as indicating the likelihood of

Hoods at the sources of the most im-

portant .streams in the country.

Through the efforts of I'^ederick II.

ISrandenburg, district forecaster of the

United States Weather Bureau in charge

of the Rocky Mountain district, and di-

rector of the Colorado weather service,

an encouraging start has been made in

this new and important work in Colo-

rado. Mr. Brandenburg has established

forty-three snow bins and 225 snow
scales in Colorado in the last year. These
stations are evenly distributed over the

mountains and foothills, so that this

winter's snowfall in Colorado will be

accurately estimated from day to day.

The snow bo.xes, which have been spe-



MEASURING THE SNOWFALL

Measurements of Snowfall Are Made Daily in This Specially
Constructed Box.

United States government station at Steamboat Springs.
Routt County. Colorado.

cially designed for this work, are wooden
boxes five feet square, and are set five

feet above the ground. The bottom is a

trap door, and each day's snowfall is

cleaned out, after being measured at a

stated time.

"It took considerable experimenting
to evolve just the right kind of a box,"

said Mr. Brandenburg, "but we think we
have the correct sort now. We soon
found that an ordinary box would not do,

for the reason that the high winds which
usually prevail during a Rocky Moun-
tain snow storm caused the snow to

drift, making it almost impossible to get

a correct measurement of the fall. What
we wanted was to get a box
that would overcome this

tendency to drift, and in

which the snow would fall

in a normal way. After

various experiments we
have evolved a box which
answers these requirements.

Around the upper edge of

the box, projecting several

inches above it, we have
placed a coarse wire screen.

Then, on the inner walls of

the box we fasten boards

which slant downward and
inward. There are several

rows of these boards. The
combined effect is to break

the air currents above and
inside the box, and the

snow falls to the bottom so

evenly that, even when a

high wind prevails, there is

little variation in the de-

posit in the receptacle.

This simplifies the work of

measurement, even at such
])laces as Corona, on .the

very top of the continental

divide, 11,000 feet abcivc

sea level, where sixty mile

winds often prevail in snow
.storms."

The snowfall at these

measuring stations is meas-
ured every twenty - four

hours, when storms pre-

vail, the boxes being
cleaned out every night.

The snow gauges, which
have been posted at points

in the mountains inaccessible to the av-

erage person, are not visited so often,

but. through the co-operation of the for-

estry service, they are read at least once
a month by forest rangers.

In establishing these snow gauges.
Mr. Brandenburg first called upon the

forestry and geological survey depart-

ments and secured their promise of co-

operation. There are seventeen national

forests in Colorado, most of which ex-

tend on both sides of the great divide,

covering the very field in which a snow-
fall measurement is most desired. The
snow gauges, which are siiu])ly scales,

six feet in length and marked in feet and

WkAlHtK ST.ATION AT COKONA. COLORADO. ON THE CiREAT DIVIDE
Eleven Thousand Feet Above Sea Level.
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lialf feel, have been placed nidstly un
these reserves. in establishiiiL; these

ineasiirinti' stations, Mr. IlrandenlMir.n'

Usuallv selected glades' in the forests.

where an averaj^c snow fall would be
secured. The scales are affixed to trees

in most cases, though a number are set

ui> on wooden braces.

PHOTOGRAPHING
THE AURORA BOREALIS

By

ALBERT GRANDE

M YSTERY has always sur-

rounded the Aurora Bore-
alis, but recent investiga-

tions of invisible rays have

afforded a novel and inter-

esting thei.iry.

It is known that certain invisible rays

are given out from an electrical dis-

charge bidb such as is used with X-ray
machines. While ex])erimenting on these

rays, in 1896, Professor I'.irkeland. of

Christiania, noticed the i)eculiar suction

etTects exerted upon them by a magnet.
When arranging a very strong magnet
below the discharge bulb these rays were
seen to converge towards this magnet
in the same manner as li.ght rays will

converge towards the focus of a lens.

The similarity between the light thus

obtained and the Aurora Liorealis sug-

gested the idea that auroras are due to

rays given out from the sun, which, on
their w'ay through space, converge to-

wards the magnetic pole of the earth,

thus producing a particidarly bright

light at certain jilaces in the surroundnig
air. Nature thus organizes on a huge
scale tlie same phenomenon observed in

a small compass in the electrical dis-

charge bulb.

Birkeland afterwards undertook three

voyages of discovery to ])olar regions

with a view of investigating the Aurora
liorealis and any attending magnetic
disturbances. He confirmed his theory
by a number of laboratory experiments.

Professor Carl Stormer of Christiania,

in a memoir recently submitted to the

international congress of mathematicians,
established a theory of the phenomenon.

J'HOTUGKAI'IIS OF THE .\l'KOK.\ ISOKE.ALIS- THK GLOKV OF NQKTHEKN NIGHTS.
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sllo^vil1£;f it to be excellently accounted

for on the above siipi)osition. lie also

took photographs of aurora displays.

It hatl so far been considered prac-

tically ini])ossible, on account of the faint

lit^^ht and great motion of auroras, to fix

the phenomenon on a photogra])hic ])late

and only once did Professor Brendel

succeed in obtaining an aurora photo-

graph with an ex]iosure of seven seconds.

Professor Stormer first endeavored to

choose such combinations of objectives

and photographic plates as would insure

the sensitiveness required for rendering

so feeble and fleeting a light. He even-

tually adopted an objective one inch in

diameter and two inches in focal length

and used special photographic plates.

With this outfit he was successful on a

voyage to Bossekop, in February and
March. 1910. in obtaining a series of 800
aurora photographs, of which one-half

can be considered satisfactory, exposures
varying, according to the brigiitness of

the phenomenon, between a fraction of a

second and about twenty seconds.

These piiotographic views incidentally

afforded an excellent means of measur-
ing the altitude of auroras and ascertain-

ing their accurate position in space by
photographing simultaneously from two
stations connected by telephone and
com]jaring the position of the aurora
relatively to the surrounding stars. The
method of calculating, after the data

are fotmd, is practically the same as that

employed by the surveyor, using the

transit, to calculate the height of any
object such as a church-spire or higli

chimney.
A systematic a])|)Iication of this theory,

recently submitted to the I'rcnch Acad-
emy of Sciences, would undoubtedly give

uKjst interesting results.

ELECTRIC AUTOMATIC MACHINES
By

ARTHUR JOHNSON
America stands

any output of

TicKKT Vender
Oper.^ted by Elec-

tricity.

A LTM () L'G II

/% foremost in

/ \ automatic machiner}', we hear

/ \ from time to time of devices

JL \^ from England which are not

without merit. Such an idea shows an
ingenious electric automatic ticket-

sender, which, the makers claim, is des-

tined to revolutionize the jjresent trouble-

some and costly process of printing,

issuing, and checking railway tickets.

The machine is to substitute the ticket-

shelves in booking offices where there is

a great and continuous demand for

tickets to suburban and seaside places.

It claims to reduce the cost of tickets to

about four cents per thousand, and to

consume one-fourth cent's worth of elec-

tricity for printing and issuing a thou-

sand tickets. It contains 10,000 tickets

ready for sale, and can print and issue

up to fifty tickets by pressing a button

once, and setting the indicator according

to the number of tickets required. At
The Interior Mkch.^n-

isM OF the Ticket
Vender.
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ELECTRIC FOUNTAIN AT SAN DIEGO THAT IS ATTRACTIVE BV DA^ AS W ELL AS BV NKiHT,

BEAUTIFUL FOUNTAIN
AT SAN DIEGO

By

C. L. EDHOLM

TO build an electric fountain

which should be an ornament
to the San Diego plaza by

day as well as by night was
the problem which an archi-

tect of that city was recently called upon
to solve. It is a well known fact that

the ordinary electric fountain, beautiful

as it may be while illuminated, is exceed-

ingly unattractive until nightfall, being

of a purely mechanical appearance, iron

pipes and nozzles showing above the sur-

face of a basin. That is because no

architect has heretofore thought of com-
bining beauty of line and surface with

the device that produces these artistic

fireworks.

In the designing of the San Diego
fountain, however, the problem was un-

usual. The tiny plaza in the center of

the city is laid out as a formal square

and is directly opposite one of the finest

hotels in the world, an architectural

triumph. Therefore it was necessary to

preserve a harmony between the appear-

ance of the fountain and its surround-

V3
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ings, and tlie architect was compellcil In

create something totally difierent. How
well he succeeded is shown in this photo-

graph of the fountain which is almost as

beautiful by day as by night.

The general design of it is taken from
classic Greek models, and even when the

water is not flowing the little monument
of granite, marble and bronze is a thing

of beauty. The unique features are found
in the arrangement of the jets of water
and the placing of the lights and re-

flectors. At first sight the dome of the

little temple-like structure appears to be

formed of spray, seemingly thrown sky-

ward by the needles of water shooting up
between the marble columns. This is an

illusion, thougli, as in reality the water
which forms the dome is forced by a

pmiip thnnigh the cores of the columns
and ;illii\\r(l ti i gush out fr<^m mider the

brniixi' lantern i m the dimu-, which is

constructed of ])rismatic glass and a

metal grille. The water flowing vinlently

over the projections of the grille de-

velops countless miniature cascades so

'hat the roof is covered with a foaming
mantle. The water between the columns

is in reality not thrown upward but is a
shower. The flow from above is allowed
to drop straight down through a perfor-

ated sheet of metal under the dome. The
arrangement of the other jets is har-
monious but not unusual.

r>y night, of course, the fountain is at

its best. All of the jets and cascades
are illuminated in various colors, red,

green, yellow and purple lights, auto-

matically operated by a flasher. In addi-

tion to that, clusters of tungsten lights

are placed imder the prismatic glass of

the dome causing

shine through the foam.
An electric motor of fifteen horse-

power was installed below the fountain

and all the mechanical devices are com-
pletely hidden. It is estimated that five

dollars a da}' covers the full cost of up-
keej). including lights, water, and salary

nf one man, which seems an exceedingly

small outlay.

A San Diego capitalist gave this foun-

tain to the city and also co-operated with

the architect in perfecting some of the

original details of the mechanism. It

was erected at a cost of $15,000.

a diffused glow to

RUNNING A HOUSEBOAT
BY AUTO POWER

By

ROGER MASSINGER

A
CHICAGO banker has discov-

ered a way to make his auto-

mobile do double duty. In-

stead of leaving his car at

home when he goes on a

houseboating cruise he takes it along and
makes it serve as a power plant to run

the boat. This is accomplished by fitting-

spurred sprocket wheels to the hubs of

the car's rear wheels, and keying similar

but larger ones to the paddle wheels of

the boat, connection between them being

made by means of link chain belts. Then
when the auto is jacked up so that rear

wheels are clear of the deck, and the

engine started, the boat majestically

glides away. The automobile is guided

on board by means of a couple of

grooved runways which run from the

shore to the gangplank, and stopped at

a place on the aft deck just between the

paddle wheels.

The boat has two rudders, but it may
also be steered by means of the paddle

wheels if desired. The paddles are con-

structed so as to be independent of each

other, and when they are connected with

the automobile, the emergency brake of

the car is disconnected from one driving

wheel and the foot brake from the other.



Till-: HorsEBoAT iiRii- r\vi)(ti>. (H'KKatm) \\\ ArroMnHii.i-: powkk.

In this way one of tlie paddles can he

revolved while its ojjposite remains sta-

tionary, If the jjort paddle is turned,

while the starboard is held still, the how
of the houseboat is shoved around to

starboard, and vice versa.

The Driftzvood, which is the name of

this remarkable craft, has all the con-

veniences of a modern steam heated

apartment, including hot and cold water,

refrig-erator, gas stove, roof garden, sun

parlor, private back porch, hardwood
floors, laundry, clothes drier and janitor

service. It also carries a gasmaking ma-
chine which supplies gas for illumination

and C(joking, and a conipldc water filter-

ing system.

The houseboat measures seventy-five

feet liver all. with a width of sixteen feet,

five inches. It weighs thirty-six tons and
draws sixteen inches of water. The
hou.se proper is fifty feet long and the

full width of the boat, and contains three

sleeping rooms, a bath room, kitchen and
combined living and dining room. Its

owner lived on it during the entire

past winter, while moored in a boat yard,

and pro])Oscs to automobile the craft

down the Illinois and ^lississippi rivers

some time during the summer.

7^s
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The Motorist at Home

"You Ikivc a (iik- lot of cliililrcii. P.iiiks." saiil

Hawkins, as after a spin tlirougli llu- country

they returned to the house for dinner. "H>>\v

many arc there?"
"Seven," said Binks. proudly.

"I've often wondered," said Hawkins,
"whether you people with so many children

have any favorites among them."

"Oh, no," returned Binks, hesitatingly ; "that

is to say, not consciously, hut of course we are

more iiitcrested in a 1911 model than in the

earlier ones."

—

To-Day's Maga:iiii\

A Solitude

Hf.re is an extract from a hotel prospectus

in Switzerland :

"Veissbach is the favorite place of resort

for those who are fond of solitude. Persons

in search of it are in fact constantly flocking

here from the four quarters of the globe."

An Act of Kindness

Weary Voice from Doorway—"My dear sir,

1 have absolutely no objection to your coming
liere and sitting up half the mght with my
daughter, nor to you standing on the doorstep

for three hours saying good night. But in con-

sideration for the rest of the household who
wish to get to sleep, will you kindly lake your
elbow off tile IkM push'"

—

/.uliddii Ot'Diion.

Of Course

Teacher—"Willie, if you had five eggs in

the basket and laid three on the table, how
many would you then have?"
Willie—"Eight."

Especially if He's an Editor

"Wh.\t a poor man needs is a thrifty, eco-

nomical wife."

"That sounds like magazine advice. What
a poor man really needs is a rich, liberal wife."

Modern Politics

"Who are they recalling today?"
"Oh, it's the mayor again. Some of the

women folks complain that he squints and is

biiwlcgged."

—

Clc-i'dand Plain Dealer.

Deterrents

"Georce," said her husband's wife, "I don't

believe you have smoked one of those cigars I

gave you on your birthday."

"That's right, my dear," replied his wife's

husband : I'm going to keen them until our

Willie wants to learn to smoke."

—

Chica<^o

The Quick and the Dead

RuFE Johnson was heard telling this story:

"Yessur, it sure was er ghost, an' I run

.some. De fust mile I made in nuffin', den I

burnt de wind for two or free more, an' den I

sot down on er rail fence to rest, an' when I'd

'bout caught my brefif I done looked over mah
shoulder, an' dare was dat ghost again an' it

said

:

"'We sure did run, Rufe, didn't we?' An'
dhen I say : 'Yes, Mr. Ghost, we sure did

;

but we didn't run noffin' to what we's gwine
to run.'

"

7?6
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Couldn'i Stand the Insult

A S( OTTISH boy and an English boy wbo fiad

been lighting were separated by tlicir respective

mothers, the Scottisli boy, ahhongli the smaller

of the two, being by far the more pngiiacious.

"Whit garred ye fecht a bisr laddie like

that?" asked his mother, as she wiped the

blood from his nose.

"And I'll feclit him again," exclaimed the

lad, "if he says Scotsmen hiv tae wear kilts

because their feet are too big tae get into their

troosers'"

—

The Continent.

»

He Missed It

A SMALL boy from town was spending a few

days in the country. One morning he heard

the grown folks complaining of having been

kept awake the night before by a skunk.

Willie burst into tears. "Why, Willie, what's

the matter?" the fond mother inquired.

"Why didn't someone wake me up?" he

blubbered. "I never smelled a skunk in all my
life 1"

—

Metropolitan Magucine.

^

Premature

The Fair Purchasi;r—"Your eggs are very

small today, Mr. Jones."
Mr. Jonks—"Yes'ni, they are ; but I'm sure

I don't know the reason."

Thk Fair Purchaser—"Oh, I e.xpect you

took them out of tlie nests too soon."

—

London
Sketch.

She Knew Them

Dentist ( to old lady who wants tooth

pulled): "Do you want gas, madam?"
Old Lady—"Well, 1 should say so. I don't

propose to stay in the dark with you or any

other man."

Au Revoir

If you are feeling downhearted, tell your

story to a fat man and get him to crying about

it. If the tears rolling down his vast expanse

of cheek fail to make you laugh, you know
where the river is.

—

Atchison Globe.

Worse Yet

Blobhs—"Well, poor old Bjones has joined
the silent majority."

Slobbs—"Gracious! When did he die?"
Blobbs—"He isn't dead. He's luarried."—Philadelphia Record.

As Usual

"Rronson has gone
health." "How did he lo;

iiig the money to go
Transcript.

to Europe for his

.e his health ?" "Earn-
to Europe."

—

Boston

The Feminine " Touch "

Wife—"Wretcli ! Show me that letter."

HusBANi)^"What letter?"

Wife—"That one in your hand. It's from a

woman, I can see by the writing, and you
turned pale wdien you saw it."

Husbani)—"Yes. Here it is. • It's your dress-

maker's bill."

—

New York Evening Mail.

Altitude Records

Bl'TCHFR
—

"Twenty-eight cents a pound."
:\Irs. Murphy—"That's awful high. 1 guess

that's the aviation meat Oi've been reading so

mooch about."

—

Judge.

Would Do Her Duty

Mistress (after the quarrel I

—"Norah, you

nuist stay until I get another girl."

XoRAH—"I 'intend to. It's only roight some
wan should tell her the kind of a woman ye

are."

—

Boston Transcript.



POPULAR SCIENCE
£o MECHANICS
(SUPPLEMENT

LARGEST EGG IN THE WORLD
"Pllli largest egg in the world was
* recently exhibited in the Museum of

.Vatural History. New York. It is the

egg of the gigantic e.xtinct bird called

aepvornis. which formerly lived in con-

siflerahlc numbers on the Island of

Madagascar. This was a huge wingless

creature the largest and most formida-

ble bird of prey that ever trod the earth.

In life it has been variously estimated to

have stood from seven to twelve feet in

height, possessing massive and power-

ful limbs. This great bird surpassed the

ostrich, the king of modern birds, both

in size, herculean strength and build.

The enormous size of the aepyornis egg
may be imagined from the accomjianying

photograph. By way of realistic com-
l)arison on the right is seen an ordinary

lien's egg, on the left is the egg of an

ostrich. The aepyornis egg is si.x times'

larger than that of the ostrich, having a

ca])acity of two gallons, or the capacity

of 150 hen eggs. Here are some of the

a>t(jnishing dimensions of the big egg.

The shell is about % of an inch thick,

HUGE EGG LMD BY THE (;1G\NTIC EXTINCT BIKI). .\EHV()KNTS. OF M.AD.AG.'iSC.'\K.

The capacity of tht- shtll is two gallons. On thf right is shown a hen's egg; im th<- k-[t. an ostrich's cgir.

!2i



PUSH BALL PLAYED ON HORSEBACK BY THE OUT WEST RIDING CLUB OF
LOS ANGELES, CALIEORNIA.

Thf ball itsulf is a tiugesphero moasurintrsix feet in diamrtcr. but cnmparativdy liRht for its sizu; and the opposing
tt-ams of playiTS mnunti-d on little wi'ste-rn bronchos i-ndi-avor to drive the ball through the opposite goal, tlicir horses
doing thi- actual pushing. The scrimmages are very exciting and the horses are often thrown, but still it does not seem
tu be as dangerous as football and at the same time is far more picturesque.

tlie lengthways circumference is two feet

eight inches, and two feet two inches

round the middle. Though termed a

fossil egg it is not |)et rifted nor turned to

hard stone as in the case of dinosaur
bones.

MOST ANCIENT MAN ON
RECORD

'T'HE Ethnulugical Museum of Berlin

has recently been fortunate enough
to secure the slvcleton found b\- the Swiss

MOUNDS OF CRUDE SALT TH.\T HA\'E FORMED IN THE GRE.XT S.\LT L.\kr.. LIAIL
Residents of Utah, especially those commercially interested, are growing alarmed at the persistency with which

the waters of Great Salt Lake are gradually dwindling away. If they continue at the rate at which they haye decreased
duting the past ten or twelve years, the term "Great" will be a misnomer. This seems to be but bearing out the theory
of many scientists, that the lake is but a "'shrunken remnant" of a vastly larger body of acrid water that at one time
reached out to the northern and western borders of Utah and doubtless beyond—ii vi-ritable inland sea. In time, it will

entirely disappear, it is believed.

Only two or three of these eggs have

been obtained by Europeans. These
were found in the sand beds of torrents.

professor Haiisee in the valley of the

river \'ezere, near Perigord, in southern

France. This skeleton has created con-

BONES OF MAN WHO LIVED FROM ONE THOUSAND TO FOUR THOUSAND YEARS AGO.

129
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siderable discussion among scientists as

it represents the oldest remains of pre-

historic man that have been discovered

so far.

The skeleton was found about thirty

feet under a projecting rocky ledge called

"Le Moustier" and the species to which

it belongs received the name of "Homo
Moustiesis Houseri." The skeleton is

that of a man about five feet six inches

high, with crooked legs and an imper-

fectly developed lower

jaw. Sea shells were
grouped around it, from
which fact the professor

concluded that the man
either wore ornaments
of shells or that the

corpse was decorated

with them after death.

T li e skull and the
stratinn in which the

bones were found belong

to the middle "Palaeo-

lithic" form.

The discoverer concluded therefore

that the owner of the skeleton had lived

and died at least one thousand years

ago. Professor Klaatach of Breshaw,
the well known archaeologist, goes even

farther than Professor Hansee and
claims that the skeleton is fully four

thousand years old.

In the Focus
Se.^rc:

NEW FRENCH MILITARY
SEARCHLIGHT

IN future wars the army as well as the

navy will prosecute its grim business

both day and night. There will be little

sleeping at night as in wars of the past.

Automobile searchlights like that shown
in one of the photographs reproduced
herewith will illuminate the highways for

the motor wagon transports, throw light

across streams for the

]) 1 a c i n g of pontoon
bridges, and greatly fa-

cilitate the moveiuent
and disposition of artil-

lery.

This machine has re-

cently been delivered to

the French army. The

J)
h o t o g r a p h s are not

"doctored" in any way
but are just as the nega-

tives were taken. The
one of the machine itself

shows the high-powered beam of light

thrown while the effect of the light at

different ranges is seen by the other.

With each addition to the equipment
(if nioflern armies, war becomes more
horrible, b'ightiiig in the glare of power-

ful electric lights seems particularly

awful and repellant.

OF A POWKRKUL
HLIGHT.

POWERFUL SEARCHLIGHT ON .AUTOMOBILE FOR USE IN THE FRENCH .AK.MV.



LOCUMUTIVK OF ODD DESIGN FOR NAKK(.)\V GAUGE RAILWA"!' IN THE HIM ALA VAS.

LOCOMOTIVE FOR THE
HIMALAYAS

'T'llR unic|ue locomotive illustrated in

* the ])hotograph has recently been

constructed in England, for service on

the Darjeeling Himalaya
Railway, which is a nar-

row .gauge line starting

from Siliguri, 398 feet

above mean sea level, ris-

ing to a height of 7,407

feet at Ghoom Station, 47
miles distant, and then de-

scending to Darjeeling,

another four miles, which
terminus is 6.812 feet

above sea level. The aver-

age ascent for the 40 miles

between Sookna and
Cihoom is 170 feet per

mile, and in this section

the gradients vary from
one in 129 to one in 137,

while there are many
curves of only 70 feet

radius. I'rom the fore-

going, it will be seen that

a very special locomotive

was called for. Instead of

the boiler being placed

over the wheels, as has

hitherto been the practice,

it is carried upon a girder

frame which is pivoted

and supported at its extreme ends

-on bogies, each of which may be

likened to a locomotive without a boiler.

These steam bogies with their water

tanks and coal bunker together constitute

the greater part of the weight of the

locomotive and give stability to the run-

ning. Furthermore, the center line of

the boiler portion connecting the two
bogies forms a chord of the curve on
which the engine may be traveling, and
the sharper the curve, the greater will be
the projection of the boiler towards the

center of the curve. Com-
paring this with other

forms of articulated loco-

motives, it will be seen

that its novelty lies in the

fact that the boiler is

placed completely between
the two main connecting
points of the boiler frame,
without the boiler frame
materially overhanging
the connecting points.

By this means, a loco-

motive is obtained possess-

ing perfect pliability and
stability combined with
perfect freedom from re-

s frictions which have
hitherto governed locomo-
tive construction.

NhW MOTOU HyDROI'LANK.

Coach Ward of the Univi-Tsity of

Pennsylvania built this boat to
help him train his crews. The
craft is capable of making 25 miles
an hour. With this new craft the
coach can get much nearer the
shells without making a swell than
hi? can with any other sort of boat.

MAGNET TAKES
STEEL FROM EYE
A \'EKY unusual oper-
^^ ation was recently

performed in Los An-
geles, when a steel sliver

more than an eighth of an inch long
was removed from a boy's eye with

a huge magnet, probably saving him
from blindness. The lad was ham-
mering a steel bar when a fragment
broke ofif and struck him in the eye,

entering through the pupil. The boy's

7J/
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HoU WlKKLKSS TKI.K.r.RAl'HY SlMl'IJKlKS DKFKNSK.

This shows thfi-i- British nn-n-nf-war and thrir wircU-ss

apparatus. Every vcssrl is in win-loss communication witli

Ihr Admiralty and cnmmandiT-in-chii'f. and would hi- ablr

bv this means to intrrr.pt any flet-t ol transports th.il

inij,'ht descend on England.

Royal Children "Up a Tree."

Prince and princesses, children of the Kinc of Italy, enjoy-

ni> themselves on one of their father's

estates, near Rome.

Hygik.n'ics in a Berlin Day Nursery.

Evirv child has its pigeon hole containing soap, tooth

brush, etc.. and provided with a number
to prevent mistakes.

Style ok Street Car. with Entrance in Midim.k.

Is Gaining in Popularity.

Space and better ventilation are secured by this arrange-

ment.

7SS



BOWLING UN IHh IMPKu\Eli ALLKV.
The pins arc set without the aid of a pin boy.

BOWLING PINS THAT SET
THEMSELVES

A T last the pin boy in the bowhng
^*' alley is about to lose his job. When
the machine was introduced which ac-

curately sets the pins in position on the

polished boards, after being thrown in

by the boy, for that purpose, it was felt,

and justly, too, that a big step forward
in the rapid playing of the game had
been made. Moreover, there was a

greater accin-acy secured in the ])ro])er

placing of the i)ins, such as one c>_uld

Apparatus for Resetting Bowling Pins.

scarcely hope for

from the tired or

careless pin boy.

Now this latest

invention i n the
field of games fur-

ther simplifies mat-
ters. By means of

a cord attached to

a lever, and run-

n i n g from the

"frame" to the foul

line, the bowler
may set his own
oins. This device

also makes the

playing of the game
less expensive, thus

increasing the
popularity of the

sport.

A piece of felt,

which covers the

floor of the alley,

decreases the cus-

tomary rumbling

noise. The ap-

paratus is a Euro-
pean contrivance.

FoKKED Tree .^s a Well
Sweep.

Oni' t-nd is weiKhti-d with
a hi^ stoiU! to CDuntcrbal-
anci- tlu- Wfit:lit oi the full

bucket and the rope is

kliotti-d at intervals to
make it easy for the drawer
of water. I'his landmark
stands beside a mission
near the Mexican border
below San Dieuo, Cali-

furnia.

7Jt
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Wall C'lcick as Cham
PAGNE ADVEKTISEMENT.
A noted French liquor

firm's RJft to its custom-
ers.

housekeeper could

constant reminder

CHAMPAGNE CLOCK
AS AN ADVER-

TISEMENT
A AIERICANS are very
^^ enterprising in a busi-

ness way in giving all man-
ner of household goods,
such as mirrors, fans, and
iidd trinkets, as advertise-

ments, in the way of trade.

I Jut the I-'rench have even
surpassed us in their great-

er ingenuity in certain

forms of advertising, as

witness the clock in the

illustration.

It is a very modern firm

of champagne makers, in-

deed, who give their patrons

clocks constructed almost
entirely out of

champagne corks,

bottles, and the im-

plements which
open the latter. On
the dial is the name
of the dealer. I"3ven

the most careless

not disregard this

that the supply of

champagne must not be permitted to run

out, and where it might best be replen-

ished, whenever that catastrophe might

menace the gustatory peace of the house-

hold.

CaNDILi.ATE FOK I'orilTluN Lil- MoU-N'TED
Policeman Struggling to Bridle

His Refractory Horse.

POLICEMEN DO COWBOY
STUNTS

""THE city of Los Angeles has just cnn-
•* ducted an interesting test in order to

pick out available members for the

mounted police squad. In the far West
there are many ex-cowpunchcrs who
have drifted into the city, and there are

a number on the regular police force, so

it was not difficult to find expert horse-

men and lariat throwers in the ranks. The
photographs show some of the policemen

as they were indulging in rough play

ROPINT. A FELLOW POLICEMAN.
The man on foot has been "noosed" by accident.



A Hat Pin with the Danger Extracted.
An extra head slipped on and fastened by a twist of tht-

wrist renders tfie long hat pin harmless.

during- the test. The officer on horse-

back, a former cowboy, has just ridden

by the man on the ground and while his

horse was going at a lope he flipped the

PkCI'T.IAK ICH l^ORMATlilN LkFT IN A CaVE IN Sdl'TII
Thawing Stream.

'riii<en with iH.rtrait camera at a distance of four and «

7JS

I'IKsr li \ TTl J-^HH' lU'll-T IN' AmIUKA I'OH a I'^OREIGN
PnWl-K I'MiKK L'o.\:>IRUI'l ION A*r (JUINCV. .MASS.

'J "he A'/Tut/avht tor file ,\ryi-ntine Republic, is to have a
displacein.-iil "I _'7, IKK) lens. She will h.' om- ol llie

most lu.wirful hattli'Ships atlo.il.

iiiM.sf back (ivcr liis sin mlik-r and roped
his fclliiw jiiilicfinan. Another plioto-

gra])h shows a k-ss e.xjK'rienced "coii"

struggling- to get the iiridk- nn his refrac-

tory mount, indicating that not all the

applicants were experts. In fact as one
of the local newspajier men tlescribed the

roping test: "Some of tlie policemen

caught the galloping horse, others

caught the rider instead of the horse, and
one of thei-ii succeeded in roping hii-nself,

but before the test was over each man
had caught son-iething."

The equipment of the horse for this

new mounted squad will

consist of a regular cattle-

man's outfit, the saddle hav-

ing a double cinch and a

horn, so that when a run-

away is roped by a ])iirsning

policcn-ian it can lie easily

iirought to a hall. The
horses, too, are e.\])erience(l

cow ponies, trained to brace

tiiemselves against the rope,

so that Los Angeles is likely

to have exhibitions of rough
riding and rope throwing
on its main streets at any

time. Thus the arts of the

frontier will be eniployed

to save the man of the city
Hakhta by a from the peril of runaway

n.-haii i.ei, horses.



THE FIRST GLASS THEATRE CURTAIN EVER MADE.
It costs $100,000. Thi' ordinary thi-atru curtain costs about $2.tW.

THEATRE CURTAIN OF GLASS

'T'lIE fir.st <jlas.s theater curtain will

soon be installed in the National

Theatre, which is now Hearing comple-
tion, in the City of Mexico. It contains

more than twenty-five hundred square

feet of glass mosaic and weighs twenty-

seven tons. To insure its safe transpor-

tation from the studios in New York-

City, where it was built, to the City of

Me.xico it was divided into two hundred
panels, containing nearly one million sep-

arate pieces, which were inlaid in a con-

crete composition impervious alike to

heat and moisture. A wonderful art

pattern has been put upon the glass. It

shows the last rays of the setting sun to

the right of Popocatepetl, gilding the icy

summits of the volcanoes and revealing

the prone figure of Ixtaccihuatl, the upper

slopes of the mountain, suggesting her

streaming, luxuriant hair. Above, in the

vast expansive sky, the glory of the blue

changes to a deep purple as night ap-

proaches. The observer is im|)ressed

with the deftness of the artisans who
executed this ])cieni in glass. The com-
pleted curtain illustrates the decorative

possibilities of glass mosaic. Its ojial-

escence, iridescence, and the beauty of

HocKF-Y Match at Richmond. England. Bf.tvvkkx
English and Ikish Women Teams.

Ireland eels away with the ball aftiT a 'roll in."

7.>7
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its finish lend a touch of reality to land-

scape scenes that can not be obtained as

efFectivelv through other mediums.
^'

PICKING TOMATOES WITH
A STEPLADDER

IF an ordinary tomato plant in southern
* California is given all the climbing

space it wants, it will clamber over the

highest of garden walls and onto roof^

and up to the top of telegraph poles.

Next to Jack's bean stalk, a California

tomato vine is the most remarkable

climber in the world. The illustration

here given shows a tomato plant, of the

ordinary "beefsteak" variety, which

came up voluntarily in the back yard of

a Los Angeles h.ome. It made its ap-

pearance above the ground sometime in

.'\]iril and by the

end of November
liad reached a

height of nearly

twenty feet. T( i

gather the fruit re-

(|uired a six-foot

ste]) ladder and a

six-foot man, and
even then a hoe or

a rake was some-
times needed in ad-

dition, to get the

Contrarv to what might be expected

with such a profuse growth of plant,

the tomatoes themselves were not

only abundant, but very large : some of

them weighing close to two pounds.

^•f^fyM

Traction Knginh Fuli.i
T

N(; UP A L SKLF
REE.

topmost tomatoes.

The Tree Yields E.Asri.y to th}- Ibke-;i^ niii.E

PuLU"

Justifying the C.aliforni.a Climate.
A tomato virn'. wliosi- top has to be rcacln-d with a sti-p-

ladder.

NEW
DEPARTURE

fr^!^.,*, IN REMOVING
ORCHARDS

/^.X most of the
^^ smaller farms

•,-s.,„
,^ ^^^ acres of the

rHAKi) uiost fertile ground
is reserved for an
orchard.

In a great many cases the orchards
have outgrown their usefulness, and in

other cases there has been a gradual
awakening to the fact that the ground
has enhanced in value and it would be
more valuable for agricultural purposes.

In these cases it has been found an
expensive thing to remove the old trees.

The discovery was made that an inex-

pensive mode of removing these old trees

could be accomplished by using a traction

engine. It is a very simple process. A
chain is wound around the tree, and the

traction engine is attached by means
of a cable. It onlv requires a slight

pull, to draw the old tree out.

An old orchard of ten acres was en-

tirely cleaned out in two days at the

small expense of thirty-five dollars.

This departure bids fair to be followed

by a great man\' others in the near
future, as it is done for about f)ne-third

of the expense required by the old

method.
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Pet Raccoon Fkkding from Its Mistress' Hand.
An oifcr of cijjht hundred dollars for this amiahlc httlc

creature was refused.

RACCOON VALUED AT SMALL
FORTUNE

"YME New York
Zoological Gar-

den contains at

present a unique
specimen in the

shape of a raccoon
of s n o w w h i t e

color. While the

natural color of the

raccoon is a dark
gray or brown, this

one is white from
tip to toe with pink

nose, eyes and toes.

The little animal
has been named "Pinkie," and is the

])roperty of Mrs. Rose Shaw of the

"Aerial Shaws," who recently toured

Europe, and left her pet in the zoo to

be taken care of. Pinkie is three years

old. The management of the zoo offered

Mrs. Shaw $8(30 for Pinkie in order to

use her for breeding purposes, but the

gentle mistress refused the offer.

LOCOMOTIVE CARRIES
WRECKING CRANE

DAILROADS are usually decently
^^ progressive in the adoption of mod-

ern appliances and labor saving machines

as it behooves- them to use every possible

eft'ort to facilitate the transportation of

passengers and freight. The photograph
above shows the newest and one of the

most ])ractical inventions of recent years.

It is the new (iernian locomotive engine.

This locomotive carries a powerful crane

which is attached, and operated by the

engine. In the case of a wreck or at

other times when a crane is needed the

Combination eliminates the necessity of

the coupling of an extra car. causing a

saving of time and labor.

CHANGEABLE STAGE SCENERY
IX ever\' large city the tiieaters are
* divided by the building inspection laws

into different classes according to the

fireproofing qualities of the buildings and
the number and accessibility of the e.xits,

only those of the better class being al-

lowed to use drop curtains, which per-

mit of quick changes in the middle of an

act, while some are even debarred from
making a change of

scenery at the end
of an act.

Managers might

do well to try out

an electrical scene-

c h a n g i n g effect

whicli removes a

dro]) visually witli-

(iut moving it Ijod-

ily.

The model shown
comprised a pano-GkRMAN LOCOMOTIVK EuUlPPKD WITH POWERFUL

Lo.^DlNG CrA.NE.

ilT.

Does the Camera Lie? Well—It Sometime.?
exagger.\te.s.

This photo of oranm-s was takt-n from an upper window
ovorlookint; racks whi-rc the fruit was piled, at St. F<'ti-rs-

burg. Fia. The camera being at close range, this freak

was produced.



CEMENT SCENOGKAPH MODEL OF STAGE SCENERY WHICH SHOWS BUILDINGS USED
WITHOUT ANY SHIFTING OR MOVING OF THE WALLS.

ramie view of the buildings, lighted by
concealed lamps. In adilition to thus show-
ing the exterior of the plant, the interior

of the main building was ])resented every
few minutes without any shifting or mov-
ing of the front wall.

This was accomplished by making the

front wall of a fine wire gauze, and
painting it in such a manner with doors,

windows and trimmings that, when

lighted from the front, it matclied the

rest of the picture ])erfectly. l'>y turning

off a part of tiie lights in front and turn-

ing on a row of lam])s concealed in the

top of the building, the light inside the

structure woukl be made so much
stronger than the outside illuniination

tiiat the interior of the building woukl
l)e rendered clearly visiljle through the

jjauze.

. UNDEDWOOP i, UNnE^WOOD, „. y.

BURNING FALSE WEIGHTS AND MEASURES WHOLESALE IN NEW YORK CITY.
It is stati-d that the sciznn-s will probably n-sult in Con^ircss takinj,' action to thi- end of compt^llink' a standardiza-

tion of so-calird barn-Is and bush«-ls all over thi- country. As matters stand, the terms arc variously interpreted in
different sections, and almost invariably to the disadvanta^iC' of the consumer.

7-/(/



VVhalk Taken Off California Coast with a
Pleasure Launch.

Thk Catfitijzuin with Thirty-Foot \\ hale
IN T()W.

PLEASURE BOAT AS A WHALER
""pi I E captain of the Caiiuv^uin (if Lnni;'

IJeach, California, a small lainich

used as a pleasure boat, recently per-

formed the feat of killinpf and towing
triumphantly home a thirty-foot whale. It

was one of the few whales killed in those

waters and this twenty-ton specimen cre-

ated (|uite a sensation when it was exhib-

ited alont^side the tiny launch. The ,i;ini

used for killing this sea monster was pro-

vided with a harpoon wiiich contained

an e.xplosive that was discharged after

entering the body. Four shots were
fired, all of which took etTect.

When the whale's body was being

towed to Long IJeach its mate followed

the launch at a distam-e, a])parently real-

izing that some misfortune had overtaken

its coni])anion.

When exposed above the surface of the

water the carcass was found to be covered
in spots with barnacles, which, the local

mariners stated, was a sign of consider-

able age.

AIRSHIP BUILT LIKE A BOAT
C( ).ME aeroplane builders take the birds
'"^ for their models, others look witji

much favor u]i<in the form of construc-

tion used by boat makers in ))utting

together their craft. ( )ne of the most
recent air ships to appear on one of the

testing grounds in I'Vance lieldiigs to the

latter class. Indeed, it is quite dissimilar

in apjiearance to most of the aeroplanes

that have preceded it.

Thii odd craft is the (ionnel LMiiplane,

as it is called. It is about 24 feet in

length, 10 in width, or <liameter, and
weighs in the neighborhood of 800

Brick Building Demolished by a Steel Coal Car
\ woodrn coal car immediatciv behind was thrown

twenty-five foot from the track and its contents dumped
in the back yard of a grocery and between two buildintrs

as nicely as if such had been intended, This occurred at
Troy. Ohio.

New Boat Like Krench Gonnel Uniplane" Ready
FOR a Flight.

It was recently tested.
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Oil Pool, of One Thousand Barrels That Was
Fired to Save a Town.

i:)Ounds complete. The motor is of fifty

horse-power and contains four cyUnders.

The photo shows the device all ready

to take its flig-ht throug'h the air.

J*

POOL OF OIL BURNED TO
SAVE A TOWN

T^IIL ten inch oil pipe line of a big

transportation com])any near Coal-

inga, Cal., sprung a leak which devel-

oped into a bad break. Soon the oil was
running toward the city in a menacing-

black stream and it was feared that the

town would be destroyed by fire unless

the oil were checked.

Quite a large pool, containing about

one thousand barrels of oil, was formed
less than a quarter of a mile from the

iiutskirts, and it was decided to ignite

this pool rather than allow it to overflow

and reach the city. One thousand barrels

(if oil went up in smoke. In the intense

heat the heavy oil became almost as thin

as water and streams ran out from the

main body in all directions, making long

arms of flame. The fire lasted for about

three hours, destroying the oil to the last

drop anfl leaving a bhick crust over the

surface it had occupied.

NEW AID FOR THE HOUSE-
KEEPER

'X'HE latest development in kitchen sup-

plies is an electric cabinet.

Tlie power is transmitted from the

motor to the work shelf of the cabinet

by means of a vertical shaft and by en-

closed gears in a shaft head located in

the center of the shelf to which the

various devices to be driven are attached.

An es^g beater, vegetable sheer, coffee

grinder, meat cho])per, lemon grater,

cherry pitter, knife sharpener, knife

polisher, bread mi.xer, cake mixer, and
an ice cream freezer are furnished with
the outfit, any one or two of which can
readily be attached by slipping the driv-

ing shaft of the device intcj one of the

sockets on the shaft head. Means are also

provided for holding each attachment in

place while it is being used and the sockets

are so constructed that there are no parts

which can catch the clothing or fingers

of the housewife or servant while the

machine is in operation.

All the attachments are readily packed
in the lower part of the cabinet when not

in use, leaving the work shelf clear for

other tasks that must in the meantime be
performed.

The Housewife's New .^LLY—the Electric Kit-
chen Cabinet.
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ARTIST IN CORK
A FREXCI I.MAX, Cdniing' from one
^"^ of tlio SDUtherii provinces of tlic re-

pnblic, has recently attracted much at-

tention in the famous "Eatin Quarter"'

of Paris by his very ingenious, and in-

deed remarkable carvings in cork. On
account of the peculiar te.xture of the

material in which he works, not only

must he possess artistic cunning but an
unusual ])atience and care as well. If

you have ever attempted to trim down a

piece of cork to serve as a stopper for a

bottle you will have some realization of

the significance of this statement.

He is very versatile in the character

of his work—the sea, the jungle, the

great monuments of civilization being
equally well represented. Whether carv-

ing ship, elephant, or Pantheon, he is

invariably successful in his results. As
a patriotic I'"renchman he is especially

proud of his reproduction of the Pan-
theon, the structure in which the great

of the nation find their final resting

place. Among the most celebrated men
buried here is the realist, Zola, as famous
for his championship of the unfortunate
Ca])tain Dreyfus, as for his writings.

The artist first lays out his pattern

very accurately, giving to this part of the

work the utmost skill and attention, as,

of course, all subsequent results depend
absokitely upon these initial steps in the

work.

\.

Boiling Eggs in a Hot Spring in Me.\ico.

Kkproducing the Pantheon of Paris in Cork.

LIVING CLOSE TO NATURE
IN an isolated part of the upper Rio
Grande border region of Mexico is

located a remarkable group of thermal
springs, the waters of which are said to

contain wonderful medicinal properties.
.-Mthough the springs are visited by many
health-seekers annually there is an en-
tire absence of hotel and living accommo-
dations at the place or within a distance
of fifty miles of it. The nearest rail-

road point is fifty miles away. The vis-

itors must provide their own tents unless
they sleep upon the bare ground with the
canopy of heaven for a covering, as most
of them do. They must all shift for

themselves when it comes to cooking and
eating. The cooking is done almost ex-
clusively in the hot water that comes
from the springs. There are hundreds
of the little streams of water trickling

from the rock formation and forming
pools in the arroyo. The temperature
of the water ranges from 75 to 188 de-
grees Fahrenheit. In the absence of
modern bathing accommodations the
water is utilized for that purpose by
shoveling out a hollow in the earth and
using it for a bath tub. The efficacy of
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Machink-Madk Man That Talks. Sings. Whisti.ks
ANU Laughs, and His Cre.^tor.

tlieso tliermal spring-.s was known to the

Indians as far hack as there is any liis-

torical ri-curd of the upper horder rej^icni.

In the early days many of the trilies of

tlie .Sonthwest nsed the hot water as a

remedy for various kinds of jihysical ills.

The nearest town to the springs is Can-
delaria, six miles distant, on the Texas
siile (if the Rio (Irande.

The illustration shows three of these

health seekers dipping eggs for breakfast

into the pot always kept boiling by
Nature's liand. The free spirit of the

open air seems to possess them.

MACHINE-MADE MAN TALKS
A 1!1'-RI^L\ inventor has, after many
^^ years, succeeded in making an arti-

ficial man, "Occultus," wlio can walk and
make other human movements, such as

speaking, singing, whistling, laui^liing,

etc.

/\ny person in public can give this

artificial jiersnu orders and Occultus will

fiillow them out. He obeys every word
such as "go," "stop," etc. Some other

person tells him to turn his eyes toward
right and he so does. Another tells him
til turn around and he does so.

Occultus can also speak and answer
(|uestions, and is able to sing, laugh, and
whistle.

Occultus is not an illusion or a hokns-
pokus trick. He can be placed in a

thrnng and wlierever he stands, on wnud,
stiiue or carpets, he can alwa\'s act.

The secret of Occultus is with the in-

ventor alone, a Mr. Whitman.

POWER IN JELLY FORM
nrill'" |)hoto shows a piece of solidified

•*• petroleum which is described as a

perfectly transparent product possessing

the same colors as the petrols used for its

manufacture. It is made in the form of

a jelly of sufficient consistency to be car-

ried and handled like any other solid

body. It can easily be cut into ]jieces and
may be conveyed in cardboard boxes
without danger. The physical properties

are the same as in liquid petrol, evapora-

tion is very easy and with the same heat-

ing power its inflammability and heating

))o\ver is very intense as also is its car-

huretting power. When ignited it does

not melt hut burns like wood or coal.

Soi.iniFiKn Pftrolf.um Impalfii
tiN A Fork.

.\ curinus nnd convi-nirnt scientific

discuvt-ry.
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MOUNTING THE
ROOSEVELT LIONS

T""!!!'" ])liotoo-r;ipli I)i.'!o\v

w as lakeii the other ilay

ill one of tlie workroonis of

the National Museum at

\\'ashinL;ton. it sliows a

LiTou]) of lions in process of

l:eii)L;' mounted—the scene

to he re]5resente(l lieinfj

"Lions at tlie Drinlsinsj^

Place." A couple of young
lions and another lioness

will he in the j^roup when
it is finished.

These lions were "col-

lected" hy the recent Roose-
velt hunting expedition in

the wilds of Africa.

MINIATURE ELEC-
TRIC FOUNTAIN

'T'lIF, imagination can
* hardly do justice tn the

charming effect of the foun-

tain shown in the illustra-

tion when used as a center-

piece upon a dinner table.

The endless variety of col-

ored flashes emanating
from the glass rock in the

center set innumerable
liquid rubies, sapphires, and
diamonds dancing in every

CHK IN AN KLHCTRir ]'HL'NT.\I\ FnU TaHI.I- I )Ki ( »h \ 1 li in.

direction

and streams of glistening spray pour

"Lions at the Drinking Place."

Specimons collected by Theodore Roosevelt in Africa.

in process of beiny mounted at the National Museum.
Washington.

over the figure of Psyche as she stoops

to catch the reflection of her face in the

water below. All this is done by simply

turning a switch for the fountain is oper-

ated by electricity being connected with

the lighting fixtures by means of a cord.

A centrifugal jiuni]) driven by a small

electric motor supplies the water from
the Ijasin within to a multiplicity of noz-

zles surrounding the figure in the center.

After the streams have spent their force

the water returns to the basin to be

])uniped up again as before. No pkimb-
ing is required as all the water used is

contained within the basin of the foun-

tain. Electric lights within the glass

rock cause it to throw out many colored

lights through its variegated sides.

As an artistic decoration for a recep-

tion room, hall or library the fountain

is most attractive and the scenting of the



SWIMMING POOL ON THE POCANTICO HILLS, ESTATE OF JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER.
NEAR TARRVTOWN. NEW YORK.

Steps lead down under the water at one end. Beneath the coping stones a pipe, pierced at intervals by fan-shaped
outlets, is run. This serves to spread the water and throw it toward the center ol the pool in a perfect mist, so that wlien
the sun is shining the pool is filled'with a myriad of rainbows.

Inti-:kk)K of the Pergola on the Rockefeller
Country Estate.

When this photo was taken the vines intended to rover i

had not yrt reached the roof. This is an ideal

retreat for the hot days and warm
nights of summer.

7f6

water adds another rare and entertaining

feature seklom found in a house decora-

tion of this character but which modern
hi.xury now seems to demand.
As a means of entertainment for a sick

person the fountain fulfills a happy mis-

sion, while the addition of a mild anti-

septic to the water renders the air of the

room sterile. It also cools the atmos-
phere and collects the dust from the air,

(lepositinsj it in a strainer from which it

can easily be removed from time to time

as required.

The fountain shown in the illustration

is 26 inches high with a base 12 by 16

inches. The basin is constructed of bent

art glass with a base and figure of bronze
with apjirojiriate finishing touches to

round out the design. The whole i)re-

senls a most pleasing and artistic effect

to the eve.
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NO MORE CRANKING
VY7llJiX one is cranking an ant<i en-

* gi'it'. if tlie compressed charge in

one of the cyHnilers happens to be

ignited before the piston of that cyHnder

is ready to begin its downward stroke,

the result is known as a "back-fire," or

in other words the explosion in the cylin-

der turns the engine for a part of a revo-

lution in the reverse direction. If the'

man at the crank has a good grip on its

handle he is likely to he jerked violently

downward and there is danger of his

being injured in several ways as a result.

There are numberless cases of sprained

and broken wrists resulting from back-

firing and not a few of injury to the face

from violent collision with the car's

radiator.

There is not sutificient space to describe

all the devices that have recently been

jilaced upon the market for this purpose,

but one is worthy of consideration be-

cause of its ingenuity and the near ap-

proach to the principle upon which the

automobile engine normally operates.

As will be seen bv reference to the

Thk Leakage or "Stray Magnetic Field" of the
Most Powerful Magnet Holding Wire

Nails in Series.

illustrations on the next page, the appa-

ratus consists of a hand pump attached to

the floor of a car within easy reach of

the driver and a tube extending from it

making connection through small valves

with each cylinder of the engine. The
o])ening and closing of the valves is

THE MOST POWERFUL M.AGNET IN THE WORLD STIPPOKTING A GLASS BOWL BY MEANS OF
THE POWER OF ATTRACTION EXERTED LPON A SMALL PIECE

OF IRON INSIDE THE BOWL.
Tliis magnet is at the United States Government Bureau of Standards. Washington.
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"No Cranking" Apparatus Attached to a Motor
Car.

accomplished by means of a push rod

extending" through the dash in front of

the driver.

In raising the jjiston of the pump, air

is drawn in through a carburetor which
is also supplied with gasoline from a

small tank within the pump's cylinder.

This action prepares an explosive mi.x-

ture similar to that regularly supplied

the cylinders of the engine when run-

ning. The downward pressure of the

pump forces the mixture into the cylin-

ders and two or three such operations

supplies adequate compression so that

the engine may be started on the spark.

LOCOMOTIVE IN SERVICE
SIXTY YEARS

TEW locomotives have remained in

service si.xty years running express
trains. This, however, is the iHstinction

of the celebrated engine Cornwall, which
was designed by the late Mr. F.

Trevithick for the London and North-
western Railway. Intended for high

speed the single driving wheels were

eight feet six inches in diameter, and to

keep the center of gravity low the boiler

was slung underneath the driving axle.

The engine was built at Crewe in 1847
and was named "Cornwall," after Trev-
ithick's native country. As originally

constructed the engine ran on eight

wheels, the two leading pairs being three

feet six inches in diameter and the trail-

ing pair four feet. The weight of the

engine was only 27 tons.

The underhung boiler was not found
satisfactory and in 1858 the engine was
rebuilt to the form shown in the photo-

graph, with the boiler in the usual ])lace

above the driving axle. Twice since then

the boiler has been renewed and other

improvements made.

A Patriarch .Among Enginks.

A locomotivi.- in service in Ensland for sixty years.

The engine has only recently been

withdrawn from service but is still cap-

able of hauling light trains at record

speed. It worked regularly for many
years between Liverpool and Manchester,

averaging 31^^ miles in 40 minutes.

This locomotive may
well be called a "Patri-

'~

arch .\mong Engines,"

with a record and a

length of service like

this behind it, such as

none other can prob-

ablv boast.

THIS AFPAKATCS KL.NDEK^ CKANKl.NG OF AUTOS UNNECESSARY
A description of its action is given in the te.\t.
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NEW MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS
D\' the use of an iiistrunient lately
*-^ invented, iodine can now be applied

in the form of vapor, thus avoiding the

secondary effects produced by the tinc-

ture of iodine. The secondary effects

are due not to the iodine but to the dry-

ini^ effect of alcohol, its dissolvent.

The vaporizer shown by our photo-
t,rraph, is composed of a g;lass cell at-

tached to a cylinder by a metallic bind-

ing, at the center of which is a tube

which brings the air from a pear-shaped

India rubber blowing-apparatus as well

as from an electric connector communi-
cating with the spiral of platinum at-

tached to its extremity. The iodine is

vaporized by the current of air from the

Fig. 1—Vaporizer for Iodine for Treating Deep
Wounds After Operations.

blowing apparatus which, on its way
from the thread of platinum, carries it to

an extremely high temperature.

This new way of applying iodine is

F'lG. 2—New Instrument for
Examining the Larynx.

Etc.

particularly valuable |

in treating deep cavi-

ties after operations.

Another i n s t r u-

ment represented by
figure 2 is the pharyngoscope. It is

used for examining the bucco-nasal

cavity and the larynx. It is composed
of an optic apparatus which assures an
angle and very extended vision ; it is

furnished with a small lamp with metal-

lic thread, an accumulator of 4 volts fur-

nishes the current to feed the lamp.

Points difficult to reach by the laryngo-

scopic mirror are easily examined by this

instrument.

COLLEGE BOYS LIVE IN TENTS
DI'",G1XXIXG with four years ago, the

attendance at the Texas Agricultural

College barely grazed the 400 mark.
With the leaps and bounds witii which
this great state has grown in intelligence

and particularly in agricultural knowl-

edge during the past four years the en-

rollment has grown apace till today the

students number 1,100. This increase

has been housed in tents and the institu-

A CANDY BOUQUET FOR THE MATINEE GIRL.
Sht' now provides hi^rsi-If with a dainty t)<>uquft (4 Huwcrs. rt-al blossoms, butcandii-d. Thoy arc mounted artistic-

ally with stalks and leavus of thin strips ot candied citron and tied totiether with a ribbon. The sweets are all naturally
colored and scented and form a feast for the eye and the sense of smell as well as for the sweet tooth.
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How Thky Carry Kings in German East Africa.

THl' Sultan KicKotna of Usumbura is riding in the hamper.

tion is thinking" seriously at present of

increasing the tent colony to take care of

the influx of new students whd will ap-

pear with the beginning of the new
school year in the fall.

"But," is the question not infrequently

asked, "do the poor students have to live

in those tents all winter through?"

"Certainly," is the reply of the student

guide as he wends his way through the

white walled alleys which ramify through

the 245 canvas sleeping apartments, "and
moreover the boy.s rather enjny their

experience."

To the uninitiated the i<lea (if living

in a canvas tent all through the nine

niontlis which make up the school year

and "enjoying it" would hardly seem
consistent and yet it is entirely true. Of
course there is provision for heat in the

tents as well as light and besides this the

teiit walls are wainscoted up to where
the roof intersects with the jierpendicu-

lar walls. The tents are also floored

with tight matched flooring and provided

with comfortable slec])ing cots. The
lieating is accomplished through the use

of an ordinary sheet inin stove with the

aid of ordinary wood for fuel. There
may be more efficient ways of heating

houses but not tents, and to say that

the students are satisfied with this mode
(if keeping warm is putting it mildly.

With the combination of dry and green

wood provided for the use of the students

the chill wintry blasts which sweep the

snow over the Texas prairies have no

terrors and when the bugle blows for study

hours the pupils bend over their books

t(i the light of hundreds of electric bulbs

which illuminate the great expanse of

tents so that it may be seen for miles

around.

A HOME IN TEN IS.

Where boys at the Texas .'\sriculturnl Colle^'e eat. sleep and study.
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Summer Housk of Concrete Built tx tMiTATruN of
A Straw Hut.

CONCRETE LOOKS LIKE WOOD
T~']IIS (Idiiic, hiiilt (if concrete, is an

imitation of a log and straw hnt, but

constructed in such an artistic manner
that the ilhision is most true even after

a close examination. In fact, many per-

sons do not believe it to be made of iron

frame and concrete but of trunks of

trees, with bark and straw.

To make the illusion more complete,

in some parts of the timber trunks the

artist has imitated the work of the teredo

worms and some of the pillars appear to

he rotted b}' the same.

This work of art is a jjart of the beau-

tiful gardens which are in one of the sub-

urbs of Havana, and has been made by
.Mr. Ramon Magriiia, a modesi artist,

who is in charge of the gardens. This
dome is used for picnics and has a seat-

ing capacity of 200 persons. In the cen-

ter there is the spiral stair leading to the

observatory above, from which a mag-
nificent view of the Almenardes river

basin is enjoyed.

MEASURING "AIR WETNESS" s&

UKRETOFORI-: instruments for

measuring this pecidiar quality of

the atmosphere have been com|)licated

devices. With the new instrument .shown

in the illustration, however, a ])erson un-
familiar with mathematics or the laws
governing the qualities of the atmos-
phere, can readily ascertain whether or

not the healtiifnl amount of moisture is

contained in the air we breathe.

A glance at the illustration of this new
instrument shows that there are two
thermometers in the instrument, one on
either side of the chart. The bulb of the

lube on the left, you will note, has a wick
wrapped about it and extending down
into a tank in the base c<intaining water.

This is called the wet bulb and indicates

a temi)erature somewhat lower, as a rule,

than that of the dry bulb on the opposite

side, because of the evaporation which
takes place from the moistened wick sur-

rounding it. The greater the heat of the

room, the greater will be the evaporation
and the consequent difference in the

temperature recorded by the two ther-

mometers.
If the air of the roorn contains much

moisture, the wick of the wet bulb will

give ofif but little moisture, consequently

there will be but a slight difference in

the temperature recorded by the wet and
dry bulbs.

Upon the index finger is an adjustable

For MKA^rKING THE MnlsTTRK IN' THE .AtMOSPHERK.

.A 111 -will sirmii. Ill thill miuircsnospiTinl knnwlcdgi.' tousi,-.
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The AiRDALK Tkkkimk,
"Lady."

Famous GermRn police
dog. She has taken 17 niur
derers
thieves.

n d inminiiT.it>!.-

pointer wliich, in taking a reading, is

first set to correspond with the degree
of temperature recorded by the wet bulb.

It is then moved to the right until it

intersects the line extending downward
from the degree of tem]ierature recorded

by the dry bulb. When the adjustable

jxiint is at this intersection the index

figure will point to the figure at the lower
part of the chart indicating the degree
of humidity.

In addition to the above, the dew
point, or, in other words, the amount of

moisture the atmosphere will contain at

the present temperature, may be ascer-

tained by following the curved lines run-

ning from left to right. The end of the

intersecting line in any case leads to the

figure indicating the dew point, while at

the other end of the same line the figures

indicate the amount of water measured in

terms of grains per cubic foot, that the

air contains.

The instrument is made in a form
suitable for hanging upon the wall of a
room or for setting upon a shelf. Its

convenient size and the ease with which
it may be operated recommend it for all

ces where the information it gives is

The Police Dog " Bos
coRON Neperin" .Arrests

A Fugitive.

This Lini„ma.\ Ha- .\i.m..-i Ua,
TO Work by.

MORE LIGHT FOR THE LINE
MAN

EMERGENCIES often -make it neces-
•'"' sary to do certain repair work on
electric light wiring at night. This is

attended with much difficulty and some-
times danger as well in dark streets be-

cau.se of the inability of the lineman to

see what he is doing. In Dayton, Ohio,

they have solved

this problem in a

most efficient man-
ner by connecting
an electric automo-
bile headlight to

the storage bat-

teries used in flriv-

ing the trouble
truck and projecting the light upon the

top of the pole where the lineman is

working.
The photograph shows the light in

operation. A 25 candle power Tungsten
lamp is used with a parabolic reflector,

the lamp having a spiral coil filament

which makes a brilliant spot of light and
enables the operator to focus it ac-

curately upon the spot where the line-

man desires to work.
Most satisfactory results from the light

are claimed for it. as it saves much time

and the extra help usually required for

the usually very troublesome emergency
calls of this kind.
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DOG WALKS TIGHT ROPE
'T'HIS striking picture of a dog on a

tight-rope along with his master,

shows what a Httle patience and kindness

will do in training a pet. It is pretty

evident from his expression that the dog
does not feel at ease in his exalted posi-

tion, but his faith in his human friend

is so great that he submits nevertheless.

The photograph was taken at the beach
near San Diego, California.

WOODPECKERS' STOREHOUSE
IT may be true that birds are guided
*• solely by instinct, but in some cases the

dividing line between instinct and reason

is so indistinct as to be almost imper-

ceptible. An illustration is supplied by the

behavior of a species of woodpecker that

abounds in the mountainous regions of

California. In the fall, when the acorns

are ripe, it pecks numberless holes in the

bark of trees, and in each hole inserts an

acorn. Every acorn is placed in the same
way, with the apex pointing towards the

heart of the tree ; and all are wedged in

so tightly that one can hardly pull them
(Hit with the bare fingers.

Anyone seeing
the woodpeckers
thus putting away
acorns might sup-

pose that the birds

intended to eat

them in the winter months, when other

food becomes scarce. That is not the

bird's idea at all. It is providing for a

supply of fresh meat for the early

spring. When spring comes, a worm
develops in each acorn : and when the

worm is fat, juicy and fully developed.

the woodpecker goes after it. breaking

the protruding shell, and devouring its

helpless occupant.

Dog and Master Taking
A Tightrope Jaunt."

Strongest Man Ever
at Yale.

E. O. KistliT. of Di-nver.
who scored 2.270 points in

recent strength test, break-
ing his predecessor's rec-

ord by over 200 points.

HARD WORK FOR THE AUTO
A NEW state road, between Seattle
** and Spokane, Washington, is now
being built by a method almost revolu-

tionary in character, in that the crushed

stone, from which the road is largely

built, is handled entirely by machinery

from the time it enters the crusher until

Looks Like a Boiler Pl.4te Sti;dded with Bolts.

It is, however, a tree drilled full of hoh's in which acorns
are placed by woodpeckers for use

in the future.





BRIDGE tUK AIIU.MOBILLS IN SOl'THFRN CALIFORNIA.
The Automobile Club of Southern Cahfornia is a live organization wliich is spending thousands of dollars to im-

prove the highways of that section of the country; a pood work, the benefit of which ail may share, whether they are
iiienibers or not. One of their few pieces of work which is exclusively for motorists is the bridge of structural iron and
eoncrete shown in this photograph. It is arranged with a couple of grooves which t;ike the wheels of the auto, but as
there is no roadway betwren theni it is impossible to drive a team across

DOUGH UNTOUCHED BY
HANDS

T\ Muskog'ee, Oklahoma, an electric-

bakery is in operation. It is equipped
throughout with electric driven appa-

ratus. The plant has a capacity of 40,000
liiaves of bread a day, in addition to the

numerous side lines of cakes, pies, rolls

and other pastry and it will be seen that

this is a [jrofitable consumer for the

electric sup])Iy coinpany.

Without doubt this is one of the most
modern bakeries in the country. The
flour and dough are never touched by
human hands until the loaves come out

of the oven ready for deliveVy to the

consumer.
The power installation consists of

numerous small motors from one to five

horse-power in size, each machine being
individually driven, the total connected
load being thirteen horse-power. There

Nhw Edirlh Mushroom Discovered by a French
Botanist.

This—thu pk-urotus cornucopioides—is especially suited
to cultivation. It is usually found on the stumps

oi old elms.

PowFRFiiL New Searchlight in Use on a New York
Fire Engine.

This (jreatly fncilitntes the fire fig^hters in placing
ladders, etc.

Where Bread is Kneaded and Baked by Elec-
tricity.

A niodern bakery .nt Muskogee. Oklahoma, which turns
out 4().fXJ0 loaves of bread a day.

7J5



Fig. I

—

Taking Out Wkeds by Machinkky. Fig. 2—Repl.acing thf .Xppar.^tus in Position

is a dough-divider driven by a two
horse-power machine and an egg beater

operated by a one horse-power motor.
A three-barrel dough mixer is supphed
with power from a five horse-power
motor, which also drives a dough break
flour lifter and conveyor, all grouped on
the same motor. The 700-loaf revolving
oven is provided with a two horse-power
machine.

MACHINE FOR WEEDING
WATER COURSES

A MOTOR boat which will be of great
^^ service to navigation as well as for

public hygiene, has just been invented
for mowing aquatic weeds.

Fig. 1 shows the machine mowing a

fish pond in the grounds of the Institute

of France at Chantilly. The boat carries

near the front a monocylindrical gaso-
line motor of 8
horse power. The
cutting bars arc op-

erated in an alter-

nating movement
by cogged connect-

ing rods fitted to-

gether with a

spring ; it mows a

width of 4 meters
from 2.0 to 2.5 km.
per hour. Three
men are sufficient

for the service. One
drives the motor.

the second guides

1S6



THE -AEKMOBILE-'-A MONSTER AEKOl'LANE UNDER CONSTRUCTION IN CALIFORNIA.

A

necessary to replace it by this bridge
130 meters in length. The construction

of it was extremely difficult because of

the steepness of the embankments.

HUGE "AERMOBILE"
-MOXOPLAXE of the gigantic di-

mensions of 105 feet by 60 feet,

and with a lifting area of 6,000 square

feet has been built recently at Venice,

C'alifornia, and is now awaiting the in-

stallation of its two 100 horse power en-

gines before attempting flight. This is

not only the world's largest aeroplane,

but is also an absolutely new attempt at

the solution of the problem of flight.

The aermobile, as it is called, is the

work of Captain August E. Mueller,

an aeronaut who has had experience

with balloons, both spherical and dirig-

ible, for many years in various parts

of the world. He describes lii„ ma-
chine as "a parachute with a head
and a tail," and as all the weight of en-

gines and passengers is far below the

great oval plane,

there should be no
danger of its turn-

ing turtle.

The "aermobile"
has six metal pro-

liellers, each fur-

nished with three

blades. These pro-

l)ellers are well dis-

trilnited un<ler the

plane, two in front,

two on the rear

and one midway
down each side.

New ApPAHAiits lo Fhoikit ihk Linkman.
The detector states the presence of a dangerous voltage.

DETECTOR FOR "LIVE" WIRES
C" LECTRICAL wircmen, in making re-
^~' pairs or adjustments in central sta-

tions, need to know whether the current
is on the lines and other conductors, so as
to avoid risk of shock. But since the
presence of the current makes no differ-

ence in the appearance of the conductor,
there was considerable risk in this work
until tiie invention of the voltage detector
illustrated herewith, which announces to

the eye whether the conductor is "alive"
or not.

This simple contrivance was invented
by J. B. Taylor, an American, and has
obtained a special prize in France as an
accident preventer. It consists of a light

S-shaped metal vane, pivoted at its center
upon a vertical metal stem like a com-

l^ass needle and en-

closed in a small

glass globe. The
lower end of the

metal stem is fixed

to the conductor
which it is tlesired

to safeguard—such,

for example, as the

d i sconnecting
switch of a high-

voltage power-
transmission line.

The electrostatic

charge on the con-

ductor, when alive,

produces a repul-

sion at the points

of the vane, caus-

ing the latter to

spin around ; and

7S7
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m^i
SANTA rE

I TRAIL

ERECTEO mr THE /

DAMHTEW OF THE

AMERICAN REWUITIOM
AM m TERRITORY or ^

nem^ Mexico
. 1810

Monument Marking the Terminus of the Famoii>
Santa Fe Trail.

It will stand in tlio Plaza, at Santa Fe. New Mexico.

Kf.i.k's df 1 in-: HAi.rv<>N Oays of Fur Trading.
Scales and letter press used a century ago by the Amer-

ican Fur Company.

the motion is made more conspicuous by
light paper disks attached to the points.

One of the detectors mounted on each
line reveals to the eye, without fail, the

presence of a dangerous voltage in the

wires.

MARKING LAST OF SANTA FE
TRAIL

'T'llE old Santa Fe Trail, the most
famous pathway of the pioneers in

America, will soon be markefl from be-

ginning to end with the type of granite

tablets illustrated here to show the trav-

eler the route of the scout, the Indian,

the soldier and the settler. The course

through Missouri and Colorado has al-

ready been marked with twenty-five or

thirty tablets, erected by the Daughters
of the American Revolution, and the

present tablets are to mark the course of

the trail through New Mexico, the last

one to be placed in the Plaza in the city

of Santa Fe. The first one of the stones

in New Mexico will be ]5laced at Lynn,
a few miles below Trinidad just over the

border. One will stand at Las Vegas,
five in the vicinity of Raton, and the

others at intervals till Santa I'e is

reached. The one destined for tlic Santa

Fe Plaza is a little more elaborate than

the others, and bears on its polished face

a little map of the trail, showing its be-

ginning and end and the courses of both

branches. The others bear merely the

lettered inscription shown in the photo-

graph. The tablets are of dark gray

Colorado granite, at once durable and

])leasing to the eye.

ORIGINAL ASTOR SCALES
'T'lILS illustration shows two pairs of
•^ .scales and an old-style letter press

which were used by the American Fur
Company, of which John Jacob Astor

was the head. This company was organ-

ized on Mackinac Island in 1815, and

continued in business until 1832. The
original building in which the furs were

stored is still standing and is used as a

hotel. These scales are in the possession

of the Cable estate, which also owns the

building in which the historic relic is

housed.
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THE FAMOUS PRENTICE
PILLAR

A I'LEASAX r liik' (if two liours from
•^^ Ivliiibur_s;'h will bring tlie visitor

along' hawtliorn-fringed roadways to an

architcctnral gcni, Roslyn CliaiX'l. Not
the least pleasing feature of this fairy-

like structure is the marvelous Prentice

I'illar with its tale of revengeful jealousy.

The story goes that while the chapel was
in process of construction, being founded
in 1446, the master workman went to the

Continent for new ideas. W'hen lie re-

turne<l he found that his apprentice had
constructed this wonilerful pillar. En-
raged beyond bounds b_\' this act, which
he considered unwarranted audacity, he

seized his sculptor's mallet and killed his

assistant on the spot. Furthermore,
when the P>ishop of St. Andrews, whose
diocese included Roslyn Chapel, was in

Rome at the time when the chapel was
nearing completion, he obtained from the

Pope a dispensation to reconcile Roslyn,

that is, to cleanse it from the pollution of

some deed of violence committed within

its precincts. Aiter the publication of

"The Lay of the Last Minstrel" Roslyn
Chapel became so popular that a coach
was started from Edinburgh and a new
inn was built, taking the place of the old

inn where Boswell and Dr. Johnson
dined.

AERO WONT TURN TURTLE

ARESIDENT of Totowa Borough.
New Jersey, has constructed a

"non-capsizable" aeroplane, the inventor

claiming that, on account of its design,

it is impossible for it to turn turtle while

in the air. There is no other like it in

the country today. Clifford B. Harmon
built one, but never installed the engine.

There are fourteen of similar make in

process of construction in France.

The machine is equipped with a 50-

horse-power engine and a nine-foot

]jaragon propeller. This strange-looking

bird weighs 620 pounds. The circular

construction—shown in the picture—is

twenty feet in diameter and has a depth

of nine and a half feet. The gasoline

tank and radiator are inside the massive

circular frame, which is made of naid,

a specially prepared linen, made in Ire-

RosLYN Chapel. Made Famous by Sir Walter
Scott's "Lay of the Last Minstrel."

The First British Battleship with But One
Mast—the Hercules.

Her armament consists of ton 12inch guns witti a full

broadside. Slie has a displacement of over 20.000 tons.

POiMETHI.NG S.AFER FOR THE .AERONAUT.

An ^t^ropInpH tjiat can't tiirn turtle
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land, and coated in this country. The
motor is in front of the frame, while the

driver sits under and behind the ma-
chinery. The whole affair is set upon
four aeroplane wheels.

Several flights, none of them very suc-

cessful, have been made.

BEARS RECAPTURED WITH
SWEETENED WATER

'T'HE manager of a little circus touring

the San Joaquin \'alley was careless

enough to allow three performing bears

serious damage. His main worry was to

get them back to their cage. An ac-

quaintance of his who happened along in

his automobile hit upon the right idea.

This man had seen the bear trio profes-

sionally engaged in the show, where they

sat around a table and drank huge quan-
tities of sugar and water from beer bot-

tles. The automobile owner loaded up
his tonneau with as much of the sweet

mixture as he could find, threw in the

clutch and sallied forth to the neighbor-

hood where the bears were enjoying their

liberty.

Once near enough to them to display

RECAPTURED BEARS EOROETTING THEIR ESCAPADE IN A DEBAUCH OF SWEETE.NED WATER.

to slip out of their cages and roam about

the countryside a short time ago.

Fortunately the only weapons that

happened to be available were shot guns
charged with bird shot, so that when the

ranchers went forth to do battle with the

invaders the liruin family was only

tickled with a few little lead pellets that

could not ])enetrate their tough hides.

IMeanwhik' the manager appeared and
(|uietod the fears of the populace, ex-

])laining that the wild animals were only

trick bears and were not likely to do any

his bait there was no further difficulty.

The bears recognized the bottles and
shuffled forward eagerly. Liberty was
sweet but sugared water was sweeter.

.All three of them were enticed into the

automobile where they sat up as if the

show were on and poured gallons of the

delicious beverage down their hairy

throats.

It was at this time that the camera man
took the ]iictnres and immediately there-

after they were hurried back to their

caares.
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A Freak Photo.
This curious appearance

was brought about by plar-

inff thr negative too near a
hot stove in order to dry it

quickly, causing the gela-
tine on the plate to run.

basking; on the

bright weather.

It is as shapeless

SEA MONSTER CAPTURED
BY WOMEN

OROBABLY as weird a monster as

was ever hauled from the sea is the

gigantic and shapeless fish which was
brought to the gaft" by the three fisher-

women shown beside it. It is a sun fish

weighing 1,600 pounds and is said to be
the record catch of that sort. It was cap-

tured off Catalina Island, famous all

over the world as a piscatorial paradise.

This queer creature is almo.st tailless and
[jropels itself by the powerful dorsal and
anal fins, the pectoral fins being small

and comparatively weak. It has promi-
nent eyes and a small mouth apparentl}-

t(.) ofi'set this prominence, with an undi-

vided dental jjlate somewhat like that of

a turtle.

It has no value for food, as the flesh

is tough and stringy, but oil is sometimes
extracted from the huge carcass. It is

stated that the name of the sun fish is

given to this creature from its habit of

face of the water in of flesh as many of

^pend their lives in

Shipping Motor Sledg;--'^-

Tht-s«; wi*n' for Captain
Scott's ;\ntarctic expi'di-
tion. The upraisi-d arms
at cither end of the sledges
arc fowered when in use
and they arc to prevent the
vehicle tumbling' down
crevasses when in the .Ant-

arctic.

the monsters that

the depths of the

and hideous a lutnp ocean and never come near the surface.

SUN FISH WFiGHIN-r: i c^v rnrTN'pc r-Mir,HT PV ivomfk off i-atatina I'^t »ivrp r M IFORNIA
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